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In celebration of Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday,
Kalamazoo College is organizing a week of events to raise
racial awareness on campus, with the theme "On Whose
Shoulders are you Standing?"
"This year we focused on trying to allow students
to see why they have what they have in current day,"
said Karen 10shua-Wathel, Associate Dean of Students at
Kalamazoo College. "The idea is for students to realize
that in order to get the things they want they must stand
on someone's shoulders and to recognize whose shoulders

they are standing on."
Dean Joshua-Wathel discussed the importance of raising
awareness at the college level and the importance of it for
students at the college.
"It's not a perfect world and in order to make it more
perfect you need to kill injustice and racism at the root,"
said Joshua-Wathel. "The problem is individuals are being
taught at a very young age to be racist and prejUdice.
College is a great Dpportunity to shed those old myths of
how you were raised and gain your own new perspective
that works for you."

MLK. .... Continued on Page 2
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"It only takes one person
standmg up to rriake a di fference,"
continucd Dean Joshua-Wathel.
"It's about seemg individuals as
individuals. That means standing
up, saying things, and most of all
being consistent in the way you
treat people."
The events kicked off Monday
afternoon with the opening of a
pictorial gallery of the Reverend Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s life and
works, which continues through
Friday. In addition, Zaide Pixley
is facilitating teach-ins throughout
the week so professors can focus
one of their classes around issues
relating to Dr. King and his allies.
Friday's chapel closes the
week's event as Dr. Gail Griffin 'discussion the importance of becom-

Decorations outside of Hicks honor MLK week at K.
Photo by Sarah Martyn

ing an ally. The college will then
hold Convocation in Chapel on
Monday, January 20 where Joshua
I. Sledge will talk about the theme

"On Whose Shoulders are you
Standing" and the contributions of
Dr. King's life.

K students protest war
Rob Hinman
INDEX STAFF

This Friday a group of
Kalamazoo students will leave for
Washington D.C. to protest a possible war on Iraq. Over 500,000
people are expected to attend the
protest.
"The purpose of this
rally is to bring the complaints lodged by hundreds of thousands (if not
millions) of citizens about
the illegality and injustice
of this planned war into
the streets," said Noah Dillard, the main organizer
of the protest group from
Kalamazoo College.
One of the main concerns is that a war on Iraq
comes from the government's agenda to control world oil
and would pose horrible humanitarian effects. According to the
London Times, a leaked document
from the UN stated that "the resulting devastation would undoubtedly
be great."
"My largest concerns are about

the immediate suffering that will
result pursuant to war. Try to
imagine how these innocent civilians, children, will live if we begin
full scale bombing again, if we
inundate their land with more
depleted uranium, and send our
troops into urban warfare," said

war. The High Commission on
Refugees estimates 900,000 refugees. UNICEF reports that 3
million more children than those
already afflicted will go hungry.
2 million will become severely
malnourished. Already, more than
1 million children have died from
our economic sanctions
regime."
The
group
of
Kalamazoo students will
join three bus loads of other
Kalamazoo residents who
will attend the protest. The
group leaves on Friday the
17th at 8pm. Dillard encourages students to attend.
They will arrive back in
Kalamazoo on Sunday,
January 19 th in the early
morning.
'This war is unjust,"
said Dillard. "There is no doubt
about its illegality. However, we
have a chance to stop it now. This
weekend the US will witness the
Largest Anti-War Rally in the history of this country and we can all
take a stand."

"The purpose of this rally
is to bring the complaints
lodged by hundreds of thousands (if not millions) of
citizens about the illegality
and injustice of this planned
war into the streets,"
Dillard ...
"The World Health Organization reports that expected wounded
from fighting will be lOO,OOO,"
continued Dillard. "Expected numbers requiring medical attention
after fighting has ceased will be
400,000 due to the aftermath of

Greetmgs,
On behalf of this quarter's Student Commission, I would like to
welcome you all back from what 1 hope was a pleasant and restful winter
break. Together, we are about to begin what many K students find to
be the most difficult time, namely Winter Quarter. The days are cold
and short, the so-called K bubble seems ever more impenetrable and
unyielding, and spirits-both collective and individual--=-always seem to
be at their lowest. To make matters worse, the world we knew when we
left campus last month is very much different from the world we know
today. As one of the few truly global campuses in existence, it is hard
for many of us to lose sight of the impending conflicts with Iraq and
North Korea. Not only are we the type of students to think on such a
global scale out of habit, we do so because we have so many friends
and classmates throughout the world at myriad study abroad sites.
Indeed, the next 3 months may be some of the most challenging in
our respective lifetimes.
If the optimism and the successes oflast quarter serve as any kind of
indicator, I am confident that we can weather these potentially difficult
times. Thanks to the hard work of our various Student Organizations
last quarter, Kalamazoo College sent a large, visible contingent to the
anti-war protest in Washington D.C. last November while later hosting
one of the largest peace rallies in the Kalamazoo area; K students were
able to not only raise $6000 for the Vine Alternative School library,
but also raised community awareness of Vine's worthy mission; and
finally K students were able to prevent the passage of Proposal 4,
ensuring increased affordability of higher education for students all
over the state of Michigan. It is true: times will be difficult during this
quarter. Fortunately, as these achievements show, I believe that we
have momentum on our side.
Over the next 10 weeks, when the weather is terrible and the
difficulty of classes starts to take its tOll, I urge all of you to look out for
your fellow students, friend or stranger, and to support one another. In
addition, now, more than ever, it is necessary to balance the drudgery of
classes with positive recreational activities. I, unlike the administration,
am not bound by law and liability to tell you what exactly that means, but
I will say that if you find recreation in a glass bottle, do so responsibly,
and pressure your friends into doing so as well. It is my belief that
if we think and act like a community, we can get through this or any
difficult time.
In conclusion, I would like to reemphasize that Student Commission
is here to work for you. Each and every one of you is invited to stop
by the office whenever you need. Incidentally, Student Commission
conducted a survey last quarter (we will be conducting another this
quarter, thank you in advance for you honesty and cooperation), and
a few people expressed concerns that they were not familiar with the
mission and purpose of Student CommiSSIOn. If you are among these
individuals, I urge you to schedule an appointment with me or another
Student Commission member, and we will be more than happy to answer
all your questions. For this matter or anything else, please contact
me either at the Student CommiSSion office (337-7217), at my home
(345-3088) or bye-mail (k99jgO I). Thank you for you attention, and 1
hope you have a great quarter.
James Goodwin
President - Student Commission
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Berlin offers culture, nightlife

Integrating Diversity and Community
Cbapel Cbat

Brittanv Edwards

Jeanne Hess, Associate Chaplain
wonderful to be able to visit a good friend
while having someone to navigate the city
Welcome back, everyone! We were blessed with a few warnl, sunny days to give us
and language.
BERLIN-Berlin, Germany is known
You can get through the city without a little light vaccination before the clouds and snows came back. Now we have to rely
for its political turmoil, architecture and hip knowing German, since everyone I met wad on being light for one another.
nightlife. It should he known, also, as one of under 40 knew flawless English-it was
Here is what I've been hearing about what we want on campus:
the top spots to visit in Europe.
impressive.
-We are searching for community
Vnter den Linden is the place to begin
The bars and restaurants I visited were
-We want diversity
exploring the city. It is a boulevard that cuts inexpensive and had excellent food and
-We need a "hearth" or a common space to gather
through the center of the city. 11 will take drinks. I would recommend the Kreutzberg
you past its best architecture, museums and area for cool bars and independent, English
-We crave peace and justice
hotels, through the Brandenburg gate and language films. Of course, nightlife has been
-We need more dOlluts
bridges separating Berlin.
one ofthe highlights of Berlin since the times
(Well, maybe not the donuts, but they're available after chapel services.) T.S. Eliot
Museum Island, just across the Spree of Cabaret. There are clubs everywhere, it is
River, offers some of the major museums in difficult to go wrong, but there is now doubt said, "We shall not cea~e from exploration, and the end of all our exploring will be to arrive
where we started and to know the place for the first time:' When we question as to how
the city as well as the Berlin Cathedral. The that you must try them.
Pergomon Museum, is a must for anyone
Also, I'm not much of a beer fan, but to invite in community, diversity, peace and justice, the answer is right on top of our fair
interested in ancient history as it houses the beer I had in Berlin was excellent. I Arcadian Hill at the weekly Chapel services Fridays at 10:50 AM. Stetson Chapel in all its
authentic reconstructions of both Greek and liked them because the ones 1 tried did not beauty, grandeur and solitude is as inviting as it was the day it was dedicated. This quarter's
line-up of Chapel topics is as diverse, community and justice focused as ever, and there
Babylonian temples, the living room of a have a heavy alcoholic taste.
Christian of 16th century Iran and more.
Berlin, and generally the whole of would be no greater testament to the strength of our community than for a critical number
A comprehensive audioguide is included Germany, has an efficient public transporta- of us to gather weekly in a common place, or "hearth", to hear a common message and join
with admission.
tion system. When we were not sure how together afterward in lively, spirited conversation.
Haus am Checkpoint Charlie (Fried- to get to the airport at 5 am we called a
Chapel is K's version of "60 Minutes"; providing snapshots of our campus and
richstr. 43-45, 10969 Berlin-Kreuzberg) is number, available 24 hours, which would
a museum dedicated to those who escaped tell us exactly which trains to take, the times community and opening the door for conversation and communication regarding current
East Berlin, despite the Berlin Wall. It they would pick us up, and the duration of events. If we are truly seeking community, it is not something "out there". Community
is educational, but veers on the side of the trip down to the minute. It was a far is how we choose to mteract with those around us, and that opportunity is available
cry from Italy, where we often wait for our each Friday morning.
American propaganda.
I was able to stay with a friend who bus from home to school for more than a
I hope to see you next Friday for Professor Gail Griffin's talk "On Becoming and Ally"
is German that studied at K last year. She half hour.
for
MLK
week. Remember that Chapel is "your opportunity for community"!
made me wish I had made closer contacts
Berlin is exceptional and should be
with more international students. It was included in cities to visit, if not to live in.
Peace be with you all!
INDEX STAFF

K student wins car on game show
Katherine Wegert
Bridget Seal/en
INDEX STAFF
For his twenty-first birthday, Brent
Klein visited Las Vegas where he enjoyed an
evening at the nightclub Rain.
He didn't win big in Las Vegas; however,
he was successful in Los Angeles. Klein won
a 2003 Jeep Wrangler after competing in the
CBS game show "The Price is Right."
Encouraged by his father, K1em reserved
two tickets for the show a month in advance.

He and his father awoke early Dec. lOth to
wait in line at 6 a.m. at CBS studios where
they were screened, Klein said.
"So we got to the show and the first four
contestants were called up. I was actually
the fifth person to go up. I bid on a 100 disc
DVD player and I won right away."
In order to win the car, Klein correctly
matched three prices to different household
items. Included were a $10 coffee mug, $22
mirror, and a $130 bread maker.
Following his win, Klein proceeded
to spin the wheel. He was tied at 75cents

with his opponent. Vnfortunately for Klein
he spun over the $1 limit and lost. Bob
congratulated him on his effort.
"Meeting Bob was pretty cool," said
Klein, comparing the host to a grandfather.
"He just seemed like a regular guy."
What seemed irregular to Brent was the
advice from CBS employees, who instructed
men to refrain from hugging or kissing
Barker.
"They're like 'stick to handshakes,
fellas,'" said Klein. Women were allowed
to hug and kiss. "I thought that was pretty

interesting. I don't find hugging that big
ofa deal."
The show will air Jan. 27th at II a.m,
although Brent will not have his car by
then. It will not be delivered in at least four
months.
"I have a car right now, it's just not as
cool," said Brent, smiling. "I'm going to
drive the new one everywher7."
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New P9licy unjustly relies on parents
Eli Savit
INDEX STAFF
A few weeks before the end
of FaIr Quarter, all "K" students
received a letter from Dean Sledge
outlining proposed changes to the
College's alcohol policy. One
stipulation of the new policy would
mandate that parents be notified of
student drinking in all but the most
innocuous of cases.
This proposal is merely the
latest manifestation of the College's
increasingly overt distrust of students' autonomy and individual
responsibility. Kalamazoo College's
theoretical ideals are based on its
Honor Code, which holds "nurturing
independent thought" as one preeminent value that must be upheld.
Yet the suggestion that parents be
involved in disciplinary processes
clearly shows that certain segments
of the "K" community do not respect
students as autonomous agents
whose thoughts and actions are truly
independent. This distrustfulness
of students' independence not only
subverts the Honor Code, it also
undermines Kalamazoo's value as

an institution.
The Administration could argue
that the Honor Code's respect for
independence applies only to academic realms, and that students have
no right to be treated autonomously
in disciplinary matters. But undergraduate institutions are more than
just houses of academic learning.
They are places for students to grow
and to discover themselves. In the
process, undergrads should become
less beholden to the influences of
home and family. After all, there is
a good reason why the vast majority
of college-age students do not live
with their parents: Students and
parents both recognize the need
for colleges to promote individuation. Most also understand that the
process of individuation necessitates
that students be separated from their
parents' watchful eye.
Academic independence in a
college setting is intricately intertwined with absolute independence.
For example, students whose parents
had set curfews at home must learn
to balance their social and academic
lives--they must discover, on their
own, that staying out all hours is not

conducive to getting good grades. If
this realization does not occur, they
will face the consequences (through
bad grades) on their own. Students
must learn to make their decisions
in a variety of venues and must face
the consequences of their actions as
individuals--this is not only the way
a college should be structured, it is
the way the real world works.
As much as the Administration
might abhor the thought, behavioral
choices regarding alcohol are an
important part of the college experience. Alcohol is omnipresent in
our culture, and drinking it is not
some unforgivable sin. However,
excessive usage of alcohol can be
dangerous, and it is important for
young adults in our society to learn
how to make responsible drinking
choices. How should the College
go about instilling such responsibility? It seems simple enough: Treat
alcohol to be like every other aspect
of college life. Regard students
as individuals; let them make their
own choices, and let them face the
consequences on their own.
To
encourage
individual
rcsponsibility, however, the College
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may offer rewards to students who
make healthy drinking choices,
or punish those who do not. The
analogy is that of a professor whose
grading practices reward students
who participate in class, but punish
those who don't attend. (This does
not usurp student autonomy, as the
ultimate prerogative is still on the
individual s.tudent). If the College
believes that disciplinary measures
will force kids to adopt a healthy
attitude towards alcohol, then it is
the Administration's right to punish
student drinking. But automatically
involving parents presupposes that
punishment alone is ineffective and
that disciplining students does not
lead them to make more responsible
choices--for that, they must rely on
Mom and Pop's benevolent influence. If the Administration is
convinced that punishing drinking
doesn't change students' attitudes,
it should seriously reconsider the
viability of our punitive alcohol
policy.
If, on the other hand, the
Administration believes that students can learn from their mistakes
and be taught to make responsible
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choices, the proposed changes to
the alcohol policy undermines our
Honor Code in two separate ways.
First, involving parents implies that
students need Mommy and Daddy
to guide our decision-making; this
is an affront to the integrity of
students' "independent thought."
Moreover, notifying parents of student drinking--ill addition to doling
out punishment--automatically robs
students of the ability to learn a
lesson from their reprimand and
take "responsibility for personal
behavior."
Parents do pay the College for
tuition, room and board, and if a
given student's drinking reaches
a point where expulsion from the
College or the residential system
might ensue, parents (as consumers) have a right to be informed
of the situation. Short of this happenstance, however, automatic
parental notification for alcohol
violations is a grave disservice to
both students and parents, who no
doubt expect that tuition dollars are
being spent molding their children
into rational, responsible, individuated adults.
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A small step in the right direction
Kate Evans
INDEX STAFF
On January 11,2003, outgoing
Governor George Ryan of Illinois
made a historic decision. He commuted the sentences of every man
and woman on death row in Illinois
from death to life imprisonment.
As anyone from Illinois will tell
you, myself included, Ryan is not
particular popular. His administration was marred with corruption
and a federal investigation into his
practices when he was the Illinois
Secretary of State. You won't find
many Ryan fans in Illinois, least
of all me.
But Ryan's actions involving
the death penalty should be
applauded. Three years ago, when
13 death row inmates were exonerated, many because of previously
unavailable DNA evidence (one
just 48 hours before his scheduled
execution), Ryan issued a moratorium on the death penalty, the first
of its kind in the US since the death
penalty was remstated in 1976. The
reasons Ryan cited that helped him
make that decision are common in
capital punishment policies all over
tillS country, not Just in Illinois.
former Governor Ryan's actions
are a helpfljl start to abolishing

Sports Teams!
Clubs!
Student Groups!
Eam $1 ,000· $2,000 this semester
with a proven Campus Fund raiser 3
hour fund raising ' event. Our
programs make fund raising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888)
923·3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

these faulty policies, but so much
more needs to be done.
Perhaps the largest, most outrageous problem with' capital punishment is its blatant discrimination. In nine US states, over half
on the men and women on death
row are black. If you include
all minority races, the number is
much, much higher. If the victim
of the crime was white, there is
nearly an 80% chance that the
perpetrator will receive the death
penalty. Poorer defendants, who
in many cases can't afford the kind
of lawyer prepared to deal with a
capital punishment charge, also
make up the majority of inmates
on death row.
Supporters of the death penalty
often offer empty promises that it
is cheaper to taxpayers than life
imprisonment and that it is a deterrent to extremely violent crime.
Neither of these excuses are true.
The average cost of a death pena Ity
case, from arrest to execution,
ranges from one million dollars
to three million dollars per case.
And as for it bemg a deterrent, the
murder rate In countries that have
the death penalty is nearly twice
that of countries that do not. In
addition, since the reintroduction
of the death penalty In 1976, there

SPRING BREAK
#1 Spring Break vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals, Campus
Reps Wanted!

1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

has been an increase in violent
crime, not a decrease.
But the most obvious problem is constitutional. The eighth
amendment states unequivocally
that cruel and unusual punishments shall not be inflicted. [sn 't
killing someone the most cruel
and unusual punishment of all?
Denying someone the right to live
is why these criminals are tried in
the first place, and by killing them,
the government is allowing itself
to belong to their group.
I have no doubt that the vast
majority of men and women on
death row throughout this country
deserve to rot in jail. But until
we have a system that functions
the way it should, based on justice
and not vengeance, the gravity

of a crime and not the ability of
the accused to buy himself a good
lawyer, the crime and not the color
of the person who committed it,
the death penalty will not be a
viable option in this country. Show
me a system that works fairly, for
everyone involved, white, black,
Latino, poor, rich, etc., and I will
look at it with an open mind, but
until then, how can we act as
thought we are a model for the
world when we are the only industrialized Western country that still
uses the death penalty as punishment.
We are in a group with the
likes of Afghanistan, iraq, North
Korea, and Libya, some of the very
people we criticize for their ways
of life. Are we not the biggest

hypocrites of all by not separating
ourselves from them by abolishing
the death penalty as so many of our
allies have? The United Kingdom,
France, Canada, Germany, Spain,
and many others have all abolished
the death penalty. We are practically the only country that still
uses it that has not been ruled by
a dictator in the past ten years.
It is time for us to join the II J
of the world's 195 countries who
have abolished or do not use the
death penalty. With any luck,
Former Governor Ryan's actions
will encourage the rest of this
country to make the needed noise
to get this done.
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Mo vie Review: Adaptation gives a wild ride
Travis Stowe-Schnell
INDEX STAFF
Cookie Cutter. It's a term used to describe
a movie produced based upon doctrines that
the movie industry has decided have proven
selling qualities. Awe-inspiring car chases,
random pop music, deep moral epiphanies,
boy gets girl, happy endings. It would be
a good bet that 7 out of every 8 movies
produced by big "Hollywood" are to some
extent cookie cutter.
Adaptation. Two things come to mind
to describe the word: species adapt to
their surroundings in order to survive and
screenwriters adapt novels to film all the

time. In the case of the film of the same
name, written by Charlie Kaufman (Being
John Ma/koYich) and co-writer, his brother,
Donald Kaufman, both definitions can be
applied. The film is adapted from a novel by
Susan Orlean, The Orchid Thief.
The film is the autobiographical account
of how Charlie (played by Nicolas Cage)
receives the job of adapting Susan Orlean's
novel to the screen. Charlie loves the idea
of writing the story to film, because he wants
to cut away from the normal "Hollywood"
film. He plans to write the film about flowers.
However, this turns into a much more difficult
task than was expected. Charlie struggles over
every attempt to even begin the story. Every

Music Review:
Tyler Pray
INDEX STAFF
Music legend Paul McCartney
recently released a 35-track album
of his "Back in the U.S." tour
earlier this year. The album is a
must have for all Beatles, Wings,
and just plain Paul McCartney fans.
Those who are skeptical of another
McCartney anthology have nothing
to fear.
The collection of songs highlights this amazing musician's
entire career. The double live
album boasts the most momentous
songs from the Beatles through
all of their stages, the biggest

Tyler Pray
INDEX STAFF
After a three-year hiatus from
being America's most revered jam
band, Phish is back. During their
break, the Vermont group released
several live albums and undertook
a number of side projects. Singerguitarist Trey Anastasio made a solo
effort as well as created his all-star
outfit, Oysterhead, which included
former Primus bassist Les Claypool
and former Police drummer Stewart
Copeland. Bassist Mike Gordon made

regardless of his or her individual immersion
into the world of film. For the casual viewer,
this film will eam it's money and may even
give some extra unexpected insight. For the
discriminating viewer, this film is intended
for you in every way. The acting in this film
is beyond simply excellent. The direction
and storytelling is among the greatest ever,
definitely in the past year. In addition, the
comic insight and continuous satire will keep
every viewer enamored.
Be ready to be pulled, twisted, made fun
of, and enlightened, because this film moves
in every direction, and leaves everything to
chance, including a twist that not even the
most experienced viewer will expect.

Paul McCartney

hits from Wings, and McCartney's
most venerated solo works. He
plays them one right after the
other, seamlessly. He moves from
Beatles classics such as "Can't
Buy Me Love" to his latest, such
as "Freedom" and "Your Loving
Flame," to "Live and Let Die."
The best part is that Paul
sounds ... well. . .just like Paul
always did, and he does it live.
When he sings the Beatles, his
voice holds just as much wit and
vigor as it did forty years ago.
When he sings his latest, his seasoned musicianship and life experiences shine. He even still has the
heavy rasp from songs like "Maybe

Music Review:

attempt to describe Susan (Meryl Streep)
and the subject of her story, John Leroche
(Chris Cooper) fails. Donald (also played by
Nicolas Cage), in the meantime is writing his
own script, based upon the teachings of his
mentor, a motivational speaker named Robert
McKee (Brian Cox).
Spike Jonze (director of Being John
Ma/koYicll, Three Kings, and music videos
for the Beastie boys and Weezer) displays
Charlie's anguish through his troubles with
his brother, his love life, his self-esteem,
and his work. However, care must be taken
with any more description of the plot of
this film.
This film has a gift for every viewer,

['m Amazed."
He does a great deal of the
show by himself. His solo guitar
performances of "Blackbird" and
"Every Night" do so much justice
to his pure voice. Of course, the big
ballads, "Hey Jude" and "The Long
and Winding Road" still bring tears
to the eyes of any McCartney follower. He plays "Something" solo
with a ukulele, which is unfortunately missing the famous, sultry
bass line, but was an appropriate
tribute to George Harrison. As far
as tributes go, "Here Today" is a
brilliant and affecting memoir to
John Lennon. The crowd cheers
emotionally as Paul sings, "I really

loved you and was glad you came
along" for John.
Another point of skepticism
for old fans (and younger ones
who feel like old fans) is the band
McCartney has chosen. How could
anyone replace the Beatles? And
even Wings? Big shoes to fill,
but these guys did a great job.
Rusty Anderson did a perfect job
imitating both the early and late
styles of the Beatles, as well as the
heavy hitting, epic Wings solos.
Enthusiasts can appreciate his
attention to detail on making the
solos sound exactly like the old
ones. His guitar duel with McCartney in the end of the show, on

•
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back

"Sgt. Pepper'srrhe End" is both
entertaining and impressive. Drummer Abe Laboriel, who looks more
like a punk rocker than a Beatles
stand-in, did an extremely fine job
of cleaning up Ringo's old beats
with a fresh and solid basis for
McCartney while preserving the
good '01 Beatie homage to the
Beat.
Overall, th is live album is
a highly appreciable recording
of an amazing and monumental
tour. If you love, or even just
like, Paul McCartney, this album
is an important part of your music
collection. It is ... perfectly Paul.
Five stars out of five.

Phish out of water

a movie about Gov't Mule. Drummer
John Fishman and keyboardist Page
McConnell each released their own
albums.
After all this time off, they have
mellowed out their sound with their
latest studio effort, "Round Room,"
which they relT on December 17,
2002. Although fans need not worry
about the band losing the musical
chemistry the members have with
each other, the latest album is exceedingly mopey. Not only is the album
much softer than their previous work,
but it drags on much too long, each

song becoming boring and monotonous. This problem sterns from the
band's attempt at capturing their
live sound in the studio. The a1bun1
comes closer than their previous discs
to achieving this goal, but is still a
long shot away from matching their
performance dynamic.
The best of this mostly mediocre
album is the funky swagger of "46
Days" and the slam jam "Waves."
The former is the albums pop song
likely to be heard on the radio, while
the latter is a tribute to the bands freeform jam technique. The band rather

poorly demonstrates its emotional
drive in "Mexican Cousin." This
song, a tribute to tequila, was probably
written on a bar napkin. This song
takes time to appreciate, especially
Anastasio's drunken singing. The
band takes extra time to create musical
layers in the album opener, "Pebbles
and Marbles." While the musicians
blend their talents well in this song,
it becomes a contest of who can play
the longest solo. It may have been
fun to record, but offers no mercy to
the listener. The rest of the album is
full of scuffiing rhythms and trendy

piano textures, making Phish sound
like a lounge band. Fans searching
for long jams will certainly find
them in this albums, but will have
to wade through a mess of lengthy
experimentalism.
Although there is a freshness to
this new album, after a few spins,
it sounds increasingly haphazard
and dull. The upside is that a new
album is likely to mean a new tour.
Phish belongs on the stage, not in
the studio.
Two stars out of five.
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Men's Basketball preview: Team ready to win
Karen Nave
INDEX STAfF
Kalamazoo Men's Basketball has made
some changes in its coaching stafT, but that
hasn't stopped them from having a great
preseason. Going into conference play 9-1
and ranked 18 th in the nation, the Hornets
have their eye on the prize; finishing at the
top of a tough conference.
With Joe Haklin stepping down, Rob
Passage (K '93) has assumed head eoach
responsibilities. While last year's team
finished in a second place tie with Hope
College in the MlAA, Passage does not feel
the pressure to repeat such an outstanding
year. "I know that this sounds cliche, but
we are really just focusing on each game
as we get to them. Our goal _is to win the
league, not because of what we did last year,

but because we feel that we have the talent
to do just that."
Passage isn't the only new face you'll
see this yeaL The team added freshmen
Tim Herman, Kyle Konwinski, and Jeff
Oney to the roster, as well as sophomores
Robert Boyle, Eli Savit, Ryan Konwinski,
and D'Angelo Bailey. Sophomores Erik
Rhinehart and Tony Wichmann also come
back for another year. Returning for a
third season are juniors Chris Elliot and
Jevon Caldwell-Gross. Perhaps the team's
greatest strength is the seven returning
seniors: Dirk Rhinehart, Nathan Burns,
Scotl Montmorency, Shawn Kidd, Garrett
Weatherhead, Kevin Baird, and Mike King.
Passage credits this as one of the team's
greatest assets. "These guys have been
playing together for three years and their
experience and leadership really helps, both

in practice and games."
Not only does this roster lend itself to
experience, but it also gives the Hornets a
deep bench allowing Kalamazoo to keep
fresh legs on the court. Senior Captain
Nathan Bums readily supports this sentiment. "Our depth is also a big strength. We
have a very deep bench and can play many
guys without giving up much talent." This
has been quite apparent in the team oriented
playing and winning.
Players to watch this season are Dirk
Rhinehart, a two-time All league player,
league leader, and four-year starter. His
brother Erik Rhinehart is also expected to
perform well. Former prep-school standout,
Scott Montmorency is also favored for a
great season. Look for Kevin Baird to
perform well under the basket. Also look for
the younger players to see floor time as they

are groomed in preparation to take the team
after the departure of the seven seniors.
With a tough league that has already
given them a loss in their MIAA season,
Kalamazoo will have to work hard this
season to come out on top. While the team
carries a lot of experience, they are dealing
with the transition of a new coach. And
other teams in the league like Calvin College
and Hope College carry a long tradition of
basketball success with them as well. All
three teams will be battling for top position.
While Kalamazoo could better both tearns,
Calvin seems to be a formidable opponent.
Kalamazoo could edge out Jeremy Veenstra
and the Knights, it will be a close one.
Guess we'll have to wait until February to
find out.

Women's Basketball Looks to Contend
Karen Nave
INDEX STAFF
With preseason behind them,
Kalamazoo Women's Basketball
gets set for another season in the
MIAA. Probably one of the best
teams in the league, the Lady Hornets are ready to apply what they
learned last year and build on their
success. Finishing second last
year in the MIAA behind Hope
College, the team is eager to prove
they don't belong in second, but
on top in first.
The team is very focused at
doing well this year and continuing
last year's great, and surprising,
season. The Lady Hornets are
ready to dominate the league this
year and finish on top, edging out a
very tough Hope team. Sara Kellogg, senior co-captain, exuded the
team's confidence. "Our primary
goal this season is to win the MlAA
and to make it to the National
tournament this march." If the

women accomplish this goal, it
will be the first time in Kalamazoo
College history.
The Hornets have some obstacles to overcome, like losing league
MVP Niki Grubb. She was a major
component to last year's success.
However, one person doesn't make
or break a team. The Hornets return
four four-year seniors to the roster,
as well as a strong sop homore
group. There has also been a good
showing from the freshmen that
have joined the team. However,
the absence of juniors does cause a
small flag of concern to rise. Senior
Co-captain Vanessa Larkin realizes
this problem, but is confident in her
teammates. "As a team, we need
to work hard, learn what it takes to
be champions each game, and for
some- find within themselves the
leadership this team needs. When
the seniors graduate, the team will
belong to the sophomore class. If
they want it and are ready to take
on this wonderful challenge they

will succeed, together, continuing
the recognized and respected success of the K Women's Basketball
program."
Coach Michelle Fortier returns
to the bench for her ninth season.
Niki Grubb joins her as an assistant coach. Vanessa Larkin, Sara
Kelklgg, Amanda Weishuhn, and
Alissa Johnston all return for their
fourth and final year. Larkin and
Kellogg will once again share
captain's duties. Angie Neu, Diane
Dezwaan, Lindsay Basler, Sarah
Sleder, and Ashley Riley return
as a very tough sophomore squad.
Freshmen Marguerite Stadt, Stefanie Salasky, Cassie Kotlarczyk,
and Emily Schoolmaster also add
their names to the roster.
The Hornets can count on a
deep bench to aid them in their
quest for victory. With an experienced group of sophomores returning, a strong senior class, and very
capable freshmen, it is easy to
see why Kalamazoo was picked to

finish second this year. With a deep
bench, Fortier will be able to use
everyone and utilize different players throughout the game. Larkin
agrees and put into perspective. "It
is not hard to beat five players, but
it is a challenge to beat thirteen.
Good teams are content when they
have the lead, great teams pull
away." And that exactly the attitude
the Hornets need to stay on top.
Keep your eyes open for some
outstanding playing this season
from a number of different people.
The senior class is very consistent
and has already put up big numbers this season. Vanessa Larkin
broke the school record for assists
and Amanda Weishuhn has 1,006
points, putting her over the 1,000
mark, making her only the seventh
person in school history to do that.
Ashley Riley is expected to step up
performance down low. Look for
the entire team to perform well and
expect another strong freshmen
bench.

Women's basketball in the
MIAA is always tough to call.
Each year it is a battle for the top
with no clear favorite in sight.
Although it came as a surprise to
the fans and opposing coaches,
Kalamazoo has shown skeptics
that they are a contender and not
only are they ready to play, they
are ready to win. Hope College is
going to be their toughest obstacle
to number one. The women's team
is probably one of the hardest
working teams in the MlAA and if
they can keep that up throughout
the season, I see them going all the
way. However, a big part of the
team's game is mental. As long
as they can keep their focus, Hope
will have a run for their money.
As for the rest of the league, look
for surprises. It was a close battle
for spots 1-6 last year, some teams
only being edged out by a game.
Look for things to heat up as the
season progresses.
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First-ever Mr. Kalamazoo College Pageant Successful
Sarah Martyn
INDEX STAFF
After a charade of flashy one liners.
smooth suits, attempted musical perfonnances,
touching poetry. eccentric dance moves. a
question/answer session that puts Iv! iss America
to shame, and the horrors of sweet potato pie
face-off. the Moustache Society crowned senior
Tim Clore Mr. Kalamazoo 2003.
The "beauty pageant" featured 17 contestants who competed in three rounds, each one
testmg their talents, quick wit, and'or chann.
The event held many surprises, both for the
audience and for the leaders of the Moustache
society.
"We never actually had the contestants tell
us what they were doing for their talents, so our
first time to see them perfom1 was when the
audience saw them perform," said senior Sean
Mann. one of the founders of the Kalamazoo
Moustache Society and one of the Me's for
the event. "Some of the performances were
surprising to say the least."
Some of those "surprising" perfonnances
Included Geoff Laflair's He-Man costume
and breaking a plastic "sword of power" over
his knee. There was also Johannes Lorch's
impressive animal noses, Samir Gokhale's
globetrotterfMichael Jackson number, Aaron
Przybysz's rendition of the "Flashdance",
and Mike King's passionate poem about his
father.
And of course, no one could forget Mr.
Kalamazoo himself, who sent the audience into
a frenzy with his vocal perfonnance of Elton
John's "Crocodile Rock".
The competition ended with a tie between
senior Zac Abeel and Clore. Not expecting
this resuk, Mann and fellow members of the
Moustache Society had to come up with a quick
tie-breaker: place half of a sweet-potato pie in
front of each finalist and see who can eat the
most in one minute.
Clore finished almost his entire portion to win the
pageant.
Should Clore give up the title of Mr. Kalamazoo, Zac
Abeel would accept it as runner-up. Gokhale finished as
second runner-up.
Meteorologist Bill Steffen of WOOD-TV channel 8 coMCed the event with Mann. The judges for the competition
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•

"I would consider the Mr.
Kalamazoo College Event a big success,"
said Mann. "We were able to tell a large
portion of the K-College community
about our society and up-coming events.
we possibly entertained some people, we
raIsed neady 5700 for the YWCA, and
no one got hurt. So yeah, I would say it
was a success:'
The Moustache society started at
Kalamazoo College after Mann and two
of his friends, Jon Fazzolla and Kristlan
Bjomard. returned from study abroad in
the spring of 2002.
"/\ tier coming back from studyabroad we felt that certam students on
this campus were too busy stressmg
out over writing lab reports and term
papers to care about the well-being of the
K-College community and the greater
Kalamazoo Community," said Mann.
"So we created the SocIety to throw
events that the campus as a whole could
enjoy and at the same time benefit the less
fortunate. We felt that moustaches were
the perfect medium to bring some laughter and good times to our campus."
Other upcoming events for the student organization include sponsoring
members of the organization to grow
theIr moustache-what Mann calls "The
Growth Phase". Sponsors give organization members money for each week
Pageant contestants show-off their
they grow facial hair under their nose.
talents. Clockwise from the top-right: Mr.
The money raised will benefit the
Kalamazoo winner Tim Clore struts his vocal
YMCA's Domestic Assault Program in
abilities; Matt Blackali dances to "Let Me See
Kalamazoo.
Your Check Stub"; Aaron Przybysz flashes
"The Growth Phase" will conclude
back to the 80's; and second runner-up
on March 7th as the organization puts
Sam Gokhale shows-off a fancy Moonwalk.
on 'Staehe bash. The event will feature
Photos By Katie Dorman.
Mason Jennings.
"I cant stress how big a deal it
is that a talent like Mason Jennings is
included Kalamazoo College Professor's Carol Anderson,
coming to our campus to kick off his spring tour," said
Charlene Boyer, Eric Barth, and Tyrone Newhook.
Mann. "Publications such as the N.Y. Times, Washington
Post, LA Weekly'and Rolling Stone have called him one
A Moustache success
With over 500 students packed in Dalton Theater to of the most talented musicians in the nation. We may have
root for their favorite man, the Moustache society raised to drop some classes to do it, but the Moustache Society
over 700 dollars for the YMCA Domestic Assault Program promises Stache bash will be bigger and better than the Mr.
Kalamazoo Pageant."
of Kalamazoo.
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College calls for student voice

-INSIDE-

Reaccrediting process seeks student comments
Sarah Martyn
INDEX STAFF
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Kalamazoo College is up for reaccredidation by the
orth Central Association of College and Schools this spring
quarter. However, before that time the college is calling for
students to get involved in the process.
Every ten years, a time comes when colleges or
universities go through a process of reaccredidation, or
gets recognized as a credible college or university. It is
a process of reassessing the strengths and weaknesses of
the institution.
"The report is not just to sell to the NCA, but to be frank
about the college itself," said Dr. Bob Stauffer, coordinator
of the college's Steering Committee, which has work for
the past year and half on the reaccredidation report. "The
whole point of this is not to show what a great college
we are, but also to do some critical assessment about our
institution."
Dr. Stauffer explains that at this time the Steering
Committee is looking for student feedback about the
college.
"We want students feel they can have some voice in the
process, so we're encouraging that they can make comments
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Affirmative Action at "K"?
Joe Mansour
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"K" Swimming
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about the institution," said Stauffer. "They can do this to
the self-study steering committee, student representatives,
or contact the NCA directly. It's important that we have the
perspective of the students. We want to accurately describe
the student's situation on campus through their eyes."
Although the report has covered areas of student
development and student life, the committee is looking for
the direct comments and experiences of students.
According to Dr. Stauffer, these comments "should
address substantive matters related to the quality of the
institution or its academic programs."
The Steering Committee is comprised of representatives
from each unit of the faculty, administration, and students.
Members of the committee have compiled their own reports
about their specific area. Each report looks at specific
changes in that particular area since the last reaccredidation
period and assesses these changes.
These reports will combine into one large project,
between 150 and 200 pages, to be completed by the end of
February and later submitted to the NCA for Kalamazoo's
reaccredidation.
The report must meet five criteria: a clear, communal,
and appropriate mission; that the structure of the academic

INDEX STAFF
The Supreme Court's agreement to hear arguments
on the admission policies of the University of Michigan
Law School and Undergraduate College has focused much
attention on affirmative action policies at other schools
around the country.
This past week, President Bush announced his administrations decision to file a friend of the court brief in favor
of the plaintiffs against the University of Michigan. The
intense media attention being paid to the two cases signals
the prominence of affirmative action in the public debate
around the country and on college campuses throughout
the nation.
A question of concern for many Kalamazoo College
students is the school's position on affirmative action in its
recruitment and admission of minority students.
John M. Carroll, director of admissions at "K"said
that while the College does admit minority students with
lower standardized test scores than Caucasian students,

"our retention rate of minority students is on par for white
[students]."
According to Carroll, the fundamental basis for admitting students to Kalamazoo College is whether a student will
be able to succeed, regardless of their race.
"That thirty-five percent (of rejected students) that
won't get in this year, we honestly feel in our hearts that
they're not going to survive here," Carroll said.
Carroll added that "those groups have historically not
had the same educational opportunities." He also explained
that African American students have historically been shown
to score lower on standardized tests.
He gives the following admissions example: "If! came
across a white student and a black student, both with 3.8
GPAs, one with a 28 ACT, the other with a 23 ACT, I would
probably in my own mind equalize those students. I'm not
going to bring up an African American student, for example
that has 3.0 GPA, because there's no data that says that the
GPAs differ. There is data that says the test scores differ,
yet GPA and test scores comprise only a small portion

Action.... Continued 011 Page 2
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Reaccredidation... COIIL from 1 Carroll said.
The College has comprehenof the evaluative criteria that we sive marketing plan, which is taruse when deciding admissibility of geted to bringing more minorities
students," he said.
to the campus.
"K" looks at lower standardThe three main thrusts of this
ized test scores by minority pro- marketing plan are on identifying
spective students, compared to potential students, aggressively
higher standardized test scores by courting the, and on building strong
Caucasian prospects. However, relationships with institutions that
the college does not consider this will assist in recruiting minority
affirmative action. "K" only turns students to "K".
down about 35 percent of applying
Recent legal rumblings at
students.
the University of Michigan have
Carroll conceded that if prompted many schools' to take
Kalamazoo College was more such stances on their admissions
highly selective, this policy of policies. For example, the Univertaking lower scoring minorities sity of Michigan is very public
would be much more difficult to in their admissions requirements.
justify, the reason being that more Admission to the College of Litqualified white applicants would erature, Science, and the Arts,
be turned down. As the policy is based on point scale of up to
now stands, the only reason why 150 points. Students receive 20
prospective students are turned points for being a minority, while a
away from "K" is because they are perfect SAT test score is worth only
deemed to be unable to survive 12 points. Students are typically
and thrive in the college's rigorous admitted with 100 points.
academic environment.
The two lawsuits being filed
"If we don't feel they [prospec- against the University of Michigan
tive students] can make it, we both are regarding the university's
have to ethically not admit them," admission policy and affirmative
Carroll said.
action.
The question then raised is
The case of Gratz v. Bollinger
this: What efforts were being made was filed on October 14, 1997 by
to" bring more minority students two unsuccessful applicants to
to "K"?
the University of Michigan's Col"The emphasis here isn't on lege of LSA. Grutter v. Bollinger
admission but on recruitment," was filed on December 3, 1997

by an unsuccessful applicant to
the University of Michigan Law
School.
The Gratz case was decided
by on Dec. 13, 2000 in favor of
the University. The Grutter case
also was decided in favor of the
University on May 14, 2002 by
the Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit. The Grutter case was
appealed to Supreme Court and the
court agreed to hear the case on
December 2, 2002. On December
16, following a speech by President
Bush, the justice department filed
friend of the court briefs supporting the plaintiffs in the Gratz and
Grutter cases.
The United States Supreme
Court will hear one hour of argument for each case against the University of Michigan, at President
Bush's request after his announcement that the Judicial Branch ought
to decide the fate of affirmative
action in bigher education.
This is the first time since 1978
that the Supreme Court has heard
such a case against the University
of Michigan when Bakke v. Board
of Regents brought the court to
sharply shoot down racial quotas
in admissions, but allowed race to
be a factor in admissions.
In both cases, written briefs
will be filed next month and a
decision will be reached near the
end of June.

ellness Fair Gives Relief
Angela Kovalak &
Katie Dorman
INDEX STAFF
Today, the athletic department,
health center and many others are
sponsoring a Wellness Fair. The
fair will feature a large variety
of events, including a free back
and neck massage, blood pressure
screenings, a nutritionist and many
free health-related products. It will
address certain health issues such
as Seasonal Affective Disorder
(SAD).
"Last year we said we need
to have a health fair," said Jeanne
Hess, one of the coordinators for
the fair. "Mary Lucas has kind of
taken the ball. Kristen Swor in
the health center is another aid.
It's a collaborative effort by many
departments on campus and we
address mind, body, and spiritual
health; not only personal behaviors,
but we'll work with group behaviors, you're well-being."
"The Wellness Fair is a holistic
type of thing," said Swor. "It's
creating awareness about leading a
balanced life. We want to illustrate
to people that there's more to bcing
healthy than just working out and
looking buff."
Hess explained that winter
quarter is a perfect time for the fair
because students tend to neglect
their health more often.
"During the winter quarter
people tend to demonstrate their

Action... Continued from 1

On Monday, a local Kalamazoo resident's car caught fire on Academy St. The woman was driving
home from work when she saw smoke riSing from her hood. She pulled over and opened the hood
only to see small flames rise. She called the fire dept. immediately. The fire dept. waited for the car to
become fully engulfed in flame before extinguishing the car. Photo by Sarah Martyn

program meets education goals;
financial, human and physical
resources; the college's progn::sslve
character; and that the college
illustrated integrity 111 poliCies and
relationships.
Once the report is finished,
the Higher Learning Commission
of t 1C North Central ASSOCiatIOn
of C\lllcge~ ..md Seheols <IS Ig, s
tLdm to read the report and come to
the campus for three days. Wiltle
here, the team \\ ill nee! \\ Ith laeu t). adll111istrallon, and students.
"It IS important that ~!udents
arc a\\are of the n:accredldatlon
officials," Dr. StalilTer said.
Students may be asked qucs-

lack of health more so than in
the spring and fall," said Hess.
"Spring, we're looking forward to
better weather, more sunshine and a
better kind of attitude. Fall students
come in rested from break and the
weather is good and everything is
kind of new. Come finals we tend
to see more unhealthy behavior.
Then arrives winter, stress levels
especially tend to be higher, so
we said it would be great to do
something during the winter to talk
about health."
Swor echoed this reasoning.
"Everyone gets the winter
blues, so winter is a good time to
increase awareness about these
issues."
In addition to the events and
information made available, the
fair will give out door prizes that
include a free one-hour massage
and movie tickets for two. Members from student commission will
also serve "mocktails"--cocktails
without alcohol.
"We're excited to bring health
back to campus," said Hess. "It's
not something someone gives to
you- it's something you create for
yourself. Hopefully when people
attend the health fair, they will
begin to create healthy thoughts
and therefore start living healthy
lives. Mind, body, health-you've
got to love it."
The Wellness Fair is going on
today in Old Wells. AdmiSSIOn is
free and the fair runs from 11-4
pm
tions about the college by the
team.
Students are advised to submit
any com,nents in writing and
Signed by March
Students
wanting to submit should contact
Dr. Stauffer at (269) 337-7125
or they can directly submit comments to the, CA at the following
address'

n.

Public Comment on K,t1amawo
College
The I hgher Leamin!, Comrnsslon
North Central Associ,ltion of Colh::ges and Schools
30 'orth LaSalle Street, SUite
2400
Chicago, IL 60602
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RateMyArticle.com

The UK" Bubble ... inside and out
Chapel Chat

Colin Baumgartner

the rating pleased him, Barclay believes that
professors just "click" with some students
INDEX STAfF
and not with others, so he's not taking it
Online surveys have become more too seriously.
popular than nukes in Korea. While taking a
Music professor Tom Evans was also
study break, one can find websites that rate rated highly.
everything from household pets to cars to
"If half of the class fails, I consider
pictures. There are even sites that show you myself to be failing, so I often encourage
how to create your own "rating" website, and visits for extra help outside of the classroom,"
of course there are sites that rate them too. In he said.
the midst of all of this comes a site that might
However, he is listed as the easiest "K"
actually be useful for the college student, professor on the site. He attributes this to
RateMyProfessors.com, a site that allows his teaching of ensembles in which
students to rank professors' effectiveness grading is based solely on attendance
in the classroom.
and hopes
The
site
to change
uses two factors,
In the midst of all of this the s e
helpfulness and comes a site that might actually classes to
clarity, to come
a credit!
up with an over- be useful for the college student, non credit
all quality rating RateMyProfessors.com, a site that setting but
for a professor allows students to rank professors' until then
on a scale from
recognizes
effectiveness in the classroom.
one to five, five
that, "it's
being the best. It
easy for
also asks for the
everyone to get an A."
easiness of the professor and his/her physical
Sophomore Matt Smith has visited the
appearance. Each individual students rank- site and is skeptical of its rating system"
ings are combined with the others to create
"It would have to become something
an overall rating for the professor. So far 26 more, with more categories," Smith said. He
Kalamazoo professors are listed.
cited a professor's availability outside of the
While the site is bound to grow, students classroom and his/her lecture technique as
aqd faculty agree that it is not going to be possible examples.
useful for the serious student.
Smith and Evans agree that this site
"You don't know who the people doing would be more useful on a bigger campus.
the ratings are," said Sarah Scott K'05. "At a small school news travels fast anyway,"
"They could just be joking."
Evans said.
History professor David Barclay
"This is really just an internet variation
agrees.
on the ancient practice of students talking
"Internet polls never represent scientific to students," Barclay added. "Students have
samples. In this case its hard to resist the been doing that since the dawn of time."
notion of the site being more than a popularAs for professors talking among themity contes!," he said
selves, Evans said that faculty will "talk
Barclay, one ofthe rated "K" professors, about the extremes, the good students and
received the highest possible overall rating in bad students, mu;;h like students do with
spite of being rated as a very hard professor. various professors."
He credited his own teacher at Stanford,
In terms of a rate-my-students web site,
Gordon Craig, for this rating.
however, tbe professors feel tbey are a long
"He told me that to become an effec- way from needing it. "That would be fun
tive classroom teacher you must 'know thougb," Barclay said with a grin.
the subject, and have passion and zeal to
communicate it to others,'" he said. Though

Jeanne Hess, Associate Chaplain
On more than a few occasions in the past week, the subject of the "K Bubble" arose
in my conversations. Last week in this space, I addressed Friday Chapel services as
"your opportunity for community" on campus. and now I'd like to expand on that idea
of community. I wrote that community is how we interact with thosc around us, and
that opportunity is available each Friday morning in Chapel. However, that opportunity
for community is also available every day both within. and outside of. the "K Bubble."
The "bubble" is often referenced in a negative manner, like we are being held hostage
by an oppressive faculty and administration who would want to keep us locked in our
rooms. However. I would posit that "K" is exactly the opposite: a place brimming
with commumty. state and world connections that we may use to interact globally on a
daily basis. Just as thought before, form creates the realities of our bodies in mindlbody
medicine, our thought about our involvement in community creates the foml
and reality of our world. Consider the following ways we go beyond "K":
"Read our very own Index: last week's articles included war protests, news from
Berlin. game show success by one of our own, movie and music reViews, all of
which are outside of the "K" Bubble.
'" Go shopping anywhere and interact with the people who work there: downtown,
Meijer, Harding's, D&W etc. Most of them call Kalamazoo their home, and
have valuable information for you and in tum would be fascinated at your global
awareness and stories of"K" life
,. If you choose to practice a religion at one of the many churches or synagogues
in town, the community people who worship with you would be happy to connect.
.. Anytime you dine out locally with friends or parents. you are taking Kalamazoo College
with you to the greater community.
.. All the volunteer work we do connects us to the greater Kalamazoo
Community: Woodward (WSTAR), Ministry with Community, Tutoring, Arnigos and a
bost of other activities and programs.
,. International Study, the Philadelphia Program. the New York Program. alI
expand our Bubble.
,. SIP's and CD's encourage going beyond our borders.
,. The Service Learning house has programming that will get beyond the bubble in a hurry.
.. NVSO led students to the SOA protest at Ft. Benning, GA in November, and
to Washington DC this past weekend.
.. Ask any faculty member what you can do outside the K Bubble. We
~ave a wealth of community involvement within our faculty and administration did you know that economics professor Hannah McKinney is Kalamazoo's Vice
Mayor? That President Jones is on the board of (several) local charities and
that Sociology Professor Kim Cummings leads the Vine Neighborhood Association?
Lastly, there is one place not far from our campus that we can find this community this oneness - this freedom from the "Bubble": Noon- I Sundays and 4:30-5:30 Tuesdays
in front of the Federal Building on West Michigan as residents representative of alI •
Kalarnzoo gather in the name of peace. Join with me and many other K faculty and
IIdministration, students and alumni as part of the assembly on Sundays and Tuesdays.
See YOll there.
»eace!
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Thirty Years Later:

Will America still
possess the right to choose?

do. I was sure that abortion would never
touch me or anyone I was close to. But
INDEX STAFF
the knowledge of adulthood and its trials
has changed all that. Having watched
This past weekend was the thirtieth my friends and family face their own
anniversary of Roe vs. Wade. It was pregnancy scares, it became all too real
the anniversary of the legalization of to me just how scary things would be if
abortion, one of the most hotly debated abortion were to be made illegal in this
issues in modem politics. With our current country.
Republican leadership, there has been
I've seen all the scenarios. The
much talk of outlawing it by appointing l8-year-old, raped, scared and pregnant.
the kind of judiciary that would overturn The 20-year-old, 2 weeks late after a onethe Supreme Court's decision thirty years night-stand with a guy she never even
ago. Murder, they say. A choice for only speaks to. The 35-year-old, pregnant with
the woman in question to make, says the twins, who risks the lives of herself and
other side. It is an issue that has come both of her babies if she doesn't abort
to be a deciding factor for many on what one. The 40-year-old mother of three who
political party they belong to. It is defined just can't support another child in today's
by so many different perspectives, that economic climate. The.22-year-old very
it is easy to get lost in the many things Catholic girl who is tom between breaking
people say about it.
the bonds of her god by aborting her
When I was younger (and in my opin- unborn child, or risking it all by admitting
ion, much more naive), I was very solid in to her parents that she is pregnant by a
my beliefs about abortion. I would never man who isn't even her boyfriend.
agree with it, let alone consider it as an
These scenarios are all vastly differoption, but who was I to tell some other ent, and there are hundreds more that I
woman what she could and could not don't have room to mention here. But the

Kate Evans

point is just that: They are different. Just
as you can't prescribe one medication to
fix every ailment, you can't apply one rule
to every different, personal, emotional
situation. There are too many what ifs,
too many scenarios where the "norm"
doesn't fit. Roe v. Wade was a landmark
decision, not because it legalized abortion,
but because it made choice available to all
women in this country.
But perhaps the most frustrating element of the debate about abortion is its
deep-seeded home in the debate over
church and state. The majority of abortion's opponents oppose it on a moral
basis, which is generally drawn from a
religious doctrine. When these religious
based morals enter into the government and
its laws, the whole principle of separation
of church and state is negated. One of
the most significant principles our nation
was founded upon becomes nothing more
then misguided words written over two
hundred years ago. This puts us into very
dangerous territory, because what may
start with abortion, will soon spread to
a much more direct influence on daily

lives.
Another main argument against abortion states that there are other options for
an unwanted pregnancy, such as adoption.
But herein lies another problem. There are
thousands of American children waiting
for adoptive families in orphanages and
in a flawed foster care system. One of
the most central problems is that many
of these children are African American,
while most of the people looking to adopt
are white. In order for a white couple
to adopt a black child, the paper work
nearly doubles, and the opposition to the
adoption increases significantly -from its
governing bodies. Outlawing abortion and
making adoption the only option would
only magnify this problem.
But both of these arguments do not
express the most frightening element that
would come with banning abortion. In
the fifties and sixties, before abortions
were legalized and regulated, they were
still a common way to end pregnancy. But
instead of being performed by licensed
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Letters to the Ed itor:
The Legacy of Stephanie Vibbert
To the student body:
Earlier this week Kalamazoo College
lost a truly remarkable student and person
by the name of Stephanie Vibbert. Unfortunately, many of you didn't know her.
I, however, did know her-actually,
she was one of the first people I met when
I arrived at K. And, it's been hitting me
all week how lucky I was to have known
her during my time here. More so than
anything, I've come to realize how much
she has taught me about what it means to
be a member of a community. When I look
around this world, around this nation, even
around this campus, it pains me to realize
how much more she had left to teach me,
and how much more she had left to teach
all of us.
More than any other person I have ever
met, Stephanie understood the intangible
benefits we all glean simply by being a
member of a community- things that we
have become so accustomed to receiving
that we take them for granted. But more
than just that, she understood that these
benefits do not merely conjure out of thin
air, but rather that they are a product of the
selfless- though often unconscious-dedi.cation of each community member to
positively affect the lives of every other
community member. It is because of this
keen insight into the true nature of the
human spirit that Stephanie consciously
strove to put back into society as much, if

Sports Teams!
Clubs!
Student Groups!
Earn $1 ,000 - $2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
-quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

not more, than what she got out of it. It is
because of this keen insight that she sought
to repay every one of us for the gifts that
we often unwittingly gave her. And, it is
because of this keen insight that she gave
little thought to whether or not we even
noticed her efforts to repay us. For her,
that was simply how communities ought
to work.
It's true; many students at K did not
know Stephanie even though she was
amongst the most active members of
Kalamazoo College community. She was
a dedicated member of POW, NVSO, and
the Campus Climate Advisory Board,
organizations she saw as ideal vehicles for
contributing positively to the communities
of which she was a part. Indeed, I don't see
it as a mere coincidence that Stephanie died
while in the service of others. As a member
of these organizations, she
did scramble for the spotlight or otherwise attempt
to be the center of attention, because she earnestly
believed that one did not
need to be conspicuous in
order to contribute posi- .
tively. The fact of the
matter is that you didn 't
need to know Stephanie
personally- she appreciated you nonetheless .
Likewise, she didn't need

to know you personally either-because
you were a member of her community she
sought to improve your life in whatever
way she could.
Whether you knew her in life or not
though, I don't believe it is too late to
start learning from the legacy she left us.
From this day forward, if we can all follow
Stephanie's example and strive to repay
society at large for what it has given us,
then her death will not have been in vain.
I personally can think of no more fitting
tribute to a young woman who did not live
one moment of her life in vain either.
In loving memory of Stephanie Vibbert,
James Goodwin
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and trained doctors in sanitary operating
rooms, people who didn't really know
what they were doing preformed them
with coat hangers or in despicable conditions. Countless women died or were so
permanently injured, that they could no
longer have children, even when they were
ready for them. Others were luckier and
only had the memories of the immense
pain of having the surgery done without
anesthesia. As long as there are women
getting pregnant when they don't want to
or are not ready, there will be abortions.
Th is is a fact that opponents need to
accept. Is it really better to force women
into dangerous and unsanitary situations
like those of "back alley abortions," just
to make their sense of "morality" more
secure? Is it really fair to raise unwanted
children in a flawed system where many
of them will only know the shuffle of
foster homes for the most important years
of their lives where their personality is
formed? No, it isn't and if you really think
it is, I would say it is you who needs a
"morality" check.

The odds are, you could be infected and not
know it. • Because 80% of the people who have an
STI (sexually transmitted infection) don't show
symptoms.· Not when they get it
And not when they pass it on . • In fact, the only
sure way to find out if you're infected is to be
tested .• As part of every visit, Planned Parenthood
offers confidential testing for STls - including H IV at
most locations. • And our services are also
affordable.

SPRING BREAK
#1 Spring Break vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus
Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

Call Planned Parenthood today· Because you
need more than luck for good health.

Quality professional care - without the wait!
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Movie Review: "A Guy Thing" bombs stars
'"
. Stowe-S cImeII
~ ravls
INDEX STAFF
Jason Lee has been wondering around
Hollywood seemingly doing everything right.
The former professional skateboarder started
his rise to stardom in Kevin Smith's "Mallrats."
Mowing this, he took prefect roles for himself
in Smith's "Chasing Amy; ' Cameron Crowe's
"Almost Famous" and "Vanilla Sky."
But something is apparently going wrong.
In the past two years, Lee has made moves that
are detrimental to his image of a "take no crap"
guy. "Stealing Harvard" (which he costarred
in with Tom Green) was completely lacking
in intellect, and "A Guy Thing" shows only

slightly more
.
In "A Guy Thing " Lee plays Paul who
awakes the day after
bachelor party t~ find
that he has seemingly slept with his fiancee 's
cousin. Selma Blair (most notably from Cruel
Intentions) plays the controlling fiancee, Karen.
Paul spends a week trying to cover up any clue
of his infidelity, but in the process comes to fu.ll
in love with his fiancee's cousin, Becky, played
by Julia Stiles of" l0 Things 1 Hate About You"
and "Save the Last Dance."
This film has its moments. There do exist
a few laughs mixed among the frenzy of acts
that Lee must do in orderto keep his secret. Lee
manages to make a few ofthe witty/angry remarks
that you expect from a Jason Lee charncter, but
they don't have nearly as much power when they

his

come from a charncter as whiny and irritating as
Paul. Also, there does seem to exist a tiny bit of
chemistry between Lee and Stiles.
However, the plot is very poor. Everything
is predictable, what little chemistry between
Lee and Stiles seems forced and Blair makes a
perfonnance that could not have been done worse.
It's hard to tell from the film how she could have
ever been chosen for this part. Her acting is over
the top and often not in character.
However, most of the fault in this film can
fall upon the director, Chris Koch who also
directed "Snow Day." It.is hard to tell after only
two films, but Koch seems eager to be the puppet
of every executive in Hollywood. This film is a
clear display of the Hollywood formula, but this
isn't the most painful part. After all, dozens of

these films are put out every year and some are
..
actuallyentertammg.
The saddest part ofthis film is the defamation
of these two bright young actors, Lee and Stiles.
The most shamefu! thing this movie does is
gomg on both ofthetr records. Lee, who ~med
destined for le~dmg man status, after his great
work m Crowe s claSSIC films, now seems to be
headed directly for lower ranks o~the stars.
1don't recommend this mOVIe. It ranks last
among every film in Stiles and Lee's catalog.
However, I can think of two reasons to see
this movie: first, this does happen to be Koch's
greatest film to date, and second, if you are in
some way obsessed with Stiles then this film can
get you your fix. Good luck finding anything
else of interest in this one.

Music Review: Ettison Clio displays talent
Tyler Pray
INDEX STAFF
Detroit is currently host for a thriving
indie rock scene, a scene that bas buried the
emo concentration in the area. Ettison Clio
is an upcoming band emerging from East
Lansing who has been playing show after
show all over southeast Michigan. Their
new EP, Fragile Simplistic, from Cloud Over
Head Records, is slowly beginning to spread
throughout the country.
The band was recently featured in the
"off the record" section in the Real Detroit
Weekly. Lately, they have been getting a
good amount of radio airplay on various
stations, including 88.9 frn in East Lansing

and in Cleveland, where they were last
week's "band of the week." The band has
also completed a month long tour of the
Midwest and the West Coast with other
relatively well-known bands, including
Coheed, Cambria, and Moneen.
They formed in August of 200 I as
results of a newspaper add placed by the
lead singer, Stephanie Gunther. Gunther
is an interdisciplinary hurnanities junior at
Michigan State University. The rest of the
players are telecommunication junior J.P.
Niemeic on guitar, interdisciplinary studies
junior Jared Nisch on bass, and Schoolcraft
Community College students Brian Roop
on guitar and Ryan "Clean Cup" Taucher
on drums.

Female-fronted band is their big staple.
She knows how to rock out. "In case you're
listening" is a highlight of Gunther's voice,
a poignant aspect of the group. This song
makes good use of varying time signatures,
so the song is always changing rhythmically.
While her voice is an asset to the group, it
is also a fallback at times. Gunther often
sings in a monotone voice at a time when
she could showcase her musically ability and
boost the song. Taucher'S percussion is very
well done on this disc, as welL
The guitar players sport a progressively
heavy and potent sound. The lyrics are
endearingly thoughtful and very melodic. At
times, the lead singer sings harmony with the
guitar parts. The sound is unique, especially

with their starts and stops in well-placed
moments in their music.
The band's forte is their live show. Not
only do they have a good sound, but they
are also a sight to see. Their energy and
explosiveness will keep show goers in the
mood.
Their next shows are February I3lh in
the Elbow Room in Ypsilanti for the Laky
Like Fest and February 15 1h in East Lansing.
They are also coming to Grand Rapids
sometime soon.
For more information and show times,
visit their website at ettisonclio.com. Overall,
even though there are only seven songs,
the EP is a good sample of emo music that
leaves the listener waiting for more.
Three stars out of five.

Music Review: Tori gives great sounds
Tyler Pray
INDEX STAFF
Tori Amos' newest release, Scarlet's
Walk, is more than just music. On her first
alburn from Epic records, she goes out on
a creative limb. Scarlet is a woman who
traveled all 50 states representing Amos.
Along the way, she fell into the company
of several men, from a Messiah character
in Delaware to a Latino freedom fighter in
Texas. However, this album is not about
searching for love, but rather a social critique
about trying to locate morality in a country
that has lost its heart.
The music is good. It is much more

reserved and calm than her previous sound.
She has retreated to soft and wise commentary
on society rather than her typical shouting
out against the world. The textures are deep
and complex, but without sacrificing melody.
"Taxi Ride" is an emotional beauty of a
song about the death of a friend in Baton
Rouge. The jazzy, spacious "a sorta fairytale"
illustrates a poisonous relationship on the
Los Angeles piece of the journey. Another
very good song, "your cloud," is a very
minor meditation on separation, her words
are prophetic poetry, which, in a good way,
require some thinking to decipher. "Ifthe rain
has to separate from itself does it say 'Pick out
your cloud?' she sings with grace.

Amos does make a poor attempt of
reflecting on September II with "I can't see
New York." While her sentiment is appreciated, she is overbearing and abstract. The
album trips over "wampum prayer," which
does not seem to fit with the rest of the
album. It makes too strong an attempt to
reconnect the music with her project idea of
the American journey.
The American tour guide idea is a good
one, but seems trivial in the context of the
music of the album. Amos had a great
opportunity to write a variety of songs that
have individual sounds to represent individual
places throughout the country. New York
has a different sound than New Orleans, and

California a different resonance than Alaskan
chant. All the music sounds like Amos could
have written it alone in her house. A map of
the journey is including in the liner notes, but
the music goes nowhere.
Overall, the music is well written and
intriguing. Amos' voice is at its best. The
theme is a decent idea, but she didn't follow
tltrough. The album is long and a bit repetitive
at times; there are a few superfluous songs.
However, one cannot judge the music for its
place in her story, but only for its quality.
Amos has calmed her experimental juices and
settled into one of her better albums.
Four stars out of five.
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"K" Swimming Keeps the Pace
Karen Nave
INDEX STAFF
With half their season already
behind them, Kalamazoo Swimmers and Divers are working hard
to have a winning season and have
their eye on NCAA competition.
Both tearns are focused and anxious
to have another great season.
The Men's team is looking
to win the MIAA Championship
for the 2S'h year in the school's
history of the sport. In addition,
Coach Bob Kent would like to
qualify as many men for the NCAA
Championships as possible and
place in the top 6. "We plan to
have a lot of fun as we accomplish
our team goals. I would like every
swimmer and diver to achieve an
individual best time or score in
their events."
This goal-!s very realistic as

long as the team can remain physically healthy and overcome the
temptation to rest on our past
tradition of winning. It will be
important to continue the tradition
of hard work and commitment the
team has seen in the past. Look
for the men to perform well in
the distance freestyle, diving, and
breaststroke. The team looks very
solid in all events and has a good
team depth that will undoubtedly
be an asset during the season and
years to come.
While keeping track of the
season you won't want to miss
returning sophomore .Tony Holt.
He is the defending NCAA champion in the three-meter diving
event. Look for him to have a
repeat performance. Andrew Kurtz
should also do welt in the 100
and 200-meter breaststroke. J.D.
Schneider should also have a good

season. He should score in the 200
and SOO-meter freestyle. Swimmers Scott Whitbeck, Ben Call am,
Ryan Crowley, Victor Stover, and
Anthony Duda and diver Tim
Ullrey, all returning All-Americans,
should also score at a national
level.
The Men's Swimming and
Diving team should have another
championship year and do well
against the MIAA opponents.
While there are not any home
meets this season, try and catch
them on the road for some exciting
competition.
The Women's Swimming and
Diving tearn have similar goals as
their male teammates. The women
are looking to finish as high as possible in the MIAA and send people
to the NCAA tournament. They
finished last year behind Hope and
Calvin and hope to finish higher.

Coach Lyn Maurer says, "We will
certainly be gunning for them
[Hope and Calvin]. This year's
team is a great group, talented, hard
working, and cohesive. I expect
us to do well."
The team looks strong and
ready to do well. Look for the
team to do well in many freestyle
events, especially the 50, 100, and
200-meter. The team also has a
lot of strength and depth in the
breaststroke.
If you're following the team,
then you know to watch for cocaptains Liz Kiechle and Jane
Kopf. Kiechle broke the school
record in the 100 and 200-meter
freestyle (NCAA qualifying time).
Kiechle, Kopf, sophomore Megan
Johnson, and freshmen Shannon
Bauer are expected to set records
in the 200 and 400 freestyle relays.
Johnson and sophomore Lauren

Yagiela are returning All MIAA
team members. Tanya Krzeminski
is the lone junior on the team and
very strong in the 100 butteffty.
The teams three divers, sophomores
Heather Mullins, Jenni Rone, and
freshmen Deanna Saenz, are in it
for the first time and expected to
improve throughout the season.
The Women's Swimming and
Diving team have some tough
competition in store for them and
a little bit of inexperience to battle
as well. However, as the season
progresses and they continue to
improve, look for them to perform
well at the MlAA Championships
and to send a handful of people to
the NCAA Championships. Like
the men, the women are done at
home and will finish out on the
road. If you can make it to a meet
this season it will be well wo h
your time

Listen to all the
Hornet Football
Games on...

SUPERTALK

The Women's Basketball team clasped a six-point victory
against Adrian on Saturday. Photo by Sarah Martyn
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Remembering a life of inspiration
Campus gathers to support the sudden loss of a cherished student
"You just really
wanted her to go
INDEX STAFF
because you knew
There are many amazing words to describe the woman she was going to
'I¢l'lo so deeply touched Kalamazoo College. Among all of make something out
them, one thing remains clear: Stephanie Vibbert embodied of that experience,"
said Haines.
inspiration and filled those around her with it.
This past fall,
"You could just smell her energy. You could just smell
Haines
became closer
how wonderful she is," said one Kalamazoo student during a
to
Vibbert
through a
vigil held Monday night in Vibbert's honor.
Vibbert, 22, died early Monday morning of serious project they jointed
injuries from a car accident. Traveling home from a peace constructed, aiming to
rally in D.C. this past weekend, Kalamazoo seniors Vibbert, show poverty to stuJennifer Ludwig and Jyl Ream hit a slick patch of ice about dents at Kalamazoo.
"If it wasn't for
30 miles West of Toledo, OH and crashed into a guardrail.
Vibbert was seated in the backseat of the car and wearing Stephanie, [ don't
think I would have
pulled the project off,"
said Haines.
"She
just brought so much
energy and so much
passion to it and
when 1 didn't think it
was going to happen
Stephanie was right
there. She was so
gifted."
Haines further
commented
about
Vibbert's skill with the written word.
"I remember righting this grant proposal with her. She
could take my clumsy words and just make them so beautiful
and say exactly what I meant."
nen sat t e . .
Many others also commented on Vibbert's exquisite
use of the written word. English Professor Diane Seuss
peace really. From left to right: Abbie Macaskie,
read several of Vibbert's poems and remarked on her unique
yl Ream, Andrea Plevek, Devon Claridge, Jennife
ability to capture emotion. Kalamazoo sophomore Taylor
Ludwig, and Stephanie Vibbert. Photo courtes
Host talked about how being in class with Stephanie left
Devon Cia rid e.
him amazed.
"There's nothing that meant more to her, I think, than
her seat belt. She was airlifted to a hospital, but died
the spoken word," said Host. "She was inspirational."
during surgery.
Vibbert was an energetic and active senior on Kalamazoo
College's campus. With a passion for activism, volunteerism,
and community, Vibbert dedicated herself to many issues and
organizations, especially those involved with poverty.
Monday evening, 300 students gathered at a vigil in
:tetson Chapel to morn the passing of their beloved friend
and remember her contributions to their lives and the
community. A row of candles softly lit the front of the
church and soft sobs echoed in the silence. One by one,
students approached the front of the church and shared
memorable moments to capture and reminisce about the
impact of Vibbert's character.
"There is one thing I will always carry with me from
Stephanie: how much hope she had to make the world
a better place," said Kalamazoo senior and close friend
Heather Haines.
Haines explained that she first knew Vibbert through
marching in the
peace rally next
a class they had together freshman year. She later had the
opportunity to review Vibbert's application for a three-month to close friend Zach (lack name unavailable). Photo
courtesy Devon Claridge.
,;(.periential program in Philadelphia.

Sarah Martyn

Vibbert was also a guiding light, as sophomore Beth
Kruger expressed.
"There are so many things 1 want to do for this world
and 1 know I can do more just looking at her and looking
at her spirit," said Kruger.
Kalamazoo graduate Jake Metcalf commented that
he felt as if he helped Vibbert take action on her beliefs.
However, her death made him realize his own need to take
action.
"I always thought if there was one thing I had done
at this school it was to help Stephanie get to that point
where she would improve the world," said Metcalf. "Then
I realized we have to all do it ourselves. We have to do
it for her."
Vibbert was an English and Psychology major. She
was involved with many service learning organizations,
including Ministry With Community, Kensington Welfare
Rights, served as an English and Psychology TA and headed
Kalamazoo College's Campus Climate Advisory Board.
She had also recently won a Community Dialogue Grant
from the Michigan Campus Compact. The grant provides
money for a series of conversations about poverty.
Ludwig and Ream suffered minor injuries from the
accident and returned to campus Monday afternoon.
Visitation for Vibbert will occur today from 2-8pm
at Desmond Funeral Home in Royal Oak, MI. A bus will
leave from Kalamazoo College's Red Square at 3pm for all
community members wishing to attend
Vibbert's funeral will occur tomorrow, February 24 at
1 lam. The service will take place at Congregational Church
in Bloomfield Hills, Ml.
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"K" sophomore Tony Holt prepares for a dive during a 2002 meet at Wabash. Holt beat a host of
well-accomplished and famous athletics to win "Michigan's Best 2003" title.

"K" diver "Michigan's Best"
Sophomore Tony Holt claims competitive title
sion III championship in threemeter diving. He also was
INDEX STAFF
I'm just a part of
the Michigan Intercollegiate
Recently, the Detroit Free Press
the team. I don't focus
Athletic Association threeannounced Kalamazoo College diver
meter
champion. This season
on points or records. I
Anthony Holt as Michigan's Best
he set the school record in the
know when I've done a
Athlete for 2002.
one-meter with 365.28 points
good dive and when I
vs. Alma.
Holt was informed of the honor
Holt's success hasn't gone
on Wednesday, beating out such
haven't.
notable sports figures as former Red
to his head though. "I'm just a
part of the team. I don't focus
Wings head' coach Scotty Bowman
=-=-==Ti.=on=y==}{,==o[=t,==W=I='
n=ne=r==o=if:::l•
Michigan's Best, 2003
and Red Wings star Nicklas Lidstrom.
on points or records. I know
=
Previous winners include Michigan
when I've done a good dive and
State basketball coach Tom Izzo,
when I haven 't," he said.
Detroit Red Wings captain Steve Yzerman, and former
Holt, a sophomore is planning to major in either
Psychology or English. He will be in action again, along
Detroit Lion Barry Sanders.
"I didn't believe it at first when (the Free Press) told with the rest of swimming and diving team, Feb. 13-15, for
me I'd won," said Holt. By all accounts though, Holt the MlAA Championships in Holland.
certainly deserves the honor. He won the NCAA Divi-

Joe Mansour
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"Tunnels of Oppression"

A number of student organizations will be taking part
in an event called "Tunnels of Oppression". The event will
teach about groups' experience with oppression and will
include POW, the WRC, BSO, JSO, the Service Learning
House, MAG V, GLBSTO, the Women's in Professional
Fields House, Residential Life, and the Counseling Center.
"Tunnels of Oppression" has been put together by
Valerie Penny, who horx:s to use the program to increase
knowledge about oppressIOn.
"This program is an interactive series of rooms designed
to advance and diss.eminate knowledge about issues of
oppression to recognize those who suffer and to encourage
its visitors to reflect upon the moral and spiritual questions
raised by hatred and ignorance," said Penny.
The Asian Student Organization (ASA) reinforced
Penny's comments about the goals of this event.
"The goal is to share the struggles that we face personally
while acknowledging similar yet different struggles faced

by others in our community by taking a close look at both
together. We want to promote awareness of oppression
and prejudice, and to challenge individuals to re-think
their own stereotypes."
Each organization will have a room to tell their story
of oppression. In addition, there will be dramatizations
from each organization done for small groups of students.
The counseling center will be used as a "room of hope,"
giving students a chance to reflect upon the theme of
oppression.
One of the main topics of conversation regarding the
"Tunnels of Oppression" has been criticism regarding the
fact that minorities shouldn't be the ones educating others
about the effects of oppression.
"The event is important, but the past should be
viewed from multiple perspectives," said sophomore Tyler
Pray. However, junior Lairen Marshall, a member of
BSO, is not concerned with the criticism.
"The event was presented to each organization on
See Oppression, p.8

Student development, academic council urge sophomores to declare majors
Sarah Martyn
INDEX STAFF
During common time next Thursday,
Jan. 6, in Old Wells, all sophomores will be
asked to declare their major. In an effort
to help students benefit the most from the
"K" Plan, Student Development and the
Academic Counsel are holding a Declaration
of Major Fair and asking all sophomores to
declare a major.
"The basic thing] want to communicate
is that this is beneficial to students to declare
a major because the "K" Plan is fairly
complicated, actually, and to make it work
f',.. .....
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major, to plan study abroad, to maybe plan
an internship, to get ready for re-entry, you
have to plan ahead," said Zaide Pixley, one
of the main coordinators of the Declaration
Fair.
"During common time there will be
someone from each department at the fair,
so students can come there and talk with
people in the department, declare their major,
and tum in the form," said
Pixley.
The form will then
be sent to the student's
advisor, who will contact
the student and set up
an advising appointment.

During the appointment, the advisor will
talk about the major requirements, start
forming a plan, help them choose courses
for the spring and sign the form, making the
declaration official.
"] think it's really important for the
student to decide what they are doing before
their junior year," said Pixley. "It just positions the student more advantageously. Even

if students know what they are majoring in,
if they haven't declared, they will not be
in the departmental loop, they will not get
e-mail on study abroad, and departments
won't get credit for the number of majors
they have."
Pixley believed this declaration process
See Majors, p.8
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The odds are, you could be infected and not
know it. ° Because 80% of the people who have an
STI (sexually transmitted infection) don't show
symptoms. ° Not when they get it

And not when they pass it on. ° In fact, the only
sure way to find out if you're infected is to be
tested. ° As part of every visit, Planned Parenthood
offers confidential testing for STls - including HIV at
most locations. ° And our services are also
affordable.
Call Planned Parenthood today ° Because you
need more than luck for good health.

Quality professional care - without the wait!
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Bookstore loses students as it sells books high, buys back low
Bridget Scallell
Katherine Weger!
INDEX STAFF

"The bookstore is a business and handle extra costs,"
Debbie Roberts said, who is in charge of the bookstore.
"We're dealing with the overhead of a middle man
and then we're dealing with this other warehouse and
distributor ... What it basically means in the end is that
students are suffering the brunt of the costs," she said.
The bookstore buys new textbooks from publishers;

Most students choose not to use the school system
of selling books back. Instead most tend to sell their
books to other students. Jude Harris, along with other
students, saves money by sharing books bought off
of Half.com with her friends. As a last money-saving
option, she checks books out from the library here on
campus or at Western.
Last quarter, seniors Gillian Ream and Michelle
Slayton organized a book buy-back and sale in an
effort to help students save money. It was the first of
its kind, according to Student Commission President
James Goodwin.
The student book sale was held Tuesday through
Thursday during Week 11, Slaton said. About 20 to
25 books were dropped off, and 15 to 20 books were
bought. Students could bring books to be sold in Hicks
Center during a designated time, which was advertised
along with shopping hours.
Unfortunately, said Slaton, only about 35 students
participated. This might have been due to late advertising (emails were sent less than a week before) and
Photo by Sarah
last-minute studying. Also, the book sale only included
books that were going to be used in less than 20 classes,
Senior Elizabeth Eule looks through school
Winter and Spring Quarter classes.
books at the bookstore.
Slaton said she and Ream determined the prices
by averaging the publish'er's price with that of the
old textbooks are dealt with by Nebraska Book Company,
bookstore.
"These two students were concerned about how quarter a wholesale distributor with whom the bookstore has had
in and quarter out students get frankly jacked. They sell a partnership for many years, said Roberts. The store uses
books back for super-cheap and then have to go back and software programs from Nebraska, too.
Books that will not be used the following quarter are
buy them used ... for a much higher price," said Goodwin.
"Obviously, the book store has an overhead they have not valued as highly as others, as are "outdated" textbooks,
or books that have been revised. This may present problems
to deal with."

Chapel
Chat
Finding grace in grief and sorrow
If you look at last week's Index, Chapel Chat faced a
picture on the opposite page of a burning car on Academy
street. If you look closely, you can see the front tire of
my car parked right smack dab next to that inferno.
Now, if you have tried to find a spot on Academy
lately, you might consider it next to impossible, and any
find such as this prime piece of parking real estate would
be considered "grace."
So here I am, working away in my office in Anderson
with a fantastic view of my parking job when I hear the

sirens. Usually the sirens proceed on up the hill, but
all of a sudden, they stopped. I turned to look out
the window to see the billows of black smoke engulfing
my space! I assessed the situation to see that it
was not my car that was burning, but the one stalled
RIGHT NEXT TO IT. What happened to the grace?
Truth is, it remains, burning car or no burning car.
Grace remains. Always. It remains in our thoughts, in our
words, in our interactions with one another. It remains in
our abilIty to find happiness in every situation. Consider
the following from Everyday Grace by Marianne Williamson:
I have lived large parts of my life in wonderflll circumstances thatlllllerly failed to appreciate. Reasons to
be happy were everywhere, bllt somehow, I didn 't connect
with them. It was as though I was eating but cOllldll 't
taste the food. Filially, I've learned to celebrate the
good while it's happellillg. I feel gratitllde and praise
today for II'hat are sometimes such simple pleasures. I
have learned that happiness is not determined by cir-

for students who have visiting professors and also for
students who are left with old editions.
"Roberts tries to obtain the best prices," said her boss
Christine Thomas. "She notifies professors of new editions
and asks if they want to use them."
"I prefer that they use new editions. The new edition
is good for me at the bookstore because sometimes with
the old edition we get stuck with copies that we
can't return," said Roberts.
She said it is a tough situation and recognizes
that it is better for the students to be ablc to
have used books.
Regardless of their courses, students usually
lose money because they cannot sell the books
back for very close to the amount they paid.
"We're not trying to make a profit," said
Thomas. "There is a lot of service that goes
with it."
Any profit the school bookstore makes goes
directly into the school fund to reduce tuition
costs. Roughly $30,000 to $80,000 are made
yearly; however, after all expenses are paid,
the income comes out to about ten to sixteen
thousand.
No estimation was made regarding how
many books are sold per quarter. However, more
books are sold than bought back.
Martyn
"I would say we probably see about a fourth
of the books (returned)," said Roberts.
"I think a lot of people think that the bookstore just picks any price it wants, when that's not
really the case. It's whatever the publisher sets for
it," said Roberts. "It depends on di fferent factors."
If the book is being used the following quarter the
student will receive 50 percent of the listed price. Any used
books or old editions can be sold back, but the student
will receive less for them.

cllmstances. Happiness is 1I0t what happens when everything goes the way YOll think it shollld go: happiness
is what happens when YOll decide to be happy. (p.124)
Yes, I believe that we can find happiness in the midst
of sorrow and grief, and we can celebrate a life lived
with grace, as Stephanie Vibbert found. Little pieces of
Stephanie are now gracing campus in the form of her
poetry. Gatherings in her name supply a steady stream of
grace to all those who ask for it. Our memories of her
can be filled with grace, ifll'e choose it. In the
Christian Gospel, Matthew 7:7-8, Jesus tells us to
ask, and it will be given to us, seek and we will
find, and knock and the door will be opened to us.
Opportunities for grace are on every corner, in every
person and in every moment. As we begin to ask,
seek and knock, they appear, and we are grateful.
May peace and grace be with our campus, our world
and us in this day.
Lux Esto!
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College admission policies distort process
Eli Savit
INDEX STAfF

George W. Bush has a tremendous
and historic opportunity to fundamentally
reshape the American education system.
The Bush Administration recently filed
a brief in the Supreme Court arguing against
race as a factor in college admissions. As
an alternative, Bush proposed that public,
state-funded universities like the University
of Michigan admit the top 10 percent of
each high school class in the state. Why
stop there? It's time to open the floodgates
of admissions to American colleges and
universities. What if George W. Bush were
to propose an aggressive expansion of statefunded universities and mandate that all
public colleges double the amount of students
that could be admitted each year?
At one point in time, a high school
education opened doors of opportunities for
its graduates; the government recognized
the primacy and importance of education
and made high school instruction available
for all those who wanted it. In an industrial
society, a high school degree was all that
was necessary for a student to land a good
job. But with manufacturing jobs migrating
overseas, a high school diploma in the United
States is now worth next to nothing. The

value of yesteryear's high school diploma is
now roughly equivalent to today's college
degree. Additionally, the quality of high
school education varies wildly from school
to school, so we are not even giving our
citizens a broad base of knowledge.
The nature of the domestic economy
has made a college degree much more desirable. But in the past ten years, we've seen
a tremendous rise in the competitiveness
of college admissions. Colleges are now
striving to leave students out rather than in,
so as to improve their school's all-important
selectivity rating in US News and World
Report. Admissions officers are asked to
judge the viability of students that they
have never met on the basis of grades, test
scores, essays, and, in some cases, race.
Are these the only qualities that determine a
student's aptitude or potential? Can we really
judge the intelligence or work ethic of an
individual based on the first 18 years of his
or her life? The potential of an individual is
broader than any combination of subjective
and objective factors; therefore, it is time to
reform the utterly arbitrary and meaningless
competition in college admissions.
Critics will argue that eliminating
competition from the admissions process
will force qualified university professors to
teach remedial subject matter to students.

But the fact is that professors have already
been doing this for years, as American
high schools often woefully under prepare
students for college-level learning. In any
case, since high school quality varies so
greatly, admitting the top 10 percent of
each class would exacerbate this problem. A
simple solution would be to allow universities to form alliances with nearby community
colleges. In Ann Arbor, for example, a
student needing remedial assistance in
mathematics could take an algebra course
at Washtenaw Community College, while at
the same time taking Honors English at
the University of Michigan. By funding
such partnersh ips, the government could
provide a fair opportunity for all students,
while rectifying some of the inequalities
that exist in America's secondary education
system.
Of course, some students will not be up
to the challenge of. college and will flunk
out of school. This is not necessarily a bad
thing--a little competition in education can
be healthy. But it makes no sense for this
competition to manifest itself in the admissions process rather than the classroom.
If students have the aptitude to learn at
a college level, they should be given the
opportunity prove it in the classroom. If
they do not, they will quickly fail or drop out

of school. By opening the doors of college
admissions, though, we would at least be
giving more students an opportunity for success and a college degree, regardless of their
background or convol uting circumstances in
their life heretofore.
As to the diversity argument: Opening
the doors of admissions wider would likely
increase racial diversity, especially in
conjunction with automatic admission for
the top 10 percent. If universities are serious
about the value of diversity, though, they
will embrace this plan, as it allows for a
greater breadth of diversity of thought,
socioeconomics, background, etc. Also,
if one buys into the argument that a good
college should be a microcosm of society at
large, de-competitivising college admissions
is a sound policy. After all, this world is
not made up entirely of individuals with 3.5
high school GPAs, or people who scored
in the top 20 percentile on their verbal and
math SATs.
It'll never happen, of course. Bush
would never propose a costly expansion
of public universities, because such a plan
would inevitably interfere with tax cuts for
the wealthy. Nevertheless, the discussion
needs to shift away from the very narrow
aspect of race-based admissions and should
instead focus on the rotten core of the
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President Bush's address speaks hypocrisy
Kate Evans
INDEX STAFF
I have officially reached my boiling
point. Although I have continually called
him a hypocrite, never have I felt so correct
in my assessment as I do right now.
About halfway through his State of the
Union address, President Bush called for
$15 billion over the next five years to be sent
to Africa to help provide medication to the
millions upon millions of people there who
are infected with HIV and AIDS.
Sure, it seems fantastic, but this is
coming from a man who just a few years
ago refused to send more money to Africa
to fight AIDS. Millions more died because
they were denied the money to get the proper
medication. Diagnosis is not quick enough
because the hospitals equipped to do the testing needed simply can't handle the demand.
Tens of millions of Africans infected others
unknowingly because of this.
As of April 2001, 17 million Africans
had died because of AIDS, and nearly 28
million more were infected, nearly three
fourths of those infected worldwide. Those.
ill in Africa live with no hope for the

prolonged survival that most Americans that this money won't end up being
living with HIV and AIDS have. Many spent somewhere else? Just look at Bush's
Americans live years, even decades, after plan to stimulate the economy. What is
becoming infected with HIY. In Africa, it it? A $675 billion tax cut that will cater to
is a matter of a year or two, much of which the wealthiest 10 percent of this country.
is spent so ill, the infected cannot work or Because that is what is going to help this
provide for their families. But
this new "Emergency Plan for
AIDS Relief' isn't broad enough
The fact that this man, this
to help most of these people.
hypocrite, who only cares about
Bush did not even try to deny
his plan's flaws. He claims it
the cause because he is trying
will prevent 7 million new infecto boost his falling approval
tions and treat nearly 2 million
ratings, is trying to take credit
HIV Positive people with lifefor helping to alleviate the
extending drugs. Two million.
What about the other 26 million
AIDS crisis is unbelievable.
people who live with AIDS in
Africa? What happens to them?
Under Bush's plan, they still have
to "go home and die" as he so
eloquently put the response of many doctors economy rebound.
We are the richest country in the world
when their patients test positive.
and
what are we doing with our wealth?
But more importantly, what is to say
Giving
our richest citize!1s a tax cut. A
that this won't be added to the pile of broken
promises made in last year's State of the tax cut for the people who sit in their $10
Union address? Nearly every state in this million mansions and sip the most expensive
country is facing a huge economic crisis and vodka served by butlers and maids. All this
it is only going to get worse. Who's to say while on the other side of the ocean people

die from a terrible, debilitating disease with
no hope for their children's future, and little
real help from our government.
The fact that this man, this hypocrite,
who only cares about the cause because he is
trying to boost his falling approval ratings, is
trying to take credit for helping to alleviate
the AIDS crisis is unbelievable. In the
2001 budget, the first of Bush's presidency,
only $460 million was allotted to the fight
against AIDS in Africa, despite reports from
prominent scientists that it would take more
than 20 times that to even make a dent in the
pandemic. Now here he is, two years later,
talking as ifhe had always been an advocate
ofthis war. But it is important to remember
that the AIDS pandemic in Africa must not
be written off because Bush is starting to do
what he should have done before.
He has taken ideas that he has criticized
for ye.ars and is now parading them around
as his own. The question now becomes
will the American public be fooled? Will
we truly allow him to con us into believing
that this is enough? That the money that
we are spending cleans our hands of any
further need to be involved? I'm certainly
not fooled, and you shouldn't be either.

"insensitivities" were not intentional or
malicious. This somehow translated to
"therefore they are not harmful, and the
pastors are not accountable."
It may be true that the visitors to my
church chose not to take offense at the
bumbling prejudices displayed during this
service, but it is a crime that people who
visit this country must do so with the
knowledge that they will be subjected to this
sort of treatment and be required to overlook
the insensitivity and ethnocentrism that they
encounter here--all with no apology.
•
Unlike some in my family, 1 am not
comforted by our stupidity. The idea
that ignorance is a defense for the lack
of thought and insight displayed by many
Americans is repulsive to me. America is
the richest nation on earth. We have far
more opportunities to learn about others
and become enlightened than people in any
other ·country. Ignorance is not an excuse

for the assumption that America and the
English language is the standard by which
the rest of the world is measured.
Though the display in my church was
a relatively minor incident, I bclieve it
speaks volumes about how little Americans
know or think about other cultures. We
are witnessing how this type of thinking is
working against us around the world today.
It is prejudice, racism and the American
attitude of supremacy that has us at the
brink of war with Iraq.
It is the reason that people in other
countries rejoiced on Sep. 11,200 I. Americans are not the only culture, nor necessarily
the best culture--Iook at how we treat one
another. I urge one and all to consider who
we think we are and how we got to this
place--and most important, how we might
leave it behind.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
America's needs to shed egocentric perspective
A couple of weeks ago, my church
hosted missionaries from Mexico. In an
effort to make them feel welcome, plans
were made to sing "Feliz Navidad" and one
of the pastors played the guitar and sang
a song in Spanish.
Frankly, I found the entire service
embarrassing. The taped back-up music
for Feliz Navidad included a Chipmunkssounding voice, and the pastors wore pink
and green sombreros with dingle balls
around the brim. It seemed more like
poking fun than appreciating the multiculturalism to which the pastor repeatedly

made reference during the service.
Then, during the children's sermon,
one of the pastors asked if any of the kids
knew what Mexicans use in their celebrations. One child thought it was Hanukah,
and everyone laughed. The pastor then
explained the piiiata to the group, and stated
that, "even though the people in Mexico
don't speak our language, they still like
to celebrate Christmas." Again, I was
mortified.
My indignation grew when I was discussing the service with two members of
my family. They both felt that these cultural

Shawn Tenney, K'04
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Bright eyes, dim future
If you have ever walked through the
hallways of the practice rooms in the Fine
Arts Building, you might have heard people
screeching words to a few piano chords. A
lot of us do it. Conor Oberst and his evercbanging group, Bright Eyes, have produced
an album full of unpolished, shaky, practice
room sounds.
Oberst's latest release, "Fevers and
Mirrors," is an emotional landslide of lame
lyrics and overbearing juvenile angst. His
attempt to create a solid, mature record fail
for a number of reasons. First, his music
meanders through a sickening lineup of
cliche chord progressions and an overall
puerile style. Second, he takes himself
much too seriously. His music is drowned
in his overzealous character.
Finally, and most horribly, is bis voice.
He sings like he is freezing from hypothermia. He sobs witb a quavering drone.
Much of the time, his lyrical melodies are
unimaginative, mimicking the bass line.
This kid could never make it past the first

round of American Idol. Simon would rip
him apart.
"When the Curious Girl Realizes She
is Under Glass" is an example of his awful
singing. The song is of very poor recorded
quality. It sounds like a third grade piano
recital with some balling crazy person yelling in the background. His wails become
so annoying, one may quickly switch to the
next song with hopes of harmony.
"The Calendar Hung Itself' and "Something Vague" are too busy and frustrating to
try and listen to. Other songs, such as
"The Movement of a Hand" and "Haligh,
Haligh, A Lie, Haligh," are good music
with decent guitar riffs with creative sounds
and strong bass. Oberst makes good use
of vibraphone and slide guitar. These
two songs are bearable ... until he begins
to sing.
Much of what may be construed as
emotional and intellectual depth is revealed
to be contradictory nonsense in a ridiculous
staged radio interview with Oberst at the end
of "An Attempt to Tip the Scales." Tbis little
stunt draws the last shred of any semblance

of musicality away from the album.
At times, Fevers and Mirrors, creates an
interesting listening experience considering
its blemishes. A great deal of thought and
talent has been invested into the production
of this short record. The best it shows is
potential. Maybe in a few years, Oberst
will be worth hearing, but for now his work
is a trite offering in the face of the truly
developed musicians of today. As for all of
us in the practice rooms, if Conor Oberst
can sell records, so can we. .
One star out of five.

Day promises quality pop
Howie Day knows how to write a pop
song. His debut album, "Aust~alia," is full
of slow and gushy sounds reminiscent of
John Mayer. Besides his obvious influence
from Radiohead and David Gray, Day holds
his American sound in the face of today's
British invasion.
His mellow acoustic style is prominent
in most songs. However, the album has
notable variety. Alon,g with soothing songs

'Fantasticks' preformed to 'balance opposing forces'
Mega" Morrissey
INDEX STAFF
The Kalamazoo College Theatre Department is
currently hard at work on "The Fantasticks," one of
America's longest running off-Broadway musicals.
"The Fantasticks" is performed in the style of a
theatre troupe, with a lot of stepp 109 10 and out of
character. The play takes place half in the night. the other
half during the day.
According to director Anne LaTarte, the nocturnal
sequence focuses on the "twitterpation of this seemingly
perfect love between two people."
Trouble arises for the young lovers as the moonlight
fades. and 10 the words of EI Gallo. the play's narrator.
"What was last night scenic may scem cynic by today."
LaTarte describes the journey of the characters as
they move "from na'ive innocence to cultured maturity
and finding love."
First written in 1960 by Tome Jones and Harvey
Schmidt, "The Fantasticks" incorporates various theatre
styles and is based on the French play "The Fictional

Olles ...

LaTarte feels that for alI of its entertainment value,
"The Fantasticks" also relays a deeper message to the
audience. "It speaks to the universality of growing up,
everybody has been or will soon be going through somc
stage of this," she said.
Directmg a musical presents many unique challenges
for both the cast and crew. "Time needs to be very
structured, because in addition to learning lines. we
have to get the songs and choreography down;' LaTarte
said.
Challenges aside. LaTarte is confident about the
play's success, and is qUick to praise her company.
"The cast is so hardworking and talented. lean 't say
enough about them," she said. She is also grateful for the
assistance of her crew.
"The whole production would be impossible without
our musical director Michael Vassas and our accompanist
Bethany Marsh. and Robert Brown. our set designer,
has been invaluable."
Musicals have not traditionally been part of the
Theatre Department's repertoire, and LaTarte sought to
change that. She thinks that "life is a balance of opposmg
forces, and this play repre ents that."

like "Kristina" and "Ghost," he plays a
few upbeat, electronic sounding songs like
"Everything Else" and "Sorry So Sorry."
Although Day may seem strictly an acoustic
softy, he shows competence on the electric
in "Slow Down."
The downside oftbe record is its rather
munda,ne quality. A few of the songs are
blatantly repetitive, and others are so similar
they sound like versions of the same song.
The range of styles he explores is present,
but within each new style are musical ideas
that remain fixed throughout the album.
His voice and lyrics do an adequate job
of making up for his unified and predictable
guitar playing. His words' offer relatively
unique sayings about common subjects such
as love and emotional pain. Perhaps the
best aspect of his music is that he plays it all
himself. He is a one-man band. His use of
effects and looping in the recording studio
is tasteful and even necessary to complete
his music.
Day is an underground musician from
Bangor, Maine, who is likely to get a big
break soon.
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Hornet Hockey proves itself worthy of the best
Team pulls off a close and tiring victory against Muskegon in final minutes
Greg Paddison
CONTRIBUTrNG WRITER
With a 10 p.m. start on Jan. 17
at Walker Ice Arena in Muskegon
and a hostile crowd in the stands,
the Kalamazoo College hockey
team stepped onto the ice against a
very strong Muskegon Community
College team.
In previous years, MCC had
enjoyed enormous goal differentials at the Hornet's expense and
this year the Hornets-who were
short on practice time and missing
two of their top skaters (Matt
larboe and Eric Larson)-knew
that this game had all the makings
of a blow-out.
But on this night, the Hornets
hockey team showed why it survived and became a pillar of pride
for Kalamazoo College. Despite
the minimal experience as a team
and the extremely short bench
(only II players to MCC's 16), the
Hornets were led by the one factor
you don't see on paper-heart.
The MCC Hawks came out
fast and attacked the Hornets,

eventually netting a goal just under
4 minutes into the period. But the
Hornets stayed focused. At the 8: 15
mark, while on a 2-minute power
play, Bobby Ricketts dumped the
puck into the far comer and "K"
enforcer Will Soloman powered his
way to the puck. Soloman flipped
the puck towards the front of the
net to the waiting stick of freshman
Greg Paddison, who one-timed the
puck under the goalie, tying the
game at I-I.
Late in the first period the
Hawks ofMCC were on the attack
and despite the Hornets' best
efforts, the Hawks scored with only
20 seconds left in the period.
The second period belonged to
the Hornets, but nearly half of the
period ticked off the clock before
this showed on the score board.
It was at· the II :04 mark of the
second period that Soloman won
the face-off deep in the Hawks'
territory, passed back to Paddison
who had been moved to defense.
Paddison fired a low shot that got
tangled up in front of the net where
sophomore Michael Carr was there

to stuff the puck into the back of
the net tying the game at 2-2.
Less that 2 minutes later, the
Hornets were on the attack again
when the team's seniors connected.
From the far comer Matt Anderson
fed the puck to Mike Pflug. With
no open shot on the net, Pflug sent
the puck to Bobby Ricketts who
unleashed a bullet of a slap shot
that caught the top left corner,
giving the Hornets a 3-2 lead.
However, MCC did not let the
Hornets enjoy their lead for long.
With 9:55 left on the clock in
the second period, an unfortunate
turnover at the blue-line led to a
MCC odd-man rush that ended with
the puck beating Goaltender Nick
Shelly, who played a tremendous
game for the Hornets. But again,
it was the Hornet seniors that came
through. Ricketts fed the puck
deep into the zone to Pflug who
stunned the entire stadium by putting the puck into the top comer
of the net with absolutely no space
to spare.
The second period ended with
the Hornets, physically exhausted

but feeling good about their 4-3
lead. Meanwhile, the MCC Hawks
looked to take advantage of their
larger bench and fired themselves
up for the third period.
For over 10 minutes the Hornets held their lead in the third
period, greatly because of the
discipline of winger Mike Howe
to back check at full-speed, the
stifling defense of Ian Neil, Grant
Mahoney and stand-up goaltending. But at the final 10-minutes
approached, exhaustion began to
set in. With 9:12 left in regulation,
the Hawks tied the score at 4-4.
The Hornets then began to
take penalties. First a hooking call
was charged on Paddison and less
than a minute later, Neil was sent to
the Penalty Box for boarding. The
Hornets fended off the entire 5-3
disadvantage, but just as the first
penalty ended the Hawks stuffed
the puck, taking a 5-4 lead with
only 6:30 remaining. Sensing his
team's fatigue, newly appointed
coach Aaron Przybysz called a
time-out. He told his exhausted
squad that the game wasn't about

Basketball snatches win in double overtime
Karen Nave
INDEX STAFF
Home in Kalamazoo on a Saturday is never a good place
to be if you're the opposing team. The Kalamazoo Men's
Basketball team was ready to better their record and' came
out pumped up for Saturday's game against Albion College.
In a packed Anderson Athletic Center, the Hornets defeated
Albion College 89-82 in double overtime.
The first half of play was twenty minutes of back and
forth scoring. The Hornets led at the half 38-35. "K" pulled
away in the second half and commanded a 15-point lead.
Albion, not ready to go home just yet, rallied back to tie
the game at 67 as the final seconds of regulation time ticked
off the clock.
The first overtime ended in a tie with both teams scoring
seven points apiece. The second overtime, "K" found a
second (or third) wind and outscored the Britons 15-8 and
sealed the victory.
Kalamazoo shot 50 percent from the field. Leading the
Hornet scoring was senior Dirk Rhinehart, who, despite going
scoreless in the first half, ended with 22 points and hitting
four from three point range. Senior captain Nathan Burns
finished with 19 points and hit three outside the arc to help
add to the Hornet victory. Scott Montmorency and levon
Caldwell-Gross finished with 12 and II points respectively.

Kevin Baird added 10 points to the score and came up with
five rebounds.
The Hornets better their record to 3-2 in the MIAA
(13-3 overall) and are now in a second place tie with Albion,
behind Calvin and Hope. Hornets are home this Saturday
at 3:00pm in Anderson Athletic Center against No. I Calvin
College.

skill anymore, it was about who
wanted it more, who had more
heart.
The Hornets responded. 1.he
forward line of Paddison, Mahoney
and the extremely fast Nick
Toboy rushed the Muskegon zone.
Mahoney and Toboy led the way
with Paddison trailing. Mahoney
carried the puck into the zone
sending the pass over to Toboy who
let a shot fly that was kicked aside
by the MCC goalie. But amongst
the commotion, Paddison picked
up the puck and let a slapshot go
that beat the Hawks goalie on the
glove side. The clock was winding
down, the Hornets digging deep
into themselves, and the MCC
Hawks deep into their bench. With
just over 90 seconds remaining,
Neil attacked the opposition's zone
and slid the puck past the goalie.
Hornets 6, MCC 5.
With I :27 remaining on ,tile
clock, the Hornets had to weather
flurries of attacks from MCC in
order to walk away with the 6-5
victory.

SPORTS SHORTS
Men's Tennis Wins Season Opener, Drops
to Western
The men's tennis team defeated Dayton (5-2) in the
Hornet's season-opener last Friday. The men lost to
Western Michigan, 7-0, on Saturday. Kalamazoo
will host Western Michigan on Saturday at 3 p.m.

Men's Swimming
The men's swimming team completed the MIAA.
dual meet season with a perfect record (5-0) after
wins over Hope and Calvin on Saturday, Ian. 25.
The men's swimming and diving team finished
second out of five teams at a meet at Wheaton
College on Saturday, Jan. 18.

Women's Swimming
Photo by Karen Nave
Senior Dirk Rhinehart blocks an Albion Guard. Rhinehart scored the tieing 3-point shot that sent the Hornets into their first overtime.

The women's swimming and diving team lost a
pair of dual meets to Hope College and Calvin
College on Saturday in Holland, Michigan. The
women's swimming and diving team finished fourth
out of five teams at a meet at Wheaton College on
Saturday, Jan. 18.
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Majors/Students uncertain about
declaring so early

Oppression/Student event gives
inside look of oppression
continued from p. 2
campus. Tbose who cbose to participate were free
to do so if tbey cbose to," she said.
There is also concern that the program will not
be as successful at small schools sucb as Kalamazoo,
r~nce it bas only taken place at larger schools. However,
sopbomore Colin Baumgartner feels tbat the program
will be a success.
"These are issues that should be addressed and I
think tbe student body is ready to hear tbem," he said.
The Tunnel Committee, comprised of Amy Johnson,
Asa Young, Anna Wolf, and Erica Hischey, and the
Asian Student Organization echoed Baumgartner's
comments.
"As students we talk a lot about becoming better
people, in order for this to happen we have to develop a
sense of caring for others. Tbis event will bring students
face to face with some issues that are important to many
members of our community, not necessarily themselves,
as students we can decide to care about these issues or
not, hopefully the former will be embraced as a result
I of this experience."
The Halls of Oppression will be on Feb. 12 from
").7pm and on Feb.13 from 4·8pm. It will take place in
Old Wells, located in Hicks Center.
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spons Teamsl
Clubsl
Student Groupsl
Earn $1,000· $2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fund raising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888)
923-3238 ,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

SPRING BREAK
#1 Spring Break vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. campus
Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

continued from p. 2
would especially help with re-entry into the college after
study abroad.
"I think it eases the study abroad transition. You can
decide wbat you're going to do before you go away, you can
plan what you're going to do, and you can come back and your
junior spring is not so chaotic."
Although declaring a major at or before the fair cannot
be required, it is strongly encouraged and students who do
not will receive follow-up pbone calls to help facilitate the
process.
"We'd like everyone to do it and we will follow up and
call everyone who doesn't go," said Pixley. "Right now it's
not mandatory but it's highly recommended. We have 5% of
seniors wbo still aren't declared and 32% percent of juniors
wbo haven't declared. So we have a problem, in my opinion,
on campus with people not declaring their major. I tbink
people think they are keeping their options open or they
don't realize tbey could be disadvantaging themselves by
not declaring."
Some "K" students believe the deadline for declaring
is a wise move.
"I definitely feel we should have a deadline for it and it
should be declared especially with consideration for study
abroad and it looks better if you declare because the program

you
your
said sophomore Anna Wolf. "You need to be making a decision
by now to get on the right track to completing your major on
time. On tbe track to completing your major; serious path."

I think keeping
the door open and not
declaring is counterproductive. It can make
you feel less centered,
less focused.
-- Zaide Pixley, co-coordinator of Declaration Fair

"Considering it can be changed, I think it is good. That
way students can really begin to focus on their major, but .if
they change their minds, they are not held to their original
decisions," said first-year Jen Colwell.
However, in spite of the benefits, some students feel
declaring next week is too large a decision without prior
notice.
"When I heard that students would have to declare their
majors in a little over a week, I was quite surprised," said
sophomore Matt Smith. "That is too large of a decision to be
making in a week, especially without warning. I was glad
to later hear that changing your
major is quite simple. However,
if I declare the "wrong" major, I
might miss opportunities that were
presented by declaring a major
that I was considering strongly
as well."
Pixley commented about the
confusion some students might
face in declaring a major next
week.
"I understand that and I know
people feel they have a lot of
interests and that this is a time
of uncertainty, but I think keeping the door open or not declaring is counterproductive," said
Pixley. "It can make you feel less
centered, less focused. If you
declare a major, you're still keeping the doors open for a minor,
double major, or concentration,
and you can easily switch your
major if needed. There are practical and psychological benefits.
We hope this helps students think
about their own self-interests in a
different way."
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College proposes changes to alcohol policy
New policy would notify parents of underage drinking violations
Sarah Martyn
INDEX STAFF
In efforts to encourage students to drink more
responsibly and create a safer learning environment
at K, the administration is considering changes to
the college's alcohol policy.
"This is not something that we're doing to try to
take away student's rights, benefits, or significantly
alter the education experience for students," said
Dean of Student, Danny Sledge. "However, we
have a responsibility to make sure the environment
is as safe as possible. If one student's life can be
saved as a result of attempting to take a look at
doing some things different, then for us the benefit
is worth it."
The proposed change would have a student's
parents notified on their second alcohol violation.
The administration hopes this policy gives students
the chance to make more conscious decisions about
under-age drinking.
"We know that a certain amount of experimentation is apart of the developmental maturation
process. So we proposed a policy where if it was a
first offense, mostly underage drinking, we would
not notify the parents. However, if it is a second
alcohol offense, we propose notifying the parents.
We decided this because if it happens one time and a
student understands what the consequences are, then
they make a conscious decision to do it again."
In the case of other illegal drugs, parents will
be notified on the first offense. The rationale is that
other drug offenses besides alcohol are more serious
and deserve a different degree of attention.
"In the case of a first offense dealing with illegal
drugs other than alcohol, we propose notifying the
parents," said Sledge. "Both of them are illegal,
but certainly the use of drugs is more severe than an
18-year-old drinking a beer for the first time. So our
policy is one where we understand that these things
are going to happen and we respect that students can
make a conscious decision about what they are going
to do before we involve their parents."
Aside from encouraging students to drink more
responsibly, the proposed change aims to cater to a
parental desire to be more involved when a student
See Alcohol, p.8

Photo by Rob Hinman

The college is proposing changes to the alcohol policy that would
notify parents of underage drinking.
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RESSING
POSmON
Students organize a
collective letter writing
campaign to exercise
democracy and oppose the
war on Iraq
Bridget Scallen
INDEX STAFF
2002 K graduate Jeff Brand
knows what it's like to be a student.
One minute you've got your

head in a book and suddenly the
next, you're staring down the barrel
ofaforeign policy meltdown. What
happened? Somewhere between
your 8:30 class and Baghdad, the
world got pretty up tight about
some good 01' Texas politics. Now,
as they like to say back on the

ranch, we (as a nation) are about
to sit on our spurs.
Brand, a current employee at
the MJUS Center for Service Learning, is aware of the Kalamazoo College climate and the international
climate concerning the possible
war against Iraq. Recognizing
the potential power in collective
organization, Brand invited some
community members to join him
in activism.
You and I are citizens. Maybe
YOII're a student; maybe you're a
little confused; maybe you aren't
even that political. But regardless,
I'll tell you that we have the responsibility to act--and act now--in
response to the events that are
unfolding. Specifically, I'm talking
about the rush towards open conflict, both in Iraq and potentially
North Korea ... What can we do?
If the old adage is true- that the
power of the pen is mightier than
the sword- than I propose that we
as a group write letters.
In his email invitation, Brand
used the acronym B.O.B.B.Y. O.N.
A. B.O.M.B., which stands for

Bombs Over Baghdad: Bring Your
Own Non-Alcoholic Beverage
Over to My Basement for the grassroots effort. A group of seven
students gathered at Brand's nearby
home Jan. 28 to discuss recent and
current events; a letter to representatives that they composed was
later shared via email.
Last Tuesday, Brand hosted
another gathering. He changed the
name to K.A.B.O.B.-A. B.O.B.B.Y.
O.N. A. B.O.M.B., adding "Keep A
Burger On the Barbeque- Aight?"
Students were encouraged to bring
food to grill in addition to their
food for thought. It's basically a
reoccurring party to help stop the
war, Brand said.
The name might sound humorous, but the goal is serious.
"It occurred to me that there
wasn't a lot on campus going on in
terms of war protest," said Brand.
"We represent a lot of congressional districts, and that would
allow us to influence a variety of
people."
Kelsey Johnson '02 attended
the first gathering, where she

browsed Brand's scrapbook of articles about conflicts in the Middle
East before the discussion began.
"I went to Jeff's to learn
more about the impending war
and because 1 wanted to voice my
opinion," said Johnson.
Brand, who says that he's
"willing to mid-wife this thing but
it's got to be everyone's baby,"
sees it as a collective organization,
not one with a president. Those
involved will take turns informing
themselves on specific topics each
week, and conduct an informal
teach-in the next meeting, when
they present a letter which people
may copy individually or sign.
"Democracy is more than
voting," Brand wrote in his initial
email.
He welcomes any students and
community members. About 10 to
15 more people who have shown
interest may become involved soon,
Brand said.
"I don't see this as only a K
College thing," said Brand. "This a
community-based thing."

CrimeBeat
The odds are, you could be infected and not
knolN it. • Because 80% of the people who have an
STI (sexually transmitted infection) don't show
symptoms. · Not when they get it

And not when they pass it on .• In fact, the only
sure way to find out if you're infected is to be
tested.• As part of every visit, Planned Parenthood
offers confidential testing for STls - including HIV at
most locations. • And our services are also
affordable.
Call Planned Parenthood today· Because you
need more than luck for good health.

Quality professional care - without the wait!

Between 1/2/03 at 2100 hrs and 1/4/03 at 1145 hrs there was
a B&E at 116 Catherine. Approximately $2200.00 worth of items
were taken.
Between 1113/03 at 1700 hrs and 1/14/03 at 0800 hrs there was
a burglary from Dewing. Approximately $1000.00 worth of items
were stolen.
Between lI13/03 at 1700hrs and 1114/03 at 0800 hrs there was a
burglary in Dewing hall CDC. $1000.00 worth of items taken.
Between lI9/03 at 1930hrs and III 0/03 at 0800hrs, damage was
reported to a vehicle parked in the Hicks lot. There was $800.00 worth
of damage done to vehicle.
On 1/ 16/03 at 0341 hrs there was a false fire alarm in Crissey
Hall. If anyone has any information on this please contact the Security
Department.
There was an unarmed robbery in the 1200 block of Academy on
lI14/03 at 0040hrs. A 250.00 cell phone was taken.
On lI22/03 between 1430hrs and 1500hrs, a wallet was taken from
the photography room in FAB. The wallet had a value of$40.00.
On 1124/03 between 1700hrs and 1815 there was a larceny in
HIcks Center. A $200.00 camera was taken from a backpack in the
lobby of Hicks.
Please make sure your valuables are safely with you. Do not leave
items of value in an unprotected area.
On 1/26/03, between 1400hrs and I 450hrs there was an attempted
larceny in FAB. Individuals attempted to take a speaker from a room in
FAB. $100.00 worth of damage was done in the room.
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Monte Carlo Returns with Galllbling and Dancing
Colin Baumgartner
INDEX STAFF

Photo courtesy The Boiling Pot
Professor Jason Atkins deals out blackjack to
some hopeful winners at Monte Carlo 2002.
Last year the dance was held after the gambling
festivities.

Pigging
Out
Students
investigate
food waste in
cafeteria
Scott Crowley
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Do you like omelets? How
about hamburgers? Are you ready
for to eat a few hundred of them,
today by one o'clock? The Marriott affiliate food service that runs
the cafeteria is well equipped to
handle our appetites. Managers
ensure that every week there are
many options available for us to
choose from. There will always
be more of everything that you
love. Many of us will never forget

The Monte Carlo Resort and Casino in Las Vegas
claims to "combine the elegance and style of the European
playground with the 24 hour excitement of Vegas." Though
it might be a far cry from both Vegas and the " European
playground," Kalamazoo College will attempt to transform
itself into this exciting gambling atmosphere from 9 p.m. to
midnight on Sat., Feb. 8.
The annual Monte Carlo night will feature the usual
combination of gambling, food and Illusic, along with a new
twist to the dancing aspect.
"What's different about this year is that dancing's
going to go on the entire time," said SAC member Colleen
Collins.
The dancing will go on in Club Carlo (the Stone Room),
while gambling will take place in Old Welles. The theme
for this year's event is "Get Lucky," and "K" students are
hoping it will ring true.

the "concession stand" dinner of
pretzels, peanuts, corndogs and
cheese. The managers are trying to
make us happy.
EnvOrg, the small environmental organization on campus is
trying to see Marriott purchase
local produce in order to support
the community, and some voiced
a desire that all the produce might
be organically grown. Organic milk
and soymilk are other possible
options.
Just like the rest of the world,
the cafeteria has a budget. For
someone in there, every scoop
full is an expenditure and must
be accounted for. According to
EnvOtg, students are taking as much
food as they want regardless of how
hungry they are. Every week the
combined post consumer waste of
students and faculty exceeds 1500
pounds.
Dedicated
students
from
EnvOrg performed a waste audit
for the three meals on separate days
over a two-week period.
"There were 51 Ib at breakfast,
136 Ib from a lunch and 148 Ib
during dinner," Comments senior
Sarah Butzine, a long time member

of the group. "That is 334 Ibs,
in one damn day! Just post consumer waste left on trays, not
just scraps but untouched pizza
slices and soup."
EnvOrg conducted the audit
with ambitions of cafeteria
reform. By publicizing how
much food is wasted, EnvOrg
hopes that the student body
might act more conscientiously
in regards to consumption.
If so, by the end of the quarter another waste audit may prove
a significant reduction in wasted
food, creating grounds for a petition initiative directed at Marriott, demanding a reallocation of
funds to purchase new items.
hutzine added that since the
effort will have to be school
wide, it will only be fair that if
the waste is reduced, all requests
for cafeteria change will be considered.
"This is not an aspect of
EnvOrg's agenda. EnvOrg simply
wants to raise awareness at least
at a school-wide level. Our individual efforts are directed at
minimizing the impact of everyone on everyone else."

Sophomore James Burns is hop ing for a reversal of
fortunes from last year. "I lost all my money," he said, "but
I still had tons of fun."
At press time SAC was still attempting to obtain live
music for the event, but promises that the music will be good
either way. The main draw, according to Collins, should
be the staff, administrators, and faculty that will help out
throughout the night.
Tickets for Monte Carlo are only a dollar and can be
picked up in Hicks Center during meal times Thursday and
Friday before the event. "Guests are welcome and dressing
up is encouraged," Collins added.
Just $2 will go a long way at "K"'s Monte Carlo Casino.
It translates into $5,000 in Monte Carlo cash, which should
keep students busy at the tables for quite a while. Afterwards,
winners can pick up prizes at the Lucky Lounge (The
President's Lounge).
So as winter continues to rear its ugly face in Kalamazoo,
students can be whisked away to a Vegas setting, if only for
a few hours. "It will be a great time with lots to do," said
SAC member Dana Szombati.

Chapel

Chat
Creating community and opening discussion
\The threads of connection and community run
thick through our campus, and it's time we recognize
and celebrate them. Community is "common unity",
those simi lar experiences that bring us together. As I've
mentioned here before, I believe that the Chapel hour is
among many opportune times during the week to create
community. This Fri. Feb. 7 at 10:50 a.m., the Black
Student Organization will be presenting their annual
Chapel service, hopefully to a full house.
Then next Fri. Feb. 14, City Commissioner, Western
Michigan University Professor and local peace activist
Don Cooney will be presenting "Progressive Politics
in Kalamazoo", as he will engage us in dialogue regarding issues of poverty, race and justice right here in

Kalamazoo.
FoIlowing the Chapel, students, faculty and staff are
invited to bring their lunch trays and meet with Don in
the Stone Room for further discussion. Just another way
to bust that 'K' Bubble!
Socrates said, "Let him that would move the world
first move himself'.
As we prepare ourselves in this place called
Kalamazoo College to go out to our increasingly complex
world, let us move to the places where we might truly
learn and grow. See you at Chapel!

~---------------
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Columbia's loss spells trouble for NASA program
When I heard
about the disintegration of the space shuttle Columbia last Saturday, my first thought
was of the terrible loss of human life and the
suffering of the astronauts ' families.
My second thought concerned the future
of the space program.
In an address following the shuttle's
breakup, President Bush assured Americans
that "our journey into space will go on."
But when news of the Columbia tragedy
recedes from headlines, the loss of the
shuttle is likely to jeopardize funding for
human space flight, if not the space program
as a whole. Already, NASA has grounded
its entire shuttle fleet indefinitely and the
future of the International Space Station
is now in doubt. It is only a matter of
time before someone questions the wisdom
of pouring taxpayer dollars into a space
program that has been fraught with failures
since its inception.
It's easy to see how one could question the value of federally funded space
exploration. Two of NASA's 113 shuttle
flights--the Challenger in 1986 and the

Columbia last Saturday--have ended in
disaster, killing astronauts and incinerating
expensive machinery. And shuttle catastrophes are not the only problems NASA has
faced recently. Billion dollar probes sent to
Mars have repeatedly failed, as have many
other missions of scientific exploration.
Even without these setbacks, funding for
NASA has been politically unpopular for
some time. NASA's detractors have long
argued that federal dollars should be spent
bettering the lives of people on Earth instead
of funding scattershot adventures to the
stars. President Bush's 2003 budget even
calls for a 10.7 percent cut in funding for
human space exploration.
Critics of the space program like to
ask what tangible benefits humanity has
reaped from such an expensive undertaking.
They note that in contrast to government
programs that have a clear-cut purpose,
many NASA missions are undertaken with
ambiguous goals like "furthering our understanding of human evolution." But it is
precisely this ambiguity that makes space
exploration worthwhile. The cosmos is a
vast, mysterious place, and we never know
what we might discover in the process of
exploring it. The planet Earth is only a
tiny part of our universe and technology
has given us the opportunity to explore and
utilize dimensions that heretofore seemed
unattainable.

It is important to bear in mind that the
seemingly inconsequential missions of today
are merely the start of our collective process
of exploration and inquiry. Who 's to say
that the solutions to future environmental or
humanitarian crises do not lie in the realm
of outer space? The tentative steps that we
are now taking towards outer space will lay
the groundwork for the usage of the cosmos
by future generations.
Ultimately, space exploration is the
most far-sighted program funded by the
American government. Our political discourse is dominated by rhetoric regarding
immediate policies--we need "immediate"
tax rebates, "immediate" restructuring of
Social Security, and removing Saddam Hussein from power quickly. Space exploration,
however, is not funded for the benefits it
might have for us immediately; indeed, our
children will most likely not even see the
full profit. Funding space exploration is an
investment in the indefinite future.
Moreover, our commitment to space
travel is not just an investment in America's
future, but in the future of the human race.
The cosmos--like the future--do not belong
to anyone nationality. In an era where we
debate national interest, unilateralisrn and
state sovereignty, the American government
funds excursions to realms where these
concepts are entirely moot. Space travel is
America's gift to humanity. It is an endeavor

that transcends the superficial boundaries
and differences that keep us apart.
Nobody should expect NASA to have a
100 percent success ratio--space flight, after
all, is an inherently risky venture. Since
the Challenger disaster, NASA has been
extremely safety-conscious and has erred on
the side of caution in all manned missions,
checking and re-checking shuttles before
allowing them to lift off. But when you're
engaging in flight at 18,000 miles per hour,
accidents will happen and the results will
be disastrous. The inevitable failure of
some manned and unmanned missions does
not mean that the space program itself is
fundamentally flawed.
The seven astronauts killed Saturday
were well aware of the risks inherent in
space travel when they boarded the shuttle
Columbia. They undertook their mission
because they were that special breed of
humans that is always dreaming, and desirous to know and explore. Astronauts risk
their lives focusing not on themselves but
on humanity; not on the here and now but
on eternality. We would be doing those
lost a disservice if Saturday's disaster did
not prompt some investigation into what
went wrong. But we would be doing a
greater wrong if we used this tragedy as an
excuse to ground ourselves and stop striving
towards the stars.
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Polaroid Stories
capture snapshot of
life on the streets

Festival Playhouse Proudly Presents ...

The Senior Performance Series

Katie Dorman
INDEX STAFF
This weekend, "K" students can get a
double dose of theatrical talent.
After senior Anne LaTarte's production,
The Fantasticks, senior Cassie Freeborn
explores life on the streets in Naomi lizuka's
award-winning Polaroid Stories.
"The play is a look at how desperate
life on the streets can be," said Freeborn.
"These kids and adults find themsel ves on
the street for different reasons. They make
up a lot of lies and fantastical stories but
somehow all those lies add up to some sort
of truth."
The script of the play is partly based
from Ovid's Metamorphoses, and illustrates
a set of interviews she did with "street kids"
and prostitutes. It is also driven by Jim
Goldberg's photo essay of on life in the
streets. The end product is a play mixed
with fantasies, aspirations, and hard realities,
as well as truths and lies.
In order to depict this, the play highlights
nine characters and their stories, myths,
and realities of dealing with survival on the
streets. The play takes on a more crude
edge to portray the darker "underworld" of
these characters.
"It's also very poetically written and
1 like that- It's pretty much the opposite
of Th e Fantaslicks so it's an interesting
contrast," said Freeborn.
Freeborn explains that she can personally relate to this play when reflecting on her
experiences on study abroad.
"I studied abroad in Keyna and after
seeing so much extreme poverty I really
understand that it's just by circumstance or
chance that they live their life on the street,"
said Freeborn. "For them to turn their life
around, it is not just as easy as just getting
off their butt and getting a job."
The play will hopefully make people
reflect on poverty and understand the reality
of the issue.
"There are a lot of people in our own
society who need a lot of help and it forces
people to look at that," said Freeborn.
Tickets are $5 and general admission.
Only 100 seats are available. The show
will run Friday and Saturday, Jan 7 and 8 at
8pm, with a 2pm matinee performance on
Sunday January 9.

IACC

IACC
lowerFAB

DUNGEON THEATRE

The Fantasticks
an~

PolaRoi~

StORies

Friday, February 7, 2003 a pm
Saturday, February a, 2003 apm
Sunday, February 9, 2003 2pm

Tickets $5.00 at the door!
Mature Subject Matter and Language
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Billy Corgan makes comeback
with new album and new band
Billy Corgan's career is saved. After
he break up of the Smashing Pumpkins,
:organ scrounged up a few good musi;ians from Chicago, including punk
vet David Pajo (formerly of Slint), and
-ejoined witb Pumpkins' drummer, Jimmy
Chamberlin . The new band, named
lwan, recently released their first album
.ogether, Mary Star of the Sea .
Even the title is reminiscent of the
Smashing Pumpkins. Many of the songs
sport the heavy yet melodic guitar style
'md rushing, ominous drumming of the
oand that was so influential on the sound
»fthe nineties. In this case, these similariiies are okay, if not welcome. However,
group sounds distinctly different from the

Pumpkins in a few important ways.
First, Corgan has finally given up on
his artistic venturing in music and written
some radio friendly songs. Billy Corgan
has always been a pop star, especially for
the way he diluted his art-rock fantasies
with hooks so good he could out sell most
of his contemporaries in the mid-nineties.
Those hooks have found a welcome place
in Zwan.
The album begins with an elegant
vocal harmony in "Lyric." Then comes
"Settle Down," which highlights Corgan's
new band mates in its reliance on the
strong bass line. By the time you listen to
"Honestly," the lead single, the album is
sounding decent, but not classic ... yet.

Confessions of a Dangerous Mind
gives good mix of intensity and humor
Sometimes, it's hard to trust what
is really the truth and what is simply
fiction. Believing that a former game show
producer and host was also an agent of
the CIA would take an immense amount
of faith from a viewer. However, as I
watched this film, my doubt turned into
wonder. Could this really be true? A lot
Df people believed the book; after all it is
noted as an autobiography (though also
noted as unauthorized). Well, regardless
of the facts behind the story, the myth does
nothing but add to an already suspenseful
lind humorous film.
Confessions of a Dangerous Mind
gains its story from the autobiography of
Chuck Berris (producer of the hit game

shows of the 60's and 70's The Dating
Game, The Newlywed Game, and The
Gong Show), but also gains respect from
its screenwriter. Charlie Kaufman, art's
answer to the common Hollywood screenwriter, has been behind the insanity of
Being John Malkovich and the brazenness
of Adaptation. The first thing that comes to
mind when a person sees Charlie Kaufman
as the screenwriter is unpredictability
and a willingness to simply toy with the
audience. However, the book has so much
volatility that Kaufman needs but then add
his style and grace to the film and leave
out any additional twists.
Style would have to be the best adjective to describe this film. It has the funky

The second half of the album is the
best, with fresh, non-Pumpkins sounds,
such as "Endless Summer" and the Weezer-like pop confection "Baby Let's
Rock." "Ride a Black Swan" is a power
ballad that manages to keep the listeners
interest in the middle of this lengthy
album.
"El So)," " Heartsong," and
"Yeah! " are examples of a very smooth
sounding Corgan that can become a bit
longwinded and melodramatic. They are
dry spots in the mid<.lle of the album.
Overall, however, the album is full of
good songs.
The album culminates with the fourteen-minute track, "Jesus, I/Mary Star of
the Sea." The first half is an imaginative
reworking of the old hymn, "Jesus, I
My Cross Have Taken." When the retro
guitar line sets two minutes in, it sounds
like a choir of angels plugged into rock
amplification.

When the second half of the song
begins, it 's the old Smashing Pumpkins
resurfacing, only it sounds better now.
Corgan's voice blends in between the
booming guitar, creating a very ominous,
exciting effect. Finally, the song ends
and gives way to a pretty little epilogue
named "Come With Me." The acoustic
guitar and harmonica are a settling ending
for such a grandiose album.
Zwan have succeeded in bringing us
an authentically enjoyable album . Corgan
is finally free of his artistic burden within
the Pumpkin's; he no longer has to live up
to Melancholy and the Infinite Sadness .
His new songs are mature and well crafted
and are likely to earn him the label of the
2003 comeback of the year. Welcome
back, Billy.
Four stars out of five.

method of the 60's and 70's but also gives
great truth to simple situations. This
overwhelming flair, which can slightly be
attributed to Kaufman and Chuck Berris
himself, must be attributed in the most
part to the first time director behind this
film, George Clooney. I was expecting
little from him, this being his first film and
I not giving him too much credit to date,
but I was cheerfully surprised. I am not
entirely sure that I can emphasize enough
- how much intrigue, suspense, fear, humor
and closeness were added to the film by
Clooney. Clooney is able to display a
great amount of intellect in the way that
he shows the characters from new angles
and situations at the speed in which they
occur. He also manages to do all this,
while playing one of the main characters.
He is refreshing and I am excited to see
him take more roles as director as well

as actor.
The acting was also a surprise.
am not the greatest fan of Drew Barrymore (known for many films, but, for
me, from Poison Ivy and The Wedding
Singer) or Julia Roberts (Pretty Woman,
Erin Bro/wvich), and I was not too familiar
with Sam Rockwell's work (The Green
Mile, Charlie's Angf'ls). However, I
was pleasantly shocked. Rockwell was
outstanding in his portrayal of Berris, and
Barrymore seemed to be destined for this
role. Roberts was less than great, honestly,
but she did have her moments.
I highly recommend this film. It has
a lot of intensity, but mixes it very well
with a great sense of humor. The directing
is outstanding and the actors are above
average. I enjoyed every minute. It's
everything that one could hope for from a
story that is so riddled with uncertainty.
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Kalamazoo Hornet Basketball takes win and loss
Hornet Men overcome halftime deficit to claim triumph
Karen Nave
INDEX STAFF
Just when fans and critics were starting
to count the Kalamazoo College Men's
basketball team out of the running for the
Michigan Interscholastic Athletic Association, the team showed amazing resilience
and determination. After a devastating loss
to Hope College earlier in the week, the
Hornets had their work cut out for them
against a very tough, second place Calvin
College team. However, the team was able
to come together and reminded everyone that
they shouldn't be forgotten just yet.
The Hornets were able to shut down the
Knights and picked up the win, 74-59, on
Saturday at Anderson Athletic Center. The
first half was a battle back and forth and saw
both teams working hard to get the ball to
the hoop. Kalamazoo did an excellent job
of shutting down Calvin's offense and held
them to just 32.S percent shooting. Calvin
standout Jeremy Veenstra was virtually

scoreless in the first half. The half ended
with a 32-39 advantage for Calvin.
The Hornets were able to keep the pressure on and out-rebounded Calvin, 46-40.
The Hornets pulled away and continued
to dominate and capitalize on Calvin's
turnovers to end the game with a substantial
lead. Kalamazoo remains undefeated at
home with a record of 6-0.
Leading the Hornets was Junior Jevon
Caldwell-Gross. He managed to put IS
points on the board and was a key to shutting down Calvin's inside game. Dirk
Rhinehart contributed 13 and brother, Erik
Rhinehart added 12 points and picked up
eight rebounds. Senior captain, Nathan
Bums added 10 points and six rebounds.
Kevin Baird had eight points and added an
impressive seven rebounds. The Hornets
improve to 4-3 in the MIAA (14-4 overall).
They move into a third place tie with Calvin
College behind first place Hope College
(6-1) and Albion College (5-2). The Hornets
are home this weekend against University
of Michigan Dearborn in Anderson Athletic
Center at 1 p.m.

Listen to all the
Hornet Football
Games on...

SUPERTALK

Hornet women face pressure
against top two teams
Karen Nave
INDEX STAFF
The Women's basketball team may be
on the road to victory, but this past week
they may have hit a speed bump, or two.
Kalamazoo dropped two games this week, to
first place Hope College and Calvin College.
Although these losses came one right after
another, don't write the team off just yet.
The loss to Hope College Wednesday
night was as close as they get. Hope came
in the heavy favorite, undefeated and in first
place. Kalamazoo certainly gave them a
run for their money. Kalamazoo managed
to hold Hope to just 2S.5 percent shooting,
the lowest they've seen all year. Hope did
keep the rebounding advantage and had
fewer turnover& than Kalamazoo. In the
last seconds of the game, Kalamazoo was
down by two and their last efforts to tie it up
were blocked. Hope went to the line, sunk
consecutive free throws and with seconds left
on the clock, Kalamazoo saw their chance

211

for the win slip away.
Vanessa Larkin had 14 points an
her potential game tying shot was ultimatel)
blocked. Alissa Johnston and Amand&
Weishuhn finished with 13 points each
Ashley Riley had an impressive game wit"
ten rebounds and three blocked shots.
The Lady Hornets traveled te
Calvin College on Saturday to go up against
a very tough Calvin team. Looking to aveng(
their loss earlier in the season, Calvin pu'
on the pressure and succeeded. Calvin wa~
able to hold Kalamazoo to just 32 .1 percent
shooting. Both teams had 17 turnovers ano
34 rebounds.
Vanessa Larkin had a team high 20
points. Amanda Weishuhn had 16 points anc)
picked up five rebounds. Alissa Johnstor·
contributed 14 points to the game. The Hornets are now currently 5-3 in the Michigar
Interscholastic Athletic Association (1 1- i
overall). They move into third place alont
behind Alma College (6-2) and a tough.
undefeated Hope College (S-O). The Lad)
Hornets play next against St. Mary's College'
this Saturday at Anderson Athletic Center, :
p.m., following the men's game.

Men's Basketball
Kalamazoo 74, Calvin 59

Women's Basketball
211 - Calvin 69, Kalamazoo 61
Men's Swimming
1125 Kalamazoo 141, Calvin 99 v
1125 - Kalamazoo, 144.5, Hope 9l.5
Women's Swimming
1/25 - Calvin 165, Kalamazoo 7'7
1125 - Hope, 174, Kalamazoo, 68
Men's Tennis
1131 - Toledo, 5 Kalamazoo 2
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A IcohollKalamazoo
considers adding
parental notification
continued from p.l
breaks policy measures.
"The other part of the equation is that
more and more parents are wanting and
expecting to be involved in ~sues when it
involves inappropriate behavior. Parents
are concerned-they don't want their son or
daughter to end up being a statistic. This is
also a way of appropriately having parents
become a part of that process."
The administration's proposed
changes are a part of national trend started
close to two years ago. Due to a national
concern of binge drinking and college drug
use, the U.S. Department of Education
changed the Federal Education and Rights
Privacy Act (FERPA) . The changes to
FERPA allowed parents to be contacted if
students were involved in any alcohol related
infractions and any drug related infractions.
Kalamazoo College chose not to adopt
the policy changes right away.
"We made a very conscious decision that
we wouldn't immediately move to a policy
like that," said Sledge. "We wanted to see
what other institutions were doing and what
the effects were."
Nearly a year ago, the American Society
of Judicial Affairs, The American Counsel of
Education, and a number of other organizations put together a survey to study how
higher education institutions responded to
FERPA. According to the study, 85 percent
oftbose responding had adopting the parental
notification policy.
Partly based on these results, Kalamazoo
College considered adopting the policy.
However, Sledge explained that the process
must go through the student body before any
final changes are made.
"I made a commitment to Student Commission, James Goodwin, the Student Comnussion President, and a couple other students
that if we propose major policy changes

"I think the biggest concern-both for danger is absurd."
that directly affected the students, we would
Jansen also felt that the proposed changes
myself
and those who signed the petition- is
solicit as much as we could the input of
emphasized
the punishment for drinking, but
that
everyone
at
our
school
is
over
18
years
students and to see the student's positions
did
not
address
prevention of drinking that
old
and
we're
adults
and
we
need
to
be
treated
and opinions, before any changes went into
provided
a
better
solution to the problem.
as
adults,"
said
Aronson.
effect," said Sledge.
"If
student
development
wants to believe
However,
Sledge
remarked
that
parents
The first step in this process occurred at
that
we
have
an
alcohol
problem
on campus,
possess a certain financial responsibility that
the end of fall quarter.
then
they
are
handling
this
issue
in
the worst
"We have sent out the draft of the pro- may outweigh this concern.
way
possible," said Jansen. "Increasing
"While college students are legally
posed policy to every student in written form,
including the study abroad students and those adults, parents are assuming, for the most part, punishment for drinking alcohol will not
on the Philadelphia program. We did this at financial responsibility," said Sledge. "On the curb alcohol use on this campus. NotifYing
the end of last quarter so they could see what parent's part there is an expectation that they parents after a student has been drinking
does not curb alcohol use on campus. It is
the proposed changes were. The rational are aware of some of these circumstance."
Jansen also commented on the proposed prevention and not punishment that will deter
was for those policies to invite the students
to give us their input and feedback about policy changes. Although he believed parents alcohol use on this campus."
would want to be notified, he felt that they
Overall, Sledge highlighted that if the
those changes."
The administration only received 20 would only want notification in serious policy is approved, it will be applied in a
situations.
case-by-base basis.
responses out of the 1300 set out.
"Student Development may claim that
"If the policy goes through, we will be
"Frankly I was a little disappointed;
however, there was good feedback and good parents want a hand in student affairs, but judicious in how we use the policy," said
I believe that most parents only want to be Sledge. "It will not be automatic, necessarily.
responses," said Sledge.
In addition, they also received a petition involved is when it is serious, not when their We will be taking a look at each individual
against the proposed changes signed by over kid who drinks responsibly is caught by an situation on an individual basis."
The next step for the proposed changes
200 students. Three "K" sophomores started over-zealous RA," said Jansen. "Parents
the petition: Eli Savit, Derek Jansen, and want to be involved when intervention is involves Sledge synthesizing student conKatie Aronson. The petition states that the necessary or when the student has put him cerns, writing a response to these concerns,
proposed changes will take away student or herself in true danger. That danger is sending this response to all 1300 students,
autonomy and accountability and will not not present in many students on this campus and then hopefully holding a public meeting
lower the rate of alcohol consumption on and a blanket rule pretending that we are in to once again address any more concerns.
campus.
"We reject the College's assertion that a
system requiring parental
notification will decrease
alcohol consumption on
campus," states the petiConfidential Support Groups
tion.
"Such a policy
will not cease or decrease
Grief Support Group-Has someone close to you died? Is it hard to find others who understand
student drinking; it will
your
grief? Come talk to others who are feeling what you are. Open to all "K" students. Contact Wanda
merely increase student
Viento at 337-7190 or wviento@kzoo.edu.
paranoia about getting
caught. The net result
Eating Issues Group-Are you struggling with issues around your eating or body image? This group
will be an increase in
is
for
"K" students like you. Contact Wanda Viento at 337-7190 or wviento@kzoo.edu.
unhealthy
decisions
regarding alcohol."
ACOA Group-Did you know an estimated 13 percent of "K" students have an alcoholic parent?
Aronson
further
Or
that
40 percent of those students will develop problems with alcohol or other drugs and 50 percent
explains that college stuwill
partner
with an alcoholic or addict? Break free to this legacy in a supportive environment for adult
dents are legal adults
of
alcoholic
parents. Contact Alan Hill at 337-7190 or ahill@kzoo.edu.
children
and should be treated as
such.
KDL Group-Do you learn differently than others? Have you struggled to find acceptance and
understanding
in an environment like "K"? You'll find support in this group for students with learning
Teamsl
differences. Contact Alan Hill at 337-7190 or ahil1@kzoo.edu.

Counseling Corner

spons
SPRING BREAK

#1 Spring Break vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Rorida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. campus
Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

Clubsl

Stu em Groupsi
Earn $1 ,000· $2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour tundraising event. Our
programs make tundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly,_so get with the programl It
worU. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888)
923·3238,
or
visit
www.campustundraiser.com

Chronic Illness Support Group-Have you been struggling with a chronic illness? Come to
talk about managing chronic illness in our stressful environment. Contact Pat Ponto at 337-7191
or pponto@kzoo.edu.
Transitions Support Group-Have you experienced a recent major life change (i.e. loss of important
romantic relationship, loss of athletic career, divorce or major illness in family)? Have you had difficulty
adjusting to this year at UK"? Come to this group to discuss ways to cope with difficult transitions.
Contact Pat Ponto at 337-7191 or pponto@kzoo.edu.
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Students sponsor winter formal dance
Asian Student Association prepares to hold campus-wide dance
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Photo by Sarah Martyn
Three members of the Asian Student Association prepare the banner outside of Hicks announcing the winter formal
dance. From left to right: senior Will Birkhill, freshman Emily Scott, and senior Ashwin Kopparthi..

Joe Man sour
INDEX STAFF
Get ready for a euphorically splendid time as the Asian
Student Association hosts a Winter Formal Dance this Saturday,
February 15'". The dance will be from 9pm to lam Saturday
night, with all the trappings of an elegant evening, including
refreshments and music.
Tickets are two dollars in advance and, they will be
sold at lunch and dinner on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday. Tickets will also be sold for three dollars
at the door.
Although only ASA is sponsoring the dance, it is for
all Kalamazoo College students and as many guests as they
would like to bring. "It's not linked to Valentine's day, so you
don't need a date to come," said senior, and ASA member,
Ashwin Kopparthi.
The Winter Formal is the only dance that is scheduled

for this quarter, and it is a break with tradition that the only
dance for the quarter is not being sponsored by Student Activities
Committee.
During the fall quarter SAC also decided to change the format
of Monte Carlo. In the past, casino gambling would be followed
by a break for students to go to their domiciles, and then return
for a dance.
"We decided to do this ... because there were a lot of people
who were drunk at the dance (last year's Monte Carlo)" said Mary
Lucas, the coordinator of SAC.
Instead, this year SAC incorporated the dance and casino
gambling together, having both occur at the same time.
This change in tradition spurred senior Sarah Martyn to talk
with various student organizations to sponsor a student run dance,
filling the void left by Monte Carlo.
Numerous organizations were approached to put on a dance and
some expressed interest. By Winter Quarter, only ASA maintained
See Dance, p.8
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The Center for Career
Development launches its
"New Discovery
Extemship Program"
Colin Baumgartner
INDEX STAFF
Some students simply cannot
give an entire summer to an internship. For these students it might be
time to take a tum as an extern.
This month marks the official

launch of the Center for Career
Development's "New Discovery
Externship Program." Externships last between one and four
weeks long and feature home
stays, which allow students to
shadow their professional sponsors inside and outside of the

workplace.
"The idea of an externship
came about because of the short
summer between sophomore and
junior years and the calendar
challenge it presented to the
student," said CCD director Richard Berman. "Three-fourths of
abroad programs leave before
Labor Day."
Berman was helped by Marlo
Farmerie-Pastore in making this
year's launch possible. The program was in "Pilot Phase" last
year when it sent out 20 externs.
A variety of cities, a variety of
alumni, and a variety of areas,
ranging from biology to pre-law,
made the initial run a success.
As a result of this success,
the CCD set a goal to create 65
externships for this year. FarmeriePastore had just verified number
50 at press time, and expected to
have at least 55 in the catalogue to
be released on Feb. 17. "More and
more come in each day," Berman
added.
Not only will the catalogue
be available in the CCD on the
17, it will be on the web by

The odds are, you could be infected and not
know it. • Because 80% of the people who have an
STI (sexually transmitted infection) don't show
symptoms.' Not when they get it
And not when they pass it on .• In fact, the only
sure way to find out if you're infected is to be
tested .• As part of every visit, Planned Parenthood
offers confidential testing for STls - including HIV at
most locations.• And our services are also
affordable.

then too (http: // www.kzoo.edu/
career/externships/). The process
of applying for an externship will
move fast, as it will be done by
the beginning of March. However,
there will be career advisors there
to help along with five step-bystep application workshops.
The benefits of an externship
are practically endless and the
homestay aspect was first on
Berman and Farmerie-Pastore's
list. The home stays are done with
'K' alums that work in the student's field of interest. "This provides a time for the student to
get a taste of the industry plus
the benefits of one-on-one time,"
Farmerie-Pastore said. "It shows
the balance of personal and professional life."
The CCD was surprised by
the group of 'K' alums that were
willing to contribute. "The externships are appealing to a group of
alumni that hasn't been as close
to the school, because they could
not host a 10 to 12 week internship," Berman said. "The alums
we've encountered have been very
involved with giving back to the
community in additional ways,
not just financially."
In addition to this, Berman
noted that "students might not
need 10 to 12 weeks to determine
an interest. In the one to four
weeks a student spends as an
extern they can observe hands-on,
shadow professional sponsors,
and complete a focus project with
the help of their sponsor." The
focus project has even been the
springboard for one student's
Senior Individualized Project.
Though there may be other

similar programs out there,
Berman and Farmerie-Pastore
have not found one as unique as
'K's, with its emphasis on home
stay and focus projects. Again
they like to deflect this credit to
the alumni network that has been
created. The alum most closely
connected to the program, and the
primary donor, is Jack Lundeen.
Lundeen, a lawyer from the
Portland, Oregon area, will visit
the College for the launch of
the program on the 17. He has
already hosted seven 'K' students
during the pilot phase, and plans
to host six more externships this
upcoming year. In addition to this,
Berman credited Lundeen with
giving "financial contributions of
significant size" as well as being
a prime member in conceiving the
program.
"Like most alumni sponsors,
he is open to showing the ins and
outs of his profession as well as
his life," Farmerie-Pastore said.
"He enjoys a personal connection to the students," Berman
added.
This personal connection has
made externships a success so far,
and it should keep the CCD busy
with applications at the end of
February. Because of their short
length, Berman and FarmeriePastore expect to see a wide range
of students participating. "Seniors
can find time to look at other
options before they leave, and
even freshman could be involved,"
Berman said.
"It is important to note that
externships are not here to replace
internships, but rather give the
student more of an alternative,"
he said.

CrimeBeat

Call Planned Parenthood today· Because you
need more than luck for good health.

Between 02/06/03 and 02/07/03 there were 2
Quality professional care - without the wait!

license plates stolen. One out of DeWaters lot; the
other out of Severn lot.
If anyone has any information please contact
the Security Department.
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Kalamazoo swim coach retires after 35 years
Katie Dorman
INDEX STAFF
35 years have corne and gone for Coach Bob Kent,
the longest active men's swim coach in the Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association, and now, at the end
of these 35 years, he has decided to take that famous next
step - retirement.
"The college is in need of someone more energetic and
who has more of a new vision," Kent said about his reason
for retirement. "And, because I can."
.
Kent first started at Kalamazoo College in 1968,
coaching his first season of men's swimming in the winter
of 1969, for which he was hired. Thereafter, he also served
as an assistant football coach, being head coach for one
year and an assistant baseball coach.
At the time of his start, Kent was brought on for
pennies.
"My starting salary was $8,800," he said. "President Hicks (at the time) was very thrifty and could afford
to bring me on for that much."
He taught activity classes for all four quarters,
when the college had the four quarter system, whereas
many staff members had the summer quarter off. "It was
a little much for awhile," he said, "but everything kept

Shooting
Hoops
Students and
faculty face-off
in basketball
game showdown
Sarah Martyn
INDEX STAFF
On Feb. 21 at 7:30 p.m. the faculty will
face-off against the seniors in the second
annual Senior-Faculty basketball game.
"We're really excited for the event,"
said Corinna Verdugo, member of the Sellior
Grad Committee, which is sponsoring the
event. "This is our second year doing this
event and both teams are prepared for a
good game."

me going."
Over his years here at 'K' Kent has seen the college
go through many changes, both physical and otherwise.
When he joined on the staff, Kent remembers that Hicks
Center didn't exist, Bowen Hall, used for Administration, was
where the dining hall now stands, there was no racquet center
and any recreation took place in the Treadway Gymnasium,
which was "falling apart" when he first saw it.
"I've been able to see a lot of neat changes,"
Kent said.
However, even though these changes were neat,
he's also noticed "a dramatic change in admission," he
said.
"We're really an extension of Admissions," Kent
said with regards to recruitment and retention of athletes.
"Someone with a 3.1-3.2 (grade point average) and a 21 to
24 ACT could apply and be admitted," he said about when he
started at 'K'. "Now, someone needs to have at least a 3.6 or
3.7 and a 27 to be considered (for admission)."
In hindsight, Kent says that he "would have liked
sports prioritized a little higher," he said. "We've had a
rough time recruiting athletes and I feel it could be used as
a focus point for the college."
What he'll miss most about the college "is the
people," he said. "Before I carne here I was told don't work

The event will also include games
throughout the event for the whole audience
to participate in.
According to Verdugo, a big part of
the event is to encourage community on
campus.
"Part of it is just about playing basketball, but I think it really helps to build
community, especially between the seniors
and the faculty," said Verdugo. "Overall,
it's the type of event that all people will
really enjoy. We'd like all members of
our community to come, not just students
from' K', but faculty members and even
their kids."
In addition, the Senior Grad Committee
is donating all proceeds from the event to the
Kensington Welfare Rights Union, in honor
of the recent passing of senior Stephanie
Vibbert.
Students composing the senior team
include: Travis Robey, Mike Mequio, Paul
Natonek, Sam Gokhale, Ross Bower, Rob
Carson, Shauna Sage, Zach Burton, Jon
Fazzola, Brian Turner, and Kristin Alt. The
faculty team includes: Andy Strickler,
Alan Hill, Alison Frye, Torn Breznau, Rob
Malcom, John Carroll, Karyn Boatwright,
Kristen Smith, Nisse Olsen, Bruce Mills,
Tyrone Newhook, and Joan Esson.
Tickets cost $2 and kids under 12 are
free.

the kids too hard because they'll quit one you. I found
exactly the opposite. The kids here take on darn hard work
and do it," Kent said.
In his career at 'K' he has earned a number distinctions, including being inducted into Western Michigan
University's Athletic Hall of Fame in October 1995. He
is also the winningest coach in the MlAA, with 24 league
championships and 25 trips to the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division III Championships.
Kent has also coached over 100 'K' swimmers and
divers to All-American Honors, in addition to having 'K'
finish sixth at the NCAA Championships three times.
Currently, he serves as the men's swimming coach,
director of men's athletics and the chair of the physical
education department.
As for his retirement plans, Kent doesn't feel he'll
be hard-pressed to find things to keep him busy. At the
end of this academic year, he plans to take a transitional
sabbatical, "since I've never taken one in all my years
here," he said.
"I (also) have three grown daughters I'd like to spend
some time with and a wife I've shortchanged for years," Kent
said. He is "looking forward to" traveling, with a specific
emphasis on visiting the National Parks. "I have a to-do list
to keep me busy for at least 10 years."

Chapel
Chat
Remembering individual power through stories
In the largest or smallest of communities, storytelling brings people together. It
creates common bonds, the kind which we experience in our classes, with our teams or
organizations, in our churches and in weekly Chapel services. One of our most basic
human desires is to connect with others; another is to experience grace on a regular basis,
which I wrote about in this space a few weeks ago. The following story came to me in the
Spring, 2003 issue of Parabola, a journal of Myth, Tradition and Search for Meaning. It is
a Buddhist story, retold here by Taro Gold.

The Story ofTasoo
Once upon a time, a small bird named Tasoo lived in a vast jungle. One hot summer
day, a terrible wildfire erupted and enormous flames devoured many trees and animals
living in the jungle. Other birds flew high into the sky and far away to safety, but Tasoo
couldn't bear to leave her precious horne to burn. Day and night, she flew with all her
might back and forth to the river, filling her tiny beak with water to drop on the raging
fires. Tasoo's rare heart of courage and unshakable determination moved the heavenly
gods to shed tears, and a great rain poured down upon the jungle, extinguishing the flames.
And so it is that even the smallest actions of a determined spirit can bring grace to
tbe world.
So to those of you who may feel your voices or actions are too small and powerless,
remember Tasoo. Especially in this time of international turmoil - let the rains of
peace fall upon us!

ONS
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Athletic Events should receive LACC credit
Here
at
Kalamazoo College,
students keep learning even outside the
classroom! Unlike the
faceless education one
gets at large universities, learning at 'K' is an
all-encompassing experience. During their
free time, our students attend plays, panel
discussions, lectures and concerts ... you
know, those "educational and cultural events
that enhance and supplement the broadbased arts tradition of learning." Are you
not taking advantage of these opportunities?
You'd better get cracking! After all, if
students here don't attend 25 L.A.c. events
by their senior year they will not graduate
from Kalamazoo College.
The purpose of this column is not to
attack the L.A.C. requirement. For the
record, I think the College should encourage
students to experience education and culture
outside the classroom. After all, the purpose
of a liberal arts education is to give students
a broad base of knowledge concerning
the human condition. Some facets of our
culture--music, for example--are ultimately
learned better if they are experienced and

enjoyed as opposed to taught and tested.
Additionally, attendance at LAC events often
fosters a greater sense of community among
students. Too often, we are unaware ofwbat
certain segments of the College population
are doing or thinking. Theatre productions,
political discussions, or other LACs bring
together segments of the College community
that might not otherwise interact.
My beef is this: The fact that sporting
events are not LACs is an outrage. Since
the time of the ancient Greeks, athletics
bave been an integral part of any edllcational
experience; the same Greeks that kickstarted
philosophy, mathematics, and science also
placed a high priority on physical acbievements. To a certain extent, the College
recognizes the importance of instilling
its students with sound body and mind-that's why we have a physical education
requirement. But while everybody should
participate in pedestrian exercise, what I'm
referring to falls more along the lines of
celebrating the spectacular athletic achievements of others.
Since antiquity, humans have reveled
in watching competition and attending
performances by top-notch athletes. From
my perspective, this makes athletic competition a central part of the human condition
and thus something--like music or drama-that should be experienced for educational

purposes. The College rightly grants LAC
status to plays, concerts, or any other enriching performances that students have worked
hard to put on. The notable exception to
this rule is athletic events. We have athletes
at this school that are capable of amazing
things and students should be encouraged to
celebrate their accomplishments,just as they
are encouraged to recognize their musically
or theatrically gifted peers.
A strong case could be made, then, that
celebrating the athletic accomplishments
of others is an integral part of a strong
education. Even if we don't want to elevate
athletic events in this way, however, it is
an undeniable truth that athletics have vast
cultural significance. For one, attending
athletic events and rooting for your school is
a large part of "college culture" in America.
But going to the stadium and cheering on
the team is also a broader part of human
culture--across the globe, people flock to
soccer fields, basketball arenas and other
venues not just to passively celebrate athletic
accomplishment but to actively root for their
team. Sports are a cultural universal--they
cut across socioeconomic and ethnic lines
and bring people together in support of a
squad.
Indeed, sporting events are often inherently social experiences. They offer people
the chance to mingle and talk to the fans
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sitting around them; moreover, fans attending
a sporting event share a common identity for
the duration of a match. Even in the most
stri fe-prone countries, warring adversaries
often put aside their differences to root for
the national team in the soccer World Cup.
If Hutus and Tutsis in Rwanda and Shi'ites
and Sunnis in Iraq can be brought together
by sports, think what athletics could do
to foster a better sense of community on
our little campus! Our differences become
blurred in support of the team; for those
moments, we are all Hornets and nothing
else matters.
The College should encourage a wider
swath of the student body to attend sporting
matches, for athletics are a part of our
cultural fabric, the human condition and can
serve to bring us together. I have no doubt
that many people in the Administration
already recognize the value of attending
athletic competitions--President Jones and
other administrators can often be seen
vocally rooting on the Hornets at sporting
events. But it is their fundamental duty as
educators to do more than just recognize the
value of athletics; they should enact policies
that will impart this recognition to students
as well. A sensible policy, then, would grant
sporting events LAC status and would thus
encourage all students to participate in a facet
of tbe human experience that has heretofore
b i- t db th C II -
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MUSIC REVIEWS
Audioslave shows solid
debut for hard rock fans
The last few years have been tough for
hard rock fans. The millennium seemed
somehow to take away the rock as pop turned
its attention to rap metal and pop punk.
Nirvana became a commodity, Eddie Vedder
grew up and Billy Corgan went bald. Rage
Against The Machine lost their gritty edge
and disbanded after the release of 2000 's
Renegades, which replaced the punk desperation of their previous three albums with
overproduced, bouncy covers spanning
everything from Afrika Bambaataa to Bruce
Springsteen. While Rage front man Zach
De La Rocha faded into rumor, eardrumcrushing guitarist Tom Morello made his
intentions known: a fusion with ex-Soundgarden vocalist Chris Cornell.
For those familiar with Cornell's gravelly howl and Morello's incendiary guitar,
Audioslave's self titled debut offers few
surprises. Indeed, the CD may be a perfect
mix of these two sounds: equal parts Rage
Against the Machine and Soundgarden. This
is the good news. Morello's simple yet
deliciously crunchy guitar riffs lay a perfect
foundation for Cornell's melodic shouts.
Together, they create a harsh, foreboding
hard rock wasteland.
The CD opens with building static
into the stomping guitar of "Cochise,"
Audioslave's first single. This song reflects
. the album at it's best: the kind of music
you would expect Mad Max to blare out
his windows while he's cruising the strip.
The group does it again on the next track,
"Show Me How To Live," which showcases
Cornell's voice better than any track on
Soundgarden's multi-platinum release,
Superunknown . His voice is like classic
Steven Tyler, only without the wussiness.
When Morello lets his guitar wave recede
so Cornell can sweetly sing, "I couldn't buy
an eyeful of sleep, And in the aching night
under satellites, I was not received," only to
move into the crushing chorus, rock magic
is undeniably created.
Unfortunately, the super group's weaknesses begin to manifest in the very next
track, "Gasoline", the hook of which sounds
repetitive and too similar to the previous
track. Lyrically, Cornell begins to show
some wear and tear at this point. "Gasoline"
draws attention to the nihilistic, self-centered
lyrical theme of the album. Whereas De La

Rocha always kept his political ideals in
view, Cornell's words have a tendency for
self-worship and begin to sound like bargain
basement Tool mixed with Led Zeppelin.
Cornell's anger sounds much less justified
singing " J am the sky " than De La Rocha's
seemed when he sang "motherr** Uncle
Sam ". The socially charged and widely
appreciated lyrics that made Rage sound like
a heavy metal anarchist soapbox rant are
gone. Also, fans of De La Rocha's snarling
raps will not find anything even reminiscent
on this album; Cornell's vocals stay within
the traditions of rock and roll. Cornell also
at times exhibits a certain introspective,
personal tone, which was never a feature
of Rage.
Morello's guitar begins to soften and
slow down on the track "Like A Stone,"
which is also a lyrical low point of the album.
The sound quickly loses its momentum
when it mellows out and trades its thrash
for attempts at more delicate rock melodies.
Though Cornell's vocals remain appetizing,
and the polished production becomes obvious on these tracks, Audioslave is still part
Rage, and thus is much more compelling
when it's rocking. Fortunately, Morello's
thrashing is back in full force on tracks
like the boiling "Set It Off," "Exploder"
and "Hypnotize" which present the kind of
head-banging guitar destruction that made
Rage famous.
It's very interesting to hear Morello's
blues and funk influences come out on tracks
such as "Getaway Car". With the help of
bassist Tim Commerford, Morello expands
his sonic repertoire much more widely
than he could with Rage. His experimentation yields complex guitar melodies that
generally serve to give the tracks a steady,
natural progression. Cornell, too, expands
his horizons with this album and displays
a vocal talent consistently reminiscent of
the Soundgarden radio staples' angst-ridden
yowls , yet with an increased variety of
inflections and emotions. While fans of
the elements of Rage Against the Machine
that were distinctive to Zach De La Rocha
may be disappointed, fans of Morello and
Cornell's previous work will doubtlessly find
a half dozen essential tracks on Audioslave's
impressive debut.
Audioslave will be performing at the
Detroit State Theatre at 2115 Woodward
on Friday, March 28 th at 7:30 pm. Ticket
infonnation is available at the theatre box
office: (313) 961-5450.

with Connor Carroll
Ted Leo's Hearts of Oak
rings genuine good material
Ted Leo is one of those rare artists with
the vision, credibility, and love to effortlessly
combine musical forms into an enduring,
original whole. A veteran of legendary
underground DC punk band Chisel, Leo 's
crooning voice and extremely provocative
guitar are still shining on his band's new fuJI
length, Hearts of Oak. Perhaps Leo was one
of those kids at the hard core punk show in
a sweater vest; simultaneously drawn to the
screamed politics of punk and repelled by the
scene's mindless violence. His music certainly
communicates this love/hate relationship;
it's personal, romantic, yet deeply rooted
in the need for change. Referencing punk
constantly, yet with a tireless pop sensibility:
this is Ted Leo.
Watching him perform with his band at
The Space cafe in Kalamazoo, the first thing
that struck my critical ear was how gelled
the sound was. Complex guitar parts were
perfectly layered over one another with the
drums providing a steady drive. Ted's guitar
went from screaming to a whisper, from aJlout punk blasting to the kind of raw jangle
reminiscent of everybody from the Kinks to
the Pixies, except faster, more varied, and with
a distinct progression in each song. The crowd
was caught up in his energy within moments.
In between songs he would absentmindedly
produce riffs while talking to the crowd; as
well as providing a window into his creative
process, this habit also shows how his fans
playa vital role in it. Seeing a band so together
at a tiny Kalamazoo coffee shop was simply
unbelievable. The feeling the band generated
on stage was that a) that they were actually
enjoying the kind of fan contact that was
possible at such a small venue, and b) that
it doesn't matter where they play, because
they love to play.
Leo's voice is the crucial element that
joins the diverse elements of his music. A
falsetto that at times reminds me of Ben
Folds' voice, yet with more inflection and a
greater energy, soars on top of the music and
serves to tie together songs that develop and
change, fall apart and are put back together.
2003's Hearts of Oak is a great step from
200 I 's The Tyranny ofDistance. On the latter,
Leo's voice could become a little too sweet
and seem out of place as the melody shifts.
On Tyranny, some of the more intricate layers

become drowned out during very complex
moments, and occasionally a guitar part will
seem derived from something else. These are
minor complamts, though: Tyranny instantly
established Leo as one of my favorites with
it's passion, intelligence, and originality.
Hearts of Oak nevertheless seems like a
different story. Its instruments are finely
balanced, widely varied, and the guitar parts
sound amazingly fresh and crisp. His voice
is completely at home and seems completely
natural even as it goes from drawn out lilting
whisper to angry chopping syllables. The
drums and bass work perfectly with Leo's
guitar to instill the tracks with a kind of
mature punkish desperation that leads to
irresistible foot tapping with occasional head
banging.
The album starts out with a steady drum
roll that continues into an interesting overlap
of violin, guitar, and vocal parts on the album's
fitting introduction, "Building Skyscrapers
in the Basement". This track sets an eerie
tone because of its brevity and lack of a
typical rhythm. The tone shifts dramatically
as a friendly, poppy guitar riff welcomes
the listener into "Where Have All The Rude
Boys Gone?" a surprising track with layered
guitar and keyboards that stops and starts in a
dangerously catchy fashion before launching
into a building vocal segment that backs Leo's
voice with overlapping, beautiful female
backup singers, peaking and breaking back
into the original chorus in an incredibly
smooth fashion. Next, drums and fuzzy bass
lay the foundation for "l'm A Ghost", a steady
rock track in which Leo's vocal and lyrical
talent take center stage until the guitar solo,
which is incredibly jagged, complex, and ajoy
to listen to. Next, on "The High Party", Leo
again leads us into the fray with a compelling
guitar riff that becomes a stomping one-two
beat, backed perfectly by a great bass part,
retro-poppy keyboards and jangling guitar.
Again , he exhibits his talent for creating
a complex refrain that keeps the listener
engaged; when the guitar and keys drop out
so Leo can sing "keep it dow-ow-own ... keep
it dow-ow-own " in an eerie lower range only
to suddenly rise up to a fevered pitch to ask
"well what did YOII say?" and let the other
instruments flood in, his incredible energy
is undeniable.
Hearts ofOak goes on to very interesting
places: more phenomenally well arranged
rock songs, great melodies, catchy rhythms.
Leo's lyrics range from skillfully drawn
sketches of his personal life to culturally
progressive yet subtle messages, all with a
self-effacing undertone and personal touch
See Leo, p.8
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Janis Joplin returns with a
collection of essential sounds
January 19 th would have been Janis
Joplin's 60th birthday. She cut her spectacular
career, and her life, short in 1970 when
she overdosed on heroin. In the tragically
short time she swooned on the revolutionary
stage of America, she only released three
records - the eponymous debut and the
monumental Cheap Thrills with Big Brother
& the Holding Company, and one underrated
solo album, J Got Dem '01 Kozmic Blues
Again Mama!. At the time of her death, she
I.ld been working on a second solo project,
Pearl. In commemoration of rock's fallen
voodoo woman, Columbia Records has just
released The Essential Janis Joplin.
The two disc, thirty song, album is the
best collection of Joplin's most important

and soulful recordings, both live and studio.
It gleans all four of her albums into a single
set that any retro rock, blues. or music
appreciator must have. It includes all but
one track from Pearl, as well as previously
unavailable Woodstock recordings of "To
Love Somebody" and "Kozmic Blues."
The Essential Janis Joplin illustrates a
brilliant progression of a significant musical
phenomenon. It moves from '60s pop of
"Down of Me" through the drug induced
psychedelic blues of her live performance
of "Ball and Chain" at the Monterey Pop
Festival. The strong musical current continues to her traditional gospel-soul roots of
"Little Girl Blue," which may be one of the
finest expositions of her graveling, growling,

Chicago works story and song
into a well deserving film
I have never been much for
musicals. In what I've seen, the
music is flamboyant and the plot is
too sappy. To be perfectly honest,
I have not see very many musicals
at all, whether in the movies or on
the stage. I never really cared for
Moulin Rouge and I went into this
fiim doubting whether I would enjoy
myself here either.
Chicago was something that I
had never seen before though. The
plot revolved around a young woman
in 1920's Chicago who wanted nothing more than to become a famous
chorus girl. Roxie Hart, played by
Renee Zellweger (Jerry Maguire,
Bridget Jones's Diary), murders her
boyfriend and ends up in jail alongside the most popular chorus girl
in the city, Velma Kelly (Catherine
Zeta-Jones of TraJfic and High Fidelity). The girls employ the greatest
lawyer the city has ever seen, Billy

Flynn, played by Richard Gere (Pretty
Woman and The Mothman Prophecies), who has never lost a case.
Both girls fight over the attention
of the press, hoping to be the first
to get out of the pen and use their
newfound celebrity in the papers to
their advantage on the stage.
But the beauty of this film is not
in its story, though the story is very
intriguing. The appeal lies in the
way the story is told. In general, it is
always strange when a film goes into
song right along with the plot. Life
doesn't work that way, and though
it fits well on the stage, it does not
work in film. Chicago goes about the
connection between the real world
and the music in a completely different light. The actual characters are
never singing and dancing. All the
musical acts take place in the mind of
the stage obsessed Roxie Hart. She
imagines all the events of her life as

howling vocal gift. "Get it While You Can"
touches upon her focus on songwriting in
her later career. In between are countless
highlights, including her early single, "Coo
Coo" and her major hits: "Down on Me,"
"Piece of My Heart," "Try (Just a Little Bit
Harder)," "Mercedes Benz," and "Me and
Bobby McGee."
Even a few recently uncovered pieces
of her history can be found in the track list,

including "Misery'n," "Raise Your Hand"
from Janis, and "Farewell Song" from Live
at Winterland '68. There are also Joplin's
very respectable rock renderings of the
Gershwin's "Summertime" and an emotion
soaked rearrangement of the Bee Gee's "To
Love Somebody."
Janis Joplin's two-year career gave her
no time to leave a sizable legacy, but she
did leave an important and moving one.

throughout her four albums,
============== Inshefragments
recorded some of American music's
most amazing example of rigorous vocal
flair. The Essential Janis Joplin unifies
these recordings, setting them side-by-side,
creating a valuable listening experience.
Unlike her box sets and sparse Greatest
Hits, this anthology gets the mix right for
everyone, and it proves that her music is
still very much relevant and appreciated
today.
Five stars out of five.

In fragments through-

out her four albums, she
recorded some of American music's most atnazing example of rigorous
vocal flair.
-- Tyler Pray

taking place on the stage with all the
glamour of the chorus. The musical
acts are fantastic; they suit the plot
so well and the music is so jazzy.
Someone who's seen the play would
love this film. The actors are wonderful singers and strong dancers. I
especially enjoyed the work done by
Zellweger and her husband in the film,
John C. Reilly (The Good Girl and
Gangs ofNew York).
The film is adapted from the
Bob Fosse and Fred Ebb play and
is directed by Rob Marshall, who
put together a good amount of the
choreography of the film. He also
directed the recent remake of Allnie.
This film is a far stretch from the
innocence of Annie. The dancer
were all dressed in very little and
provocative poses were not in short
supply. The sex appeal of this film is
overwhelming, but suits exactly what
is happening.
Overall, I would recommend this
film to everyone, as it is full of humor
and intellect. I contend that this is the
finest musical to be put in theaters in
years, including Moulin Rouge.
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Kalamazoo Hornet Basketball sweeps the week
Hornet women
make up
for last week's two losses
Karen Nave
INDEX STAFF
The Kalamazoo College Women's Basketball team came back from a two game
losing streak and picked up two important
wins this week. The Lady Hornets had a
vital game on Wednesday night against No.
2 ranked Alma College. On their first meeting' the Scots held the advantage and won.
This game was more than claiming another
victory, a win would move the Hornets into
a second place tie with the Scots.
Both teams played extremely well in the
first half and ended with a 24 all tie. Both
teams headed into the locker room with a lot
of work left to do in the second half.
The first half ended in a tie at 24 points.
After the half, the Hornets carne out with
a second wind and dominated much of the
rest of the game. It seemed they had stepped
up their level of play to win the game .
Kalamazoo shut down Alma 's Shelly Ulfig

(No.2 Scorer in the MIAA) and held her to
only 13 points. The Lady Hornets forced
the Scots outside and disrupted a lot of their
inside game. The Scots put some points
on the board late in the game, but it was
not enough to overtake "K'''s lead. The
Hornets won the game, 56-52. Kalamazoo
shot 46.7 percent while holding Alma to only
35.4 percent. While Alma held the rebound
advantage, Kalamazoo forced 27 turnovers
while only committing 19.
Seniors Vanessa Larkin and Alissa
Johnston both had 17 points each. Ashley
Riley picked up eight points and eight
rebounds. Sara Kellogg also played well
and was a key player in forcing turnovers.
The win pushed the Hornets into a second
place tie with Alma College behind No. I
Hope College.
The team finished out the week with an
easy win over the St. Mary's College Belles
on Saturday in Anderson Athletic Center.
The Belles have dropped their last eight
games straight. The Hornets outplayed the
See Basketball, p.8

Listen to all the
Hornet Football
Games on..•

SUPERTALK

Hornet Men walk away easy with
wins against Alma and UMD
Karen Nave
INDEX STAFF
This week, the Kalamazoo College Men's
Basketball team saw two easy wins. On the
road against Alma College (0-8 MIAA) on
Wednesday night, the Hornets eaSily defeated
the Scots.
The Hornets played hard the first half and
led at halftime 42-35. They came out of the
locker room and continued to dominate play to
end the game 86-68. Kalamazoo was able to
hold Alma to just 45.3 percent shooting. "K"
shot 53.8 percent from the field. They also
held the rebounding advantage 38-23. Alma
was out-shot, out-rebounded, and just plain
out-played in this conference match-up.
Senior Dirk Rhinehart led all scorers
with 16 points and managed to pick up six
rebounds. Senior captain Nathan Bums and
senior Scott Montmorency each put up 15

points. The Hornets improved to 5-3 in the
MIAA (15-4 overall).
On Saturday the Men's team faced nonconference opponent University of MichiganDearborn. UMD put up an impressive game
considering they only had five players on
their bench, total. However, they were easily
defeated by the Hornets.
;;-.
At halftime Kalamazoo led 37-29 and
much of the game saw the Hornets with a
substantial lead. The Hornets continued to
playa fast paced game and the Wolves were
unable to keep up. The game ended Hornets
up 84-62.
Senior Dirk Rhinehart had a game high 20
points and added seven assists. He was 9-of-13
shooting. Senior Mike King had a good game
and almost came up with a double-double,
picking up 13 points and nine rebounds .
Seniors Scott Montmorency had ten points
and nine rebounds and Kevin Baird had ten
points. The Hornets improve to 16-4 overall
(5-3 MIAA). They travel to Olivet College
on Saturday the 151h to continue conference
play.

Men's Basketball
2/8 - Kalamazoo 84, UM-Dearborn 62
Women's Basketball
2/8 - Kalamazoo 69, St. Mary's 43
Men's Swimming
1125 - Kalamazoo 141, Calvin 99
1/25 - Kalamazoo, 144.5, Hope 91.5
Women's Swimming
1/25 - Calvin 165, Kalamazoo 77
1/25 - Hope, 174, Kalamazoo, 68
Women's Tennis
2/4 - Detroit 5, Kalamazoo 4
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Basketball/ Women
claim two vi tal games
continued from p.7
Belles in all aspects and the win was no
surprise. They shot 51 percent from the field
while holding the Belles to just 33.3 percent.
Kalamazoo also held a 32-30 rebounding
advantage, and scored 33 points off25 Saint
Mary's turnovers.
Senior Amanda Weishuhn led

Kalamazoo with 18 points and was crucial
to Kalamazoo's inside game and 69-43 win.
Vanessa Larkin scored 16 points and had a
good day outside the arc hitting 4-of-5 from
three-point range. Alissa Johnston added 10
points. Ashley Riley scored eight points with
a team-high seven rebounds.
The Hornets improve to 7-3 in the
MIAA (13-7 overall) and face Olivet College
at home on Saturday. Kalamazoo is currently
alone in second place behind undefeated
Hope College.

Dance/Asian Student
Association sponsors
winter formal dance
continued from p.l
the commitment to provide the students at
Kalamazoo College with an outlet for their
winter blues.
Six seniors, who are in the leadership
committee on ASA have overseen the preparations for the dance: Ashwin Kopparthi, Vivek
Nair, Shaun Ittiara, Devan Popat, Evan Ho, and
Sheetal Kerkar. ASA has put on dances the
previous two years, but they have always
had an Asian cultural theme to them. The
Winter Formal on the other hand is intended
for the entire student body, to come have a
good time and enjoy themselves in a safe
environment.
"We'll know it is a successful dance if
there is a great turnout and people have a fun
time," stated Kopparthi.
Since the Winter Formal is completely

HOUSE FOR RENT LOCATED
AT 424 STANWOOD STREET
4 Bedroom, 1 full bath and 1 half
bath. New hardwood floors.
2 car garage, walking distance to
K-college campus.
Washer and Dryer included.
Photo by Karen Nave
Senior Vanessa Larkin prepares to pass the ball in-bounds. Behind her, Alma's
coach, who took a technical foul after creating commotion over a disputed possession called in his favor.

Leol Hearts of Oaks plays
to punk rock delight
continued from p.5
that makes his songs confess rather than
rreach . He continually draws on punk rock
as an influence, but the all-out guitar whaling
and desperate drum beat is not as present
as it was on raging Tyranny tracks such as
"Parallel or Together" and "Dial Up". This is
most likely a result of Leo's attempts to create
a more balanced sound overall, but some
listeners will undoubtedly miss the simplicity
and frantic feeling of these tracks.
Hearts ofOak closes with a guitar melody
that merges seamlessly into symphonic
strings that recall the eerie feel of "Building
Skyscrapers in the Basement", but with a
cecidedly uplifting tone. This album's cyclical

close serves to remind the listener that they
are not listening to just another pop record,
but a labor of love. These songs all hold
something very special, each is intensely
personal, and many are downright moving.
Leo's talent is undeniable, and his influences
widespread. He borrows from many genres
and comes up with a very unique, very smart
pop sound. Both Tyranny of Distance and
2003 's Hearts of Oak come highly recommended, but Hearts of Oak nevertheless
represents a distinct step forward for the
band's sound. There is little doubt that Ted Leo
and the Pharmacists' unfaltering originality
will make them one of the most important pop
bands, now and in years to come.
Ted Leo and the Pharmacists will be
playing at Small's in Hamtramck, Michigan
on Friday, February 21 ". Tickets are available
through Ticketmaster or at the venue for $7.

Rent: 1200 per month. Avail Aug
1. 2003.
located between Wmu football stadium and waldos campus tavern.

student run, ASA has had to do things differently then previous, school sponsored dances.
One new policy which ASA has decided to
add is to have every student sign a waiver
form.
According to Kopparthi, "It simply says
that students will be responsible for their
actions."
The waiver form represents no departure
from previous policies of College sponsored
dances; it only spells out each student's requirement to behave in an appropriate manner. "No
student should be concerned about the waiver
form, unless they plan on being irresponsible,"
Kopparthi stated.
The Deejay for the dance will be Ted
Westbrook, a senior at Michigan State University. "We want everyone to come, and we're
going to play all types of music, whatever
people want to hear," said Evan Ho.
Although this is the first time that ASA
has put on a dance of this scope, they have
great hopes for its success. As does Barb
Vogelsang in Student Development, saying
"I really trust the ASA leadership, I trust the
students who are involved in it, their totally
responsible."

HOUSE FOR RENT LOCATED
AT 426 ELDRED STREET.
6 Bedroom, 2 Full bath, New hardwood floors, Plenty of Parking,
New Refrig, and New bathroom.
Rent is 1650 per month. Available
Aug. 1,2003.
Located between WMU and K-College.
For more info. contact: Mike K. as
soon as possible.
email:
PLAYERSCLUBMAZ@AOL.CQM
or phone: 269-349-9499 MonThurs. between 8 and 10 pm.

for more info please contact:
Mike K. as soon as possible.
email:
PLAYhKSCLIJRMAZ(@AOTr.OM
I---------~--I
or phone: 269-349-9499

SPRING BREAK
#1 Spring Break vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus
Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

Sports Teams!
Clubs!
Student Groups!
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising
event.
Our
programs make fundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

The student newspaper of Kalamazoo College
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Katie Dorman
ASSISTANT EDITOR
During the past few weeks, emotions
have escalated due to the recent announcement of plans to renovate the athletic center
paying specific attention to the weight center
and dance studio.
The proposed plan would include
expanding the weight room into the dance
studio area, as well as relocating the dance
studio. However, students are particularly
concerned about what will happen to the
dance studio.
The dance studio is a part of campus
that is used continuously throughout the
day, from about 6 a.m. until well after 9
p.m., weekdays and weekends. It is used
by various groups such as the Frelon dance
company, Cheerleading, Stingerzz, the
Theatre department as well as ballet, Tae
Kwan Do, ballroom dance, Pilates, tai chi
and other classes.
Initially, students believed the proposal
would destroy the studio completely. This
prompted a petition by members of the
student body in opposition to this· decision.
The petition was to "(ask) the administration to expand the weight room elsewhere
and to preserve the studio," said Ann Petroliunas, student head of the Frelon Dance
Company on campus.
She also voiced that removing the dance
studio was "a great insult to the artistic
community" and does not agree "that another
part of our community should be destroyed
so that athletics can be improved."
Petroliunas also suggests overt gender
discrimination.
"The majority of the people who use
the studio are women and most of the P.E.
classes offered in the studio are also heavily
populated by women. I am outraged that the
college supports this kind of discrimination,"

Photo by Katie Dorman

Inside look at 'K's current weight in its substandard condition. Plans
look to expand room into dance studio and relocating the studio into the
women's locker room.
stated Petroliunas.
Many students shared this view in signing the petition as well as raising awareness
among themselves. A few people also spoke
out in connection with the project.
Associate Professor of Physical Education Jeanne Hess responded to these
concerns.
"The facilities are being redesigned to
better fit women's fitness needs on campus,"
said Hess.
"The plan was never to do away with
anything," Director of Men's Athletics Bob
Kent said. Kent also said that the petition
was "misleading" because there was a lot of
missing information at the time on the behalf
of those putting it together.
Provost Greg Mahler concurs with Kent
on the administration's intention to keep the
dance studio from the beginning.
"It is not true; it has never been true that
we would do away with (the dance studio),"
said Mahler

However, amidst all the commotion,
misunderstandings began.
It was also rumored that President James
F. Jones, Jr. had told the athletic department
they could expand the weight room if they
raised the money and in response the sports
teams raised about $80,000.
"This is completely wrong," according
to Provost Greg Mahler.
Mahler said that it is "not the students'
jobs to raise the money" and that what
President Jones said was directed towards
the coaches, saying that if money could
be raised then the project could proceed
forward.
"The administration is, and always has
been, concerned with dance on campus and
knows that there is a dance constituency on
campus," Mahler said.
According to Mahler, when renovations
were taking place in the Light Fine Arts
See Weights, p.8
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Lundeen Opens
Student-Alumni
Connections
Colin Baumgartner
INDEX STAFF
It took him almost 35 years, but in the words of John
("Jack") Lundeen, K'69, "I finally experienced my Kalamazoo
College career selVice quarter."
Lundeen played a key role in the college's pilot phase of
the New Discovery Extemship Program.
"The extemship program is an accident of the school
calendar," Lundeen explained. In addition to being the primary
donor, he hosted seven of the college's 20 extern pilots,
ranging in length from a week to a month. He has up to six
more lined up in the near future. "I keep corning back because
I've been having a ton of fun," he said.
Lundeen was back in Kalamazoo this week for the
official launch ofthe program and was impressed by the many
opportunities offered in the brochure created by the Center
for Career Development (CCD). The trip gave the Portland,
Oregon area lawyer a chance to visit with the students that
had come to work with him. Lundeen feels that maintaining
this alumni-student relationship will benefit not only those
involved, but the college as well.
What has amazed the CCD most is Lundeen's relationship
to the school. Originally from Midland, Michigan, Lundeen
struggled in his first four quarters at 'K' and took time off

The extemship program may have been started by the
during his second year to contemplate if college was right for
him. He was then drafted into the Vietnam War, a far cry from accident of the school calendar.
the study abroad opportunities most students take on. When
he returned, the college actually wouldn't take him back
because his grades had been so low before, so he turned to the
University of Michigan to continue school.
Though the college wouldn't take back Lundeen, they
are sure lucky that he took them back. Lundeen claims he
really " liked it here," even though he isn't quite sure why.
When he was approached about giving back to the college
community over 30 years later, his daughters were out of the
house, and he looked at it as an opportunity to give back to
the school that he always thought fondly of. "It was just the
right time in my life," he said.
Committed to the idea of the program, Lundeen then
had to come up with ideas for focus projects. "The most
challenging piece for me is to come up with a task that
Photo courtesy CCD
requires modest supelVision," he said. "With the exception Matt McKillop, K'05, and Jack Lundeen, K'69, at Lunof a couple of boring tasks, I've gotten more than I expected deen's law practice in Lake Oswego, Oregon. Lundeen is the primary donor for the CCD's new Discovout of it."
The focus project may be the end result of an extemship, ery Externship Program.
but its creation can selVe as a springboard into a diSCU;.s.:..si_o_n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,
of the professional world between the alumni sponsor
and the student. Matt McKillop K'05, who did an
HOUSING ASSIGNMENT SIGN-UP
externship with Lundeen, feels that his visit was
PERIODS FOR SPRING 2003
a success because of the relationship he had with
TH
Lundeen both in and out of the work atmosphere.
8 & 9TH WEEK, GILMORE DINING"We got along well because we're both pretty direct
ROOM
people," McKillop said.
Eligibility
for
housing
is
based
on class status and registration
These connections are what the CCD is hoping
for now that the program is out on a larger scale.
for spring 2003 as of
"Keeping a relationship with previous externs is going
Wednesday, February 26, 2003, 5 p.m.
to create continuous threads between students and
SOUATTERS (OPEN SIGN UPS)
alumni," Lundeen said. "And ultimately the goal
Friday, February 28, 9 a.m. - I p.m. & 2 p.m. 4 p.m.
is to get these students to keep a relationship with
Monday, March 3, 8 a.m. - 10 a.m.
their college."
SENIORS (BY LOTTERY NUMBER)
Monday, March 3, 10:30 a.m. Noon
JUNIORS <BY LOTTERY NUMBER)
Monday, March 3, I p.m. - 4 p.m.

The odds are, you could be infected and not
know it. • Because 80% of the people who have an
STI (sexually transmitted infection) don't show
symptoms.· Not when they get it
And not when they pass it on .• In fact, the Qnly
sure way to find out if you're infected is to be
tested .• As part of every visit, Planned Parenthood
offers confidential testing for STls - including HIV at
most locations .• And our services are also
affordable.
Call Planned Parenthood today. Because you
need more than luck for good health.

Quality professional care - without the wait!

SOPHOMORES (BY LOTTERY NLMBER)
Tuesday, March 4, 9 a.m. - noon
FRESHMEN <BY LOTTERY NUMBER)
Tuesday, March 4, J p.m. 4 p.m.
INIDIVIDUALS APPLYING WITHOUT ROOMMATES_
& LATE APPLICANTS (OPEN SIGN UPS)
Wednesday, March 5, 9 a.m. - J0 a.m.
Lotter) numbers \\ ill be posted outside the Student De\elopment
Office bv I p.m., ThurSday, February 27
Assignments will be made in 30-minute Intenals during each
assignment period for classes in the following fashion:
First 30 minutes numbers I - 20
Second 30 minutes numbers 21 - 50
lltird 30 minutes J1umbers 51 - 90
Fourth 30 minutes '- numbers 91 1.. 0

Fifth JO minutes

numbers 1.. 1 and higher

Questions? Contact Dana Jansma, Assistant Dean of Students, through the Student Development Office (:\7210) or
,ia e-mail (housing@ kzoo.edu),
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Student remembered through variety of tributes
Sarah Martyn
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
A little over a month after her passing,
Stephanie Vibbert's spirit is still alive and
running through the campus body.
"There are efforts going on across
campus to memorialize her," said Assistant
Chaplain, Jeanne Hess.
One of those efforts includes a memorial
service in Vibbert's honor. The service will
be held Spring Quarter, during Seventh Week
Chapel. Further details about the chapel
have not yet been specified.
Other efforts include an upcoming
published book of her works, an initiative
started by Kalamazoo junior Taylor Host
and aided by the English Department, and
several fundraising events to raise money
for the Kensington Welfare Foundation, an
organization Vibbert was very involved in.
The book first started as a group project
between Host, Vibbert, and junior Connor
Lefere.
"The three of us met from the end of
Winter quarter last year through the end
of Spring Quarter and probably three or

four times in the summer," said Host. "We
decided on about 20 pieces each person
would put into a book. It was going to cost
about $800."
However, after Vibbert's passing, Host
decided the book would solely contain her
works.
"Now it is only Stephanie's poems;
that's what I wanted," said Host. "I don't
know if that's what Stephanie would have
wanted, but I feel this is the only way I
could have done it and feel really good
about it."
Host worked closely with 'K' professor
Di Seuss to select the material for the book.
Host also photocopied and enlarged some
of the poems and hung them around the
campus.
"Di got some stuff together from Intermediate Poetry class and junior seminar that
Stephanie had done. We chose what we
thought people should see, because some of
Stephanie's work is very personal. Those
are some of the ones you see up around
campus. I have a lot of her drawings too and
we're going to mix those in. Some of them
correspond to her poems."

Chapel
Chat
Tuesday was "Stress Day" in my Mind! Body class.
When I asked the students about their sources of stress,
r heard, "midterms, comps and papers". If only I could
have those stresses again!
These days, besides our economic woes, the Dow
Jones Industrial Average and budget cuts, I am increasingly concerned about this impending war in the Middle
East. As a mother of an 18 year old male, r recall the days
when my brother literally "dodged the bullet" during the
draft in the 70's, and I pray for peaceful solutions to this
conflict before it takes any more human lives.
I am concerned about things like that. I am
concerned about all of our futures living in a world
framed by the philosophy of war, separation and lack, and

The funding for the book comes from
the President, the English Department,
and fundraiser events held by Host and
other supportive friends. The project will
hopefully come to a close at the end of this
month.
"There's nothing that I respected more
than her ability to feel a certain way and
put those feelings on a page with striking
articulation," said Host. "I think part of the
reason not a lot of people knew Stephanie
is because she was really quiet and I just
want people to know a little slice of her even
if they didn't."
Both the Gay Lesbian Bi Transgender
Student Organization and the Senior Grad
Committee have sponsored or are planning
events to honor Vibbert and her connection to
the Kensington Welfare Rights Foundation.
"Stephanie was such an ally for
GLBSTO," said member Jessica Chandler.
"For example, after the whole chalking
incident there was such a reaction in The
Index and she wrote a letter supporting
GLBTSO. That meant a lot, to come from
someone that's not GLBTSO and sends in
a letter supporting GLBSTO life and issues

where peace, community and abundance are but figments
of our imaginations.
To act upon my beliefs, I have joined with the
Kalamazoo Non-Violent Opponents to War (KNOW) in
peacefully joining and demonstrating on Sundays and
promoting their programming throughout Kalamazoo. This
Sunday there will be a "Gathering for Peace" in our very
own Stetson Chapel. The following is their invitation:
Plans are now almost complete for the interfaith
gathering for peace next Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Stetson
Chapel on the Kalamazoo College campus. The gathering
is sponsored jointly by Kalamazoo Non-Violent Opponents
of War (KNOW) and by the Interfaith Coalition for Peace
(ICP). We shall march to the Gathering, with our signs,
from two locations: the Federal Building, following our
usual Sunday vigil; and from the Islamic Center on West
Michigan beginning at I :30. The program for the gathering
will begin with a welcome from Ron Kramer, representative
for KNOW. The STATEMENT FOR PEACE that is being
presented by rcp to the governing bodics of churches and
faith commumties throughout the area will be read by Shadla
Kanaan and Paul Clements, for KNOW and ICP.

on campus."
"GLBTSO as an organization took
contributions and sent them all, on behalf
of Kalamazoo College, to the Kensington
Welfare Rights Union," said Chandler. "I
know organizations and activism were so
important to her so we're trying to honor
that."
In addition, the Senior Grad Committee
is sending all the proceeds from the SeniorFaculty Basketball game to the Kensington
Welfare Rights Union.
Other students are looking into creating
opportunities for students that would allow
them to experience issues of poverty, which
were a centerpiece to Vibbert's activism.
"The Kensington Welfare Right Union
has alternative Spring Breaks for college
students," said 'K' senior Adrienne Manarina.
"We have an odd time for spring break and
they'd be open for people to come for that
week. It would be about $60 a person, but
nothing is set yet. There isn't a poverty
organization on campus and we thought if
we can get people more interested in it than
that would be the ultimate goal and what we
could do for Stephanie."

There will be brief prayers and readings from many
faith traditions: Sikh, Muslim, Quaker, Jewish, Hindu,
Buddhist, Baha'i, Native American, Catholic; music by
Alfrelynn Roberts, Janlee Richter, and Nidah Kanaan;
an appeal for world peace by Mildred Hedrick; and the
reading of a poem by Stephanie Vibbert, Kalamazoo
College student and peace activist who was killed in an
auto accident while returning from the January rally in
DC.; a litany read by Rev. John Fisher of KNOW will
read a litany; and David Macleod of KNOW will send
us off with a "charge"--what we are to do. The principal
speakers will be Dr. Garry Dorrien, Chair of Religious
Studies and College Chaplain at Kalamazoo College;
and Ali Abunimah, writer and commentator on Middle
Eastern and Arab-American affairs from Chicago. The
entire program will take a little over an hour.
I hope to see you all there as we can "Pop the 'K'
Bubble" by joining with the community of Kalamazoo
right here on our very own campus! Call me at 337-7086
if you have any questions.
Peace!

ONS
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Tolerance needed in K's catnpus community
Kate Evans
INDEX STAFF

Last week, I was fortunate enough to
visit the Tunnel of Oppression, sponsored
and created by numerous student groups on
campus. For those of you who missed it, each
room was sponsored by an organization and
depicted the oppression of a different group
of people. For those of you who attended, I
can only assumed that you were as moved as
I was. After I left, I got to thinking. The truth
of the matter is this: most likely, the people
who truly need to view something such as
the Tunnel of Oppression, likely weren't the
ones who attended.
The Tunnel offered a real and unapologetic view of the hardships that different
groups have faced in the past and in many
cases, continue to face. I would wager that
most of the people who went to see the Tunnel
were people who are already aware of the
unfair conditions and horrible problems that
exist.
I grew up in a very diverse suburb outside
Chicago, socio-economically, racially, and
religiously. Because of that, tolerance and
understanding has been a huge part of my
education. It is much easier to ignore the

problem of equality among races or religious
discrimination when you don 't have to look at
it every day. When you are a white Christian
person, and there are only five black kids or
three Jews in your graduating class, it is easy
not to think about it.
But we have to think about it. 'K' is by
no means indicative of greater US society.
Minorities are not represented in an equal
proportion to how they are in this country.
But college is where we are supposed to
learn to be human beings in the real world.
This is all the more reason why things such
as the Tunnel of Oppression should be far
more encouraged by the administration of
this school.
Many people at 'K' still harbor the same
racist feelings that have caused so many
problems in the past. Even if the majority of
these people never change their mind, there
are some who believe what they do because
they are unaware of another way to think.
Requiring attendance at something like the
Tunnel, or even making tolerance part of
freshman seminar groups could change these
racist attitudes some students come here
with.
This year, the most pervasive problem
I can see is the attitudes towards gays and

lesbians. I am sure many of you remember
when, last quarter, a few students took it upon
themselves to erase the chalkings the student
members of GLBTSO had written on the
quad. But what some of you may not know
is that this problem has continued in full force
in the Trowbridge dorm on campus. There
have been numerous occasions where antigay slogans have been written on RA bulletin
boards discussing tolerance in regards to
sexual orientation. Posters touting GLBTSOsponsored programs have been torn down
and defaced. Comments have been written
on message boards talking about that specific
room being "A no gay zone." This is unacceptable.
'K' has a large number of gay and lesbian
students, and for that reason, there should
be some sort of required workshop on gay
tolerance. The room sponsored by GLBTSO
in the Tunnel was a start, but by no means
enough. As the room discussed, many of the
things recorded by GLBTSO members were
found in letters written to specific members of
GLBTSO. This is a problem on this campus
that must not be ignored. Gay or straight,
religious or not, there are absolutely no
excuses to not respect someone else.
Just because you know someone is

Protestant doesn't mean you know everything
about them, and the same goes for gays and
lesbians. These people, who send these letters
and write these messages, do not understand
this concept. They don't see the error in what
they are doing, and that is why this concept
is so important.
Last year, after September 11, this college
sponsored numerous lectures with the intent
of making sure students here didn't fall into
the easy trap of thinking that all Muslims
were terrorists. They spoke of tolerance
among the different religions and stressed
that we separate the few terrorists from the
huge amount of people who do not harbor
hatred of America.
We must do something similar for our
gay and lesbian students. This discrimination
they are facing, this reluctance to admit that
they" are gay for fear they may receive letters
telling them they are evil and destined for hell
and that AIDs will "cure" them, must stop.
Ignoring the problem is doing nothing except
solidifying the opinions of these individuals.
There is still a chance to correct these errors,
and we should jump at this chance.
Tolerance is the first step towards acceptance.
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ONS
Battling ideological FDA appointments
Hager raises serious concerns for women's health

To Our K-College Family;

Brittany Edwards
First of all, we thank Stephanie's classmates and friends. As we attempted
to assemble special mementos representing her interests and talents, it became
painfully apparent that we had nothing that truly showed the beautiful person she
had become. You lovingly provided the most meaningful glimpse. into the essence
of Stephanie. To everyone who played a part in bringing The Index and selections
of her poetry, we send our love and thanks. To all her friends who stopped by
our house, thank you for sharing the "Stephisms" over which we laughed and
cried together. When we asked Stephanie what she wanted for Christmas, she
mentioned a book entitled "Hope for the Flowers". It is a deceptively simple
little book about ethics and, as the title implies, hope. Reflecting on what you
gave us, we have renewed faith in the future of this world. You are each a "hope
for the flowers".
We also thank the administration and faculty. You provided the perfect
environment in which our most loved only child blossomed into an incredible
person. Kalamazoo College gave Stephanie wonderful intellectual opportunities
that she eagerly embraced with her mind and heart. We thank you for all the care
and sensitivity extended to us: the phone calls of support, helping us when needed
and always being willing to spend whatever time necessary. It means more than we
can express. We are so sorry that we missed speaking with many who were at the
funeral home and the church. We hope we will have the opportunity to talk with
you about Stephanie at the spring memorial service.
The memories you have shared are particularly precious to us because you knew
our forever 22
year-old Stephanie - not the
baby, the child
or the teen who
delighted us as
parents, but the
remarkable and
beautiful young
woman
who
freely gave her
gifts to everyone.
Peace.
Rob and
Dianne Vibbert

Photo courtesy friends of Stephanie Vibbert
Stephanie Vibbert and close friend Sara in Washington,

INDEX STAFF
The Federal Drug Administration 's Advisory Committee for Reproductive Health
Drugs has recently lost its charter, having not met in the past two years. Consequently, the
Bush administration has recently appointed all new members of this committee, overseeing
development and approval of reproductive drugs.
The Bush administration should be criticized for its emphasis on appointments
regarding ideological principle as more important than scientific expertise. Dr. David Hager
of the University of Kentucky College of Medicine is of particular concern because of his
radical Christian beliefs and adamantly pro-life stance.
Dr. Hager is author of several books on women's health, including As Jesus Cared for
Women: Restoring Women Then and Now and Stress and the Women's Body.
In Stress and the Women's Body Hager writes, "The daily, never-ending pressures of
running [a modem couple's] children's schedules and their civic and church duties, plus job
responsibilities have put them into an overload or 'hot reactor' state."
He also employs biblical verses as alternatives to drugs to relieve the pains caused by
Premenstrual Syndrome (Romans 5:1-11) and eating disorders (Corinthians II, 10:2-5),
among other illnesses. He points to changes in politics and lifestyle within the past
fifty years as the cause of significant stress in women's lives today and as primary cause
of marital dysfunction today.
According to the New York Times, Hager says he prefers not to prescribe contraceptives
to single women, but will if they insist and reject his advice to abstain. He says he
does not do abortions, will not prescribe RU-486 and will not insert IUD's. " I am
pro-life," he says.
Time Magazine discovered from his reported employer, University of Kentucky College
of Medicine, that although he is listed as a faculty member his work is voluntary and
primarily consists of work with interns at the local hospital.
Hager's bias is self-proclaimed. He says it is "dangerous" to compartmentalize life
into "categories of Christian truth and secular truth."
This FDA committee made the key recommendation in 1996 that led to approval of the
"abortion pill ," RU-486- a decision that abortion foes are still fighting. Hager advised the
Christian Medical Association this past August in a "citizens ' petition" where they requested
that the FDA reverse itself on RU-486 because they believed it has endangered the lives and
health of women. A study by the Kaiser Family Foundation defines Mifepristone (RU-486)
as a "drug used primarily to terminate pregnancy." It was approved in the U.S. in fall of
2000 and has been on the market in France since 1988.
The FDA committee's first project is a study of hormone-replacement therapy for
menopausal women, one of the biggest controversies in health care. According to Tim e
Magazin e, some conservatives are trying to use doubts about such therapy to discredit the
use of birth-control pills, which contain similar compounds.

K's academic excellence undercut with grammatical errors
Joe Mansour
INDEX STAFF
Kalamazoo College maintains a reputation for being a place of academic excellence.
However an embarrassing lack of academic
ability is constantly being repeated at our
school.
This occurs on table flyers that are
posted in our school cafeteria. Why is that
simple spelling and grammatical errors can

escape the notice of the organizations and
departments who print these flyers?
This past week, two flyers caught my
eye, "Interesting in learning more about
progressive politics?" read one offender.
Another was reminding students that, "Registration for fall term is fast approaching,"
when it meant to read spring quarter.
These are just two occurrences of a
rampant problem. The lack of care and

effort which is displayed in these table flyers
reflects poorly on our college. This college
always regales prospective students with
the rigor of academics here at ' K'. Yet how
can it appear to students visiting the college
when they see simple grammar errors and
incorrect information on dozens of tables in
the school cafeteria?
Add to this the sometimes-obvious
oversights of the supposed voice of the

student body, The Index, and the epidemic of
grammatical nonchalance becomes apparent.
Somewhere along the line when these
flyers are being put together, someone ought
to actually proofread them. 1 know, this is
quite a concept, but I think if this college
wants to maintain any pretense of academic
value, this glaring problem needs redress.
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It also showcases the Kingpin, por- that made him angry. There are sunny days in this film, but
trayed by Michael Clarke Duncan (The only when Murdock is with Elektra. The rest of the film is
Green Mile and Planet of the Apes), Dare- marred with rain or darkness.
The events of this film are in no way lighter. I caution
devil's archenemy who appears to run all
of the crime in the entire city. Lastly, the anyone expecting a heartwarming tale of good triumphing
film brings Bullseye to the stage, played by Colin Farrell over evil here. Daredevil is not, and has never been a story
(of Minority Report and The Recruit), an assassin sent to of a man winning his battle. It is however a story of a man
kill Daredevil and Elektra.
trying to make a difference in the world around him. There
The important thing for a film of this type is to remember are things that can be taken away from this film, so I only
its original character. Batman has always been dark, caution viewers: there are twists and turns.
mysterious, fear inspiring, which is how he was portrayed
I have to admit, I am highly partial to these comic-book
in the first two Batman films, but was allowed to be fluffy in films. I've loved every one I've seen. As far as comic-book
the following films (which are not particularly good). The movies go, I'd have to say this is my least favorite since the
X-men are full of suspense, but also a struggle with youth last Batman movie; that is not to say I didn't like it, it simply
and finding themselves, which was well described in their wasn't as good as Spider-man or X-men.
film. Spider-Man, on the other hand, was always a lighter
However, in comparison with other Ben Affleck movies
character; so, his existence in a world full of bright sunny to date, this film has far darker and in many ways more
days and beautiful red-haired women is also in tune with realistic than many of the roles he has taken in the past. T
the character.
recommend this movie to any fan of any of these actors or
Daredevil, like its predecessors, fits its mold. The any fan of the super-hero genre.
daredevil of the comics was
never at peace. He could
never be happy because no
HOUSE FOR RENT LOCATED HOUSE FOR RENT LOCATED
one could ever know how he
AT 424 STANWOOD STREET
had to live. Elektra was all
AT 426 ELDRED STREET.
that ever made him happy and
4 Bedroom, 1 full bath and 1 half 6 Bedroom, 2 Full bath, New hardthe Kingpin was everything

Daredevil a solid
comic-book film
The line of strong super-hero movies to hit theaters in
recent years grows by the moment. Though, it could be
said that the rekindling of this comic-book to movie idea
was spawned by Tim Burton's Batman a decade ago, most
would contend that the trend truly restarted with X-men
a few years ago.
The trend proved itself worthy with the fifth highest
grossing film of all time, Spider-Man . Coming soon there
, will be The Incredible Hulk, Superman, X-men 2, The
Amazing Spider-Man and quite a few others.
But for now, it's Daredevil's time to shine. Daredevil
is the story of a man named Matt Murdock, played by Ben
Affleck (of Good Will Hunting and Pearl Harbor), who was
blinded by toxic materials, but was also given super-human
powers with the rest of his senses. Murdock's father is
murdered and he vows to bring justice to the criminals of
his city, Hell's Kitchen.
The plot of this movie involves a great portion of
everything that happens to Daredevil throughout his comic
book series, beginning with his falling in love with the
beautiful, but dangerous Elektra, played by Jennifer Gamer
(of Dude, Where's My Car and the TV show Alias).

Student theatre productions present
high contrast, great overall results
Megan Morrissey
INDEX STAFF
The audience was both delighted and
challenged by the Kalamazoo College
Theatre department's presentation of "Music
and Myth." The presentation consisted of
two plays: "The Fantasticks," a lighthearted
musical, and "Polaroid Stories," a haunting
portrait of young drug addicts.
"The Fantasticks" is utterly charming
and full of song and laughter. The musical
centers around two young lovers whose
mothers have arranged a pseudo-feud in
order to get their progeny to fall in love. The
two mothers, Huck and Bell (exuberantly
portrayed by Elizabeth Ralstrom and Betsy
King) display an almost child-like joy as
they alternate between singing friends and
feuding neighbors.
The show, however, is stolen by the
narrator, El Gallo (a suave, smirking Paul
Natonek). Pulling double duty as narrator
and bandit, El Gallo injects humor and
revelry into his scenes, most notably a
sW\lshbuckling mock-abduction.
While the voices of the cast were at
times a bit thin, "The Fantasticks" was a

worthy effort and a pleasure to see.
In sharp contrast to its counterpart,
"Polaroid Stories" is a dark, enigmatic
portrait of the emotional turmoil faced by
youngjunkies. The play follows its ensemble
cast as they detail past sufferings and present
hopes.
"Polaroid Stories" is filled with stark,
disturbing imagery, (a young woman overdoses and collapses in a heap of rubbish; a
man proffers sexual favors from a girl from
drugs), almost as though it is challenging
the viewer to continue watching. The payoff
comes in seeing the characters reach out for
a better life, attempting to find the peace
which has so eluded them.
The production is rife with visceral,
intense performances, most notably the
green-mohawked skinhead boy (ferociously
played by Nathan White) . The script follows through with the haunting atmosphere
straight until the end, where the cast lights
candles for their lost souls and wish peace
upon members of the audience.
While difficult for some to accept,
"Polaroid Stories" displays a window unto
another reality, almost challenging us to open
our eyes and broaden our awareness.
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Basketball sits 2nd and 3rd place in MIAA
Karell Nave
SPORTS EDITOR

Women take win and loss
to stay at 2nd place
The Kalamazoo College Women's Basketball Team
split the week picking up a win and a loss. The lady Hornets
defeated Adrian College at Adrian on Wednesday night.
Kalamazoo played well during the first half but trailed
28-26 going into the locker room. The second half was a
battle and saw UK" comeback to edge out the Bulldogs with
a final score of 62-58.
Senior Amanda Weishuhn had an outstanding game
with 26 points. She shot I O-Of-II at the free throw line and
also picked up eight rebounds. Alissa Johnston contributed
II points and added six rebounds. Ashley Riley picked up a
double-double with II points and twelve rebounds. Vanessa
Larkin had seven points and a team high seven assists.
Kalamazoo saw a loss this week to Olivet College at
Anderson Athletic Center on Saturday. The Comets had an
outstanding game and extended their hot streak to three wins.
In an incredibly close game that kept fans there to the end,
UK" lost in the final seconds, final score 79-77.
The first half was hard played and gave a slight advantage
to Olivet. The Hornets never held the lead and trailed at

halftime by four points 39-35. The Hornets emerged from
the locker room, seemingly unable to shake the funk they
were in. At one point Olivet held a commanding 15 points
lead. However, the Lady Hornets rallied back and closed the
deficit and reclaimed the lead. Late in the game the Hornets
led 77-76. With five seconds left on the clock Olivet hit a
one-time three and won the game 79-77.
Senior co-captain Vanessa Larkin led the Hornets with
23 points and had eight assists. Amanda Weishuhn also
played well with 21 points and six rebounds. Alissa Johnston
also contributed with 12 points.
Kalamazoo hold onto an 8-4 record in the MlAA (14-8
overall). They are currently alone in second. They travel on
Saturday to face # I undefeated Hope College.

Men grab two wins to
hold ground in 3rd place
The Kalamazoo College Men's Basketball team picked
up two effortless wins this past week. On Wednesday, the
Hornets hosted the Adrian College Bulldogs at Anderson
Athletic Center. 'K' prevailed to win 67-51.
The first half saw a lot of evenly matched play. Adrian
was looking for a win and Kalamazoo was fighting to stay
in the top three of the conference. Both teams were playing
well and went into the locker room after a close half. 'K'
held just a slight advantage at the half, 30-29.

Listen to all the
Hornet Football
Games on...

The second half the Hornets exploded and dominated
the rest of the game. The Bulldogs couldn't seem to get
back into the contest and were outplayed by 'K' College
team. The final score was 67-51.
It was certainly a team effort for the Hornets - seniors
Dirk Rhinehart, Nathan Bums and sophomore Erik Rhinehart
all contributed 14 points to the win. Mike King helped ~
coming up big on the boards and picking up a team-high
eight rebounds.
'K' picked up its second win against an easy Olivet
College at Olivet on Saturday. The Hornets dominated
the entire 40 minutes and found the 94-76 win against
the Comets.
'K' was hot in the field shooting 52.2 percent while ,
keeping Olivet to just 42.6 percent. The Hornets also held
a huge rebounding advantage 42-26. They led at the half,
38-32. Outstanding play in the second half saw the Hornets
pull away to a 94-76 victory.
Senior Dirk Rhinehart led with 23 points and an
impressive seven rebounds. Senior Mike King another
outstanding game and picked up a double-double with 16 I
pomts and ten rebounds. Also playing well for the Hornets
were Erik Rhinehart with 13 points, Kevin Baird picked up
II, and Scott Montmorency finished the game with 10.
'K' improves to 7-3 in the MlAA (18-4 overall) and are
currently alone in third place. They play home this Saturday I
against Hope College, on Senior Day.

Men's Basketball
2112 - Kalamazoo 67, Adrian 51

Women's Basketball
2112 - Kalamazoo 62, Adrian 58

SUPERTALK

Men's Swimming
2115 - 1st at MIAA Championships
Swimmers selected to All-MIAA Honors:
Tony Holt, Ben Callam, Ryan Crowley, Derek
Jansen, Andrew Kurtz, J.D. Schneider, Victor
Stover, Scott Whitbeck, and Tim Ullrey.

Women's Swimming
2115 - 3rd at MIAA Championships
Swimmer selected to All-MIAA Honors:
Liz Kiechle

The Index
Athletic Center makes plans. to expand weight room,
Weights cont. from p.l
Building, there were plans
to include the dance studio
as a part 0 f the fine arts
building. It would have
been a spacious studio
with skylights up on the
third floor.
However, the problem
with this plan was that
according to code there
needed to be an elevator to
go up to the studio and due
to the cost of the elevator,
the project would have
added an immense cost.
When the stage was put
into the fine arts building,
dancers raised the concern that the proposed plan
wouldn't lend itself well
to dancing because of the
setup of the stage.
"The dancers advo~ated for a better stage,"
Mahler said. According to
Mahler, the concerns were
listened to and the stage as
it stands today is because
of the dancers' concerns
during the renovation.
As far as current plans
go, the project cost has been "quoted at about $300,000,"
Kent said. The majority of the cost for the project is for the
relocation and renovation of a dance facility.
"If the dance studio were not part of the plan, the
total needed would be considerably less," said Director of
Women's Athletics Lyn Maurer.
"A major portion of the cost is to renovate the
downstairs," said Kent. The dance studio would then move
downstairs. Thus far, only about $200,000 has been raised
through alumni and trustee donations and pledges.
"People have contributed substantial amounts of funds
because of their understandable belief that the weight room
is in its present state substandard," Jones said.
With the weight room in its current "substandard"
condition, a crucial, long-term problem arises: recruitment.
"We have cause to believe that the (weight room)
facilities are a detriment in our admissions efforts because
our competition can boast of far more elaborate facilities
than can we," Jones said.
This concern is echoed by Maurer. "Our current weight
room and aerobic area, the hall, is inadequate and an

embarrassment," Maurer said. "Admissions tours often skip
that area because we look so bad in comparison to like
colleges in this realm."
Kent said that when prospective students look at the
facilities, they'll often ask "Wbere's the rest of the stuff?"
after they see the facilities.
Kent added that even though a lot of prospective students
are interested in the academics at the school, "a good
number want more than that," in reference to recreational
and athletic facilities.
"We know we've lost athletes and students" due to the
conditions of the facilities, Mahler said. "We can argue the
academics but not the facilities."
Another concern among students, especially those
using the dance studio, is that the new studio will not be
sufficient.
The plans include scaling down the locker rooms
because "there are lockers there that have probably never
been used," Kent said. The locker rooms would be scaled
down, condensed, and the new dance studio would go in
where the current women's locker room is.
Also, since the locker rooms are being scaled down, there

relocate dance studio

would be a larger area
for a training room.
"The downstairs
area is an area perfectly suitable for
dance that will be
developed,"
said
Kent.
Theoretically, the
dimensions will be
practically the same,
with two exceptions:
it will be slightly narrower, not by much,
and the ceiling will
only go to about 14
feet which presents a
problem for groups on
campus who use the
studio for stunting. [t
will also have a brandnew ExerFlex floor,
whicn is specifically
designed to meet the
needs of the activities
that go on in the
studio.
"It will be as
good, if not better,"
Kent said.
Mahler
feels
Photo art by Katie Dorman
these decisions have
been made in the interest of "what is best for the institution," Mahler said.
"We wouldn't mindlessly go by the numbers," said
Mahler. "The problem is there are a lot of different groups."
"This is a project I really believe in and one that will
make a terrific difference in the fitness options available to
all members of the community and will help with recruiting
of all our students," said Maurer.
Along with Mahler and Maurer, Jones states "some
individuals involved in Frelon and/or the ballet troupe
will not be pleased with the decision ... for which I at the
end of the day must be held accountable for," he said. "I
made the decision, however, for the good of the larger
student body."
All those involved assure that interested parties will
be contacted and included in the renovations of the athletic
center and the relocation of the dance studio.
"It is a win-win situation for all involved," said Hess.
Other plans for the athletic center renovation include
an expanded cardiovascular facility, an expanded weight
room as well as an expanded physical therapy/rehab facility
as part of the final phase.
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Moustache Society features musician Mason Jennings
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Sarah Martyn
INDEX STAFF
Next Friday, March 8 at 8 p.m. in Old Welles,
the Moustache Society will hold its first ever
Stache Bash.
"Stache bash is the culmination of the
Moustache society's "growing phase," which
started back in first week with the Mr. K -College
pageant," said senior Sean Mann, head of the
Moustache Society.
The organization's "growing phase" involved
students sponsoring over 20 students and a couple
professors to grow moustaches during winter
quarter. For each week the participants grew their
moustache, more money was raised.
Stache Bash will feature musician Mason
Jennings whose latest release, Century Spring, has
received high reviews from numerous critics.
According to the Washington Post, "Moving
easily from country shuffles to blues to reggae
to modified hip-hop, Jennings reveals a musical
dexterity that matches his wide-ranging lyrics."
Rolling Stone also found Jennings' work
well received.
"Jennings has drawn frequent Dave Matthews
comparisons -- in large part due to his lazy,
carefree drawl," said David Sprague in a Rolling
Stone CD review. "Working rather comfortably
in a classic pop territory previously seeded by
folks like McCartney and Elton, Jennings manages to reconcile grand schemes .. . with no-frills
troubadoursy."
"For me Mason Jennings is one of the few
remaining pop/folk singers that writes songs that
deal with love and life and are poetic, catchy
and truly from-the-heart," said Mann. "Bringing
someone as talented and nationally renowned as
Mason Jennings to our campus is exactly the kind
of high quality event that we feel this campus
deserves."
The event will cost $5 for 'K' faculty and
students, and $7 for all other members of the
community. All proceeds will go to the YWCA of
Kalamazoo's Domestic Assault Program. Tickets
will be on sale in Hicks starting week 9.

Photo courtesy www.masonjennings.com

Musician Mason Jennings performing at Mason at first
Avenue, Minneapolis, MN. The Moustache Society will
host Jennings in their first annual Stache Bash event,
which will raise funds for the YWCA of Kalamazoo's
Domestic Assault Program
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Pending war on Iraq to affect study abroad
Bridget Scallen and Katherine Wegert
INDEX STAFF
As a student of the Arabic language and with family
abroad, sophomore Salam Salman considered an overseas
experience in Cairo, Egypt.
"I was initially planning on going to Cairo. One of the
main reasons I wanted to go there was to travel around. I
wanted to see all the Middle Eastern countries. Because
of the war, my traveling abilities would be affected," said
Salman, who will travel to Australia instead. "I didn't really
want to risk being scared to go fly somewhere, take the train

somewhere or drive somewhere."
The impending war on Iraq has influenced Salaam's
decision. Student safety is a top priority of college study
abroad programs nationwide, including Kalamazoo's Center
for International Programs (CIP), said Associate Provost
Joe Brockington.
Closely following current events and regularly communicating with host universities enables the CIP staff to
evaluate programs. The Israeli site is now suspended, and
Egypt may not be available next year, according to the crp's
list of study abroad programs. Turkey is also considered a hot
spot because of its proximity to the Middle East.

Brockington said he advises students studying abroad to
avoid large crowds and American hangouts. He emphasizes
individual responsibility, too.
To prepare for emergencies, staff members participate
in drills two to three times a year. The CIP coordinates with
Campus Crisis, which handles emergencies at home and
abroad, said Brockington.
"We evaluate the situation as it presents itself," said
Brockington.
He stresses the fact that there are no guarantees.
Throughout the past years, the CIP has modified programs
accordingly.

Program celebrates talented 'K' women
Bridget Scallen and Katherine Wegert
INDEX STAFF
The Diversity Series presents "Celebrating Women,"
a program that addresses women's issues and honors
women's history month, wIll be held on Monday March
3rd at 7:00 p.m. in Dalton Theatre. The second annual
celebration is open to all members of the community.
"The idea behind the program is to celebrate the talent
in the Kalamazoo community and Kalamazoo College

community," said Mary Lucas, the program's primary
director.
Lucas felt last year's program was a big success.
"It was a very powerful program, way more than r
anticipated," said Lucas. "By the end of the program,
after seeing all the women speak and share their talents it
was a very powerful moment for me to see all the women
standing on stage and to feel proud of all they had done
and all they had contributed ."
This year's speakers include Elizabeth Warner, MD,

Dr. Regina Stevens-Truss of the Chemistry department,
Shirley Zackery of Party Creations by Shirley, pianist
Anna Ward, singer Anna Wolf, Frelon Dance Company,
and others.
Returning speaker Di Seuss will present pieces by
Stephanie Vibbert as well as some of her own work.
"This year's program also includes more women in the
medical field because of the high numberoffemale students
interested in health professions," Lucas said.
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Seniors wait for audits, timing okay '
Joe Mansour
INDEX STAFF
Audits for seniors, regarding their
graduation requirements, were supposed
to be finished by the end of fall quarter;
however with the imminent arrival of spring
quarter, a prodigious number of Kalamazoo
College seniors remain to be audited.
The Registrar's office has stated that the
audits are for recordkeeping purposes only
and it is the student's own responsibility to
know where they stand on their graduation
requirements. However, there IS controversy
regarding the Registrar's articulated position
and its circumvention of the policy, which is
laid out in the academic catalogue.
'" haven't had my audit yet but I know
my graduation requirements," senior Lindsay
Vecchio said.
According to the 2002-2003 Academic
Catalogues, "In the fall of their senior year,
students will be expected to participate in
an in-person assessment of their academic
record. The audit is to ensure that students
are aware of their degree progress to date and
all remaining graduation requirements."
The Registrar'S office sent out an email
to seniors on Feb. II, one part of which
stated that "senior audits are an institutional
self-evaluation and are not intended for
advising purposes." It furthered insisted that
the student and their advisor together should
deal with any concerns regarding graduation
requirements. However, the language in the
academic catalogue leaves room for much
confusion.
One way of interpreting the excerpt in
the academic catalogue is that the senior
audits are intended to be for the students, so
that they will be aware of their graduation
requirements. Seniors could thus avoid any

horrendous surpnses which would preclude
them from graduating on time. However
what good would this audit in the spring
quarter do for a senior, who is already
registered for spring classes?
"The Registrar's Office has always been
really nice to me, but if I weren't going to
graduate it would be nice to know that at
a time when I could do something about
it; but J know where I stand for my graduation requirements," said senior Corinna
Verdugo.
The reason the audits were not completed during the fall quarter was that the
registrar was swamped by requests for
college transcripts. Requests were up 30
percent from the previous year.
"The Registrar's office was really caught
by surprise (by the increased request for
transcripts)," said Provost Gregory Mahler.
Mahler stated that the staff of the
office is scheduled to be augmented this
coming year, bringing the number offulltime
employees from five to six. He also said that
the office's goal is to complete the remaining
audits by the end of winter quarter.
Despite the tardiness on the part of
the Registrar's office, Mahler insisted that
students at 'K' are responsible for knowing
their own graduation requirements. In
Mahler's words, "it is the duty of the student
with their advisor to make sure they're on
track. An audit is not advising; it is an
administrative function."
While some students may consider an
alteration in the text of the academic catalogue regarding senior audits to be unnecessarily pedantic, Mahler promised that it
would'be reviewed and possibly ameliorated
for the following year's catalogue, with the
intention being to eliminate any nefarious
confabulations in students' minds.

Chapel
Chat

by Jeanne Hess

Tuesday was "Stress Day" in my Federal Building, following our uSlIal
Mind/ Body class. When I asked the Sunday vigil; andfrom the lvlamic Center
students about theIr sources of stress, I on West Michigan beginning at I :3(). The
heard. "midterms. comps and papers". If program for the gathering 11'i11 begin with
only I could have those stresses again!
a welcome from ROil Kramer. representaThese days. besides our economic tive for KVOW. The STATEMENT FOR
woes. the Dow Jones Industrial Average PEACE that is being presented hy ICP
and budget cuts. I am increasingly con- to the governing bodies of churches and
cerned a~bout thIS impending war in the laith COllllllulllties throughollt the area
Middle East. As a mother of an 18 year old 'will be read by Shadia Kallaall and Paul
male. I recall the days when my brother Clem ellis, for KNOW and IC?
literally "dodged the bullet" during the
Ther; ll'iI/ be brie/prayers alld readdraft in the 70's, and I pray for peaceful ings from many faith traditions: Sikh,
solutions to this conflict before it takes any Muslim, Quaker. Jewish, Hindu, Buddhist,
more human lives.
Baha'i, Native American, Catholic; music
I am concerned about things like that. by AIFelynn Roberts, Janlee Richtel: and
I am concerned about all of our futures Nidah Kanaan; an appeal for 1I'0rid peace
living in a world framed by the philosophy by Mildred Hedrick: and the reading of
of war, separation and lack, and where a poem by Stephallie Vibbert, Kalamazoo
peace, community and abundance are but College student and peace activist who was
figments of our imaginations.
killed ill all auto accident while returnillg
To act upon my beliefs, I have joined from the January rally in DC.; a IitallY read
with the Kalamazoo Non-Violent Oppo- by Rev. John Fisher of KNOW will read a
nents to War (KNOW) in peacefully join- litany: and David Macleod of KNOW will
ing and demonstrating on Sundays and send us ojJwith a "charge "--what we are
promoting their programming throughout to do. The prillcipal speakers will be Dr.
Kalamazoo. This Sunday there will be Garry Dorrien, Chair of Religious Studa "Gathering for Peace" in our very own ies alld College Chaplain at Kalamazoo
Stetson Chapel. The following is their College; alld Ali Abwlimah, writer alld
invitation:
commentator on Middle Eastern alldArahPlans are /lOW almost completefor the American ajJairs/rom Chicago. The entire
inteifaith gatheringfor peace next Sunday program will take a little over all hOIlr.
at 2 p.m. in the Stetson Chapel on rhe
Kalamazoo College campus. The gatherI hope to see you all there as we can
ing is sponsored )oi11lly by Kalama:oo "Pop the 'K' Bubble" by joining with the
Non-Violelll Opponents of War (KNOW) community of Kalamazoo right here on our
and by the Inlerfilith Coalition for Peace very own campus! Call me at 337-7086 if
(ICP). We shall march to the Gatherillg, you have any questions.
with our signs, from t11'0 locations: the
Peace!

HOUSE FOR RENT LOCATED AT 424 STANWOOD STREET
4 Bedroom, I full bath and I half bath. New hardwood floors.
2 car garage, walking distance to K-college campus.
Washer and Dryer included,
Rent: 1200 per month. Avail Aug 1. 2003.
located between Wmu football stadium and Waldos campus tavern.
for more info please contact:
Mike K. as soon as possible,
email:

ONS
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Iraq: just a little bit of history repeating
Kate Evans
INDEX STAFF
About a week ago, my best friend
broke the news to me. In March, he will
be leaving school to join the Marines.
When he first told me, I didn't believe him.
He has been talking about this since we
graduated high school, but never with any
actual action. But this time was different.
He wouldn't let me argue against it, and
he gave me a date on which he would
join. After the shock wore off, I started
thinking.
What I realized is that I had just faced
my first big encounter with this "war".
Now, my best friend is not the first person
in my life to be involved in the military.
An old friend is currently on a cruise in the
Middle East with the Navy. Another high
school friend is in Kuwait with the Army.
But this is the first person that is so close
to me. The first person whose life is so
connected to my own.
It made me realize that for all my talk
about how stupid this war is, there is more
at stake here than my opinions. Call me

na'ive, idealistic, or deluded, but somehow
I had removed myself from this war. I
had somehow persuaded myself that it
wouldn't touch me more than it already
had unless there was another terrorist
attack, God forbid. But that just isn't true.
This realization has only strengthened my
opposition to this war.
Call me selfish, but I don't want to lose
my friends. I don't want to lose them in a
terrorist attack or in a ground war George
W. puts us in. This may have been the
first encounter I've had, but it will likely
not be the last. Most of my friends are in
the 18-25 range, the prime target of any
military draft. And believe me, there will
be a draft.
Bush may be President, but he is also
a man. And'he has a legacy to live up
to. I can guarantee that he is not going to
send hundreds of ships and thousands upon
thousands of soldiers halfway across the
world to bring them back home without a
fight. I may be against this war, but I am
not that deluded.
As the war progresses, Bush is going
to need to do something to increase the

.

population of the military. The idea of fight to remove them: all things we should
reinstating the draft has already been floated learn from, not ignore. I don't want to send
in Congress, and considering what we my friends and family to die in a war that
learned during Vietnam, was not met with will prove and accomplish little in the long
nearly as much opposition as it should run, except that history and its mistakes
repeat themselves.
have been.
There will always be Islamic fundaWhen the draft is reinstated, guess who
will have to go tum in their draft cards? mental terrorism directed toward the US, for
People our age: our friends, significant as long as we stay involved in the Middle
others, siblings. What will it really be East. And we will always be involved in
for? What is the ultimate goal for this the Middle East as long as we keep our
war anyway? To remove Saddam Hussein pledge to support Israel. These things are as
from power? Even if we could pull that inevitable as it seems this war has become.
off, which seems more unlikely than not, But that doesn't make our involvement
someone else (US supported, of course) will right. It certainly doesn't mean we have to
rise in his place and 15 years from now we go along quietly with it either. We need to
will back to fight another war against them. make our voices heard to this country and
It has happened before, numerous times, to the government. Peace rallies, letters to
in nearly every country whose government Congress and to the President are a start, but
we have intervened in. What makes our we have to keep at it. We are the ones who
government think that this time will be will be drafted, not the men and women in
any different?
Congress, and because of that we cannot
As Winston Churchill said, "A nation just stand by idly while they decide our
that forgets its past is doomed to repeat fate. We can't stand by and watch history
it." With this war, we are forgetting ours. repeat itself. That would simply defeat
Vietnam, the first Gulf War, any number of the whole point.
leaders we installed only to later have to
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Editorial and Submissions Policy
The Index encourages reader response in the fonn of letters to the editor.
The Index reserves the right to edit for clarity, length, grammar and libel.
Also reserved is the right to not print letters to the editor. No letters will
be accepted which are in response to articles appearing in the same issue.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive
issues will be accepted and printed through consultation with the Editorial
Board.
Letters should submitted on a PC diskette in The Index mailbox, basement of Hicks Center, by the Sunday before the issue in which they are to
appear. Please contact The Index with any further issues or inquiries.

Jeanne Hess

The Index makes no endorsement of the points of view and
opinions expressed in articles or letters appearing the Opinions section.

Contact Us

The IndeY.: and its staff
members can be contacted
by contacting the publications office during regular
business hours.
1200 Academy Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
269.337.7216
index@kzoo.edu
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We would like to address the misrepresentation of Frelon in last week's article on the
athletic center renovations. On many accounts, this article was incorrect. The article was
one-sided, therefore making it appear that FreJon raised a big fuss over nothing. First of
all, the statements that I (Ann Pctroliunas) "voiced" were taken from a personal e-mail that
I sent to the student organization head Iistserve four weeks ago, asking for their support
on this issue. I feel that to use my e-mail in this way is an abuse of the listserve, which
was set up so that student organizations could support each other. I was never contacted
for my permission to use this e-mail, nor was I asked to comment on this issue. I am
appalled that the same paper that would print an opinion on the "rampant" issue of
grammatical errors on table flyers would make such a heinous error as to quote someone
without their permission.
We feel we should be allowed to clarify our position on the proposed Anderson
renovation. We have never voiced to anyone that we believed the studio would be destroyed
completely. We tmderstand the gross inadequacies of the current weight room and exercise
facilities and do not believe that the studio is more or less important than the expansion of
these facilities.
There is also pertinent factual information missing from the article. Because we knew
many of the things we heard (such as students raising $80,000) were rumors, we met with
various members of the administration. What is not stated in the article, but was told to us by
President Jones, was that he agreed to give $100,000 from his discretionary fund to match
the athletic department and advancement committee's fundraising efforts.
Lyn Maurer was quoted as saying that project costs would be "considerably less"
without the relocation of the dance studio. Bob Kent goes as far as to say that the "majority
of the cost for the project is for the relocation and renovation of a dance facility." In the
plans that we were shown, the only change to the studio/weight room was removal of less
than half of the existing wall and insertion of cardiovascular equipment into the studio

space. Dare we suggest that they indeed "preserve" the dance studio and use the renovated
locker room space for the equipment? Obviously, since we are not architects, we do not
know if our suggestion is feasible and we are not insinuating that the downstairs area would
be inadequate. Bob Kent, who is not a dancer, feels that "the doy"nstairs area is an area
perfectly sUItable for dance." Our proposal would simply eliminate the need for a new floor,
thereby reducing project expenses. With the current renovation plans, a new sprung floor is
essential for all aerobic activity to occur in tlus space without injury.
Our desire for adequate renovations in Anderson, as well as in Dalton, is not selfish.
Provost Greg Mahler suggests that changes were made to the Dalton renovation out of
consideration for Frelon. However, we have always stressed that Dalton and the dance studio
are mUltipurpose facilities. The accommodations we asked for in Dalton were to assure that
the space would remain suitable for all performance groups. Although we appreciate that the
Dalton plans were compromised in accordance to our concerns, we were never considered
in the original plans. Neither Frelon, nor any other organization that uses the studio, was
contacted when the original Anderson renovation plan began.
We feel, as dancers and as students, we are not always a concern of tlle administration,
even though Mahler suggests that we are. The contradictory responses to our valid
questions that we have received by various members of the administration lead us to
believe we are not thought of in matters regarding the current student population until we
are standing in their offices. These conflicting answers are a cause of misunderstanding
when we look to the administration to clarify rumor. This being said, we would like to
thank President Jones, because although his position may be unfavorable at times, Ius
answers have always been honest.
We are disheartened by the poor communication of the administration and the
misrepresentation of the reality of the renovation conflict by The Index. We hope that the
final renovation is indeed a "win-win" situation as Frelon believes in the improvement of all
of Anderson's facilities for tile benefit of the entire college community.
Cassie Freeborn
Ann Petroliunas
Dear Index Staff It seems that Joe Mansour's excellent article, "'K's

academic excellence undercut with grammatical errors," was
undercut by a glaring grammatical error. If grammatical errors
are now being undercut along with 'K's academic excellence,
there is no problem. If, however, ' K's academic excellence is
being undercut by grammatical errors, which we assume to be
the case, then there is a problem. If Joe chose his own title, he
is the problem. And if you, dear Index Staff, chose the article
title, then you are the problem and the proof is in the pudding.
Regardless, we remain Concerned Students
Caitlin Cormors & Will Miller

HOUSE FOR RENT LOCATED AT 426 ELDRED
STREET.
6 Bedroom, 2 Full bath, New hardwood floors, Plenty
of Parking,
New Refrig, and New bathroom.
Rent is 1650 per month. Available Aug. 1,2003.
Located between WMU and K-College.
For more info. contact: Mike K. as soon as possible.
email: PLAYERSCLUBMAZ@AOL.COM
or phone: 269-349-9499 Mon-Thurs. between 8 and
lOpm.
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TRAVIS STOWE-SCHNELL

Old School revisits good old wild
days of college ... a must see film
Drinking. Partying. Casual Sex. KY
wrestling. Simply stated, college life at its
absolute wildest. Someday, it will all be
behind us. Life will take its stranglehold
and the world of late nights and silly pranks
will all be part of the past. Say for a second
that the party could be brought back; that the
years ofliving near the college campus dido't
have to be over just because of graduation.
Sounds like a blast, right?
Old School is all about bringing college

back for those who have long left it behind.
The plot begins with Mitch, played by Luke
Wilson (The Royal Tenenbaums. Legally
Blonde), moving out of the apartment he
shared with his girlfriend and moving into a
house just off of campus. His closest friends,
Beanie (Vince Vaughn of Swingers and The
Cell), who owns a successful electronic
equipment retail store, and Frank (Will Ferrell of Night at the Roxbury and Zoolander),
affectionately known as Frank the Tank,

with
Sonic Youth losing its
edge, slowing to a halt
Sonic Youth is beginning to sound
more like Sonic Middle-age. Throughout
their career, they have oscillated between
their art-noise creations and mainstream
rock band personae, and managed to
explore everything between. They've had
a lot of time. Twenty years in the music
business has granted them a healthy and
meaningful career. Their early recordings
became a blueprint for the revolutionary
music of the early 90's, including the likes
of Nirvana. The band preserves their early
mentality in their recent release, Murray
Street.
Although the album has only seven
tracks, it is not being marketed as an EP.

convincc Mitch to turn his house into the
greatest party house the town had ever seen.
However, when the dean of students (Jeremy
Piven of PCU and The Family Man) takes
over the property for student housing, the
guys have to start a fraternity in order to keep
their new party central. There are a bunch
of other sub-plots going on in this film, but
really, they don't matter much.
Actually, as I think about it, the main
plot doesn't really have a great amount of
relevance either. Essentially, a bunch of
obstacles are put up to stop the guys from
being able to become a fraternity, but it is
pretty obvious that the guys will overcome
their troubles. Todd Philips, who also

TYLER PRAY

Each song is graciously long. Since the
band never gets much radio play, they have
no need to condense their musical expresion into tightly packaged three-minute
songs. Each track Includes both a foray
of chorus, and a drawn out exploration
session in which the musicians seem
to be playing with sound. At times,
their experimentation becomes overbearIngly junked with annoYing, screeching
sounds. Other times, the album seems to
slow almost to a complete halt, teetering
between two notes for five minutes, as in
"Karen Revisited."
However, the album is filled with
several very moving moments where the
music ingenuity of the group creates a
long, suspended drive. The hook-free
build-ups and lingering guitar textures,
combined with the drives, generate a good
listen in many places.
Three stars out of five.

Nada Surf's eclectic style
wins listener's respect
When one-hit-wonders make a comeback, it is usually a lame single released
years after thclr moment in the sun.
Nada Surf has released four albums, but
has held onc-hit status since 1996 with
'·Popular." Their most recent album, LeI
Go, released earlier this month, will bring
the band back onto thc charts, and double
their number of hits. The album, a mix
of ballad, rock, grunge and pop shows
the band's development of a smooth post
American, eclectic tyle. Nada Surf.
free of label pressures, has recorded a
simplistically beautiful record.
Opening with "Blizzard of 77," the
band offers an acoustic delicacy that
serenely clears a path for a journey

directed Road Trip, directs this film. Neither
film can be considered masterpieces or even
remotely intellectual. The plot was by no
means the first thing on the minds of the
writers or the director. For example, there
is a subplot where Mitch has this girl that
he likes but she gets the wrong impression
of him. It seemed that the movie makes it
obvious that the writers forgot to finish this
plot or couldn't think of a way to finish,
so they just finished it predictably without
any merit.
This being said .. .1 absolutely love this
movie. I nearly cried from laughter multiple
times and at one point I thought I was gOing
to be sick because it was that funny. Vaughn
has the delivery that always comes off well
in such a comedy. Ferrell made the greatest
performance of his career and outdoes some
of the great slapstick performances of all
time. There is a ten minute segment of
the film in which Will makes what [ would
like to call the greatest performance in any
slapstick film ever. I highly recommend this
film for anyone who loves stupid movies.
However, if you're looking for enlightenment
or even the slightest in intellect, stay away
from this one at all costs.
through the power-pop of the past and
an exploration of modified grunge. In
the second track, "Happy Kid," the band
takes the opportunity to rock out with a
strong and fast drive humming beneath
power laden guitar riffs. "Blonde on
Blonde" is bound for single status. It is a
dark and graceful tune with clever lyrics
and a warm sound.
The first single, "The Way You Wear
Your Head," is an unadulterated example
of the band's punk meanderings. Along
with "Killian's Red," these two songs
illustrate the group's ability to reinvent
and create relevant music instead of tossbacks to their musical glory days. "La
Pour Ca" is a pretty, soft song sung in
French, something not present on the
average album. It is done well enough and
fits with the album's twisting current.
The song writing is respectable,
and, at times, remarkably good. The
production is quality, quality that may
be expected from a band that has been
around for some time. Although Nada
has not exactly had the big break required
for stardom, Let Go should put them in
the big league. Their ability to leave
behind their fears of rejection and make a
highly visionary album takes guts. They
play slow. They play softly. They play
with emotion.
Four stars out of five.
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Swimming and Diving wins MIAA championship
Karen Nave and Scott Whitbeck
SPORTS EDITOR AND CONTRIBUTING WRITER
With the crowd on their feet, defending title on the line,
a legacy to leave behind- this is what the Men's Swimming
and Diving team is all about. The Kalamazoo College
Swimming and Diving team won the MIAA Championship
for the 8th consecutive year in a row. Head Coach, Bob
Kent, celebrated the victory with a I Y, somersault dive
off the 3 meter board at Hope College two weeks ago.
This win continues Kent's amazing legacy here at the
college: 25 MlAA championships, 26 NCAA championship
appearances, 296-67 overall record, and 172- I I record in
the MlAA. Kent had high praise for his MlAA champions,
"This is one of the finest teams 1 have ever been privileged
to coach." With another championship under his belt, it's
not a bad way to go out.
The Men's team had an outstanding performance and
dominated all other teams at the meet. Kalamazoo won
with 660 points, besting the other teams by more than
100 points. Hope finished 2nd with 507, Calvin came
in 3rd (418.5), Albion picked up 4th (236.5), and Alma
finished with 162. Perhaps one of the deepest teams in
the conference, Kalamazoo was able to utilize the depth to
outscore their opponents.

Leading the Hornets was Sophomore diver Tony
Holt was named MIAA Most Valuable
Swimmer/Diver. Ben Callam, Ryan Crowley, Tony
Holt, Derek Jensen, Andrew Kurtz, Judsen Schneider,
Victor Stover, Tim Ullrey, and Scott Whitbeck all received
All-MIAA honors.
The Hornets seem to have hit their peek just when
it counted the most. In addition to Holt, Senior Tim Ullrey
finished 2nd on both the one and three meter dive. He will
be attending the NCAA championship and looking to step
up his performance from last year's 4th place finish on the
3-meter. First-year standout Eric Horsch finished 3rd and 4th
respectively on the 3 and I -meter boards followed closely by
Sophomore Kyle Oberhill who finished 3rd and 4th on the I
and 3 meter. Both are hoping for a NCAA bid.
Andrew Kurtz was the only double even winner
for Kalamazoo. He placed
1st in the 100 Breast (0:58.34) and 200 Breast (2:08.33).
He is the current top seed for the NCAA 100 Breast and is
looking to win the national title this year.
Senior captain Judsen Schneider completed an
impressive four-year career as a swimmer at Kalamazoo
and added to the Hornets win in Holland. He set new
varsity records in the 500 Freestyle (4:34.49), 200 Freestyle
(I :40.60) and as a member of the 400 Freestyle Relay.
Senior Captain Ben Callam also finished his K College

Listen to all the
Hornet Football
Games on...

SUPERTALK

career on a high note with his first league title in the 50
Freestyle (0:21.25). Junior Victor Stover beat Calvin's
Peter Bourngarden for a win in the 200 Individual Medley
(1:54.70) . Sophomore Derek Jansen picked up his first
league title in the 400 1M (4: I 0.37) and that secured NCAA
consideration. Junior Scott Whitbeck also performed well
and three-peated his title in the 1650 Freestyle with a
winning time of 16: 19.90.
Kalamazoo's relays also did very well. The 200
Medley Relay of Lanser,
Kurtz, Callam, and Crowley set a varsity record of
1:34.12. The 200 Freestyle Relay of Call am, Duda, Stover,
and Crowley posted I :24.32 and finished second.
In what is to be considered the most exciting race
of the championship, the Kalamazoo relay team of Crowley,
Stover, Callam, and Schneider edged out Hope College to
win the 400 Free Relay for the first time in 13 years. "That
was Hope's signature event," remarked Coach Kent, "and it
took four amazing swims to win that relay." Crowley led
off in a Varsity Record time of 0:46.02, taking the lead and
K never looked back. The middle legs of Stover and Callam
held off both Hope and Calvin.
Schneider faced a tough Slagh from Hope and Penninga

See Championship, p8

Men's Basketball
2/22 - Hope 70, Kalamazoo 59
Women's Basketball
2/25 - Olivet 78, Kalamazoo 74--0T

°

Men's Tennis
2/22 - Kalamazoo 7, Carthage
2/22 - Wayne State 6, Kalamazoo I
Women's Tennis
2/23 - Kalamazoo 9, Tri-State

°

The Index
Championship/ Men's
swimming and diving'
takes home 8th MIAA
champIonship
continued from p. 8
from Calvin. Three of the top sprinters in
the league were matched in the final leg
of the relay. In an old-fashioned down to
the last second race, Schneider beat out his
opponents and won by a margin of 0.09
seconds. "We won that race for Coach
Kent, it was his last MIAA race as a coach
and it motivated us to do our best," said
Schneider.
Kalamazoo's MlAA championship win

clinched a remarkable season. The
Hornets finished 10- J in dual meets,
with the only loss coming to the hands of
Division I Notre Dame. Kalamazoo is not
preparing for the NCAA Championships,
March 20-22 at Emory University in Georgia.
Kalamazoo finished 6th last year, the highest
finish for the team yet, and looked to move
up this year. Coach Kent is looking forward
at the chance of having one more meet to
coach at. "We didn't just win, we swam and
dove like the champions that the Kalamazoo
Men's Swimming and Diving program is.
I feel great getting a free ride to Emory
University in Atlanta, GA to watch and
coach these men one more time. These men
represent the top 2% of swimmers and divers
in Division III in the nation."

INDEX STAFF
The winds of historical change will
soon blow through the Kalamazoo College
Theatre department with the production
of Tony Kushner's A Bright Room Called
Day.
Set in 1932 Berlin, "Bright Room"
chronicles the rise of fascism as seen through
the eyes of a woman named Agnes and her
artist friends.
Events begin to unfurl in Agnes' apartment on New Year's Eve of 1932 and continue through May of the following year.
As the play progresses, Agnes and her
friends become increasingly alarmed as
they hear of Adolf Hitler's plans for world
dominion. Each of them eventually leaves
the apartment, except for Agnes, who seems
frozen in time.
Bright Room also contains a modern
subplot. The present day narrative takes place
during the Reagan Presidential Administration. It highlights the crusade of a woman
named Zilla, who feels a great animosity

Scott Whitbeck
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Led by only 2 Seniors and I Junior, the
Kalamazoo women swimming and diving
team finished a solid 3rd place at the MIAA
Championships,
.
February 13-15 at the Holland Municipal Aquatic Center.
Senior Captain Liz Kiechle was named
AU-MlAA. During this season she was part
of all 6 Varsity Records set for this team:
individually in the 100 Freestyle (0:53.51)
and 200 Freestyle (\ :56.76), and also as part
of the 200, 400 and 800 Freestyle Relay
teams and the 400 Medley Relay.
"Our core of sprinters are what separated us from teams of the past, and helped
us tremendously this year," said Head
Coach Lyn Maurer. Kiechle highlighted
toward President Reagan after he cancels this group, finishing 3rd in 3 events: the 50
the research on AIDs. Zilla is angry because Freestyle (0:24.91), 100 Freestyle (0:53.64)
the world around her will not recognize and 200 Freestyle (\ :56.76). Senior Captain
Reagan's decree as evil. In the mid-1980's, Jane Kopf also had a great meet, finishing
people feel that 'evil' can only be used to 4th in the 50 freestyle (0:24.96), 10th in
describe atrocities of a bygone era, such the 200 freestyle (\ :59.54) and 6th in the
as the Holocaust. As Zilla's generation 100 freestyle (0:55.15). Sophomore Megan
clings to their sheltered ideology, their Johnson and First-year Shannon Bauer
sensibilities stagnate. The subplot is meant complete the group of sprinters. Johnson
to illustrate Zilla's frustration at society's placed 11th in the 50 Freestyle and 12th in
narrow perception of evil behavior.
both the 100 and 200 Freestyles. Bauer.
A Bright Room Called Day is a work of fighting sickness all season, finished 9th
cultural and historical import that "highlights in the 50 Free.
many parallels between 1930's upheaval and
These 4 combined to finish 3rd in the
present day unrest" says assistant director 200, 400, and 800 freestyle relays, setting
Lynette Polcyn. Despite some ofthe difficult varsity records in each. The 400 Freestyle
subject matter in Bright Room, Polcyn feels Relay, with a tune of 3:37.42, earned them
it is a necessary production: "The theatre an NCAA-consideration cut. "That was an
department here likes politically motivated impressive swim, maybe the most exciting
material. One of our primary goals is to swim from the team in the past few years,"
present socially instructive theatre," she remarks Coach Maurer, "the crowd is the
said.
loudest for that event, since its the last
Kushner is the acclaimed scribe of event of the meet, and these women really
"Angels in America," a tale of the 1980's fired up and did well." Jane Kopf led off
AJDs crisis. A Bright Room Called Day was the relay in 54.72, a lifetime best. Shannon
first published in 1985 and is Kushner's first Bauer also split 54.7 on the second leg, a
full-length play.
season best for her. Megan Johnson and

Theatre performance shows rIse
of fascism through woman's eyes
Megan Morrissey

Women finish 3rd at
MIAA Championship
Liz Kiechle brought the relay home in
55.10 and 53.02 respectively. The swim
knocked 6 seconds off of their previous
varsity record in that event.
The 400 Medley Relay team of Kate
Schauer, Sara Stallings, Lauren Yagiela
and Liz Kiechle also set a varsity record
(4:08.40). Schauer, a Sophomore, had an
outstanding meet placing 3rd in the 100
back (I :03.05) and 7th in the 200 Back
(2:19.32).
Kalamazoo butterfliers Lauren Yagiela
and captain Tanya Krzeminski also performed well in their specialty. Yagiela
was 4th in both the 100 (I :01.61) and 200
(2: 18.92) and Krzeminski was 6th in both
the 100 (1:04.13) and 200 (2:23.52) Other
strong individual swims predominated the
meet. First-year standout Danielle Anstett
finished 9th in 200 1M (2: 18.67), 6th in
the 100 Breast (I: 11.38) and 9th in the
200 Breast (2:36.11), all with a sprained
ankle.
Natalie Stephenson finished 11th in
the 400 1M (5:06.15) and 12th in the
200 Backstroke (2:24.90). Sophomore
breaststroke duo Sara Stallings and Kelly
Clapp placed in the 100 Breast. Sara was
third in 1:10.55 and Kelly 12th in 1:14.47.
Allison Fedolak also placed 10th in the 100
Back (I :07.00).
Help from rookie divers came with
First-year Deanna Saenz, who finished
9th on I meter and 8th on 3 meter. Also,
Sophomore Jenni Rone finished 11· h on
both boards.
The freshmen and sophomores are the
driving force of this young team. With a
lot of potential, they could lead this team
back to the top of the MIA A in the next
few years.
This meet marks Coach Maurer's last
as a head coach of the women's team. Her
34 years included 5 MIAA Championships,
and a total 181-127 dual meet record. She
will be returning next year as an assistant to
a new coach that is yet to be named.
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Popular Coffee House Closes
'The Space' bought out and will soon close doors to business
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Joey Rodriguez-Tanner
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last Monday, February 25, The Space,
one of many downtown Kalamazoo coffee
shops and music/art venues closed.
The Space, located at 527 E. Michigan
Ave., was a place where many students from
the Kalamazoo area would go to see music
shows, get coffee, study, or just enjoy the
company of other people.
The Space was volunteer-run and while
not a governmentally recognized non-profit
organization, all of the revenue generated
went to daily business expenses and bringing
bands to play there.
The closing is due to a clause in their lease
which states that they lose their building if
someone else should buy it. Renal Properties,
a company adjacent to The Space, bought the
building in order to either expand their current
business or turning that area into a parking
lot. For right now, Renal Properties has plans
to tear down the building.
To many K students, The Space was like
a home away from home.
Sophomore Cara Kendall was a worker
at The Space when it opened almost two
years ago and was there when they closed
for the last time.
"It felt very comfortable when I was
there," said Kendall. "It didn't feel like a
business at all, with all the volunteer workers
not much older than I was. When I found out
that it was going to close, I felt like my house
burned down or something. I was there like
See Space, p.8

Photo courtesy Cara Kendall

A local band, 'Charlevoix' performs at The Space. The coffee house was
home to local Kalamazoo talent and many students.
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Unveiling

Ignorance

Intro to Women's Studies
students hold exhibition
.
to raIse awareness and
educate about feminism
Sarah Martyn
INDEX STAFF

On March 10, 11, and 12 from 7-9 pm in the
President's Lounge, the Introduction to Women's
Studies class will hold an exhibition to illustrate
and raise awareness about feminism. The exhibition is called, "All That We Choose to Ignore: The
invisible menaces haunting women."
"Though as a student population, we may
claim to be conscience of and attuned to injustices,

we conveniently overlook the reinforcement
of abuses against women in public and private
spheres," said senior Amanda Wagner, a member
of the class. "We hope to expose our campus to
current and historical issues concerning women
to which we have paid little attention. We want to
offer a new perspective on age-old issues."
"This exhibition is a chance for students to say
how things make sense to them and to illustrate
how they started to think about things differently,
hopefully getting other people excited about
important issues," said senior Laura Newland,
another member of the class.
The exhibition will be mostly visually centered,
focusing on four institutions of abuse: education,
workforce, family and heterosexuality. In addition, the exhibition will explore four methods of
abuse: pornography, sexual harassment, domestic
violence, and rape.
"We will be using primary sources from second
wave feminist publications, current music and
visual art, and current feminist excerpts to tell
the story of the abuses against women," said
Wagner.
Newland explains that these mediums make

the intellectual knowledge they gained in class
come to life.
"We want to present this material in a way
that we find it interesting," said Newland. 'We're
read a lot of feminist texts, but it's not real to
you unless you can take this theory and apply it
to your life. This exhibit is an attempt to make
that more real."
Newland explains that many people have false
perceptions about feminism.
"I think a lot of misperceptions people have
is that feminism is a bunch of angry women with
short hair," said Newland. "To me feminism is
so appealing not because I want to be angry and
bitter, but feminism is something that is really
empowering, exciting, and makes me happy."
Newland continues that because of these
misperceptions, the exhibition is important and
useful for all students.
"I think feminism is important, regardless of
where you stand politically. Even if you disagree
with something, it is important to know what
you disagree with. This is the perfect chance
to check things out and find out what feminism
means."

Sports Teams!
Clubs!
Student Groups!
The odds are, you could be infected and not
know it. • Because 80% of the people who have an
STI (sexually transmitted infection) don't show
symptoms.· Not when they get it.
And not when they pass it on . • In fact, the only
sure way to find out if you're infected is to be
tested .• As part of every visit, Planned Parenthood
offers confidential testing for STls - including HIV at
most locations.• And our services are also
affordable.
Call Planned Parenthood today· Because you
need more than luck for good health.

Quality professional care - without

Earn $1 ,000 - $2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour
fundraising
event.
Our
programs make fundraising easy with
no risks . Fundraisiny dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

SPRING BREAK
# 1 Spring Break vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals, Campus
Reps Wanted!

1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours,com
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K-College gets 'tapped' by America
Phoebe Russian
CYNDEX STAFF

In efforts to get on reality TV show bandwagon,
FOX is announcing a new reality TV show entitled
"Tapped by America", which randomly selects
Americas by their social security number and pairs
them together for one night of' intimacy'. K junior Rob
Hinkleman has been selected as the male participant
for the show's third episode.
"I wasn't even expecting to be picked," said
Hinkleman. "I just want to represent my college and
do my fellow students proud."
The show selects a male and female participant
for each episode and sends them on a romantic dinner,
followed by numerous drinks and a cheap motel.

"We've yet to figure out a real plot to this show,
,except that there is a strong possibility that a lot of sex
will be shown," said FOX producer, Bernie Feldstein.
"The prize is also yet undetermined."
"I don't care what the prize ends up being," said
Hinkleman. "('mjust in it to let my competitive spirit
shine through."
Hinkleman's parents were ecstatic to here about
his appearance on the show.
"I can't wait to see my boy's 15 minutes offame,"
said Hinkleman's mother. "Wait, who am I kidding?
7 minutes of fame. Hopefully he'll find a nice, rich,
girl to be his sugar-mama."
The show will air every Thursday at 8pm, competing against such shows as NBC's Friends and CBS's

Survivor.
"I think the show has a really good chance of
gaining popularity," said Feldstein. "I realize we're
running against some of TV's biggest shows, but let's
be honest-all of America is looking to get 'tapped'. I
think we've got a good hook."
The show selected Susan Olsen, older sister to
Mary Kate and Ashley Olsen, as Hinkleman's date
for the night.
"I've worked in showbiz before," said Olsen.
"Sometimes I was a stand-in for Dave Coulier on
Full House."
When hearing about his date, Hinkleman remarked,
"Close but no cigar. I was really shooting for Dave."
The show's first episode will air April 3. Hinkleman's episode is scheduled for April 17.

PoRK storms Marriott
James Goodall
CYNDEX STAFF

Following the recent rash of responsibility shirking fat kids who believe
the blame for their obesity lies squarely
in the lap of McDonalds, a recent community action committee of concerned
parents have mobilized to bring similar
charges against SoDexHo Marriott.
The group, "Parents of Rotund
Kids" (PoRK) looks to force Marriott
to assume some level of responsibility
for providing students with too much
food to choose from.
Spokesperson for the group, Lynnette Jennings said "Offering so much
food in one place is akin to drug dealing.
Everyone knows the ill effects that such
heinous foods as cow and chicken can
have on the body, and I don't think
that students need to face that kind of
temptation on a daily basis."
Jennings went on to preach that by
tainting the quad with the smells of food
only invited people to gorge themselves.
"It is completely irresponsible to lure
students in like that, with the smells of
burgers, fries and other heart-stopping
treats."
The main thrust of PoRK focuses

on the fact that food, carbohydrates
in particular, can be addictive to some
people. A recent study by the University
of Florida shows the beginnings of such
an addiction, finding that "Most people
feel full about 10 minutes after they
begin eating, but for those who are
obese, it may take almost twice as long
for their brains to get the message."
Yijun Liu, an assistant professor at
the University of Florida's College of
Medicine's psychiatry department at
the McKnight Brain Institute later went
on to say that, "As for the drastically
overweight who are slow to feel full,
the solution may be to make behavioral
changes, such as eating only when
hungry, slowing the pace of meals
and learning to appreciate smaller
portions."
Jennings claims this is the beginning
of a dependence on ever-larger portions.
Add to this the fact that PoRK does
not feel that students can make proper
eating decisions, and it becomes clear
why many feel that students' eating
habits are a runaway train.
"Heck, students need a freaking
"fair" in order to choose a major, it's
not like they're going to be taking
responsibility for their non-scholastic
actions," she said.
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Above : PoRK's rough sketch of a swimmer after four years of eating at
Marriott.

The general student apathy and lack
of responsibility was echoed by Senior
Associate Dean of Students Vaughn
Maatman. He added, "There is no
question that students these days aren't
able to make informed decisions. The
flow of riff-raff in and out of my office
for simple hall violations clearly shows
that these kids just don't know when

to say when."
Jennings says to look for her group
to bring both active suits against
SoDexHo, as well as a campus-wide
campaign to inform students of the
propagandizing of food that Marriott
is engaging in. She says, "Don't think
we're taking this lightly. When our kids
get fat, we take it persona!."

The Index
College Campus
Reinvents K Plan
Aries -- All the things she said running through your head. Don't let them keep running. Attack them head on.

Harry Remer
CYNDEX STAFF

Taurus -- Hungry like the wolf? No, you're a bull. So grab it by the horns and ride, Sally, ride.
Gemini -- So why are you running away? It's time to get peroonal with yourself.
Cancer --It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing. So put some hip into it.
Leo -- Ain't no mountain high enough nor valley low enough. But that doesn't mean you should get so close to everything.
Virgo -- When the truth is found to be lies, you'd better find 6Omebody to love.
Libra -- You may think you're an open book, but you don't know which page to turn to.
Scorpio -- Don't go for 5econd best, baby. Make him/her express how he/she feels and then you'll know it's real.
Sagittarius -- Lose your5elf in the music, the moment, you own it, you'd better never let it go.
Capricorn --Ifyou want it, here it is, come and get it. But make your mind up fast.
Aquarius -- You're gonna be feelin' hella good, sojust keep on dancing. That's all there is to it.
Pi5Ces --It's time to ask ... Where are you going, with the long face? Don't hide away.

In response to the abundance
of ambiguity in the K Plan, the
administration, faculty and students
have overhauled the plan.
The new mission of the K Plan
will center upon a primary goal:
development of the individual.
"We feel that this stays true to
the idea of a liberal arts education
and promoting self-awareness and
personal growth," said one student
representative.
In addition to the primary goal,
the five dimensions of the K Plan
have undergone revision. The five
new dimensions are advancing individual knowledge, promoting yourself in the workplace, learning to
tolerate instead of invest in people
See K Plan, p.5
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Daily Grind joins 'axis of evil'
Conner Jackson
CYNDEX STAFF

In a surprising move at the White House today,
President Bush has chosen to expand the "Axis of
Evil" to include Kalamazoo's own coffee shop, The
Daily Grind (TDG).
Amid speculation and rumors that it's creation,
ownership, and wares are decidedly evil, President
Bush felt it his divine duty to raise international
awareness to such violent perpetrators, slashing coffee
prices like a chainsaw massacre.
In the wake of anti-war protests the world over, it
is interesting to note that an overwhelming majority
support preemptive air strikes on the small shop in the
basement of Hicks. Even more interesting, however,
is that of that overwhelming majority, only a relative
few have seen the evil that they fear.
Said one anti- TDG protester, on condition of
anonymity, "No, I've never met the owners, nor have I
frequented their shop, but I've heard really bad things
about them, and that's enough for me."
Another nameless, faceless, vocal majority member
echoed, "All I know is that Jeff Duncan is the devil,
'pure and simple. Supporting him economically is

akin to smoking pot or driving SUVs, you know, all
those things that give money to terrorists and the
GOP. I'm just glad I've never been in the presence
of such ilk."
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, while not
disclosing any battle plans, did say that contingency
plans are always accounted for in "situations such as
these." He went on to say that, "if given the order from
the President, or from an overwhelming number of
tree-hugging hippies from Berkeley, the Pentagon will
be ready to act in a swift and just manner."
One Pentagon Official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, disclosed that a carpet bombing campaign
was currently on the table, after which an incursion
of highly trained special forces would be inserted to
"Neutralize any threats with extreme prejudice."
The official also stated that "war is war, there is
no doubt about it, and there's a chance that some
Baristas are going to get hurt. It is not our intention
to strike at the employees of TDG, rather, merely
regime change."
When asked how the coffee shop would be run
post-conflict, the Pentagon Official merely shrugged
his shoulders, mumbling, "I don't know, it's not my
problem. The President has answers like that."

Stu Com debates nonsense again
Anarchy Bob
CYNDEX STAFF

Monday night Student Commission met to discuss their fiscal
crisis. After four hours of lengthy
conversation, they concluded that
Robert's Rules of Order sometimes
became an obstacle to any sort of
substantial debate, but kept people
who talked a lot in line.
Student Commission President
James Goodwin, K'03, called the
meeting to order. He helped to
facilitate the meeting within the
established rules, allowing the

secretary, vice president, financial
director to give their reports.
After several motions and seconds, Goodwin asked for reports
from committees such as the Committee for Improving Their Resume
and Committee for Controlling the
Money of the Average Student.
Motions and hours later, investigation began into the fiscal crisis.
After being interrupted by the
extremely self-involved members
of the commission and several
attempts to vote for no apparent
reason, discussion remained pointless.

In the only exciting part of the
whole evening, Student Commission member Amy Potter, K'06,
suddenly decided to talk out of tum,
disobeying the aforementioned
rules and suggested that perhaps
this could have been spearheaded
years ago by some common sense.
Suddenly, recent graduate
Stacey Lamont, burst into the room
and declared the situation out of
order, brandishing a rather threatening gavel. Several larger members
of the commission forced her out
of the room.

K PlanlK - College
rehashes K Plan and
educational
goals
continued from p. 4

other than yourself, how to get a tax
break for "philanthropy", and how
to boss others around.
"Although at first these dimensions may sound a bit off-base, we
believe that they aim at the heart
of experience education and truly
giving students a taste of what they
will need to succeed in the 'real
world' ," said one administrator.
Many students are drawn to
Kalamazoo College because of this
enriching program.
Carly Murphy, K'06, said, "I
really like how we talk about ourselves and doing things, instead
of actually following through with
actions. I love the lack of community."
Clifford Harris, K'05 said he
appreciated that he was encouraged
to engage in as many weak student
organizations as he could, without
having to follow through with any
commitments.
"I love the fact that I can be a
member of four different student
organizational boards and spend
no more than an hour every other
week being involved with them,"
said Harris. "I have tons of free
time and my resume blows people
away."
Many students interviewed cited
Jeff Duncan, K'04, as a classic
example of the self-motivated!
centered K student. They hoped
that more people could be as ri~h
as him.

ONS
A Little Bit of History
Learning From Itself
Former British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill once said, "A nation that forgets its
past is doomed to repeat it."
So then how can one say as a member of the
most powerful and therefore the most influential
nation on earth, that one wouldn't support going
after the next Hitler? How can members of that
society look in the mirror and face themselves,

knowing that they were this war's Neville
Chamberlain, appeasing a power crazed nation
by allowing it to create destabilizing and illegal
weapons, meant for the only cause of killing
innocent civilians?
We have all had encounters with this war,
from knowing people in the World Trade Center
attacks, to seeing the televised images of Saddam's mutilated test subjects. It may be understandable that one could be morally or personally
opposed to war and the devastating effects it
brings with it, but how many people do you know
that support genocide or the killing of innocent

uranium and a navigation device?
This is a question of allocation: the
With an impending confronta- same policy planners who scribed a
tion with Iraq and a financial crisis "blank check" for military spending
sweeping the states, now is the time are cutting corners for state and
to question. Why is ousting Saddam federal social spending.
Social safety-nets (and I am not
Hussein so important? Does anyone
talking
about the level orange terror
check to see what programs are
cut to actually fund the Homeland alert or more advanced metal detecSecurity Act? Who values their tors in airports) like social security
and public assistance to low income
college education?
Michigan residents have been families are all in danger of being
receiving notices in the mail that cut to fund Homeland Security and
their state-sponsored scholarships the military. What about all of the
are being reduced, reduced, and men, aged 15-35 of 'middle-eastern'
reduced some more. The key to an descent that are required to register
intelligent and successful society is with the United States Government
an educated people. If this is so, because of their ethnic background
then why is so much money spent ? What is the reasoning behind
on the military? Yes, the defense focusing on Middle Eastern men
of our country is important, but at ages 15-35? What about the large
what cost? Are you willing to give number of Pakistani families seeking
up a quality education so the US political asylum in Canada from
government can build yet another the United States? What is causing
bomb in the name of peace? Is them to flee the United States
your education less important than and why are the men in these famia steel shell complete with depleted lies incarcerated after being turned
Who Is Questioning?

The Index

civilians like lab rats?
Former President Clinton went to Iraq and
wagged the public, teasing them with the idea
that he was fully and totally against Iraq and the
lack of respect that Saddam has shown for the
United Nations and the international community.
Bush wants to remove Saddam, end his reign of
terror, madness and his destabilizing enterprises.
The only option Saddam has left the United
States is war.
His noncompliance with UN demands, his
See History, p.7

away by the Canadian government? for a polluted earth? Is that what
What are our reasonings for these you stand for?
If we fail to question and
actions?
allow
ourselves
to take everything
Why does the Bush administration destroy environmental policies for granted, then we are in great
that ensure clean air, water and danger. As Hannah Arendt said,
earth and why should giant corpora- "For politics is not like the nursery;
tions have to pay fewer and fewer in politics obedience and support are
taxes? To quote Molly Ivins, "The the same." As individuals apart of
resource-extracting industries (oil the United States, we are responsible
and gas, mining, electric utilities, for what our government does-we
chemical manufacturers and timber) are America. What will you do?
got $33 billion in tax breaks pend- Have you asked why? Why are
ing energy legislation; a weakened things happening in such a manner
Superfund toxic clean up law; free- and do you agree with the course
dom to remove the tops off moun- of events that is unfolding every
tains, and dump waste in valleys, day? We must question -- self
and streams; lax regulation of energy thought encourages people to be
markets; and other regulatory relief, active agents in the world in which
such as not having close high-pollu- they live and thus have an impact on
tion smokestacks. Public Campaign policy. If you question and act to
points out we pay with dirtier air make your voice heard, then you are
and water; despoiled national parks, actively shaping the world in which
forests and wilderness; high rates you live. The more people involved,
of childhood asthma; millions in the greater the representation of
price-gouging; and heavily polluted ideas and the greater the change.
-Ted Hufstader
toxic waste sites, whose clean-up
Jacob
Libby
has been put in jeopardy." Are you

ONS
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His to rylA calling for
the war against Iraq
continued from p. 6

continued production of agents of mass
destruction and his blatant disregard for
all human rights has left the international
community in a bind, an international
community with only one major military
head -- the US. As the rest of the international community has set about appeasing
Saddam and his militaristic and destabilizing ways, the US has flown against the
wind promoting democracy and human
rights. This is a situation where the public
has to come together and fight against a
repressive regime.
The public must also realize the lack
of reason for a draft. The United States'
military is designed to fight two major
conflicts in two entirely different regions
of the world. The only major conflict right
now is the issue of Saddam and Iraq. A
draft is only used in times of prolonged
engagement in a large-scale war, not the
situation that the US is looking at in Iraq.
The conflict will be similar to the rest of
the desert battles in world history quickly.
The only other major military presence
we have is in supporting the legitimate
democratic government of Afghanistan.
Saddam has all the makings of a new
Hitler -- a repressive dictator who engages
in the killings of innocent civilians. Yet
the war with Iraq has none of the makings
of World War II. World War II was fought
on the muddied flats of Europe, whereas
this would be a desert war with fighting
in the cities. We as Americans, being of
arguably the most powerful nation, owe
it to our future generations, to ourselves
and to the international community to
remove and disarm a dictator that stands
for everything that we stand against.
In this matter, I agree with Kahil
Gibran -- "Safeguarding the rights of
others is the most noble and beautiful end
of a human being."
-Mike Ruprich
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Space/Popular coffee house loses
building space, closes down

Summer Asian studies programs opened

continued from p. 8

four days a week. The fact that it was so abrupt,
that something I was so used to was going to be
gone, was just such a shock. Many of my friends
who have moved abroad look at Kalamazoo very
differently now."
Josh Dahl, a former Western Michigan University
student, who now lives in London agreed with
Kendall sentiments about The Space's closing.
"Most of you know that I have always thought
of giant squids as proof that any kind of horror is
possible in this world," said Dahl. "Well, I realize
now that I guess I kind of thought of The Space as the
opposite of that. The fact that the Space could exist
proved that any amount of goodness was possible in
the world. Not because The Space was as good as Squids
are evil, but because it WAS good. And it just came out of
the people who put themselves into it."
While many people lament over The Space's demise,
other K students take a different tone of response.
"It sounds to me like their landlord was just being a
exploitative. It makes me want to do bad, bad things him
or her," says Sophomore Andrew McLaughlin.

completion of each will earn students one unit of
credit. Each program is being lead by a faculty
INDEX STAFF
advisor, and a maximum of twelve students will
The Center for Asian Studies at Kalamazoo be accepted for each program.
The China program is focusing modem China,
College is orchestrating two trips to Asia for
this coming summer. One trip is scheduled as it transforms itself into an economic and world
to travel to China, visiting Beij ing, Shanghai, power and the problems its future holds. The
and Hong Kong for approximately three weeks. Japan program will focus on Japanese culture
The other trip, to Japan, will visit Nara, Kyoto, from 600 to 1450 CE, with in depth analysis of
the introduction of Buddhism and its adaptation
and Fukui.
Madeline Chu, director of the Center for on the island nation.
The Japan program is scheduled to last from
Asian Studies, cited two particular students who
June 22 - July 8 and the China program from July
would benefit from the program.
"Two types of students would be interested in 21 - August 7. The cost to attend either program
this program," said Chu. "One type already has is $750 which covers air fare to each country,
an interest in Asia and the other type is interested food, lodgings, and local travel.
The deadline to apply is March 20, 2003;
in Asia but who has not been able to study to a
language a lot or study abroad in Asia. This will applications and further information can be downloaded at CAS website: v. ww.kzoo .edul aSIa.
give them a chance to explore Asia."
Each trip has its own special focus, and the

Joe Mansour

Listen to all the
Hornet Football
Games on...

SUPERTALK

HOUSE FOR RENT LOCATED AT 426 ELDRED STREET.
6 Bedroom, 2 Full bath, New hardwood floors, Plenty of Parking,
New Refrig, and New bathroom.
Rent is 1650 per month. Available Aug. 1,2003.
Located between WMU and K-College.
For more info. contact: Mike K. as soon as possible.
email: PLAYERSCLUBMAZ@AOL.COM
or phone: 269-349-9499 Mon-Thurs. between 8 and 10 pm.
HOUSE FOR RENT LOCATED AT 424 STANWOOD
STREET
4 Bedroom, I full bath and 1 half bath. New hardwood
floors.
2 car garage, walking distance to K-college campus.
Washer and Dryer included.
Rent: 1200 per month. Avail Aug 1. 2003.
located between Wmu football stadium and Waldos
campus tavern.
for more info please contact:
Mike K. as soon as possible.
email:
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Student sets anti-war posters ablaze
Sarah Martyn
Brittany Edwards

CHOKED

a
UP??
With recent world events
such as the SARS outbreaks and the ongoing
war with Iraq, the director of the CIP discuesses
the impact of these
events on study abroad
programs.
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LET'S TALK
ABOUT SEX
Anna Maxbauer and
Cortney Rhadigan discuss the fact or fiction
of random, drunken
hookups, and explore
whether or not this kind
of behavior thrives at
'K' or not in this week's
The Sex Files.

_FRENZY
Is the new parking lottery fair, despite good
intentions? Is it too
time consuming? And
should seniority be a
factor?

mPALCHICK ON

III THE RISE

Former Director of
Information Services
promoted to Dean of
Library.
2,8
4,5
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See Arson, p,8

Dorrien's second in trilogy 'sets new standard'
Dorrien tracks the rise and
disappearance of liberal theology
STAFF WRITER
as a field-dominating movement,
How do you get Dr. Gary gives numerous biographical
sketches of the movement's leadDorrien to blush?
It's easy. Just ask him how ing figures, and compared the
he feels about his new book, various schools of thought.
Eminent theologian Langthe second in a trilogy titled
don
Gilkey calls the book "a
The Making of American Libsuperlative
and exciting volume.
eral Theology, being called "the
Gary
Dorrien
has presented to
definitive work in his field."
us
clearly,
thoroughly,
and with
Dorrien, who serves as Chair
immense
erudition
both
the perof the Religion Department, has
been introduced as the writer of sonalities and the thought of many
the "definitive work" in recent leaders of American religious
lectures he has given, and is liberalism during the first half of
always gratified to hear it. "I the twentieth century."
Social gospel historian Chrissuppose it's what you're always
shooting for," he said lightheart- topher Evans adds that the book
"provides an analysis into a heriedly after a pause.
His new book, subtitled Ide- tage that still speaks to the North
alism, Realism, and Modernity, American theological landscape
deals with the first half of the at the beginning of the twenty20th Century, and mixes theologi- first century."
The first book in the trilogy
cal, philosophical and historical
spanned
from 1805-1900 and
analysis, examining American
was
subtitled
Imagining Progrestheological liberalism during its
sive
Religion.
The concept of
prime, 1900-1950.

Colin Baumgartner
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Photo by Brittany Edwards
Shortly after the incident, two members of the Service Learning
House stand outside their side door, looking at the burned antiwar posters.

Last Thursday, around I 1:30
p.m., members of the Service
Learning House discovered that
several anti-war posters had been
burned off their front door. The
incident happened shortly after
several residents of the house heard
two or three drunk men outside
making noise.
"I was washing dishes and I
heard a group of guys yelling and
making noise outside. One of them
sounded like they were trying to
open the door, but when 1opened it
to see what it was, 1 saw at least 3
drunk people yelling and stumbling
around so 1 immediately shut the
door and ignored them until they

left," said Service Learning resident
sophomore Jeannie Smith.
"About I minute later Chris,
from the Men's Issues House,
knocked on the door and when I
answered he apologized for their
behavior and showed me that our
posters had been burned off the
door," continued Smith. "That's
when J told Beth and she called
Security. I didn't recognize any of
them, but I noticed one ofthem had
a very large build and was wearing
a white t-shirt."
Security arrived on the scene
about 15 minutes after the incident.
They took reports from both the
Service Learning House and the
Men's Issue House. One of the
two security officers responding

writing the extensive trilogy
came naturally to Dorrien, who
sensed a natural progression into
writing it from the books he had
written before hand.
"I felt the need to do something on a broader scale," he said.
"Once I got into it, although
there is a great deal of work in
the field, I realized there wasn't
a comprehensive one."
Dorrien is already well into
his work on the final book of
the series, and hopes to be done
with it in a similar two year span
to the one that separated the
first two books. He has recently
found that it tough to continue
that work, however, feeling a
need to address the current state
of our world instead.
"I've found myself taking
time out from talking about
theological liberalism to talk
about the war," he said. But
when he's ready to resume woik,
he will continue the next episQ<le
in the "definitive work."

Photo courtesy Dr. Dorrien
Front cover of Dr. Dorrien's new book
looking at American theological liberalism during its prime in 1900-1950.
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Study abroad ~naffected by war with Iraq, SARS
Kristen Egeland
INDEX STAFF
The recent breakout of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) and the war in Iraq has brought many wonies to tourists
and international businesses worldwide. However, locally,
no study abroad programs have been or will be canceled or
modified due to either the war in Iraq or the mysterious SARS
outbreak.
Dr. Joseph Brockington, director of the Center for International Programs, explained that although both situations are being
carefully monitored, he would have to see a break down in the
social structure in order to merit changes in the programs.
Ongoing extended programs are continuing as planned,
including one in Beijing, and no plans have been altered for
the 3 'K' -organized International Study Seminars to Asia this
summer in Japan and China. Brockington asserted that even
though they are currently proceeding normally, 'K' will not
hesitate to change or cancel the programs if anything alters the
situation to merit such a reaction.
Brockington explained that when deciding to send students
abroad, he uses the guiding principle that he must be "reasonably
assured that people will be reasonably safe if they behave
reasonably," he said. He also explained that he "hasn't seen
anything on either front," between war with Iraq or SARS, "to
make any changes in the programs."
Although none of the programs have been restricted,
Brockington cornmented that the students seemed to practice

self-discipline in deciding where they wanted to go; no one numbers from the West Nile virus, which was drastically more
fatal and closer to home. Whereas 2,416 cases of SARS have
applied to hot areas such as India, Nepal or Egypt.
been reported worldwide with
Precedence can be found
89 deaths, last year there were
in both situations for the CIP's
600 reported cases of West
current position. Since 'K's study
Nile virus, with 80 deaths,
abroad program exploded in 1958,
in Illinois alone -- "no one
the United States has waged war
canceled trips to Illinois,"
in both Vietnam and the Persian
Gulf. Through both wars, 'K'
Brockington joked.
continued to send students on
Brockington does not
study abroad. Owing the Vietnam TOTAL GLOBAL CASES:
stand alone in his assessment
War, Brockington himself was
of SARS. Although SARS
studying in Europe.
is a serious illness, organizaTOTAL UNITED STATES CASES: tions such as the New York
Even during internal conflicts, 'K' does everything in its
Times and the World Health
power to ensure that students
Organization claim the degree
TOTAL GLOBAL DEATHS:
are not deprived of their study
of its severity has been blown
abroad experience. In years past, a
out of proportion by an anxprogram existed in Sierra Leone.
ious population and exacerWhen rebels began to clash vioTOTAL UNITED STATES DEATHS: bated by excitable Intemetlently with the government, 'K'
goers. The New York Times
waited until the rebels threatened
has run several articles explorto enter the city of the students
ing the true severity of SARS
--all information taken from CBSNews.com
to force them to evacuate. The
and the panicked reaction of
students were evacuated to Kenya
Americans; and the World
to complete the duration of their program, rather than sent Health Organization and the Centers for Disease Control are
home.
striving to provide as much information as possible for the
When questioned on SARS, Brockington rebutted with public to stem panic.
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-Sometime between March 21 and March 24,
a burglary occurred at the Calder Field Athletic
Complex pull barn. $1,000 damage occurred.
Another burglary occurred on March 28 while
Kalamazoo College Security was on patrol. Security
chased down the 3 suspects and caught two of them:
one adult who is now facing burglary, illegal entry
and vandalism charges; and one juvenile who is
facing detention at a juvenile prison.
--On March 30, a student car was stolen from
the Trowbridge Lot. The car was a 2002 Chrysler.
Kalamazoo City Police recovered the car on the north
side of Kalamazoo on April 6. The suspects where in
the car when the police recognized the automobile as
stolen, but fled on foot before apprehended.
IMPORTANT OTlCE:
Security has issued over lOO tickets between
April 6-8. 95% of those tickets are from cars without
a partking permit that are now on the tow list.
"If you don't have a 2003 sticker on your car
then don't expect it to be there in the morning when
you wake up," said Glen Nevelle, head of Kalamazoo
College Security. All unregistered cars needed to be
off campus as of Monday, April 7.
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Alcohol + Random Hookups:

Files
Anna Maxbauer
Cortney Rhadigafl
INDEX STAFf
For many 'K' students, the combination of drinking and
random hookups ranges from a nonexistent to all-too-frequent
aspect of the college experience. Most students, however,
deny ever engaging in such hedonistic debauchery and point
an indignant finger at our stereotypically more hormone-driven
counterparts at Western Michigan University (which, by the
way, is a lie).
We're not going to say hookups are bad. However, they are
a bit shady and require a lot more thought than onc is willing to
put in or even capable of even in the absence of alcohol. This
column hopes to equip you and yours with info that might actually
help during nasty 3f!,7UJ11ent with the demon on your shoulder.
No doubt we're all familiar with the rhetoric about why alcohol is
bad, unfortunate and generally evil for your body.
However, health educators often neglect to hit college-age
kids where it counts and thoroughly explain aspects of drinking
that negate performance in the arena many think about most: sex.
Alcohol is taken into the body and immediately does a sweep
of the central nervous system, as we're sure any person with a
pulse is aware. Specifically, alcohol seeks out the hypothalamus
(which controls all our aggression and pleasure sensations) and
gives it a good bitch slap.
Guys and girls become hyperaware of their sexual drives and
appetites but at the same time become less capable of successfully
meeting them because of their diminished physical capabilities.
Because alcohol processing requires so much energy, oxygen

Chapel Chat

Ficticious Farce or Thriving 'K 'Subculture
and it's blood vehicle are less likely to be enlisted in and around
parts of the body that don't involve digestion. In short, guys aren't
likely to get hard and girls really aren't likely to get wet. It's just
that simple. Enjoyable sex becomes harder (so to speak) even
though the brain considers it more and more of a
fundamental certainty.
Then there's that
whole nasty STD bit ,
which should never be
un derem phas i zcd .
People have them. A lot
of people. The Health
Center (who, contrary to
popular belief, does not
launch this propaganda
on a hunch) can tell you
with fundamental certainty that somewhere
around one third of the
people at ' K' have or have
had something.
Now, if this doesn't scare the absolute crap out of you, we'd
like to suggest a scenario: you 're at a party somewhere in the
many environs of 'K' and see a <insert gender classification
here> who's giving you the eye. You're a little tipsy and
he/she hasn't exactly got all his/her faculties in chcck either.
Momentarily dismissing the phenomenon of beer goggles (which
deny existence of more than just the aesthetic), you go in for the
kill only to find out a week later that something's definitely rotten
in the state of Denmark because your ignorant and oblivious ass

didn't bother to bust out a condom.
Not worried about STDs? Alcohol lowers the effectiveness
of most oral contraceptives, too, and if that isn't an incentive to
use protection we don't know what is. Intoxicated sex not only
puts an under-prepared body on the spot but taxes that
emotional side as well. Don't pretend you've never
claimed to have had an "intense emotional experience"
with someone made possible in part because you were
both trashed. That tricky predilection most have to deal
with is thinking something is more signi ficant than it
really is only grows more potent with alcohol. As a
result. one may be surprised (and almoyed) to find that
last weekend's partner doesn't share your lackadaisical
approach to intimate interaction.
Keep that 111 mind next time you (or rather, your
friends) head out looking for action. "That's fine," you
say, "but all of my buzzed up sexual exploits have been
fabulous." Ever notice how drinking puts a really zesty
twist on all your recollection ofwhatever happened?
We know it's hard to believe that your memones can
run contrary to what actually happened (gasp!), but
next time seriously consider that dangerous dichotomy
between what you want to remember and what actually went
down - there's nothing quite so humbling as admitting what you
remember as being the shit might have just been shit.
So. ow that you know there's more to a hookup than the
walk of shame and some awkward morning after moments with
the roommate, take heed. We're not assuming that a single Index
article will forever change your partying style, but we'd be happy
if you at least gave one of the aforementioned tidbits a thought or
two next time you're on an alcohol-influenced prowl.

here is that Chapel services
are so much more the people
who make up our community
and call this place "home"
than they are about church.
Community is created when
we share our stories, which
is exactly what Ed and his crew did with Chapel. Sue,
Dia, Anjalee, Nora and Caycee, your stories were most
intriguing! Thank you so much for sharing. And the music
and acting were equally fantastic! CHAPEL: YOUR
OPPORTUNITY fOR COMMUNITY!
Other Chapel services this quarter will prove to be
equally worthy of community support. This week is
Inter- Varsity Christian Fellowship. I hope to see you
there.
One Chapel service of note and of interest to the
community will be Stephanie Vibbert's Memorial Service,
7th week, May 16. We continue to grieve her passing and
hopc that this community time will help to ease the pain
of our separation from her.

In times as they are, a practice of meditation is
particularly helpful in addressing stress and mental
anguish. Please join me and other students who have
been participating in a "Peace Circle" at Stetson this
Sunday evening to learn more about Peace Circles and
how you might begin to participate in one. We will
gather by 7:30 PM and be finished by 9:00 PM. In brief,
Peace Circles are circles of 4-10 people who after a
brief introduction to the circle, meditate for 20 minutes
and then share their grandest visions and hopes for
themselves, the community and our world. I hope to
see you all there, too!
And I also hope to see you at the Federal Building on
West Michigan at the KNOW (Kalamazoo Non-Violent
Opponents to War) protest on Sundays from 12 p.m . to I
p.m. as I and many other 'K' Faculty, staff and students
rally for peace in this world.
May you all find peace in your worlds. Remember,"you
cannot have peace out there until you have peace in here."
Let me know how we can help: jhess@kzoo.edu or
call my office at 337-7086.

by Jeanne Hess

Welcome back to 'K' and to spring quarter, such
as it is. It is great to see the students returning from all
corners of the globe, and I hope the Chaplain's office
can be of service if and when you need us. For those
of you who haven't been on campus since fall, we've
created "The Listening Post" at Hicks Lobby from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday through Friday. Stop by to chat
with your favorite local clergy member, to ask for help
or to just hang out in their peace.
Last Friday's Chapel service was Ed Menta's
"finding Your family: Near and Far." Now, Ed is a most
congenial guy, a great storyteller and theater aficionado,
but I wouldn't think of him as a religious zealot. Excuse
me if you are a religious zealot, Ed. Anyway, my point
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After reading The Index article outlining renovations for a
"well ness center" in Anderson, I was nonplussed. Full of quotations
from the administration and faculty of coaches who wish the studio for
this purpose, where were the voices of the instructors or other representatives of student groups who gratefully use the dance studio as the
multipurpose, highly functioning space it was designed to be?
As an instructor of four levels of classical ballet for Kalamazoo
College students, having used the studio for fifteen hours per week
for over seventeen years, I know firsthand why the space is important,
"sacred" and highly coveted. In addition to the physical education and
creative expression courses, an average of 8 departments and organizations rehearse in the space.
Quotes from prospective students and descriptions of a "spacious" Studio with a skylight at the Light Fine Arts Building did not
support the statement that this is a "win-win" situation. The article failed
to layout the real conflict with real and existing students, as well as the
economy of creating one space and attempting to re-create another. Even
the graphics spoke to the imbalance of the article.
r am resigned to the fact that the plan will indeed be implemented, despite being told that it would never happen. I will gratefully
accept and embrace a new space and pray for its timely completion
equipped with barres, mirrors, sound system, space for the piano and
dance books, Exerflex floor and similar dimensions in length, width and
height.
The article omitted the viewpoint of those affected by the
changes. Please allow those of us who have taught, rehearsed and
respected the Studio (Grand Master Chung's Tai Kwon Do students reverently bow upon entering and exiting the space) to acknowledge the loss.
Neglecting to consult or give voice to the many people who actually use
the space, the article simply failed to tell the whole story.
Sher Marie Farrell
Adjunct, Kalamazoo College
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Parking pennits 'bane of collective existence'
Anna Maxbauer
INDEX STAFF
Sure there are not-so-great things about 'K', like that door
in the back of Harmon that takes an extra second to snap open
and those steps between Mandelle and aIds Upton that tilt just
a little too much toward certain death. But certain other things
at 'K' invariably just suck.
Take parking permits, which for any wheeled student are
the bane of collective existence for a good 36 hours twice a year,
beginning when the student realizes what permit acquisition
entails and ending when he/she finally navigates hislher newlystickered vehicle into a legitimate parking spot. Of course, few
of us take time to thoroughly appreciate the irony of the permit,
which puts such a premium on parking that we don't even want
to use our cars out of fear of losing our space (don't pretend
you've never witnessed that hesitation that occurs when your
bubble-bound friends each evade driver responsibilities in the
name of keeping that precious spot).
Last week's permit debacle was somewhat better than
previous fiascoes thanks to security's brilliant ticket-distribution
idea which, though well intentioned, still resulted in a chaotic
free-for-all that left many a student rather chagrined. As

one junior eloquently articulated, "I was gonna write a big
, [expletive], on my windshield and park it in front of security
with my brights on."
Not that we assume all of the insipid misadventure that
is the parking permit distribution process originates with
security who, like any good bureaucratic pawn, have to take
orders from somebody. Or maybe it was all their idea, and
it's just easier to blame some higher echelon of the 'K' cake
instead because it justifies our apathy or reluctance to fight
the real enemy. Either way, those dutiful employees of'K's
security office should definitely be given props for dealing
with a ripe batch of pampered pseudo-adults known for a
wicked sense of self-entitlement.
Still. It would seem to behoove security (among others)
to, ahem, adjust the parking permit system. Seniority, for
one, should be maintained and more stringently enforced call me fussy, but as a junior just returned from a CIP-run stint
in sub-Saharan Africa 1 was somewhat nonplussed to find
sophomores are still given an edge over upper classmen in the
permit rush. Not that I don't love sophomores (or freshmen,
for that matter), but y'all just need to give way in the same
way we juniors bow to seniors.
Or we could get to the proverbial root of the problem

and just point a belligerent finger at the real source of our
beef: those responsible for the complete and utter lack of
parking accommodation within our claustrophobically cozy
little bubble. Obviously space is scarce here, and of course
the recent allocation of land for the library is kosher, but
isn't there anything else available for a lot of some sort? In
the name of asserting random ideas for the sake of creative
originality, 1 think it'd be great to attempt a surgical detonation
of sorts under the quad and chapel and stick in a really plush
parking garage. Think about it - safer, warmer, and easier
than our existing randomly distributed car repositories,
our subterranean K bubble (affectionately dubbed the K
Bunker) would be easier to patrol and presumably easier
to maintain.
And call me stupid, but 1 still can't figure out why
we're not allowed to park behind Hicks on weeknights.
Seriously. No doubt it'd probably be okay to let us park
there, but then that would deprive idle security officers the
pleasure of watching us do lap after lap around campus in
search 0 f a spot.
Not that we all don't love putting in all this time to keep
our cars around. And no doubt we'll laugh at it 20 years from
now. Call it ex.periential education.

U ofM admissions policy 'truly racism'; unequal diversity
Mike Taylor
INDEX STAFF
On AprIl I, the Supreme Court
began hearing arguments for the use of
race in college admissions.
The plalOtIfTs, two white women.
claim they were denied admission to the
University of Michigan based on their
.race. The ruling, due in early Slimmer,
could be the most controversial and
historic since the Brown case III 1954
that integrated publIc schools.
The University of Michigan's
admIssion policy has been coming
under fire lately because many people
fee I that giving raCIal preferences to
minonties IS a violatIon of the constitution. and I assure you it most certainly
is.
Applicants who are Afncan American. Hispanic, or Native American are
given 20 extra points on a 150 point
adnllssion scale. This system is flawed.
immoral, and illegal for a number of
reasons, not the least of which is that
it truly is racism.
I am sure that the 20 points
awarded to these three minority groups
is not just some arbItrary number. This

number is used because It must be the nec- student with a 30 ACT and 4.0 GPA, all
essary amount of points for the University other things the same. This is racism.
of Michigan to
University
admit exactly as
officials claim
many mmorities
that a diverse
as it wants.
student
body
The University of Michigan
ThIS point
fosters greater
only awards 12 points for a education. but at
system looking
to attam a "critperfect ACT score, and the what cost?
ic,d mass" of
I understand
difference between a 4.0 and a that a diversity
minority
students is nothing
3.0 GPA is exactly 20 points. of Ideas is conbut a quota. Not
dUCIve to creIn this system, a black student ating a better
only IS It a quota.
but it is a ridicuwith an 18ACT and 3.2 GPA is learning place,
lous amount of
but what does
just as likely to be admitted as race have to do
points to award a
student because
a white student with a 30 ACT with that?
of his or her
Is U of M
and 4.0 OPA, all other things saying
race.
that
The Univerdiversity in relithe same. This is racism.
sity of MIchIgan
gion, sexual ori-- Mike Taylor
only awards 12
entatIon.
and
points for a perpolitical views
fect ACT score.
is less important
and t he differthan race? Or is
ence between a 4.0 and a 3.0 GPA IS U of M saying they can determine those
exactly 20 points. In this system. a black things by your race')
student with an 18 ACT and 3.2 GPA is
And if diversity really is the issue,
just as likely to be admitted as a white why doesn't the university award points
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for Asians, and Arab-Americans? Do
they not also add to the diversity of the
campus?
The University of Michigan is not
looking for true diversity, and if it is. it
is has a funny way of showing it.
They are trying to repay minority
groups for past discriminations which is
an entirely different argument than the
one they are making, an argument that
Supreme Court would never defend.
At a recent forum at Hov.ard University, prominent African Americans
in Congress. the AACP, and other
groups discussed this issue and called
for the Supreme Court to uphold the
universities right to use race preferences
because of"170 years of discrimination"
agalJ1st Afncan Americans at U of M.
Their logic of justifying discrimlJ13tion because of past discrimination IS
completely lost on me.
Affirmative action perpetuates
racism. and stunts the growth of minority
groups as a whole. As long as minorities
need to rely on governmental assIstance
to get into college. or be succesful in
the workplace the disparity between
potential and achievements will never
be go away.
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Artist Ben Harper 'achieves musical diversity'
Over spring break, I had brunch at a nice restaurant
in downtown Claremont, CA. hometown of Ben Harper.
Ha lfway through my second pancake, the funk soul man
himself and his girlfriend, actress Laura Dern, walked in
and took a table near us. J was so inspired by the encounter,
I decided to walk a few blocks and explore the music store
his ·parents own and operate. The inside of the store is a
collage of music from all cultures, genres and times. I took
the 0ppol1unity to try my hand at a few instruments: East
Indian tables, a dulcimer, banjo, viola de gamba, string bass,
even a sitar. I ended up strumming a nice acoustic guitar
wondering how many times the music great has jammed on
these same instruments. Looking around the room at the
diverse mix of musical equipment, J realized where Harper
developed his extremely eclectic mix of styles and genres
present in his music.
Ben Harper's newest album, Diamonds on the Inside,
sounds exactly like the inside of that music store sixty miles
east of Los Angeles. All tracks sound completely different
and separate from each other, covering styles from reggae,
'70s funk, blues, Southern hard rock, and Americana. Such
diversity makes for a listening experience that requires some
patience, but yields a masterpiece of an album.
The album opens with a tight nit groove, "With My
Own Two Hands." This track sounds like Bob Marley
reincarnated, in a good way. Harper has been performing
this song acoustically, and it has appeared on the live album
from Bonnaroo. This version, with its strong and catchy
bass will hook anyone and maybe even make you hit the
back button a few times.
The album continues with "When It's Good," a mediocre
bottleneck blues song with generic lyrics about the ups and
downs of life. The third track, "Diamonds on the Inside,"
is a gem. It's a rock song exposing Harper's guitar playing
talent. It incorporates a few good pedal steel riffs. Overall,
the song provides a fresh taste of an adaptation of Harper's
past hard rock.
The album moves through an awkward filler song,
"Touch From Your Lust," before it arrives at possibly the
best exposition of Harper's crystal clear voice. "When
She Believes" is a slow jazz number with a very complex
and melodic orchestra background. The music is beautiful
and mellow. Harper's singing sounds more like a musical
texture than a human voice, creating an intricate blend of
harps, violins, and delicate lyrics. The song illustrates
the spirituality in Harper's music since the beginnings
of his career.
We now move into the Stevie Wonder funk section of

the album.
And
it's fun . "Brown
Eyed Blues" is not
at all blues. but
a heavy bass jive.
It 's not an outstanding song, but it does
have a worthwhile
funk breakdown
halfway through
beforc returning to
its generic verse.
The
following
track, "Bring the
Funk," IS the better
of the two funk
songs. While the
lyrics are a bit
exasperating with
the repetition of
the word "funk" at
least 29 times, the
music moves at a
chill pace and has
an interesting twist
to Harper's vocal
Photo taken from www.benharper.net
style.
Musician and artist Ben Harper performs at the Temple Bar in Santa Monica, California. His new
Next comes a album, Diamonds on the Inside, resembles the musical styles of reggae, 70's funk, Americana,
terrible
song. and others.
"Everything"
sounds like a sixth
grader's first discovery of three guitar chords and repeating than Lenny Kravits. "Temporary Remedy" and "So High
them over and over again thinking it is a new discovery. So Low" are examples of his attempts at bard-hitting guitar
But its not, and neither is this song. This is where the crunchers that fall too short of the mark.
a lbum gets frustrating because it keeps changing, this
The next track, "Blessed to Be a Witness," is Ben
time for the worse. The next song redeems and saves the Harper at his best. He sings on top of only percussion, and
progress of Harper's overall musical project.
organ, and backing vocals. It is a simple song that sounds
"Amen Omen" is beautiful. Harper sings, "What so profound because of its primordial beat and complete
started as a whisper / slowly turns into a scream / searching absence of genre. This song makes a perfect segue into an
for an answer where the question is unseen" on top of a capella duet with Ladysmith Black Mambazo in "Picture
a softly dramatic strumming of an acoustic guitar and of Jesus." The song is the music of Africa. It completes
subtle drums and a pristine backing choir. It moves up the album, giving it deep cultural context.
and down through the emotion soaked corners of soul.
The record ends with "She's Only Happy in the Sun,"
The whole track is very nicely mastered, presenting a an upbeat folk song and simplistic ending to a comp lex
musical gift to listeners.
album. Overall, Ben Harper has endured his endeavor
The next two songs are neither good nor bad, just more to achieve musical diversity on the radio, the charts and
filler. Ben Harper doesn't sound right when he tries to sing stereo systems around the world.
hard rock. His voice is too pure, more like Bob Marley
Three stars out of five.
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Kalamazoo
Tennis Scores
Colin Baumgartner
Karen Nave

Photo by Rob Morrison
A K tennis player tosses up the ball to hit his serve.

SPORTS EDITORS
The men's tennis team completed a twomatch sweep at home on AprilS, beating
Wheaton, 5-2, and Albion, 9-0. The matches
were their first since returning home from their
spring trip, and the two victories put them back
above .500 at 8-7.
The win against Albion was their fourth
team shutout and improved the Hornet's MIAA
record to 2-0.
In a huge upset, the Kalamazoo's Women's
Tennis team defeated last year's MIA A Champion, St. Mary 's College, 5-4 at St. Mary's.
The Belles, looking to claim another win over
Kalamazoo, were disappointed to lose. After
losing to St. Mary's last year 3-6, the Hornets
were finally able to overcome a strong St.
Mary's team.
This marks their second MIAA win and
they improve to 2-0 in the MIAA (9-3 overall).
The lady Hornets next match is in Madison,
Wisconsin for the Midwest Invitational April
11-12,2003.

Listen to all the
HOl'net Football
Games on•••

Men's Tennis
4/8 - Postponed
4/5 - Kalamazoo 9, Albion 0
4/5 - Kalamazoo 5, Wheaton 2
Women's Tennis
4/5 - Oberlin 5, Kalamazoo 4
4/5 - DePauw 6, Kalamazoo 0
4/4 - Kalamazoo 5, Ohio Wesleyan 1
4/4 - Kenyon 5, Kalamazoo 3
Baseball
4/9 - Postponed
4/7 - Postponed
4/6 - Kalamazoo 2, Adrian 1
4/6 - Adrian 9, Kalamazoo 0
Softball
4/7 Game Postponed
4/5 Game Postponed

A look ahead...
Men's Tennis
at Calvin, April 10,3:00

..

Women's Tennis
Midwest Invitational, April 11-12

Baseball
at Albion, April 11,3:00

Softball
at Hillsdale, April 10.3:00
~------------------------~ ;
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Palchick's 'massive job responsibility' merits new
Chelsea Phillips
STAFF WRITER
During the week of finals, most people on campus
were stressing about what the outcome of all their hard
work would be.
However, Lisa Palchick, unlike most Kalamazoo
College students, had no need to worry about what her future
at the college would hold.
'K' President James F. Jones promoted Palchick, the
former Director of Information Services, to Dean of the
Library. She has worked for the college for 21 years and is
the first person in 'K' history to ever obtain this title.
"In a random scan of titles and portfolios, it became
clear that Lisa Palchick's massive job responsibilities here
were inconsistent with the title Director of Information
Services," Jones said.
Palchick has been with the college since 1982, and was,
at one time, in charge of curricular support, before she was
promoted to director of information services.
"It never dawned on me that I would be a dean and I
must say it's a thrill for me. I'm so excited to be recognized
by my college that I've worked for, for so many years, to
be recognized by my colleagues and to be recognized in
the field," Palchick said.
She devotes a large portion of her time dealing with the
day to day issues the library faces and addresses student and
staff concerns which are related to the library.
Four-five person apartment directly across from
Woodward Elementary 611 Stuart Avenue for the
summer. Large glassed in porch. Great location.
Great condition. Available June 21 st through August.
$1500/month. Please contact Peter Livingston at 616
345-9069.
QUALITY ONE AND TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT A GREAT RATE.
PARK TERRACE APARTMENT COMPLEX,
Phone # 269-381-2812

.\

Located at 105 North Kendall avo
Walking Distance to K-college and WMU.
Free Heat and Hot Water, clean and safe in an excellent area.
Located on Main bus Route free to students.
Air conditioning, Laundry facilities, Plenty of parking,
Furnished and Unfurnished apartments still available.
Apartments for Spring, Summer, and fall currently
available.
For More Info call, As Soon As Possible,
Monday -Friday between 9AM and 4 PM
381-2812

"1 should have named Lisa Palchick
to a decanal position years ago, in light of
the superb performance she has brought
to the entire campus," Jones said.
Palchick's promotion, however, is
not only a result of the work she has put
into the college in the past. Her new job
title largely reflects the amount of work
she has put into and will continue to put
into the library renovations.
As dean, she wi II spend a tremendous
amount of time working on plans for the
new facility, meeting with the architects,
and fundraising for the renovations.
"Her old title was incommensurate
with her responsibilities, and certainly
with the awesome task that lies before her
in organizing the expansion of the Upjohn Newly promoted
Library into a college resource for the
information age," Jones said.
Although her form.er responsibilities will remain the
same, Palchick said her workload is greater, since the
first phas'e of 'the liBrary - the schematic design phase recently began.
"I basically live, eat, breathe, sleep Kalamazoo College,"
Palchick said.
The new facility will not open until the fall of 2006,
however, groundbreaking will be in the summer of 2004.

Photo by Chelsea Phillips
Dean of Library Lisa Palchick attacks her job.
From now until then she must deal with issues related to the
designs of the new library and the space that will be used
during the renovation period.
Pal chick will also be spending her time as dean accepting student input and concerns about the new library and the
renovation period. She plans on holding meetings throughout
the quarter and the next year, in order to keep the college
community updated on all the new developments that will
be taking place.

Arson/Students discover identity of perpetrator, security contacted
continued from p. 1
discouraged the house from putting up anti-inflammatory
material on their door. He cited a history at Kalamazoo
College for shenanigans within the first weeks of the
quarter and high tensions during the war.
Shortly after Security left, junior Jeff Mapes, gave
a statement to the Index, stating he had just found out
who was responsible for the burning and that the Men's
Issue House was not involved.
"1 just found out who did this," said Mapes. "I
don't agree with the [anti-] war stuff, but please, this
doesn't have to do with our house, he's not welcome
back. It's bull**", whether I agree with it or not. If
we wanted to do this, we would have tom them down
a long time ago."
Upon finding out the responsible party, both houses
called Security back to the scene. About 25 minutes
later, officer Joshua Breese of the KDPS Kalamazoo
Department of Public Safety arrived and questioned
members of the Service Learning and Men's Issues
houses. Both the Men's Issues House and the KDPS
confirmed that the person responsible was junior
Blake Hurt.
Assistant Dean of Students Dana Jansma, who
coordinates Living Learning Units such as the Men's
Issues and Service Learning Houses could not discuss
the case directly. She cited the Federal Educational
Rights Protection Act, FERPA, a law that requires that

college administration not reveal a student's identity
in judicial events.
"The college requires due process, the student has
the right to discuss the incident before a decision is
rendered," said Jansma.
However, according to the security report, the
student readily admitted to the crime, but cited the
incident was an accident. The security report said he
meant to "fake" bum the poster, and when he saw it
caught fire he quickly put out the fire with his shoe.
In an interview with the Index, Hurt said, "I'm not
trying to say it was a good idea, but it's not something
malignant I did to hurt anyone."
Hurt explained that he supports the war and those
who "put their lives on the line", especially since his
closest cousin was recently graduated from the Marines
and was shipped to Iraq two weeks ago.
"I feel very strongly about this," said Hurt. "In
this situation I made a bad decision and it resulted
in a less than intelligent action. I don't want this to
reflect negatively on the people that I represent in this
community: my family, athletes, and friends."
Hurt has been charged with minor and possession
and tested with a .096 Blood Alcohol Level (BAL). In
addition, he was charged with vandalism and possessed
a fake ID that was taken by the police.
Co-Editor-in-Chief Brittany Edwards is a member
of the Service Learning House.
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Five seniors
receIve
recognition for
commitment to
community
servIce.

Plans for Library Made Known, Temporary Plans in Place
Commission, is concerned
about what will happen to
STAFF WRITER
the space that all the student
organizal1ons use.
A glass reading room.
"I'm concerned as far
A brand new cafe.
as how it's going to affect
More study space.
student life and if it's
With all the features
going to have a detrimen•
•
the new Upjohn Library
tal effect to student orgawill have to offer, it seems
nization involvement on
hard to believe that anyone
campus. I'm trying to make
would be concerned about
sure their interests are being
the renovation plans.
taken into account," Litvak
But some are.
said.
Now that the library
According to Litvak,
renovation designs and
almost all of the student
ideas for the building have
organizations
will
be
been released to the stuaffected by the transition
dent community, a considerperiod. The move will limit
able amount of concern has
the amount of space that
25 groups use, to only two
formed on campus about "'"
,~
what is going to happen
rooms.
during the two-year transi"I'm afraid that's puttion period.
ting too much of a crunch
The huge project, New floor plans for the renovation of Upjohn library show an almost double on the student organizations
which will result in a library expanded space. While the library is being renovated, each part of it will be to function," he said.
almost twice the size of the scattered about campus, as well as its books, which will have to be requested
Based on the plans
existing Upjohn Library, at a relocated circulation desk.
Litvak saw of Hicks Center
will force the Ii brary to
during the transition period,
vacate its current building during renovations and will move its services he said, "I was surprised, I wasn't aware that was going on. I wish that
to different spots around campus.
they had talked to students beforehand about just what they're planning
Dean of Information Services, Lisa Palchick, said a large amount on doing as far as student organizations go and asking for our input and
of the services the library currently offers will be moved into the seeing if we could be involved in that in someway."
basement of Hicks Center, therefore eliminating the QuadStop, The
Litvak plans on meeting with Dean Palchick and Dean Sledge, to
Daily Grind coffee shop and the game room.
express his ideas and concerns.
"The euchre, the special programming, the community space, the
"I think it's fair to ask that we get some student organization input, as
open rnic night, the bands - all of those activities will be housed in the far as the amount of space we're going to have," he said.
President's Dining Room, which will also include some sort of food
The library will not only have to utilize space in the basement of
arrangement. The Quad Stop won't be there, but the activities going Hicks Center during renovations, but will also have to move into areas
on there will be replicated," Palchick said.
such as the Carriage House, the Gilmore Parlor and the Stone Room. Some
Junior Jeff Duncan, student and part owner of The Daily Grind, said of the offices currently in the library will be relocated to the Carriage
the coffee shop was "supposed to be something that lasted more than House. The Gilmore Parlor and the Stone Room will be used for weekend
two years." However, the library moving into Hicks will make the shop activities and for study space for students.
inaccessible and will therefore be closed after ground breaking.
All of the book stacks will have to be relocated to the basement of
"We are disappointed, but we are willing to take a hit for the Dewing Hall. Palchick said that in order to obtain a book, a student would
greater good," Duncan said.
have to go to the circulation desk in Hicks and then ask someone to obtain
He added that although his lease with the college is only good the book for them from Dewing.
for two years, he had hoped the shop would become a 'K' tradition.
"We understand that we are sharing space with you folks, and it's your
However, he is excited for the campus and the new facility.
The student hangouts aren't the only things being affected by the
See Library, p.8
move into Hicks. Austin Litvak, the Financial Director of Student

Chelsea Phillips
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KPIC enhances study abroad experience
New Program Gives Returning Students a Chance to Share their Experiences and Enrich the Community
is exactly what this program
tries to do -- tum students into
trained , intercultural ' wine
SPORTS EDITOR
tasters'," Solberg said.
The program is a threeYou're planning on going on study abroad; you've
applied, been accepted, but you wonder how to prepare. part course set up to take
Or you've gone and had the time of your life; you've just place over two quarters at 'K'
returned to the United States and Kalamazoo College, and and the duration of the study
you're wondering how to make sense of your experience. If abroad program.
Dunng the spnng of their
one of these scenarios describes you, you're not alone.
While .many students go abroad during their career sophomore year, studentsfirst
here, some of them don't think much about the experience learn to understand US culture
before leavmg, and once students get back there is little better and learn the basics
opportunity to communicate about what they learned while of intercultural communication through Sofberg's course.
abroad.
Provost Gregory Mahler and Center for International The second part of the course
Programs Director Dr. Joseph Brockington decided to occurs while on study abroad.
Students communicate their
change this by launching a new initiative in 2002.
The Kalamazoo Project for Intercultural Communica- aboard experience to different
tIOn, is "designed to help students to benefit more fully groups back home, such as
from the study abroad experience and to communicate the elementary school classes,
Photo by Karen Nave
richness of that experience more effectively to others after church groups, etc. The program is completed when the Students from Solberg's KPIC class gather for a group shot.
returning home,"
The Andrew J. Mellon Foundation and the McGregor students return and finish the
Foundation have helped the College to get this program course during the spring. In this third and final part of They will also be speaking in various classes and language
on its feet. The program is geared toward giving students class, students reflect collectively on their experiences labs throughout the quarter.
and discuss the various intercultural
This program, although just getting off the ground, is
the opportunity to not
concepts at work.
designed to grow and change with each year. Solberg hopes
only prepare for the
"This course is not culture-specific, to see this grow in the future.
rigors of study abroad
but rather culture-general. This way the
but also to meet the
"It's been a privilege to be the person who starts this, but
Study abroad is like a fine
students who studied in many different other professors will be involved in the future," she said.
challenge of acclimatcountries are able to talk together about
ing to the United States
Classes being taught by Dr. Cunningham and Dr.
wine. You have to do more
larger concepts while still relating Anderson are already in the works for next year. These
upon their return. It
than just swallow it. You have
personal stories," said Solberg. "These classes will also have an emphasis on cultural understandstrives to integrate
to hold it in your mouth and
concepts such as collectivism versus ing.
study abroad experiences with life at 'K'
individualism, belief in the ability
experience all of the component
of an individual to control his/her
after study abroad has
parts of its great flavor, and then
destiny versus a belief in fate, etc.,
ended.
SUMMER HOUSE
are examined to see how mainstream
The current course
Available June 15· August 15
savor the complex aftertaste it
American perspectives differ from the
is being taught by Dr.
4 bedroom, 4·5 people
leaves behind. That is exactly
Jan Solberg. Solberg's
perspectives of the students' destination
611 Stuart Avenue #2, across from Woodward Elem.
what this program tries to do
countries."
interest stemmed from
Beautiful, large glassed-ID porch
her long-standing interof
In
addition
to
this,
a
large
part
345-7313
-- turn students into trained,
est in culture and interthe class is to have students share what
$I,500/month (includes utilities & laundry)
intercultural 'wine tasters.'
cultural communicathey have learned with the campus
Price Negotiable
community and community at large.
tion. She had previ-- Dr. Jan Solberg
Junior Ryan Lapham volunteered with
ously taught the class
"Intercultural Encounthe Red Cross in France during his
study abroad experience working with
ters" and was ready
terminally ill patients. He will soon be
to take on the role as
speaking about his experiences to Red
leader in the KPIC.
"Study abroad is like a fine wine. You have to do more Cross volunteers here in Kalamazoo.
The students in this class will be presenting an informal
than just swallow it. You have to hold it in your mouth and
No crimes reported this week.
experience all of the component parts of its great flavor, poster session on their Integrative Cultural Research Projects
and then savor the complex aftertaste it leaves behind. That on April 24 during common time in the Dewing Commons.

Karen Nave
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SEX

Taste Conquers All:
A Pineapple a Day May Help You Get Play

Files
Anna Maxbauer
Cortney Rhadigan
INDEX STAFF
Interrogate any girl or guy about the cons of giving
oral sex and you're most likely to hear a whole lot about
taste, taste, taste. While we may not be able to tum your
excretions into caramel or chocolate sauce, we can tell you
what will keep you from tasting like battery acid (unless, of
course, your partner is into that sort of thing).
The bottom line in all the literature dedicated to going
downtown is you are what you eat. I f you're all about garlic
and onions, maybe you should check and make sure your
girlfriend/boyfriend is too. Have a dairy fetish? Work
on that -- milk and its extended family of related products
aren't cxactly known for bringing people back. One source
we checked cautioned against alkaline-based foods like red
meat and fish, which allegedly make people taste salty or
fishy (go figure). Befriend a vegan. No, really.
Chemically
processed
liquors,
according
to
www.sexualhealth.com. are also notorious for wreaking
havoc on your partner's taste buds. Suggested alternative
drinks specifically included sake (knock-you-on-your-assstrong Japanese alcohol) and beers like Kirin or Rolling Rock
(kiss Natty Lite and Busch goodbye, kids). As far as the
other vices go, cutting out a couple cigarettes a day can also
make quite a difference, if you're up to it, but give yourself

several hours (even a day couldn't hurt) at least before
expecting real improvement (same goes for food).
If you're not about to give up meat or smoking
for the sake of your bf/gf's gustatory satisfaction,
then try doubling your
intake of what some
refer to affectionately as
coochie friendly foods.
Guys and girls should
both learn to worship
fruit, especially Citrus
suppliers like pineapple, grapefruit and
oranges which are high
in natural sugars and in
theory should help you
taste like a fruit basket.
By this we don't mean
to say that your girlfriend will compliment
you on ""that great pineapple aftertaste," but
the results should be slightly more spectacular than, say,
those from a romp that followed dinner at Big Burrito.
Foods aside, there are other things to keep in mind when
attempting to improve thyself below the belt. Underwear,
for one, should be kept cotton only, and those who just
can't get enough of unnatural fibers should alternate days

if possib le. And, in what wou ld appear to be a triumph
for nudists worldwide, many physicians and horny guys
alike highly recommend women sleep sans undies for the
sake of resp iration . As Cortney's Mom says, "you gotta
let it breathe!"
Some specialists (self-proclaimed and otherwise) insist wearing thongs is detrimental to
gynecological health, but devotees can avoid
problems by washing every day and drinking profuse
amounts of water (ditto for guys, even if they don't
indulge in thongs). Side note for ladies: your
position in the menstrual cycle can significantly
influence taste too. so don't be surprised if the
boyfriend starts pouting that your copious fruit
consumption isn't helping him out.
In short, watching what you eat may very well
give a significant jolt to your love life, or at least the
amount and quality of oral sex in it. Give that Papa
John's garlic sauce a pass, skip the underwear at
night, and make citrus a happy staple of your diet,
and who knows what kind of merriment could
creep up on your futon. We're not suggesting a
sustenance adjustment will change your partner's enthusiasm
for swallowing (or not), but altering what you eat may
prove a great and worthy endeavor for the lover who aims
to please.
Got a topic you'd like to see covered in the Sex Files?
Email questions to the resident sexperts at index@kzoo.edu.

5 Seniors awarded for dedication to community service
Kristen Egeland
STAFF WRITER
.
Five Kalamazoo College seniors were recognized last
Saturday by the Michigan Campus Compact for their years
of dedication to community service.
Seniors Rae Gallagher, Heather Haines, Jennifer Kreft
and Jared Powell received the Heart and Soul Award and
Elizabeth Huyck received the Commitment to Service
Award.
The Heart and Soul Award recogl1lzes the time, effort
and personal commitment that students have offered theIr
commUl1ll1es through servIce. The CommItment to Service
Award is only granted to one student per MCC member
campus and acknowledges the mUltiple contributIons she
has made [0 her instItutIOn and commul1lty through her
II1volvcment.
~lost of the student began theIr commul1lty involvement
at 'K' through volunteenng at Woodward Elementary. Some
remall1cd at Woodward the entIre tllne, such as Huyck, who
mcnlOrcd the same student for thrce years and currently
tutors tirst graders who are behind 111 reading . Others

branched out into the multiple opportunities offered by 'K'
and the community.
In the past four years, Gallagher has participated in
programs at Woodward, Lincoln Elementary and Lakeside
Treatment and Learning Center.
Haines is currently a co-coordinator of the AMIGOS
program that pairs mentors with bilingual students at
Kalamazoo Central.
Jared Powell has been involved in numerous programs
at schools around Kalamazoo and is initiating a new after
school program for mIddle school and bilingual students
that began April 15 .
All of the students II1dicated that they arc plannIng
to pursue Involvement In theIr communities fo II 0\\ ing
graduatIOn . Three are partIcularly Interested 111 dIfferent
aspects of the education system. either teaching. counseling
or social work. Haines IS consldenng entenng the arena of
public policy eventually and Huyck IS 1I1terested in working
with the viclltns or perpetrators of domestIc VIOlence.
Haines said that she 1I1vests her time in community
servIce as a ""positl\"\! oblIgation as a member of a com-
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munity" and that "education is a resource that should be
utilized to empower others."

HEART AND SOUL REC IPIENTS
Recognizes time, ejlort and personal
commitment offered through service

Rae Gallagher
Heather Haines
Jennifer Kreft
Jared Ppwel\
COMMITMENT TO SERVICE RECIPIENT
Granted to one studel/t per campus member
and acknowledges lIlultiple contributions

Elizabeth Huyck
1, 1
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Have it your way

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I wish I could say that I was incensed by Mike Taylor's recent
contribution to the intellectual decay of Kalamazoo College ("U
of M admissions policy ' truly racism'; unequal diversity" Index,
4/ 10103), but I suppose the time for that kind of antipathy has long
passed. The fact of the matter is I am tired of hearing privileged
White people speaking so unequivocally about what does and
does not constitute racism in the United States. My research
revealed that Mike Taylor hails from the posh north Detroit suburb
of Shelby Township. I encourage you all to peruse the township's
website http://shelbytwp.orglindex.cfm?location=1 at your earliest
convenience. Furthermore, I invite you to surf the website and see if
you can locate the picture of one disadvantaged minority-my own
fruitless search lasted around 20 minutes. I cannot believe that Mike
Taylor has any authority on the issue of racism, when he comes
from such a clearly homogenous background.
Indeed, I find it decidedly interesting that the only individuals
who are ever afforded the opportunity to air their views on affinnative
are white people like Mike Taylor (with the notable exception of
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas who, ironically enough,
received this opportunity by way of affinnative action). Accordingly,
I will refrain to contribute my own views, save for acknowledging
my own privileged background.
So, Mike Taylor, I invite you to indulge us with some more
of your unparalleled expertise on racism, on America's flawless
meritocracy, and on what it means to come from a disadvantaged
background---only this time, enlighten us on the following matters:
What does your father do for a living? Where did your mother
and father attend college? How many museums did you attend
by the time you were 12 years of age? And, what exactly was
the racial make-up of your high school? Although, r am sure
we can all guess the answers to each of these questions. In the
meantime, Mike Taylor, please cease subjecting us to your own
mediocrity and insecurities, for clearly he who is most threatened
cries loudest.
James Goodwin; Centerville, OH; surgeon; University of Illinois
and Tulane University; approximately 12; approximately 75%
White. 20% Asian, 4% African American. I% Other (in case you
were curious).
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The hidden jewel ofK College
Anna l'Jaxballer
INDEX STAFF
This past weekend my friend
insisted on popping my Panera Bread
cherry and whisked me away to
their flagship Kalamazoo location
on West Main. I was reluctant to
believe anything in this city could
hold a candle to Qdoba, but ended up
falling head over heels in love with
the place, which offers spectacular
patisserie- and boulangerie-type
items for the quietly pretentious
under-30-with-money-to-bumjet set
of Kalamazoo.
As fabulous as Panera Bread is,
however, it can't shake my devotion
to another local dive I gleefully
frequent almost daily. I'm not talking
about Jimmy John's, DQ, or even
Burdick's. I'm talking about Marriot
(Saga, Sodexho, Hicks, whatever).
Yes, the cafeteria. Say whatever
you want, but Marriot rules. Spin
360 degrees upon walking into in and
you'll find several dozen cures for
almost any craving. Several dozen.
Go ahead and insist your kitchen at
home does a better job, but it can't
and you know it.
Only here can you have your
choice of waffles, 4 soups, 10+ different cereals, saJads, jello, pudding,
bagels, bread, pizza, pasta, burgers
(meat and otherwise), fruit, French
(er, freedom) fries, grilled cheese,
and at lea t 10 other random entrees.
You can't beat that with a stick. The
ventable smorgasbord of deserts
kicks ass too; anyone who says the

strawberry shortcake or sundae bars
don't set hislher heart aflutter has
no soul.
All that yummy food serves as
your link (other than WaJdo's) to life
at K as you know it, so appreciate
it if only for the helpful jolt it gives
your sociaJ life. Honestly, if Marriot
was no big deal, how come so many
off-campus students continuously
lament the absence of the cafeteria
in their lives?
And then there are the employees. Don't pretend you haven't been
blown away at the sight of Maria the
Breakfast Diva working her magic
behind the omelette bar (dude, she
even blots the oil off for you). To
suspect that Robert is anything
less than damn cool is blasphemy,
and don't label Betty a lunch Nazi
because she denied your Nalgene;
instead, respect her for not letting
some thirsty punkass student keep
her from doing her job.
People working at the caf put
up with a lot of crap -- how would
you feel about standing behind the
counter all day listening to brats moan
about how dinner sucks because
there's no ... no ... see, most of the
time we can't even define what we
want, but whine about not having it.
Get over yourself.
That's not to say the cafeteria
doesn't have weaknesses. Evidence
would suggest the cooks sometimes
get a little happy with the oil and
butter. and some of us would really
appreciate lettuce that serves as a
nutrition source rather than token

salad veggie (color matters, people).
And then there's that issue of paying
$7 a meal. I say nay to that.
AU in all though, our cafeteria
is a pretty zesty enterprise. Having
aJl that sumptuous food on call is a
godsend for the lazier students on
campus who'd rather go hungry than
bust out the ramen or popcorn hidden
3 feet from their desks (you know you
do it. I know people who have Jimmy
John's delivered to Hoben.). Since
we aU know Marriot is considerably
better than snacking in our dorm
rooms, why are we so reluctant to
show some love?
And even the die-hard whiners
can't get enough, because if they
really did hate the place they'd shelf
their meal plan and spend their lonely
semesters bent over a hot pot or
microwave in their rooms.
All too often at K we pout
because we're bored or fussy and pick
out an easy scapegoat for our misery
in defense. A word of advice: next
time the urge to bitch about Marriot
becomes just too persistent to resist,
walk over to the comment table and
tell them what's on your mind. I've
got $10 that says 80% of the tools that
complain don't make a move to fix
things, so prove me wrong and lodge
your beef the mature way.
The cafeteria is only as good as
we suggest that it be, so if you don't
feel like commenting just shut the
hell up and just enjoy all the magic
the cafeteria has to offer. And, for the
love of God. quit putting cheese in
the damn toaster.
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Uneducated ideas loom over war with Iraq
Mike Taylor
INDEX STAFF
NotlnOurName.com. Just one
of the many anti-war websites that
spews anti-American propaganda
rather than displays a true discourse
on our current conflict. AntiAmericanism is a problem that
goes hand-in-hand with many antiwar protests, and it undermines any
logical reasons to oppose this war,
if there really are any.
For the past few months the
world has been exposed to what
Saddam might call his "useful
idiots." A phrase coined by Lenin
during the cold war, it refers to
Liberal politicians, public figures,
professors, etc. in America who
refused to see communism for what
it was, just like many actors or
other public figures today refuse
to see Saddam for what he is.
They are always good for an antiAmerican quote or a rally in the
streets professing their hatred for

the evil regime -- no not in Iraq, Iraqi's without dropping bombs; to
them I say politely, you are wrong.
right here at home.
These people say they should Any effort that could have been
not be castigated for exercising made was derailed by the French
their democracy, and they
may be right, but giving
fodder to the enemy after
the conflict has begun is,
if not legally punishable,
morally reprehensible.
The thing that surprises
me the most in this whole
situation is how liberals
can be so critical of George
Bush's policy towards the
poor and downtrodden in
America, yet be calloused
and cold towards those suffering in Iraq. Another point
of confusion I have is how
-- Mike Taylor
demonstrators can be so
selfish as to say that the
democracy that ensures their
ability to protest should not
when they demanded many more
be granted to Iraqis.
Some people say there has months of inspections. I can assure
to be a better way to liberate the you that any prolonged stay by

weapons inspectors would not have
brought dancing in the streets like
we all saw on TV one week ago
after the fall of Baghdad.
So this brings me
back to the issue of useful
idiots. The previously
mentioned website does
an excellent job exposing
them by name. I wonder
how many of the thousands of people who
signed a list professing
that the liberation of Iraq
will be, "not in our name,"
would change their position upon seeing the jubilation of the freed Iraqis.
I wonder how many
of them know that in
Iraq, up until recently,
the sanle hostility towards
the government that they
have shown would get you
raped, tortured, imprisoned and
possibly killed, along with all of
your extended family.

These people say they
should not be castigated for
exercising their democracy,
and they may be right, but
giving fodder to the enemy
after the conflict has begun
is, if not legally punishable,
morally reprehensible.
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I also wonder how many students from Kalamazoo College
would sign their name to such
a divisive list. Surprisingly to
me, the anti-war outcry on this
campus has been much less than
I thought it would be. Perhaps
reason and logic have overcome
hatred of George Bush, if only
temporarily. I am sure however,
that many people on this campus
are still obstinate in regard to this
conflict and would gladly sign
their name to the list of useful
idiots.
My one question to them is,
would you be willing to take the
list over to the newly liberated
Iraqi people and tell them that
their freedom from oppression
was not in your name? Or maybe
someone from that list could take
it over to the Kuwaitis or other
Arab people and say to them, the
Coalition's disarming of Saddam
and protection of your people,
that was not in my name!

STATE of CAMPUS ADDRESS: Spring '03
Greetings.
When I las! addressed you early
In January. I had predicted a long,
difficult Winter Quarter. I urged all
of you to look out for one another,
and to be there for one another. so that
we as a unified \\hole might weather
the severe \1 Inter stprms as best as
po. Sible At the time, [ thought thai
a lorJ. dlP1CU t \\ Inter Quart r n Ig'lt
ental: dampcned 'plrits. rl'sultll1g
in llllhealthy beha~ lOr Little did I
know that the quarter had filr \\ orse to
offer than just dampened spints and
unhealthy behaVior. On Jan. 20, the
character of our campus community
was tested \\Ith the trngic loss ofa tireless worker and a dear, compassionate
friend. Indeed, Stephanie Vibbert's
death touched a signilicant portion of
our campus -- the shock stopped many
of us in our already lumbenng, wintry
tracks. Neverthekss, we did what
every healthy community ought to
do: we came together and we grieved
our loss -- not as classmates, but as

neighbors, not as strangen;, but as friends, of this lesson reached every comer of the
not ,L~ a campus, but as a commuDlty. On a campus.
personal level, I was deeply moved by the
As your President thiS year, I have done
outpourmg of sorrow and support I ",·ltnesscd all that is in my power to increase the sense of
Ifl the aftcrUnIty on campus.
math. Indeed.
I apprec,ate the
it occurred TO
support each and
me after her
every one of you
fUl'erd that It
h, s gl\ ell me n
took the death
11') ,n", to accomof this "gcntIle
pltsh this task.
militant -- as
I han k YOll for
her father so
bel1evin,; In me
fondly rememand thank you
bers hl!
for believing in
Photo by Sarah Martyn
before I ever
the \'ISlon of a
found myself K' students relax and enJoy the spring weather
stronger campus
in the embrace last Tuesday on the quad.
commulllty. In
of even my
all my tiPle at
closest friends
Kalamazoo Colat Kalamazoo College For those of us lege, I cannot honestly think of a time
who knew her, we all learned a lot about when there has been a stronger sense of
achievmg a more meaningful existence, and community as there is no",. I can tell already
given all that we accomplished as campus that, regardless of weather. thIS will be an
community following this tragedy, I cannot extraordmary Spring Quarter. In additton, I
help but to speculate that the reverberations wish also to acknowledge the hard work of

all of the Student Commission members
and all of the Student OrganizatIOn
leaders in providing for a successful and
productIve academic year.
I am currently planmng the acth 1nes for the Day of Gracious Li\'ing for
thiS quarter. l.:nd it IS my hope that thiS
event will allow us one final opportunity
to come 10geher.b a ':OMI11J11Ity before
rr~dU,\1I0n 1 ':j'he \ariou, otl rr summ~r
~onsiderallofls cany us 1'1 our different
dm:ctlons. Accordlng.y, I will announ~e
the date tpr the Day or GracIOus Living
well In ad\ance, so professors and
studl:nts fear not. I earnestly hope
that you will all be able to attend these
t'c,uyities.
In closing, I wish to acknowledge
the distinct pleasure I have had in acting
as your l1uthful servant. and to extend
my ~in.:crcst hope to those students
returning to Kalamazoo College next
Fall Quarter that they might continue to
work towards creating a stronger campus
community in the years to come,
James Goodwin
President - Student Commission
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White Stripes ne~fr~!~~~Od'~~~e~§t:r
I wanted to hate this album. Don't
get me wrong, the White Stripes are a
great combo, Ijust couldn't stand the hype
surrounding their latest album, Elephant.
It seems I was hearing people call it a
classic before it was even released. When
I popped it in for the first time, I listened
with bias against their upward moving
trend towards "rock genius" status. I was
determined to the give the album a maxlmum of two stars,just to be controversial.
However, after the first track I was hooked
and tapping my foot uncontrollably. With
each successive song, my prejudiced
rating rose.
Recorded in London last April, Elephant fused their scrappy, bare essential
approach to rock of White Blood Cells
and their melodic bluesy De Stijl to create
a thicker sound. One welcoming addition
to their sound is a bass, especially the
hypnotic marcbing bass on the opening
track on "Seven Nation Army" (note to
guitar players: Jack is using an octave
pedal, but it still sounds like a really
grungy bass). Another drastic change is
the album's extremely rhythmic approach
to tbe guitar parts. Instead of shredding

chomps out hard rock riffs and classic yet
twisted blues licks. "Ball and Biscuit"
follows the old 12 bar blues, but hits a lot
harder than, oh say, Muddy Waters.
For those listeners who worshiped
Jack's solo skills, there is still enough guitar
screaming on tracks such as "Girl, You Have
No Faith In Medicine." Perhaps the album's
greatest achievement is the singing and lyrics.
The quality of both Jack and Meg's vocal
seems to have improved substantially. Jack's
vOice soars high on the Dusty Springfield
cover "1 Just Don't Know What to Do With
Myself," and Meg sings rather sweetly,
while preserving just enough attitude in her
pronunciations, on "Cold Cold Night." Jack
even manages to pull of a good impression
of The Cars on "Little Acorns."
Elephant isn't the next evolutionary
step in rock. It just rocks. The songs aren't
anymore complex or eccentric than anything
the White Stripes have done; tbey are just
sligbtly more diverse and well crafted. The
album is of much higher quality than their
previous.
All right, they got me ... four stars
out of five.

hy Jo e Trtl_C:z.

Jurassic 5 masters super phat beat
So Cal hip-hop meets old school
meets retro. In other words, the latest
Jurassic 5 release, Power in Numbers.
Maybe another good name for the album
should be Super Phat Beats That Rock,
Too. Okay, so maybe my career for
naming albums is hopeless. JC5, consisting of four MCs and two very skilled DJs,
drop some very heavy tracks with a strong
thump, quick-witted complex rhythms,
and literate gangster rap choruses on
Power.
The majority of the album is mundane, the songs generally looping a
single sample for all three minutes with
little development. There are occasional
highlights. "Remember His Name"
showcases a compelling and dark narrative and an exhibition ofrare production
quality. "A Day At The Races" exposes
the creativity and longevity of the MCs
in their lyrics and delivery and features
old-school kingpins Percee P and Big
Daddy Kane. The funky OJ loop and
thick layering of vocals and big vibrating
bass make "Break" an outstanding song,
while the party favorite, "What's Golden"
is an instant classic.
Nelly Furtado makes a random
cameo on "Thin Line." While ber appearance is tasteful and tIght, it is a distracting
disruption.
Those looking for more vintage JC5
will not find it in Power. Given the
quality of the group's past work, it's

hard to appreciate the new album. Even
the bigh points seem low compared to older
favorites like "Concrete Schoolyard" and
"The Influence."
All things conSidered, Power in Numbers is solid proof that Jurassic 5 are very
good at what they do. However, the album
resembles a failed attempt at creating a bold
and new record. The dynamiC is a repeat
of the best moments of Quality Control and
EP. Thc original places on the album are
exited, but too few. The music is good, but
sometimes dangerously generic hip-hop.
The verses are just as rapid and smart as
ever, but they are lost in tbe monotony of the
loop-based flow before they have time catch
any attention. The MC's provide a complex
vocal interplay, but each song begins with
one sample and remains in a sidetracked rut
until the end, when it just stops.
Two stars out of five.

COME CELEBRATE EARTH DAY,
APRIL 22!
Dinner on the Upper Quad, 4-8pm
PLUS

Get on the Kilowatt Diet:
24 hours of conscientious consumption
From midnight April 21 to midnight
April 22
Tum off your lights, computers, and
stereos!
Hosted by K's Recycling Prof,'Tam
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Smooth Passage for New Coach
Colin Baumgartner
SPORTS EDITOR

brought up the idea of Passage coaching at Kalamazoo.
"1 thought it was a great example of who he [Haklin] is,"
Passage said.
It was also a great example of who Passage is.
He was a four-year starter under Haklin from '89 to '93
and then worked as an assistant for six years. Even three
years after his departure, Haklin still had enough respect
for his former player/assistant to encourage him to go after
the job he had just lost.
That made getting the respect of the players a much
easier job for Passage, who didn't feel the need to change
much of what Haklin had taught the players. "He made it
clear, with seven seniors on the team, that he didn't want to
change too much," said Caldwell-Gross.
"Because r had been through it before. J felt they were
more apt to accept me," Passage added.
The 18-7 record is a good mdication of that acceptance.

Earlier this week, Roy Williams, just a few days
removed from guiding the University of Kansas to the
Division r National Championship Game, left the school to
become the head coach at the University of North Carolina,
his alma mater.
On the same day as the Williams announcement,
Kalamazoo's Men's Basketball Coach Rob Passage celebrated his one-year anniversary as the coach of his alma
mater. His hiring didn't receive anything close to the
attention given to Williams'.
Though it is too early to compare the two coaches
first-years at their respective alma maters, it will be tough
for Williams to match Passage's 18-7 mark in his initial year.
North Carolina lost 16 games last year.
Now it may seem like comparing apples and oranges
in trying to compare a Division I coach to a Division m
More to come
coach. but Passage leaves no choice. He doesn't plan on
Though the season was successful, Passage still
leaving Kalamazoo College anytime soon. "I'm where T
love to be," the coach said.
sees plenty of room for improvement. He would like to
"He has the skill to coach at an upper level school, but consistently compete for one of the top two spots in the
he's highly respected and more involved With the campus league every year. "If we can do that, r think the rest of our
here," said next year's team captain Jevon Caldwell-Gross.
goals will fall in line," he said.
Guess we'll go back to the apples and oranges then.
The team will have to work hard to accomplish this goal
next season, losing all of the key seniors. But the hard work
The first impression
doesn't mean there's no time for fun.
A good first-year record proves that Passage belongs,
"Coach gave us a good balance of working hard and
having fun," Caldwell-Gross said.
not that any more proofwas really needed.
During a long span of pre-season practices, Passage
He was given the respect of a head coach even before he
was hired here. In talking with outgoing coach Joe HakJin sensed his team was wearing down and took them bowling
just days after his dismissal, it was actually Haklin who in lieu of running wind sprints and shooting free throws.

The Passage File
'89 to '93 - Player, Kalamazoo College
'93 to '99 - Assistant Coach, Kalamazoo College
'99 to '02 - Top Assistant, University of Chicago
'02 to current - Head Coach, Kalamazoo College
Little things like that certainly helped connect the young
coach to his team.
And the team can't wait to resume bowling over their
MIAA opponents either.

Cross country girls run through a new challenge
Katie Dorman
ASSISTANT EDITOR
This past Sunday, five members of the girls cross country
team geared up for a 26.2 mile challenge as they ran the Glass
City Marathon in Toledo, Ohio.
Training since the beginning of winter break, first-years
Katy Wodika, Tienke VanLonkhuyzen, and sophomores Paige
Biglin, Emilie Metz andAlyxe Lett first heard about the marathon
months ago.
"Paige lives in Toledo and she was talking one day and
saying we should do a marathon," Wodika said.
The girls decided before winter break that they wanted
to do the marathon. However, each had her own individual
reasons for running.
"I wanted to see how far I could make myself go," Wodika
said, which is similar to Lett's reason to "challenge myself,"
in addition to the fact that "first, and foremost, I love to run."
Lett also said that it would be an "ultimate test of my love for
the sport" and it would give her a chance to "prove to myself
that I can do anything."
VanLonkhuyzen figured "why not?" to running a marathon
because "I knew I wanted to train for something," she said.

Biglin saw the marathon as an opportunity to do "one of the
most difficult things I have ever done:' she said. Prior to running
the marathon, she had the attitude that after she completed the
marathon, she would be able to "look at anything difficult ...
and know (she) can do it."
The girls trained throughout winter quarter with each other
up until the marathon. When they started, "it was freezing
outside," Biglin said. "Wind chills were regularly below 0
(degrees), sidewalks were un-shoveled, and the streets were
snowy and icy. You gain a new appreciation for the cold
when you wipe your nose and it freezes immediately on your
glove," she said.
Training for the marathon consisted of gradually working
up to the 20-mile stage, and then slowly tapering off. A typical
week would start with runs between 3 and 5 miles, mid-week go
up to about 7 or 8 and then up to lion the weekends, gradually
increasing to 20 miles one month before the marathon and
then back down.
"You taper to rest your legs," Wodika said. "You want
to stay in shape, but don't want to be overworked when the
time comes."
The training and time invested into the marathon finally
unleashed itself on Sunday morning as the girls attacked the
marathon.

Biglin came in
with a time of3:49:38,
Lett at 3:58:00, Metz
at 3:40:30,
Wodika
at
3:54:00 and VanLonkbuyzen
at
3:24:10, which was
fast enough to qualifY her for the Boston
Marathon.
"My goal was
3:30 and I was really
pleased to break that,"
Photo by James Sprott
she said.
Lett said that it was one of the "hardest things" she has
ever done, but surprisingly, "the last 7 miles were my favorite,"
she said.
There was no particular reason these girls were chosen to
do this marathon other than they were the ones who wanted
to do so.
In addition to this marathon, there are also other members
of the Cross Country team training for other marathons in the.
region at their discretion.

NEWS
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English Professor Mozina Honored
Joe Mansour
INDEX STAFF
Andrew Mozina, Assistant Professor in the English
Department at Kalamazoo College, has recently been
appointed to the Marlene Crandell Francis Chair in the
Humanities. The professorship is only available to assistant
professors in the humanities who are on tenure track. The
position is generously maintained by the Francis family
in support of deserving Kalamazoo College faculty such
as Mozina.
"He's an ideal liberal arts college professor: he 's great
in the classroom; but also available and very wilJing to
help outside the classroom," said freshman Grant Mahoney.
Mozina was told of his appoint early last year, but only last
month did he give a lecture marking his public assumption
of the Marlene Crandell Francis Chair.

Photo by Sarah Martyn
English Professor Andy Mozina recently received the
Marlene Crandell Francis Chair in the Humanities. He
is currently a tenure-track professor at 'K' College.
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Since 1999, Mozina has been teaching creative writing at
' K '. He received his B.A. in Economics, from Northwestern
University. He went on to earn a M.A. in Creative Writing
from Boston University and a nother M.A. in English
Language and Literature from Washington University.
Mozina attained his Ph.D. in English Language and Literature
from Washington University in 1998. Mozina wrote his
dissertation on Joseph Conrad, which was entitled, "The
Art of Sacrifice: The Evolution of the Scapegoat Theme in
Joseph Conrad's Fiction".
Mozina went on to author a book based on his dissertation, entitled, Joseph Conrad and the Art of Sacrifice: The
Evolution of the Scapegoat Theme in Joseph Conrad's
Fiction, published by Routledge in 2001. According to
Mozina, sacrifice is an important theme in Joseph Conrad's
work.
"(Conrad) deals with sacrifice in terms of ritual
scapegoating and Christian morality. He went from being
more interested in ritual scapegoatiog to a focus on Christian
morality. But the thing that complicates everything was
that he was always ambivalent about sacrifice, because
his parents had sacrificed themselves for the cause of
revolutionary nationalism in Poland when he was a child,"
Mozina said.
"At the time, Poland was divided up between Russia,
Prussia, and Austria. His dad and mother saw themselves
as Christian martyrs resurrecting Poland. However they
were arrested for their activities. His mother died in exile
and his father became very sick and also perished. Conrad
was thus always ambivalent about sacrifice, but he was
also obsessed with it. So he had very mixed and double
feelings about the issue."
Mozina is happily married to Lorri Alberts, and they
have a four year old daughter, Madeleine.

Library.... continued from pI
buildlll!/.. not ours. We are very grateful that the student
body IS willing to allow the college and to allow us to
do this, so that we can have such a beautiful building
when we finally finish," Palchick said.
Those students who have opinions or concerns
related to the library renovation period or the designs
for the new facility, will have more opportunities on
the near future to express their ideas. Palchick said
there will be more open meetings about the library,
so students can have their say in what happens with
the building.
Sophomore Stephanie Rashewsky is one of the
two student representatives on the library advisory
committee and is involved in all the details of the
transition period.
"Everyone on the committee is brainstorming and
trying to figure out a way that can accommodate all
aspects of this project," Rashewsky said.
Rashewsky added that she would be happy to
present students' input to the committee.
"As students, we are just as concerned and we
want to maintain the student community during this
renovation period," she said.
The library committee is currently exploring all
of their options right now and none of the temporary
location plans are definite.
"Dean Sledge is looking towards using some of
the common spaces throughout the residence system to
help find spaces convenient for student life purposes,"
said 'K' President, James Jones. He added, "We are
all going to have to be very, very patient with the
project. There are no simplistic answers to questions
this complicated. I give you my word that we will do all
humanly possible to help our students throughout what
will be two interesting years for the entire college."

Four-five person apartment directly across from
Woodward Elementary 611 Stuart Avenue for the
surnrner. Large glassed in porch. Great location.
Great condition. Available June 21 st through August.
$1500/month. Please contact Peter Livingston at 616
345-9069.

Tennis Streak Ends
- -- - -

Men's Tennis
4112 - Kenyon 4, Kalamazoo 3
4115 - Hope 7, Kalamazoo 2

Team loses first league match in
41 years
Colin Baumgartner
SPORTS EDITOR

Women's Tennis
4114 - Kalamazoo 9, Olivet 0
Baseball
4/14 - Adrian 16, Kalamazoo 4
Softball
4/14 Albion 3, Kalamazoo 1
4114 Albion 5, Kalamazoo 0

The Men's Tennis team lost 7-2 at home to Hope, their
first MIAA defeat in a dual match since 1962. The 41-year
streak of241 matches was the longest by any amateur, high
school, college or professional team in America.
It was only the second loss for the Hornets in league
play dating back to 1936, giving them an overall record
of 396-2.
The loss will likely mean that the Hornets will have
to win the league tournament in order to win a share of
the league title. That streak is currently at 64. The league
tournament will be held at Albion on April 25-26.
Winning the points for Kalamazoo were Michael
Malvitz and Dave Atallah at number one and number four
singles, respectively.

QUALITY ONE AND TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT A GREAT RATE.
PARK TERRACE APARTMENT COMPLEX
'
Phone # 269-381-2812
Located at 105 North Kendall avo
Walking Distance to K-college and WMU.
Free Heat and Hot Water, clean and safe in an excellent area.
Located on Main bus Route free to students.
Air conditioning, Laundry facilities, Plenty of parking,
Furnished and Unfurnished apartments still available.
Apartments for Spring, Surnrner, and fall currently
available.
For More Info call, As Soon As Possible,
Monday -Friday between 9AM and 4 PM
381-2812
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8 faculty members leave K College

iii AN AFTERNOON
aINIRAQ

Chelsea Phillips

Dr. Kim Cummings and
Dr. Kiran Cunningham
have organized afternoon forums to discuss
the continuing war with
Iraq. The discussions
are informal between
students and faculty.
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1M REVOLUTION!!
Library renovations plan
to oust The Daily Grind
and with it the campus's
sense of community.
Is thi s the answer to
space limitations? What
about plans to sustain
the shop?

II

MOVIN' ON UP

With the retirement of
Bob Kent, Timon Corwin
will become new athletic director. In addition, Kristen Smith will
be associate director of
women's athletics.

mSTIRRING THE
ItILITERARY BREW
Students involved in the
publication, The Cauldron, will present works
in tomorrow's Chapel.
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Hopefully you are not too attached to your professors here at
'K,' because one of them may be leaving soon.
A large quantity of professors, most of who have only worked
for the college for a few years, plan on leaving' K' at the end of
spring quarter, in order to pursue their careers elsewhere.
Eight faculty members, from various departments, will leave
their positions, making many wonder why such a large number
are leaving and whether or not this will have a detrimental effect
on the campus.
.
"We are always concerned about patterns of faculty retention,"
Provost Greg Mahler said.
There are four models of departure, which explain why most
instructors are leaving the college, Mahler said.
I. The superstar professor - "We've had people here - superstars
- greatest teaching, research and community service, they were here,
they had tenure, but they've done such a good job building a name
for themselves nationally that an East Coast university offers them a
salary 50 percent more than we can afford," Mahler said.
2. The personal model - Certain professors have to leave their
positions in order to move closer to family members, or because their
spouses obtain new jobs in cities other than Kalamazoo.

See Faculty, p. 8

Photo by Sarah Martyn
A large number of K faculty will leave the college this year.
The large number is coincidence, but could impact teaching
styles.

Stu Comm '03-'04 Executive Elections
President runs uncontested, two candidates for Financial Director
Brittany Edwards
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Student Commission executive elections
for next year take place this Monday, April
28. Karen Nave, K'04, is running officially
uncontested as president. Emily Olson, K'04
and David Council, K'06 are running for
Financial Director. All official candidates will
debate on Friday at 4pm in Dewing 103.
Olson, from Spring Lake, MI, is a biology major and just returned from Ecuador.
She has two years of experience on Student
CommissIOn.
"[\ am running] because my experience as
a member of FPC has been so positive," said
Olson, "There are so many great organizations
and by working WIth them as student groups

we can do a lot of cool stuff. Otherwise it
can be great to get to know people and groups
on campus."
Her key issues include increasing communication with administration,. especially in
relation to the library renovations. Olson wants
"to make sure the student groups aren't getting
the short end of the deal here and to be sure
they receive the necessary funds."
She has worked with Karen Nave on ideas
to "help to make student commission more
effective. Financial Director and President are
key positions. There are so many opportunities
for us. I'd like us to work together to make a
positive impact with our year term. [We want]
to boost moral, especially spring quarter when
everyone is busy."
Council, from Clinton Township, MI, is

a first-year who hopes to major in Political
Science with an economics minor who would
like to study abroad in Italy.
He is running because he has "a lot of
experience on the Financial Policies Committee
from the past year I am interested in economics and it seems like my niche on Student
Commission."
His goals include fairly budgeting the
money for the students, attaining funding to
increase participation and providing things for
organizations to function next year
"I've tried to stick close to Austin Litvak,
[the current financial director] and have learned
a lot from him. \ feel encouraged to do as good
if not better than he did. He ran as a first year
and was successful, so that's encouraging,"
said Council.
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K Campus gathers to discuss war on Iraq
Bridget Seal/ell
Katherille Wegert
INDEX STAFF
To address what was an impending
war, Dr. Kim Cummings and Dr. Kiran
Cunningham organized Friday afternoon
forums on the war in Iraq. The intent of
the weekly discussion is for students and
professors to share their opinions in an
open, informal manner.
"The situation is not simple. It's difficult and we need to talk about it in all of its
conflicting senses," said Cunningham.
The professors said they are dissatis-

fied with the media coverage that has "not given
adequate play to criticisms of war," what is
essentially a "very shallow analysis."
"We think it's very
important that people
understand the bigger
picture," said Cummings.
Sometimes,
the
group views a film clip
prior to the discussion;
last Friday, Kiragu Wambull, a political science

doctoral student at Western Michigan University,
shared the general perspectives of Africa on
Iraqi-United States relations.
Now that the war
is coming to a close,
the focus of the discussion has shifted to postwar Iraq, reconstruction
efforts, and the Project
for a New American Century.

Open forum allows for student voice
Joe Mallsour
INDEX STAFF
Students are being asked to talk all about "K."
The Steering Committee is planning a meeting for all
students to talk with North Central Association (NCA)
reaccredidation team, which will assess Kalamazoo College
next week. The meeting is to be held on Tuesday, April
29 at 4pm in the Olmsted room and is open to the entire
student body.
The meeting this Tuesday is, "One piece of their [the
NCA] larger visit and larger project," said professor Bob

Stauffer. Students should come to the meeting and expect to
share their insights on the quality of campus life at "K."
Stauffer explains that the amount of attendance at
the meeting is important in order for the NCA to fully
understand the issues, strengths, and weakness of the
student body.
"If only a handful of students come, they [the NCA
team] will not get an accurate reading of the student body,"
said Stauffer.
The meeting will last for no more than an hour, and
should be in Stauffer's words, "a big focus group." Some
topics to be addressed include the sense of community on
campus, and other aspects of student life.

Committee takes "comprehensive look" at college
Bell Rosellburg
STAFF WRITER
In efforts to research internal strengths and weaknesses
and external opportunities and threats to our campus,
Assistant Provost Carolyn Newton synthesized the President's
Advisory Committee (PAC) with an amalgam of representatives from the Support Staff, FacMan, Administrative Staff,
alums, the student body and faculty to organize the Strategic
Planning Committee (SPC).
The aim of the committee i to bring about a comprehensive look at the college's place in the local community
and its status as an institution of higher learning through the
reactions of its campus residents.
"We included not only administrative and faculty voices,
but support staff and facilities management had a say too,"
said Newton. "Not every school has done that."
Categories of consideration range from educational
product to athletic facilities to concerns about the economy
in our community outside of the 'K' bubble and national

sentiment regarding current international events.
The PAC bloc began meeting and work-shopping in
September, Fall Quarter of2002 to discuss planning options
and the specific situation analyses. Campus group meetings
culminated in October before the conunittee met as a whole
first week of Winter Quarter, this year.
"47 of 47 Facilities Management employees showed
up to speak 100 percent-and they said some amazing
things." Newton continued. "One thing they value is the
interaction with the students, that they can learn from them.
That's what's amazing about this project."
The primary analysis has been completed, and ewton is
continually working with both Roy Haas, professor emeritus
at University of Virginia, and the SPC representatives
to cull specific goals and short-term projects for each
of the leadership bodies to improve campus life. The
SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats)
composite will be placed on a website for' K' students
next week.

Dr. Cummings pointed out that Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld has mentioned
Syria as a next target.
Sophomore Elizabeth Sauser-Monnig
has attended all but two forums. She enjoys
the conversations and said the questions
other students pose are helpful.
"The discussions are useful for pulling
your knowledge," Sauser-Monnig said.
Each week, the discussions are oriented
toward a specific war-related issue, which
serves as a segue to other topics. All students
and staff are welcome to become involved,
regardless of their opinions.

QUALITY ONE AND TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT A GREAT RATE.
PARK TERRACE APARTMENT COMPLEX,
Phone # 269-381 -2812
Located at 105 North Kendall avo
Walking Distance to K-college and WMU.
Free Heat and Hot Water, clean and safe in an excellent area.
Located on Main bus Route free to students.
Air conditioning, Laundry facilities, Plenty of parking,
Furnished and Unfurnished apartments still available.
Apartments for Spring, Summer, and fall currently
available.
For More Info call, As Soon As Possible,
Monday -Friday between 9AM and 4 PM
381-2812

SUMMER HOUSE
Available June 15 - August 15
4 bedroom, 4-5 people
611 Stuart Avenue #2. across from Woodward Elem.
Beautiful, large glasscd-in porch
345-7313
SI ,500/month (includes utilities & laundry)
Price Negotiable

CrimeBeat
No crimes reported this week.

.
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Chapel Chat
by Jeanne Hess
As I write in my darkened office on
Earth Day, I realize it's not that dark,
really. I can do without lights for the
lion's share of the day, especially with
the great light in the sky coming out
more often and shining through my
window.
The very first Earth Day was 33
years ago in 1970 when I was in the
6th grade. I remember it as a very
exciting time and all of us 6th graders
at Junior High West went around the
school grounds and picked up litter.

Back then, I never really thought of Earth
Day as a non-violent protest, but today, I
can't think of it in any other way.
Our lifestyles, our habits and those
practices which we take for granted are
often a violent slap in the face to our Mother
Earth. As we reflect this week on the
violence we have done to the earth, we can
also call to mind those times when we act
with violence toward one another.
Mahatma Ghandi said, "an eye for
and eye makes the whole world blind."
Napoleon Bonaparte is quoted as saying,

"There are only two forces in the world,
the sword and the spirit. In the long run
the sword will always be conquered by
the spirit."
The violence we do to both the earth
and our fellow humans must be kept in
awareness if we are to do anything about
either. Check this out:
As suggested in "Love Your Enemies",
a Pax Christi brochure, you can do the
following:
1. For one day, be conscious of how
you use the words "us" and "them".
2. Think of a recent situation where
someone acted rudely or unkindly. How
did you respond? How would you like to
have responded?
3. Remember the last time you were
rude or unkind to another person. Examine
the feelings that caused your behavior. Can
you accept the feelings but change your

behavior?
4. Do something to undo the harm
done to our environment. Pick up
litter, compost, speak out to clean up
environmental waste, walk or bike to
work, save energy.
5. Share this quote from the Bhagavad Gita with another person: "If you
want to see the heroic, look for those
who can love in return for hatred."
Spiritually, we can become aware
of our violent practices toward earth
and humans. To help us do that, Bob
Badra, teacher and spiritualist, will help
us practice Buddhist Meditation this
Sunday at 7:30 in Stetson.
Meditation is a great way of relieving stress and connecting with that much
greater than yourself. I hope to see
you there!
Peace!

Facultyl8 professors leave 'K' at the end of the coming year
DEBORAH MIX
Mix has worked for the college for two years, teaching
English literature. and is leaving her position because the
funding for it ran out.
"Mostly I'm just sad. I love the community ofK. tbe
sense of knowing lots of different students and getting to
see what everybody is doing and knowing lol~ of different
filculty, and the ability you have to be connected in different
ways." Mix said. "I think it's just amazing."

TYRONE NEWHOOK
He has taught the Journalism and TV Journalism
courses for the pru.i three years and is leaving the college
because his partner, Louis-Philippe Rochon, a former
economics instructor at 'K: resigned at the cnd of winter
quarter. Newhook originally came to the college from
Toronto. Ontario to "appease" Rochon. He said he will not
return to teaching after leaving the college, but rather will
return to Toronto, where he will pursue a job either writing
or producing for a Canadian broadcast company.
"It's unfommate that I'm leaving because I've had such
a great time, with the English department. in particular;' said
Newhook , "They are such a great group of people. they've
al\vays been supportive. they always want to sort of make
peoples' lives more comfortable and hdp people out. which
,iust knowing the college a littlc bit, it's a relatively umque
dynamic to have in an academi.: dc:partment:'

LAST BUT NOT LEAST
In addition to the eight men\lon~d here, there are three
additional profcssors leaving at the end of this year:
James Behuniak -- Phi/usap"y
Stephanie Winder - ClassiCI'
Joyce Kannan -- African Sflldie~

Although she does not want to leave, she will be
moving onto Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana, to
teach American Poetry and US Ethnie Literature. She said
her job description will be similar to the one she has now,
but she will be at a much larger school.
"1 don't want to sound like a big cheese ball. but I
really love my students and colleagues here. People arc
doing anlazing work, and I'll miss that;' Mix said.

LOUIS-PHILIPPE ROCHON
The fonner professor of Economics. who resigned at
the end of winter quarter, was unavailable for comment.
However, Newhook said, "He resigned over an action that
was considered profeSSIonal misconduct. It involved sending
an e-mail regarding the performance of a close colleague and
friend." He added. "111ere is a bit of history that led up to that.
It's not something you would do out of thin air:'
Newhook said he did not agree with Rochon's actions,
however he is also not satisfied with the actions the college
took either, by ask ing Rochon to resign.
"Louis-Philippe has been here for five yl!ars. He's been
a really good teacher. a really good researcher, taking part
in the so-c~lled Kalamazoo College community. going to
football games. lie would have srudents come owr to his
house for study sessIons. he would be In hIS oilice with
groups of student~ at night during study sessions. You take
all that und you weIgh this one blemish. 1 think this was a
rcally wrong-headed decision 011 the part of the collegc,"
Newhook SaId.
Rochon currently has some strong leads mto new
posil1ons. However, if he does not land one by the cnd of
June, he will be mo"ing to Toronto \\1th Newhook, to look
for a pOSItion there. The administration would not comment
on Rochon's resignation.

MATIAS VERNENGO
He has taught Economics at 'K' for the past two
years.
"My wife works at the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor," said Vernengo. "We have a four-year-old.
The commute is terrible! We both are getting jobs at the
University of Utah, Salt Lake City."
"University of Utah bas a bigger depal1ment, with
a graduate program that emphaSIzes research, that is
better fit for my inter.!sts." Vcmcngo added.
While he is there, he plans on continulllg his
research and completing hIS book on the effects of
globalization on the Brazilian economy and society.

MICHAEL WOLF
He has been a profcssor of philosophy for the past
three years and will be leaving at the end of the quarter.
"1 really like' K' College; I didn't have burning desire
to leave. It came down to family issues," Wolf said.
He added that it was going to be difficult for his wife
to find long-ternl employment In thc Kalamazoo area,
so they had to think about whethcr or not they would be
able to stay here. Wolf was originally hired to work here
for just a year. Onc year turned into two, whIch turned
into three. Howevcr. the position couldn't be guarantecd
for another year.
"Although 1 lOve tcaching at Kalamazoo College.
there are always concerns about spousal employment and
other fanlily issues and those are just things that 1 needed
to get over in some way. Kalamazoo. the place. made it
hard to resolve those issues." Wolf said.
He plans to tcach at Fresno State University, In
California.
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Vasas' 'Bad Luck' rates as a solid album
Patrick Neaton
STAFF WRITER
Mike Vasas has talent, there's no
denying it. On his latest album Bad
Luck, Vasas plays every instrument
save the tambourine. In addition to
playing everything from guitars, to
drums, to the piano, he also managed
to mix and master the entire album
himself.
Bad Luck, which will be available beginning April 29 at a release
party at the Daily Grind for $10, is
probably Vasas' most cohesive work

to date. The album is straight ahead
rock and roll, but at the same time
manages to cover a wide range of
styles within the geme. Along the
way, it manages to tell the story of
finding love, the disappointment of
not having it work out, and then
moving past it.
The album starts off rocking
with "My Door," with Vasas warning the listener, "I ain't very good
at harmonica, but I try." With its
twangy, alt-country guitar licks
between verses, "My Door" could
easily be mistaken for a Counting

Crows hit single, like "Mrs. Potter's
Lullabye," were Adam Duritz to
show up on vocals.
After a strong start, this pianodriven rock song is where Bad Luck
takes a slight downturn. Musically
it's a solid track, with a wailing guitar
backing up the piano, but the lyrics
are boring and border on juvenile.
Here Vasas makes too quick a jump
from the abstract to painfully literal
lyrics, making this sacrifice for the
sake of telling the album's story.
Vasas redeems himself with
"A Marble Fountain," a beautiful

piano-driven ballad with depressed
but impassioned vocals. The lyrics
are again simplistic, but this time
it fits well.
After a slow sensitive piece,
Bad Luck picks back up with "Be
Prepared For Anything." In this
catchy tune with more of those
twangy guitar riffs Vasas warns his
love interest to "Keep your skin thick,
and be prepared for anything."
Track six, "Pop at it's Best"
is aptly named. It's catchy but
forgettable. The shortest song on
the album makes way for one of Its

'Alone on Stage' includes 'Laughing Wild,' 'No Exit'
Megan Morrisey
STAFF WRITER
Carnpus theatre goers will soon have the opportunity
to be "Alone on Stage."
This latest student production will showcase two plays:
"Laughing Wild," directed by Lynnette Polcyn and "No Exit,"
directed by Nicholas Kessler.
"Laughing Wild" was written in 1988 by the American
playwright Christopher Durang. The play is a cautionary tale of
modem life in America. It focuses on the difficulty of forming
relationships in the face of technological advancements. Says
Polcyn, "Humans are so encouraged to be individuals that
relationships are made nearly impossible."
"Laughing Wild" is based around a man and a woman
who attempt to forge a connection.
The plot is conducted several times in a supermarket,
with an alternate outcome explored each time. The two
ultimately realize that the only thing they have in common
is breathing.
"Laughing Wild" presented difficulties because it centers
only on the two characters. Despite the hurdles, Polcyn feels

highlights.
"Basically Trying" is a prime
ex.ample of Vasas at his best. This
acoustic piece is a lyrical gem,
showing Vasas' knack for combining
rhythm and rhyme.
If "Basically Trying" is the
beginning of the end of the relationship Vasas sings about on Bad Luck,
"Watch the Lovers Dance" is the
end. Musically the song is slightly
boring, but it gets the point across.
"You have decimated me {You have
See Bad Luck, p. 6

Editor's Note:

it a worthy project. "This is a great story. Really a play
for Americans."
The plot of "No Ex.it" is equally dark. It revolves around
a love triangle between three despicable people trapped
in Hell who will never succeed in gaining that one thing
that can save them.
Adapted from the French play Huis Clois by Jean-Paul
Sartre (originally produced in 1944), "No Exit" is "delicious
torture, very sexually charged and fujI of desire."
Kessler says "No Exit" explores how an individual
composes themselves and their identity based on other's
reaction to them. "How each person defines themselves in their
reflection in other's faces." He lavishly praises his cast, stating,
"They work as hard as their desires are strong."
Audiences should expect "No Exit" to be "as dark and
satisfYing as any darkened comer of a party where you can
steal seconds of sexual tension between two people who can't
take their eyes off each other."
"Alone on Stage" will be presented at the end of fourth
week in the Dungeon Theatre. The Friday and Saturday shows
commence at 8 p.m., the Sunday show at 2 pm. Admission
is five dollars.

The Index has a policy of not printing anonymous
writing submitted to the newspaper unless it is of a
sensitive nature as deternlined by the editorial board,
for example, in the discussion of gender related abuse
or violence.
We would also like to respond to several concerns
voiced since the April 10 issue, regarding the student who
set anti-war posters on fire on the door of the Service
Learning House. Student Development is restricted by
FERPA, the Federal Rights Protection Act, a law that
requires the college admillistration to withhold the identity
in judicial matters. The administration, in this case Dana
Jansma, is restricted on commenting on the identity of
the student. However, the newspaper is not restricted
by this law,
We obtained verification of the identity ofthe student
through the police, people involved in the incident as well
as through discussion with the student, Blake Hurt, all
relevant sources of information. Please feel free to talk
with editors of the newspaper if you have further questions
or concerns of this matter, We welcome letters to the
editor with the name of the author included.
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Vive la Daily Grind!
Brittany Edwards
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
If you walk into the Daily Grind,
our new coffeehouse on campus, on
any given day you will see students
and faculty together, reading, talking
and relaxing. Its warm red walls,
wood floors, soft lighting and music
are charming. As its slogan says, it
is "always in good taste." I argue
that this small room is the only place
at Kalamazoo College where people
gather that openly invites community
and is our version of what many
other schools call a "student union."
According to plans set forth by the
administration, it will be gone in
one year.
It is the first time in our short
institutional memory that we have
had a place on our campus to gather
that was not Sodexho or a place you
had to reserve through complicated
means. Our community coffeehouse
has garnered itself a place among
the coveted chapel steps and red
square as a place that makes 'K'

Library renovations set to eliminate coffee shop

magical.
Daily Grind employee Angela
Kovalak said, "A lot of alumni have
come back and said they thought it
was a great idea. I think it's important
for students to have an opportunity
to relax, study and get together."
She said that many groups, such as
the language tables, and even small
classes have gathered there. She said
there were many possibilities for it in
terms of music and entertainment.
The Daily Grind is the last
vestige of any student union feeling
in Hicks. The plans to put a cafe in
the library speak to poor strategic
planning. Afterwards, what will
Hicks be left for? Why would you
concentrate so much activity in the
library? People go to the library to
study, not socialize.
The owners of The Daily Grind,
Harry Gaggos and Jeff Duncan,
have said that they had hoped the
coffeehouse would last longer than
its two-year lease. They have looked
into many viable options to sustain
it after their graduation. At this
point, profits made off of all of their

hard work support causes in their
community.
However, they are not a nonprofit and with time could be assured
of being rewarded for their investment in our community. Despite
this they are being cooperative and
businesslike, as befits their role, but
should you? Something can be done
and you, as a student can make it
happen.
The new library, set to arrive
sometime around 2006, will in many
ways become the new center of
community on campus. At that point,
what community will we have?
The administration, represented
by the new Dean of Information
Services, Lisa Palchick, has said
that the library will be moved to the
basement of Hicks Center, therefore
eliminating the Quad Stop, the game
room and the Daily Grind.
Pa1chick said, "We understand
that we are sharing space with you
folks, and it's your building, not ours.
We are very grateful that the student
body is willing to allow the college
and to allow us to do this, so that we

Earth not in "any real trouble":
Mike Taylor
INDEX STAFF
As you all may know, today is
not only April 24, it is also "don't
spend any money day," in Envorg's
weeklong campaign to save the earth.
Some of the most ridiculous reading
I do during the week is found on the
tables in the cafeteria, and Envorg's
latest flyer certainly did not disappoint. Perhaps I am just not very
insightful but I fail to understand
how stagnating the local economy
today follows the environmental
theme this week.
Before I go any further I would
like to dispel a rumor that most
environmentalists (P.c. for tree huggers) might have against conservatives. I am all about saving the earth,
really I am. But save for the remote
possibility that inordinately powerful
space aliens view the United State's
quest for world, and ultimately

universal domination as a threat, and
carry out a pre-emptive strike of their
own on mankind, I don't think the
earth is in any real trouble.
Scientists are as divided on what
causes global warming as democrats
were divided on the necessity of the
war. One thing scientists are sure
of though, is that global warming
does exist on Mars. Dare I suggest
Martian civilization is entering a
time like our Industrial Revolution,
because I thought liberals said global
warming could only be the result of
human activity. Perhaps that is just an
a sumption environmentalists have
used to scare people into accepting
their economically nocuous agenda.
Along with Tuesday's "do it
in the dark day," today's theme is
equally ridiculous. The only connection [ can make between how "don't
spend your money day" might fit into
the environmentalist agenda is that
at the heart of environmentalism

is a hatred of capitalism. Environmentalists wou ld rather have low
pollution emissions and a ruined
economy, than to continue towards
what they wrongly claim will soon
be uninhabitable conditions.
In the past six years a worldwide
effort has been made for countries to
ratify the controversial Kyoto Treaty.
Under the treaty, which George Bush
refused to sign, pollution standards
for large companies would be so
severe that you would see a flood
of American corporations moving
their plants to non-Kyoto countries.
The treaty also would have cost the
economy upwards of $400 billion
and an estimated 5 million jobs, just
what we need during a recession.
Environmentalists are not only
concerned with crippling our economy, orne would even have your
daily habits determined by the government. What I assumed to be a
Kalamazoo College coed, had to

can have such a beautiful building
when we finish."
I say that they do not understand.
That is rhetoric. If Lisa Palchick
wants to prove me wrong, she will.
Please, prove me wrong, Ms. Palchick, and in turn you will prove
to the students your openness and
willingness to compromise and
communicate fairly with the student
body.
Yes, they had meetings to inform
us about what was going on, but the
plans were basically set in stone.
They need the space, so they are
taking it. I understand that they are
making it possible for the library to
function in the interim.
I know that with some compromise they could find additional space.
I'll give them my bedroom if they
want to store some stuff there, it's
not much bigger than the coffeeshop.
Or better yet, I'll set up a fundraiser
to buy them a storage shed and we
can throw it in the middle of the
quad.
I am not protesting that they

are taking the entire publications
space and relocating it to a small
room elsewhere. That is negotiable.
Can't they find somewhere besides
the coffee shop for storage space?
The administration cares so much
that they can't find a way to allow
our only community meeting place
to stay open?
Here is what I recommend. I
will give the administration until
next Tuesday, April 29 at noon to
respond to my editorial. If I don't
hear any viable alternative to the
current plan, that includes space for
the Daily Grind, then I will gather
more perspectives on this and post
petitions in visible places available
for any member of our community
to sign. This is just the beginning.
If 1 am completely wrong about the
flexibility of the administration, J
give them free reign to say so in a
letter to the editor submitted by next
Tuesday or through direct change. If
not, I'm happy to incite revolution.
Vive la Daily Grind!

Environmentalists fail to understand
main issues of concern
be laughed out of my Hoben dorm
room by my roommate and I as she
asked us to sign a petition allowing
the city of Kalamazoo the authority
to punish those who do not recycle.
Just what I need, the government
telling me what to do with my milk
cartons and newspapers.
As comical as this may sound,
if you missed last week's edition of
the Index, you missed an even better
laugh. In true liberal form, president
of the Student Commission, James
Goodwin, criticized an affirmative
action article I wrote by talking about
museum visits and my township

website, instead of addressing the
issue. His ad hominem attack on
me for being a privileged white
commenting on racism was quite
contradictory since he himself has
written articles for the Index concerning racial matters. And having been
the victim of racism at the hands of
the University of Michigan, I would
say 1 have just as much authority to
talk about it as anyone el e, James.
But to answer your question about
how many museum visits I have
made James, if you count the baseball
and football Hall of Fame, then 2.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
On page 3 of the April 17th issue of The Index I read about
"girls and guys." On p. 7, I read about "men's basketball" and
"cross country girls." What century are we living in?
Wanda Viento
Counseling Center
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You know, r have to admit, I'm really
not meant for this job. Every time I go
to the movie theater I enjoy myself. I'm
supposed to hate movies that are bad,
aren't I? For example, take my experience at Bulletproof Monk. This movie
is not a masterpiece, I'll tell you right
now, but I still enjoyed it. It was full
of bad plot devices, rough transitions,
and rather poor acting, yet somehow it
was enjoyable.
I know it had nothing to do with
the plot. The movie tells the story of
a nameless monk (played by Chow YunFat) who is given incredible powers to
protect a mysterious powerful scroll from
invading Nazis in 1943. Now, in 2003,
his sixty years of service are up and he
searches for the next protector of the
scroll, which turns out to be none other
than Seann William Scott, of American
Pie fame. However, the same Nazis have
been chasing the monk since the day he
began his work, and now they are closer
than ever to catching him. Sounds pretty
crazy, right? Well, add in that Scott plays
a pickpocket that has recently gained
an enemy in an underground crime lord,
Mr. Funktastic, and fallen in love with a
beautiful Russian mafia princess. This all
may seem like too much , but not to worry,
there is no danger of being overwhelmed
by this film.
So I guess it must have been that cool

fighting that I liked. I mean, that wild
"I'm defying the laws of gravity" fighting
is pretty wild. However, I have to admit,
that in many cases, as is the case in this
film, the super fighting goes so fast and
cuts so many times that it is sometimes
hard to tell what is happening. Plus, r
might be wrong on this part, but I was
very surprised to see that Nazis were so
versed in the martial arts . This is really
only the beginning of things that I found
structurally flawed, but there are far too
many to divulge here.
Hmmm, well could it have been the
directing? This film is produced by John
Woo (Face Off, Mission: Impossible 2),
which is not a surprise, but is directed by
a newcomer, Paul Hunter. The film really
was not particularly strong in acting or
in suspense. If anything could be taken
from this film regarding directing is that
there are not a great amount of mistakes
that are the director 's fault.
To be honest, the reason I enjoyed
this film so much was that it was so
ridiculous. There were so many times
when I felt sudden shifts in the film, or
that certain aspects were being pushed .
Lastly, the ending of the film was simply
ridiculous. r simply do not understand
how the writers could think that this
ending would be accepted. It was hilarious.

'Bad Luck' makes good debut
Bad Luck... cont. from p. 6

desecrated me."
"Lovedune" might be mistaken for Radiohead's "Karma Police" at the opening chords. but
it quickly develops tnto a great song in its own right with so much going on.
"In the Sky," another highlight, is the perhaps album's most fun song with upbeat and
catchy, but solid lyrics and infectious guitar riffs in the background.
"To Patricia From Phillip," the closing track on Bad Luck, echoes the opening track
lyrically, but this time the twangy guitar licks and drumbeat are replaced by only the strumming
of an acoustic guitar, that sounds, dare I say, Dylan-esque.
I was afraid I would overrate Bad Luck, having known Vasas since last year. As I listened to
it over and over, I asked myselfifl was crazy for thinking it was really good. I thought hard about
it and asked the opinion of unbiased friends of mine, and the answer is no, I was not crazy. While
some lyrics may be lacking in places, musically. the whole album is solid.
Four stars out of five.

Alone on Stage
April 25
April 26

No Exit

8pm

April 27
2pm

Laogblng

Dungeon
Theatre

WI1~

Tickets $5 - L.A.C.C.
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Spirit gets tealll back on track
Colin Baumgartner

out cheers its own fans.
"Even umpires have commented on what a positive
team we are," Engers said.
So with their final two doubleheaders at home; they'll
After losing the first eight games in their league most
teams would start looking forward to next season, but not basically have two crowds, the team and the fans.
In addition to the relentless team spirit, there are other
the Kalamazoo College softball team.
The team won their first game in over two weeks with things that have led to the team's resurgence.
a 1-0 shutout against Adrian on
"We have a lot of underclass- ,
April 16. They followed with a
men starting for us and they are
finally getting comfortable out
strong showing at Hope, losing
there,"
said Engers.
two close games to their MlAA
Our focus has been on
The newcomers are buying
rival, and then returned to the win
having fun and enjoying the into the team philosophy as well.
column by beating Manchester
"Our goal has been to focus
1-0 on Tuesday. Emery Engers
game.
was the winning pitcher in both
on single games, and do the
victories for the Hornets.
best we can in one game," said
-- Emery Engers
freshman third baseman Alyssa
"We know we don't have a
Rhoades.
shot at winning the league, so our
= = =
They play Old Dominion
focus has been on having fun and
enjoying the game," said Engers,
(Ohio) on Saturday and finish
a senior co-captain. Sarah Martyn, Shauna Sage and Deanna with a league match-up against Calvin.
For those not able to attend the upcoming games, the
Werner are the other senior captains.
The team's strong spirit is one of the reasons for their team's spirit will be on display in the cafeteria on Friday
newfound success. The team cheers so loud that it easily morning at II. The freshmen will be performing a dance.
SPORTS EDITOR

fI

Photo by Rob Morrison
Pitcherlinfielders Emery Engers K'03 and Elli Toskey
K'04 cheer on a teammate at the plate.

New athletic
leadership announced

Weekend Sailing:
Regattas keep club team busy
Ryan Biziorek

Corwin, Smih named new ADs
Colin Baumgartner
SPORTS EDITOR
Due to upcoming retirements, the athletic department
wilt have some new faces running the show in the
next year. Provost Gregory Mahler announced three
promotions in physical education and athletics, all
effective July 1,2003.
Timon Corwin will be the new director of men's
athletics, taking over for the retiring Bob Kent. Corwin
will continue to coach the men's tennis team in addition
to serving as director of the USTA Boys' 18 and 16
Super National Tennis Championships held each year
in Kalamazoo.
Kristen Smith will be an associate director of
women's athletics under current dlf(~ctor of women's
athh:tics, Lyn Maurer. Smith will continue her role as a
teacher and thc director of the athlctIc training program
and then will become the director fJf women's athletics
upon Maurer's 2004 retirement.
Jeanne Hess will be the chair of the physical
education department, as well as continuing in her
current work as the head coach of the volleyball team
and associate chapla1l1.

Scoreboard

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Friday is finally here and after continuously checking
the time in class, it's 4 PM. I rush out the door and grab
my sailing gear at my apartment. By 4: IS, I and three other
teammates are on the road, headed to Miami University
for the weekend in Oxford, Ohio. Sure, it's a 5 hour drive,
but the prospect of a good party and plenty of sailing on
Saturday keeps us awake and excited for the second regatta
of the season.
Although our team has only been sailing in the collegiate
circuit for less than a year, there are familiar faces from past
regattas at the party. As we catch up with old sailors and meet
new sailors, the party keeps bumping late into the night and
KCST is the last to leave at 3 AM.
The morning comes too fast, especially when you have
t(l wake up at 7 AM so you can sail at 8:30 AM. We arrive at
the lake in good spirits and ready to sail. Although most of
our team has only been sailing for less than six months (some
members havejust started sailing this past fall), we begin to rig
our boat and sail out on to the lake, ready to race.
After 20 races, a great lunch, and a lot of boats tipping
over, the day is done. We've raced well and now it's time to
go and party it up again. Another great regatta is over, but
there will be another one next weekend.
Although the team packs up and heads to regattas on
most weekends, KCST sails three to four days a week. We

Men's Tennis
4/19 - Gustavus 6, Kalamazoo 1
4/22 - Ferris State 5, Kalamazoo 2

Women's Tennis
4/22 - Albion 6, Kalamazoo 3
BasebaU
4/21 - Spring Arbor 11, Kalamazoo 4
Softball
4122 - Kalamazoo 1, Manchester 0
4/22 - Manchester 4, Kalamazoo 1
welcome everyone to join the team, whether you have
a lot of sailing experience or none at all or if you are
just interested in a joy ride on Gull Lake or attending a
regatta on the weekends. Please contact myself at k99rbO I
or Stephanie LaFrate at kO I slO I if you are interested in
sailing with us!
Ryan Biziorek is a senior Physics and Economics mqjor
and the treasurer of the KCST. He has been sailing with
the team for one year now.

,
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Cauldron unveiled
Katherine Wegert
INDEX STAFF
Friday, April 25 marks the unveiling of this year's edition of The Cauldron.
Chapel will be "a celebration of writing, of music, and of the community of really talented
students," Editor-in-chiefSarah Weiner, K'03, said.
Two guest speakers, Conrad Hilberry, a poet and former professor of English at Kalamazoo
College, and John Rybicki, another poet who specializes in urban education, specifically in
poetry outreach in the Dctroit Public Schools system, are invited to join the festivities.
Three students will be honored with the Divine Crow award, a prize created by Di Seuss
to recognize the top pieces and their authors. This year's judges Cari Carpenter and Chris
Matthews selected the three exceptional compositions out of the 33 published in The Cauldron.
There are no specific criteria and the process is done anonymously. Any combination of works
can be chosen. The recipients of the award have their name added to Seuss's black crow in
gold ink and receive cash for their achievement.
There will also be student musical performances, readings by Carol Flannigan, Joe
Tracz, Morgan Campbell, and Ben Callam, along with displays by artists featured in the
magazme.
The Cauldron, Kalamazoo College'S literary magazine, has been an annual publication
for more than thirty years. Initially created to highlight writing by students, it is now
an extensive collection of art and various genres including poetry, fiction, and creative
non-fiction pieces.
Each year publishing works becomes increasingly more competitive.
"Anybody can submit as many pieces a they want," said Weiner.
Approximately 100 different submissions were made this year and only a third were
accepted. The selection process is extensive. The compositions are separated according to
genre. Subcommittees, headed by an editor, are assigned to a genre to select their top choices.
Those that are chosen go to the Editor-in-Chief and Di Seuss, who make the final decision
on which pieces will be published.
The Cauldron is funded by student commission and is available for purchase following
the Chapel service the in th~ lobby of Stetson Chapel. Additional copies will also be sold
during lunch and dinner at Hicks Center.

K College to
experience loss of 8
faculty members
Faculty... cont. from p. 1

3. Soft money runs out - The
College occasionally receives grants
that pay a professor's salary for a
year or two. "When that money is
up, you just say goodbye," Mahler
said.
4. The not-so-effecttve professor - There are professors who are
not effective in the classroom or
with their other professional responsibilities at the college. "Somettmes
you want to lose people. In that case
you tell people 'We're not going to
renew your appointment, and then
they leave,'" Mahler said.
Although many professors will
be leaving this year, it does not
seem to be forming a trend, but
rather IS SImply a eoincldenee in

most cases.
"It's not crucial when a lot of
people leave, it's why," said Mahler.
"This year is a good example. You
say 'Oh my God - eight faculty!'
If you lost eight faculty a year,
that would be a disaster, but point
in fact, if half of those are what
I would call the personal model,
they're idiosyncratic, it just so
happens that professor X's family
crisis happens at the same time as
professorY's family crisis. It would
worry me far more if everybody
left one year because we weren't
reappointing them," Mahler said.
After hearing about the many
professors who will be leaving
at the end of the academic year,
one particular question always
comes up: How will this affect the
individual departments?
Economics professor Matias
Vernengo summed up the answer to
this question quite simply.
"Changes in the curriculum
will be minor, and for the most

c
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part what will change is the style of
teaching," he said.
The college has hired temporary replacements for each faculty
member who is leaving and whose
position has ongoing money each
year.
"In all but one case we've got
people already hired for one year.
Some of those people will apply for
the temporary positions they will
be doing, some will not, they are
just going to be here for one year,"
Mahler said.
Although next year the campus
will have to adjust to many new
faculty faces, class selection and
course curriculum should remain
the same wtlhin every department
that must deal with the loss of a
professor
The majorIty of those who are
leaving fall under the family model
and must depart campus for personal
reasons. Others, however, fall into
one of the other categories.

A collections of past covers of
the Cauldron. This year's edition will be revealed on Friday,
April 25 during Chapel.

Interested in learning more
about what SIPS are all
about in the HDSR & SOC/
ANTH Departments?
Then check out the

Hightower Symposium

Friday, April 25
Presentations in Dewing 103 5-7:30pm
Posters in Dewing Commons 7-9:30

Saturday, April 26
PresentatIOns in Dewing 103 1O-12pm,
1-5pm
Posters in Dewing Commons lO-5plll

We need sub letters for this summer!
Great apartment, in walking distance to
campus!
Call Sarah if interested.
267-7153

CORRECTION

f Kalamazoo College

The headline appearing on the education article,
Education Department leaves ((K", is inaccurate, was
an error on our part and should not have been printed.
Instead, the headline should read Proposal looks at
education department changes.
All information In the article is factual and
accurate; the writer is not responsible for this mistake.
We apologize for any misconceptions this error
may have caused. Please contact us with any questions
or concerns.

LET'S GIVE
THEM SOMETHING TO
TALK ABOUT!
Campus lacks
progressive dialogue,
causing a loss of
community.
Student empowerment
needs to be
encouraged.

m PLAYING UP
"
FOREPLAY
Sexperts take an in-depth
look at the A, B, C's of
'getting in the mood'.
TENNIS TEAMS
HIT WINNING
SHOTS
As the Women's Tennis
Team finishes with a
strong third place in the
MIAA, Men's Tennis
grabs another MIAA
championship ..
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certification set by the State ofMichigan. The college is concerned they
will not be able to meet the potentially
new standards, which would result in
the college's certification being taken
away from them by the state.
"It doesn't look good to flunk
an exam. As "K" students know, it's
far better to look at a situation and
say, you know, maybe the time has
come for us to strategically withdraw
in advance, instead of waiting until
they say you are not passing," Mahler
said.
The proposed 4-1 program
would allow the students of education
to attend "K" for four years. They
would then move onto the University
of Michigan for an additional year
of education, which would lead to an
MA plus teaching certification.
Another option with the program
is to attend Michigan State University
after four years at 'K.' The students
would stay there for two years and

Although the college is considering the
various options for the
future of the education
department,
Mahler
believes the 4-1 program
would create better teachers, since
the program would allow students to
do their Senior Individualized Projects in their major, rather than making
them use their student teaching as
their SIP.
Dr. Karen Selby, who is the chair
of the education department and is up
for tenure next year, said there is no
evidence as to why this proposal is
even being considered.
When she first started here at
"K," she had expected the college to
help the program move forward.
"I was told by the Provost that
there was a commitment to the program, and what has turned that commitment on its heels is not clear to
me," Selby said.

~aves

"K"

e from 4 years
rogram
able
ucation SIP

She added, "To say that Provost
Mahler created a new opportunity for
students at institutions that are begging for our students post-baccalaureate already, is insulting to me."
Selby is not the only person who
is concerned about the proposal and
confused about why it is being considered.
Colleen Perry, a junior a "K"
who is concentrating in education, is
worried about her and other students'
futures at the college.
"My biggest fear is that I am not
going to have a SIP next year;' Perry
said.
She added that she is not only
worried about herself, but is worried
about other students not being able

to take advantage of the education
department at 'J(.'
"I feel the education department
is a real asset to Kalamazoo. It's one
of the only programs where you can
come out of here with a degree in
another subject and then have this
program so that you can get a job
right away," she said. "If the college
is trying to encourage people to be
something great, then we need to
offeroppoitunities, instead of detracting opportunities."
Perry plans on meeting with
Mahler to ask questions about the
program and changes that will be
taking place. However, if her quesSee Education, p. 3

03' -04' Student Commission officers selected
Brittany Edwards
Co EDITOR IN CHIEF

Tuesday night the results
rolled in for the Student CommIssion Executive Elections.
A fter a recount of votes by
Index staff member, Junior Rob
Hinman it was confirmed. JUnior
Karen Nave was elected Pres-

ident of Student Commission
for the 2003-4 school year with
260 votes. Junior and write-in
Candidate Klayvaughn Williams
received 151.
Junior Emily
Olson received 236 votes while
First-year David Council got
138.
President-elect Nave was
asked for her response to the

news. "[ feel great. I'm really
glad that students went out and
votcd and took some interest in
the elections. I'm very excited
for next year." said Nave.
Stu Comm Financial Director-elect Emily Olson said, "[ 'm
really excited and looking forward to some of the things "K"
and I can do next year. We have

a lot of goals to achieve. ext
year, it should be fun to start
working on those."
When asked what her first
order of business would be, Nave
said, "I think it's important to
start the year off right. [ would
See Stu Comm p. 8
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Education department leaves "K"
Chelsea Phillips
INDEX STAFF
Provost Greg Mahler made a
proposal last week that would eliminate the education department at
Kalamazoo College and would create
a 4-1 program for students seeking
teacher certification.
Mahler presented the proposal
to the Educational Policy Committee
as a result of the possible increase in
requirements needed to gain teacher
certification set by the State ofMichigan. The college is concerned they
will not be able to meet the potentially
new standards, which would result in
the college's certification being taken
away from them by the state.
"It doesn't look good to flunk
an exam. As "K" students know, it's
far better to look at a situation and
say, you know, maybe the time has
come for us to strategically withdraw
in advance, instead of waiting until
they say you are not passing," Mahler
said.
The proposed 4-1 program
would allow the students of education
to attend ''K'' for four years. They
would then move onto the University
of Michigan for an additional year
of education, which would lead to an
MA plus teaching certification.
Another option with the program
is to attend Michigan State University
after four years at 'K.' The students
would stay there for two years and

would then gain certification and graduate hours.
If the plan is
adopted, U of M and
MSU would reserve 6- I2
spaces each year for "K"
students enrolled in the
4-1
program.
The
nwnber of "K" students
being certified each year
from the other institutions could eventually
increase to 20.
Although the college is considering the
various options for the
future of the education
department,
Mahler
believes the 4- I program
would create better teachers, since
the program would allow students to
do their Senior Individualized Projects in their major, rather than making
them use their student teaching as
their SIP.
Dr. Karen Selby, who is the chair
of the education department and is up
for tenure next year, said there is no
evidence as to why this proposal is
even being considered.
When she first started here at
"K," she had expected the college to
help the program move forward.
"I was told by the Provost that
there was a commitment to the program, and what has turned that commitment on its heels is not clear to
me," Selby said.

the move from 4 years
to 4-1 program

students still able
to comp ete education SIP

She added, ''To say that Provost
Mahler created a new opportunity for
students at institutions that are begging for our students post-baccalaureate already, is insulting to me."
Selby is not the only person who
is concerned about the proposal and
confused about why it is being considered.
Colleen Perry, a junior a ''K''
who is concentrating in education, is
worried about her and other students'
futures at the college.
''My biggest fear is that 1am not
going to have a SIP next year," Perry
said.
She added that she is not only
worried about herself, but is worried
about other students not being able

to take advantage of the education
department at 'K.'
"I feel the education department
is a real asset to Kalamazoo. It's one
of the only programs where you can
come out of here with a degree in
another subject and then have this
program so that you can get a job
right away;' she said. "If the coUege
is trying to encourage people to be
something great, then we need to
offer oppoitunities, instead ofdetracting opportunities."
Perry plans on meeting with
Mahler to ask questions about the
program and changes that will be
taking place. However, if her quesSee Education, p. 3

03 ' -04' Student Commission officers selected
Brittany Edwards
Co EDJTOR IN CHIEF
Tuesday night the results
rolled in for the Student Commission Executive Elections.
After a recount of votes by
Index staff member, Junior Rob
Hinman it was confirmed. Junior
Karen Nave was elected Pres-

ident of Student Commission
for the 2003-4 school year with
260 votes. Junior and write-in
Candidate Klayvaughn Williams
received 151.
Junior Emily
Olson received 236 votes while
First-year David Council got
138.
President-elect Nave was
asked for her response to the

news. "I feel great. I'm really
glad that students went out and
voted and took some interest in
the elections. I'm very excited
for next year," said Nave.
Stu Comm Financial Director-elect Emily Olson said, "I'm
really excited and looking forward to some of the things UK"
and I can do next year. We have

a lot of goals to achieve. Next
year, it should be fun to start
working on those."
When asked what her first
order ofbusiness would be, Nave
said, "1 think it's important to
start the year off right. 1 would

See Stu Comm p. 8
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Pharmacia/Pfizer merger restrict research science SIPs

h Martyn
A photo of the new Pfizer sign outside what use to be the Pharmacia
building downtown.

Chris Sallker
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The April 16 merger between Pfizer
Inc. and the Pharmacia Corp. has impeded
Kalamazoo College students from pursuing
local, research-based senior individualized
projects.
According to Mary Jane Holcomb, the
biology and chemistry department secretary,
Pharmacia has traditionally been the biggest resource for "K" students to do research
based SIPs in the sciences

Because of the recent merger, however,
no rising seniors will be permitted to complete SIP research at Pfizer this upcoming
summer.
"Pharmacia has put everything on hold
this past year to protect students as well as
employees" said Holcomb. "It would be an
ugly situation if a Pfizer employee mentoring a Kalamazoo College student was asked
to leave in the middle of a student's SIP."
Ultimately, the availability of SIP opportunities is contingent upon Pfizer's decision
to maintain a research and development

presence in Kalamazoo, which in hght of
possible Job cuts and Pfizer's large research
and development facilities in Ann Arbor,
remains in doubt.
Another factor affecting "K" students
abilities to perfonn SIP research at Pfizer is
how the company will treat issues ofproprietary information, infomlatlOn relating to or
associated with a company's products, business or activities.
Because of the nature of SIP research,
students may gain access to patented laboratory techniques or product knowledge; and
although student's access to this information
is not a problem, presenting it, an essential
element of the SIP, raises concerns.
In the past, students who have done
their SIPs at Phannacia have been able to
avoid compromising the company's proprietary information by presenting their SIPs in
a "closed environment."
"Last year [ presented my SIP in front of
three faculty and two Pharmacia employees"
said senior Nick Duda whose SIP research
involved the organic synthesis of a drug
designed to combat hypertension.
"Everyone who saw my SIP presentation had signed a non-disclosure agreement
basically saying none of the information in
my SIP could leave the room under penalty
of law," said Duda.
Despite a great deal of speculation, no
one is sure what the future will hold for students interested in doing SIPs at Pfizer.

New positions in Women's Athletic Department announced
Braill Shields
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
At the same time that Anderson Athlelic Center is being renovaled, so too IS the
Women's AthletiC Department.
Prol'ost Greg Mahler has announced
that Knsten Smith will take over the POSItion of women's athletic director in 2004.
In the meantime, Jeanne Hess will become
the department chairperson at the end of the
academic year.
Smuh. the college's head athletic tramer,
II ill be replacing lyn ~1aurer when she
retires atkr the 2004 academiC ycar. mUh.
II ho IS in her nmth year as head athletic
traIner, ~ald "I am looking fonl ard to the
challenge, as well as the opportUnity to work
closel} II Ilh a fantastic coaching staff"
Maurer, who doubles as the current
II omen's sWlmmmg coach. has held the

women's athletic director pOSition for the
last 18 years. but thmks "it IS time for some
new blood and ne\\ ideas," she said.
Hess, the women's volleyball coach and
aSSOCIate chaplain for the college, will look
to provide some ne\\ ideas as she takes over
as the department chairperson.
Both Smith and lIess will be taking
their new positions while remaining in their
prevIous roles. In order to help Smith cope
With the increased workload, the college
administration has approved the hiring of
another head tramer who II ill spht the traming duties with Smith.
A committ~e has been inten Icwmg
candidates for the trainmg pOSition, and
an announcem~nt regarding who II III .10m
Smith In the trammg room IS expected sometime next week.
Currently unsure as 10 how she will
handle her time with the increased workload, Hess said she II ill take a more spmtual

stance. "I love the place ("K" College), and
love never fails:' she said.
Smith said her role as the women's athletic dlfector will be to "support the coaches
and to fight for their needs as the college's
represenlatIve at Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association meetings and ]\;CAA
meetings."
Hess has a similar role; she \\'Ill be one
of the athletiC vOices on campus, as well as
representing the department in faculty meet-

"Based on history it may be likely that
students will be able to do their SIPs at
Pfizer. bUI al this point nobody i sure," said
a research director for Pfizer who agreed
to speak under the condition of anonymity.
'This is a very sensitive time."

QUALITY ONE AND TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT A GREAT RATE.
PARK TERRACE APARTMENT
COMPLEX, Phone # 269-381-2812
Located at 105 North Kendall avo
Walking Distance to K-college and
WMU.
Free Heat and Hot Water, clean and safe
in an excellent area.
Located on Main bus Route free to students.
Air conditioning, Laundry facilities,
Plenty of parking,
Furnished and Unfurnished apartments
still available.
Apartments for Spring, Summer, and
fall currently available.
For More Info call, As Soon As Possible,
Monday -Friday between 9AM and 4
PM
381-2812

SUMMER HOUSE
.lun.: I:; - August 15
4 bedroom, 4-5 people
61 1 Stuarl Avcn:le #2. across from
v-. oodward Elem.
lkautlful. largc glassed-111 porch
-'45-7313
'SI 500 monlh (JIIcludcs utilities &
laundry )
Pnce egotiable
AI a1labk

Ings.

.\laurer Will leave behmd a It!gacv nOI
just m the ath1cti.: offices bUI als~ [;1 the
pool. 1n ~4 years as head women -', SII 1111mmg coach at "1\,", \laurer has had ,I
teanh finish 111 the lOp 50 nalionall). as wei'
as coached a nalional champion diver.
hen though 1\lJun:r has 101 cd her tlllle
al "K", she looks fomard to spending tillle
with her husband. tra\eling, and not IUI\ 1I1g
to get up for 6 a.m. practices.

No crimes reported this week.
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Off-campus housing face security threats
6:30 p.m., after a burglary attempt at the apartment complex at 409 Monroe St
Two K-College students, seniors Annie
Dowhan and Angela Peat are the residents of the
apartment that was broken into.
Dowhan said that one of the suspects broke
into her room through a back window. He then
proceeded to go through her belongings and
those of Peat.
"Neighbors heard the shatter of glass and
proceeded to call the police," said Dowhan.
The suspects were caught attempting to flee the
scene.
Though recent, this is not the first break-in
to occur to "K" students living off-campus in
A picture of the outside of Peat and Dowhan's apartment at midnight. Their
nearby neighborhoods.
room is marked by the bottom window and was recently broken into.
The students who occupy the residence
at
214
Woodward Ave. have seen their house
Brandon Purk
broken into twice. The first break-in occurred at the end of
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
December 2002 while students were on Christmas break.
Some Kalamazoo College students are finding that living offSenior Theresia Radtke, one of the eight residents of the
campus in local neighborhoods is not always as great as it seems.
home, said that in the first burglary a back window was knocked
Two suspects were taken into custody Fri. April 18 around out and multiple televisions and a stereo were stolen.

The second break-in occurred on March 21, when members
of the house had left for spring break. Radtke's computer was the
only item stolen that day.
A break-in occurred at senior Amanda Weishuhn's residence
at412 Douglas Ave on March 15,2003. Her roommate's computer was stolen, after burglar(s) broke through the glass in their
front door.
When asked whether they felt safe living in local neighborhoods different feelings were expressed.
"I feel like I live in a safe neighborhood," said Weishuhn,
"you have to understand you live in a college town and people are
going to try to take advantage of you. You have to take the right
precautions."
"I don't feel safe at a!l," said Dowhan, who feels she has taken
precaution. "I definitely feel that there are people watching your
place;' Dowhan said "Our neighbors in the next apartment were
broken into over Christmas break."
Similar sentiments were felt by Peat
"I feel like this stuffhappens to a lot oflads our age. [don't
know ifhad an unreaJ belief about this happening but I feel it is real
now;' she said
Statistics from a city-to-city crime research web sites show
that 1,366 burglaries occurred in Kalamazoo in 200 1.

Padlocking ordinance possible for "nuisance" violations
Mike Howe
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The city of Kalamazoo recently began
threatening the imposition of a padlocking ordinance on off-campus houses that receive frequent "nuisance" violations.
The padlocking ordinance is currently
. under consideration by the city commission,
and would· be invoked if repeated violations
occur. Current procedures involve sencling a
letter to the landlord informing them that such
violations have occurred at their property and
asks them to help prevent future problems.
"We are informing landlords of these violations because they have asked us to," said

office supervisor Natalie Thompson ofCommunity Planning and Development for the city of
Kalamazoo. "The landlords are held accountable, but until now had no idea what was happening at their residences."
TIle tracking of "nuisance" violations,
which include noise violations, disturbing the
peace, minor in possession of alcohol, illegal
distribution of alcoholic beverages and public
urination, began in the fall of 2002. Since
then, the' number of monthly violations has
decreased, according to Thompson.
The impact on students of both Western
Michigan University' and Kalamazoo College
has yet to be seen, as landlord notificatioR only
began last week.

Education department leaves

1("

Education cont. from, p.1

tions are not answered she will consider wming a petition.
"Something that really disappoints me. is that this wasn't
talked about in an open forum_ "K" is generally se focused on
including evepYOne, that I'm just -really disappointed that students weren't talked t<r about this and no body was consulted,
because..it affects us," she said.
The Educational Policy Committee has student representatives who write up a sumrnar.y of the meeting minutes, which are
available to other students: The representatives are also there. to
voice students' opinions and concerns at the meetings.
One of the student representatives; first..year Chris Grzy-

"I think it's stupid," said "K" senior Matthew Anderson. "I don't need to be coming
home after class to find my doof chained shut
because my roommates were loud."
"It won't change the party scene at all,"
said WMU junior Ryan Doyle. "These neighborhoods are aU students, so they will always
party. They are college students; they're going
to be drunk. Like they'll think about the consequences~'

One "K" student, wishing t<r remain anonymous, mentioned that she would consider
momg out of the neighborhoods near campus
that are frequently targeted by police party
patrols ifthere was a chance she could easily be
evicted for party tickets.

wacz, has sat in on all of the-meetings and said the committee
members are not.rnakiRg this decision in an unattached way,
but rather they are thinkillg of the bestinterest of the college.
"I think the plan sounds a lot better because that way you
get your entire "Ku educaliondegreeand a really intense education program at U of M ar State. It may not be the same
quality that you would get seme place else," Grzywacz said.
The chair of the committee, Dr. Leslie Tung, said it is
important to remember that, the proposal is only being considered right now and has nor-yet been accepted. The members are in the earl)' process of investigating whether or not
change is needed in the department: He also said the committee would like to hear what students have to say, but they are
still working out a "systematic. way" to make that possible.
Tung added that it is important to' remember that those

Emily Schada, Assistant Director of the
Vme Neighborhood Association, said that this
is not the desired goal. "We love having college students. They bring a diversity that makes
our neighborhood great." Schada added that
college students in her neighborhood are held
to the same code of conduct as the older residents, and thus far there have been very few
problems.
"It will be interesting tQ see what happens,"
said Charles Rathert, a landlord of two rental
properties in the West Main Hill neighborhood.
"I think it should help keep kids under control,
and address problem renters early and actually
enforce behavioral guidelines set forth in the
lease."

students already in the pipeline, or who are already enrolled at
"K" as education concentrators, will not have to disrupt their
studies on account of the proposal or any ·change that might
take-place.
"In the academic catalogue for their year of entry, there is
described a teaching certification program and· that is what the
institution, to the best of its ability, has to provide for them,"
Tung said.
Mahler added, "It is important that students not panic. No
student is going to be stranded by this."
A decision about what will happen to the education
department will have to be made by the end of the spring quar.ter and the. possible 4-1 program could start as early as thisfall.
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Downtown piano bar gains favor among "K" students
Shawn Kidd
CONTRlBlJTI G WRITER

Despite the name change from Rum Runners to Monaco
Bay last month, the downtown dueling plano bar and grill
continues to be a popular place for nighttime entertainment
for Kalamazoo College students.
"I like the scenery and the atmosphere, and you can
interact with your friends and the music," said senior Annie
Dohwan.
Before the name change, Rum Runners was a very popular bar with "K" students. Since the name change, the popularity of Monaco Bay with members of the "K" community
seems to be growing steadily.
According to many "K" students, they enjoy the unique
atmosphere that Monaco Bay has to offer as well as the
opportunity to get away from the typical 'college crowd.'
"I like that it is not entirely dominated by college
kids, there are young, adult business people there too," said
Dohwan.
Si nce the name change, there have been SOme noticeable changes that have taken place at Monaco Bay. To
the dismay of many, they have increased the cover charge
from $3 to $5. In addition, they have redecorated the entire
establishment and introduced better nightly drink specials
as well.
"$2 call your own, you can't beat that," said senior Rob
Carson, referring to the Sunday night '$2 for anything in the

bar'special.
Besides the Sunday night specials,
Monaco Bay also offers 25 cent chicken
wings and $1 drafts on Wednesdays
and free cover for women on Thursdays
during 'Ladies Night.'
Dohwan also noticed that the crowds
haven't been quite as large at Monaco
Bay since the name change. But as
many people know, a smaller crowd isn't
always a bad thing.
Dohwan said that some of the reasons for the smaller crowd could be due
to the fact that they raised the cover
charge or because they reopened the bar
after renovation during finals week at
Western Michigan University. While the
number ofWMU students may not be as
large as it used to bc, the "K" representation at the bar appears to be growing.
In the future, "K" students want
Monaco Bay to maintain the same type Monaco Bay. a piano bar downtown. is becoming a frequent hot spot for "K: students
of classy and unique atmosphere that it
has now. However, a lower cover and a
Monaco Bay is located on East Michigan Ave. in downlittle more variety are a couple of things that some people
town Kalamazoo and is open Wednesday through Sunday
would like changed.
and will begin serving lunch five days a week starting May
"Keep it fresh," said senior Brett Eilander. "Have a I.
dueling sax night or something every once in a while."

File-sharing under college regulation
Eric Zi/li
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The school's networking staff has
been working to eliminate the use of popular file-sha ring programs like Kazaa that
are ca using a significant slowdown in our
network.
" During wak ing hours and early evening hou rs the network speed is terrible,"
fi rst-year Cherie Hei berg said.
Network Admini strator Jeff Dancer
agreed, call ing the problem "pretty serious."

The networking staff is looking at
various possibi lities to deal with the problem by blocking these programs. The
college already employs a firewall, a
program that blocks specific incoming
and outgoing connections that works fine
against old programs like Napster, Dancer
said. However, he added, the newer
programs can get around this simple
defense.
"We are investigating products and
devices that are a lot more flexible in

stopping peer-to-peer services and traffic," he said. One of these devices "should
pretty much eliminate peer-to-peer fi lesharing between computers," he said. It
is possi ble a device or program could be
put into place as soon as next yea r.
Students have varying opinions on
the matter.
"It's adequate for my purposes,"
j unior Mike Gosack said of the network
speed. "I'd rather have the file -sharing
programs then a faste r network." He
acknowledged he knew they were fo rb idden on the campus network, as stated in
the user agreement all studen ts signed
when arriving here.
"I would like the network to be a
little faster in general," sophomore Steve
Robbins said. He is the residential computer consultant for Crissey Hall. He said
that he does not use file-sharing programs
and fully supports blocking them.
Heiberg agreed, comparing the network speed to that of a modem. She said
she supports blocking file-sharing programs to help the network, but said she

SPRING FLING!

sees nothing wrong with file-s haring pro11:30-3:30 Inflatables
grams.
includes:
"Bouncy Boxing", "Dash
Dancer wou ld disagree, pointing to
and Splash", "Bungee Run", and
the "potential and very real legal ramifications," he said. The Recording Indusan Obstacle Course with a 18ft.
try Association of America recently took
climbing wall
legal action agai nst a Michigan Techn ological University student, suing him for 11 :00-1 :00 Lunch on the
$97.8 billion for running a file -sharing
service, as reported by the Detroit Free
Press.
4:00-4:30 Mike Vasas
The schoo l temporarily di sabled the
5:00-7:00 AM Static
Internet connections of numerous stu(aka: Grin Fish, house band at
dents when copyrighted materia l was
found shared on their computers. The
Bourbon St.)
connections were reactivated after the
students met with Dean of Library and
Also look for airbrush tattoos, tieInformation Services Lisa Palchick and
dying, and a variety of events
proved the material in question had been
removed.
hosted by student organizations
The problem was at its worst at the including: Root beer floats (BSO),
beginning of this year. A combination of
liquid nitrogen ice cream (ACS) ,
computer viruses and heavy use of filesharing programs brought the school's and Krispy Kreme donuts (Up TiJI
Dawn- proceeds go to St. Judes) .
network to a crawl, said Dancer. "E-mail
was not even going through, and forget
about browsing the web."

Quad
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Chapel Chat

by Jeanne Hess

Campus seems to be heating up, literally and figuratively. The reaccreditation process is keeping folks busy; midterms and papers are upon us; changes
happening on campus with buildings and
programs; Pfizer; SARS demanding that
we make changes in our international
travel...it can become quite overwhelming. Before you succumb with feelings
of helplessness and hopelessness, I would
encourage you to heed the advice of The

Dalai Lama from his article entitled "The
Monk in the Lab" printed in the New York
Times April 26, 2003:
"To respond wisely and effectively,
we need to be guided by more healthy
states of mind, not just to avoid feeding
the flames of hatred, but to respond skillfully. We would do well to remember that
the war against hatred and terror can be
waged on this, the internal front, too."
He speaks of the internal front as

being within us. There are so many ways
to explore and feed that inner front with
silence, prayer, meditation, doing random
acts of kindness. Find what works for you
to keep you whole, connected and sane.
Then do it. Regularly. Look for your space
on campus - a sacred space that can be your
room, a favorite classroom, the quad, the
Chapel - and then go there to re-energize.
1 have a quote on my desk from Harold
Whitman which reads, "Don't ask yourself
what the world needs: ask yourself what
makes you come alive. And then go and do
that. Because what the world needs is people
who have come alive." Ways to come alive
on campus include the following:
·Join with Bob Badra again this Sunday
for Buddhist Meditation in Stetson at 7:30
p.m.

·Attend Friday Chapel, which connects us all in community. This Friday at
10:50a.m., the JSO/Hillel will present the
Holocaust Memorial. Next Friday is Bishop
Thomas Gumbleton from the Detroit Diocese and the following Friday will be Stephanie Vibbert's Memorial service. This is a
wonderful way to gather and share our sorrows, our problems, our questions and our
joys.
• Stop and say hello to anyone of our
local Clergy members at the Listening Post
daily from II a.m. -1 p.m. in Hicks. (If you
know Jeanne Kucks from the Unity Church
who is a regular at the post, she has had a
terrible fall and has broken both feet. I'm
sure she would appreciate your prayers!)
·Pop the Bubble!
• Fill in your own:

Student dance performance takes the stage this weekend
Justin Petertil
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This weekend's Frelon dance performances in Dalton
Theater provide student participants with a creative and
stress-relieving outlet.
"It's their way of expressing themselves," Ann Petrol iunas, Frelon director, said.
About 100 students are participating in Frelon's 20
dances this year. The company is entirely student run with
more experienced dancers choreographing.
Sophomores Anna Wolf and Molly Shelters have danced
16 years together. In addition to choreographing their own
individual dances they are collaborating on one. They agree
. that Frelon is a fun and different means of artistic expression.

"I love it," Anne La Tarte, a senior and in six dances,
said.
With such a large portion of the student body in the
company, it is likely that students know at least one person
in the performance. Many attend to support their friends,
but Frelon is also a unique experience during the school
year.
Frelon is the only student run dance company on
campus. There is no school sponsored dance program, save
for ballet classes. While students can dance at parties, there
is something different about an organized performance.
"It's fun to see choreographed dances," sophomore
Elizabeth Sauser-Monnig said. "It's not bumping and grinding like people do at parties." Although she had not danced
in a formal setting previously, she has participated in Frelon
for two years. People with all levels of experience are

accepted.
"This is my third year, and I'd never been in dance
before," senior Geoff LaFlair said. Males are quite outnumbered in Frelon, but that doesn 't stop LaFlair.
Frelon is a valuable activity for its participants. Everyone interviewed produced wide grins when asked why they
participate.
"If it didn 't exist, then what?" Petroli'unas said. "Very
dissimilar people have this powerful thing in common."
All of this adds up to Frelon being an important part of
liberal arts education, bringing students together to create,
learn and share their talents.
The performances are tonight, tomorrow and Sat. at 8
p.m. in Dalton Theater. Tickets are $3 for students and $5
for adults.

Class offers weekend excursion in community
Sarah Martyll
Co EDITOR IN CHIEF
Looking to pop the "K"
bubble and get your hands a little
dirty in the process? Kim Cumming's Building Blocks class has
just the answer: volunteering for
one of their weekend workdays.
These workdays involve "K"
students joining the Building
Block participants and students
in fixing homes around the
Kalamazoo communIly. Some
jobs include cleaning gutters and
painting houses.
Sign-up tables can be found

outside Hicks during lunch and
dinner.
Building blocks is a service
learning class set up to foster
organizatIOnal skill in students
that aid in change at the grassroots level.
"The main goal of Building
Blocks is to give people the tools
that they need to organize themselves 111 order to initiate social
change within their communities-starting from the ground-up," said
Building Blocks participant, Firstyear Ted Hufstader, "After many
hours of door knocking, recruiting, and meetings, the residents

(with the help of the students and
supervisors) create exterior home
improvement projects."
Hufstader commented
that the key part of the experience
is the reciprocal transformation it
offers.
"This human element is, in
my opimon, the mo t important
part of the building blocks experience. By adding a new dynamic
to our Cinder-block and textbook
live. the student orgamzers are
given a sense of purpose-- we
are helping to change lives and
in turn, the neighborhoods are
changing ours."

Photo by Sarah Martyn
A student signs up for helping this weekend with Building
Blocks .
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Pro-abortionists "laced with inconsistencies and contradictions"
Mike Taylor
INDEX STAFF
What do you get when you, as a
mother, brutally murder your son or
daughter before he or she is born? You
gain the support and backing of millions
of abortion activists for exercising your
reproductive right, as granted to you by
the Supreme Court. What do you get if
you, as the father, brutally murder your
son or daughter before he or she is born?
You are charged with murder, and could
possibly face the death penalty, in which
case you would gain the support of many
of the same people who believe the innocent should die, and the guilty should
live.

This is exactly the situation that California man Scott Peterson has found himself in. He was recently charged with
the double murder of his wife Laci, who
had been missing since Christmas Eve,
and their unborn son. Medical examiners
have proven that two bodies that washed
ashore at a California lake last week were
definitely those of Scott's wife and son.
So Scott finds himself in a most interesting situation; he is charged with a murder
that his wife could have performed with
complete impunity.
I could spend a fair amount of time
belaboring the obvious inconsistency that
arises from this case, an inconsistency
that could only evolve from a government that allows murdering of unwanted
children in the first place, but I wont. I

could also make an argument that Scott
was only exercising his reproductive right
as a parent by murdering and drowning
his unwanted son --via his wife, but I
wouldn't want to risk sounding as asinine
as abortion proponents, so I wont do that
either.
Right now you may be thinking that I
am one of those "anti-choice extremists"
who doesn't represent public sentiment.
As if trying to protect innocent human
beings from being the victim of a woman's convenience is really the extreme in
this argument. But what I find particularly interesting is that abortion proponents give themselves and others such
inaccurati! handles to describe their political standing as "pro-choice, and "antichoice".

t.Glr.'.1~QQP ~
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If liberals are so pro-choice then why
don't they want women to have the right
to choose whether or not to defend themselves with a gun? Why don't liberals
want parents to have the right to choose
where to send their children when they are
stuck in a failing school district through
the use of vouchers? Why don't liberals
want the right to chose how to invest their
retirement money, and would rather the
government invest it themselves?
The obvious answer is that the proabortion Left in America is laced with
inconsistencies and contradictions. They
are not "pro-choice" just as I am not "antichoice." But when looking at the alternative names by which they could call
themselves, abortion proponents are definitely caught in a dilemma. Should they
call themselves pro-choice when they certainly are not, or should they call themselves by what they really are: pro- probing an unborn child's skull and sucking
his or her brain out with a vacuum seconds before the head exits the uterus.
I guess I can see why they chose the
former.
How anyone could support such a
savage procedure is beyond my realm of
understanding. America's plunge towards
a lack of morals, no personal accountability, and continual barbaric treatment
of our unborn is certainly a sad and disheartcning event to behold. We must all
remember, the Supreme Court at one time
allowed slavery too, hopefully it wont
take hundreds of years to realize what a
mistake this is.
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The time to start a proactive dialogue
Brittany Edwards
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
There is a need for increased communication and open dialogue between the
students and administration. The problem
time and again, and in many ways the
root of frustration in my last article, is
the administration's lack of trust in students to make decisions and the lack of
empowerment this creates in students.
I argue that this is unlike many GLCA
schools. My intention was to enable stu-

dents to work for proactive change, but
it went too far. I made a mistake and I
apologize for that.
Despite the immediate cooperation
in regards to The Daily Grind relocation
(see "Editor's Note"), a trend of decisions
being made without students remains.
Three examples in my recent memory,
although I could list more, are the dances
being revoked, the recent tuition increase
and the use of Hicks as a temporary
library space.
As an administrator, I am sure I
would think, "Yes, student input is important. All the work I do is for the greater

------------------by Joe TrQ.C1_

good of the college, which includes the
student interest. However, many students
lack the institutional knowledge of the
college and experience working in my
area of expertise, in turn they lack
the ability to make informed decisions
about its future." That is why the President's Advisory Council (PAC) most
often makes the decisions that matter.
Although this theory holds truth, the
decisions made by administrators often
directly affect the lives of students. By
making decisions about our community
and education, without consulting us,
they take away our freedom and thus our
ability to act as the mature adults you
encourage us to be. The key is how we
approach administrators with our concerns.
As students, we can act brashly and
often jump to conclusions without looking at all the facts. I am sure it does
not feel good to put in all the hard work
administrators do, just to have throngs of
people jump down their throat whenever
they make a difficult decision. There is
an assumption made by students that the
administration is "out to get us."
The largest problems I see on our
campus are a lack of dialogue and community. Specifically, this means a lack of
proactive, open, and communicative students, faculty and administrators. There
seems to be a pervading fear that whatever you say will be met with harsh tone,
criticism and an argumentative attitude,
whoever you happen to be in any given
situation. I think that weighs our institution down and creates a deeper problem

that can only be mended with awareness,
dialogue and time.
Harper Tobin, a student senator at
Oberlin College, a fellow member of
the Great Lakes College Association
(GLCA), explained that they have a small
student senate, which has shrunk in proportion to student involvement and has IS
elected members. These members meet
monthly with their college president.
They sit on and appoint other students to
boards that make policy decisions. They
are voting members of the general faculty and attend all meetings.
Antioch College, a GLCA school in
Ohio, is an example of an established
student voice. Their student handbook
states, "We pride ourselves on the level of
student involvement in decision making
at Antioch. Students are voting members
on every committee, helping decide who
to hire, who gets tenure, how Community
funds are spent, and pretty much everything else. Your voice matters here, you
just have to learn how to use it."
The major problem we face as students is to learn how to use our voice and
to take the initiative to try. This requires
energy. time and effort on the part of
everyone. It is not the administration's
job to hand us this opportunity. Part of
this might be able to happen if students
were not consistently put in the role of
a reactive as opposed to proactive participant in the community. To what extent
could we be allowed the same free and
enabled student voice that other GLCA
sc hools have? It is not too late to start a
proactive dialogue.

Editor's Note
It has been brought to my Httentlon that I may have garnered some unintended reactions from my editorial in last week's Index It was neither intended
to be a personal attack on I isa Palchlck, nor was It planned maliCIOusly. Inskad
it was Illt:ant as a nt:cessary call to action on behalf of our community.
I was apprcciatl\c of and surprised by the quick and wholehearted cooperation on behalf of the ndministration 10 response to my editorial, despite its brash
tone. Vice President for Business and finance Thomas Ponto met Friday with The
Daily Grind (TOG) Co-Owner Harry Gaggos and me.
During th.:: meeting he offered man) alternative locatIOn, for the colTceholise
during the library int.::rim. Th.:: President's Dining Room. the Stone Room and
Dewing Commons were all offered as options There was also diSCUSSIOn of the
cafe space in the library being allocated to a student-run endeavor or changed
into additional classroom space. IOstead of bClOg created as a competitor to
TOG.
The coffeehouse IS a symbol of the commumty and relaxed attitude that I
believe our campus needs so desperately. Ways to achieve that unity on a grander
scale need to be explored This IS the revolution I intended. and still hope, to
incite.
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Student theatre performance 'worth a look'
Megan Morrissey
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Viewers were taken to Hell and back as they witnessed
"Alone on Stage," this spring 's student theatre production.
The presentation's two features, "No Exit," and " Laughing Wild" were by turns intriguing, disturbing and thought
provoking.
The event started with "No Exit," a titillating story
of three damned souls in a love triangle of sorts. The
three characters, a cowardly journalist, an adulterous babykiller, and a "damned bitch" of a postal clerk seek faith and
closeness in order to achieve salvation.
The actors offered nuance performances, capturing

the desperation and tension of those trapped in the underworld.
Aside from being an intensive character study, "No
Exit" also offers a unique perspective on the human condition. By demanding that these timorous disaffected spirits reach out to one another, Jean-Paul Sartre, the playwright, seems to challenge his audience to connect with
their own humanity and reassess what they have placed in
value. Though his work begs the question, Sartre offers no
easy answers.
"Alone on Stage" turns down another dark alleyway
with "Laughing Wild," a story of two lonely, maladjusted
people.
In the beginning, the female character wonders around
the audience, accosting them with diatribes against the

state of the modem world and tales of everyday human
stupidity. She alternates between states of tremendous zeal
and agonizing self-pity. This woman is desperate to find
someone to share her life with, but is hampered by her borderline sociopath tendencies. Such is the case when she
accosts a man in the grocery store for not getting out of her
way fast enough.
It is at this point we are introduced to the man -- a
self-help subscriber who believes mantras and crystals will
solve his problems.
With furious and sometimes scathing comedic energy,
the characters draw the audience into their world through
intense feelings and explosive dialogue.
The world of "Alone on Stage" was not always a
pretty sight, but it was definitely worth a look.

New clubs keeps swimmers in-shape during off season
Aaron Smith
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
A new club on campus allows Ka1amazoo
College swimmers to train together during the
spring.
The founders of Club Hornet Swimming,
juniors Scott Whitbeck Victor Stover, wanted to
swim together to stay in shape during the spring
but did not want to pay to swim on a United
States Swimming club team.
"We wanted to swim together so that we
would train harder," said Stover.
Stover said this program is geared towards
current "K" swimmers as opposed to other students. It allows "K" swimmers a chance to stay

in shape over the spring, prepare for a summer
season and the next collegiate season, he added.
What does this training opportunity mean for
Kalamazoo College swimming next season?
Former men's head coach Bob Kent said a
swimmer will not have to "start from scratch"
at the beginning of the collegiate season if he or
she trains during the off-season. He or she will
maintain a higher level of conditioning and fitness, which can then be built on. Swimmers that
decide to train during the off-season will return
for the next collegiate season with the ability to
train harder in the beginning of the season.
"At the college level, you need to swim
year round in order to continue improving," said

Whitbeck.
Both Kent and former women's head coach
Lynn Maurer agree.
"Any athlete who wants to excel in their
sport needs to train outside their collegiate
season," said Maurer. The benefits of off-season
training are apparent. Those swimmers tend to
have a more successful season, she added.
Kent said the club provides prewritten practices provided by Whitbeck and Stover. Those
two men are modeling Club Hornet after similar programs at the University of Michigan and
Michigan State University.
There are 21 official weeks a coach can be
in contact with a team from a coaching stand-

point. Whitbeck and Stover took the initiative
to swim together and allow other swimmers the
opportunity to swim together in an organized
setting during the spring, without any input from
the coaches, Maurer stated
There is no requirement for swimmers to
attend. It is a personal choice.
Both Whitbeck and Stover are training
for the Grand Prix meet, where nationally and
Olympic ranked swimmers will be competing,
May 16-18 in Ann Arbor, and for the summer
USS season. This Grand Prix meet is one of
a few across the country and a swimmer must
have junior national qua1ification times to compete.

More "K" Grads Enter Peace Corps
Kristen Egeland
INDEX STAFF
It's interesting that the places to which
so many flee to from their realities, others
flee to in search of reality. A ticket that will
deliver you to either is the Peace Corps.
Interest In the Peace Corps among "K" graduates has risen over the past four years from
eight to 13. This year, although the numbers
show that there are only eight students who
are either WaIting for Peace Corps assignments following graduallon or are in the
application proce s, others have expressed
serIOUS interest. In a press release, the Peace
Corps attributed its growth in popularity to
the sagging economy and President Bush's

challenge for all Americans to volunteer for
two yea rs of their lives.
Lori Smoker, Associate Di rector of
Career Development, commented that she
thought "K" students were concerned with
the current international image of the US
and have the "desire to represent Americans
in a more positive light," she ·aid.
Although Smoker was unaware of any
significant increases in the number of seniors .
entering the Peace Corps, she was not surprIsed. Recruiters from the Peace Corps visited "K's" campus twice this year, both fall
and winter quarters, whereas normally they

c
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See Peace Corps, p. 9
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The F Factor: the Ins and Outs ofForeplay
-ISEX
F1 e S
Clitoris . has more nerve endings than
the entire penis, so bow down and show
love.
Diving, of the muff variety we ain't
talkin bout a pool. Gear up for a trip downtown, because fellatio and cunnilingus are
where it's at to get a partner in the mood.
Explore - his/her body is a wonderland
and you're out to conquer.
Fingers - you've got LO (give or take)
for a reason.
Games - pick up or make a set of sex
dice that postpones the actual act itself but
none of the accompanying thrills -- make
one die with verbs, another with body parts,
and enjoy.
Happy trail - though it seems counterproductive, the "happy trail" is really meant
to snake from the belly button down and
around the body, getting in at least one good
lap before reaching the money spot -- there's
nothing worse than a partner who eschews
detours to obvious non-genital parts of interest.
Ice, ice, baby - alternating ice cubes
with a heat source over certain parts of the
body is a zesty way to excite blood flow to
any area,
Jams - the days of Marvin Gaye, Barry
White and Dave Matthews are gone; seek
out get-your-mack-on music that doesn 't
distract in a bad way.
Kissing- call us old fashioned, but nothing beats a good smooch, especially one
that incorporates the perfect mix of lips and
tongue (and oral jewelry, if applicable).
Lube -laugh all you want, but motion
lotion works and is recommended by just
about any health professional affiliated with
sexual matters.
Masturbation - don't let residual guilt
from a religious upbringing stand in the way
of bliss (if you're having sex, we figured this
In

Alltla Maxbauer
COrtlley Rhadigan
INDEX STAFF
Foreplay is so tragically underrated that
it's necessitated a mini how-to manual in
your school paper to get the word out to
the more unenlightened among us. Ideally,
foreplay should share all the qualities of a
high-end movie trailer: good music, snappy
editing, enough hanging plot lines to keep
you interested and enough action to hook
you in but keep you begging. Call it the
appetizer, the preview, or the pre-game show,
but call it essential and never treat is as anything less. Think of it as nookie insurance.
Research has proven that females take
up to half an hour to get physically in the
mood, so (unless you're male and gay) take
your sweet time ifher pleasure really is your
priority. Most of the world's bad sex comes
(or not) from impatient, ignorant or altogether stupid people who neglect to remember that bodies don't flip on like a switch.
With that in mind, 2 of "K"s resident sexperts have assembled a brief compendium of
miscellaneous foreplay essentials and listed
them in an easy-to-remember alphabetical
format:
Aphrodisiacs, gustatory and olfactory foods like oysters, strawberries, chocolate,
pumpkin pie, garlic (warning: NOT coochie
friendly) and scents such as lavender are all
notorious for setting your libido in motion,
so plan your pre-action meals accordingly.
Bump and grind - get a good play list going
and perfect the art of vertical spooning to
varying speeds of music

More "K" Grads join Peace Corps
Peace Corps cont from, p. 8

only come once.
Ashley Thompson is one of the seniors
waiting for her Peace Corps assignment following graduation. Joicting the Peace Corps
has been in the back of Thompson 's mind
since high school and now she is actualizing
that dream. She cites her primary reason for
joining as the intention ofa cultural exchange.
Thompson wants to "learn about another culture and show others that Americans are not

just those depicted by the media."
Her "K" experience has helped both
push her in the Peace Corps direction as well
as prepare her for what that entails. "Even
though "K" is small and homogenous, for the
most part, it tries to make you aware of the
rest of the world," she commented.
"K" faculty also has a percentage of
former Peace Corps participants. Among
them are Alison Geist, Director of the Mary
Jane Underwood Stryker Institute for ServiceLearning and her husband, Gary Gregg, a psychology professor who worked in Morocco.

\\ouldn't be an issue anyway). Sex, for one,
is where it's at and has proven to be just fun
when done with a partner.
Nipples
a universal surefire tactic;
refer also to letter Z.
OxytOCin if you get off from the intimacy and not the actual act, cuddling boosts
the amount of this warm fuzzy emotional
bonding hormone in your system snuggle
away, kids! Bonus: lingering in the horizontal plane, especially when on one's back,
helps end blood to those oh-so-important
midsection organs that might be called into
action later.
Perineum
Taoism gives this little
spot its own chakra, so you know it's specia I. Poke, stroke or lick this teeny spot
between the testicles/vagina and rectum and

fireworks are almost a given (especially if
you're male).
Quickie _ though it undermines most of
the objectives we're setting out here, quickies still deserve a pLace in foreplay dogma.
If you've got 10 minutes before class and all
the essentials handy (condom, lube, etc), do
you need more of a reason?

Speculating as to the growth of interest
in the Peace Corps, Geist commented that
she would like to believe that the extensive
emphasis "K" places on community service
contributes to the Peace Corps popularity
through the exposure to the issues facing
society. This thought closely parallels that
of Smoker's conjecture concerning the developmental-orientation of international progran1s.
In spite of all the praise that can be lavished onto the opportunities offered by the

Reflective objects and we're not talking about a spoon. Equip your room with a
mmor and let the good times roll.
StriP tease
pole and lingerie not
required, though we've heard consuming a
400z beforehand helps.
Talking dirty don't knock it till you've
exhausted its potential.
Underwater - we've got friends that
swear aquatic acrobatics are where it's at, so
hit up the shower (with your neighbors' permission). However, be weary of Jacuzzis,
which have enough chemicals and bacteria
to render condoms and other barrier methods useless (ditto for shampoos and other
shower accessories).
Vibrators never let yourself be intimidated by such a harn1less (yet spectacularly
versatile) toy. Vibrators work exceedingly
well with the penis, vagina, clitoris and of
course the perineum, so grab a pack of AA
batteries and go to.
Whipped cream, etc. - anything from
frosting to ketchup can be spread on skin,
if you don't mind post-coital showers to get
rid of all the stickiness.
XXX - porn. 0, really - non-misogynist varieties do exist and are just as likely
to arouse guys AND girls as the more traditional andocentric stuff.
Yell - or at least don't yawn, as positive
reinforcement is by far the best way to get
what you want out of foreplay and anything
that follows.
Zones, erogenous - the neck, chest,
thighs, upper back, feet, hips, stomach and
ears (among other places) are the stuff
dreams are made of when it comes to foreplay. Moving your hand only a millin1eter
or two above your guy/girl's skin, for exampie, stimulates enough nerves to become a
turn on, yet minimizes contact with the more
obvious "yes" zones of the body.

Peace Corps, it must be acknowledged that
it has almost as many negative connotations
attached to it as positive. Geist, who portrayed
her experiences as "hard work, but magnificent," speculated that perhaps the "Peace
Corps is much less about empowering countries than advancing the political agenda of
the United States." She said that American
motivations are definitely an issue and that
"local people should be more involved in
designing and in1plementing progran1s." The
goal, after all, "should be to work your way
out of a job," she said.
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unique talent, has definite room for development. The album shows promise for the
future, but remains average. Basically,
it is the sound of troubled British youth
marketed on the radio waves. Dynamite
has demonstrated the ability to convey
deep messages. Hopefully, next time she
will dig deeper and create better music to
accompany her social commentary.
Two stars out of five .

wi h

Ms. Dynamite
doesn't explode with
debut album
London - Naomi McLean, 21, had to
make a choice between studying Social
Anthropology at university or trying her
singing/lyric writing talents in the studio.
She chose the microphone. She recently
released her debut album as Ms. Dynamite, A Little Deeper, and proved that she
has legitimate props as garage MC and
singer. Although she can carry a decent
tune the disc remains mediocre and, at
times, cliche.
The songs are generally a sixty-minute introduction to Dynamite's grim life
on the streets of North London. She
sings often about the power of love and
self-respect in guiding her through the

TV

rough times of growing up in the slums.
She makes our heads nod as we hear
about heartbreak, bad relationships, and
repeated warnings against the evils of
today 's societal ills. She has advice for
men, women and children of all ages:
self-confidence for women, self-examination for men, and respecting your family
for kids. She wants to help the listener
avoid mistakes she has made, and she
wants to inspire people to be the best
they can be. Kinda like the army. While
Naomi has adopted the pop identity, Ms.
Dynamite, it's nice to see she hasn't abandoned her true identity, Ms. McLean.
Musically, the album is full of funky
styles with strong bass beats. "Put Him
Out" is a song in a Latin attack mode with
a shredding drive beneath Dynamite's
strong MC dancehall skills. "Brother" is
a soft and tender R&B tribute to her baby
brother. Too cute. "It Takes More" is a

R RAY
strange song with a Frenchaccordion sample coupled
with a synthetic horn ri ff,
while Dynamite elegantly
and smoothly chants "You
talking like you a G / But
you a killer killing your own
/ You're just a racist man's
pussy." Ouch! She definitely stings, and she does
it often. She straddles the
thin line between love and
hate.
A few more key tracks
include rock rap "Dy-NaMi-Tee," a reggae duet featuring Kynami Marley entitled, "Seed Will Grow," and
"Too Expcrienced," featuring Jamaican music legend
Barrinton Levy.
Dynamite,
while
a

Photo courtesy lnterscope Records
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Imagine being trapped in a horrifying
situation from which there is no escape and
your life is in danger. Identity is the story
of ten strangers whe are trapped, due. to a
flood, at a run dOWlWllotel in the middle of
the Nevada desert. As the evening goeseon,
the guests start to die-and a mystery stans to
unravel.
James Mangold (Director of Girl, lnter. rupted) brings this tale of suspicion and
horror to the screen starring John Cusack
(Say Anything, High Fidelity) as a quick
thinking limo driver, Amanda Peet (The
Whole Nine Yards, Saving Silverman) as a
prostitute leaving the job and Ray Liotta
(Goodfellas, Blow) as a police officer. Ten
people get stranded at a motel and very

quickly the terror begins. However, all is
not as it seems. As the characters die, a
motel key is found near each dead body and.
the key numbers are counting down from
10. Soon, the people at the motel start to
find out tha. they have extreme coincidences
linking eaclJo of them together: But what is.
the secret? Why were they br"Cught there?
The secret of this film is a rather big
surprise, but not in the sense the previews
would lead you to believe. This film does
not contain one of those "Oh My Goodness,
Bruce Willis is Dead?" secrets. At the same
time, the secret ·leaves- no loose ends; the
film fits perfectly within itsdf. On the same
area, I saw one preview that specifically said
"scarier than The Ring." To be perfectly

s
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honest, this film does not have. that much
fright power. There is a lot of intensity, but
the terror is not the biggest part of this film.
The mystery should be the selling point.
The Acting or directing could also be a
strong point. Each character has two sides
that each actor does a superb job of displaying to the audience. John Cusack is outstanding. He mixes a sort of personal mystery with an unusual self-confidence that
intrigues the viewer. Mean.wrule, Ray Liotta
mixes a strong policeman demeanor with
a lack of intellect or comprehension of
the situation. Lastly, Amanda Peet does
an excellent job of showing a distraught
former working girl trying to leave that
world behind. Mangold was strong in this
portrayal of mystery and intrigue. While

giving the viewe~ more and more info with
each passing moment, the mystery is never
completely left behind and the fear is never
dropped below ~ level that keeps the viewer's attention.
Given all of this I am not content with
recommending this. film. The secret simply
didn't do it for me and the final act could
almost be laughable, if it were not so disturbing. I will recommend thisfilm if you're
a Cusask fan; he is as good as ever here.
Howe¥er, the rest of the film lacked a punch
that could have put it over the top. It was
plenty entertaining but was not among the
best mystery, horror, or suspense films I
have ever seen. I was left feeling that something was missing; wllRting a mystery that
wasn't fully delivered.
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Women's tennis
finishes in third;
Clark honored

Another title unnoticed
Colill Baumgartller
SPORTS EDITOR
On thc 16th of April, a day after thc men's tennis team lost their
first match m 41 years, the DetrOIt Free Press ran an article about the
histonc loss. On the 17th of April, a day atter the team routed Adrian
9-0, the Fn:e Press ran another artIcle. They were still talking about
the loss to Ilope and dIdn't mcntion the Adrian match at all.
Such IS the life of a team that's not expected to lose, you only get
notIced when you don't win.
So, two weeks ago. they were notIced. Not just by the Free Press,
but by local television news and even Sports Illustrated. They all said
the same thmg. "the streak of 241 consecutIve league wins is over."
Ho-hum, two wecks later the team wins its 65th consecutive
Icague lItle. And not many people noticed.
The last tIme this team was title-less. ElVIS couldn't leave the
building, because he wasn't even born yet.
"That's just the way it is," said coach TImon Corwm. "It's the
burden we have to carty. They're looking for a story and it' a better
story if we don't win."
But ultimately they did win, and kept alive the longest streak of
consecutive league titles at any level of U.S. competition.
Simply put, this team knows what it's like to be King.
Playing the numbers game
"If I were a betting man," a member of the team told me after the
loss to Hope, "['d still put money on us in the tournament."
Unfortunately, [ didn't get to Vegas in time.
They swept the top four singles matches to cap a come-frombehind victory and keep the streak, which dates back to 1936, alive.
To lose their first league match in 4 I years and still have the
resolve to win the league tournament II days later shows the true
character of this team. Most would have folded after losing the longest current streak of victories, at any level, in North America.
Many people will remember this team as the one that dido't win
match number 242. But let's remember that they did win number 241
and should feel as important as any other tcam that contributed to the
legendary streak. And, even more importantly, they won number 65,
and will move on the NCAAs.
"I never even think of the league matches," said Corwin. "For me
it's the years."
1936 and counting.
Please pass the gravy
At Michigan State, they have a tendency to riot the campus after
theIr teams win titles. I guess not here.
In fact this week there will be no televiSIon reports, articles in the
state's newspapers, or mentions m Sports Illustrated.
People might ha\'e taken notIce If they had lost.
Instead. they'll go to the regIonal tournament as they do C\'ery
year. This time, however, they won't be the t~l\·ontes.
Only onc JunIor and one senior will be 111 actIon for the tcam as
they play this weekend at Washington Ulll\.:rSItv 111 St Louis. Though
the expectatIons arc still high, the prl!ssure (as underdogs) WIll be
lower than they've been for this team in qUIte some time ~
"Hopefully we'll go down ther.: and play well:' Corwin said.
"But for me It'S all gravy."
It's a down year for Kalamazoo College Men's Tennis. and
Corwin still has 65 reasons to smile.
And If the campus is Ipoking for 6S rl!asons to not. ..
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Colill Baumgartner
SPORTS EDITOR

The Hornets serve up a third place fi nish during the MIAA
Championships in Kalamazoo last weekend.

Scoreboard
Men's Tennis
4/25-26 MIAA Championships
Kalamazoo 98 points, Hope 94, Calvin 62.5
Kalamazoo and Hope - Co-champions
Women's Tennis
4 '25-26 MIAA Championships
St. Mary's 85, Albion 74, Kalamazoo 72
Kalamazoo - Third place in league

4128

Baseball
Spring Arbor 9, Kalamazoo 1

Softball
4 '28 - Calvin 5, Kalamazoo 0
4!28 - Calvin 4, Kalamazoo 3

The women's tennis team finished third _
this past weckend at thc MIAA Tournament,
which was hostcd by the college. The third
place finish solIdified the Homets third place
finish in thc season standll1gs.
The team's day was highlighted by ll1dividual champIOnships from Junior Kristin
Hirth at number six singles and Sophomores Meaghan Clark and Caitlin Kelly,
who teamed to win the title at one doubles.
St. Mary's won the tournament with 85
points, followed by Albion with 74 and the
Hornets at 72. Hope was a close fourth, fin ishing with a team total of 70 points.
Though they finished second in the
tournament, Albion won the league title by
virtue of a better record in regular season
matches. St. Mary's edged the Hornets for
second (though both teams had 5-2 regular
season records) based on their performance
in the tournament.
Clark, who lost a tough three set match
to Anneliese Fox of Hope (6-4, 4-6, 4-6),
was named Most Valuable Player by the
M1AA. She was also named to the AlIMIAA First Team. Junior Kara Hoom was
named to the second team.
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Library renovations may affect admissions
sequences for the admissions department
of Kalamazoo College.
"The library is extremely important
to me. The plans for renovation will make
it a lot harder for me to get information,"
said 17-year-old Grand Rapids, Michigan, prospective Allie Kinney. She had
just learned that she would be the first
of two classes lacking a central library
space once summer construction begins
in 2004.
Seventeen-year-old Nichole Rozier of
Lathrop Village, Michigan, said, "a lack
of library takes away from the academic
appeal of a college. It is comfortable
to know it is there." Though the renovation won't prevent her from going
through the admissions procedures, she
says that it will definitely be something
she'll remember about "K" as she makes
Photo by Sarah Martyn her final choice of where to attend college.
Library student worker Laura Lonneman helps Daniel Russell check
"Sure, it will influence it," said direcout some books.
tor of admissions John Carroll in response
Phillip Kotzan
to whether or not the library expansion would affect the
college's enrollment for the class of 2008. "When people
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
arrive, they see what they see and the library is an obvious
It will soon become more obvious that the two-year part of what they see," said Carroll.
Carroll believes that the amount the renovation will
plans for major library renovation could have serious con-

influence the college is going to vary from person to
person, based on personal needs and the backgrounds from
which each student comes from. Some students are accustomed to their high school's state-of-the art library facilities which the college will not be able to offer for a couple
of years.
"Students try not to let only one factor influence their
choice," Carroll said. With high application acceptance
rates in the past few years, it is believed that a problem
such as this won't pose a great threat to the class of 2008 's
admissions rates.
"We hope to keep a steady-state of students on
campus moving into the future," pitched dean of library
Lisa Palchick, not predicting a problem for admissions.
Since Carroll believes that college is about the
people there, and not the buildings and aesthetics, prospectives are stirred away from facilities on campus tours.
The library expansion is not promoted within admissions
recruitment.
He does acknowledge though that sometimes
students and parents make decisions not always on the
most rational things. Therefore, he is promoting the idea
of showing prospectives the impressive final library plans
once construction begins.
Since prospectives have plenty of time to make their
college selection decisions, only time will tell how "K"
admissions will be affected by the library renovation.

Service-learning program gets Michigan grant
Morgan Campbell
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

AMIGOS, a non-profit program
created to help mentor and tutor students who are non-native English
speakers, recently received a grant
from the Michigan Campus Compact.
"We applied for the grant because
the aflerschool tutoring requires funding," said Senior Ann Petrolinuas one
ofthis year's program directors. "The
money from the grant provides dinner
for the student." Because of the grant,

AMIGOS will be able to continue
until the end of the school year
In the winter of 2002, Zac
Montgomery, "K" '02, and Ryan
LaBudda, the bilingual teacher of
Kalamazoo Central High School,
also a Kalamazoo College graduate,
created AMIGOS.
The program was initially structured so that Kalamazoo College
students could come into the high
school and worked alongside Spanish speaking students in subjects
such as English as a Second Language (ESL), Earth SCience, Biol-

Stu Comm Election Results Announced
Stu Comm

cont. from, p. 8

like to begin by changll1g the Image of student commission.
We've got to hit it hard as soon as the quarter starts,
and show that it's a resource that students can use. A lot

ogy and US Bilingual History.
Its successful frrst year led this
year's program directors, seniors
Petrolinuas and Heather Haines, to
design an additional after school component so that the students had an
opportunity to receive help outside
the classroom.
"It is often hard for these high
school students to find motivation to
do well," Petrolinuas said. "Many
times, the student's teachers don't
acknowledge the challenges that
come with not understanding the language. With the after school mentor-

ing, they get to spend a few hours on
Kalamazoo's campus. It's a different
atmosphere that allows two communities to interact."
. With the after school program,
the participating high school students
are picked up by their "K" mentor
who works with them until 6:30 p.m.
They do this once a week.
"K" students volunteer two to
six hours a week. Last year, 31 students from Kalamazoo Central High
School and 30 "K" students were
mvolved.
Kalamazoo Central High School

of students perceive that we don't doing anything and
it's pointless to join. The truth IS that we do a lot for
students on their behalf."
Olson said, "Right now I just want to figure out the
basic things from [current financial director) Au tin, I
think he can provide a lot of insight. As far as next year,
I think it's important to start out right away, setting a

students are chosen for AMIGOS on
a need basis. The program is optional,
so students can refuse to participate.
In addition to the in-school tutoring, AMIGOS offers many diverse
opportUJ1ities for intercultural interaction. Last winter, "K" volunteers
and Kalamazoo Central High students coordinated a bowling outing.
For more information on the
program, contact Haines at the Institute of Service Learning at (269)
337-7432.

good precedent by getting people actively involved in
Student Commission."
Nave said, "Thank you very much to everyone who
came out and voted and who helped with my campaign,
I am very indebted to them, much words of thanks," said
Nave.

The student newspaper of Kalamazoo College

INSIDE Cultural Awareness Troupe performs
Sarah MartylJ

IiIPLAYING WITH
gDONKEYS
The Kalamazoo College
Moustache Society will
hold a Donkey Ball tournament where members
of the Kalamazoo community will face off
against one another in
a game of softball on
donkeys.
iii SAC COORD 11:1 NATOR TAKES
ON NEW ROLE
Current SAC Coordinator Mary Lucas will
accept a new role at the
college as Health Educator. The position will
start next year.
RENVORG
RESPONDS TO
MIKE TAYLOR
This week ENVORG
challenges the conservatives views of editorialist Mike Taylor on the
environment.
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mAFFIRMATIVE

III ACTION HOT

TOPIC OF DEBATE
College
Dems
and
Republicans will host
State Representatives for
a panel on Affirmative
Action.
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CO-EDlTOR-IN-CH1EF
Looking for a performance to wake you up to reality?
You're in luck.
This Friday and Saturday night, the Cultural Awareness
Troupe (CAT) will give a performance entitled "The Crow's
Nest." The performance includes dance, monologues, poetry,
singing, and theatrical scenes centered on the theme of the
Jim Crow laws.
"It's about how we keep everything together in one group,"
said junior Dia Vinyard about the title for this year's performance.
"A nest is a place where baby birds develop and nurture until
they are ready to go out into the world. Even after they flyaway,
they come back. This relates to the black community: we grow
together and even when we flyaway, we always come back."
Vinyard explained that the event will take the audience back
to how past events have created present conditions.
"The performance is very powerful and is inspired by real life
events. The show will definitely reattach the audience to many of
the historical events that not only helped to shape the nation that
we live in, but also shaped our attitudes as well."
Junior Klayvaughn Williams furthered this comment,
explaining that students can expect to gain a true understanding
of the African-American experience in both the "K" community
and in the greater world.
"Students will gain a sense of what African-Americans not
only on our campus, but nationwide may go through. This is not
to say that every African-American has the exact same experience,
because we do not, but I hope that after the performance there will
be a change in our thought process as we try to tame this horrible
thing we call racism, separation and division."
The dance will involve a swing/jazz style, according to
co-choreographer senior Sharell Elam . First-year Chacarra
Murphy is the other choreographer for the dance. In addition,
the performance includes testimonial monologues and debates
between WEB Dubois and Booker T. Washington, singing from a
local church chOir and a number of theatrical scenes highlighting
important issues about racism.

Two Members of the Cultural Awareness Troupe rehearse their performance, entitles "The Crow's Nest; based upon Jim Crow laws. It
will be shown tomorrow and Saturday.
"This year's performance will be more serious than last year's
performance," said Williams. "1 think that this year's performance is going
to leave the audience feeling either of the two ways: Either speechless
or they are going to talk about the issues within the performance for
weeks to come."
Vinyard also commented on the impact of this year's CAT performance.
"People will be a bit pushed out of their comfort zone by the
performance, but will also be moved," Vinyard said.
"Every scene, every word spoken on stage has gone straight to my
heart," said Williams. "Even though the Jim Crow laws are not written
LEGALLY in laws, it's what I live everyday; so with this, my heart, mind
and body has gone into this performance. May the campus community and
visitors from a far enjoy a masterpiece in the making."
The event starts at 7 p.m. and runs Fri. May 9 and Sat. May
10. Tickets are $3 and on sale during lunch and dinner every day
this week.

Gov. Granholm's budget cuts may hit "K" hard
AI(r Fox
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As a school where over 85 percent of students
receive scholarship money, Governor Jennifer
Granholm '5 proposed budget cut that would
deduct S30 million in scholarship money from
private school funds could hit Kalamazoo College
especially hard.
"1 am going to be swimming in student loans
by the time I get out of here," said junior Kirsten
eieslar. "I heard about the possible scholarship

cuts, and that's going to be even rougher on
the incoming students,"
With the yearly tuitIOn costing S27.955,
Kalamazoo College IS the most expensive
school in the state of Michigan.
.,\ wouldn't be able to attend this school
without the scholarship money they offered
me," said jUllior Erin Terkoski. "I can't
imagine how future students are going to
be able to afford to come here If so much
scholarship money is taken away,"
"We really can't say one way or the

other how thiS will affect the school." said
jumor Emily Olson, next year's Financial
Director. "At this pom!, Granholm's proposal
to reduce the private scholarship fund is
nothing more than one of several budgetcutting propositions, so it's too early to say
what will happen."
While scholarship funds decrease, "K"
tuition increases. Accordmg to the composite
five-year financial forecast, the 2007-2008
See Budget... p. 2
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'Donkey ball' premieres at "K"

Budget/Cuts could effect tuition
costs, college students decisions

Alternative softball sport brings community together for fundraising and fun

school year tuition is expected to cost $34,378.
Over the past four years. the cost of tuition has
gone up 15.3 percent, with next year's tuition
increase commg in at 5.1 percent.
"This is a very frustrating change for all
students on campus. Next year's tuition will be
close to 10 percent more than my first year at "K",
a staggering increase considering next year's costs
will be close to $30,000," said Olson.
TIle main reason tor next year's tuition increase
is to accommodate staff salaries, according to
Business Director Tom Ponto. The cost of health
care is rising exponentially, and salaries need to
accommodate that cost accordingly.

"This event is about building community camaraderie, philanthropy, and
fun," Moustache Society Commandant
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
of Communications Jon Fazzola said.
"As many Kalamazoo College students
A donkey ball show is coming
know, sometimes it takes innovative
to campus on June 7 as part of the
and drastic events to bring the campus
Kalamazoo College Moustache Socitogether -- enter the donkeys."
ety's efforts to raise money for the
A donkey
Kalamazoo YWCA
ball
double
Domestic Assault Proheader
with
gram.
three-inning
Donkey ball is
games will be
similar to baseball,
played to get
but every player rides
more
people
a donkey except the
involved
pitcher
and
the
Moustache
catcher. After a batter
Society Grand
hits the ball, she
Vizer
Sean
mounts her donkey
Mann
said.
and rides around the
The
games
will
bases.
feature
two
Fielders must be
sets
of
faculty
mounted when the
versus student
pitch is made and
teams.
then ride or pull their
The Mousdonkey toward the
Photo courtesy Buckeye Donkey Ball website
tache
Society
ball when there is a
has
invited
hit. Players dismount
local
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as
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for
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"The
idea
is
their donkeys' reins as they pick up the
to
get
people
outside
the
K-College
ball. They must then remount before
community involved," Mann said. He
throwing the ball.

Travis Robey

said he is not yet sure which local
celebrities will participate.
"Consider this event an average
Jane/Joe's polo only without the
stretchy white pants," Fazzola said.
The society's members said this
would be a unique event that people
would remember for a long time.
"We are aware of concerns about
animal rights and abuses that seem
inherent in an event such as this,"
Fazzola said, "but the company has
assured us that all appropriate measures are taken to keep the donkeys
happy, healthy and safe."
The Buckeye Donkey Ball Co.
said that it uses only whiffle balls and
plastic bats to protect the donkeys.
Tickets will be on sale in the
Hicks Center lobby during lunch and
dinner throughout ninth week. The
Moustache Society has raised over
$5,000 this year for the Kalamazoo
YWCA Domestic Assault Program,
which will receive all of the proceeds
from the donkey ball show.
The Buckeye Donkey Baseball
Co. has also provided a guarantee
that there will be no damage to the
softball field as a result of this event.
The company has been in business
since 1934.

Streakers raise alarm with security
Adam Pringle
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
A group of unclothed Kalamazoo College students
drew the attentIOn of Kalanlazoo City Police around 2:30
a.m. Saturday.
Spectators gathered in front of Hoben Hall and Stetson
Chapel as approximately 20 nude students participated in
a traditional streaking of the quad late Saturday evening,
following the Frelon final performance, when Kalamazoo
College security notified city police.
"The reason we called the police is the size of the crowd
and the level of noise," said a UK" security officer.
"This is a traditional event for us," said a senior Frelon
Dance Company member wishing to remain anonymous.
"The majority of the cast does this every year after our
last show."
Last year Kalamazoo City Police were called to break
up the same event. Students were upset that city police were
involved in an on-campus event again this year.

"Last spring was the first time I had ever seen the
real pohce come to stop streaklllg," said a senior "K"
streaker.
"We're a non-threatening group. I don't know why
"K" security feels that they can't handle the situation
themselves," said senior Nick Lozcn. "It's spring quarter
and we're just having some fun:'
Kalamazoo College's annual Spring Fling. another
event that has provoked streaking in the past, took place
Saturday along with the Frelon performance. Not all of the
streakers wcre involved with Frelon.
"The cops were really cool about it They .lust asked
us to get our stuff and leave," said Ben Tucker "I think
they kno\, we don't want any trouble. It must be hilanous
for them to see thiS."
Police dispersed the group in less than 15 minutes.
Students that appeared to have been dnnking were asked for
identification. No tickets were issued.
To officially complete a streak you must undress in
front of Stetson Chapel, run down the length of the quad,
touch the History of Kalamazoo College sign and return

continued from p.l

QUALITY ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT A GREAT RATE.
PARK TERRACE APARTMENT COMPLEX, Phone # 269-381-2812
Located at lOS North Kendall Ave.
Walking Distance to K-college and WMU.
Free Heat and Hot Water, clean and safe in an
excellent area.
Located on Main bus Route free to students.
Air conditioning, Laundry facilities, Plenty of
parking,
Furnished and Unfurnished apartments still
available.
Apartments for Spring, Stllnmer, and fall currentlyavailable.
For More Info call, As Soon As Possible,
Monday -Friday between 9AM and 4 PM
381-2812

SUMMER HOUSE
Available June 15 - August 15
4 bedroom. 4-5 people
611 Stuart Avenue #2, across from
Woodward Elem.
Beautiful, large glassed-in porch
345-7313
S 1.500/month (includes utiliues & laundry)
Price Negotiable

CrimeBeat
No crimes reported this week.
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SAC coordinator takes on new role at college
Mary Lucas leaves SAC for new position as Health Education Coordinator
Chelsea Phillips
STAFF WRITER
Mary Lucas, the current coordinator for the
Student Activities Committee and for women's
resources, will be leaving her position with
SAC after this quarter in order to take on the
new role of Health Education Coordinator on
campus.
Lucas, who has served as SAC advisor
for the past three years, will remain as the
coordinator ofwomen's resources next year, but
will also address the health education needs of
"K" students. She plans on forming a program
which will respond to health concerns, issues
and trends on college campuses.
"It is a very exciting change that we will
have someone on campus dedicated to health
and women's issues," Michelle Busuito, a
member of SAC said. "I tbink any programs
she will run will be beneficial to the campus
community, and knowing Mary, this will be her
goal, to offer something for the good of the
entire community."
Dean of Students, Danny Sledge, agreed. "I
am very positive and excited about Mary assuming these new responsibilities. It is precisely
because she has been so effective in working
with students through the Student Activities
Committee and in her role as Coordinator
of Women's Resources tbat 1 asked her to
assume this important role of Health Education
Coordinator," he said.

Chapel Chat

The new role is a way to better serve the
needs of "K" students. Lucas plans on spending
a large amount of time next year researching
the ways to approach health issues on college
campuses and then plans on facilitating services
to address student concerns.
"I was interested in this as an opportunity
to develop a new position that will benefit our
entire community," she said. "I will utilize the
expertise of many people in our community
who are already addressing health concerns
and I will talk with students about ideas and
approaches."
Busuito said Lucas has done amazing things
for the organization and SAC is losing a great
advisor. However, the college will appoint a
part-time faculty member to her position, so
the organization should not suffer any drastic
changes.
"Because SAC is so structured, I expect
the negative impact to be minimal. Also, there
will be a positive impact by the creative ideas,
energy and leadership of someone new to the
organization," Sledge said.
Becky Warner, a student member of SAC
also said the organization will not feel any
detrimental effects by the loss. "It will certainly
take some adjusting, but luckily SAC has a great
core of committed members who will keep the
organization going strong." She added, "We
already have some great events planned for
next year."

by Jeanne Hess

Dateline: Long Beach, CA
Believe it or not, as I write this in
Long Beach. California, the weather is
nicer in Kalamazoo. Michigan! Although
my business is all indoors and I am a few
blocks removed from the beach, I still feel
somewhat cheated. It's CaIiforma, for
God's sake! It never rains in Southern
California!
Frustration is a result of unmet eX;1ectations - I teach this - and frankly, 1 had no
expectations of lounging in the California

sun, but my years of brainwashing by the
Beach Boys have created a skewed paradigm.
The warmest piece of clothing I packed was
my green zipper hoodie from the K-College
Bookstore. Yeah, the palm trees are swayin'
alright!
Which begs tbe question: what expectations do you hold for today, tomorrow. next
week. next year; for yourself, of others, of
institutions ...... of God'.' What if today we
were to accept things exactly as they are?
I believe we could let go of a boatload of
frustration and move forward with greater

Photo by Sarah Martyn
Mary Lucas, the current coordinator for Student Activities
Committee, will leave her position with SAC to become the Health
Education Coordinator on campus. Lucas will continue her role
with various women's issues and organizations on campus.

peace of mind.
Bobby Kennedy said, .. Some see things
as they are and ask' why'; I see things as they
could be and say, 'why not"! This Friday's
Chapel will bring to town an amazing man
of peace who has helped me address sources
offrustration in my life in addition to giving
me ways to see things in Bobby's "why not"
mode. Bishop Thomas Gumbleton from
the Detroit Diocese is one of the visionary
leaders of the peaee in our day. He IS a
tireless worker for change with a resume as
long as my arm. As a newly ordained Bishop
in 1968, Bishop Gumbleton confirmed a
little 4th grader in Plymouth, MichIgan
wbo ended up with a calling to Kalamazoo
College. Since that time, he has traveled
around the world making a difference in
many Iives, and has recently resurface in
the last few years to make a difference in
mine once again. My aunt is a nun with

The Sisters of Charity 'who was fortunate
to travel with him to Iraq with the group
"Voices in the Wilderness" in 1997, and
she has been enlightening me with his
story ever since.
The Bishop's weekly homilIes from St.
Leo Pari~h in Detroit can be accessed on the
web at www.nattonalcatholicreportcr.org.
His words are always reflecttve of the
Gospel and call us to greater understanding
and questioning of Issues of world affairs
that atTect us all. I am excited to see him
again because it has been 35 years slllce
my confinnatioll. His words and dialogue
with our campus and our community can
help us see and understand much of our
frustration in personal. religIOUS. and world
affairs. Please come and meet him Friday
at 10:50. See you there!
And may you all find Peace.
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Planet Earth in trouble, people responsible
Matt Pieknik
CONTRIBUTlNG WRITER
Is the Earth in any real trouble?
According to the media, some scientists
believe that global warming exists and poses a
real threat. Others disagree. Environmentalists
are always encouraging the rest of us to reduce,
reuse, and recycle. They keep telling us that we
use too much stuff and that eventually we're
going to run out. But other scientists say that
rapid advances in technology will confront these
problems if they arise. The natural world around
us is changing: deserts are growing, forests
are shrinking, icecaps are melting, sea lev s
are rising. Are any of these real threats to our
existence? And even if they are, if! rode a bike
today, or tried to keep all my lights off for one
night, or planted a tree, how would I have any
effect on these problems? One person isn't
going to change anything, not when there's
over 6 billion of us and counting. Furthermore,
who's to say we have anything to do with
these phenomena? The world's been around for
billions of years and how do we know th
aren't naturally occurring events, part of natura'!
cycles that we can't even perceive?
But what if I told you that the planet has
entered the tastest period of mass extinction in
its history, even fuster than when the dinosaurs
died? What if I told you that carbon gas emissions are also at their highest point in earth's
history? And what if I told you that our patterns
of natural resource consumption are not only
immediately affecting the environment, they
are also going to have negative effects on the
lifestyles of generations to come? Scientists
around the world are agreeing that our current
lifestyles, if they continue unchecked, are going

to result in dramatic environmental crises. And
it's not so far off in the future as we might like
to think. Many agree that such changes will
occur within the next 100 years. In fact, many
scientists agree that people who are now in their
20s or younger are going to be alive to witness
these changes.
Is there earth in trouble? Yes. Are we
responsible for it?
·0
e worl 's leading
sts in all fields, mcluding ) NobelPm: winners, issued a joint staternen the
odd Scientists' Warning to Human ty in
hich they stated, "Human beings and' le
on J cu isioll CO\! ." In 1995, th
In ergavemmcntal Panel on 'hmate Change,
cO)lSisting of leading climate sci t' ts from 98
countries, produced a report whi
d been
tensively reviewed by a confereD
f 177
delegates representing e ry national a
of science on the planet, which
qui
stated not only that global warming s .".".,.,...,i ng,
bue that human activity is res
. i Ie for it,
and at a devastating env' n tal crisis is
Iikd . 11: inllTIcdiale action i. 't taken to curb
carbon emissions.
Are we responsible? Yes.
But how much? If you were to b
it
d 'n, each person on the planet
uld be
responsl le for s c
pi traction of
the environment that action or inaction seerns a
moot point. Or does it?
A tool for measuring the environmental
inlpact of an individual, a community, even a
whole nation, has been of increasing inlportance
in the past couple of years: the ecological
footprint. By calculating our ecological footprints
we can see how much of an impact we're
making on the planet. Footprinting studies prove

that today it takes at least 5.75 acres of land
to sustain one average person on Earth, nearly
twice that much to support one European, and
nearly four times that much to support one
American. Furthermore, these studies have
discovered that our current rates ofconsumption
require 1.25 earths (and counting) to survive.
Unless we can alter our patterns and lessen
consumption rates, we will continue down
an unsustainable path that will lead to grim
consequences.
The Earth Week activities Envorg advocated
a couple weeks ago were chosen to encourage
responsible thinking about the ways we interact
with the environment around us, and to prove
t respect for the world around us doesn't
n 'essarily req\ure dr.unatlc changes. The fOod
audit that Envorg conducted on Monday, April
21 revealed that in one day, Marriott throws
away almost 300lbs. of food that is sent down
the conveyor belt uneaten. Learning to live more
sustainably may begin with as small a step as
taking only as much as you can eat when you
go to !he cafeteri' . start \\ith smaller rtio
u can always go back.
The same can be said of Buy Nothing Day,
which is an official campaign conceived by the
makers of Adbusters magazine, and which is
observed worldwide on November 29. Far from
battling capitalism, Buy Nothing Day is ainled
at smart consumerism. Try counting all the
instances in one day where you use something
once and then throw it away (the other night
at Water Street I marveled at the coffee stirrer
which I used for five seconds then threw into a
garbage can full of other stirrers). Take note of
the excessive packaging that goes into a product
which ends up as unnecessary waste. Next tinle
you go shopping try asking yourself some of the

following: Do I need it? How many do I already
have? How much will I use it? How long will it
last? Could I borrow it from a friend or fiunily
member? Can I do without it? How will I dispose
ofit when I'm done using it? Is there anything that
I already own that I could substitute for it?
The world is a huge place, and so are the
environmental problerns fucing it. However, there
are so many things you can do within your own
life that don't require major life changes to have
an effect, just a little bit of smart thinking. Accept
responsibility. Think about long-term effects of
sustained choices. The little things do add up.
And raise awareness. Your children and their
children will thank you.
More ideas:
nserve energy by washing your clothes
I rather than hot water. A typical hot
W>I'SMlmrm rinse load costs about 58 cents. The
sam I ad in a cold wash/cold rinse cycle costs
only 3 cents.
-- urchase foods in bulk when you can.
You II not only save money, you'll have less
pac
g to recycle or to throwaway.
-It doesn't cost much to be a good neighbor.
If you see someone else's litter in the street, pick
it up and deposit it in the trash barreL Better yet,
recycle any littered cans or bottles.
-Find more ideas like these at:
<www.epagov> and <www.care2.com>
--Measure your ecological footprint:
<www.earthday.netifootprintiindex.asp>
-Start learning about the environment and
about sustainable development. Ed Ayre's God's
Last Offer: Negotiating for a Sustainable Future
is a great place to start.
-Get involved on campus. Envorg meetings
are every Tuesday night a 6pm in the Gilmore
Parlor.
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Vouchers give minorities advantage, level playing-field
Mike Taylor
INDEX STAFF
I have heard my share of criticism in the past few weeks, but
one critique particularly caught
my attention. Four weeks ago
I devoted my column to the University of Michigan's ongoing
affinnative action case. There are
definitely multiple issues concerning this case; I chose to argue that
it was purely racist, thus purely
wrong.
But what if affirmative action
is abolished? How will minorities
trapped in failing schools gain
admittance to top universities and
avoid being stuck in lower level
dead end jobs for their entire life?
This was the concern of certain
Kalamazoo College students who
thought I should have offered

viable alternatives rather than
just lambaste the university's race
based admission policy.
If America is to continue to be
the greatest nation the world has
ever known, it is vitally important
that all Americans are afforded
equal opportunities. The fact of
the matter is though, too many
children, namely African Americans, are trapped in poverty ridden
neighborhoods and at a severe
disadvantage. Children are being
made to suffer for the wrong decisions their parents made. This is
what must be addressed in order
to solve the racial problems in our
country; problems that will not be
fixed by affinnative action . .
So how are we to ensure that
no child is left behind? It is a
simple answer, one that many
have vehemently opposed despite

The SEX
Files

clear evidence of its effectiveness:
vouchers.
Detroit's public school system
is in shambles, and it has been for
a while. Despite this fact, in 2000,
voters defeated an effort to grant
families $3,300 dollars per child
to use towards private education,
if the child was in a failing school
district. Citing the dangers of
publicly funding religious institutions and reduced funding for failing public schools, voters sealed
the fate of countless children that
should have been given a fair shot.
And neither of those reasons
is enough to repudiate the changes
that children need. First of all,
nowhere in the Constitution is the
phrase "separation of church and
state" found, and for good reason.
Anyone who thinks that God wasn't
paramount to the founding fathers

must be a complete idiot. Also,
it would be ridiculous to suggest
that children in need of education
reform (usually children from
broken homes) couldn't benefit
from stricter rules and a high
emphasis on morals, as found in
religious schools.
The separation of church and
state argument in this case is just
ludicrous since it was originally
meant to ensure that America would
never have a state mandated religIon. The word "God" in the
pledge of allegiance, the Ten Commandments in public buildings
and the use of vouchers hardly
compromises your freedom of
religion.
But this still leaves us with
the problem of reduced funds to
already failing schools. Studies
prove that a strong family back-

ground leads to educational success, not increased monetary spending. Districts could spend $15,000
per student, but if children are
not given a good example by their
parents, they will not learn. Money
is not the issue here, but even if
it were, vouchers would actually
increase the amount spent per child
in failing districts. Voucher credits
towards private education would
never exceed the amount spent per
child in his or her failing public
school, and therefore the average
amount spent per child would
increase.
Change needs to come from
within the family structure of innercity children who are constantly
failing, but until that happens, the
use of vouchers is the only way
to ensure a level playing field for
all.

Going Downtown:

Anna Maxbauer
INDEX STAFF

Hair is a funny thing. Whether you shave, trim, buzz,
meticulously manicure or just let it run wild, some swear
there's some quirky moral tether that makes us reluctant to
grow a fro anywhere but our heads. No matter what one's
gender, sexual preference or political affiliation, one thing
is nearly universal: we hate bush . Whether you've got a
treasure trail under your belly button or sideburns on your
thighs, chances are you 've dabbled in hair removal on or
around God's property at some point. Keep in mind there's
no shame in a little maintenance now and then, so long as
your partner isn't complaining. Remember, flossing and oral
sex should be mutually exclusive activities.
One thing that needs to be stressed here is that shaving
is by no means a girl thing. Guys have just as much to
gain from taking a weed-whacker to their shrub as women
do. Bonus for the undecided: it makes Mr. Happy look
a whole lot bigger.
Guys also need to cut out the chronic whining about
how even trimming jeopardizes their general well-being,
because girls have endured a whole lot more pain but gotten
nil respect for it.

Is the pain worth the pay-off?
We're also not fans of boys who balk at the thought of
trimming themselves but insist their girlfriends or boyfriends
go completely hairless. On that note, we also think there's
something to be said for people who prefer their partners
to look like 10-year olds.
Kalamazoo College health guru Lori Long-Hopkins is
ambivalent about shaving and says whatever floats one's
boat is okay provided things are done safely. She's seen
plenty of folliculitis (infection at the hair root), ingrown
hairs (when hair does a U-turn and grows back into the skin)
and even chemical burns from depilatories, but still says
shaving isn't dangerous. "All in all, 1 see no reason to go
with a smoothie should one desire," she said.
Alberta Janousek, another health center diva, is adamant
about shaving and suggests checking out alternative methods
such as waxing, electrolysis or depilatories. Janousek, who
also works at Planned Parenthood, once treated a female
patient who inadvertently sent a wart infection on her knee
north by using the same razor on her legs and 'gina. We
don 't make this stuff up, people.
Going downtown with a razor is serious business, so
it's important to remember basics that will keep your taco
or totem pole safe from harm. To make sure your skin is
sufficiently ready for a razor, shave at the end of a shower or
during a long bath. Shaving cream, though fun in a 3-year
old in a bathtub kind of way, isn't mandatory for getting a
smooth result and at least one girl we know is especially
keen on using conditioner instead. Just don 't use soap.
Keep a sharp, clean razor around for exclusive use on your
pubic hair and nothing else, not even pits. As for razors,

just about everyone we know is completely devoted to
Gillette's Mach 3.
If the thought of running little knives over your man
tackle or coochie scares the crap out of you, there are other
methods around. Depilatories, which dissolve the hair
instead of removing it, last a few days and seem to work
well for people who dig soft skin and don't mind smelling
like ass. Waxing, which is like tweezing on a massive scale,
is notoriously painful but lasts up to a month. If you're not
up to buying one of those little at-home kits, a basic bikini
wax in Kalamazoo runs close to $30 and up to $50 for a
Brazilian, which takes off everything (for reference take a
peek at your average porn star). If you'd rather just lose the
hair for good, one of the Sex Files writers has dabbled in
electrolysis and says it hurts about at much as tweezing and
costs a small fortune but seems to stick.
Shaving your naughty bits, if not thrilling, can payoff
in ways that justify the itching frenzy that may follow a field
trip below the navel. For tips on special body positions (no,
really) that facilitate an impressively thorough shave, check
out www.pubicshave.com.
A final note - Even if you're only shaving your
short and curlies for your significant other, your quadmatesl
suitemateslcommunity bathmates have needs too. Two years
ago several of us in Trowbridge were moved to represent
with a fierce ad campaign after a girl felt the need to shave
her entire person prior to every visit from her boyfriend and
not clean out the shower drain when she was done. Don't
be that woman or guy. Mow your lawn the right way and
keep the world happy.
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"Disease" has been saturating the radio for almost sounds much too forced. Unfortunately, these tracks
a year. Finally, Matchbox Twenty releases the album to turn out like junior high slow dance classics instead of
accompany the single. More Than You Think You Are is a achieving the kind of emotional experience created by "If
recapitulation of the band's entire career, from their grungy You're Gone."
beginnings, pop highs and Latin influence from Santana.
There are few other tracks like the lead single "Disease"
This time they add a few new attempts at musical diversity (which was hysterically co-written with none other than
with a taste of country and even some 50's retro R&B.
Mick Jagger - uh, random). The opener, "Feel," blares with
The most notable change with the new album is the a kind of cheesy intensity that sounds good at first, but gets
band's attempt to break out of their arena rock band mold. just plain silly when the vocals begin. The album still kicks
With tracks such as "Bright Lights" and "Hand Me Down," hard, the style the band feels most comfortable recording,
the band is trying too hard to dip their songs in reeking performing, and representing.
emotion. The band comes off with an awkward sound.
There are few odds and ends sticking out of the album,
Thomas's voice shakes a little too fervently and the piano as well. "Unwell" features a catchy banjo intro, but then

Frelon
sells out
"Not for
Sale"
Megan Morrisey
STAFF WRITER
The Frelon Dance Company put forth an impressive
spectacle in this year's show "This is Not for Sale."
The production featured an eclectic, multicultural
complement of dance numbers including Latin, Tahitian,
urban, tap and ballet. Clocking in at about two hours,
and with twenty-two pieces, "Not for Sale" kept viewers
ensconced through the grand finale.
Standout dances included "You ' ll Like It, You ' ll Love
It, You'll Want Some More ofIt . .. " a lively line dance to the
musical stylings of Tim McGraw and "Beautiful People," the
Manlyn Manson narrated, kinetically charged final number.
This particular dance holds a special place in the hearts of
the Company as it was the finale to the first show performed
in by the current senior class.
"This is Not for Sale" was clearly the product of much
hard work at the hands of director Ann Petroliunas and
her team of talented choreographers. It was a lovely way
to pass an evening.

p

AV

fades into the typical lone voice leading into a plastic
chorus. "Could I Be You" and the strum-along "Soul"
are all filler. Somehow, a little bit of The Beatles seeped
in, probably in tribute to George Harrison. "All I Need"
begins with a definite beat, manages to sound like Matchbox
Twenty for bits and pieces in between a very Beatlesque
chorus and bridge.
Overall, the album represents the band struggling
to discover a deeper musical taste. They were heading
towards musical meaningfulness with past singles, but the
new ones try too hard, and, as a result, become generic rock
with a few misplaced odds and ends.
Three stars out of five.
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Men's tennis season ends Receiver catching pro interest
Colin Baumgartner
SPORTS EDITOR
The men's tennis team lost 5-0 to
Kenyon College in the regional semifinals
at Washington University in St. Louis on
May 3. The loss ended the Hornet's season
at 13-12.
Just one week removed from winning
their 65th consecutive MIAA championship, the team got off to a rough start getting
swept in all three doubles matches (which
made up one of Kenyon's five points).
The Hornets lost four of the six singles

Daniel Derksen

I've coached," said "K" football head coach
Tim
Rogers. "He is the best at what he does,
matches, with the other two not needing
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
he
makes
plays."
to be finished.
Sports
agents
are
contacting
a
Individuals
not drafted in the recent
Washington beat Kenyon in the finals
Kalamazoo
College
senior
T.J.
Thayer
in
National
Football
League (NFL) draft or
and will advance to the NCAA Div. III
hopes
of
signing
him
to
a
professional
signed
by
an
NFL
team
are eligible for the
quarterfinals.
football
contract.
CFL.
In addition, no team members were
Agent Dan Whitsett said, "I have made
If some of the CFL teams like Thayer
selected to compete in the individual cham...
that
I
only
make
to
five,
six
or
an
offer
they
may invite him for a workout to assess
pionships, consisting of 32 singles qualiseven
kids
a
year.
I
never
vouch
for
a
kid
his skills and then possibly sign him there.
fiers and 16 doubles teams. The Hornets
that I don't truly believe in."
They may also judge him based on film and
starting roster of seven was made up offive
Thayer has been contacted by a few scouting reports and then sign him over a fax
underclassmen, and eoach Timon Corwin
professional
agents who feel he has the machine to come into camp said Whitsett.
did not expect anyone from the team would
potential
to
play
in the Canadian Football
Rogers admits that he doesn't see Thayer
be selected. A doubles team from Hope wiU
League
(CFL).
in the CFL. He feels that Thayer's style is
be the only MIAA participants.
Thayer is excited at the prospect of play- better suited for another professional football
ing football at the professional level. "There league, the Area Football League (AFL).
are not many opportunities for athletes to But he said "if he were to play at a higher
play professionally, I feel privileged," said level, T.1. would be a return specialist, and
Thayer.
on offense teams would use him like we
"T.1. is probably the best D-IIJ receiver did, get him the ball quickly and let him
make plays."
Playing professional football
however is not the main thing
make him more effective.
on his mind. "Right now I am
Fuchs does not seem to be worried about
concentrating on graduating first
the future of the Hornet soccer team. He calls
and then finding a regular job,"
Halloran "a coach of a very successful high
said Thayer. "If the CFL thing
school program (Hackett) and also at the
happens, it is just a bonus. I am'
collegiate level, as he coached the women at
not
putting all my eggs in one
Albion College," he said.
basket, so to speak."
Fuchs was unsure of any problems
At the college level, Thayer
Halloran would face taking the reins.
has proven himself on the foot"It is hard to say. He comes into a very
ball field.
His most recent
well established program with a group of
honors include being named to
very capable players returning, and a number
the National Weekly Football
of competent first-year players trying out.
Gazette All-North Region second
The returning players are used to a certain
team.
philosophy of the game, a training regimen,
For his career at "K", Thayer
and a coaching approach, all of which can
has eclipsed numerous school
probably be traced to the former coach,"
records. Most notable are his
Fuchs said.
records
for career receptions with
One of the graduating players of the
209
and
career receiving yards
team, Andrew Upward, feels that although
with 2,592.
Halloran will definitely bring his own style
Pre-season camp for the CFL
to "K", he will have to try to fill the shoes
starts in the first week of June
of a man who is synonymous with "K"
so Thayer will soon know hi.
soccer. "Beyond the fact that Coach Fuchs Some agents think wide receiver T. J. Thayer has
......
destiny.
potential
to
play
at
the
professional
level.
has coached "K" for so many years, he has
brought a style and approach to the game
that is not only effective, but unique to any
coach that 1 have played under," Upward
said. Just like Fuchs, Upward believes
in the capacity of the returning players
to help Halloran through this transitional
Baseball
period.
"One thing he's got going for him is a
5/3 - Alma 6, Kalamazoo 0
group of dedicated and talented players that
Alma 3, Kalamazoo 2
badly want to win another championship
next year."

Familiar face returning to
coach men's soccer team
Laurens Nuyells
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Next Fall, the Kalamazoo College men's
soccer team will start out the season with a
new head coach. Tim Halloran will replace
Hardy Fuchs, who retired at the end of last
season.
Halloran is a "K" graduate from the
class of '92. He has a degree in computer
science and teaching minors in mathematics and group social studies. Right now,
he teaches math at Portage Central High
School. Currently, Halloran is the coach of
the boys' and girls' soccer teams at Hackett
Catholic Central High School in Kalamazoo.
He has been doing this since 1998.
With the graduation of important players like Ross Bower, Andrew Upward and
Jonathan Hughes, building a new team
around new leaders will not be easy, but
Fuchs sees Halloran as an excellent choice
for the job.
"He is a "K" graduate and knows this
place very well, which will make his period
of transition much easier and probably much
quicker," Fuchs said.
The former coach sees the "K" history
of Halloran as a definite bonus: "He has
experience with the kind of students enrolled
here, and by extension with he players on
the team. Being able to relate and motivate
is a very important aspect as far as coaching is concerned." Fuchs adds to this that
Halloran's familiarity in this regard should

-
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State representatives speak at "K" on affirmative action
College democrats and republicans host Sandy Lipsey and Jack Hoogendyk for 8th week panel
Sam Gokhale
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The College Democrats
have organized an affirmative
action discussion panel during
eighth week that will feature
Democratic State Representative Sandy Lipsey and Republican State Representative Jack
Hoogendyk.
"Our goal is to try to create
a dialogue on campus about
issues that actually affect students," said senior Travis Robey,
vice-president of the College

Democrats.
lege have a range of opinions
Robey said each member of about affirmative action.
the panel will have five minutes
"I am against affirto state his or her stance. The mative action because race
College Democrats and College shouldn't play an issue. We
Republicans will then present are not advancing the battle
questions to panel members on racism through affirmative
and finally the audience will be action," said senior Aaron Prysallowed to ask questions.
byz, a member of the College
The
discussion
comes Republicans. He, however, said
amidst a case currently in the he believes in the socioecoSupreme Court regarding stu- nomic empowerment for all
dents who claim they were underprivileged people, regarddenied admittance to the Uni- less of race.
versity of Michigan Law School
Senior Amanda Garcia,
because they were white.
president of the College DemoStudents at Kalamazoo Col- crats, on the other hand, said

she is for affirmative action.
"Affirmative
action
is
important because there are so
many missed opportunities for
minorities. It's important for
them to get opportunities for
higher education and to enter
the work force in high-paying
jobs," said Garcia.
While each has different
opinions, both agreed that the
panel discussion will be beneficial to the campus community.
"It will open a lot of different viewpoints for people to
interpret the facts in front of
them," said Pryzbyz.

Garcia said the discussion
will be beneficial because many
people don't understand the
role of affirmative action and
mistake it for quotas or reparations.
A ffirmative action was originally meant to correct discrimination rooted in slavery and
segregation. However, in 1973,
the Supreme Court ruled universities could not hold a quota
of places for minorities.
Since then, federal courts
have made decisions for and
against affirmative action. The
U ofM case is expected to make

"K" Triathlon features pro athlete
Chris Sanker
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Photo courtesy of "K" Swimming Photos Archive
A shot of Mike Arce during the 2003 MIAA swimming
championships. Arce will make his triathlon professional debut in several weeks in Puerto Rico.

For the first time in its 17 -year history, Kalamazoo
College's annual triathlon will feature a professional
athlete.
Mike Arce, a sophomore biology major and winner
of last year's triathlon, plans to use "K's" May 31
triathlon as a warm-up for his professional debut and
first international competition the following week in
Rincon, Puerto Rico.
''I'm very excited about the "K" triathlon," said
Arce. "It will give me a good opportunity to see where
I'm at in my training and will give me an idea about how
1 will perform the following week in Puerto Rico."
The annual "K" triathlon, which consists of a
SOD-yard swim, 20-kilometer bike (12.4 mile), and a
five-kilometer (3.1 mile) run, is approximately one-half
the distance of the triathlons in which Arce normally
participates.
"Yeah, it's a little smaller than the events I normally
compete in," said Arce. "But I like the atmosphere of
sprint tnathlons (triathlons approximately the same size
as UK 's" triathlon). They're shorter and because of that
you can go all out for the entire race."
When asked which event of the triathlon is most
important, Arce said that because of it distance, the
bike leg is the most important.
However, he feels the unconventional and hectic
transition areas of the UK" triathlon are also an extremely
important part of the event.
Senior Judsen Schnider. a two-time participant
agreed with Arce.
"I think the most important leg is the bike, it's

the longest portion of the event and where I always try
to make my move."
Sophomore Lauren Yagiela, last year's winner of the
women's event, had a different opinion.
"The swim is so short, most people can manage on the
bike, but the run is where most people breakdown."
Similar to schools like Cornell, Dartmouth and
Princeton, "K's" triathlon is open only to members of the
Ka lamazoo College community.
Although Arce sees advantages to limiting triathlon
participation to "K" community members he feels making
this event public would make it more competitive.
"I really think if we opened the triathlon up to the
public and publicized it a little we would get some good
quality competition," said Arce. "There are plenty of fast
triathletes in Michigan, and if people came from nearby
states like Ohio and Indiana, this could really be a great
sprint triathlon."
No matter where the competition is from, Arce will be
ready to compete on May 31. ''I'm just excited to get out
there and race," said Arce.
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during spring quarter.
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The college hires Kathy
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swim teams.

Co EDITOR TN CHIEF
The Asian Student Association will perform
their annual spring performance on Sat. May 17,
entitled "Asia Fest 2k3."
This year's show will include a fashion show and
several Indian, Chinese and Japanese dances.
"The audience will get a taste of some of the
musical, dance, and clothing styles of several Asian
cultures," said senior Devan Popat.
I n addition, Popat expressed that members from
the greater Kalamazoo community will also be
performing several cultural dances.
"There is a group of Kalamazoo residents who
have formed a Chinese dance troop. They will be
performing two traditional Chinese dances at this
year's show," he said.
In addition, this year's performance will have
a couple surprises.
"One unique aspect of this year's show will
be an introductory speech by State Senator Hansen
Clarke on the topic of Asian Americans in politics,"
said Popat.
Clarke serves as a State Senator for Detroit.
Coming from a poor family, Clarke made his way
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The college community
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faculty speak.
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through Cornell University on a scholarship
for Art, which eventually led to a JD from
Georgetown University. He served on the
House of Michigan Representatives on 1990,
1998, and 2000, and was recently elected to
the Senate in 2002.
The second unique aspect will include

a performance by the Acappellians to "Lose
Yourself' by Eminem.
Tickets are $3 and will be sold during lunch
and dinner on Thursday and Friday, as well as
at the door Saturday. In addition, there will be a
reception held for Sen. Clarke in which is open
to all students, faculty and staff.

"K" learns about poverty at the Kensington Welfare Rights Union
Kristen Egeland

m FRIDAY CHAPEL

Photo by Sarah Martyn
Four members of the Asian Student Association rehearse their performance, entitled
"Asia Fest 2k3". It will be shown Saturday, May 17 and will include State Senator
Hansen Clarke and a performance from the Acappellians ..

INDEX STAFF
Although disproportionately
represented, African Americans are
not the only individuals forced to
live in poverty in the United States.
Saying that all those in poverty are
black is one of many stereotypes
associated with poverty -- and one
of many that was dispelled for five
Kalamazoo College students who
chose to spend their spring break
in Philadelphia learning about
economic human rights. First-year
Kyra Klossner, sophomores Joanna
Tzenis, Brooke Larson, Alyxe Lett
and senior Corinna Verdugo all
participated in the "Alternative
Spring Break."
Economic
human
rights

include the right to a home, food,
job with a living wage and access to
healthcare. While in Philadelphia,
the five women worked with the
Kensington Welfare Rights Union
(KWRU).
The KWRU is a prominent
organization in the movement for
economic human rights that exemplifies the "poor leading the poor."
Founded by a group of impoverished individuals, it focuses on
the importance of educating those
in poverty about their situation
in order to help them rise out of
it. One of the ways in which they
did this was to take a group on a
bus tour of the United States and
show the many faces and colors of
poverty across the nation.
The women commented that

one of the ways in which the
KWRU is so effective is its manipulation of the media.
"Before every protest, the
Union knows how many and who
is going to be arrested," Verdugo
said. This method is also used
when the Union organizes housing
take-overs.
Technically illegal, a housing
take-over is exactly what it sounds
like. The Union will find abandoned houses, fix them up and
move homeless families into them
without purchasing the houses.
Some families who move into the
houses will be arrested; others will
live in a house illegally for years
without any problems. KWRU
employees remain with the families
until they're confident that they

will not be arrested. To the best
of their ability, KWRU plans who
will be arrested and who will be
left alone, primarily by contacting
the media when they want a highprofile event.
After being educated by speakers on the history and evolution of
welfare, as well as the problems
with welfare, attending a rally and
talking to people living in the situations the students were learning
about, the five women came back
to "K" with the desire to educate
the rest of the campus with their
insight. They also hope to find other
students interested in becoming
involved in bringing awareness to
uK's" campus about the movement
for Economic Human Rights.
See KWRU ... p. 6
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Students, faculty gather for "Take Back the Night"
Phil Kotzan

tives and lake Metcalf of Men to Men led a men-only
discussion about how men can stop violence against women.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As this was going on, women attendees marched to
Bronson Park to share personal experiences of rape, assault
Many Kalamazoo College students took time to look
and violence. To allow them to share their feelings most
back and examine violence against women, trying to Take
comfortably, this was marked for only women.
Back the Night from this violent aggression.
Swalec said, "Sexual assault is gendered, so our events
Tuesday, May 13 marked the annual woman-led, internaneed to be gendered too."
tional movement that acknowledges and responds to violence
"While men could support the march by observing
against women, especially during the night.
respectfully and encouragingly, it is more important for men
Participant sophomore Andrea
,-------;::::n----,.·o support the issue at hand, which is women's right to
Swalec said, "Take Back the Night
tr
x::> heir own bodies and sexual choices," said sophomore
brings attention to men's violence
~
essAlper.
against women and helps motivate
~
~
~
Organizing this year's events were four Kalamazoo
women to work toward continuing
-(;:l
ollege student organizations: Progressive Organization
the pursuit against sexism in all
f Women (POW), Women in Professional Field's house
forms."
WlPF), the Women's Resource Center (WRC), and Men
"It is a forum for women to
gainst Gender Violence (MAGV). Kalamazoo-based
come together, at night, and feel
en to Men helped also.
empowered in demanding their
The first Take Back the Night event was held in
safety," said participant Hilary
ermany in 1973 as a response to a series of sexual assaults,
Stratton.
apes and murders. Take Back The Night marches are now
This year's events included a
eld internationally in all parts of the world on various days
rally in Hick's Center with speakf the year. The purpose is still the same.
ers and artists, a march to Bronson
Five years after the first event in Germany, the first US
Park, and public speeches in which
ersion was held in San Francisco, with more than 5000
women could talk about sexual
omen from 30 states participating.
assault in their own lives and the
Internationally, The Take Back the Night organization
lives of other women.
as a motto of "Take back the day. Take back the night.
This year's speakers included
ake back our bodies. Take up the fight."
psychology professor Dr. Karyn
Boatwright, student activities L -_ _.!...:._ _ _ _ _!....-l At left, graphic from this year's Take Back the
coordinator Mary Lucas, English professor Diane Seuss, and
Night
senior Roxanne Young.
After the rally, Men Against Gender Violence representa-
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STDs spring up around campus
Ally Fox
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Spring is in the air here at
Kalamazoo College, and that means
it's STD season.
Between 20 and 70 percent of the
students who visit the health center
are seen because of STDs.
"A minimum of two students
per day come in with these concerns,"
said Lori Long-Hopkins, Director of
the health center.
The health center said that it sees
an average of six to ten students per
day. "Spring quarter seems to bring
somewhat more [cases] than other
quarters, though not greatly more,"
Long-Hopkins said.

The reason that the health center
is seeing at least two students per day
because of STDs is simply because they
don't use condoms.
"Students incorrectly believe
that oral sex is safe and without risk wrong!" said Hopkins. "I'm regularly
astounded at the students that have had
15-20 partners and have used condoms
with less than half! We have brilliant
students that are sexually naIve and make
very poor choices when mixing alcohol,
other drugs and revved libidos!"
Students returning from spring
break trips and study abroad are possible causes for the increase in genital
dilemmas. Long-Hopkins adds other
possibilities: "More parties? Sunshine?
Mating season?"

"Over 100 students per quarter
come in with either concerns about
sexually transmitted diseases or genital
complaints that end up being STDs,"
said Long-Hopkins.
It is estimated that one in four
people will have an STD during some
point in their life.
"Students need to know that
they can get STDs through oral sex this is probably the biggest misconception. Contact with saliva is all you
need to contract countless diseases,"
Long-Hopkins said.
It is important to remember that
some STDs cause no symptoms, and
when symptoms do occur, they are
often not recognized.

The Black Student Organization
presents:

The Spring Dinner
Celebrating African American
students' leadership and
achievements
at Kalamazoo College
Guest Speaker:
Award-winning poet
Nikki Giovanni
Tues. May 20th 6pm
Tickets are $10 person
($8 student)
All are invited to attendl
QUALITY ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT A GREAT RATE.
PARK TERRACE APARTMENT COMPLEX, Phone # 269-381-2812
Located at 105 North Kendall Ave.
Walking Distance to K-college and WMU.
Free Heat and Hot Water, clean and safe in an
excellent area.
Located on Main bus Route free to students.
Air conditioning, Laundry facilities, Plenty of
parking,
Furnished and Unfurnished apartments still
available.
Apartments for Spring, Summer, and fall currently available.
For More Info call, As Soon As Possible,
Monday -Friday between 9AM and 4 PM
381-2812

SUMMER HOUSE
Available lune 15 - August 15
4 bedroom. 4-5 people
611 Stuart Avenue #2, across from
Woodward Elem.
Beautiful. large glassed-in porch
345-7313
$l.500/month (includes utilities & laundry)
Price Negotiable

CrimeBeat
No crimes reported this week.
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Living Learning Units And
More popular than eve:.
now more competztzve
Morgan Campbell

I DEX STAff
This year, Living Learning Housing
Units seem to be more popular than ever
before, with 10 or more houses applying for a
reduccd S hOllses from the 6 in past years.
"Students are becoming more aware of
their hving options," said JUl1\or Gina Lutz.
"These hOllses otTer a more attractive living
sItuation."
Kalamazoo College is one of the few
schools that require students to live on
campus until their senior year. for students
who feel restricted by the school's pohcy,
liVing Learning Housing Units represcnt
a compromise between on and otT campus
living.
"It is a litt le more spacious and comfortable," Lutz sa id, "and [ like being otT the
mea l plan."
Junior Moira Heffernan agrees. "The
kitchen and private batbrooms are so wonderful and the privacy is defiantly worth it. I
would rather be where I am right now than
in a dorm ."
Students still maintain many of the
benefits of living on campus, such as close
proximity to class and a service that cleans
the batbrooms once a week.
Kalamazoo College currently has six
spaces that qualify as "Living Learning"
atmospheres. Four of these spaces are
freestanding houses, and two are located in

Chapel Chat

dormitory basements.
Because of the library renovations, the
house on Academy will be knocked down,
maki ng only five units ava il able for next
year.
The Living Learning Houses were
designed as a way of bringIng together
students with similar interests. By hving
together, students create projects that allow
the greater campus community to become
involved in these interests.
"I think a lot of people at "K" like to be
involved in a topic that they are passionate
abou t and Living Learning Houses are a
great way to do that," Heffernan said. She
believes this is one of the reasons the houses
are growing in popularity.
To fo rm a house, a group needs to demonstrate a clea r purpose as to why they shou ld
exist. A household mission sta tement, as
we ll as a IS -minute presentation before a
committee solidifies this purpose.
"How effective the house is at ful fi lling
their miss ion depends a lot on the people
living in the house," Lutz said.
Both Lutz and Heffernan admitted that
some people join the Living Learning Housing
Units for reasons others tben what they are
intended for.
Lutz gave the example of boyfriends and
girlfriends joining the same house so that they
can be with each other.
Heffernan warns that "those that are not
willing to put in the work and just want to

2002-3 Woman 's Resource Center from Lovell
Street entrance
live in a house with no RA and no meal plan
should think twice."
Every quarter, each house is obligated to
sponsor three educational programs: one is for
the benefit of the house and two must involve
the greater campus community.
"Like anything at UK", Living Learning
Houses can be beneficial for students and the
community if students take advantage of them

ally remember Steph with
music, poetry, prose and
prayer, and it is appropriate
that we do so.

by Jeanne Hess

Remembering Stephanie Vibbert
If you're reading this, you either knew Stephanie
Vibbert, or you know someone who knew her.
That's the nature of a place our size: one degree
of separatIOn, which means we all feel it when life
altering events happen on our campus . We cannot
help but be affected by sadness and grieving, but
at the same time, we can aP celebrate together
the amazing works she accomplished m her short
life. Friday at Chapel we will pause to intentioJ1-

Grief is an uncomfortable emotion, so intense,
so painful. But unless we allow ourselves to feel and
express that emotIOn, it can create negative effects
with our health. Studies reveal that grief expressed
is actually healthy. Gnef withheld becomes illness
and disease. It can come in waves, it can be very
unexpected, it can last for long or short periods of
time. We must give ourselves and others permiSSIOn
to feci it, intense as it may be.
We must also understand that relationships change
form and never really leave us. I finally named It in
my life about 10 years ago. when after graduation each

Photo by Katie Dorman

for the right reasons," said Lutz.
Last week, the Service Learning House
established a program that allows "K" students
to interact with residents of Park Village
Pines, a home for the elderly who need an
assisted living environment.
Students can sign up to participate with
an elderly person in an activity <;>f mutual
interest. The program will go until June 6.

year, T would experience at least a week of sadness
and malaise. Those relationships cultivated for
four years were changing. I would no longer see
these people daily. to share their lives. their joys,
their sorrows. When I allowed myself to grieve
the changing relationship, graduation has become
a joyous event.
Stephanie Vibbert bas graduated. Our relationship with her will never be the same; we will not
see her again . Yet shc will continue on in our
thoughts and our imaginations, playing her life out
In our words and our deeds . She has touched this
campus and our lives in an amazing way. On fnday
we will remember with her family the beauty of
her lifc, and we will cry, we \nll laugh and we
will share. Once more, our communIty WIll gather
because Stephanie has called us together. And
that IS healthy.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To Whom It May Concern:
I hate to do this to all of you again.
Unfortunately, I cannot stand idly by
while Mike Taylor spews his conservative rhetoric, which only occasionally
enjoys the support of facts that are
often facetious at best.
In his latest installment of public
idiocy, Mr. Taylor attempts to defend
school voucher programs on the notion
that the traditional conception of"separation of church and state" is mere
Chimera.
He roots this belief in the historical
claim that U[a]nyone who thinks that
God wasn't paramount to the founding
fathers must be a complete idiot."
In that case, I suppose we must
consider the founding fathers complete
idiots themselves, since the vast majority of them in fact were not Christians
but Deists.
From Webster's New World Dictionary (3 rd Edition) we learn that
Deism is "(I) The belief in the existence of a God on purely rational
grounds without reliance on revelation
or authority; especially in the 17th and
18th centuries. (2) The doctrine that
God created the world and its natural
laws, but takes no further part in its
functioning."
You have to understand, Mr. Taylor,
that our founding fathers were products
of the Enlightenment, and that they
certainly were not fans of blind religious faith. Rather they were diehard

empiricists, which explains why many of United States is not in any sense founded brainchild of a founding father, and a
damned conservative one at that.
them-most notably Benjamin Franklin on the Christian religion."
Also, Thomas Jefferson had the
In a letter to Thomas Jefferson, Adams
and Thomas Jefferson-were also known
for their contributions to the natural sci- writes: "I almost shudder at the thought following inscription in his personal
of alluding to Bible: "The day will come when the
ences.
the most fatal mystical generation of Jesus, by the
Included
example of the Supreme Being as his father, in the
among the Deist
abuses of grief womb of a virgin, will be classed with
ranks of our
Members of the Christian
which the his- the fable of the generation of Minerva
found ing fathers
faith have been using the sepatory of man- in the brain of Jupiter."
are (in no particular
order):
kind has preFinally, the author of the First
ration of church and state to
Thomas
Jefserved - the Amendment James Madison had this
guard the "purity" of their reliCross.
ferson, George
to say: "Religion and government will
gion far longer than secularists
Washington, John
Consider both exist in greater purity, the less
what calam- they are mixed together."
Adams,
James
have been using the separation
ities
that
Madison
(the
I find this last quote particularly
of church and state to guard
engine of grief satisfying, since it illustrates the
author of the Bill
has
pro- hypocrisy of individuals like Mr.
of Rights, which
the "purity" of their secular
Mr. Taylor so libduced!"
Taylor.
affairs.
erally cites), BenThomas
Members of the Christian faith have
Jefferson (pre- . been using the separation of church
jamin Franklin,
Thomas Paine,
cursor to the and state to guard the "purity" of their
Patrick Henry,
Republican religion far longer than secularists have
and Ethan Allan.
Party
and been using the separation of church
Do any of these
unparalleled and state to guard the "purity" of their
champion of small government) wrote in secular affairs.
names sound familiar?
So we know that these individuals a January I, 1802 letter to the Danbury
You don't want the government in
were Deists rather than Christians, and we Baptist Association:
your religion, anymore than we want
"I contemplate with sovereign rever- your religion in our government.
know how Deism differs from Christianence that act of the whole American people
ity.
In light of all this Mr. Taylor, I
I think it would be fun now to see how which declared that their legislature should advise you to take a big dose of reality
our founding fathers actually felt about 'make no law respecting an establishment and do as I have done: base your opinions
Christianity and the government of the of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise on conducted research. Because as it
United States.
thereof,' thus building a wall of separation stands now, you are accomplishing little
On June 7, 1797 Presidentlohn Adams between church and State."
more than wasting our valuable time.
signed the Treaty of Tripoli, Article II of
Hence, the wall of separation that Mr.
James Goodwin lnot a Deist)
which stipulates, "The government of the Taylor detests so much was actually the
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The Patriot Act
Taylor stands firmly against the First Amendment, supports anti-terrorism efforts
Mike Taylor
INDEX STAFF
I was sitting at the desk of my
Harmon dorm room; it was roughly
9:30 a.m. when my cousin Joe's
instant message asked if I knew
what was going on. I had no idea,
but in the days that followed it
became all too apparent. Like
our parents had witb JFK, so will
our generation always remember
where we were the instant we heard
America was under attack.
But as the songwriter so aptly
asked, "Have you forgotten?" Has
the bitter taste left in your mouth
from rejoicing Arabs already gone
away? What about the tear jerking
testimonial of the wife of Todd
Beamer, who had one last phone
call from her husband on flight

93, before he gave tbe order, "Lets
Roll?" What about the hundreds
of firemen who rushed into tbose
buildings knowing that morning
they kissed their wives and children
goodbye, not for today, but forever?
Have you forgotten? Because I
certainly have not.
I'll tell you who has forgotten,
or perhaps never cared: the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).
They relentlessly opposed the Bush
administration's anti-terrorism bill,
The Patriot Act, because it may
be violating some people's civil
liberties. A bi-partisan effort has
been made in Congress to pursue
other controversial anti-terrorism
options after the Act's expiration
in 2005, but the ACLU has, and
always will, oppose the slightest
violation of civil liberties. Leave
it up to liberals at the ACLU to

The
SEX
P1el es
Anna Maxbauer
INDEX STAFF
The resident sexperts at the Index wanted to touch
upon , if you will , fundamentals of masturbation for
the female of the species. Though this article was not
intended to be a cultural jihad against the patriarchy,
it ' s about time girls overcome the I'm-not-worthy
socialization and get it on with themselves simply for
the sake of doing so. Since when did an orgasm have
to be so complicated?
In a random survey of Trowbridge residents by the
authors of the Sex Files, girls (with a couple exceptions)
seemed less open to casual discussion about masturbation
than guys and were much more likely to offer up excuses
for their seeking sel f-pleasure . A common assertion
among women was that one ' s knowledge of her own
sexual tastes and preferences benefits her once a partner
inquires as to what he/she can do to make her feel good.
True though that may be, it really shouldn't be necessary
to justify one's seeking sexual pleasure.
Guys, on the other hand, were refreshingly primitive
in their responses and appeared to have a relatively

place millions of people in harms
way, just to avoid offending a few
Arab-Americans.
Fighting terrorism has proven
to be a difficult task, and tbeACLU
is determined to make it harder.
National security should be the
top priority of the government; not
catering to the desires of could-be
terrorists. I will be tbe first to agree
that giving the government more
power is not a good thing, but in
the interest of everyone's safety, it
is vitally necessary to compromise
some of our liberties in order to
sustain security.
But somewhere along tbe line
the United State's main priority
became to not offend, rather than
to defend Americans. Also, you
might be surprised to know that
Sudan offered to extradite Osama
bin Laden to the US, but Clinton

claimed he couldn 't make a case
against him. So Sudan asked Clinton to send an FBI counter-terrorism team to investigate detailed
information they had against terrorists like bin Laden, and two of
tbe September II hijackers. Four
times, as Fox News' Sean Hannity
reports, between 1996 and 2000,
the Sudanese government offered
information to Clinton that could
have possibly prevented the attacks,
but every time he turned it down.
But in all honesty, you can't hold
Clinton and Gore responsible for
this overt negl igence, they were
way too busy witb interns, inventing the Internet and more important
stuff like that.
The fact of the matter is tbis:
during the Clinton administration
the ACLU had no qua lms with
America's anti-terrorism front, and

for good reason. Clinton opened
our borders to terrorists, let them
train in our flight schools under his
nose and all the while cut military
spending and crippled the strength
of our intelligence in the Middle
East. But hey, at least Middle
Eastern men in America still had
their civil liberties intact; a fact
that undoubtedly brings comfort
to the families of Septemher 11
victims.
So now the question is, what
do we do to cover for all the mistakes Clinton made? Much to
the chagrin of the ACLU, we do
exactly as Bush is doing. Wrongly,
the ACLU claims without civil
liberties we have no freedom, but
I assure yo u, without important
legislation like the Patriot Act, our
freedoms will always be at the will
oflslamic extremists.

Sexfor One
objective, excuse-free, and almost innocent-sounding
attitude toward masturbation: since it feels good, do it.
That's what we're talking about.
Guys have a lways been the most stereotypically
overt sexual beings, but that's not to say girls shouldn't
answer the call to be just as (if not more) shamelessly
hedonistic . Pop the bubble of ignorance and admit you
have a whole crop of organs down there that deserve
attention, or at least acknowledgement. Keeping oneself
sexually satisfied, according to junior Kali Fortune,
should rank right up there with getting enough sleep
and eating well.
It's no secret many girls are dumbfounded at what to
do south of the border - if the guy's guide to masturbation
was a brochure, the girl's guide would rival the Los
Angeles phone directory. Girls are faced with a clitoris,
rectum, perineum, and vagina in addition to several other
decoy organs, while guys have but a penis, a sack, a
perineum, and a rectum with which to deal. Essentially
though, girls can make due with a clitoris and g-spot, and
guys can reduce their focus to just their 1011Oson.
Enter the vibrator (entendre intended). Sure, you can
laugh at how girls actually make use of foreign devices to
get themselves off, but understand that vibrators are truly
the salt of the earth and work like no other in summoning
that happy explosion we like to call the orgasm . Vibrators
or dildos are the easiest way for girls (or guys) to find

out which members of their respective organ menageries
pack the most punch and can turn the average sexual
maladroit into a connoisseur in less than one set of AA
batteries.
If you're not into mechanica ll y-based orgasms on
demand (or are just out of batteries), stimulation of the
digital variety seems to work just as well and may be
a better way to locate that elusive g-spot (more on that
in a later column).
Masturbation for either gender requires an absent
roommate, a vivid imagination, a couple tissues and, if
necessary, a wee bit o'lube. We know haifa dozen guys
who dig flogging their dolphin in the shower, but that
negates karma and really kills our enthusiasm for sharing
a bathroom (even if you do have really good aim).
If you're still clueless about how to send yourself
to cloud nine, hit up the WRC or amazon.com and look
for Betty Dodson 's Sex for One: The Joy of Self Loving.
This fully-illustrated and frighteningly thorough book
explains just about everything behind masturbation and
makes a decent case for self-love as a way to ward of just
about anything remotely evil.
Masturbation requires no pithy pick-up lines, walks
of shame, or "talks about our relationship."
Whether you're doing it to get off or doing it to get
back at religious conservatives, do it and be happy. We
dare you to find a safer kind of sex.
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"Balm of Gilead" features ensemble cast
Sarah Martyn
Co EmTOR IN CHIEF

25 "K" students will take
the stage in the Kalamazoo College Festival Playhouse Spring
perfonnance, "Balm in Gilead".
Complimenting the production is
a full stage set, which sets a different tone from the minimalists
sets in more recent shows.
The play i set in lower class
Manhattan and encompasses a
wide diversity of personalities
from drug addicts, to prostitutes, to
hustlers. Balm takes the audience
through an all-night diner where
thcse rowdy characters interact in
a game of "survival of the fittest"
to find their place in the bustle of
the streets and connect with one
another.
According to State Manager
SueSemaan,K'03,ilieplaycen-
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ters on the theme of how alone Theater performance "Balm of Gilead" runs Thurs-Sun in Balch
photo by Megan Ender
people feel amidst a community exploding
with people and personality.
acters: Darlene, a Midwest woman trying to graduated from Northwestern University's
"It's about people living in inner cities hold on to a sense of who she is, and Joe, theatre program.
who get rapped up pushing drugs," said a street-smart New Yorker looking to find
Performances for "Balm in Gilead"
Semann. "But really it's more about lonely a way out of the streets. Taras Berezowsky, run from Thursday May 15 to Saturday
people finding ilieir way in a crazy world. I K'05, plays Joe, while Stephanie Burrough, May 17, starting at 7pm, and Sunday
iliink that it solidifies iliat iliere are not so K'04, plays Darlene.
May 18, starting at 2pm. Tickets are $12
many differences between people and that
Directing this spring's performance adults and $8 for students, senior citizens,
we all experience the same emotions despite is Anjalee Desphande, a "K" alum (K'95)
and faculty. Tickets will also be sold
our different statuses in life."
whose making her first appearance at the half-an-hour prior to the performance
"Balm in Gilead" focuses on two char- college in eight years. Desphande recently for $5.

KWRU from ... p. 1

Eighth week, Monday at dinner and
Tuesday at lunch in ilie President's Lounge,
they will be presenting research they have
done on poverty issues in the Kalamazoo
area, focusing on welfare reform, housing
issues, health and the MLK poverty movement.
"We don't want to force our opinions on anyone; our objective is to present
people with the facts," Tzenis said. "We
were surprised by some of the things we
learned and we think that others will be
as well."
"Our system does not fix the problem of poverty," Larson said.
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Milliken chosen to coach swim teams
Former Denison assistant will lead both men's and women's squads
Chris Sanker
CONTRlBUTING WRlTER
Kalamazoo College has hired an assistant coach from Denison University as new
head coach of its swimming program.
Kathy Milliken was named last week
as the replacement for current men's coach
Bob Kent, who is retiring, and women's
coach Lyn Maurer, who will stay on one
more year as an assistant for both teams
before retiring in 2004.
"This is going to be quite a change for
both teams, since both coach Kent and coach
Maurer have been coaching at "K" since
the late 60's," said senior Ben Callam, cocaptain of the men's swim team this season.
"But I think coach Milliken will make a fine
replacement."
Milliken, a seven-time Division III AllAmerican for Denison, has been an assistant
coach of both the men's and women's swim
team at her alma mater for the past three
seasons.
With Milliken's help, the Denison men
finished fifth at the NCAA Division III
National Championships in 2001, and 2003
and the women were national champions
and runners up in 2001 and 2002.

"I honestly believe that coach Milliken as a swimmer and coach, Milliken's potential
represents where we want Kalamazoo swim- as an athletic department faculty member
ming to be," said Kent. "She has the tools to was another factor in choosing her for the
get us where the Denison program has been job.
for some time."
"We were looking for someone who
Milliken also has high expectations for could be part of the "K" community," said
"K" swimming.
Kent. "We knew we wanted someone who
"My ultimate goal is to have both teams could function as an academic advisor, serve
score in the top 10 nationally," said Mil- on faculty committees and teach courses,
liken.
not someone who would exist in isolation
Chris DiVirgilio, a member of the men's as a swim coach."
swim team and a current junior is pleased
Milliken said that she was particularly
with Kent's successor. "He [Kent] couldn't excited about having a faculty position in
have picked a better replacement," said which she will teach classes and act as an
DiVirgilio. "I think she is the real deal and academic advisor.
will be a great asset to our program."
Senior Liz Kiechle, co-captain of women's team this season, is also excited about
Milliken's arrival. "From everything I
have heard,
I think she
(Milliken)
will do a
My ultimate goal is to have
great job,"
s aid
both teams score in the top ten
Kiechle.
nationally.
Inaddition to her
-- Kathy Milliken
accomplishments

Athletes prepare for upcoming triathlon
Jacqueline McClellan
CONTRIBUTING WRlTER
You may find the pool a little crowded
or more runners on Academy Street this
month, as Kalamazoo College students,
faculty and alumni prepare for the 17 annual
K-Triathlon.
"I run basically every day, and will
hopefully start biking and swimming soon
in order to prepare for the event," said junior
Ben Bimber. "To be competitive, it certainly
takes a lot of training."
"K" athletes are building up their physical and mental stamina as they prepare to
swim 500 yards, bike 20 kilometers (12.4
miles) and run five kilometers (3.1 miles)
on Sat. May 31, beginning at 7:30 a.m. at
the pool.
"Besides training, I really like to psyche
myself out," said senior Aaron Przybysz.
"I always listen to my 'Rocky' re-mix and

watch the movie 'Braveheart' the night
before."
Last year's triathlon winner sophomore
Mike Arce said that he personally trains over
20 hours a week during the school year for
events similar to the K-triathlon.
"For anyone who wanted to try to finish
or compete, you could train an hour of
exercise everyday, swimming, biking or
running and do that five or so days a week,"
said Arce.
The "K" athletes also think about what
to eat and drink when preparing for the
event.
"I like to eat a lot of pasta in days
approaching the triathlon," Bimber said.
"K" alumnus Rod Rahirni, who is now
a student at Mayo Medical School said
"Carbohydrate rich foods such as pasta
are high energy foods, which a triathlon
participant will need to consume. Also, the
standard eight glasses of water a day needs
to increase. You have to make sure that all

the water you're losing due to sweat gets
fully replenished after workouts."
Participants also must acquire the correct equipment for each event. According
to the triathlon guidelines, all participants
must supply their own bicycles and wear
a helmet.
Senior Chris Sanker, who will be running the event this year, said, "Goggles for
the swim, and an odometer to show your
speed for your bike, are good things to have,
but are not required to participate."
All participants will be issued a "K"
College t-shirt, and a short awards ceremony
will take place in front of Hoben Hall following the end of the triathlon.
"We still need people. If you are
interested, there is a sign up sheet at the
union desk in Hicks Center, and the cost
is $10," Sanker said. "Also, just go into it
planning to do your best, and make sure
your body is prepared so that you can
finish safely."

Baseball
The Hornets defeated Calvin
on May 9, 12-8, but lost both games
of a doubleheader to Calvin the
next day (13-4 and 3-2).
Junior pitcher Taylor Host
picked up his first win of the season
and freshman outfielder Travis
Willey went 4-4 scoring three
times in the victory. Sophomore
JT Charron was a combined 4-6 in
the two loses.
The team finished its season
with a 3-25 record, 2-16 in MlAA
league play. Willey and seniors
Garry Penta and Rick Sharp
received All-MIAA Honorable
Mention recognition.

Tennis
Sophomore Meaghan Clark •
was selected to compete in the
NCAA Div. III Singles Tournament, May 17-19 at the University
of Redlands (CA).
It will be the second straight
appearance for Clark in the tournament. She was voted MIAA Most
Valuable Player for the second
consecutive year as well, finishing
with a record of 21-2 at number
one singles.

courtesy
Meaghan Clark hopes to hit a few
winners in California this weekend .
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Traveling Teddies
"K" students teach Woodward children about the world
Joe Mansour
INDEX STAFF
This spring quarter four Kalamazoo College students on study abroad will be journeying
around the globe with four fuzzy teddies.
The program is called Traveling Teddies,
and is the brainchild of Dr. Sui-Ian Tan and
her compatriot sophomore Rachelle Tomac.
Referring to Tomac, Tan said, "We're peers
on this project, as opposed to me being her
teacher."
Each traveling teddy belongs to a kindergarten class at Woodward Elementary
School, and the bear, with the help ofIt's
"K" student sends photographs, letters and
postcards to the children so they can learn
about the country that the Traveling Teddy
is visiting.
Junior Annie McCue, sophomores Anny
Price, Carrie VanDerZee and Tomac each took a
bear with them to their Study Abroad Site.
There are also three "K" students, senior
Amber Hodges and sophomores Elizabeth
Ralstrom and Christy Peaslee who deliver the
maIl to the kindergartners.
Ralstrom wrote of giving the first letter
and photos and from the Traveling Teddy to
the kindergarten class, "The kids remembered
Punkie Pie [The teddy bear], and a few remembered that his favorite color was red ... they also
remembered that he was going on an airplane,
although they couldn't quite remember where

(Florida and illinois were some guesses)."
According to Dr. Tan, "This project is
our own UK" variation of an old idea that has
been around for a while, and implemented in
other places. Since we have an amazing Study
Abroad program, I thought that we should have
some creative way of linking UK" Study Abroad
students with Woodward kids."
All of the teddy bears for the program were
generously donated by Norine's Hallmark in
Chesaning, Michigan.
Only students who had taken Dr. Tan's
developmental psychology class were selected
to participate in the program. This was so that
students would be able to relate to the children,
and already leamed how to be in the right frame
of mind to interact with them.
UK" students will also benefit from the
Traveling Teddy program.
"It's easy to go to a foreign country and be
very aware of one's surrowlds until the novelty
wears off... But when a "K" student has to write
to kids every week to recount the Traveling
Teddy's latest adventures, it keeps them noticing
new things and being aware of the real, simple,
vivid things they're experiencing," Tan said.
Tan already considers the program to be
a success and is planning on carrying out the
program next spring quarter. The Traveling
Teddy program will only be done in the spring
quarter because if the program were spread
out over six or nine months the children would
probably lose interest.

Photo by a friend of Punkie Pie

Say cheese ... or honey: "Punkie Pie" and a frien d bear the bad
weather to take in some Paris sights.

Stephanie Vibbert Remembered--a community gathers at Friday Chapel
Ch elsea Phillips
INDEX STAFF
There will be a memorial service that wi ll celebrate the life of
Step hanie Vibbert this Friday at
10:50 a.m. during chapel, which
the whole college community is
invited to attend.
College President James F.
Jones, Jr. will begin the service
with the opening words.
"Dean Dorrien and Associate
Chaplain Hess, with the assistance of Stephanie's family, have
organized what we hope will be
a celebratIOn of Stephanie's life:
something of light and not of darkness, ofjoy rather than grief, and of
hope rather than despair, certainly
for the rest of us who knew her and

who mourn the fact that someone
so young was taken at far too early
an age," Jones said.
The plan for the service is to
have those who were closest to
her speak. Those who are speaking include Student Commission
President James Goodwin, Co
Editor in Chief of the Index Brittany Edwards, Vibbert's former
housemates and Professor of Psychology Karyn Boatwright.
The
remembrances
will
include each speaker's personal
memories of Vibbert. Boatwright
said she plans on presenting anecdotes from the psychology department regarding Vibbert's passion
for the subject.
Roxie Young will read a creative piece about her friendship
with Vibbert.

"I'm writing about what my
story with Stephanie was, start
to finish," Young said. "She was
totally inspiring. Not only because
she cared about people in her community, but because she was, by
far, one of the most caring and
loyal friends I've had."
Diane Seuss of the English
department will present Vibbert's
parents with the Divine Crow
Award.
"The award is given to three
outstanding pieces of any genre in
the Cauldron, "K's" literary magazine," Seuss said. "Stephanie's
poem 'Sound' was one of three
pieces chosen for the award."
A memorial plaque will also
be presented for Vibbert by Hilary
Stratton, on behalf of the Progressive Organization for Women.

The memorial service will
include musical performances as
well. Connor Carroll, Taylor Host
and Timo Aker will all perform in
memory of Vibbert. The service
will end with Angela Kovalak
and Anna Ward singing "Amazing
Grace."
"When I think of seniors in
particular, because the service is
close to graduation, I'm hopeful
it will feel more like there's some
presence of Stephanie with them
as they graduate because the service will be more in their minds,"
said Becca Kutz-Marks of Stetson
Chapel.
A reception will follow the
service in the President's Lounge.
"Diarme Vibbert, Stephanie's
mom, said she is really looking
forward to hearing more stories

about Stephanie. In part, because
the service was postponed, she
thinks that she and her husband are
at a place now where it is especially
good to hear more stories," KutzMarks sa;d. "They would love to
talk to students and faculty at the
reception."
Vibbert died from injuries
resulting from a car accident on
Jan. 20, 2003 in Maumee, Ohio.
She was on her way home from the
peace march in Washington, D.C.
Vibbert was a senior English and
psychology major at "K".
Donations may be made in
Stephanie's legacy to:
Kensington Welfare Rights Union
P.O. Box 50678
Philadelphia, PA 10132
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INSIDE
Ii1WORKIN'
gHARD

FacMan takes on numerous projects this summer;
several are major additions to the campus. The
Index looks at why this
is the biggest summer
for campus construction
in over 13 years.

"K"ONNECTING
ALUMNI AND
STUDENTS
The Center for Career
Development launches
a new section on the
Kalamazoo website: "K"
Connect.
The section acts as a discussion board, connecting alumni and students.
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Intramural softball takesoff with Kalamazoo College students and provides increasing competition.
mENVORG
COLUMN
DEBUTS
Student organization
Envorg debuts with a
new column looking at
important environmental
Issues.
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BSO spring dinner celebrates leadership
Joe Mansour
INDEX STAFF
The Black Student Organization held its' Annual Spring Dinner
this pastTuesday and by all accounts
it was a stupendous success.
The event filled Old Welles with
members of the greater Kalamazoo
community and other distinguished
guests.
"It's important to check your
perspectives and get away from your
grades and school," said Kalamazoo
College sophomore Ashleigh Loudenback, who attended the dinner.
The night was unquestionably
a welcome break from standard
"K" fare. The program included a
scrunnptious meal, lovely musical
entertainment, a scholarship presentation and a humorous and insightful
address by keynote speaker Nikki
Giovanni.
The Spring Dinner also offered
special recognition for the BSO's

graduating seniors Sharell Elam,
Brittany Hudson, Jon King and
LaSondra Wayne.
"K" sophomore Pierre Miller
performed a spellbinding rendition
of "Lake Lucerne" by Chopin on
piano. Ahja Surratt an eighth grade
prodigy at Maple Street Magnet
School in Kalamazoo sang, "His
Eye is on the Sparrow".
President James F. Jones presented sophomore D'Angelo Bailey
with the Greer and Sanford Scholarship, which provides $10,000 to
Bailey for his remaining two years
at "K". Tuesday was also Bailey's
birthday. He certainly received
a very generous birthday present,
which according to Jones, was most
well deserved.
Professor Giovanni's talk
was by all accounts, the highlight
of the evening.
On Giovanni, Elam stated that,
"{ love her humor"

"You have
to hear the truth
under
the
humor," mused
first-year Jakara
Nichols.
During her
speech she covered a broad
spectrum
of
topics
from
Oprah and Spike
Lee to NASA
and Star Trek.
Giovanni upheld
her reputation
for
outspokenness
and
hilaTity. poking
fun at Spike
Lee's
moviemaking abilities,
Giovanni.. ..
cont. on p. 8

President Sharell Elam and the rest of the SSO were
proud to welcome poet Nikki Giovani.
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Thefts plague Olds Upton
BriUanYEdw! a~~ru~","~!~;"m
Zach Burton
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Imagine walking into your
dorm room or office on a Friday
morning and noticing that everything that you have been working
on is gone.
That is exactly the situation that Dr. Jan Tobochnik faced
when on the morning of Friday,
May 8: his laptop was missing
from his desk.
"I primarily use my laptop
to write all of my programs and
simulations for the projects that I
have been working on recently,"
said Tobochnik. "Fortunately J
have everything backed up on my
desktop computer."
This is just one example
of theft that has recently occurred
on Kalamazoo College's campus,
and it begs the question : Is
Kalamazoo College safe for students and professors?
The main target for these
thefts has been the academic hall,
Olds-Upton. The phYSICS, math,

computer science, education and
psychology departments are permanent residents of Olds-Upton
and the classics department is temporarily in Olds-Upton during the
renovation of Humphrey House.
Cases of theft at Kalamazoo
College are within the jurisdiction
of security, and it is their responsibility to limit these cases as much
as possible.
Security director Glen Nevelle
said he is fully confident that his
security staff is capable of keeping
Kalamazoo College safe.
"Unfortunately thefts have
occurred, but we have installed
alarms in rooms that have expensive equipment in them," said
Nevelle.
In the past two years there have
been four major thefts in OldsUpton. Two of these thefts were out
of the offices of profes ors.
Along with Tobochnik's
laptop, Dr. Karyn Boatwright, a
psychology professor, had a guitar
stolen from her office in OldsTheft.... cont. on p. 6

Adam Schinke
I DEXSTAFF
Many students awoke on
Wednesday surprised to fll1d an
e-mail from the Office of the Provost
titled "May 21 is the Day of Gracious Living."
A day earlier, Student Commission President James Goodwin
sent out a campus-wide e-mail
announcing the Day of Gracious
Living to be Wednesday, May 28.
Just before the email was sent
from the Provost's office GOOdWUl
talked with the fndex.
"I would personally like to
thank everyone in their correspondence with me, reminding me that I
am an ass. By the time you read this
you will see the administration has
decided it will be tomorrow."
Kalamazoo College students
have recently used this day to blowoff classes or go to the beach in
South Haven but it was originally
intended as a day of communitybuilding and service projects.
ThiS year Goodwin tried to
change the way students spend this
day.
In past years it has been up to

whether or not the Day of Gracious
Living is common knowledge. This
year, stu d en t counci'1 presl'd en t
James Goodwin decided to tell
faculty, administration, and students
in advance.
Announcing the Day of Gracious Living in advance helps organizations and groups who have
speakcrs prepare and reschedule
them. By letting people know in
advance, "It doesn't mess events
up," Goodwin said.
Through advanced notice, he
hoped to have family, staff, and
students attending the Day of Gracious Livings events.
Goodwin had hoped to start a
new trend in student involvement
in the community, during the Day
of Gracious Living, some students,
faculty and administrators disagreed
with the decision and made it a
contulUed its tradition of spontaneity.
"It's tomorrow by order of
everyone but me and people need
to be more gracious about the Day
of Gracious Living and they need
no longer worry about me because
I am being detall1cd at facilities in
Guantanamo Bay," said GoodwlI1.
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FacMan to cotnplete tnajor projects
Phil Kotzan
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
When Kalamazoo College students
return from their summer breaks, they
will see the completion of two major
campus projects and around a half a
dozen others performed by Facilities
Management (FacMan).
"This will be another summer of
changes for the campus. This will be
the busiest summer since I've been here
in these 13 years," said Paul Manstrom,
director of FacMan. "Students will
have something better to return to after
classes ."
The two largest projects that will be
completed by the time fall classes begin
are the Anderson Athletic Center and
Humphrey House renovations.
The Anderson Athletic Center will
see a plethora of changes, including a
remodeling of the patio along the outside
of the weight room.
The weight room will be expanded
into the current dance studio and be
used for new free-weight equipment.
The current weight room will be used
as a cardiovascular room, housing the
treadmills and cardiovascular equipment. New hard rubber flooring will be
installed in both rooms .

Both the men and women ' s locker
rooms will be reduced in size. Half
of the women's locker room will be
converted into a new dance studio. Half
of the men's locker room will be turned
into a athletic rehabilitation center. The
current training center will be converted
into a classroom .
The Humphrey House was a total
renovation project that included new
electrical installation and the installation
of a brand new heating and air conditioning system in the building.
The architects tried to keep the
building's previous classical look by
maintaining parts of its interior design.
Lighting fixtures and wall designs resemble this look.
Some of the other projects FacMan
will be working on include the following:
--Residential hall Trowbridge is
receiving a new generator-backed emergency lighting system for power failures,
tile work done in all of its shared bathrooms and a new $30,000 gutter system.
There is a proposal for repairs on the
cement and wood steps leading from
Trowbridge to Academy St.
--Residential hall DeWaters is getting new desks, arrangable beds and
study chairs to replace the original

furniture it had since 1968. A
$70,000 automated fire sprinkler
system wi II be installed for fire
suppression. The brick archway
and courtyard next to the building will be restored.
--The baseball field will
gain new dugouts, similar to the
women's softball fields. A new
backstop will be added to the
baseball field as well. Also,
the women 's softball field and
new practice football fields are
going to be equipped with a new
water-sprinkling system.
--The
political
science
offices will soon be relocated to
the second floor in Dewing.
FacMan will increase its
staff from 50 people to 70 so
they can complete these summer
projects.
Residence halls are remodeled on a three-year rotation and
residence life recommendations.
The grounds manager and college
administration also have a say in
campus improvements.
"Fac Man maintains the
beautiful campus we have and
improves its conditions incrementally," said Manstrom.

QUALITY ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT A GREAT RATE.
PARK TERRACE APARTMENT COMPLEX, Phone # 269-381-2812
Located at 105 North Kendall Ave.
Walking Distance to K-college and WMU.
Free Heat and Hot Water, clean and safe in an
excellent area.
Located on Main bus Route free to students.
Air conditioning, Laundry facilities, Plenty of
parking,
Furnished and Unfurnished apartments still
available.
Apartments for Spring, Summer, and fall currently available.
For More Info call, As Soon As Possible,
Monday -Friday between 9AM and 4 PM
381-2812

SUMMER HOUSE
Available June 15 -August 15
4 bedroom, 4-5 people
611 Stuart Avenue #2, across from
Woodward Elem.
Beautiful, large glassed-in porch
345-7313
$1,SOO/month (includes utilities & laundry)
Price Negotiable

Newberry Library Term in Chicago
Chelsea Phillips
INDEX STAFF
If you are a freshman or sophomore
who doesn't want to go on study abroad,
but you still want to get off the' K' campus,
there may be an opportunity waiting for you
in downtown Chicago.
In the fall of2004 the Newberry Library
in Chicago will host a seminar for seniors or
juniors who attend a GLCA-ACM college.
The seminar occurs annually at the library,
which is known for being "one of the premier
research libraries in the country." The title of
the 2004 program is "Encountering Worlds:
Human Views of Nature," and is currently
accepting applications from 'K' students.
Carol Neel and John Homer of Colorado
College will instruct the program this year.
The proposal for the program stated, "This
Newberry Library semester will frame a
question central to both history and science,
'How has human beings' understanding
of their place in the cosmos and in the

physical/biological environment changed
from antiquity to the contemporary world?"
The proposal also included a
description of what kind of work students will
be doing at the library. "Seminar participants
will share intensive common discussions
of primary documents and images in the
classical Mediterranean, European , and
American traditions of natural philosophy,
science, and popular understanding of the
natural world."
Students wi II have the opportunity
to utilize library resources by creating
individual and collaborative research papers
and presentations based on the seminar's
central theme.
Even though the focus of the seminar seems to be designed for students of
history, its intentions are to bring students
together who are studying a variety of
subjects and who are interested in learning
about "humanistic responses to nature and
accounts of nature."

John Wickstrom of the 'K' History
department said, "The program has tended to
appeal most to students in History, Political
Science, and Literature; though this depends
on the topic of the seminar. Science majors
might be interested in the 2004 topic, for
instance."
The program will be composed of
about a dozen GLCA-ACM seniors, although
some juniors may be admitted.
"It is a good opportunity for our
juniors who do not go on study abroad in
their junior year," Wickstrom said. In regards
to seniors, he added, "The program is a good
opportunity to write a long paper that would
serve as the students' Senior Individualized
Project."
Students who participate would
arrive in Chicago at the beginning of September, where they will be able to live in
downtown apartments. The program is considered a semester course and will run until

the middle of December, Wickstrom said.
All scholarship and loan monies students
receive at 'K' will be able to transfer to the
program as well.
"We have had several students go
to this program in the past, which has tended
to be regarded as exciting intellectually, as
well as stimulating, owing to the big city
downtown living environment," Wickstrom
said.
Students interested ill participating
should contact Wickstrom in the history
department for application materials and
more information.

CrimeBeat
I

No crimes reported this week.
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Hines retires from chemistry department
Aaron Smith
CONTRlBUTING WRlTER
By the age of 84, most people will have
been retired for at least a few years. However,
one man in the chemistry department is just
now retiring, though not by choice.
Dr. Wallis Hines, age 84, has announced
his retirement from Kalamazoo College at
the end of the school year. He currently
runs the chemistry stockroom in the Dow
Science building.
"I do not feel that 1 have the right to
do a job if 1 cannot physically do it," said
Hines.

"I can barely read a burette accurately,"
he said. He has glaucoma in his left eye,
resulting in an almost complete loss of sight
in that eye.
If it was not for his eyes, he said he
would not leave his position in the chemistry
stockroom since he "really enjoys the job,"
he said.
Hines has worked for 65 years of his
life, performing several different jobs.
He worked at Dupont for a couple years
before entering the army for two years during
World War II.
Hines served in the Third Chemical
Mortar Battalion and engaged in combat in
Italy, France, and Germany during World

War II. His battalion used a 4.2 inch mortar
shell to del iver phosphorus gas and high
explosives during combat. "It was a deadly
weapon," Hines added.
At Aurora College, located in Aurora,
Ill., Hines was the only professor in the
chemistry department for 15 of his 16 years
at Aurora.
Additionally, he also worked at the
Upjohn Co. for three years on a World Health
Organization project for Black Fly Disease.
Although he only worked at the Upjohn
Co. for three years, he was past retirement
age when he was hired. When his three
years were complete, he was granted full
retirement and is a vested retiree.

At "K", Hines has had three separate
employment periods which total 19 years.
He taught the introductory and organic
chemistry laboratory courses for one year
when former professor Dr. Wilson was on a
sabbatical leave. For the other 18 years he
has run the chemistry stockroom.
Hines has a reputation for being mean
among the students for not properly cleaning,
wasting materials, and breaking equipment;
but he knows it.
"I know the students think I am an ogre
because 1 holler at them about breaking
equipment," he said. "I do not mean to be
mean. I just want them to see how industry
works."

K Connect program unites students with alumni
Kristen Ege/and
INDEX STAFF
The new K Connect program being
initiated by the Career Development Center
(CCD) is the indirect result of a challenge
it accepted. Alumni Jack Londeer contacted
the CCD interested in donating money for
the express purpose of establishing a real
connection between students and alumni.
The extemship program currently offered by
the CCD was the immediate result from the
discussion, but the idea has been evolving.
According to CCD Associate Director
Lori Smoker, "Through K Connect the CCD
hopes to explore the possibility of creating an
independent relationship between alumni

Chapel Chat

and students." When fully established, K
Connect will be an ongoing discussion
between students and alumni that will occur
on the already established K Discus Boards
(www.kzoo.eduldiscus).
The CCD was
excited by Londeer's
proposal because it
had been discussing
how to improve the career development
connection between alumni and students.
Although the CCD has accessed alumni
regularly for years, the organization of the
connection had deteriorated and required a
new design.
K Connect's potential lies in the active
participation of the primary parties involved,
alumni and students. Although CCD Director

sion, but be more structured. As currently
designed, the board will have general discussion topics, such as intemship, externships and
career ups and downs, which participants can
choose from. Within these general discussions
students and alumni will determine which
direction they want to take the topic. For
example, if a student finds an area of interest
but cannot imagine how to apply it outside of
the classroom, the discussion board could be
used to help throw around ideas with alumni,
who have had more experience.
Ideally, K Connect will nurture discussions that extend beyond the superficialities
of jobs and explore some of the controversial
issues in which many careers reside.
At the moment the CCD is recruiting
K Connect. ... cont. on p. 3

particular dorm room, classroom or common
space, except for when people are in them. You
will remember the people. Take a moment to
really honestly recall the relationships you've
cultivated in this place. Therein lies your
treasure.
For the seniors eSp'-'Cially, I pray that you
are able to tell the people what they mean
to you, and that you may feel gratitude for
having them in your lives. On the day of
commencement rehearsal, President Jones
always tclls the seniors gathered in the Chapel
that they still have a few more precious hours
to hunt dOW11 the special people on campus to
thank them. I'd like to get a head start - no
regrets, sentors -- go find those who helped you
through this place and thank them. Gratitude
expressed is an awesome emotion, and it feeds
those who stay behind with a greater sense
of purpose.
As we make our way through these la~1

weeks of spring. here are a few things you
use to create good memories:
* Attend Mark Pietka's Chapel service
May 23. He's presenting his SIP with
music by his band. New Earth.
* Attend the spring music recital at
on Ninth week Friday, and marvel at the
of those who Jive among us!
*Attend the Taize Service at Stet~on at
p.m. Sun. June 1. sponsored by the EPllscclpallar1
student group. Ifyou've never done one. I
highly recommend it for spiritual sanity.
* Go to the picnics, the gatherings,
recitals where your friends and
\\ill be.
* Finish your LACe's.
'" Do community service on the Day
Gracious Living, blow bubbles and laugh!
Wow -- what an amazing place!
I really love it here.
Peace.

)Connect

by Jeanne Hess

People make the place
I love Kalamazoo College.
I want you to love it, too, even though you
not say it.
But it's not the structures - those could be
Hen',.',",,'ll away tomorrow by a tornado, and I
still love Kalamazoo College.
It may be thc programs - intematlonal ~tudy,
~thIetic's, Land/Sea. academics that challenge,
SIP. the "K" Plan; but yet those still need
I<nrnl'lhir,o to be effective.

Richard Berman is largely attributed with
the K Connect concept, Kalamazoo College
senior Ryan Biziorek and junior Jeremy Cook
have played important roles in the program's
advancement. Biziorek worked with Associate
Dean Richard Berman
on the initial stages of
the idea through his position on the Student Advisory Board last spring. Cook is responsible for
working with Berman to establish the program
on-line. Londeer has also been essential in the
program's development through his interest
in the objective of connecting students and
alumni and his financial support to offset the
cost of initiating the plan.
K Connect will use a format similar to
classes that use the Discus boards for discus-

They need people. Yes, it's the people hcre
who are willing to accept the challenges. to
face the fears and to take the risk of attachment
to this most amazlllg place. At year's end. we
tend to begin to either become cynIcal about
this whole Idea and want It all to go away, or
we tend to wax nostalgic about what we will
miss when wc no longer have It in our bves.
If you were to create a list about what you
wi II miss, at the top wi II probably not be a
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. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editors,
l, too, remember the bitter taste that crept into my
mouth that infamous morning that still lacks a catchy,
government-packaged name. There it remained for a good
part of the day, until the moment arrived that we were all
waiting for. Our fearless leader, whose eloquence never
ceases to amaze me, addressed his subjects, stating quite
simply, "Freedom itself was attacked this morning, by a
faceless coward. And freedom will be defended." Since that
day, the bitterness in my mouth has gradually slipped down
my throat, and now rests in my stomach as a permanent
nausea.
Freedom will be defended. That's seems quite a
hefty promise, especially now almost two years later, after
hindsight and history have revealed its emptiness. The
USA PATRIOT Act was passed by Congress on October
5, 200 I, not even a month after the pledge to defend our
freedom was made. The title, which is in fact an acronym,
stands for Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing
Appropriate Tools Required to lntercept and Obstruct
Terrorism. The key word here, which many of the Patriot
Act's provisions seem to ignore, is APPROPRIATE.
Many of the act's sections mandate complete overhauls
of the Bill of Rights , particularly the first and fourth
amendments. I won't delve into an explanation of the

contents here, but a full transcript of the act can be obtained
at: http://www.epic.org/privacy/terrorisrn/hr3l62 .pdf
The Patriot Act, weighing in at 342 pages, was
unlikely to find itself on the nightstands of any of our
Representatives in Washington long enough to be read in
its entirety within the twenty-four days between the attacks
and its passage. More likely, it is the product of a panicked
Congress, which was unable to confront what had happened
and consequently took a rash course of action. We are now
living with that decision, and will continue to do so until the
conclusion of Mr. Bush's indefu1ite war on "evil."
The alterations our constitution has suffered go far
beyond mere offense to a small minority, as was alleged
in The Index a week ago, but rather represent alarming
alterations to the restrictions on law enforcement that make
America the land of the free. Several organizations, most
notably the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), have
made the claim that something must be done about these
curbs on our freedom, lest our country end up with an
oppressive, totalitarian government akin to those it has
always denounced. Maybe I'm being too much of a westcoast, big-picture liberal here, but the message that the
Justice Department seems to be sending me is that the ends
justilY the means, an ideology against which I have always
been warned, as it forms the very basis of terrorism.

It must be tempting to criticize any organization that
opposes anti-terrorism legislation in these times, especially
after the recent surge in new terrorist attacks abroad. Why
would anyone oppose anti-terrorism measures? Does that
make them terrorists as well? This is an example of the san1e
kind of black and white thinking that the administration
has followed in their new cosmic war of good vs. evil. "If
you are not with us, then you are with the terrorists," said
W. to the entire nation. With this dichotomy looming in
all of our minds, the ACLU has been seen by many as a
flock of traitorous, un-American liberals who put us all
in danger.
Nothing could be further from the truth. The ACLU
is an immense organization of civil libertarians from both
the left and the right whose mission is to protect our Bill of
Rights. They have been a powerful voice in cases involving
the freedom of speech, and have emerged as champions of
Due Process. Their mission is now tougher than ever, as
the first and fourth amendments have recently taken their
worst beating in history.
So how can we counteract these sweeping "reforms"
to our freedom? Such a task seems daunting in the face
of such overwhelming power, which is now more intrusive
than ever. Luckily, the structure of our goverrunent allows

Dear Editors,
I have read with great interest Mike Taylor's opinion
colunms in recent issues of The Index. For the most part,
he has presented articulate and reasonable reflections on
the news from a deeply conservative viewpoint. For this, he
has earned my respect.
In his May 15 colunm regarding the USA PATRIOT Act,
however, Mr. Taylor argues that "it is vitally necessary to
compromise ... our liberties in order to sustain security." I find
this position indefensibly wrongheaded.
The resounding lesson of American liberal democracy
is that Americans ought to be far more willing to accept
inevitable death than the slightest infringement upon our
God-given liberty. To paraphrase Franklin, those willing
to trade liberty for security, as Taylor suggests, are worthy

of neither. The Constitution makes no distinction between
the rights of citizens of Middle Eastern descent and those
of European or other descent. The rights of all citizens are
sacrosanct and immutable. This is not a matter for debate.
Moreover, it is improper to imply that the government
must choose whether to respect civil liberties or defend .
against terrorists. The Constitution demands that it do both
concurrently. Liberty without security is ephemeral; security
without liberty is an abomination.
That said, the subtitle added by Taylor's editors, Taylor
stands firmly against the First Amendment, was equally
inappropriate. First, it is wrong: if anything, he stands against
the Fourth Amendment protection from unreasonable search
and seizure which would be abrogated under proposed
changes to the Act. Moreover, on a campus with a shameful

dearth of conservatives willing to speak their minds, the
subtitle was urmecessarily polemical.
Taylor would do better to criticize the ACLU for picking
and choosing which civil liberties are worth defending.
Although it sends armies oflawyers to defend the free speech
rights of the American Nazi Party, the ACLU lifts nary a
fu1ger to stop unconstitutional gun control laws, the murder
of unborn children, or the extra-Constitutional expansion of
federal government power.
Taylor is a better thinker and a better conservative
than his last column suggests. I look forward to reading
his future work.
Jeff Duncan

Steinberg .... cont. on p. 5
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Taylor claims Bush not responsible for economy
Mike Taylor
IND EX STAFF
The United States economy is in a
recession, or at least it was. Of course this
is common knowledge, but I don 't think it
had ever really affected me until a recent
trip across the Ambassador Bridge. The US
dollar has lost value, putting a little damper
on my Windsor visit, but more importantly,
it is reaching new lows against the Euro
and Yen. This, along with the rest of the
slumping economy, is cause for concern,
and not only for President Bush's reelection
hopes.
But should the slumping economy be
blamed on Bush? Information from the
National Bureau of Economic Research
suggests that Bush inherited an economy on
the brink of recession. In a recent economic
article on The National Review's website, it
is reported that the highest concentration of
job losses are in the manufacturing private
industry sector, which peaked in 1998 under
Clinton. In the ensuing years of the Clinton
administration, job losses were very high,
totaling over 2 million to date.
Conversely, they also report that the
service-producing sector, which accounts
for over 80 percent of the economy, has
added 353,000 jobs on Bush's watch. While

thi s is a bright spot, it doesn't change the
fact that the economy is still down. Liberals
and Conservatives could debate to no end
trying to place blame, but the facts show that
the booming success of the 90's was drawing
to a close as Bush took over. This coupled
with the terrorist acts of September II, have
led to a very sluggish economy.
The Bush administration is very cognizant of the importance ofa strong economy,
important for President Bush's reelection,
as well as important for the millions of
Americans without a job. So in order to
stimulate the economy, as well as straighten
out an unfair tax code, the country is in
desperate need of Bush's tax cuts.
For my liberal readers, I am sure the
first thing you thought of after reading
"Bush tax cuts" was how the richest of the
rich would be reaping the benefits while the
working class would be left behind. This
belief is unequivocally not true. IRS figures
show that under the current tax code, the
wealthiest 10 percent of Americans account
for 46 percent of all income earned, while
they pay 67.3 percent of income taxes. The
Washington Post reported that under Bush's
tax plan, those making over $1 00,000 would
shoulder 73.3 percent of the tax burden, up
from the current level of 72.4 percent. In

TheSEXFiles
Anna Maxbauer & Corttrey Rhadigatr
INDEX STAFF
As everyone knows , there are multiple types of
orgasms to be had by both men and women. Not to
downplay the significance of guys ' orgasms, but in this
article we're looking to break down what the woman 's
G spot is all about and explain why it's so damn cool.
Though we still maintain that the clitoris is where it's
at, G spot orgasms are more intense and physiologically
exhaustive than those that originate in that other more
exterior organ and are definitely worth an attempt.
The G spot i one of the most hotly debated physiological phenomena in recent history, and a whole lot
of literature is dedicated to proving and disproving its
existence. Figuring out what the little bundle of joy
was all about turned out to be such a huge achievement
that science thanked the investigator in question (oddly
enough, a man) by naming it after him: the Grafenburg
Spot.
So what makes the G spot so special, you ask. While
the clit-based orgasms come from minor contractions of

terms of raw dollars, the wealthiest will
receive the most benefit, but they also pay
the most in raw dollars . Regardless of
that fact alone, giving higher tax breaks
to the wealthy will spur more investment,
create more jobs, and create a larger tax
base. People still argue that any tax cut
wouldn't create more spending in a sluggish
economy, but the recent gains in the stock
market seem to say something else.
Bush's tax cuts also address two important issues that are in desperate need of
reform: the dividend tax, and the death
tax. Bush's plan to eliminate (its slightly
more complicated than just eliminate) these
taxes is long overdue since by taxing money
twice, some people argue they are blatantly
immoral. The death tax is an especially
aggravating tax since it has led to the
death of many small and family businesses
by taxing asset rich, but cash poor, businesses into bankruptcy after the owner dies.
Recession or not, it is undemocratic to tax
money when it is earned, then again when
it is inherited.
Bush 's tax proposal will solve these
inequities, as well as put money back in
the hands of American people, which will
soon lead to the economic gains we saw
under Clinton.

Steinberg .... cont. from p. 4

us to chip away at this wall of oppression
brick by brick, at the individual level.
Over one hundred cities, counties, and
even the entire state of Hawaii have passed
resolutions condemning the Patriot Act,
and in many cases prohibiting compliance.
Most of these communities have started Bill
of Rights Defense Committees, organizations that work on involving the people in
the fight to protect their freedoms. For more
information on how to locate or start these
committees, visit http: //www.bordc.org.
More communities are bound to join the
fight in the near future, and Kalamazoo
should be one of them.
On May I, I attended a meeting
at the Kalamazoo Public Library, which
was sponsored by the ACLU, the ArabAmerican Anti-Discrimination Committee,
and the League of Women Voters. Its
intent was to gamer support for a new
resolution that is currently on its way to the
city council. This resolution will, among
other provisions, prohibit compliance with
federal Patriot Act related activity by state
and local law enforcement within the city.
A full text onhe resolution can be found at:
http://www.adckazoo.connlnews-168.htm
In order to pass, it needs support from
those it will affect. Let us show the city that
as members of this community we will not
tolerate infringements on our liberties as
rash means to an ambiguous end. Freedom
has been under attack for almost two years,
but freedom will be defended.
John Steinberg

The "G" Spot
pelvic muscles and (figurative) nerve explosions in the
clitoris, more internally-based orgasms from the G spot
trigger major contractions of the much larger uterus,
which is why they feel so much more earth-shattering.
Incidentally, not seeing or feeling either type of muscle
contraction during your girlfriend's orgasm may be an
indication she 's faking it.
Locating one 's G spot requires very little vaginal
spelunking if one knows what to look for. It can be most
easily accessed by inserting a couple lingers into the
vagina with your palm facing up. Think of it as being
on the flip side of the clitoris. Wiggle your digits in
a " come-hither" motion and you should come across a
spongy, lima bean-sized island of bumps in an otherwise
smooth area of skin. I f manual labor isn ' t your thing or
isn't working, check out the wide variety of vibrators
and other toys designed with G spot probing in mind.
When going in to locate your spot, however, be patient
and don't be discouraged if you come up empty handed
- finding it isn ' t like flicking on a light switch, and
a successful search may require more time than most
people are willing to give.
Some health experts maintain that all females
come equipped with a G spot but some respond more
enthusiastically than others to stimulation . Contrary

to popular belief, innocently (or not so innocently)
touching one's G spot does not result in an instant
orgasm, and women are known to experience G-induced
sensations ranging from pain to pleasure to having to
pee. One sex info web site we found says the G spot
responds best to pressure, which is why certain sexual
positions are more conducive to wild orgasms than
others. The best position in which to experience G bliss
consists of a girl on top, facing away from her partner,
and bonus points are definitely rewarded if her partner is
able to finger her clitoris at the same time.
If after much searching you 're still not convinced
God bestowed a G spot upon you, relax. After all,
what's not to say that your clitoris makes up for its
absent partner in crime by being that much better? Most
of our research seems to indicate that a minority of
women have a happy working relationship with their G
spots, and we 're willing to bet that even those who do
still can't abandon the oh-so-wonderful clit. Set aside a
couple hours with your partner some rainy evening and
put some effort into figuring out how your respective
anatomies click.
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Shurdom ready to compete Disc Golf the thing to do at "K"
at Tae K won Do nationals
Mike Howe

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Morgan Campbell
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Faisal Shurdom could kick your butt
... with style.
While many peop le will spend Memorial Day weekend relaxing, Shurdom will
be competing at the Tae Kwon Do national
championships in New Orleans.
Shurdom qualified.for nationals when he
won the state championship
in his division, six weeks
ago.
"It is fairly unexpected," said Shurdom,
a junior economics
major at Kalamazoo
College.
"I've been training a lot these past few
weeks," he said. "I
playa lot of sports, but
Tae Kwon Do is the
only sport I'm trying
to become pro at."
Shurdom
first
started Tae Kwon Do
lessons in Jordan, his home. "I stopped for
about ten years and took it up again when I
came to Kalamazoo," he said.
For Shurdom, Tae Kwon Do represents
a sport that teaches both discipline as well
as self-defense. As he says, "It's what you
make out of it."
Shrudom trains at Lightining Kicks on
Kalamazoo Avenue. Since he learned he
qualified for nationals, Shurdom trains for
up to four hours a day. "Sometimes I even
skip class," he said solemnly.
Like boxing or karate, Tae Kwon Do
is separated into divisions. Divisions are
distinguished by weight and rank. Beginning
with white, there are ten belts (represented by
colors), or "gups" that determine a person's

---.J

Theft.... cont. on p. 6

Upton.
Professors are not the only ones to
have items stolen from Olds-Upton. Students
have also experienced theft. Senior Brian
Turner had his bag stolen from Olds Upton
while he was in the computer lab this past
fall.
"This type of theft is frustrating," said
Turner, "because you can't do anything
about it but accept it and hope it doesn't
happcn again."

rank.
A point system determines the winner
of a match. A point is received for hitting
an opponent.
"It is a fighting sport that has a lot to do
with quick reflexes. A competition lasts two
minutes," Shurdom said.
To train, Shurdom spends 30 to 45
minutes warming up. He then does stretch
kicks-slow kicks that allow the leg muscles
to stretch. Shurdom also cited meditation as
an important aspect of training.
"A lot of training is about endurance as
well as technique. But it is not
necessarily about how long
you spend practicing."
Tae K won Do is
not the only fighting
sport Shurdom trains
for. He recently has
taken up Hapkido, a
Korean martial art of close fighting
"It similar to Kung Fu, but
Hapkido is one of the deadliest
martial art that Korea offers.
"Because it is so dangerous, it is really hard to find
opportunities to practice it,"
Shurdom said with a smile.
Shurdom also trains with
various weapons such as
clubs, sticks, and knives. However, numchucks are his favorite.
"Man, how could they not be? Just look
at Bruce Lee."
The Tae Kwon Do national championships will last five days. Shurdom wIll fight on
Thursday, May 22. Form competitions as well
as coaching seminars will also be offered.
Shurdom recognizes that the competition will be difficult. However, he is pleased
with all he has accomplished. As he said,
"The belt isn't what it's all about, it's the
inner happiness that matters."

The other two thefts were pieces of
equipment that were used in Olds-Upton.
A high-intensity laser was stolen from a
physics laboratory two years ago and this
past fall, multiple brand-new projectors
were stolen.
While work does continue in Tobochnik's office, his job gets that much harder
because everything he has counted on in the
past is now gone.
"There is nothing I can do now but continue to do my work," said Tobochnik, "but I
just hope this does not happen again."

It is a sunny aftemoon and students are
studying on the Kalamazoo College quad
when a disc whizzes overhead accompanied
by a loud shout from the steps of Stetson
Chapel.
At the same time a group of students
piles into a car, each with a black nylon
bag containing several colorful varieties of
plastic discs.
The warmer weather of spring has led to
an increase in disc golf activity around the
Kalamazoo College campus and increased
numbers of"K" students heading to local disc
golf courses.
"I play all the time," said senior Matt
Anderson. "Days, nights, it doesn't matter.
Spring quarter is the time to get outside and
disc golf is the thing to do at 'K'."
Many students have found that several
local disc golf courses have more to offer
than the college's 18-hole course through its
campus.
"I started playing on campus, but I don't
play there anymore because I don't like hitting
people and losing discs," said senior Andrew
Taylor. "I like going to courses in Oshtemo
and Knollwood over by Western because they
are bigger, have chained baskets, and more

trees."

The discs that are often used at local
co uses differ from the Frisbees commonly
seen on campus in that they are heavier and
fly farther.
"Most people carry a bag with more than
one kind of disc for different shots," said
Anderson. "Disc golf courses also have chained
buckets that act as the holes, rather than the trees
and light posts we aim for on campus."
"lfI knew more about other courses and
_where they were, I'd be very interested," said
senior Adam Schinke who golfs on campus
several times per week. "They are probably
more chaUenging than the 'K' course, which
gets old."
Some students still think that "K's" course
has more to offer than the city-run courses.
"I like being on campus," said junior John
Sharpe. "On real courses you have to aim the
frisbees at baskets, and I'm not down with that.
I like hitting things."
"I've actually never played Frisbee golf at
'K'," said senior Lauren Bogart. "But I feel like
I should before I graduate. It's just something
kids do here, right?"
Popular disc golf courses are located off
Greenwood Ave. across from Video Hits Plus
near Western Michigan Universitiy, and offWest
Main St. near the Lillian Anderson Arboretum.
These courses are maintained by the city of
Kalamazoo, and are free to the pUblic.

Thank you to our Student Leaders
for shining brilliantly and
demonstrating excellence
in abundance
Peer Leaders for the
First- Year Experience
Diversity Peer Educators
Center for International
Programs Peer Advisers
Amigos, Woodward, Lincoln,
Health Organization
Volunteers, Kalamazoo
Community Volunteers

Senior Grad Committee
Student Commission
SAC
Residential Assistants
UK" Crew
LandSea Leaders
Career AdvisCfrS
Student Organization Leaders

Recognition coordinated by the Office ofStudent Development
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Intramurals gaining in popularity
Colin Baumgartner
SPORTS EDITOR
All of the college's spring sports are
finished by mid-May, giving the student
body a whole month to find new forms of
athletic entertainment.
In recent years, the most popular way of
filling that void has been intramural sports,
particularly softball in the spring. This year
there are some 300 students and faculty
members participating on 22 intramural
softball squads.
Intramural director Van Nickert
noticed a significant increase in participation about five years ago. The heightened
interest in softball is similar to that in
soccer (fall quarter), basketball (winter),
and volleyball (winter and spring). Nickert believes that volleyball is the most
competitive of these sports, but says that

the playoffs in all of the intramurals can
get somewhat intense.
The double-elimination tournament
starts this week with 16 of the 22 teams
competing for the title currently held by
the staff team.
The creation of the practice football field
and better promotional tactics helped the
intramurals to grow. "We began to promote
things better a few years ago," Nickert said.
"Posting flyers and using the web site were
the biggest things."
Now that the MIAA sponsored sports
are over, intramural softball has crept to the
forefront of many athletes' minds. Nickert
believes that the rules for softball make it
both playable and fair for everyone. "There
are no strikeouts, and it's a real low pressure
atmosphere," he said.
Sophomore Yvonne Boyle-Holmes, a
first year softball player agrees with Nickert.
"It can get kind of intense, but it's still low

pressure," she said. "The close games can
be exhilarating."
However, Nickert feels that things begin
to really heat up when the playoffs roll
around, making it tougher on the inexperienced players and teams.
With MIAA baseball and softball now
completed, Nickert says he has to keep a
watchful eye on those players joining an
intramural team, which is against the rules.
"Last year there were no problems," he said,
"but it tends to go in cycles."
In any event, the friendly, competitive
atmosphere has proven to give students
a much needed break from the rigors of
studying. "It's an excuse to hang out with
friends and get away from homework," said
Boyle-Holmes. "Plus it's outside, so you get
a little air and exercise."
The 300 participants are proof enough
that this intramural softball formula is
working.

Rhinehart might play pro ball in Europe
Graduating Senior interested in possibilty of extending his basketball career
Shawn Kidd
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
After playing basketball for his whole
life, Kalamazoo College basketball player
Dirk Rhinehart, senior, is not ready to
quit. While the other 6 members of the
graduating senior class on the basketball
team are hanging up their shoes and putting
an end to their organized , competitive
basketball careers, Rhinehart has other
aspirations.
Following graduation in June, Rhinehart
plans on continuing his basketball career by
playing professionally in Europe.
" I've played basketball my entire life
and I'm not ready to give it up yet," said
Rhinehart, "and this is probably as good a
shot as I'm going to get."
Currently, Rhinehart has been making
contact with agents and trying to see where
he could play. If he does get requested to
play for a team, he will probably not know
until the end of the summer, when an agent
or a team contacts him.
"It's not uncommon for you to find out
in August or September and have like five
to seven days to decide if you want to sign

with them," said Rhinehart.
Rhinehart said that while he would
prefer to play basketball in either Germany
or Italy, he is open to many other location
options as well.
"Right now I'm open to anywhere in

courtesy

Dirk Rhinehart hopes to be driving
past opponents in Europe next year.

Western Europe," said Rhinehart, "I think
1'd just be fortunate to make it."
Rhinehart, who recently had a dimesized tumor removed from his shin, said
that he plans on preparing for a professional
basketball career in Europe by working out,
talking to agents and coaches, and attending
some tryout camps.
When asked what he thought would be
his biggest challenge, Rhinehart said that it
would be finding a team to play on.
"It's tough corning from a small school,"
said Rhinehart, "because most if it (getting
on a team) is just the rep you have from
college, mainly Division I (colleges)."
Despite coming from a small school,
Rhinehart said he feels that he has a decent
shot to make a team, but he added that it is
really hard to find a nice place and a good
team in your first year unless you come from
a Division I college.
"I just think it would be fun to travel
around Europe, play ball, and get paid some
for it," said Rhinehart.
Rhinehart has played on the K College
basketball team for the last four years, was
on the All-MIAA first team for three years,
and is the fifth leading scorer in K College
history with 1,396 career points.

MIAANews
Kalamazoo College finished fifth
in both the Men's All-Sports standings
and the Women's All-Sports standings.
They also finished fifth in the running
for the Commissioner's Cup, awarded
for the best cumulative finish in men's
and women's sports.
Hope swept all three awards
for the third consecutive year, finishing with 174 points, 71 more than
Kalamazoo.
The Commissioner's Cup has been
awarded since 1934-35. Kalamazoo
has won the award 13 tinles.
Highlights on the year for
Kalamazoo included Meaghan Clark
(women's tennis), Emily Trahan (volleyball) and Tony Holt (swimming/
diving) all being named league Most
Valuable Player in their respective
sports.
In addition, Holt was named
NCAA Div. III Diver of the Year
by the National Swimming Coaches
Association of America and coach
Ron Bramble was named Div. III
Diving Coach of the Year.
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Tony Holt racked up many
awards in the pool this year.

Tennis
Sophomore Meaghan Clark was
defeated by Julie Mallory of Williams
College 7-6 (7-4), 7-5 in the first round
of the NCAA Div. III Singles Tournament at the University of Redlands
(CA).
Clark finished her season with a
21-3 overall record.
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Continued • • •
Dear Editors,
As reported in a previous issue
of the Index, K College student
Blake Hurt set fire to the anti-war
posters covering the Service Leammg House door in April. Both
campus security and the Kalamazoo
city police handled the case. Since I
was actually washing dishes in the
house at the time of the incident,
I was interviewed by a city police
officer about what I had seen and
heard. Later, I was curious about
what exactly was on the police
report, so I ordered a copy from the
department of public safety.
The report that arrived in my
mailbox last week was not what
I expected. Instead of finding my
statements somewhere in the report,
the entire narrative consists of Hurt's
improbable explanation: "Hurt

stated he was with a group of frier\ds
and he becanle upset when he saw
the signslflyers. Hurt lit a match
and said that's what he should do
to the signs. Hurt then stated he put
the match out but in the process
accidentally set the flyers on fire."
The only adjective in the police
report, "disrespectful," is Hurt's
description of our anti-war posters
which consisted of a Patriots for
Peace sign, a concert poster for
Musicians for Peace, an argument
that the war would not be effective
against tcrrorism, and a couple of
quotes we had found interesting.
Apparently he didn't think that
setting the door of our house on fire
was terribly disrespectful. Unless,
of course, it really was an accident,
which I find unlikely as Hurt is
an athlete (not severely lacking m
physical coordination) and did not

Sustainable living imperative
Michelle Harburg
INDEX STAFF
With Earth Day come and gone I thought it would be relevant to
write about the issue of sustainability and how it can be applied in daily
life. Here at Kalamazoo College, surrounded by our studies, friends and
activities, it is easy to forget about sustainable living.
This is a concept where society functions so that it, "Meets the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs". In the US society where practically every
resource is abundant and available to us at little cost, it is hard to realize
that resources are scarce and not eternal. This is especially true for the
majority of the world. I have come to be even more aware of this as a
result of study abroad in Thailand.
In Thailand I was confronted with poverty, pollution and unsustainable
living. At the same time, I was exposed to a number local initiatives and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that have been able to establish
~ustainable businesses, farms and lifestyles. The more I thought about it,
the morc I realized that these small groups are what cause real change in
the world. Most governments have unfortunately proven that sustainable
living is not on their list of priorities.
In America we live in an age where people buy SUVs, not for
their usc, but instead for their looks. We produce tremendous amounts
of garbage and pollution. Sadly our government is tbe only one that
refused to sign the Kyoto Treaty, while at the same time the present
Bush administration is attempting to reduce the number of parks and
drill for oil in Alaska.
I say all of these things not to sound fatalistic, but instead to make
people aware. I believe that with awareness, people will be inspired strive
to make small changes in their lives to be more sustainable.
So, instead of putting forth a whole list of things that each individual
could do to help "save the planet," so to speak, I am asking that you
readers submit or think of ways and ideas in which you have tried to be
more sustainable. This may be as simple as recycling, to investigating
about how to find the most energy efficient car. I hope that next year
a weekly column could be created so each week people could have the
opportunity to present their ideas, as well as ask questions about sustainable
living and development.
If you are rnterested in this topic and how it could affect your life, I
would highly recommend a magazine called YES! It is a great way to learn
about how people all over the world are striving to live more sustainable
hves. Also, if you have any questions, feel free to e-mail me at kOOmh03 .
Finally, I would encourage you to attend the ENVORG meetings that are
held weckly on Tuesdays at 6 p.m. in the Gilmore Parlor.

have a high blood alcohol content.
The loogie we found on an unbumed
section of the door was probably an
attempt to put out the fire. according
to Kalamazoo police. Considcring
the sheer amount of paper on our
door, the fire must have been quite
Impressive, so I don't doubt that
the banging on our door I heard
from inside was an attempt to put
it out. To his credit, I believe Hurt
meant only to bum our posters, not
the Service Learning House, the
mcmbers of the Service Learning
house, and most of our worldly
possessions, all of which were at
risk.
The greatest surprise of all I
found in the police report was that,
from Kalamazoo police's point of
view, Blake Hurt had done nothing
illegal in setting our property on fire.
The report ends, "Hurt was issued
an MIP citation ... and is listed in
a Fraudulent MIlD case .. . Since
there was no damage, an MDP case
was not generated." Well, it's a good

thing we were provided with a steel
door. However, since the door itself
was not permanently damaged and
our posters/opinions/free speech
aren't very valuable, and Since the
inCident was "accidental," Blake
Hurt, white male athlete, got off
scot-free.
So just to let everyone know, if
you don't agree with the opinions
of the Service Learning House, no
one will be able to prosecute you
if you burn anything we post right
off our house door. All we can do
is write an indignant article about it
in the school newspaper. 1 wouldn't
have guessed, but the Kalamazoo
police do not view this as an illegal
activity and, as far as I know, neither
does Kalamazoo College security.
This violent and hateful act, reminIscent of fall quarter's crasing of
the Coming Out Day chalk writings (but a bit more dangerous and
destructive), was an act of silencing against a group of people who
work hard in the campus and city

Giovanni....cont. from p. 1

saying that, "Break dancing should
be an Olympic sport," and comparing Emmem too Elvis. Giovanni
is an admitted fan of Star Trek and
Spock in particular. She is therefore
a strong proponent of NASA. On
humans tra\'eling to Mars. Glo\'anm
said, "We're going to Mars because
it's the only adyenture."
Giovanm also complimented
"K" on It,; study abroad program,
Citing the Importance of seeking
different perspectives on ho\\ to
live.
K Connect.. .. cont. from p. 3

students and alumni who are interested in participating in the pilot
program. The CCD has successfully recruited approximately 15
students, but hope to find as many
as 50 interested. Participants will
not be held to a rcginlent of posting
messages, rather be encouraged
to look at the board regularly and

-

Dean of Students Danny Sledge
said that Nikki Giovanni is "the balm
to my soul." That sentiment was
shared by many of the attendanL~ to
the dinner who had been reading her
writings for years. or who had only
recently discovered them.
Giovanni prides herself on
bei ng "A Black American, a mother,
a profcssor of English." She has
published many volumes of prose
and poetly and has been teaching
writing, poetry, and literature at
Virginia Polytechnic since 19X7
-

-~-

- -

The Index
community, pend much of our time
organizing volunteer projects, and
occasionally hold up signs at peace
rallies.
Hurt did recently leave a typed
letter of apology on our door. I
thought it was very nice of him,
aside from the fact that it was
addressed to "The ladies of the
Servic~ Learning House" (we're
co-ed) and had hand-written corrections scribbled in. He made clear
that we wouldn't have any trouble
from him again, which I'm sure is
true. However, the attitudes of the
Kalamazoo city police and campus
security leave me little comfort that
any of us are safe against similar
attacks. Campus security advised
us not to put any more "inflammatory" opinions on our door (no
pun intended), and the city police
agreed. This means that if someone
commits an act of violence against
you for legally exprc sing your
opinion, college security and the
police think you should give in
to what your attacker wants. Of
course, we did not take this advice.
We continue to express our opimon
and find it unlikely that another
of our fellow students will foster
such violent animosity toward the
Service Leaming House. I only hope
that next time someone is silenced
through some act of hate, their
silencing will not be supported by
the authorities to whom our safety
and legal rights are entrusted.
Jeannie Smith.

Service Learning HOllse

--

contribute when they are interested
in joining a discussion. Interest in
participating in the pilot program
may be expressed to the CCD,
career@kzoo.edu.
A11 classes are invited to particIpate, including graduating seniors.
Smoker emphasized that although
seniors should not plan to find jobs
via K Connect, it could provide
valuable insight to career possibili-

tics and information. It is also a
future resource that graduates should
keep in mind since alumni will also
be able to speak to alumni through
the boards.
If everything goes as planned,
K Connect will be available for
everyone to use Fall Quarter 2003.

-

Editor's Note:
:rhe following corrections need to be made:
The subtitle to last week's Index could have read, "Taylor stands firmly agamst the ACLU" to more closely
represt!nt the author's mtentlons.
Some of the inf0':Tlation in last \\eek's article on STDs \\as falsely attributed to Lori Long-Hopkms by the
Index editors. ThiS was due to a miscommlmieation, and the following STD facts would ltke to be brou"ht
to our reader's attention:
eo
--64% of coIJege age sexually acti\c women have HPV, which is responsible for abnonnal Paps and the most
frcquent STD In the Health Center
--Tht! touchll1g (mouth/hands gCll1tab) of mfected ~ccretlons or leSIOns IS the mam Issue 'lith STDs, but 1I0t
the biggest concern for IIIV
STI) prevalence on campus mw;t reference trends not only found at th\! l!ealth Ccnter, but abo at Planned
Parenthood and other hcalt~ prul"csslOns, whom many students scek
-- Plc Health Center often see more than 6-10 stJdems a day; oftt-'II, they see
patients per hour. not lllc1udlllg
those 'leedl11g alleI1-Y shots, unmumzations, medicatIon refills, etc.
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Travis Robey
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Provost Gregory Mahler was the
only American observer at a recent
Middle East peace conference in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Mahler was invited to the Partners for Peace Third Conference of the
International Alliance for Arab-Israel i
Peace by Ihsan Shurdom, the chief
of staff for King Hussein of Jordan.
Shurdom is the father of Kalamazoo
College junior Faisa! Shurdom.
Delegations of 15 to 25 people
represented the Israelis, Palestinians,
Jordanians and Egyptians. Former
government cabinet ministers and
retired generals were among the
individuals involved in the conference.
"The conference is strictly nongovernmental," Mahler said. "One
of the goals of the conference is to

establish a grassroots organization to
help encourage peace movements in
the respective countries."
One evening session of meetings
took place at the Louisiana Modern
Art Museum about 50 minutes outside
of Copenhagen. The sponsors of the
conference said that the idea was to
inteIject some wannth into the cold
peace process. "It's breathtakingly
gorgeous;' Mahler said of the mansion turned art gallery with a view
overlooking the water to Sweden.
"These conferences are most
important not for what comes out in
the final statement, because that is
really authored before the conference.
But what's valuable at a conference
is what happens at coffee breaks,"
Mahler said.
While talking with the heads
of the Israeli and Palestinian delegations during one of these breaks the
Mahler.... cont. on p. 6

Service-learning institute offers
competitive grants, scholarships
Kristen Egeland
INDEX STAFF
The Mary Jane Underwood
Stryker (MJUS) Institute for Service
Learning is helping Kalamazoo College students pop the bubble of"K"s
campus. It is offering three competitive grants and two competitive
scholarships to students interested
in organizing and working with
community service initiatives.
According to Post-Graduate
Fellow Jeff Brand, the objective is
to "offer students the opportunity
to integrate all of their different
experiences and responsibilities
into an initiative of which they
have ownership and are passionate
about."
Essentially, these grants and
scholarships offer students interested
in service learning the opportunity

to explore their area of interest and
receive a modest award for their
noble efforts. The Institute also
provides limited additional funding
to offset the expenses of project
implementation.
Designed primarily for small
projects with clear goals, the grants
offer awards up to $500. Brand
commented that although designed
for short-term projects, the grants
may also be good for exploring
possibilities for more permanent
projects. If this were the case, the
individual could then apply for one
of the scholarships.
Although more demanding, the
scholarships may be more rewarding
to those who want an extended role
with the Institute.
The Scholarship for Partnership
Coordinators places students within
the staff of the Institute to work as a
Service Learning .... cont. on p. 6

Landmark Forum
encourages dialogue
Chris Sanker
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Next week, Kalamazoo College students will
have the opportunity to learn about a new kind of
experiential education.
On Mon, June 2 at "K", the San Francisco
based Landmark Education will hold an introductory
session for its three-day Landmark Forum, a seminar
designed to bring about a positive, permanent shift
in the quality of people's lives.
"This will be a great opportunity for Kalamazoo
College students to learn about the Landmark Forum
and see what impacts it can have in their life," said
senior Judsen Schneider, who participated in the
forum this winter in Livonia, Michigan.
The basis for the Landmark Forum, as well as
the many other courses and seminars offered through
the Landmark, is a unique educational technology
known as Landmark Education. This educational
system is founded on the principle that people,
the communities, organizations and institutions
with which they are engaged, have the possibility
not only of success, but also of fulfillment and it works, the principles it is based on, its costs
In the second half of the introduction,
greatness.
and its benefits.
the leader will elaborate on the value of The
The introductory session next week will be run
A short break will follow in which students Landmark Forum and the four UK" students
by a trained Landmark Introduction leader and will will be able to ask questions to the leader or will speak about how the program has impacted
last approximately two and half hours.
four UK" students. seniors Emery Engers, Sarah their lives.
In the first part of the session, the leader will Martyn. Judsen Schneider and Theresia Radtke,
Students will also have several opportunities
explain the basics of The Landmark Forum: how who have participated in the Landmark Forum.
Landmark.... cont. on p. 3
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Up 'til Dawn Hosts Open Mic, Benefit Concert
Jaqueline McClellan
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Kalamazoo College organization
Up 'til Dawn will be holding an open
mic and benefit concert on May 30 as
their last fundraising event of the school
year.
Up 'til Dawn is a national non-profit
student organization that raises money
for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital
in Memphis, Tennessee.
First-year Kate Vickery said, "St.
Jude does not turn away any patient
regardless of that patient's ability to pay.
This is why organizations like Up 'ti l
Dawn are so important."
The event on May 30 will begin at
6:30 p.m. in front of Crissey Hall with

an open mic session. At 8:30 p.m., a
band from Lansing, called The Giveaway,
will perform.
"Basically, it's a party, and we want
everyone to come," said Vickery.
The event is free to attend, and there
will be a raffle in which students can
write one letter to fami ly or friends asking
for a donatio n for the hospital or pay
$1 to enter. Refreshments will also be
provided.
"Who doesn't want to eat outside,
listen to music and benefit sick children
all at the same time?" said junior treasurer
of Up 'til Dawn Julie Cutcher. "The biggest goal of the final event is to thank
the campus for participating throughout
the year and get people involved for next
year."

Current patient of St. Jude's junior
Jessie Wagner started the organization
last year for the "K" College campus.
"Battling cancer tw ice, St. Jude has
given me not only a second chance but
a third chance at life," Wagner said. "I
wanted to give back to the hospital and
Up 'til Dawn is the perfect way of doing
that."
In the two years the organization has
ex isted, it has raised nearly $30,000 for
the hospital.
Co-Director of Up 'til Dawn junior
Stephanie Busch said, "This organization
faces the effects of the high costs of
medica l care and the realities behind the
families that cannot afford the necessary
treatments for their children."
Cutche r said anyone who wis hes

Chemistry students work
with N orthglade Science Class
Jessie Wagner
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Over the past three weeks, 53
Kalamazoo College students have
worked in the classrooms at Northglade Montessori Magnet School as
a part of the service learning component of their introductory chemistry
course.
Regina Stevens-Truss, a professor in the chemistry department at
"K", offered the service-learning
component as an option to her class
during the spring of 200 I. Now the
two professors who teach the introductory chemistry courses during spring
quarter have made the Northglade
service learning project mandatory for
students in their courses.
"Service learning was for me a
way of doing outreach," said StevensTruss. She also said that she feels that .
students learn the material best when
they have to teach it to others.
Thirty-six students from StevensTruss' class joined 17 students enrolled
in class of Thomas Smith, also a
chemistry professor at the college.

All 53 students were then divided into
smaller groups of two, three, and four.
Before beginning work at Northglade,
the chemistry students were required
to design an age-appropriate science
during one of their laboratory sessions
on campus.
"This exercise gives science students
a way of thinking about how experiments
are designed by scientists," said Truss.
The chemistry students visited the
K-6 school for one hour per week for
three weeks to help the elementary
students complete the experiments in
time for the third annual school science
fair on Tuesday evening.
Northglade did not have a science
fair before the service learning project
began in 200 I.
"Northglade is the school that my
kids were attending when we first moved
to Kalamazoo and I could immediately
tell that the school needed help with
science education," said Stevens-Truss.
In the past two years Stevens-Truss
said that she believes the Northglade
science program has benefited tremendously from having "K" students in the

classroom.
"Just to have kids from any school
excited about science is a big plus,"
said Truss.
The science fair involved more
than just the students who designed the
experiments for each class. Members
of the American Chemical Society,
a student organization on campus,
presented science demonstrations
during the science fair. Joan Esson,
a chemistry professor at the college,
judged the science project and winners were announced during an award
ceremony.
Student reviews of the service
learning project have shown that
students also understand the importance of the service-learning project,
according to Truss.
Stacey Steep, a first year student
who participate in the project this
year, said, "It is important to be in the
community especially since we are in
a bubble, but we have the resources to
help the students at Northglade."

to join Up 'til Dawn is encouraged to
do so, and student volunteers play the
most important roles because the biggest
fundraiser is letter-writing and asking
for donations.
"This club is important because it
focuses our energy on raising funds for
people that desperately need our help,"
Cutcher said.
"Our goals would never get accomplished without the help of others," Busch
said . "Whether their role is to participate
in events, donate a buck, be a member on
the board, sponsor events or just get the
word out, we need people."
For more information on how to
become involved with the organization
contact Busch at kOOsb04@kzoo.edu.

QUALITY ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT A GREAT RATE.
PARK TERRACE APARTMENT COMPLEX, Phone # 269-381-2812
Located at 105 North Kendall Ave.
Walking Distance to K-college and WMU.
Free Heat and Hot Water, clean and safe in an
excellent area.
Located on Main bus Route free to students.
Air conditioning, Laundry facilities, Plenty of
parking,
Furnished and Unfurnished apartments still
available.
Apartments for Spring, SU1I\Uler, and fall currentlyavailable.
For More Info call, As Soon As Possible,
Monday -Friday between 9AM and 4 PM
381-2812

SUMMER HOUSE
Available June) 5 - August 15
4 bedroom, 4-5 people
611 Stuart Avenue #2. across from
Woodward Elem.
Beautiful, large glassed-in porch
345-7313
$) ,SOO/month (includes utilities & laundry)
Price Negotiable
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Biology department Chair David Evans retires after 37 years at "K"
Chris Sanker
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
"It's amazing what you find when
you clean out your office," said biology
department Chair Dr. David Evans as he
picked up a small cardboard box from the
cluttered counter next to his desk.
The box contained a military issued
tuna and noodle meal ready to eat (MRE).
According to Evans, the MRE, a souvenir from his involvement in Operation
Provide Comfort in 1991, was just one of
the interesting items he has found while
recently cleaning out his office after a
37-year tenure at Kalamazoo College.
The loss of Evans, who will be leaving "K" at the end of this academic year
to take a one-year transitional sabbatical
before officially retiring, will have several
major effects on the biology department.
One of the most signi ficant changes

that will occur in the department will be an Carolyn Newton, currently the associate
provost, to the
increased emphabiology
departsis on ecological
ment.
research, an area,
Newton will
which Evans said,
serve
as acting
"suffered" during
chairman of the
his final years at
biology
depart"K."
ment
after
Evan's
The effort to
departure.
improve ecologiDespite
the
cal research will
addition
of
a
new
be led by Evans'
faculty
member
replacement, Dr.
and the return of
Ann Fraser, curanother, students
rently a visiting
and professors in
assistant professor
the biology departat The University
ment bel ieve the
of the South in
biggest affect of
Sewanee, Tenn.
Photo
courtesy
Biology
Evan's
retirement
Another
A photo of biology department Chairman,
will
be
his
change taking place
Dr. Dave Evans. Evans will take a one-year absence.
next year will be transnational sabbatical next year.
"One of my
the return of Dr.

Mahler...cont. from p 1

Betty the kind-hearted
Sam Gokhale
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Students who dine at Marriott are
familiar with Betty Hall, the woman who
swipes their cards through the computer
each day at breakfast and lunch.
Perched in front of the cafeteria at
her desk, she greets each student with a
friendly "good morning" and even knows
some by name.
This year marks Hall's twenty-fifth
year working for Marriol.
Hall, who grew up in Kalamazoo
and attended Comstock High School, did
administrative work for 22 years until
three years ago when she began her current job. Students at Kalamazoo College
say they have taken a liking to Hall.
"Betty is a kindhearted lady that is
there to have fun with the students," said
senior Demetri Inempolidis, who dined at
Marriot as a first-year and a sophomore.
"Her smiling face is the reason I kept
going to the cafeteria."
"I like dealing with people," said
Hall. "You're all good kids and you all
show me respect everyday."
Senior Sam Braun said, "Betty was
always really nice. She was always
smiling."
Braun also said he appreciated how

Hall would remember his name.
Aside from her job as a hostess, Hall
is also a full-time grandmother. She said
her main hobby is spending time with her
three grandchildren. "I love kids," she
said. "I love people in general."
Hall has two children, Cindy and
Eddy, who both live in Vicksburg, Michigan. Hall said she is fortunate to live so
close to them.
Her role models growing up were her
parents. "My parents raised me to be
a good person and a friendly person,"
Hall said.
Raised on a farm in Kalamazoo, Hall
was the only girl amongst three brothers.
She laughed as she said her brothers
always thought she was spoiled. "But
they took care of me," she added.
Hall grew up in a Christian family,
and she said religion plays an important
role in her life today. "It's good to have
the Lord in your life," said Hall.
She advises students to be kind to
people and to enjoy them. "Never have
arguments," said Hall. "You may not be
able to tell the person you are sorry."
After 25 years, Hall said she is thinking about retiring, although she has not
announced when that will be. She said
she would like to spend more time with
her grandchildren when she retires.

potential to take on an important future role in
the alliance presented itself.
Mahler was asked ifhe would be interested
in starting an American Friends of the Alliance
for Peace in the Middle East. Mahler said
within a month or so he would know how that
opportunity would work out as the conferences
participants negotiated over the structure of
such an organization.
Mahler also said that the coffee breaks gave
him an opportunity to talk with a number of
individuals about internship opportunities in the
Middle East for Kalamazoo College students
once the region calms down.

Service Learning... cont. from p 1
student coordinator for an Institute-facilitates
program. It offers an award of$IOOO.
The LaPlante Scholarship allows students
to create a new program and be responsible
for its organization and execution. Programs
created through this scholarship are intended to
become permanent programs. The AMIGOS
program, which mentors bilingual high schools
students, began in 2002 and is a good example
of such an initiative. Students chosen for this
scholarship are awarded up to $1500.
Brand encouraged those students who
are interested in becoming involved but do
not have a project proposal to speak with the
Institute faculty, who are willing to discuss
potential project proposals with them.
The MJUS Institute for Service Learning
faculty is responsible for determining who
will be awarded grants.
For additional information on these
grants and scholarships, contact Jeff Brand
337-7092.

favorite memories from any science class
was how Dr. Evans would use unconventional teaching aids and cnizy toys to
get his point across," said junior biology
major Phil Kotzan. "He played such a
strong role in the department as a teacher
that it is going to be very hard to replace
him."
Assistant professor of biology, Dr.
Vivien Pybus, agreed with Kotzan. "Dr.
Evans is a great department head and
fun to be around. He has always been
popular with the students and everyone
will be sad to see him go."
Although Evans said he will miss the
great group of students, faculty and support staff that made the biology department at "K" work, he is excited to begin
his transitional sabbatical.
In the upcoming year Evans will be
developing a natural history program at
Fort Abercrombie State Historical Park
on Kodiak Island, Alaska.

Landmark... cont. from p 1
to register for the Landmark Forum
during the second hal£ Registering for
the Forum costs $100. An additional
$295 is then due several weeks before
the Forum begins.
"It was easy for me to get hung up
on the expense of the Forum, but really
it was an excuse for not taking a chance
and doing something big with my life;'
said Engers.
Finally, participants will have the
opportunity join the leader in a conversation that will simulate the actual educational techniques used in The Landmark
Forum.
"You'll get something out of the
introduction for sure;' said Radtke, who
has been participating in Landmark
Education for the past two years.
According to Radtke. who is training lead introductory sessions like the
one taking place at "K." The Landmark
Forum is "a conversation about being
that teaches people to recognize and
overcome their "blind spots," anything
preventing them from getting the most
out of life."
Any students interested in attending
the introductory session to The Landmark
Forum can do so this Mon, June 2.
from 7 to 9:30pm in the physical education room in Anderson Athletic Center.
Direct any questions to Emery Engers,
k99eeO 1, Sarah Martyn, k99sm02, Theresia Radtke, k99trO I, or Judsen Schneider,
k99js02.
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Pioneers, not Title IX, responsible for success
Mike Taylor
INDEX COLUMNIST
Much like our recent four-day weekend, LPGA golfer Annika Sorenstam's
brief stint on the men's PGA tour ended
quite abruptly. The Swedish phenomenon
was clearly out matched by both the
course, and her male competition, unable
to make the weekend cut. While her
performance might have been sub-par (or
5-over par if you wish), her success was
never meant to be determined by just her
golf score.
What this will do in the way of ameliorating the condition of female athletics
should speak volumes. Like her or not,
she is paving the way for other women
who may be able to compete day in and
day out with male professionals. Much
like the Williams sisters have done for
young girls, Annika is the perfect role
model for aspiring female athletes.
In the past 31 years, female athletic
conditions have undergone vast improvements. Female participation in athletics
has increased rapidly, providing opportunities to females that were previously only
enjoyed by males. Unfortunately though,
much of the improvements are wrongly
credited to a controversial education law,
Title IX, rather than to pioneers like
Annika Sorenstam.

For those unfamiliar, Title IX was
intended to end gender discrimination
in collegiate athletics, but much like
affirmative action, instead of ending
discrimination, it only passes discrimination to a different group, in this
case, male collegiate athletes.
Under the divisive law, colleges and universities
are
required
to
maintain equity
In
athletic
opportunity by
offering both
genders
the
exact amount of
athletic positions as directly
proportionate to
their academic
enrollment.
For example, if a school
is made up of 56
percent females
and 44 percent males (as the national
make up mirrors), then 56 percent of
all athletic positions must be filled by
females. In order to maintain this lofty
percentage, schools that lose female

athletic interest are forced to also cut
men's programs such as wrestling, track,
and swimming. Since Title IX's inception in 1972, over 500 men's programs
have been cut, just to raise the percentage
of female athletes participating in sports.
Also, for every
one
female
position added
under Ti tie IX,
3.4 male spots
have been lost.
This does nothing to improve
female athletics, it only
destroys male
sports
programs.
Tit I e
IX also makes
almost
it
impossible for
universities to
create
new
men's varsity
teams, since
the university
must also increase female scholarships
by an equal or greater amount. Title IX
is flawed and outdated, it doesn't work,
and has cost thousands of male athletes
the opportunities they deserve.

Studies clearly show that women are
not as interested in sports as males. In
completely interest driven intramurals,
males outnumber females by more than
4 to I. Unfortunately though, we are
operating under a policy crafted by radical
feminists who refuse to accept the truth
that men and women are fundamentally
different. Title IX wrongly assumes two
myths that must be dispelled; women
are not as interested in sports as males,
and secondly, a disproportion in athletic
participation does not suggest discrimination whatsoever. If it does, then why
not just expand Title IX to a system
demanding equity between athletics and
enrollment for African Americans? And
Homosexuals? Why not just make it as
arbitrary as eye color, or height?
Social programs such as Title IX and
affirmative action need to be constantly
tweaked, if not completely overhauled.
These programs were meant to solve a
problem, and become obsolete, not stay
in constant use. Whether or not Title
IX is responsible, vast improvements
have occurred in female athletics and
the problem has been solved. It is now
time to end the discrimination against
male athletes, let women Iike Annika
Sorenstam be responsible for female
athletic improvements, not an outdated
sexist policy like Title IX.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The Sex Files 'nothing short of alarming,' caters to junior high attitudes
As 1 skimmed through last week's Index, something
rather disturbing caught my attention, and I felt compellcd
to brieRy dISCUSS my concerns Since I haw been In
attendance at "K," The Index has always filled its pages
WIth provocative articles on a \anety oftopi<:s spanning
from global issues to the unending abortion debate.
Recently. though. the attention given to crude sexuality
is nothing short of alarming.
Please do not misinterpret my stance; I am a strong
advocate of sexualIty. its comfortable expression. and the
ability to maturely discuss the aspects (and techniques)
of the sacred human experience. The problem arises
when sexualIty becomes a topic not of seriousness. but
only something the makes studen's reach down and grab
a copy of the Index as they swipe their cards for dinner.
This behavior by the Index is roughly equal to Jr. High
boys talking and giggling about sex because it is such a
taboo. Perhaps it IS a taboo for a reason.

Every week. many students open the paper to the
familIar artIcles on pg. ;; written by The Index's own Anna
Maxbauer This recent addition to the paper cpltOlnizes
thl! probl<!m. First. I would likc to clarify that there is
no pov.er or progress in being <lble to talk so graphically
and openly about sex. It is not progressIve. irs careless;
a carelessness that dIsregards the actual act of SI!X, and
trivializes it as a frequent activity that one pursues only
for pleasure. Such articles only perpetuate the idea that
sex is not a private act of the deepest expression of love
between two people. To the contrary. any sexually fulfilled
person will tell you that physical lust is nothing compared
to spiritual love. But thIS belief of open sexual enjoyment
is hardly dissimilar to the cultural viev. of sex. and indeed
the view most of our campus may believe. One should
not wonder why. "Over 100 students per quarter come in
with ... STD's" (Fox, "STDs spring up around campus,"
Index 5115'03).

It cannot be denied that the sexual revolution
continues on every college campus III the county. Art,
theatrl!, conversation. beha\ ior and cven the news are
filled WIth sexual thcmes. Nc\\ found independence
mixed with post-adolescelll hormones is likcly the cause.
There is nothing wrong with discovering one's unique.
sexual identity. And privately. a person can celebrate
sexuality in whatever context he'she prefers. but when
you bring these Issues forward (like in a newspaper). the
community should not be denied a sense of responsibility
and tact. Do not continue to perpetuate the "progressive"
view of sex as just a fun thing to do on a Friday night.
Of Course. I do not propose censorship, but I would
challenge the Index to not publish inappropriately
graphIC, childish, and non-topical articles just to make
the Jr. High crowd giggle.
David J. Council

A&E
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Jade Trees Weeping gains
voice in Kalamazoo
Jade Trees Weeping is becoming
one of tbe foremost musical voices of
Kalamazoo, and soon beyond. Hailing
from Kalamazoo, the four-member band
delivers potent songs with a unique mix
of dreamy melodies and emotional progressions. They released their first full length
CD, Dissonance, in May 2003. The album
includes ten original, hard hitting progressive
rock songs bordering on melodic metal.
The album delivers a juicy, heavy crunch
combined with well-written, deep lyrics.
The band developed out of the
intense music scene and growing industry of
the late 90s. Their influence sheds pop flavor
and instead adopts a search for powerful
musical substance. Band members say their
music is designed to meet people wbere they
are. The lyrics are deep and searching and
the emotional content of the music identifies
with the circumstances found in real life all
around us. They say they illustrate issues
about hurting, the lonely, the questioning,
and the addicted. People walk through this
life with an array of unanswered questions
and hidden feelings. They believe the things
that make us seem so different are actually
the very things that make us all so alike.
Their album reflects all of tbese
pbilosophical motivations to reaching out
to people with their music. Their searcbing

lyrics take root form life's many facets and
cballenge listeners to contemplate an array
of hidden metaphors. The album begins
with a jolt. "Evening Glow" demands a
listen with its enormous guitar choruses.
This song most represents the band's ability
to interact with eacb other's strengths and
talents to create a collage of sound and
lyrical meaning. Other bighlights include the
complex musical development of "Separate
Consciousness" and the refined beauty of
"Broken Dreams." Perhaps tbe beaviest
song on the album, "Crimson Times" is a
hair-raising, chilling sweep of metaphorical
independence in the blood red face of social
animosity.
The album overall is a wellproduced, detail oriented quality album.
Although a few of the tracks tend to drag
a little after five minutes, the album is a
collection of artistic impressions expressed
through progressive rock music.
Hard work, commitment and
remaining focused on their vision are the
tools the group says they use to propel
themselves forward. These tools have landed
the group healthy success. Their music is
played regularly on a number of in and outof-state radio stations, and has even found its
way around the world to some of the most
unlikely places including Slovakia, New

Rooney packs
retro style
Retro styles have been popping up throughout our
culture in the last five years. Not only have bell bottoms and
shaggy hair made a magnificent comeback, but also much
of our music has begun to reflect the good '01 days. One of
the new musical voices of "retrocity" to dust off their shiny
old guitars and creased pants has surfaced on the beaches
of Los Angeles.
The band is Rooney, and tbey are timeless. Tbeir
songs are simple, and heavily influenced by classic pop records,
like the Beatles. In fact, each track on their self-titled debut
album is like a term paper on the melodic structure and lyrical
writing of much of the 60s Englisb sounds.
The album is distinctly Southern California, too. Even
the cover is a picture of the State Flag witb a big, swooshy, retro
rendering of the group's name. Tbe songs encompass Rooney's
warm-weather, sunny pop sound. On the inside of the album is a
picture of the band playing on the beach with the sunset behind
them - a perfect representation of their sound.
Along witb their retro stylings, they offer a tinge of
modem rock. but not like the kind coming our smoky bars from
urban areas like New York and London. Rooney provides a

with

TYLER PRAY

Photo courtesy of Jade Trees Weeping
Zealand and Nova Scotia. The group has
been featured in the music review magazine,
7Ball and their song, "Under the Water," has
received national attention.
The album can be picked up in
Kalamazoo at Music Express, CD Warehouse, Family Christian Stores, and is
under review for placement at Barnes &
Nobles. The band is holding a CD release
party at Kraftbrau on Thursday, June 5.

lightbearted burst of fresh heat. However,
at times, the band sounds much too happy
and high strung. The guitar combines with
the incredible bigh-pitched vocal harmonies
to create a treble ridden screech. The bass
moves, but doesn't hit. It is instead lost in
a salty sea of unnecessary joy. The lyrics
add to the malaise accompanying overtly
blissful music. The band sings about happy
days in the sun on the beacb with a bunch
of friends in bikinis laughing.
Although encompassing a very
retro vibe, tbe band does keep firmly in
touch with tbe times. Their website is one
of the best for a new band. In fact, when they toured the
east coast, many of their fans knew all of the words despite
never baving any of tbe group's recordings. So, check it out at
http://www.rooney-band.com/.
While finishing the album, Rooney did toured with
Weezer and the Strokes (two separate tours) as well as recording
a track for the upcoming Ramones tribute We're a Happy
Family, joining the likes of U2, Metallica, Tom Waits, and the
Red Hot Chili Peppers.
This impressive list of accomplished is enougb to

Opening acts are Criscelda Perez (emotional
vocalist/pianist) and funklrock band, Goldstone. Doors open at 8:00 p.m., the first act
begins at 8:30 p.m. and Jade Trees Weeping
headlines at 10:00 p.m.
Look for Jade Trees Weeping and
tbeir album, and be proud of the music
coming out oftbe city in which we live.
Five stars out of five.

Photo courtesy of Geffen Records
(L to R: Ned Brower, Louie Stephens,
Robert Carmine, Taylor Locke, Matt Winter
make one think the band is heading for big things.
However, their first album suggests otherwise.
Although the music is fairly good, even fresh at
times, it isn't something completely new. The band
does a nice job of blending sounds together, but in
the end sounds like a high-fi beach band.
Three stars out of five.
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NCAA changes practice regulations in heat All my teams are
Daniel Derksen
good, Alma teams
are ...
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With several deaths during 2002
fall practices, the National Colligate
Athletic Association (NCAA) board
of directors changed the way college
football teams, including Kalamazoo
College, can run two-a-day practices.
"I think it will help reduce heat
related illnesses, especially when the
second practice would be during 90
degree weather," said "K" football
team junior captain Connor LeFere.
The first rule change will prevent
NCAA member teams like "K" from
having two practices in one day on
consecutive days. Also, five days of
single workouts have to precede any
two-a-days, with a gradual prelude
before practices with full pads are
allowed.
"Player safety is the primary
concern here at Kalamazoo College,"
said trainer Kristen Smith. "I don't

think that the new two-a-day practice
format will make much of a difference
here."
Smith feels that the main area of
concern regarding the health of "K"
football players has to do with their
consumption of supplements such as
creatine and ephedrine.
The Colligate Athletes Coalition
(CAC) feel otherwise, for they are the
organization that came up with and
proposed the new rule chances.
The CAC cited the deaths of
three college football players last
year, Devaughn Darling from Florida
State, Eraste Autin from Florida and
Rashidi Wheeler from Northwestern
last year, as reasons for demanding
that safety guidelines be established to
help prevent workout related deaths.
The rule changes were proposed
to the NCAA during the 2002 football
season and approved on April 25.
The NCAA reported that 91 percent of fall sports heat-related illnesses occur in football while 9

percent occur in the other fall NCAA
sanctioned sports as a reason to
change the fall football workouts.
Former athletes that have been
through the two-a-day workouts say
that the rule changes should not even
be there.
"I don't think that there was a
problem with two-a-days to begin
with . Players should show up to
camp in shape," said former "K"
football player senior Zach Ellis. "In
my four years at "K" we didn't have
any problems."
Smith credited "K" football
team 's lack of heat-related illnesses to
adequate re-hydration of the athletes.
She said that the hotter it gets outside,
the more water breaks the athletes
are given.
The rule changes will also
shorten the summer for "K" football
players. They must report to camp
three days earlier because of required
gradual workup to two-a-day practices.

Swimmers compete in Grand Prix meet
Juniors Whitbeck and Stover test their skills on the national level
Aaron Smith

compete at a Grand Prix meet.
Both men said they were pleased
with their respective performances.
Two Kalamazoo College swim"I must have been fired up,"
mers competed in the Grand Prix swim said Whitbeck. "I swam faster than
meet May 16-18 at the University of I thought I would considering the
Michigan - Ann Arbor.
amount of training I have done."
Juniors Scott Whitbeck and
Stover said he did not swim as
Victor Stover competed against junior well as he wanted to, but considering
national, , and Olympic caliber swim- the training he put in before the meet,
mers at this meet.
his times were reasonable. He said
"There were girls passing me he did not enter the meet with any
during warm-up," said Stover. "There expectations and never thought he
was also a guy swimming breaststroke would be part of the top 16 swimmers
as fast as I was swimming freestyle . It in an event.
was fun and a good experience."
Stover placed eighteenth after
"It was an important step forward the preliminaries in the 100 meter
for my swimming," said Whitbeck. butterfly, but two swimmers above
" It was exciting to swim with fast him chose not to swim in the finals
swimmers and a good eye opener for which moved him to sixteenth place,
my training level."
giving him the opportunity to swim
There are five Grand Prix swim in the finals.
meets across the nation between May
"I never thought I would be in
and JUly. A swimmer must obtain the top 16," he said. "It was a really
junior national qualifjing times to cool experience. There were a lot
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

of fast swimmers in that heat. Even
though I came in last (sixteenth
place), it was still cool to swim in
the finals."
Both Stover and Whitbeck thought
it was a good opportunity to see worldclass swimmers up close for the first
time. Stover swam with a contender
for the 2004 Olympic games, Michael
Phelps, who is one of the world's best
swimmers in the butterfly and individual medley, a race which includes
all four swimming strokes: butterfly,
backstroke, breaststroke, and freestyle.
Whitbeck said he feels it was good
for "K" swimming to be represented
at the meet.
"If high school swimmers see
Stover 's or my name in the meet
results," he said, "they may think
the Kalamazoo College swimming
program is serious about training and
choose this college over other division
III schools."

Colin Baumgartner
SPORTS EDITOR
It has been a crazy spring for athletics on the
campus of Kalamazoo College.
This quarter we learned who the new Athletic
Directors will be (Timon Corwin - Men and Kristen
Smith - Women). We met the new head coaches of
four prominent UK" teams (Tim Halloran - Men's
Soccer, Matt Kellogg - Women's Soccer and Kathy
Milliken - Men's and Women's Swimming). Earlier
in the quarter, sophomore diver Tony Holt was named
Division III Diver of the Year. And the Men's Tennis
team lost their first league match in 41 years, only to
come back from the loss and win their 65th consecutive
league title.
Whatever your favorite moment in sports was this
quarter, it was certainly a great one.
Now we have to figure out what to do to make
next year even better.
We at the Index Sports Department have come up
with a possible solution.
SIGNS.
No, not the movie starring Mel Gibson. I'm talking
about handmade, homemade signs constructed on
99-cent posterboard and written with sharpies and
magic markers.
The idea stems from the signs displayed by loyal
Detroit Pistons' fans at the Palace of Aubrun Hills
during the team's playoff run the last month. Pistons'
fans are notorious for making the cleverest and most
intimidating signs in the NBA.
Some of the best ones get a bit vulgar, but sometimes stating the obvious works best. My personal
favorite involved a sign intended for over-the-hill
forward Shawn Kemp, who has gained weight and
lost basketball skills in recent years. It read simply,
"Shawn Kemp is Fat."
Now I'm sure we could do better than that. We're
at the smartest school in the MIAA for goodness sake.
That would be the equivalent of a sign at a home
swim meet against Olivet that read, "Olivet College is
stupid:' It's true, but, in essence of the great K-Plan,
why not strive to be a bit more industrious.
Next fall we expect to see some great catchphrases
at home events. When we return an interception for a
touchdown against mighty Hope a diehard Hornet fan
better pull out the "All Hope is lost" sign. Or perhaps
"Allmy teams are good, Alma teams are bad" for our
friends to the northeast. Or even make reference to a
great Sly Stallone movie. "Adrian ... It's gonoa be a
Rocky road for you."
Come on. try it. I'm sure you can do better than
these.

CYNDEX

The Cyndex

Ode to the Nalgene: A devoted fan's salute to the yuppie juice box
Anna Banana
CYNDEX STAFF
It's really funny to watch American
consumerism's evolving obsession with
things that make one look capable and
badass. People buy disturbingly appointed
SUVs that will never see terrain more serious than a pothole. We watch Fear Factor
and Survivor because we want to identify
somehow with people who have to do crazy,
dramatic, dangerous shit. We want to be
badass and believe that our boring lives
occupy a more worthy expanse of space
and time outside that terrifying vacuum
of mediocrity.
"Wait," you say. "what does this have
to do with the Nalgene?" A valid interrogative.
Nalgene bottles, at first glance, seem
like just another attempt to distance oneself
from adequate-but-nothing-more beverage
containers. People just won't think you're
bardcore if you drink everything out of a
Burger King cup, even if it is one of those
big, plastic, shaped-to-fit-in-your-dasb
ones. That thick, capable Nalgene plastic

and simple function-over-form design reeks
of taste and radiates that "I just trekked
througb Denali National Park" vibe.
It's easy to dismiss the Nalgene as
belonging to that more pretentious class
of trendy yet versatile K College equipment that includes North Face jackets,
Prada bags, and Volkswagen Jettas. The
Nalgene's continued presence across college campuses, however, suggests that it's
more than just a passing trend. Unlike
Prada bags and North Face jackets, Nalgene
bottles are actually worth tbe financial
setback and have benefits sure to last longer
than that half-assed drunken compliment
on your outfit somebody gave you at a
party.
Skeptics hesitant to champion another
transient preference of the hyper-mercurial
K populous are often pleasantly surprised at
the range of a Nalgene's practical application: cheap and ultra-durable, a Nalgene can
be thrown in a microwave, dishwasher, and
probably even an open flame (not that it's
recommended). Bonus: Nalgene bottles are
a whole lot more environmentally friendly
than other drinking devices (soulless Dasani

and Aquafina junkies, I'm pointmg at you
here).
There was a time when r, too, saw the
Nalgene as an accessory exclusively for
outdoorsy-types, a souvenir from LandSea
turned personal billboard on which to stick
kitschy stickers and broadcast to the world
one's affinity for H20 or any other drink
du jour. Until I 's pent my study abroad
in a place that made perpetual hydration
an absolute necessity, those pretty, clear
bottles seemed just another vehicle in
which I could launch myself as "that girL"
Eventually though, I caught Nalgene fever
and had one sent to Kenya, where it became
an indispensable companion. Incidentally,
the Nalgene is understood worldwide for
its utility par excellence: Australians can't
keep their hands off them, Kenyans bond
with westerners over them, and Americans
just think they're cool.
And that design. It's all about that loop
- you know, the one that feels so at home
dangling from your fingertips as you trek
from class to class. One of the most tragic
sights is a loopless Nalgene (I think about
5 exist in tbe world) that bas somehow lost

that happy plastic bit and must be carried
by its lid. The loopless Nalgene owner's
sole consolation possesses a bottle witb
a battle scar so badass you migbt as well
tell people it happened in 'Nam - because
honestly, we all know that a vessel of such
stamina could have weatbered that war and
then some.
Some Nalgene owners like yours truly
fall so deeply in love with their bottle(s)
they even devise ways to work Nalgenespeak into the vernacular. The devoted
Nalgene owner thinks in terms of full
containers, not ounces or cups: "I already
drank 2 Nalgenes today." Incidentally, the
recommended daily water intake is equal
to exactly 2 Nalgene doses.
Whether you're accessorizing your
new parentally-bestowed SUV or launching
a crusade against the bottled water industry,
Nalgene bottles are hot stuff. Use it as a
weapon, drink mixer, sun block container,
rolling pin, or medium of personal expression and never underestimate its capacity
to transcend tbe trend-defined bounds of
K College utility.

" HJ~~_i~,:~~l d~;'~~;~g~~~~nJ~~~~y~~I~G::: Horoscopes
CYNDEX STAFF
Tbe fabled Holy Grail was
recently uncovered in the library
of Kalamazoo College. It was
discovered underneath the foundation of the library by first-year
student David Siegel.
"I've been searching for tbis
ever since I watched tbat Monty
Python movie back in sixth grade.
Now, after sucb a long and arduous
journey through Middle School,
High School, and my first year of
college, my quest is complete!"
Siegel stated.
Siegel found the Holy Grail
by following the directions on an
ancient map he uncovered in the
library's vast and uncharted collections. The map was apparently
written by the legendary Josepb
of Arimathea, however it was lost
for thousands of years until it was
rediscovered by Siegel. He then
found the Holy Grail beneath some
tiles and concrete in the women's
bathroom in the basement.
First-year Joel Hage bas also

enjoys perusing the very current and
up to date maps of the Middle East.
"The most recent map I've looked at
dates to 1570 CE, however it doesn't
.reaily matter since the world is flat
anyway," said Hage.
The ancient Holy Grail was
planned to be displayed to the
college community at tenth week
Cbapel.
Unfortunately, the Holy Grail
was stolen from the library by an
unidentified man in a leather hat and
jacket with a bullwhip.
Reference desk staffer and head
of library security Whitney Justin
attempted to apprehend the bandit;
however she was hampered by her
totting of an unwieldy blowgun with
which she attempted to shot poison
darts at the relic robber.
"He got away from me, but
the ferocious monster which lurks
outside of the library got him," said
Justin. The monster has often fooled
students into their demise, for it
looks remarkable like a small white
rabbit. "Death awaits you all with
nasty, big pointy teeth," cackled

,
recovered, and events for tenth week
chapel are back on schedule.
When asked what he thought
about the recent discovery of the
Holy Grail, first-year Eric Larson,
who due to a computer glitch has
sophomore standing, said "I'm a
nihilist, I believe in noth ..." But,
before he could finish his sentence,
his throat was ripped apart by the
monster outside of the library.
First-year David Nachtweih
thought of the matter, "Sometimes
you eat the bar, and sometimes the
bar eats you," he was then smited by
31 lightning bolt from the beavens.
Other students at Kalamazoo
College have formed an organization called the Holy Grail Defense
Initiative (HGDI), to protest the
planned library renovations and
expansion, and are instead calling
for the construction of a large castle
on the current sIte of the library
to defend the Holy Grail. Said
Grant Mahoney President ofHGDI,
"We've gotta protect our holy relic
from those damn French."

Anes

If you feel that you can't go on, in the light you will find the road

Taurus
Oh baby baby it's a wild world __ gear up, hang on and give it all you've got.
Cancer
All your life you will wait for an answer, and the question will always be
why.
Gemini
It seems your eyes are troubled ... a good idea would be to get it off of your
mind ...
Leo
Words can't bring you down, so don't let them bring you down today.
Virgo
Don't run away, 'cause you can take, you will understand.
Libra
You've got your one shot, your one opportunity - are you going to let it slip?
Scorpio
Run through the halls of your high school, scream at the top of your lungs
- break the ties that bind.
Sagittarius
Wake up in the morning, call out to yourself a warning. your life is passing
you by.
Capricorn
The world is spinning 'round, it's all upside down. and you don t want to
change a thing.
Aquarius
We all want something beautiful, so dance the silence down through the
moming and smile more once in awhile.
Pisces
Truth or con equence. say it out loud - only then ill you have the world.

The Index

PORTS
Women's Basketball to kick off
season at DePauw tournament
Experience is one ofthe many consequential keys to success in college basketball:
when all five of your starters are returning, winning games can be even more
feasible. Consequently, with all 61.1 of
its points per game coming back, the
Kalamazoo College Women's basketball
squad enters its 2004-2005 campaign with
slightly higher expectations and a more
challenging schedule than normal.
After a blazing 12-6 start to last year,
the team dropped seven of its last nine
games. This year, the Lady Homets have
been picked to finish fourth in the MlAA
in the preseason coaches' poll and have a
potential Conference Player of the Year
candidate, senior forward Ashley Riley.
At six feet one inches, Riley has
persistently been a dominant force inside
the paint for Kalamazoo, averaging 12.8
points and 7.7 rebounds per garne last
year while becoming the school's all
time leader in blocked shots.
"Ashley is one of our greatest workers and communicators," explained head
coach Michelle Fortier. "She's currently
recovering from an ankle inJUIY but should
be ready fur this Friday's game."
Junior guard Mary Brown should
also provide towards the Lady Homets'
scoring attack after a breakout sophomore
season. Brown, the team'S "smartest and
best all-around athlete," poured in a team
high 13.1 points per game to go along with
6.4 rebounds and 4.1 assists per contest
Otberretuming starters and valuable
contributors include senior guards Angie
Neu and Lindsay Basler, and senior forward Sarah Sleder.
In order to improve upon last year's
overall performance, the Lady Hornets
will certainly have to take better care of
the ball. 10 27 games, the team conunitted
more turnovers (491) than assists (365).
The Hornets kick off a difficult nonconference schedule this weekend, when
they travels to Greencastle, IN for the
DePauw University Touroament Its semifinal opponent, DePauw, should prove to
be a demanding test as the Tigers are presently ranked eighth in the nation.
"We have a pretty big challenge
ahead of us:' stated Fortier. "We played
(DePauw) last season and they beat us
soundly, but I think we'JI give them a
better game this season."
The team's home opener is December 4 versus MlAA foe Alma College.

end, senior Cliff Sandee, for an II-yard touchdown. That was all the Thunder would need;
Roger Garfield
they won the game 21-14, finishing the season
OPINIONS EDITOR
The Kalamazoo College football team fell with a league record of2-5. The Homets ended
21-14 to the Tri-State Thunder Saturday, Nov. 13, up 0-7 in the MIAA.
Summers led the Thunfinishing the season with a record of 1-9.
The Thunder, playing in front of a home der on the ground with
crowd ofapproxirnately 1,200, mounted a four- 150 yards on 30 carries.
minute scoring drive to begin the game. Sopho- Oliver completed 13 of
more running back Terrance Summers capped his 30 pass attempts for
it off with a touchdown from the one-yard line, 155 yards.
Jarboe rushed for
and Tri-State led 7-0 with 9:29 remaining in the
75 yards on 20 carries to
f4st quarter.
After sophomore Chris Werrne recovered lead the Homets, the best
for any K.aJamazoo
a Tri-State fumble on their 39-yard line, the game
running back this season.
Hornets' offense came to life. With 12:39 to go Sophomore quarterback
in the second, senior Matthew Jarboe scored on Tim Kaselitz was 24 for
a three-yard run. Senior Mike Taylor's PAT was 39 in the air with 154
good, and the game was tied at 7.
yards and one intercepA bit later in the quarter, Kalamazoo's tion. Junior Jeff Green
special teams came up big once again. Sopho- caught four passes for
more defensive back Rob Atwood blocked a 59 yards while senior ended their season
punt deep in Thunder territory, and junior Nick James "Woody" Woodfork and junior Stanley
Toboy wrapped up the football in the end zone, Peplinski hauled in six passes apiece.
giving the Homets the 14-7 lead with 3:36 left
Senior linebacker Jeremy Vanisacker conin the half.
tinued his consistent defensive effort, leading
However, Tri-State answered with a thun- the Hornets in tackles for the seventh consecuderous 18-play, n-yard drive just before the tive game, this time with 11. Earlier this week,
intermission. Another one-yard touchdown, he was named the MIAA's Most Valuable
this time from sophomore Derek Kohut, tied Defensive Player. He also made the AlI-MlAA
the ballgame at 14.
Defensive First Team for the second year in a
Both teams failed to put points on the board
row. Vanisacker led the league with 15.8 tackles
in the third, but Tri-State struck early in the per game.
fourth. 10: 37 remained in the game when senior
Senior defensive lineman Pat Davis and the
quarterback Jim Oliver connected with his tight

Joe Meier and Mike
Riley, both defensive
lineman, and the
junior wide receiver
Green all received
MIAA honorable
mention recognition.
The team wiJl
lose 15 seniors, all of
who contributed significantly. Atwood,
the sophomore from
Pinckney who bIos1-9, 0-7 in the MIAA. somed into one of
the league's toughest cornerbacks this season,
says the team will especially miss the seniors'
leadership.
"All of those guys were tremendous athletes," Atwood said. "But furthermore they kept
everyone accountable on and off the field."
Despite the Hornets' mediocre record,
Atwood said the seniors taught him to never
say die.
"'They were a great bunch of guys," Atwood
added. "They deserved much better than a 1-9
season."

Cross-country squads run wild at MIAA Regionals
Eli Melaas
SPORTS EDITOR
Heading into their respective NCAA
Regional Championship races at Alma College
last Saturday, neither Kalamazoo Cross Country team had any kind of expectation of making
noise in the final standings. Racing against thirty
of the top schools in the Great Lakes Region, the
word team was essentially dropped and forgotten as individual runners strove to top season
best and personal record times. When the eight
and six kilometer sprints were complete, nearly
every team member had accomplished their
objective.
The women placed 19111 as a team, while
all seven runners improved upon their MlAA
Championship times from two weeks prior.
th
Senior Lauren Puretz led the way at 23:47 (74
place), followed by sophomores Katie Drumm
at 23:5 I (79th place) and Jenny Thomson at 24:

beginning to sense a Kalamazoo cross country
28 ( I 16th place). The Lady Hornets also managed
dynasty is arising."
to finish fourth among five competing MlAA
squads.
The men garnered 21 ~ place as a
team, as six ofthe seven competing racers
topped season best times. Freshman Wtlliam Sbach marked the greatest drop at
5S seconds. The Hornets were paced by
111
sophomore Max Melstrom at 26:37 (78
place) and freshman Eric Wohlford at 26:
54 (88111 place).
The most pleasant surprise of the
moming was the men's defeat ofMlAA
foe Alma College who had previously
tied and beaten the Hornets in two previous conference races. Kalamazoo nipped
the Scots by a mere five points.
"If anything, (beating Alma)
-photo courtesy of 'K' Cross Country.
was certainly one of our main goals,"
Women's and Men's Cross-country placed 19th
explained Melstrom. "Aod we got the
and 21st in their NCAA Regionals, respectively.
job done. It was a great race and I'm
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ADDING THE
FINAL TOUCH

Anderson Athletic
Center is in the process of finishing the
renovations and will
hold its grand opening Oct. 10-12.

iii ARE YOU DOWN
1:1 WITH STI'S?
The Sex Files discusses the frightening volume of STI's
on campus, the risks
of contraction and
common safe sex
practices to lead a
healthy, disease-free
sex life.

R

iii

LEGAL RIGHTS
FORALL

Eli Savit explores
the legal perspective
of homosexual marriage. Are we really
.
.
as progressive a SOCIety as we thought?
Are
homosexuals
treated as well as
heterosexuals in the
legal eye?

R GREAT LAKES:
III FRIEND OR FOE?
EnvOrg discusses the
negative effects of the
bottled water industry
on Michigan's greatest resource.

THE BEST OF KALAMAZOO
Brittan V Edwards
EDITORIAL ADVISER
The best food in Kalamazoo
is the cheapest. TGI Friday's and
Burger King are not the answers.
Beware of Pasta! Pasta! and do
not settle for Papa and Jimmy
John's. Locally owned is the key
word here. Often a brisk walk
downtown or down Westnedge is
all it takes to find a new world.
As a side note, some returning students may have noticed that
hometown favorite, Burdick's,
(100 W Michigan Ave., 343-3333)
is being renovated. They are
temporarily located on the second
level of the Radisson, so you
can still get your Sunday night
discount dinner there.
That being said, let's start
with Martini's (382 S. Westnedge
Ave., 388-8883). This place
emanates jazz. Kerouac-esque
hipsters greet you at the registers,
jamming to Coltrane while gracefully re-arranging pizza pies and
calzones on counters and ovens.
Lovers whisper at barstools lining
the windows.
The
food
echoes
the
atmosphere. Salads are piled
high with green lettuce, tossed

with the house vinaigrette and served
with their homemade
garlic bread. Calzones are their specialty, you can pick
three toppings to stuff
inside this steamy
selection. Your best
pizza is by the slice
with a little romano.
Be sure not to miss
out on their teamonade as well.
Jonesin'
for
some Middle-Eastern food? Try Ali
Baba's. Just across
W. Michigan on
Academy, you can
find a cheap, generous entree or pay pennies for a sandwich.
Vegetarians should
try the falafel and Located at 315 Water Street, the Water Street Coffee Joint is a popular coffee house
meat eaters should serving an array of coffee drinks and desserts, They also have their own t-shirts for
enjoy the shwarma, sale, in addition to coffee parphernalia and accessories.
but everyone will
love the generous
portions of hommous, fattoush Flavor
(5455
Gull
Rd., dishes with hearty flavor. The
salad and pita bread. Another 226-9341). On the lesser-known service I experienced was attenoption would be the more con- North end of Kalamazoo, near tive, even at peak times. Their
temporary, Shwarma King.
Bronson Hospital, they offer
See Best of, page 6
For Thai, try Bangkok great seafood, vegetable and meat

Administration calls police, disorientation disrupted
Eli Savit
NEWS EDITOR
Last year, hundreds of"K" students converged on Kalamazoo Avenue for
the annual "Disorientation" house party, an alcohol-laden bash traditionally
thrown on the Saturday following freshman orientation week.
This year, there were no Disorientation festivities. Although rumors of
planned Disorientation parties circulated throughout campus during orientation
week, these parties were nowhere to be found on Saturday evening. That night,
numerous freshmen shuffled from house to house in search of a party. Others
stayed on campus and attended a screening of the movie "The Italian Job."
Still others spent the night hanging out in the dorms.
The comparatively subdued atmosphere on Saturday night may have been
due to the actions of the Student Development Office on Saturday afternoon.
Dean of Students Vaughn Maatman confirmed that persons working for
the College warned the Kalamazoo police department about two houses
where disorientation parties were rumored to take place. Although Maatman

refused to reveal the location of one of the houses, he confirmed that the
College had notified police about a potential disturbance at a "K" house
on Stanwood Street.
Members of the administration, Maatman said, were made aware of the
planned parties by "K" students.
"Students ... sometimes have questions about what other students are
planning and they'U tell people," Maatman said. "Sometimes they'll tell an
advisor, sometimes they'll tell a faculty member, and sometimes they'll tell
me. What we had this time was information that came from several sources
at once. A number of students had concerns about this ... and thought that
we ought to be aware of it. Once we became aware of it, we felt we had an
obligation to head off problems if we could."
In addition to notifYing the police, Maatman said, the Student Development
Office contacted a number of faculty members thought to have influence on
the students that were rumored to be involved in the planning of disorientation.

See Disorientation, page 7
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Anderson Athletic center
renovations complete
Joe Mansour
OPINIONS EDITOR
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(top) The new weight room in Anderson Athletic center is nearly
finished. It takes the space where the dance studio used to stand,
adding more room for extra free weights and treadmills. Prior to the
move, all exercise machines were housed in the hallways throughout
Anderson. (bottom) The newly relocated dance studio now takes the
place where the women's locker room used to stand. Although the space
isn't as high, there is a new floor. The grand re-opening of Anderson
will take place Homecoming weekend, Oct. 10-12.

With the start of a new school year, the Kalamazoo
College community has a newly renovated athletic
center and dance studio. The facilities were completed
over the summer and will require only a few finishing
touches for their gala opening during the homecoming
weekend, Oct. 10-12.
The finishing touches, which remain to be completed, include adding a new sound system for both
spaces and a desk in the weight room for a student
worker, who aside from up watching the facilities is will
also be tasked with dispensing clean towels.
The renovations included moving the dance studio
downstairs and into the old women's locker room. The
studio space was then converted into additional room
for free weights, treadmi lis and other exercise machines.
This opened up the hallway which had been previously
been cluttered by the aerobic exercise machines.
During orientation week the athletic facilities were
only open for varsity teams, however the facilities
should be open to the general college community now.
Hours for the athletic center are tentatively scheduled
for 8 a.m. - II p.m.
The renovations are long overdue according the

Jeanne Hess. women's volleyball eoach and college
chaplain.
"The new facilities will allow people to get
together in a non academic environment for a positive
purpose." said Hess.
Almost all the equipment in the weight room is
new and of the best quality available, said Hess.
According to Lyn Maurer, the dance studio floor
has more give than the old studio flooring, which makes
it kinder on the joints of the students who use it.
Sher Farrell, ballet mistress at the college for 20
years stated that she was, "Very grateful for the dance
studio and it is very beautiful."
The dimensions of the studio have changed
somewhat, the most noticeable one being the height of
the room. The new studio is shorter in height then the
old dance studio even after the ceiling was opened up
exposing the duct works. All of this may mean that
certain groups which previously used the space will
have to find another area to inhabit.
The new facilities will hopefully bolster admissions and athletic recruitment efforts. Tours of the
campus had previously avoided the weight room
because of its shabby appearance. However, with the
recent renovations, the athletic facilities are on par
with other schools of this size.

STATE OF THE CAMPUS ADDRESS
Welcome back!
fo returning students, facuity and staff: I hope that
everyone had a wonderful
summer and is prepared for
another year at Kalamazoo.
To nc~ incoming students r
would like to welcome you
into a community that will
engage, nurture, challenge, and
ultimately help you throughout
your next four years here.
As another school year
begins, it is hard to believe that
for myself and many of my
fellow seniors. our time here
IS almost over. b'en hard~r to
belleve (or accept) IS the fact
that very soon my SI P will be
due and comprehensive exam,
Will be an all too real reality.
I al11 sure man) ot' the
senIOrs can relate to this fcelmg. And perhaps while lIe

were dragging our ~
on completely our SIPs, many first year
students were dragging their feet
for an entirely different reason.
prepanng for the rigors and challenges of higher education at an
academically superior college.
The
entrance
into
Kalamazoo College life is not
one to be taken lightly. It is
a world filled with acronyms,
quadrangles, upper c1assmen that
have known each other for ages
and a lot of orange. I hale every
confidenc~ that our ne\\ ,tudcnts
will fI~e to this challenge of
the next four years and meet
every new Sl!uation with courage respect. and an opcn mind.
I encourage all OfyOll to t3k.:
~u\'antage of the man} opportunities present at K and .:ngage
yourselves in both thc SOCial and
academic spheres the collcge has

to offer.
As the next year continues. it
is my hope that thc entirc college
community at largc will become
involved ~ith cvery facet of
"K" College Although I realize that everyone that attends
"K" becomes inevitably busy.
take the time to support your
fellow student athletes. attend
the production of MacBeth, or
any other activities on campus
Rememba. a lot of them count
as LACs. so get out there Be an
active partll'ipant in the campus
that you ltl'e on.
While we can look forward
to a great year, it is unfortunate
that we nlU,t begin on a trag'c
note The Cl,\ss of 2004 lost
c1assl11~te Sarah Kleno\\ earlier
tillS past summer Sarah was
dn integral part of the Sel'101"
c lass and a constJnt giver to her

friends and peers. Her presence on campus will be grcatly
missed.
On a more positive note.
there are a number of diffcrent
things that I would like to
accomplish this year. As I look
around campus I am aware of
the !!rowing number of community ~ef\ice opportunities
that are available to students.
Please take the Orne to give
back to the community around
us They often lend support to
many college activities.
Additionally, J encourage
all students to remember that
as a cornmUluty It IS important
to work together toward a
common goal of unuerst:lnding
and acceptance. As the year
conttnlles there \llil undoubtedly be times when the actors
ll'Sldc the community falter and

disagree.
While this is bound to
happen from time to time, 1
encourage students in particular. to utilize the Studcnt
Commission as an outlet to
help work through frustrations.
It is Illy goal to create a working Student Commission that
serves the students. first and
foremost.
We have had an cxcellent
start to the school year and I
look forward to great things
Irol11 the student body. Good
luck to everyone fall quarter
and Ict's all work together on
maklllg thiS a great school year
Keep In mind that winter br.:ak
is just around the corner.
\3e,t Regards to all,
Karen L Nave
Student Commission
President
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The
STI's,
the
'K'
Bubble
and
you
SEX
F1eI es
Anna Maxbauer
COLUMNIST
Seeing as how it's a new year and all,
it was thought an STI extravaganza was
necessalY to educate the masses and acquaint
new entrants to " K" with what goes down in
our local carnal community.
Yeah, yeah, you say, we know all aboul
sexually transmilled it(fections. See, it's
obvious you ' re lying, because prevalence
rates at "K" would suggest none of us have
the faintest idea. Fact is, STls are everywhere
and they've definitely made a home in the
Bubble - just ask Lori Long-Hopkins at the
Health Center.
Because "K" students aren't exactly
known for their affinity for lectures, attempts
were made to break it all down simply to
showcase what YOU as a potentially sexually
active "K" College student need to know.
Since cataloguing all the different STIs and
their symptoms gets redundant, The Sex
Files figured it'd be best just to give a brief
exposition of the most common symptoms:
pain during urination; warts, bumps, blisters
or sores on or around genitals; genital itching;
abnonnal discharge of any kind from penis,
vagina, or anus; pelvic pain or pain during
intercourse; between-period bleeding (for
girls); and genital irritation.
Fine, now we !mow, you say. Well, not
really. Knowing what to watch out for won't
get you that far because most STIs don't hang
a sign out to show you they're around. Sift
through any info site on sexual health and
you'll be appalled at how many times you'll
read "symptoms usually rare or non-existent."
Additionally, guys' symptoms are usually
much easier to spot just because men have a
fairly in-your-face anatomical landscape.
The problem is that "no symptoms"
does not translate to "no risk" - genital
herpes, human Papillomavirus, Chlamydia,
Trichomoniasis and gonorrhea (among others)
can still infect you even if your partner looks
immaculate on the outside. When symptoms
do pop up, they can arrive anywhere from 2
days (for gonorrhea) to 6 months (Hepatitis
B) to 10 years (HIV) after initial exposure.
Sometimes first-time infections of viruses
like Herpes say hello with a fever, headache
and major breakouts in the appropriate areas,

while Hepatitis B may make you fatigued toy transmission is also common (as if you
or nauseous.
needed another reason to keep your vibrator
According to Lori Long-Hopkins, Human to yourself). Behind HPV, Chlamydia is a
Papillomavirus (HPV) is by far the most major player at "K." Lori 's also seen nasty
common STI she sees among "K" students. Trichomoniasis, genital herpes, Hepatitis B,
Symptoms (which are rare) include itching and crabs (pubic lice) and even heard a rumor
warts around the genitals, which may develop ofHrv.
anywhere from
Statistically
2 weeks to 3
speaking, girls
months after the
are a whole lot
virus gets inside
more likely to
The problem is that "no
you. Our Health
seek treatment
Center assesses
symptoms" does not translate
for what ai Is
risk severity by
them sexually,
to "no risk" - genital herpes,
checking
a
while guys seem
human Papillomavirus, Chlapatient's DNA,
more inclined to,
which
deterwell , let it ride.
mydia, Trichomoniasis and gonmines what kind
This may explain
orrhea (among others) can still
of treatment is
why STls are
given. HPV can
infect you even if your partner
most rare among
usually be pregay women and
looks
immaculate
on
the
outvented
with
most common
side.
condom use, but
among gay men
skin to skin con-- bisexual and
tact with warts
====-=-=A=n=n=G=A{,=ax==b=G=u=e=y==========1iIiI hetero people,
or sores outside
meanwhile, fall
condom coversomewhere in the
age territory can
middle.
also hook you up with the virus. It also must
There are other factors that may impact
be stressed that non-barrier contraceptive your susceptibility to an STI. You can get
methods will NOT protect you from any immunized against Hepatitis B at the Health
STIs.
Center (which also carries condoms).
Of course, general health also impacts
Obviously, unprotected sex of any type
how your body deals with STIs like HPV. is a big no unless you and your partner each
"Many types are handled by an intact immune know what's up with the other's health and
system, but show me a college student without are taking the appropriate precautions. If
some compromise of their immune system you're not very well-acquainted, protect/cover
secondary to
lack of sleep,
poor diet, substance abuse,
etc.,"
says
Lori.
Lori
adds that even
though direct
membraneto-membrane
contact is the
primary
migration
mechanism
for STls, digital (read: fingers) and sex

all you can and get tested regularly. Girls
may need to specifically request an STI test
during an annual pelvic exam, which may not
automatically screen for certain infections.
All the imp0l1ant people in medicine seem
to agree that knowledge is the best way to
ann yourself, but knowledge doesn 't do jack
unless you put it to use. Knowing all about
STI symptoms won't give you a leg up on
anything if you don't know how to spot a wart
or lesion on your own anatomy or that of the
person(s) you play with. Like my high school
biology teacher says, "Go in with your eyes
open. Literally." Get to know your magic
parts (and those of your partner) so you'll
know the difference betweennonnal sightings
and paranonnal activity. Canker sores, for
example, shouldn't pose a threat to your social
agenda as long as you recognize that any lesion
or sore on certain key membranes is a potential
gateway for something nasty. Cold sores,
on the other hand, should definitely ground
your fluid-swapping activities (sharing food or
drinks, kissing, oral sex) for a while.
Well, fine, you say, YOll 've effectively
scared me off sex Jar a good year or two.
That's not the idea, seriously. Obviously
there are lots of people who manage to have
nonnal sex lives without hitting any speed
bumps and it's pretty easy to stay clean if you
know what you're doing. Even if you do catch
something, most STIs are easily treated and
don't significantly cramp your sexual style
for very long.
_ If you want more data on STI details, Lori
recommends www.itsyoursexIife.com as well
as www.plannedparenthood.org.
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HODlosexual Dlarriage deserves saDle legal status
Anyway, government sponsorship of marriage is not
just about ra ising kids -- if that were the case, tax breaks,
NEWS EDITOR
work-related benefits, and access to social services wou ld
kick in only after a married couple had borne children. The
In recent months, homosexuality has dominated
government, however, offers benefits to married couples
America's religious, cultural, and political landscape. An
regardless of the existence of progeny (although additional
openly gay bishop now serves God in the Episcopal Church.
benefits kick in once a c;:ouple does have kids). [n the end,
Television shows with homosexual themes like "Will and
iage provides a sense of persona l stabi lity that furthers
Grace" and "Queer Eye for the Straight Guy" have garner
rnment's goal of creating a better society.
critical acclaim and resoundingly successful ratings.
is, sad ly, another compelling reason to promote
in August, no less of an authority than MTV ~:.~
-"'lVllo.mongst homosexuals. The deadly scourge of
that "gay is the new black," presumably refer
t the gay community exceptionally hard.
stylish nature of the color black, not the st
.. ..... . "otoriously promiscuous and are less li kely
of the ethnicity.
gamous relationships than their stra ig ht
More significantly, the Supreme Court fin
hese trends accelerated the spread of AIDS
June that it is unconstitutional for states to ba
munity and in the general US popu lation.
intercourse between consenting adults. The
~13Js,riI're promiscuous partially because many people
of the Court's decision go far beyond a ta
!Jft<lJSe1f{Jality as an abomination. There is tremendous
of homosexuality. In overturning state la
ssure for gay people to live undercover lives and
sodomy, the Supreme Court has essentially 0
s....Jcon:uniiat€',d gays who live together open ly often face scorn
door to a legalization of gay marriage in the Unite
society. Sanctioned gay marriages will not erase these
Marriage is never defined in the US Constitution, so not
prejudices, but legalizing such partnerships will lend greater
explicitly prevents individual states from legalizing same-sex
credibility to homosexually monogamous couples, thus
couplings. And since state laws agamst homosexua lity are
reducing the dangerous promiscuity that allows diseases
no longer extant, a same-sex marriage performed in anyone
like
AIDS to spread rapidly.
state would probably have to be recognized across the US,
Many peop le, conservatives included, wi ll concede
just like any other legal coupling.
-.;.;;;;-...;t;;.;h~ese basic points, but continue to argue against gay
From a legal standpoint, then, there are very few hurdles
, riage from a moral or religious perspective. Marriage
left to clear for gays seeking the right to marriage. (
group of conservatives is trying place an amendment in th!-"'!I!'lIPI'I'I'!'; ,
monies, after all, often take place in a place of worship
and
are intricately tied to religious beliefs. For this reason,
Constitution that would define marriage as being between
some have suggested giving full governmental benefits
one man and one woman, but it is extremely unlikely that
the anlcndment will be ratified). But if gay marriages are
'en fits to homosexually monogamous couples but calling such
ever going to become a reality in any state, gays and their
rts. partnerships "civil unions" or something different. But I
allies are going to have to make a stronger case than "the
nd don't think it furthers the fight for civil rights if gay couples
by are granted some "separate but equal" status. For too long,
Constitution doesn't explicitly prevent it." However, a no e
compelling case can be made that gay marriage is both gay parents are any worse off than children raised in other straight Americans have been taking baby steps towards
legally and morally proper, as well as in the interests of the typcs of family units. So, even if child rearing were the full acceptance of homosexuality. We watch Queer Eye
only interest the government has in sanctioning marriage, and consider ourselves progressive. Now it's time to take a
United States as a whole:
Let's assume that an overarching goal of good gover- it doesn't necessarily follow that gay marriages should giant leap forward and grant homosexual marriage the full
nance is to build a stable and healthy society. To further this not be sanctioned.
legal status it deserves.
end, the government offers a variety of rewards to married
(heretofore heterosexual) couples. Tax codes generally
favor the married, and a person's pensions, work-related
benefits and social services may be shared with his or
her spouse.
There are a variety of reasons that the government
~~_w=an...:t to encourage marriage. Foremost amon st
e fact that marriage pr:~lI*$
-'btf!TY'"_I.J:c~)MWility; people w
...- - - rh...i ......n'ouse and Lif.!IRllv!l!f>.are resources
with one another.
d peop
carousing. They
eth
give back to their
plant roots, build a
er and pump money
community. They bu
into the economy.
der, knowing that they
Married workers 0
, but for their loved
ind that comes from
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Troops fail to establish Mid-East democracy
Joe Mansour
OPINIONS EDITOR
With the new school year just
beginning, I imagine many people
are just beginning to pay attention
to the news again. While most
of this summers news has been
dominated by the U.S . occupation of Iraq one very important
development right next door has
been virtually ignored.
On June 10, Iranian students
began demonstrating against a
plan to privatize universities .
These protests soon spread to all
the major cities in of society and
took on a political tone. By the
end of June, the Iranian authorities reported that over 4,000
people had been arrested; including hundreds of students and that

roughly 2,000 of people were
still in custody. I have not been
able to determine whether the
remaining jailed protesters have
been freed or not.
The protesters had also taken
on specific calls for reform in
Iran. The protestors have had
broad based support as well.
Including trade unions and other
religious leaders who are not part
of Iran's rul ing theocracy.
Following the overthrow of
the Shah, the U.S. supported monarch of Iran in 1979, an Islamic
theocracy was established by
radical conservatives. Ultimate
power in Iran rests in the hands
of non-elected religious leader
known as the "supreme guide"
who with his cohorts has final
approval over every aspect of life

in Iran, including who can run as
a candidate for elections.
The protestors called for
among other things the separation of church state, which
would eliminate the position of
"supreme guide" and a host of
institutions which are used to
subjugate Iranians.
President Bush on July 12,
to almost total press indifference
issued a statement in support of
the democracy protesters, hoping
that there could be a peaceful
transition from Iran's theocracy
too democracy.
Bills have been passed in
both the U.S. House and Senate
supporting Iran's democracy
movement, and calling for future
support for the democracy activists. The acts are non-binding but

man, that is one big compost pile

'\..

A column from EnvOrg to elevate environmental awareness

Written by Drew Brockington
Is it possible that people. m tillS jet-s..:t world, have grown
to trust and depend on water that IS hannful? Is not bottled
water marketed based on the perception that it is cleaner
and tberefore better for our bodies? That still may be true.
Bottkd water does no hal11' the consumer. but ratha the land
that wc reside 011 .
In MayoI' 2002, the ";cstle Corporation opened J water plant in Mecosta County,
the area around Big Rapids. MI. ThiS pl<tnt drains around 750,000 gallons of water
a day from a local stream and sells it under the name lee Mountain. The damaging
effects on the surroundmg ceo system. from the removal of the groLnd water arc
quite apparent.
The plant. which steals its water from the spring source of Dead Stream (ironic name
isn·tlt). (herts water intended for the ecosystem. A loss of 1-2 inches from the stream
means ··the northern pike \\ill not be able to spawn, there will be a loss ofJlivenile fish.
sediment Will be exposed . and the \,ater will be altered III the way II mo\es through
the channel," according t() Dr. Mark Lllttenton. an expert in aquatic .:cology and fishes .
(www.watenssweet.org ..tmlldates.html )
I ifth grad.: sCience teaches us that damagmg one ecosystem \\ ill affect the sun'ounding
wetland areas and Itfe that lives within them, such as the Bald Eagle. Nestle pumps water
from the spring faster than the groundwater has time to replcl1lsh itself.
Furthennore. Ice Mountain water is exported to a large number of people outSide
of Michigan, 'cstle. a global eorp()ratlOn. IS able to package our Slate's most \~tluablc

call for further trade restrictions
on Iran.
In the US satellite stations
where broadcasting support for
the protesters and there were
rallies staged in Los Angeles
and other cities. However the
peace and justice movement has a
whole been conspicuously silent
on Iran. In fact the only news
which anyone is paying attention
too is about Iran's nuclear reactor
development and its potential
development of nuclear weapons.
Right now there is no clear
consensus on how to handle
Iranian democracy movement.
There are those in the administration who don't trust the reformers intentions. Others in the
anti-war movement think that the

protesters are lackeys in Neoconservative imperial designs for the
region. This is the view of the
protests that has been propagated
by the Mullahs in Iran . The
time is ripe now for the Iranian
regime to crumble. The United
States should not become directly
involved in Iran's affairs by such
means as sending troops a la Iraq,
however as much indirect support
as can be provided should be.
That is why the lack of media
exposure on this very critical
issue is so dangerous to interests
of United States and the people
of Iran.
The potential for Iran 's move
to a full democracy is extremely
high and the United States needs
to show its support for the democracy movement in Iran.

resource and use it to turn a profit. The state receives none of the profit and all of
the lasting effects. The Water Resources Development Act (1986) was pass cd to
limit and manage the withdrawal from the Great Lakes basins for use outside of
the Great Lakes.
The "Water is Sweet" organization. a Michigan water preservation group, is working
hard to challenge the Nestle Corpomtion. as well as push Governor Jennifer Granholm to
act agamst the removal and export of local Michigan water by Nestle.
Granholm. In support of protecting the states resources. said in an interView
with the Detroit News this past June, "The threat is just as real and it grows with
each day as we conSider the national situation. If water IS a natural resource that
other parts of the countly would like to have access to, the longer we wait as a state
the more our resource IS threatened." But Granholm has yet to take scri()us action
against the water plant.
If you would like to help preserve Michigan water you can do somethmg:
L Stop buying lee Mountain water. In a hoycott every person will have an effect.
L Visit www.waterissweet.org they can infol111 you more on the process of battling
the Nestle Giant
Wnte Granholm yourself. There's nothing like a little good Iettcr wntlllg to
a polith.. al offiCIal to pass an .. ftc'1loon \\ nt(. her at Oft.:e ('I" GO\l~rnor Jcnl1lfer
tvl. Granholm
Constituent ServIces DIVISion
George M. Romney I3uildlllg
PO. Box 30013
Lansing MJ 48909
GREE~ TIP #1047
Tum.ng offa light or appJ.ances wl)cnleavmg a room increases your cash flmv!
It saves cnerg>, savlIlg on your electric hIll (the college's Ifyuu are on campus).
Also. it is very I'uropcan to do so. and that's pretty hip.

GREE'! TIP #283
Paper has two sides, Why not use both" rh is will redul:c your amount of
pap.:r usage greatly. even if it's just for scrap paper You'll fed bctter for making
ad flcrcncc. and you'll have saved the life ofa trce, a tree that may one day
a\ e your Ii fe
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Best of! Kalamazoo's cheap eats and treats
The tiramisu and fabulous cakes are
worth a taste.
They also have a fantastic ice
iced tea w ith swee tened condensed
cream store, Water Street Ice Cream
milk was heavenly.
Joint, which is open just around the
[f you like Indian food, I am sad
comer from it. Their ice cream, which
to tell you of only one mediocre and
is handmade, with and innovative
overpriced option, Indian Cuisine
blend of fresh ingredients, is amaz(600 Romence Rd.). They will satisfy
ing. [am fond of the fudge chunk,
your cravings for samosas, naan or
which tastes like vanilla ice cream
biriyani, but they suffer from lack
and chocolate cake swirled together.
of competition.
Their only flaw is being open seasonBreakfast is served at the most
ally.
authentic dive in town, Maggie's
A place to take your parents for
Campus Cafe (2715 W. Michigan
Ave., 381-1312). Known as WMU's
Sunday brunch, or anytime, is Food
campus breakfast hangout, they proDance (161 E. Michigan, 382-1888).
vide an assortment of morning food
Get there early, brunch is their speand sandwiches. They are also known
ciality, they don't take reservations
for their exceptional catering seror call-a heads during that time. The
vices.
decor, created by a mix of local artThe cafe, open from 7am-3pm,
ists, makes you feel stuck in a surreal
offers a steady wait with a quick turn
vegetable garden.
over. Short order IS their specialty.
All their food is great in its
They are best known for Maggie's
details. They use as many organic
Breakfast Stew, a melange of eggs,
ingredients as possible, ship in great
hash browns, ham, bacon, sausage and
Zingermann's bread from Ann Arbor
cheese. In the words of one Western
and offer a selection of locallystudent standing near me on my first
brewed beers and inexpensive wine.
visit, "It is the stuff, man."
The ir water may taste a bit funky, but
Bagels are in the name of
thei r orange juice is a fresh-squeezed
Kl ein 's De li and Bage l Fac tory
alternative. T he specia ls are often
(812 Westnedge Ave. 385-4400) for
the best way to get the most creative
-- photos by Katie Dorman and savory mea l.
a reason. Big App le Bagels doesn't
Food Dance is good, safe and
cut it next to this local joint, where Kalamazoo's best places to eat, from affordable, gourmet cuisine to ice cream to fresh-made
full of sem i-prete ntious hang-ups.
you will find a healthy assortment calzones (clockwise from left): District 211 , Cosmo's Cucina, Martini's and Water Street Ice
of handmade cream cheese, bage ls, Cream Joint.
[t knows it is t he most socia ll ylox and sandwiches . The coffee is
conscious place in town and it will
decent, too.
food is usually more than you bargained Rd., 344-7700) is a good bet. The food is make you fee l and pay for that.
Open until 3pm, Ju st G ood Food for, for less than you'd ex pect.
better, more authentic Italian than you wi ll
If you want to escape Marriott for a
(303 N. Rose St., 383-1033) provides an
Paner a Bread Co mpa ny (5119 W. find in the area (compared with your other sem i-horne-cooked mea l, invite yourself
inexpensive, healthy lunch of salads or Main St.; 5970 S. Westnedge Ave.) offers options of Olive Garden or Fazoli's.
to someone's house, or go to Food Dance.
sa ndwiches to the suits downtown.
cheap and yummy soups, sa lads, homeTry the chicken gnocchi for authentic Believe me, flowe rs are cheaper, and
If you are in need of a quick Mexican made bread and sandwiches.
Italian pasta. Another bet is the pizza or fr ien ds are more welcoming, but the food
fix try the Big Burrito (5036 W. K. L.
My favorite is the cheddar-broccoli spice-encrusted, cedar-planked salmon is probably about equal.
Ave.,372-2442). Known for its late hours soup in a bread bowl. You will crave it too, filet from their grcat wood-burning oven.
You will be enticed with the names of
(3am weekends) and its jumbo burrito (the as the nights get cold and long here, work
Another great idea is Cosmo's Cucina places such as District 211 (211 E. Water
size of a small child).
piles up and Marriot slowly wears down (804 W. Vine St., 344-5666). Located on St.). They present themselves nicely,
BB offers cheap, greasy fare quickly on you. These restaurants provide a great top of O'Duffy's Pub, Cosmo's offers the food is decent, and the menus are
to those in need of absorbing large amounts way to escape and miss home cooking what It tcrms. "Affordable Gourmet Cui- extensive, with a price tag to match.
of alcohol on a late night. They will make just a bit less.
sine." I would agree. They are closed
The food is decent, but does not match
everyone else sorry the next day.
Sunday night and Mondays and their menu the restaurants of their kind in the region.
Expensive Treats
There are a few non-local places that
rotates. For questions, please call first, or Second rate chefs that couldn't hack it at
are acceptable. For a more healthy and
check out www.cosmoscucina.com.
the Cuhnary Institute of America populate
fulfilling dose of Mexico, try Q'doba
Are you sitting in Marriott, already
For a place to hang out during down these places. That is why they are cooking
(4403 W. Main St., 345-9000). Kind of trying to contemplate where your parents time, or to have a nice dessert, try Water in Kalamazoo.
like the Subway of Mexican, the servers will take you for parent's weekend? Let Street Coffee Joint (315 E. Water St.).
lfyou want to pay a lot for exceptional
will assemble made-to-order burritos, me help you drool.
Here you can find fresh-baked desserts, food, make it part of a weekend in Chlfajitas and taco salads in front of you. The
Bravo! Restaurant (5402 Portage ice cream drinks, and of course, coffee. cago.
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Chapel Chat

a B<!gmner's Mind'" .. [f your
mind IS empty, It IS alway~
ready for anything; it is open to
everything. [n the beginner's
mind there arc many pos~ibili
ties, mlhe expert's mind there
are tew:' This is a quote lrom
Shunryu SuzukI-Rosh!. The
exercise associated with this
is to identify onc area 111 which you are Indy a beginncr
Freshmen, that's easy - you're beginning your college life.
New stafT and faculty, this whole idea of qualters and stalting
at the end of September might take some getting used to.
For those of us who have been here a while, it may be more
difficult to identity somethll1g here that makes us feel like a
beginner. How about the followmg;
* Attend Chapel regularly on Fridays at 10:50 a.m.
This week Gary Dorrien will speak about the "Ne'W Pax

by Jeanne Hess

Welcome. or \\elcome back to Ollr fair Arcadian
Hi[1. It's a new beginning, whcther you're new to "K:' or
returning atler a summer away or from your international
expenence. Regardless, everyone has new stoties to tell,
and there arc plenty of opportunities to share them. It is
in the telling of our stories that we find our true selves.
and it is in the listening to others' stones that we realize
our interconnecledness.
[n the book. 100 l1'u.~:~ to Keep YOllr SOIlI AliI'<' by
Frederic and Mary Ann BlUssat. 1116 is entitled "Have

Americana", an idea that many of us will find Tle\\ and
challenging.
* Cheek out the newness in both Humphrey House
and Anderson Athletle Center. Ifyou\'e avoided working
out with us at Anderson before, you'll love \\ hat we 've
done to the place l Let's help each other understand the
value of fitncs".
* Join a student organization or an intramural team
or perhaps look into service learning to go beyond your
boundaries.
.. Fmd a place in Kalamazoo to continue or begin
your rellgiolls practice Lists of "plal:es of Worship" arc
available in the Chapel and at the Union Desk.
.. Most of all, be grateful for this opportunity we all
have to be together In thiS 1110st beautiful place. Maybe
that's the newest thought of all.
Wishing you a wonderful beginmng,
Jeanne I less

Disorientation/ School doing best to curb excessive drinking
continued from page 1
Because the administration had been given
information suggesting that "K" athletes were
the moving force behind disorientation, coaches
of various men's and women's sports were
given an opportunity to call and warn their
players against holding or attending any parties
on Saturday night.
Although no coaches called the house
on Stanwood that was rumored to be hosting
disorientation, its residents received a call from a
"K" athlete who had been warned by her coach
that police were on the prowl in the area. Police
officers did make a stop at the' ;tanwood house
that evening, but house residel , Greg McCotter
said that no arrests, wamings, or citations were
issued because "We weren't making noise and
.we weren't letting anyone in who was under
21 years of age,"
Joe Ott, another resident of the house on
Stanwood, expressed chagri n about the fact
that the College notified police, "We were
not having disorientation," Ott said, "We were
having a get-together for members of our class
and a few close friends."
"I feel that we might as well be living in
the donTIS if Res Life feels that their jurisdiction
extends all the way out to our house," Ott
continued. "I just want to know, at what time
do we start getting treated as adults, Instead of
high school kids?"
Ott said that the College's actions placed a
damper on his evening, "We had to tell some of
our friends not to come over, and many people
who wanted to attend were persuaded not to
corne because they feared repercussIOns from
the college,"
Dean Maatrnan claimed that the College's

jurisdiction does, indeed, extend off campus, citizenships and multiple accountabilities. They email to peer leaders expressed concern that
He pointed to a stipulation in the College's are responsible both to the college and to local their presence could be "interpreted as an
endorsement of the event."
authorities."
student conduct code reading:
Although no real disorientation parties took
But despitt>the school's best efforts, under"The College reserves the right to take
action on behavior off campus that violates place this past weekend, Maatman said that the age binge drinking continues. Maatman cited
College standards and regulations, adversely College is still fighting an uphill battle in its the number of students hospitalized for alcohol
affects the lawful educational mission of the fight against underage drinking. The College poisoning last year (II) as evidence that the
institution, or has endangered or disrupted plans to arrange for alcohol-free alternatives, College needs to remain vigi lant. He noted
like SAC's movie night on Saturday that drew that just this past weekend, a "K" student was
others."
Maatman said that he felt an obligation to an estimated 105 students. Maatman also plans transported from campus to an area hospital for
the city of Kalamazoo, He noted that in the to reinforce what he called "positive norming," alcohol-related illness.
"We are in college now, and college kids
wake of the Western riots two and a half years meaning that the College will try to make
ago, the city police had contacted administrators students aware of the fact that the majority of are going to dlink," McCotter said. "Until the
at both Western and K College and asked for "K" students do not binge drink on the weekend students learn how to dlink responsibly they are
their assistance in heading off disturbances. (this infonnation was cited by Maatman from going to hurt themselves,"
" [ don't get sick anymore. None ot
The Administration's preemptive actions on an internal survey).
Additionally, the College is making a my friends do either;' continued McCotter, who.
Saturday, Maatman said, were motivated in part
concerted effort to distance itself or any of its like all residents of the house on Stanwood,
by that agreement.
Maatman cited last year's disorientation representatives from attending events where are 21 years of age. "We have learned to drink
party on Kalamazoo Avenue as an example of alcohol may be present. To this end, peer responsibly. Sometimes that takes practice,
the kind of disturbance he wished to avoid, leaders and RAs were urged not to attend any sometimes it takes someone telling you to
Maatman claimed that the school had no prior disorientation parties this past weekend. An slowdown."
knowledge of disorientation last year and that .-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,
students had not been wamed against attending
or hosting the party in advance. The city of
Kalamazoo received mUltiple complaints in
the party's early hours. Police anived, and the
students who threw last year's party were issued
a hefty fine. Later, Kalamazoo College also
took disciplinary action against the residents of
the house on KalanlllZoo Avenue.
Maatman said that he saw no inherent
problems with utilizing legal action and intemal
discipli1l3lY action against students who break
the law while living off-campus.
"If you're here by vIrtue of the fact that
you're a Kalamazoo College student, we have aT:
obligation to be good neighbors," Maatman said.
"[Students living off campus] have multiple
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Fall sports seasons well underway early in year
Reports by Karen Nave, Sports Editor

Football

Volleyball

After two big wins against #4 Wabash College and another victory against Kenyon
College, the Hornets have had a strong pre-season and are looking to continue the streak
into the regular season.
Tim Rogers continues as head coach. "We have outstanding senior leadership and need
to bridge the gap between that leadership and the younger inexperienced players."
Look for senior captain and quarterback Bryan Gnyp to lead a strong Hornet offense.
Although Kalamazoo lost three receivers (crucial to a passing offense), their offense
still looks good. Senior Dwight White (runningback) recently broke the record for all
time rush yards for Kalamazoo College. Sean McLease and Chris Worthington are also
expected to do well.
The Hornet defense is also crucial to a winning season. The entire
unit will help carry the rest of the
team. Brett Foster, Will Solomon,
Kyle Bainbridge, Mark LaCombe,
Conor Lefere and Brent Klein.
The Hornets have the potential to do well this year considering
the strong leadership in their seniors
and a freshmen class with great
potential.

Jeanne Hess begins another year as head coach of the women's volleyball team
and feels very confident about this year's team. "After our successes last yaer at the
regional tournament, we have returned with confidence in ourselves and our teammates
to perform at a higher level."
The team continues to focus on playing as team with "one heart". Although Kalamazoo
graduated senior MVP setter Emily Trahan, she returns as assistant coach and has been
helping freshmen setter Kelsey Cross. Cross has picked up very quickly her responsibilities
and should improve at the position through out the season.
Carrie Brankiewicz, the sole senior on the team, returns and carries a tremendous
amount of responsibility. She is taking
on a new position on the right side,
opposite the setter and is one of the
top defensive players on the team.
Middles Anny Price and Stefanie
Salasky both lead the team in hitting
and blocking, respectively. Outside
hitter Megan Erskine has become
a powerful hitter after making the
transition from the middle.
One of the team's greatest
strengths lies in their ability to work
as a team. Their ability to have a "six
sense" about each other keeps them
from second guessing each other on
the court.

Men's Soccer

The Kalamazoo Men's Soccer
team is looking to add a fourth consecutive MIAA championship to their
list of accomplishments. Although
The Kalamazoo College Womthey have the tools to accomplish
en's Soccer team has a lot of work
this goal, they'll have their share of
ahead of them. With a new head
obstacles to overcome along with
coach, a large freshmen class, and a
including an inexperienced freshmen
new chemistry to acclimate to, it's no
class and a new head coach.
cake walk for this team. If they want
Tom Halloran takes on head
to be in the top three of the MIAA
- photo by Karen Nave
coaching responsibilities and steps
they are going to have to work hard,
Running from an opponent, freshman Elizabeth Hauslein seeks to advance the ball
into a legacy left by Hardy Fuchs.
and together.
down
the field.
Holloran has previously coached at
Matt Kellogg assumes head
Hackett High School. He graduated
coaching duties for the first year. He
from Kalamazoo College in 1992.
previously served as women's varsity
In addition to adjusting to a new
coach at Plainwell High School. He
coach, the team must adjust to the absence of graduating outstanding seniors and welcoming takes on a task of rebuilding a team that must mesh new senior~, returning sophomores, and
less experienced freshmen. Senior captain Nick Carlin-Voigt resumes duties between the inexperienced freshmen. He must also deal with the entire junior class being abroad. With
posts and looks to continue his outstanding career. Co-captain senior Andrew Kemple these tasks ahead of him, Kellogg will rely on the leadership of his seniors.
will lead the Hornet defense. Senior Brett Stinar is also expected to perform well both
Senior co-captain Adrienne Beller will finish her final year between the posts. After
defensively and offensively. Junior JJ will also contribute to the Hornet defense. Leading playing a lot of the last year on the field she will resume her duties as goalkeeper. Senior
the offense are junior Steve Dendler and sophomore Nick Houdek. The Hornets also co-captain Jessie Geiger returns from studying abroad and will dominate much of the
usher in a new group of strong freshmen that will give depth to the bench. With eight midfield. Geiger looks to have both offensive and defensive power, she already has
returning starters the Hornets are in good shape to reclaim a fourth straight MIAA three goals. Senior co-captain Molly Danner also returns for her final year and looks
VictOry and also make another appearance in the NCAA tournament. The Hornets last to cap off an impressive offensive career in the front. Alexis Bowman and Katie Tripi
appearance was in 200 I.
also return for another year. Sophomores Shanna Barkume and Megan Brady will be
Although the Hornets look strong, they lost strong seniors that were both offensively expected to perform as well.
and defensively important to the overall success of the team. However, there are new
In order for the Lady Hornets to come out on top this year they are going to have to
players stepping up to the task and making the necessary changes. The biggest obstacle accomplish a number of different things. While they have the talent on the field to win
that stands in their way is a tough league and adjusting to a new coach who has a very gamcs they will have to learn to work together as a team. Without this cooperation the
different style of coaching. The CUffent overall standings see the Hornets doing well this team will struggle. However, with a strong recruiting class and strong senior leadership
season and staying on top of the MlAA.
they have the potentIal to be in the top three of the MIAA.

Women's Soccer
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INSIDE New program encourages giving back

iii DORRIEN IS 10
!rill GOING ON 11

Dr. Gary Dorrien
recently finished his
11 th book, "The New
Pax Americana," and
has been speaking
about it extensively.

II

IS PROZAC A
HAPPY PILL?

The Sex Files discusses the sexual sideeffects of antidepressants and what they
do to one's libido. Do
the pills really make
people happy by hindering their sexual
functions?

RTOMARRYOR

1M NOT TO MARRY?
Mike Taylor and
Katherine Wegert go
head to head and discuss each side of the
homosexual marrigae issue. Are they
okay as family structures? Is marriage an
institution merely for
heterosexuals?
. , . LOOKIN' FOR
LEBANESE?

III

New restaurant Shawarma King offers
authentic Lebanese
fare for fast-food
pnces.

Kate Boehm
STAFF WRITER
The Alumnae Association wants
all K students to feel a connection to
the greater Kalamazoo community,
which consists of the current students,
the faculty, the staff and all of the
alumnae. In past years, the Alumnae
Association has put on a party for
the seniors two weeks before Commencement.
The 4 and Forever program was
implemented because one event was
not considered epough to make the
presence and contributions of the
alumnae visible to all students.
"You're here for four years, but
your connection to the institution lasts
forever," said Sara Wiener, Director
of the 4 and Forever Program. "We're
proud to be starting this program that
gets students thinking about how a
Kalamazoo College education and
the experiences you have here are
really extraordinary. We hope you'll
want to supportthe college so that
students in the future can have the
Sllf(l(; incredible experiences."
~ 4 and F~er Program will
impact c'u,rrent students in several
different ways. Each year, four
events will 0C(:Ur, one for each class.
At each event, one of the alumnae
will speak and each student will

receive a t-shirt with the class theme
upon it. The freshmen experienced
their event at the President's Convocation on the first day of orientation,
Sep. 16. Jordan Klepper, '01,
spoke about the freshman class
theme, "1 am here," after seeing the
bright orange t-shirt given out to
the class.
"I was impressed with Jordan's
connection to the school. "K" obviously had a huge pos'itive impact

on him," Caitlin Powell, ' 07, said.
Klepper amused the audience with
his witty speech, but also made the
freshmen aware of the community
that they were entering into.
The sophomores will have a
speaker in the winter and the juniors
will hear theirs in the spring after
those who are abroad return. The
seniors will have a party about
two weeks before graduation at the
president's house and will hear their

speaker then. The sophomore theme
is "I am connected", the juniors "]
am the future" and the seniors "] am
ready". Each of these events will
count as a LAC.
The Alumnae Association has
been preparing 4 and Forever for
several years now and decided to
begin the four year program this
year with the largest freshman class
ever. The goals of 4 and Forever
are to make the students aware early
on the contributions and support of
the alumnae to the school. The vast
majority of K students are paying
for their tuition with the help of
merit scholarship money or school
financial aid, which would not be
possible without the contributions of
the alumnae. The alumnae also help
in the Center for Career Development, helping "K" students gain
internships andjobs after they graduate. The Alumnae Association wants
the students to be aware of the network of alumnae and the services
they can provide early on in their
college experience.
"It's such a unique experience.
When students leave K they share a
connection with all the other alumnae, and we want them to feel that
connection," said Alison Frye, assistant director of alumnae relations and
the Kalamazoo College Fund.

Poor classroom behavior merits new policy
Brittanv Edwards

/

EDITORIAL ADVISER
A formal policy is being created to limit disruptive behavior in the
classroom. Last spring, a student hijacked a class with his behavior.
According to Provost Greg Mahler, the student interrupted by talking,
disregarding personal hygiene, sleeping, making disturbing comments
and more. The student was asked to finish his requirements outside of
the class session.
The administration realized that no written policy existed to reinforce
the already existing rights of professors to restrict behavior that interrupts a
class. The policy still needs to be approved through the Faculty Executive
Committee to become part offaculty policy.
"This is not created to make faculty policemen. All this says is students
have to behave like adults in class;' said Mahler,

"It is also meant to remind students they have a role in each other's
behavior as well."
Junior Erin Parker said that she has experienced this kind of behavior
first hand
"I just transferred out of an economics class because of the behavior, no
one was taking it seriously, were making comments randomly, He's a newer
teacher and I felt he wasn't being given the respect he deserves, I feel they
should help newer teachers out more, they are intimidated and don't need
extra distractions; ' said Parker,
] feel that more experienced teachers have a better handle on dealing
with this sort of behavior and won'l take it as personally."
In a statement sent to the faculty on Sep 4, Provost Greg Mahler said,
"The Kalamazoo College Honor Code applies to classroom behavior as well

See Behavior, page 7
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Professor Dorrien speaks out about new book
goal of a US dominated world order.
He elaborated more on this concept III
STAFF WRITER
Chapel this past Friday. He described the
This summer as many Kalamazoo current imperial trajectory he believes the
students were taking advantage of their US to be on, even though by dictionary
homework-free summer one Professor at definition alone many would find it not
'"K" was working overtime to complete to be the case.
a project. Dr. Gary Dorrien, Professor of
"This would be the case even with
Religion and Dean of the Chapel, spent tht: September II terrorist attacks and
his summer completing his book, "The if the Democrats were elected," Dorrien
New Pax Americana."
said.
Working two or three hours a days,
Dorrien feels very strongly that the
usually after finishing one of his many US is dominating and bullying world
speaking engagements, Dorrien pulled politics and using ideals Americans can
many 18 hour days to finish a rough relate very strongly with, like freeing the
draft shortly before school began. It was oppre sed and leading countries toward
completed much quicker than any of his democracy, America becomes more like
earlier works, but he states, ." love the the British colonial days of old.
work. People are always asking how' can
However, Doriien does not feel that
be so disciplined, but it doesn't feel like this current policy is a conspiracy of
, am chaining myself to it."
any kind; in fact he believes them to be
Dorrien has been an author for a completely upfront in their reluctance
considerable amount of time, having to allow their enemies to even exist.
written 10, soon to be II, books and He explained their entire goal to be
approximately 95 articles. He came out incomprehensible to the idea of allowing
with his first two books, "Logic and Con- perceived threats to remain. Every threat
sciousness" and "The Democratic Social- must be rooted out and destroyed, rather
ist Vision" before coming to Kalamazoo. than pursuing other solutions.
It has become a pretty steady process
As Dorrien traveled over the summer,
coming out with a new one everyone and speaking and sharing his opinion on
a half years.
this subject, he began to hear more and
Dorrien views this new book as a more frequent comments urging him to
continuation of the idea he presented in a "write it all up in a book," he said. So
prior book, "The Neoconservative Mind: he halted progress on his current book a
Politics, Culture and the War of Ideology" continuation of his series, "The Making of
(1993). His new book continues exploring American Liberal Theology" (of which he
the consequences of a neoconservative had written 500 pages already), to begin

Rachel Hill

Permits still remain after distribution
Laurel S(jedemann
STAFF WRITER
This year, parking permit distribution
went very smoothly. Of the possible 250
permits available, all but six have been
taken. Permits were given on a first-come
first-serve basis starting with the juniors
and seniors and then the underclassmen and
remaining upperclassmen on the following
day.
Students still requiring a permit must
bring their vehicle registration and student
ID to the security office. First year students
must also bring a letter from their employer
on official company letterhead that verifies
that the student works ten hours a week
or more.
Security officers make five-six trips

each day to check for parking and registration violations. Tickets issued for unregistered vehicles are $10 while a parking
violation such as parking in a fire lane
on in an unmarked parking space is $20.
Ticketing for unregistered vehicles began
on Sep. 28 at midnight.
After a vehicle has received two tickets
for being unregistered, cumulatively, the
third violation will result in being towed at
the owner's expense.
Every quarter between $3,000-$4,000
worth of tickets are issued to vehicles.The
parking lot behind Trowbridge has the
highest ticket rate of any of the parking
locations on campus. Most tickets issued
to that lot are for students who create new
parking spaces in the middle of the lot and
park in the fire lanes.

- phmo counesy of Dr. Dorrien

Professor Dr. Gary Dorrien

and complete the book in a timely fashion.
It was important for him to complete it

while it was still relevant, so while it has
many months of refining until publication,
it will still be a very current issue.
Dorrien's books have encompassed a
multitude of topics ranging from ethics

to theology, philosophy, social theory,
politics and history. For years he has been
one of this campus' most prolific authors,
and though this upcoming book is very
exciting for him, he said that his favorite
book remains Volume II of "The Making
of American Liberal Theory."

CRIME BEAT
** A total of 130 dollars worth of items was 5toien from the Natatorium between 6 and 8
p.m. during diving practice Sep. 24. A pair of shoes was among the items taken.
**Oll the first day of classes, Sep. 22, a telephone caHer 'Named of a bomb in
Mandelic HaH. Kalamazoo Department of Public Safety and Kalamazoo College
security employees found no bomb after searching. They have since identified the
caller's phone number.
**Sodexho's golf cart that is worth 2,095 dollars was found at the Landing Apartments
Sept. 26<11 with damages totaling 400 dollars. Someone had stolen it between 3
and 4 a.m.
··Vandalism of a student's car totaling 300 dollars occurred Sep, 28 between I and
11 a.m. in the Chrissie/Severn parking lot.
CoUege security staff reminds everyone to keep their possessions safely stored.
-- Compiled by Bridget Scallen

Watch for National Coming Out Week!
October 5-11

October 2, 2003
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The
Coitus Interruptus:
SEX
eI
Antidepressants and Sex
F1 es
Anna Maxbauer
COLUMNIST
The negative sexual side effects of many
anti-depressants have helped give mood
medications a reputation for being one of
modem medicine's most effective contraception methods. Many of the people who pack
onto the cold gravy train of mood lifters
eventually find that even though they're
getting better mentally, sexually they've done
a swan dive. "Antidepressants definitely
have an effect on sexual drive," says Dr.
Karyn Boatwright of the K psych department.
Dr. Bob Grossman, who teaches abonormal
psychology at K, adds that libidinous caveats
are felt in varrying severity from person to
person and are insufficiently understood by
researchers because sex info isn't readily
supplied by most people in therapy.
Drugs from each of the 3 major antidepressant classes (tricyclics, MAO inhibitors,
and selective Serotonin reuptake inhibitors)
have been identified as having sex-quashing
side effects. Some people lose their sex drive
altogether, while others maintain the passion
but can't for the life of them feel physical
pleasure (talk about being carded at the door).

Saturday
October 4,
Bpm

Other negative side effects include deflated back and accept the downer of an indefinitely
erections for men and drained lubrication handicapped sexua l existence. Those willing
ducts for women in addition to muted orga ms to switch medications, meanwhile, can be
blown away by the emotional roller coaster
for both genders.
that accompanies
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goods.
Alterdriven among us
natively, people
are apprehensive
about letting their psychological well-being who don't put a lot of weight on their sexual
take a back seat to personal sexual satisfaction, exploits aren't as likely to fcel the burn
the majority of people are content to just sit when antidepressants cash in on their sensual
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capacity. Either way, any physical relationship
is guaranteed to take a hit (and maybe even
deteriorate) if one of the individuals involved
starts to get nothing out of the deal.
Most "K" College students, overachievers
that we are, take issue with the idea of having
proverbial cake that we can't actually eat (or
have eaten, for that matter). So how does
one combat chemical castration? Luckily,
Americans' antidepressant appetites have
encouraged mass proliferation of mood
remedies, and as a result the salad bar of
depression cures now offers dozens of paths
to potential nirvana. Don't like Luvox? Try
Prozac. Not a fan ofSSRls? Try Wellbutrin.
If you're reluctant to march up to your
physician and assert orgasms as your personal
manifest destiny, don't worry. The sexual beef
a lot of people have with their antidepressants
is known to most doctors who prescri be mood
meds, so don't think your protest will be
greeted with a bewildered stare. Keep in
mind that a lot of medications are developed
to treat specific symptoms in the depression
kaleidoscope, and some pharmacological
tweaking may be necessary to find what drug
cocktail is best suited to your individual
needs. Meds like Wellbutrin, for example,
aren't typically prescribed to people with
high anxlcty or obsessive-compulsive
tendencies, but have proven effective
when used with a concomitant antianxiety pill.
If you really think switching meds
may help you out, be warned about the
rough territory that may await you. The
influx of chemical deficits and surges
has been known to bring hell to the
door of people willing to test drive a
new pill, so if possible schedule your
transition during a time when you'll be
able to afford the drama (i.e. long school
breaks). Since certain antidepressants
take awhlle to fully evacuate the body, it
may be a couple weeks or more before
your libido comes nlshing back. If you
don't think your sexual issues walTant
attention or are daunted by the prospect
of a hiCCUp III your med routine, your
Admission health care provider may be able to
suggest altemative remedies.
Got a question or tOpIC you'd
like The Sex flies to cover~ Email
index(a kzoo.edu.
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First-year drinking: Rowdy or Ridiculous?
Freshmen are (over celebrating' when trips to the hospital become necessary and commonplace
Nate White
STAFF WRITER
Never is "K" as united as it
is this time of year. Freshman to
seniors, faculty and staff are all
interested in the new faces wandering around campus. Everyone
wants to know who these new
people are, and what they are
going to be like here at "K".
It is difficult in some ways
though, you can ' t jump to conclusions. It is easy to make mistakes when you are new, and we
can't hold that against them. For
example three times already this
year, freshmen have picked up
my Frisbee off the Disc Golf
Course and threw it back to

me. *sigh* But they will
learn.
With so many new
attitudes and personalities I find it surprising
that I only have on question about the freshman
class. Are they party
animals or just inexperienced?
We have had a
number of ambulances
and fire trucks showing
up on campus and leaving a freshman or two
richer. And I keep hearing rumors of literally
caravans of peop le going
to the hospital.
Obviously this is probably

I would like to think that
our freshman class knows
how. to party, but it seems
more likely that people
are over-celebrating being
awa y from their parents
and rules.
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due to the social habits of "K"
students, but what exactly does
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it mean? Does "K" College finally have a freshman class that knows
how to party? Or is our
new freshman class so
inexperienced with alcohol they can't tell the
difference between alcohol poisoning and a hang
over.
Don't get me wrong,
I am all for safety. If
you are worried about a
friend, then it is better
to be safe. But 1 have
been hearing that fresh man have been going to
the hospital late the next
afternoon!
By then what is the point?
Do you need to pay medical bills
for a doctor to tell
you to sleep it off?
It was clearly not
an emergency situation when a freshman I know was
asked to sit in a
waiting room for
two hours before
anyone even saw
him.
I would like
to think that our
freshman
class
knows
how to
party, but it seems
more likely that
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people are over-celebrating being
away from their parents and
rules . But this is not necessarily
a bad thing.
I don't think anyone wants
us to be bored. Administration
and parents alike want us to go
out an enjoy college. Mostly
they are just concerned with our
safety.
I think most people will
agree that turning twenty-one
doesn't magically make you
know how to drink.
Learning to drink responsibly, takes time and probably a
couple rough nights. The problem occurs when people who are
new to drinking try to keep up
with those more experienced.
But that is also part of growing up, learning what is right
for you. This is true for upper
c1assman too. We need to learn
to drink responsibly as well.
So if you are out drinking,
remember it's perfectly okay to
stop . When you are out having
a good time, there is no need to
push it. And if you do have a
little bit of a hang over, suck it
up or chuck it up.
But don't go making your
parents pay ridiculous medical
expenses . Hangover happen .
Drink a lot of water and find a
chair to put in the bathroom -you'll get over it.
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Homosexual marriage: legal status or legal pain?
With an abundance of non-traditional families
already in existence, homosexuals shouldn't
be left out because of sexual orientation.

Marriage is an institution that' enhances the family
structure' and doesn't exists for legal rights
Mike Tavlor
COLUMNIST

Katherine Jf1egert
STAFF WRITER
In response to last week's OpInion article, Homo\'t!xual marriage
deserves same legal !i1l1/us. I would
like to respectfully offer my own
insight. Although 1 agree with Eli
Savit's pOSition. I believe his argument
is weak and fails to address some of
the core legal issues at hand. Savit
discusses AIDS and the primary moral
concerns of marriage and the fam ily,
but he is terribly misinformed in the
legal capacity; his opimon IS based on
assumption not fact.
In his article Savit is presumptuous with his response to the US
Suprcme Court ruling. He says. "In
overturning the state laws against
sodomy, the Supreme Court has essentially opened the door to a legalizalion of gay marnage in the United
States."
He continues with, ·' ... a same-sex
marriage performed In anyone state
would probably have to be recognized
across the U.S .... and "from a legal
standpoint, then, there arc very few
hurdles left to clear for gays seeking
the right to marriage:'
This IS simply not true. The
Supreme Court', deCision Will help
pave the "iay for ~,lIne-~ex Plarriage,
but the richt Co gay flgbts las be~Jl
111ndered signIficantly by I~glslation
in thc White House
I n I <)90 PreSident Bill ( nton
Signed mto la\\ the Defense of l\larr a!,c Act. \\ hidl docs not l bh}'oItc
~t<ltcs to recogmze ,,,ml:-"CX dnlons
rerforlT ed II other s·ate'> or cou ltfl~
In order for honH'5ex~al marr'age
to bc legal natlOn-\\ ide tlli? nrocl!ss
\\111 occur stat.: by ~tate, <1 eemmgly
tedious endea\ or
With the p~nJlng d'::CISIOII in Mass,lchusdls, the White HOllse S "lOW
considenng the Protl!ction of l\,larriage
Amendment to tllegaltz.: S f'lI..-sex
marria[1e.

Vermont has been tbe most progressive. state since the adoption of
the Civil Union. Homosexual llIlIons
can enjoy the same state rights and
benefits granted to married couples.
but it is not the same thmg as marriage. Under the Civil L.l1lOn, 1.049
federal rights are denied to same-sex
couples.
1 have one last comment Oil Savit's
article, and though it is not of the
legal nature, it may be one of the most
important and basic points I make.
Savit describes homosexual men as
"notoriously promiscuous."
ThiS IS a stereotype and mcredibly disrespectful. In thc process of
supporting civil rights for all, it is
important that we keep in milld the
peoplc wbom we are fighting for and
give them the proper respect. Savit
wants to "take a giant leap forward
and grant homosexual marriage the
full legal status It deserves." but he
exacerbates the problem by using such
stereotypes to support his opinion.
I have purposely avoided moral
and religious issues bee(luse I wanted
to dlrcct my (lttentlOl1 to .he legal
Side. Howe\er, primary conccrns for
many arc n:!tglOn and the family as
an institution
If the ro\'l!rnment passes the ProtcetlOl' of, arnage Amcrdn e 11. it
I s.:lIinr J moral preced,,,lt fo the
counl 'y. nh~ IS not nght It IS not 111
tbe O\'crnmcnts pldLe to ~et a moral
code for the ratIOn to ldhere to.
WitI' r.:gJrd~ to t',e t.lml!. I "
"what 1~ the traditional family today 1"
We h \ e ~Nre to ac.ept n'arn gcs
bdwee') pcoples of dlffLrent race ~nd
reltgJOr. SC\': ~I f nIles rc sf'lall
I' S 7C \\ it'l on'), m'e parent, w hi e
other, c:xpanJ to ndude ither thl!
extcnded or skp family
[he '·trad,tlonal" fal1l1ly I becOIning lIlercasingly U 1COll\CntlOI' I Why
can't \\ e aLc.:pt "ll~rf'agr bdwcen
'lcople of d ff..:rcllt sex,lal orient<l
tlcn?

I have never secn an episode of the
"critically acclaimed" Queer Eye/or the
Straight Guy. but I think) understand the
concept. Five flamboyant men makeover
a hapless sap who shaves only on occasion and who probably couldn't tell the
difference between Bugle Boy and Prada.
It's a novel concept. and undoubtedly
an entertaining show, but I hardly find
how its "resoundingly successful ratings,"
as Eli Savit commented last week, in
any way legitinllZes the tight for gay
marriage.
As Savit pointed out last week. one
of the bottest topics in th.: news lately
is gay rights, especially the debate over
marriage. Public opinion polls show
overwhelming disappointment with the
recent anti-sodomy Suprcme Court ruling
Savit memioned, and for good reason.
The scxual cm1e blanche approved by the
Supreme Court gives implicit endorsement by thc governmcnt to acts such as
bestiality. and incest, while at the same
time the government cannot even endorse
the Ten Commandments!
As upsctting as that ruling may be
to the Right in America, the fight for gay
malTlage is t;1r worse, mamly because It
wll! likely hecome a n:ality. But tbose
who oppose gay marriage have good
reason to do so. 'VIarnage is an inslitutlnn,
cre<.led by God, lor the development of
Hllnilics and the r,\ISIll?, of children. And
that's ~I . Th~ ceremony of Illzrnage IS
not performed countless times a year to
ensure that SOCial seeunt) benefits wtll
p;:ss on to your spouse, It is an mstitullon
tha. e lhancc, the fa'n.lv Siructure and
)rovl(le~ the nel'CSSJry components "'or
optlln<.Jl chid rca~ng.
Tlll po nt i 'lot debatable. one
must only look to Ilatun: to lnd proof
Like II or [1ot, there I, a spcci fie deSign
behmd human sexuality It wa. created by
God. to be l.sed throt.gh the nstitutlon of
m<1rnage, With tbe i'ltent of procreation.
T1·rough a simple ohs<!rvallon (If human
anatomy. It I~ easy :0 see that any sexual
mtcrJcthlll b.:twee'l palflngs othc than
ruale-female, arc Simply unnatural I do

not claim to say that the love a man fcels
for another man IS not real, I am sure it
is. but there is no reason, and no right,
for that love to be sanctioned through
marriage.
In his column, S(lvit attempts. with
futility. 10 prove that children raised by
gay parents arc no worse off than any other
kids. The very thought of this is ludicrous
beyond all belief. A committed mother
and father complement each other in a
way that no lesbian or gay couple could
ever do. In my experience here at "K," I
have had a run in or two with militant,
feminist lesbians. who seem to be gay
not because they love other women. but
because they hate men so much they could
never justify lovlllg one. This is unnatural.
and it would be unfair for a child to be
raised in such an environment.
Savit also suggests that the govemment should havc an interest in sanctIOning gay marriage because it promotes
"personal stabilJlY" and economic responsibility. Is Savit actually suggesting that
non-married gay couples are incapable of
personal stability or sustained economic
activity Simply because they are not
mamed? Savit later contends that the
govemment has an interest in promoting
gay marriage because of the reputation
that gay men have as being promiscuous.
Savit says, "homosexuals arc promiscuous partially because many people see
hOlllosexu"lity as an abollllllallon:' What
1 suppose Saqt is trying to say IS. that
gJ) men arc cO'llinually engaglllg in
unprotected prom ~cuous sex bec(luse of
good (Jod fcaring people hke me. \\ho
oppose the gay I'festvle. ThiS train of
ti'ou ,ht IS Ignorant and onfy gal1l<.!rs more
OPPOSItI(,1' to thl! homosexu(ll lobby.
Sal it offered no good reasons, and
truthfully. thcre arc no good reasons, to
o\erhaul one of thl! most sacred and hoi)
of all msl'tutillns 1'1 Alllencan culture. "0
m"tte what nane It IS glycn, c,lvil .1l1JOn
or 'llarriage. that lIIlIon IS more lha'l just a
hcense. Marriage IS J rchgwus institution.
preSided over by (Jod, for on~ man and one
woman for eternlly fhl! disfiguratlon of
marnage cannot be just the next step III J
pfllgrcsslvc. liberal agenda, and hopefully
It 'lcn;r will bc
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Shawarma King 'real deal' for Lebanese food
Rob Hillman
COpy EDITOR
One of the beauties of schooling in the shadow of a university
is that, coming with the thousands
of drunken frat boys and "sorostitutes" is also a plethora of bastions of the "Fast Food" ideal.
But to call Shawarma King "Fast
Food" would do the place a grave
injustice. Imagine service akin
to Panera Bread or Qdoba, minus
the overly yuppie atmosphere
and exorbitant prices. But the
King is more than that, as it still
holds on to a very traditional
"mom and pop" feel. One goes to
Shawarma King for the real deal,
true Lebanese food without the
Americanization that most ethnic
foods undergo.
The interior greets the customer with a long take-out table
for to-go orders and offset tables
and high tops for the customer
ith a little bit more time to
kill. Both are given equal merit
within the architecture, solidifying
the commitment Shawarma King

has to its customer base. The
crazy thing about it though, is that
whether one orders take out or
dines in, the speed and efficiency
of getting the food to one's belly
is identical. And for those without access to steel coffins, beginning this fall, Shawarma King has
added delivery to its repertoire,
meaning that nobody has a valid
excuse for not enjoying a bit of
the Near East. The place looks
impeccably clean and well kept,
and while this may be due to it's
relatively short time in business
(near a year), is still above par in
my book.
Of course, none of this matters if the food resembles the eggplant parmesan at Hicks (which,
I've been told, tastes better than it
looks). The food is nothing less
than authentic, and mighty tasty
if you ask me. The fattoush is
fabulous, especially for the speed
in its delivery (nearly always out
seconds after you order it), the
appetizers are plentiful and varied
Mediterranean fare, and the dinner
specials can cater to any taste,

vegan and meat-atarian alike.
But the place isn't called "Fattoush King," for nothing, and this
is where this restaurant shines.
The beef and chicken shawarma
sandwiches are the grab and go
food of our time, and provide just
enough tang to give the impression of thousands of miniature
gnomes dancing on one's taste
buds. Nearly as important as the
taste to most college students (I
mean, Campus Kitchen gives you
vast amount of food for your buck)
is the mass amount of food one
gets for the price. Lunch and
dinner combos come with either
a mountain of fries or rice (your
choice), and the prices at dinner
are very reasonable. The secret,
however, is to make it in time for
lunch. Imagine the same portions
as dinner, but only half the price.
Yes, miracles do happen, and this
week's miracle is brought to you
by Shawarma King. If that weren't
enough, flash your ugly First Year
mug on your "K" College ID and
get an additional 10 percent off.
To top things off, the wait staff

that is some beautiful dirt
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A column from EnvOrg to elevate environmental awareness

Written by Scott Crowley
Are you wondenng just what exactly
'The Compost Pile" is" \Vhen you picked
up this ne\\ 8paper did you expect to find
something stlllky and stIcky" Well. It s
not quite like that. This year. the WIld
minded students of FmOrg v. II write
mfOITIlatlve articles in The Index where
ecological cone pt~. cnticism, com ersatlOn
Jnd community can be shared \~Ith the
campus.
To make things clear. compost pIles
usc natural processes to break down organic
matter back into simple and nourishing
~ component . When maintained properly

With low and a spoon of science, compost
billS do not smell rotten. but rather Ih:sh and
s\\ eet. cvcn pmey depending on \\ hal kmd
of nutricnt~ you have b.:.:n adding. They can
he kept Illdoors Of outdoors <lnd m,lke some
bodacious organic soil for the garden. Our
campus IS home 10 < few of these Pile"
As many a, 6 years ago, students al
K.llamazoo College worked wllh the recyding
department and tned to start a largt: scale
compost program thaI would he able to
process waste to produce nearly 50 Ibs .1
monlh Sadly. over the year~ intl.!rest has
\\,med and many studenls who \\cr.: headhn-

-- phoro by Rob Hinman

Shwarma King, located at 1441 S. Drake, offers authentic Lebanese
food at competitive prices.
is very friendly and helpful, in
addition to blindingly fast. They
add to the relaxed atmosphere, and
give you reason to dine in rather
than grab something to-go.
Shawarma King has two loca-

ing this project have either graduated or lost
hope. The project has di5<1ppcared into the
basement of DeWaters. Currently, the goal
of a zero-waste campus n:mains far off and
underpowered.
Last spnng. I:nvorg conducted a food
waste audit 111 Sodexho. The K community's
leftover food on their plates was collected and
weighed. ~early 300 pounds was collected
U1 a single day, Next time you gripe about the
price of your meal .. rel11cl11ber that you also
pay for all uneaten food.
If thc college had the ability to compost
300 pounds of \\asle daily, iust nnagme ..
the soil could be sold to community and
pn\.tte g_rdcns, and could even have one
0n campus:
Seeing thl Jverarc consumer \\ aste
illcreaH after IJ~, spnng'. COI'SCTVallon
campaign. [1'\ (lrg deCIded to go through
a trapsfnrrlation. One of the results IS th.:
birth of th" column [:nvorg \\Oldd like
to II1forl11 the K commlJnlly about current
topics in sustainal'le iI\ mg .!nd envIronmental
protection and encourage indiv iduals to act.
We hope to sharc the proce~s of self and
community Ill1pnl\ emcllt with )()u.

tions; one at 1441 S. Drake Road
and one on the corner of Michigan
Avenue and Howard. The latter
location delivers. Hours are SunTues, II a.m.-II p.m., Wed-Sat,
I I a.m.-4 a.m.

Every little action you take afiects the
larger whole. Wc hope our communication
can help you and your neighbors make a
pOSItive impact in your world. We invite
you to stick your nose in the Compost Pile
each week to sce what we have to say. It
might smell a little funky. but It could be
something useful.
GREEN TIP #148')
If you necd any pencils. paper, notebooks, binders or other school supplies do
not go to the bookstorc. First check out
the REP ROOM, located in the basement
of TrOWbridge ne,·t to the laundry room
1 he REP ROOM has all of those materials
anll more av:ulable for frec! Now that is
a good deal.
GRI E"J TIP #62
If your room I lookmg barren and
lame why not add a plant? Plants instantly
add that touch ofh0111e that not even Martha
Stewart can give you. A~ you water them
and help them grow. you will become
friends with your little potted piece of
nature, Evcl)one can al\\ays lise a friend.
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Chapel Chat
by Jeanne Hess
In his book. De~tinatlOn Joy, Earnie Larsen writes. " ... We demand instant
communication, instant coverage of world events, instant gratification, instant wealth
and even instant relationships. Ultimately, even fast tbd isn't fast enough - we want
instant food .
What b lost 111 our fast paced society is depth. What is lost IS not only the chance
to reflecl on our stones. but even the thought that we should want to reflect on them.
In tum, what is lost is wisdom:'
Here at ··K". ill our.! O-week world. we sometimes get caught up in instant everything,
losing the very thing that we came here to gain - experience and wisdom. We busy

ourselves from one minute to the next, not appreciating the expelicnces and the stories.
even though there arc several opportunities woven into the fablie of Kalamazoo College.
Our classes, our programs. our invited guests. living in residence halls. the music.
the theater. and our opportunities to perform community service are all rich with
stories and relationships.
Friday Chapels are also appropriate story times. Please Jom us this Friday at
10:50 (0 share the story of the life of Sarab Kleno\\', K '04. It is never easy to do, but
community demands tbat we share in the life stories of those who have pa~sed on before
us; to honor and protect her memory and the life. love and joy that she shared when
she was physically among us. Sarah has a message for all of us, and it just might be
to stop and listen for a moment.
.
Your Ii fe is ripe with meaning and purpose, and a successful education helps.,
you to see that very clearly. Our prayer here at K is that we fulfill our responsibility
as educators, and that our graduates fully realize their purpose and their greatness.
Vietnamese Monk Thich Nhat Nanh has said that "when we are capable of stopping.
we begin to sec". Stop daily... and sec the wisdom all around you. It is a necessary
piece of your education.

Behavior/New policies try to thwart inappropriate acts
continued from page 1
as other types of interpersonal interactions on
campus; "respecting others" includes respectful
behavior in class.
While Kalamazoo College is committed to
respecting fundamental principles of freedom
of speech, including even controversial positions taken in the classroom, all types of speech
and behavior must be balanced with principles
of appropriate classroom bebavior.
It is ultimately the faculty member who
controls the classroom, and if a situation
develops in which, in the opinion of the faculty
member, the class is being disrupted, the faculty
member has the ultimate right to ask a student
to leave the class. Longer-term solutions to
these problems will be dealt with according to
College procedures."
A similar statement will be released to
students soon.
Some examples of classroom disruption
Mahler cited include:
*Persistent speaking without permission
*Inappropriate use of electronic devices,
cell phones, pagers
*Threats of any kind and/or barassment
*Poor personal hygiene
*Sleeping in class
*Entering class late or leaving early
(without permission)
-Eating/drinking in class without permission
-Disputing authority and arguing with
faculty and other students
-Grandstanding
-Physical disruptions or physical altercations
"This is not infringing on any rights,"
said Mahler, "We are not saying it is standard

practice to kick people out. We are committed to upholding first amendment rights and
academic freedom. Controversial positions
are not restricted under this policy."
Mahler described a continuum between
annoying or irritating behavior and disruptive, obscene or violent actions.
He cited both an article in the Chronicle
of Higher Education and a u.S. Supreme
Court case which dealt with similar cases
of disruption in the classroom as guides to
defining disruption and obscenity.
The Supreme Court decided in Tinker
v. Des Moines Ind. Comm. School Dist.
that schools have the right to suggest limits
on behavior that disrupts a classroom,
but should not restrict the opinions of
students.
On Aug 8, the Chronicle of Higher
Education published an article that described
different actions that schools bad taken to
restrict disruptive behavior.
Tbe University of Arizona created a
public service video dramatizing different
incidents of disruption, which was shown
to students during orientation. The video
emphasized the opinion that students are
bothered just as much as faculty by other
students' behavior.
State University of New York College
of Environmental Science and Forestry hung
fliers specifying classroom expectations.
Some students understand the new
policy.
Sophomore, Jessica Stuenkel said, "It's
too bad students can't take care of themselves
and know what's right to do. But if students
aren't being respectful, it's a decent thing
so the teachers know they have a way to
reinforce being respected."

Classroom No No's
** Grandstanding
*~

Sleeping in class
** Poor personal hygiene
** Inappropriate use of electronics
** Persistent speaking without permission
** Threats of any kind and/or harassment
** Disputing authority and arguing with
faculty and other students
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Fall sports having winning seasons thus far
Karen Nave
SPORTS EDITOR

Cross Country
The Cross Country teams of
Kalamazoo College went into competition again this weekend at the
MIAA Jamboree hosted by Adrian
College. The Women's team finished an impressive third place,

just nine points behind second
place Hope College. Michelle
Harburg finished with a time of
18:56 and in fourth place. This
was a personal best and the highest
finish by a Kalamazoo College
female athlete and tied for the 3rd
fastest time both in school history.
Gina Lutz finished with a time of
19:04 and in sixth place.
The men also had an impres-

sive weekend finishing fourth at
the MIAA Jamboree. Senior Will
Dobbe was the top Men's finisher
for Kalamazoo. Dobbe placed
14th with a time of 26:23. Sean
Pack, Bryan Seymour, and Ben
Bimber also ran well for the Hornets.
The Hornets continue their
season this Saturday at the Loyola
Lakefront Invitational.
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Football
Kalamazoo College Football
has finally come together to be not
only a working team, but a winning
one as well. The Hornets picked
up another win on the season this
past weekend against Mount St.
Joseph in Cincinnati. Kalamazoo's
solid defense and special teams
turned in solid performances and
helped lift the Hornets to a 21-7
win over the Lions.
The Hornet defense, a highlight to the season thus far, held
the Lions to only 173 yards of
offense total and just one yard in
net rushing. They also had a total
of six sacks. Jeremy Vanisacker
led the Hornet defense with a total
of nine tackles. He also had two
and half sacks. Kyle Bainbridge
also had nine tackles and a sack
credited to his stats. Joe Meier
had an impressive eight tackles and
a sack on the day. Brett Foster,
Will Solomon, and John Krajacic
also turned in impressive defensive
efforts.
Kalamazoo special teams were
also important in the win against
Mount St. Joseph. Nick Toboy
blocked a punt and returned it 32
yards for a touchdown. This put
Kalamazoo up 7-0 at the end of
the first half.
The Hornets continued to control the game and scored again
with a little left in the third quarter. Senior quarterback Bryan
Gnyp passed to Jeff Green for
another touchdown pass. Gynp
connected again with Gree on a
39 yard touchdown pass with 6:36
left in the game. The Lions only
scored with 49 seconds left in the
game to take away the shutout.
Kalamazoo had 265 yards of total
offense (67 rushing, 198 passing).
Bryan
Gnyp
completed
20-of-25 passing for 198 yards with
two touchdowns and no interceptions. He was also named MIAA
Player of the Week for the second
week in a row. Gynp has led an
impressive Hornet offense to a
3-0 record. Jeff Green had eight
catches for 105 yards and two
touchdowns. Andy Graham had
eight catches for 55 yards. Mat-

thew Jarboe rushed for 45 yards
on II carries. The Lions were able
to hold Dwight White to 22 yards
on 15 carries.
The Hornets continue to do
battle this weekend against TriState University. They hope to
continue their 3-0 winning streak.
League play begins October 11th,
2003 against Hope College during
Kalamazoo's Homecoming festivities.

Soccer
In a double header weekend
that saw a game in the sun and a
game in the rain, both the Men's
and Women's Soccer teams picked
up wins this weekend against two
very tough MIAA opponents to
improve their records.
The Kalamazoo College Men's
Soccer team had its home opener
this past weekend against Calvin
College, a heavy favorite in the
league. Kalamazoo scored in the
15th minute of the first half.
Nick Carlin-Voigt, in goal,
was able to hold on the rest of the
game and pick up the shut out. The
Hornets stand wi th a 1-0 record
(MIAA, 4-1-2 OVERALL). Their
next game is Saturday away against
Tri-State University, 1:30pm.
The Women also picked up
another win against Adrian College. Looking more confident
than I have seen them all season,
the Lady Hornets held it together
for the shut out 2-0 against the
Bulldogs.
Coming off a hard loss
to Calvin earlier in the week,
Kalam.azoo was looking for a little
redemption and another slash in
the win column. Senior Katie Tripi
had a huge game scoring both goals
for the Hornets.
Senior Adrienne Beller and
sophomore Liz Dodson share credit
for the shut out. The only casualty
that came during the game was
an unfortunate collision between
senior Jessie Geiger and Adrian
player Stephanie Music.
The Hornets improve to 2-3 in
the MlAA and 4-5 overall. Their
next contest is against Hope College this Saturday at Noon.
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INSIDE Community explorations build relations

iii READY TO

a

COME HOME?

Homecoming weekend and its festivities begin tomon·ow.
Are You Ready? is the
theme this year, with
events for all.

A

RAGING

. . HORMONES

The Sex Files, in
part one of a two
part series, goes indepth on contraception. When in a cycle
is possible contraception at its peak and
what methods prevent
against it?
mLOVEKNOWS
iii NO BOUNDARIES

Once again, the issue
of homosexual marnage. Can the government determine
criteria for marriage
and wheredoes love fit
in? Join Troy Duncan,
Ryan Hatch and Brett
Stinar as they offer a
new perspective.

FA THE 'K' PLAN

III FACADE

Dylan
Murray
explores the barriers
to the 'K' plan that
arise from a stringent
administration.

Bridget Scallell
STAFF WRITER
A yea r ago, Ted Hufstader
couldn't communicate at all in
Arabic , the primary language
of his Amigos mentee. Lisa Dallacqua faced a similar challenge.
Even as a Spanish student, she
worried about understanding her
mentee and effectively helping
him.
Now, Hufstader has a limited Arabic vocabulary and the
ability to write Nawful Raschidi's name in Arabic, and Dellacqua has improved her Spanish skills. What matters most
to them, though, is the relationship they share with their mentees. Those relationships encouraged them to co-coordinate the
Kalamazoo College-Kalamazoo
Central High School Amigos
program .
The program, in its third
year, joins Kalamazoo College
student volunteers and workstudy participants with ESL and
bilingual Central High School
students.
They meet once or twice
per week in the high school ' s
bilingual classroom. College stu-

dent s answer academic questions and
are encouraged to
take an interest in
the high school students' life outside
of school as well.
90 percent of the
Central High School
Amigos participants
are Latino, and
some of them have
immigrated recently
to
the
United
States.
As 'K ' students
help Amigos participants with their
homework and practice their Spanish
conversational
skills , they learn
.. photo by Sarah Martyn
firsthand
about
another culture's
Making sandwiches for Ministry with Community, freshman AJaina Brinley helps
values . Dallacqua
finish a sandwich with a student from the Lincoln International Studies School.
said she became
The activity was part of the community explorations program designed to get
aware of the way
first-year studetns out and involved in the community.
many students and
their families view
before school and before friends Hispanics have to face."
education.
" School isn't really some- at a very young age," said DalThis year, Hufstader and
thing that's emphasized as much lacqua. "Working with him (the Dallacqua will facilitate weekly
in the homes ... You work to sup- high school student) made me
See Community, p.2
port your family ; family comes a lot more aware of issues that

English comprehensive exams eliminated
Eli Savit
NEWS EDITOR
In an effort to alleviate some of the pressure on senior English
majors, the English department will significantly reduce the scope of
comprehensive exams starting this spring.
In recent years, English majors have been required to pass an exam
that covered two major literary periods (for example, 19th century,
20th century, or pre-I 800 literature). Additionally, senior majors were
required to complete a Reflection Essay that tied together various parts
of the English curriculum.
Starting this year, however, senior English majors will no longer
be required to pass an exam. Instead, English "comps" will consist
solely of a redesigned Reflection Essay, which has now been renamed
the Comprehensive Essay by the department.
In a letter circulated to senior English majors, Professor Bruce Mills
cited a desire to "ameliorate the sense offrenzy and stress for which ['K'

College] is famous." During ' K' College's annual re-accreditation process
last spring, Mills wrote, a group of outside reviewers had noted that
Kalamazoo is "one of very few colleges in the country requiring BOTH a
senior project and a comprehensive exam. The result, they said, must be a
very demanding senior year, for both students and faculty."
Kalamazoo College requires students to complete a Senior
Individualized Project (SIP) and pass a comprehensive exam in their
majores) to graduate. However, College policy does not dictate the
structure of "comps"; indeed, the constitution of exams varies widely
from department to department.
Mills stressed that the English department is not eliminating
"comps" altogether. "It is troubling to English Department Faculty and
disrespectful to majors in English to imply that the revised nature of our
"comps" is less rigorous or doing away with the requirement," said
Mills . He noted that the English department has actually added

See English Comps, p.7
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Homecoming weekend filled with
activities, events for students, alumni
Sessily Watt
STAFF WRITER

- phoro by Joe Tracz

Chalkings abound on the quad as National Coming Out Week hits campus. The club Kaleidoscope writes
phrases throughout the quad to encourge those still 'in the closet' to come out.

'K' celebrates National Coming Out Week
Laurel Stiedemann
STAFF WRITER
This week thtough Sat. II Kaleidoscope (formerly GLBTSO) is hosting several events to celebrate National Coming Out Week and National
Coming Out Day, Oct. II.
On Tuesday, a panel discussion entitled "Gay
at K" was held in the President's lounge. Speakers
included faculty members Karyn Boatwright and
Tony Smith as well as several upperclassmen.
The Notorious C.H.O. was shown on Wednesday

in the StuComm Viewing Room. The film is a
Margaret Cho concert stand up film that covers
issues ranging from a lesbian bar scene to being
bisexual.
Kaleidoscope and the Cauldron are co-hosting
an Open Mic Night in the QuadStop on Thursday at 9
p.m. All students are invited to share a creative piece
that relates to a gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgender
issue. Other pieces are also welcomed.
All of these activities are open to the entire
See Coming Out, p.8

Community/ Explorations get students involved
continued from page 1
{)r bi-weekly communication between the families
of the high school students and 'K' participants.
They will try to track students' progress
and engage the staff of Central High School in
supporting the bilingual education classroom
that is currently part of the Spanish Department.
However, the bilingual education classroom
lacks appropriate textbooks and support staff.
'K' College graduate Ryan LaBuda teaches and
organizes the classroom.
"We believe that a very strong mentoring
relationship is something that happens when
everyone is involved," said Dallacqua, who added
that they are emphasizing an active long-term
commitment.
Amigos participant Morgan Swartz said she
recognizes the importance of consistent commitment. "Let them know you're staying," she
advised.
Another program that allows students an
opportunity to interact with bilingual adolescents
is the Lincoln program, in which 'K' students

who are comfortable with their conversational
Spanish skills act as teachers' aides in a bilingual
education environment. Lincoln, a Kalamazoo
elementary school, is an ideal place for students
returning from Study Abroad to practice their
spoken Spanish, said coordinator Michelle Busuito.
Students can work from one to fifteen hours per
week at Lincoln, and Busuito said she can help
students work at Lincoln around their school
schedules.
"It's great because not only are you helping
teachers and kids, but the kids teach you things,"
said Busuito. "It's so reciprocal."
Students interested in the Amigos program are
welcome to join next quarter. Students can work
two-hour shifts one or two times per week, andlor
help with the after-school program that takes
place at Kalamazoo College. Students interested
in the Lincoln program should contact Michelle
Busuito. The programs offer students an exciting
off-campus experience, said both coordinators.
"Be prepared for a really diverse experience,"
said Service Learning Institute post-grad fellow
Sarah Martyn. "Just be prepared to be engaged."

Fall and cold weather are here,
to the dismay of many, but with
them arrives homecoming. While
the football team gears up to play
Hope College, the Student Activities Committee (SAC) is busy
preparing events around the theme
Fall Madness: Are YOLI Ready?
The activities are designed to keep
the Kalamazoo College student
body entertained beyond the game
without the use of that other fall
madness--alcohol.
The first planned event will
be the Powder Puff football game
on the quad, Friday, Oct. 10. This
will be a touch-football tournament
between all-girl teams made up of
eight to ten members. The winning
team will receive a t-shirt. During
the game, spectators will be able
to enjoy snacks in the Quad Stop,
including donuts and hot cider.
"Powder Puff football is
becoming a tradition," said SAC
members Maggie Kilar and Becky
Warner. "It was big last year, and
we hope it will be big again this
year."
A number of alumni will be
on campus during homecoming
as well, taking part in activities
organized by Alumni Relations,
including receptions with faculty
and the Alumni Awards Ceremony
on Friday night.
"The draw of homecoming for
alumni varies depending on age,"

said Alison Fry, Assistant Director
of Alumni Relations. "Most people
want two things: (a) to be back on
campus, and (b) to see classmates.
The five-year reunion class usually
goes to the game and goes to the
bar. Older classes, say 25th reunion
year, want more planned activities
for their class, and look forward
to their reunion dinner--the older
and younger classes accomplish
the same two goals but just in a
different venue."
Many of these events will be
closed to students, but everyone
will be able to mingle together
during a picnic on the quad on
Saturday, Oct. II from I I: 15 am to
1:30 pm. "When it's a nice day,"
said Frye, "it's a lot of fun to sit
and eat outside on the quad. It's
informal, alumni can find their
classmates, kids enjoy it, and it
beats the dining hall!"
The biggest event of course is
the homecoming dance. The dance
will take place in Old Welles, in
Hicks, on Saturday from 10 pm to I
am. Tickets will be available for a
dollar during lunch and dinner from
Tuesday, Oct. 7 through Thursday,
Oct. 9. There are from 500 to 600
tickets available and if they aren't
all sold then they may continue to
be available on Friday and Saturday. Tickets can be purchased for
one guest per student.
Homecoming is a celebration
and some students may feel the
urge to engage in partying beyond
See Homecoming, p.8

CRIME BEAT
UA larceny occurred Oct. 3 between 5 and 7:30 p.m. during a
wedding rehearsal. Someone reported a purse with $117 worth of
items and cash stolell from the basement of Stetson Chapel.
"'During the past week, Security staff towed three unrecistered
cars. Two belonged to Kalamazoo College students and ~ne was
owned by a student's visiting friend. S.:curity staff tows vehicles in
violation that have already received two tickets.
··Security staff reminds students to pick up a pass from the Security
office for their visitors' unregistered cars that will be parked
on the campus durmg school days. Car passes are unnecessary
from Friday night to I a.m. Monday morning, when the parking
lots behind Hicks Center and near the Upper Fine Arts building
are available.
-- Compiled by Bridget Scallen
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CONTRACEPTION:
The
Part One
SEX
Files

Anna Maxbauer
COLUMNIST
Contraception is such a thick topic that
it necessitates 2 doses of the Sex Files to
adequately cover all the most vital aspects that
should matter to you, the potentially sexually
active K student. This preliminary installment
is intended to give some background on the
physiological processes. While college-age
guys are more or less perpetually hyper-fertile,
girls are allover the place over the course of a
month, and knowledge oftbe female anatomy
is essential if you want to get a handle on how
to make sex safer for you and your partner.
In order to understand contraception
you've gotta understand fertility, especially that
of the female. Though guys can boast about
the millions of sex cells they keep literally
on tap, girls usually offer up but a single
zygote/gamete per month. Just after a woman
finishes her period, one of her ovaries issues
an egg, which then scoots its way down the
fallopian tubes and over to the uterus over the

course of about a week. Following the release
ofthis egg (ovulation, in bio-speak), a woman's
body shifts functions in anticipation of possible
fertilization by a sperm and implantation of a
zygote/gamete into the uterine lining, which
enables fetal development. At this point in
a (normal) cycle, with around 2 weeks to go
before the next period, a girl's fertility hits
absolute peak. Sex hormones like progestin
and estrogen surge and vaginal mucus thickens
(to help sperm get to the uterus) all in the name
of procreation facilitation - in short, your
bodily functions are essentially conspiring to
get you knocked up.
To track your fertility apex, keep an eye on
when you ovulate, says Lori Long-Hopkins of
the UK" Health Center. Ovulation, usually midmonth in normal cycles, may be marked by
horniness, moodiness, inexplicable exhaustion
or hunger, minor lower abdominal cramping,
or a combo of all five. In the first couple days
after ovulation, normal vaginal discharge will
get ultra thick and sticky (Lori suggests snot as
a reference) and should be able to stretch at least
2 inches between your fingers. A woman's
contraception window (approximately 3
days) begins at ovulation, which means antici-

A column from EnvOrg to elevate environmental

Written by Krissie Wawer
Each trip from Kalamazoo to
Chicago provides me with more
incentive to critically evaluate the
disenchanting consequences of
contll1ull1g construction. I aITIve
in the North Chicago suburb of
Northbrook where new buildings
appear regularly In place of the
open fields and Jorest that fOrlll
the suburb's "real" geography
as 1 picture it. These changes
are a result of Urban Sprawl.
the unmitigated and unplanned
growth of cities as a result of
attempts to increase corporate

gains and produce and find more
affonlablc housing. The results
actually increase spending and
corporate expenses, but more to the
point, they lead to consequences for
our environment and. ultimately,
our h.::alth.
Realizing the effects of urban
sprawl begins with seeing the gravIty In lis destruction of wetlands.
Some of this vegetation includes
bactena. which acts as a natural
\\ ater purification pl,lOt. In fact.
some bacteria that lives In wetlands
can remove up to 90 percent

pation or discovery of the aforementioned
symptoms should prompt ultra-meticulous
observance of usual implantation-thwarting
behaviors (pills, condoms, chastity, etc.).
However, if a couple has sex on Monday and
the girl finds the first evidence of ovulation
on Tuesday, it's already too late. Because
sperm can live quite comfortably in the
vagina for up to 72 hours, sex up to 3 days
before those certain symptoms begin could
spell bad news.
So is it really possible to figure out female
fertility? Not really, says Lori. "Though we
all have the normal ebb and flow of hormones,
we all ovulate differently. I mean, it's truly
Russian roulette." Fertility can only be
predicted with certainty if you have a cycle
impervious to fluctuation, so if your periods
are sporadic there isn't much you can do.
Even if you can predict your cycle with decent
accuracy, it's still impossible to gauge the
impact of stress, travel, weight loss, and
previous birth control pills on your cycle.
For example, if your girlfriend has just gone
off the pill, get ready for some fierce swings
in that monthly schedule - ovulation may
happen several times or not at all in the few

of the pollutants
in
\\ater. Thus,
urban sprawl's
destruction of
v.etlands
r.::sults in more
water pollution.
More
water polluawareness
tIOn demands
more pUrl ficallon that causes need for more
treatment plants that use up even
more money and energy!
Along with the destruction of
wetland~, many ..:onscquenccs occur
from the sectioning and destnlction of forests. Once-balanced
forests are diVided and demolished.
creatll1g hamlful situations for the
plant and animal life therdn. Builders also must utilize more natural
resources to actually construct new
houses and buildings demanded
by the sprawl. Approxnl1utely 1.2
million new households arc created
in the U.S. every year. That is over

weeks after some contraceptives stop.
According to Lori, most couples conceive
when an Olympics-worthy sperm corners
an egg up in the Fallopian tubes, right after
ovulation first occurs. The potent virility of
manjuice should not be ignored. "Sperm are
really tenacious and they will find a way up
there," Lori says. Other fluke occurrences,
like dual release of2 (or more) eggs, are also
known to happen.
Birth control can be really simple if
awareness of the basics is maintained. In
terms of probability, contraception strategies
are all about keeping yourself in the safest
minority possible by recognizing where and
when the biggest risks are. Sex without some
sort of chemical contraceptive and/or barrier
device, to exhaust the cliche, really is like
jumping without a parachute because there's
no way of rea,lly knowing what a woman's
body will react to. Though fertility tracking is
a bona fide science, many think its subjectivity
makes it more of an abstract art. That said,
there are a lot of extraordinarily effective
ways to protect yourselves, so check next
week's Sex Files for info about what works,
what doesn't, and why.

41 times the amount of houses 10
Kalamazoo alone (Census 2000).
Maybe most relatable to
the experience and set up of
Kalamazoo is that Urban Sprawl
causes greater reI iance on private
automobiles to reach destinations.
Greater car usage leads to depletIon in oil and an increase in air
pollution, as well as the need
to construct more roads. Ever
heard of the Los Angeles Smog'!
Som.:: mornings, resulting from the
climate of Los Angeles combined
with the enormous amount car
elTIlssion In the air, the mountains
that surround the city are not e,en
visible. The mountams, one of the
most mcredible aspccts of nature,
"annot even be enjoyed as a result
of irresponsible city planning.
Essentially, there is no need,
even for corporations \\ ho \Vllnt to
expand fiscally, to cause :uch hamlfiJI damage to the environment. One
program. Smart Growth. focuses
specifically on mniallves \\ Ith
minllnal impact on the environ-

ment even amidst plans for urban
gro\\1h. Hopetully, with programs
like these, problems such as water
and air pollution, and wetland and
forest depletion will not contmuc
to mtensifY even as urban areas
continue to want to expand.
GREEN TIP 11587
Use cold water more
often .... even ifit is to wash your
hands. wash your clothes. wash
you bodies. Using cold water
lets the water heater take a rest
savll1g a little bit of energy for
the future.
GREEN TIP #67328
Your fect arc valuable
rcsources, usc them to get around
tOWl1. Kalamazoo has a great
downtown area WIth lovely shops
and cafe's a mere 8 minutes walk
from campus. It IS a great spot
to get away from the books, or to
bnng your books with you and
get away from the people you
see everyday.
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HOMOSEXUAL MARRIAGE:
Marriage stretches beyond legal rights and institutions
TrovDuncan
COLUMNIST
Mike Taylor's opinion
column from last week, entitled
Marriage is an institution that
'enhances the family structure'
and doesn '/ exist for legal
rights was well-written and
constructed. His argument was,
in theory, quite valid. Where
the article falls short, however,
lies in the complete negation
of the connotation of the word
"marriage."
Let us first define "connotation" as "the set of associations implied by a word in
addition to its literal meaning"
(www.dictionary.com). Many
children our own age have grown
up thinking of marriage as the
next step in a relationship of
love. Countless other younger
children easily determine who
is in love with whom solely
by whether or not the couple
is married. Our society as a
whole has come to associate the
terms "love" and "marriage."
Therefore, included in the set of
associations implied by "marriage" is the word "love."
By no standard is it okay for
the governrnent to decide which

couples are in love and which
couples are not. Let me stress here
that what is at risk is "love" and
"marriage," as one grouped term.
To return to Taylor's article, he
states that, "Marriage is an institution, created by God, for the
development of families
and the raising of children.
And that's all. The ceremony of marriage is not
performed countless times
a year to ensure that social
security benefits will pass
on to your spouse, it is an
institution that enhances
the family structure and
provides the necessary
components for optimal
child rearing."
As much as I would
like to say that marriage
was created for love alone,
I cannot. I simply do not
know. What I do know
is that the reason for the
creation of marriage is
not only outdated but completely
irrelevant to this discussion. It is
irrelevant because of the connotation of the word "marriage," as
previously described.
Also, developing families and
raising children is not the only
reason people marry anymore,

regardless of whatever purpose
may have been in mind when the
idea of marriage first came about.
The couples that do not marry for
Taylor's purpose are, nevertheless,
allowed to be joined in matrimony.
For some of these couples, having

fI

His interpretation of that statement
is, "that gay men are continually
engaging in unprotected promiscuous sex because of good God fearing people like me, who oppose
the gay lifestyle." I would like to
offer an alternative interpretation
of Savit's statement:
Some of the gay community is promiscuous
because the majority of
society makes gay people
feel wrong and unwholesome if they are seen in a
normal, open relationship.
If a gay couple is to stay
together happily, the first
step is being open about
that relationship.
But when the rest of
the population takes that
right away, gay people are
forced to break off the
serious relationships. This
leaves them with nowhere
to go. They look to find
new relationships, probably having sex along the way.
Most people who are in this
situation probably wouldn't worry
about protection so much, because,
hey, what good is life if they can't
express one of their most fundamental and primal emotions, their
needs?

Our society as a whole
has come to associate the
tenns "love" and "marriage"
... By no standard is it okay
for the government to decide
which couples are in love
and which couples are not.

====-=-=Ti=n=OY==D=u=n=c=a=n============~1iIiI
children was never a desirable
option. Parenthood is not something to which all married couples
aspire.
Taylor quotes Savit as saying,
"homosexuals are promiscuous
partially because many people see
homosexuality as an abomination."

According to Taylor (referring to marriage), "there are no
good reasons to overhaul one of
the most sacred and holy of all
institutions in American culture."
What I want to know is how dare
he call marriage sacred and holy
for Americans?
Few other countries on our
planet have made such a mockery of this institution as we, as
current divorce rates continue
to rise.
"Marriage is a religious institution, presided over by God,
for one man and one woman for
eternity," claims Taylor. In my
opinion, what he should have
said wouid look more like this:
Marriage used to be a religious
institution, presided over by God,
for one man and one woman for
eternity. Now, it is a cultural
identification oflove and commitment, presided over by the majority, for one man and one woman,
for as long as the convenience
may last.
As for the "disfiguration" of
marriage, Mike, I think the gay
community deserves at least as
much of a chance to disfigure that
"sacred" and "holy" institution
as the heterosexual community
has already done.
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More to marriage than law, institution
Marriage ought be based on love, ability to raise children
Brett Stinar
OPINION WRITER

A law branding one class ofpersons as
criminal solely based on the state's moral
disapproval of that class and the conduct
associated with that class runs contrary to
the values of the Constitution and the Equal
Protection Clause, under any standard of
review.
-Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
o 'Connor. June 26, 2003.
I was thoroughly disgusted after reading
Mike Taylor's article last week titled "Marriage is an institution that 'enhances the
family structure' and doesn't exists for legal
rights". In the article he makes ridiculous

claims and assumptions concerning the rights
of homosexuals, marriage, and parenting.
Taylor contends "marriage is an institution, created by God, for the development
of families and the raising of children. And
that's all. [It] enhances the family structure
and provides the necessary components for
optimal child rearing." So is Taylor claiming that a couple, who desires not to
children, should not get married? Taylor n
states "there is no reason, and no right" f<
homosexual couples to get married.
Regardless of sexual preference, tw
people in love who desire to become manie
should have every right to do . There
is no need to di
inate
ayl
then ontends
age is a "religio
insti
, presided over by God, for one m

Gay marriage issu

amplex, ca

are no worse off than any other kids, and that
"a committed mother and father complement
each other in a way that no lesbian or gay
couple could ever do".
So, Mr. Taylor, by complement you must
mean that a gay couple cannot display to
their children traditional gender roles that a
stereotypical traditional heterosexual maniage
can - gender roles that have huge influence
and box children into what clothes they can
wear, what music they listen to, what sports
they play, what activities and hobbies they
pursue, the way they speak, the way they
pursue their education, and the way they
behave, right?
In terms of choices and freedom, a child

See Marriage, p.6

at be tn ated ith 'carelessness'
of such a

Rvan Anthonv Hatch
OPINION WRITER
A
spectre
is
haunting
Kalamazoo College: the spectre of
same-sex marriages. Two things
have recently become clear to
me: First, that the issue of legally
recognized gay partnerships is of no
little concern to the students of this I
campus; Second, that the discours
taking place on a public level
. (i.e., in this newspaper) concerning the issue is disappointingly
unscholarly and, I think, misses
the point. This article's purpose
is thus twofold- I'd like to voice
my own concerns and warn against
carelessness when treating such
a complex and pressing political
issue.
More concretely, this is an
attempt to respond to Mike Taylor's
October 2nd Index article, "Marriage
is an Institution that' Enhances
the Family Structure' and Doesn't
Exist for Legal Rights," in which
Mr. Taylor gives his account of
why the claim to same-sex unions
is illegitimate. While it is clear
that Taylor is a passionate writer,
his counterpoint suffers insofar as
he steeps his theses in invective,

and one woman for eternity". For eternity,
huh? Comments like that help keep a person
suffering from a disrespectful, controlling,
abusive, and even physically violent maniage
(who are overwhelmingly women) from getting a divorce, in order to respect the "religious
institution of maniage" - not wanting to upset
the church and even God.

incest}.

- The presence of both sexe
within the parental unit i. nt'ci'Sswy to effect balancea an 'fruirjtt/
identity formation in a child.
Because these points do not
follow from one another 10 a causal
or logical chain, let us treat each
one on its own terms. In the first
instance, Mr. Taylor echoes the
now infamous comments made
by Senator Santorum (Republican-Pennsylvania) concerning
his advocacy of anti-sodomy laws.
Both men have claimed that the
legalization of anal sex would
open the floodgates of perversity,
and lead to human beings having
intercourse with animals and blood
relations. What neither man does

nism, one mig t a
between two c e
here we might
that heterose
rtners are,
anatomy, als
I intercourse)
n one human
_....1Jl!'~? And this

n r" . n..

Taylor's next claim seems to
me, at least, to be his weakest
thesis, in that a very simple look at
human history will prove it false. I
assume that by God, Taylor is referring to the Christian understanding
of God-I hope that I am right in
doing so. If I am, than his thesis
simply does not hold. Marriage,
understood in the most general
sense as the formal union of two
people "with the intention of living
together and having sexual relations," existed as a pervasive social
rite long before the Christian God
emerged on the scene; in fact, it

erica
abit a
rrn:tltI!i:l!I:~Ie"1:Qli;\pnlSU:lg a vari ety
of different peoples with different
belief structures. This simply
isn't avoidable-grounding the
government of a contemporary
and dynamic multiculture on rigid,
culturally specific yet universalizing religious principles necesily 'olates that multiculture's
own people which is, by the way,
why the Ten Commandments had
to go). So let us take God out of
Taylor's thesis for a moment-the
idea of marriage as an institution
created in order to promote the
development of families and the
raising of children in no way precludes the possibility of same-sex
unions.
My critique of Taylor's final
point involves his essentialist presu ppositions concerning what it
means to be a man and a woman.
That is, his claim asserts that the
presence of a man and a woman
in a household implies a healthy

balance between 'masculine' and
'feminine' components within the
family-this assertion leads to
reducing the categories of'man' and
'woman' to prescribed essences,
prescriptions which, I thought, had
long ago been refuted. The necessity of these two components, as
expressed through one man and one
woman, only shows up as such if
we subscribe to a rigid normative
account of what the family should
look like. Our generation's challenge- indeed, one of them-is to
begin to creatively and critically
rethink not only the institution of
marriage, but of family as well, and
to open itself up to a multiplicity of
reconfigurations.
Clearly, the issue of same-sex
unions is a hot button these days;
complex issues usually affect passionate responses. (I'm no exception to the rule-I'm gay; someday
I'd like to get manied.) However,
if we are to navigate the bumpy
terrain of our contemporary political
landscape with some sort of clarity,
let us pursue our passions with the
attentiveness and rigor we afford
our formal educations. Invective is
a fun, easy way out of real political
dialogue-let's avoid it at all costs.
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'K' plan not all it seelTIS with draconian adtninistration
skipped the shower in the morning of threatening their ability
to teach. Perhaps we should really solve the problem once and
for all and teach proper grooming in a first-year seminar for the
OPINIONS WRITER
olfactory challenged. The Administration is telling us that this
"Curiosity, tolerance, civic-mindedness, a sense of justice, newest, cutting-edge policy their wiz-kids dreamed up is all there
and a sense of humor are outcomes of the "K"-Plan that serve in the honor code already. Well then why write it again? Is this
students well throughout their lives, regardless of their chosen really the "K"-Plan we subscribed to well at work, stimulating
path." So says page 28 in this novel of a mass mailing I was sent the "curiosity" and "tolerance" of all involved? Or is this the joke
my senior year of high school. Too bad it wasn't true. Too bad it seems like? If so, it's a painful failure at that "sense of humor"
I didn't know then what I know now. I admit it though: I too that's supposed to be rubbing off on us. I must concede though
was a victim of the propaganda (example above). Somehow that they are consistent. Last year's Student Development effort
"K'''s marketing hooked me more than any of the other, nearly was definitely of the same mold. That's when they decided
identical colleges' did during their mad fall dash to make the sell. they had the right to contact parents when an RA decides
This school seemed more real, more like they weren't just one to work on that "civic-mindedness" and hand out a drinking
of the other businesses dressed in academics' clothing. They violation. Most universities don't resort to such belittling
lured me in with the false pretense that once here I would finally extremes, so why "K',?
be treated as an adult by an academic institution. Now, with a
Strange how such rules come from a place where the
year's experience on campus, it's a notion that seems naIve at Administration has no problem gushing about how wonderful
best. The professors aren't to blame. Neither are the students. their students are to prospectives and visitors. Watch as they pull
Most of both groups still subscribe to that incessant orientation the grin a little tighter and suck up their hypocrisy while they eye
catch phrase about "the journey" being "as important as the the mom's purse and the dad's checkbook. They say we have the
destination." It's a shame that tag-team can't run the show and best damn college in the state, and the student body to match. So
make the concept a reality. Instead, the real bosses are too good we don't give seniors living off campus keycard access, so
busy with solitaire and rulemaking to muster even a pathetic as they can't get into the dolll1S. Are they really that afraid that
attempt at adequacy.
the students who've been here longest at "K", the most shaped
"K" was portrayed as an environment in which we would be by this college, are going to steal from your room? What other
active, functional participants. Here the students were expected possible reason? The fear in the back rooms is running deep.
to "do the teaching sometimes." Here they were supposed to be My seat on Student Commission last year showed me that the
adults, and treated as such. False advertising. The new decree on rule makers at this school don't have a clue as to what they need
disruptive classroom behavior is only the most recent installment to be doing, but they won't trust students with any of it. It's a
in the saga. Making formal policy against eating, drinking, miracle they still even allow the student government to divide
and sleeping in class is ridiculous. They're turning an already up the student organization budget. Administration won't even
common sense role of teachers into an unnecessary, in-writing, spring for club athletics teams but the ever-growing number of
official ban on things they, the Administration, find disruptive. employees in Student Development keep getting better dressed.
Some teachers aren't totalitarian about a tardy here and there. Students have very little real power at K., as do the professors.
Some even trust studcnts to excuse themselves to the restroom. The bureaucrats with the actual reins try to run this college as
Which creates more of a disturbance: a student walking out of the smooth-sailing clipper-ship of capitalism they believe it
class, or a student raising their hand and to ask if they can walk should be. I, for one, am not paying for supervision by paranoid
out of class? Most professors don't even accuse the kids who disciplinarian accountants.

Dylan Murray

Don't mistake, there are redeeming qualities about K that
are no less impressive than they seemed in the brochures and
pamphlets. Many of the professors here are mind-blowing, we do
have a ridiculously high grad school acceptance rate, the c1oseknit campus does foster community (if not also claustrophobia),
and we still do have study abroad. Correction- those of us who
do not get into minor social trouble in our first two years still have
that opportunity. Remember how they said that anyone who
wanted could go on study abroad, well they weren't including
the students who prove themselves more naturally curious and
adventurous before they get the chance. It's about the journey
but we're expected to follow a completely straight, hardly
meandering, always narrow path. Are we just supposed to enjoy
the view when we get to the overlooks and can see the rest of our
peers at their respective institutions?
I want what I signed up for. I want it without the far too
restrictive parental aspect. Where's the college that prides itself
in "experiential education?" It still sounds like a great theory.
We should try putting it into practice. It is, after all, college. The
whole point is that it's supposed to be this huge, life-changing
learning experience. Everyone has to be expected to get a few
bumps and bruises along the way. The Administration's role
should be to pick us up when we fall down, not to criticize
us, punish us, and take away opportunities they themselves
stressed the importance of They're supposed to be here for
us, the students, remember? We, andlor our parents are paying
their bills. I want my money's worth. Next time I'm in Hicks
I've got a mind to ask someone in Student Development if
they'd like to chaperonc me to the bathroom. Just for safety.
You never know if you're really up to par on personal hygiene
without a second opinion. Don't want to fall in either. If we
get this much bull above ground, I'm terrified to even think
what that netherworld could be like. Rurnor has it they say
they'll treat us like adults when we start acting like them. I
say them first. The college convinced the students to come
here by promises they made and things that they assured us
they had and did, not the other way around. They should show
some respect for us, and their word, before they start thinking
they deserve any !Tom us.

Marriage/ Gay couples make decent parents, law supports homosexuals
continued from page 5

from a gal couple or person will more
• likely have much greater !Tcedom to truly
be "who they want to bo!" than a child from
a traditional, heterosexual marriage \\ ho
IS more "boxed mto" what it means to be
a boy or girl.
In the same way a single parent can
raise hiS or her children .lust as well as a
mamed couple, a gay pcrson or coupk can
raisc children just as well a' a heterosexual
persoll or couplc. At ICJst in a gay relationship, you're probably not going to sce any
"shoth'1ln weddings" or "oops!" childro!ll.
A gay person or couple wi II put Just
• as much, if not more, thought into having

a child than a heterosexual person or couple.
J don't understand your correlation between
someone's sexual pn:ferencc and the quality
of their parentmg.
Mr. Taylor, there is a reason why the
"govcrnment cannot [e\cn] endorse the Ten
CommandmcnL'''' Have you ever heard of
'hc~dom of RcIigion" as stated m the Cnited
State~ Constitution, or "separation of church
and state"'!
The recent Supreme Court ruling banl1lng
all anti-sodomy laws (wInch still actually
eXisted III Pr,:sldcnt George W. Bush's LoneStar Stat.: and 12 others), 'Which Ruth HJrlow,
Director of the Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund, stated "have for decades
labeled the entire gay community as crimi-

nals and second-class citizens", gives me
hope that the Supreme Court will strike
down laws that ban gay marriages across
the United Statcs that contll1ue to place
gay peoplc as inferior and second-class
citizens.
It seems unfair, wrong, even "unAmerican", to tell somo!onc they cannot
legally gct mamed becauso! they lo\c the
wrong person. Whatever happened to
the fairness and equality'? With the term
"freedom" looming .Iround C\cry corner,
how IS It possib1o! that gay people arc still
denied the right to get married')
Mr. Taylor, a possible cure for
homophobia would bc to rid your asswl1phons about gay people ("I have had a run 111

'. .

"

.

or two with militant, feminists lesbians,
who seen! to 1>1.' gay not because they
love other women. but because they hate
mcn so mueh they could never justify
lovm!; olle'"). and try to educate yourself
about homosexuality, maybe by bavmg
honest conversations with gay po!ople and
sincerely ask them respectful questions
about their homosexualIty,
You'l! discover that sOllleone's sexual
prcfi:rcnce has much more to do With thc
way you were born then one's personal
preference or choice.
ext time you
watch TimcheJ B.l' All AlIgd or 7'4 flel.l\"(!/I,
try changing thc channel to Queer Eye
/fir the Straight Gu)' or Hill alld Grace.
You may learn something,

--
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Chapel Chat
by Jeanne Hess
Homecoming on campus is a perfect
time to reflect upon the blessings of this
community. Generations of students will
flock back to Kalamazoo this week to
reconnect with the days of old.
As a faculty member, I anxiously
await the weekend to see who might be
making it back to their 5,10 or 15 year
reunion, and then rejoice at the chance to

recOlillect and catch up on the lives of men
and women who shaped the college during
their time here.
We realize that as we sow so shall we
reap, and that our commitment to the lessons
both in and out of the classroom has farreaching, unpredictable and usually positive
consequences. Homecoming is an affirming
time for our community.

i.1IIIti';!a,~@IXiU~a@

by Joe Tro.cz.
~~~~~~~~-

Homecoming is a chance to welcome
back to our community those who also
called this place "home" during their fouryear careers. They talk of SIPs, Study
Abroad, streaking the quad. spring quarter
and foodservice.
They fondly remember time spent with
friends and professors. and even taking final
exams. And then still, some who come
back have memories of competing for the
Hornets 011 the field, the court, in the pool
or on the
course. It is these alumni to whom this
week's Chapel service is dedicated.
Entitled Why We Plav, this year's service
will feature the stories of men and women
who have special stories to tell about what

requirements in recent years, including
sophomore and junior seminars in literary
history and the Hilberry Symposium, an
event where English majors are required to
present their Senior Individualized Projects
(SIPS). Indeed, Mills said, the Reflection
Essay that will now serve as the total ity of
English "comps" was only instituted as a
requirement a few years ago.
Although Mills made it clear that he did
not see the changes to the "comp" structure
as being "less rigorous," he did state in the
letter to English majors that "we feel that
this newest change will help you focus your
work on your senior project (i .e., SIP)."
Asked ifhe meant to imply that daunting
comprehensive exams dilute the quality of
senior SIPS, Mills replied that his statement
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Welcome back. Alunmi! Our community is enriched by your presence.

English Comps/ Removing exams leaves
more time for students to work on SIP's
continued from page 1
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it is that motivates them to work so hard
toward something that doesn't produce
a grade.
Why If'/? PIIlY also illustrates the one
degree of separation between us here
at . K' - you may not know the person
speaking, but you will know someone who
knows him or her. There is the beauty
of Kalamazoo
College. and there is the strength of
Kalamazoo College. We celebrate it every
fall at Homecoming. Please join llS in
Chapel tomorrow at 10:50 for this most
amazing celebration of true community.

was "offered .. .in the context of [the English
department's] recent "comp" history."
According to the Kalamazoo College
Academic Catalogue, students graduating
with a degree in English are not required to
complete their SIP within the department,
although they are encouraged to do so.
Mills said that the revised Reflection!
Comprehensive Essay will be an overarching project in which seniors are asked to
communicate their understanding of the
English discipline and apply it to their 'K'
experience.
Although the English department previously allowed students who failed their
"comps" to retake the test, any student who
does not achieve a passing score on their
Comprehensive Essay this spring will not
be allowed to resubmit their essay until the
following spring.

KBLEND COFFEE

Roasted and brewed exclusively for
SO,
Kalamazoo College
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In Hicks Center, near the bookstore. Open Saturday BAM-4PM
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Take home a piece of K, one pound at a time
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Volleyball, football continue racking up wins
Karen Nave
SPORTS EDITOR

Football
The Kalamazoo College Football team improved on its undefeated season by capping a win
against Tri-State University this
past weekend. The victory marked
another notch on tbis winning
season and also signaled the end
of non-conference games for the
Hornets. Although this was the
first ever meeting between the
Hornets and the Thunder, the Hornets proved once again why they
are having such a great season.
Kalamazoo dominated the
game from beginning to end. The
Hornets were able to out gain the
Thunder in total yards 373 to TriState's 295. They also put up
numbers on the board first. With
39 seconds left in the second quarter, senIOr Dwight White tipped the
end zone on a one yard touchdown
run, putting the Hornets up 7-0.
The third quarter was busy for
both teams. The Thunder scored,
but missed the extra point and then
with 6:59 scored again. How-

ever, senior quarterback Bryan
Gnyp found Andy Graham open
on a 63-yard touchdown pass.
Kalamazoo missed the extra point
and tied the game 13 all. The final
scoring would occur with 1:37
left on the clock in the thIrd quarter. Gnyp dove over the line and
picked up a one-yard touchdown,
putting the Hornets ahead 20-13
until the end of the game.
Playing well for the Hornets
was Matthew Jarboe who rushed
for 83 yards on 19 carries. Dwight
White also had an outstanding
game with 50 yards on 15 carries. Bryan Gnyp finished with
II-of-29 passing for a total of
240 yards. Andy Graham had 149
yards and received seven catches.
The Hornet's next match up
is again rival Hope College on
Saturday during bomecoming
weekend.

Volleyball
The Kalamazoo College
Women's Volleyball team came
out swinging in their match against
St. Mary's College on Saturday,
Oct. 4. The Hornets were able
to beat a team that they had lost

Homecoming/Administration, security
urge students to be safe, responsible
continued from page 2
the organized events. Though
security will be following their
normal proceedings, there will be
extra security at the dance. "[The
extra security] will be there to see
that everything goes smoothly,"
said Glenn Nevelle of security.
~ "They aren't there to destroy homecoming."
College policy (no alcohol
drinking or open containers in
public places and people under
the age of 21 are not allowed to
possess or consume alcohol) will
not be changed for homecoming,
and security will take action if
someone is violating that policy
or is in danger. "Alcohol is the
primary ingredient for trouble,"
Nevelle said. ,., hope everyone
~ consumes to a moderate level--

a close match to (2-3) earlier in
the season.
The Belle 's played a good
game but were not match for the
Hornets who this season have
proven that they cannot only play
with a high level of skill but also
as a tremendous team.
They beat St. Mary's in three
games (30-16, 30-25, 30-20).
Junior Megan Erskine had 16 kills
whilc Anny Price had 14 on the
game. Freshmen setter, Kelsey
Cross had 36 assists and Erica
Sovey had 24 digs.
The Hornets are currently 4-4
in the MIAA and 13-8 Overall.
They continue battle this weekend
against Aquinas during Homecoming festivities.
For more scores alld inlormation, please visit ...
htlp://www.kzoo.edu/sporls/

-- photo by Rob Morrison

The women's volleyball team competes against St. Mary's last week
Saturday, beating them in three games, 30-16, 30-25, 30-20.

Conling Outl Students plan variety of activites
continued from page 2
campus; howevcr, Kaleido cope
is also hosting several evcnts
for gay, lesbian. bIsexual, transgender and active ally students.
There will be an off-campus support dinner for students wanting
to disclose their sexuality to a
supportive group on Saturday.
Fri., Oct. 17 there will be a "Gay
in the Hay" haunted hayride for
Kaleidoscope mcmbers.
Co-President of Kaleidoscope, Joe Tracz said, "creatmg
a safe space for "K" College's

where you can function and operate
at a sober level."
He went on to point out that,
as of Oct. I, the severity of the
penalty for those intoxicated behind
the wheel has
increased. Also,
those under the
age of 21 with
alcohol in their
W,.,A, I~ GtJt.SAr 4fU.VV
DID "(ov po 7
bloodstream can
be cited for drinking' even if they
aren't carrying any
alcobol. "I hope
that everyone that's
coming to the
dance comes to
have fun and puts
the drinking aside,"
he said. "Let's be
smart and have a
good time."

GLBT population is our primary
miSSIOn, a \·itally important task
when you consider the high college drop-out rates and suicide
statistics among these groups. We
promot[e] respect for all lifestyles
with the belief that knowledge
IS our strongest weapon aga Illst
homophobia."
The annual Crystal Ball will
not be held until the spring this
year. "Placmg it in the spring gIves
us a chance to put a lot of time into
making It special:' Tracz said. He
also mentioned that interest last

year was not a, great as in year
past. this also influenced thei
decision to organize the dance I
tbe spnng instead of the fall.
Kaleidoscope plans to hos
several panels on gay/lesbian VIS
ibility in the media as well as
tongue-in cheek campus YersiOI
of Queer Eye for the "1'." Guy thi
wmter.
Anyone mterested in attend
ing a meeting is invited to atten
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. III th
Kaleidoscope/POW room next t
the mail hut.
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INSIDE Club sports teams funding in jeopardy

III HUMAN RIGHTS
iii VIOLATION

The oppressive governmental regime in
North Korea is forcing people to leave
their homes. Should
the US be pressuring
China to aid them?

R
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REQUIREMENTS
DON'T MAKE IT

Eli Savit takes a look
at the college's general requirements.
Even though students
are rquired to take at
least one course in
just about every subject, are they gaining
what they should?

Amv Slingerland
STAFF WRITER
Trouble lies in the future for the hockey
and sailing clubs on campus. If they
don't find funding pronto, the college
community can say bon voyage to both.
In a Student Commission slip-up three
years ago, members ratified the teams as
student organizations, violating the Student
Commission's own by-laws. Article 7; section 2 of Student Commission's constitution
states that a group "cannot require funds
to compete directly with other schools."
Therefore both teams' status as student
organizations is null and void and student
commission can no longer fund them.
There was a possibility of revising the
By-laws to encompass club sports, but this
discussion was short lived.
"We're not equipped financially or
otherwise to oversee athletics," said Student Commission president
Karen Nave. "This is why we have the athletic department. They can hire
someone to be in charge of club sports and start raising money. We need
to remember that our responsibility is toward the students, not only to
the students who are a part of the hockey team."
Nevertheless, a generous decision was made last Monday night
by Student Commission to fund the Hockey team through fall quarter

mainly by means of a gift fund that student
commission has set aside. This will use up
over half the emergency funding allotted for
all student organizations.
The sailing team was not discussed at
the meeting, however it is the opinion of
Student Commission's Public Relations
Director David Council that "all club sports
will be financially taken care of through the
end of fall quarter," he said. However, after
the deadline both teams will be completely
independent of the school and Student Commission, which may leave them unable use
to the college's name in competition if they
cannot find a school sponsor.
It might seem logical to group sailing
and hockey under the heading of sports and
therefore place them under the auspices of
the athletic department. But because these
teams are not classified as intramural or
varsity, but rather in the ambiguous category of club sports, the athletic
department has no responsibility to give them fundin'g either.
"The athletic department is also limited in funding, personnel, and
in space ... We are at our limit with 16 sports and teaching a full load
of physical education," said Associate Professor of Physical Education

See Article 7, p.8

FAA WISH TO BE IN
_BAGHDAD

KPD Party Patrol keeps
eye on parties in area

Sophomore
Greg
Paddison is the first
student at the college
to be on active military duty since the
Vietnam War. He is
waiting for a clean
bill of health to join
his unit in Baghdad.

Katherine Wegert
STAFF WRITER

Ira FALL SEASON
_TAKESOFF

From hayrides, to
picking apples and
haunted houses, the
list of fall activities
is here with a little
something for all.

The Western Micb..igan University Police Department is now helped
out by the Kalamazoo Police Department in their efforts to cut down
on drinking and partying. Party Patrol says that Kalamazoo ColJege is
not a major source of distrubances.

Kalamazoo Police Department's Party Patrol says that
Kalamazoo College parties are not
a primary source for off-campus
disturbances. Although there have
been some noise violations reported
for "K" parties, most come from
Western.
"We'll get most complaints
from citizens and other students
who live near either Stanwood or
Vine," Executive Lieutenant Joseph
Taylor said. "Most complaints are a
response to parties held by Western
students."
"Last year 448 violations were
reported and 29 arrests were made
altogether," Taylor said. "These

statistics are not broken down
according to schools and they represent the general, yearly trends."
Most violations occur early
in the year.
"Reports show that the most
complaints are made in the months
of September and October. . . we
get few calls once the cold weather
comes," Taylor said.
The KPD Party patrol is a
special patrol that is strictly focused
on campus parties.
"It is a special patrol that
prioritizes calls regarding college
parties in the area," Taylor said.
The Party Patrol is an 18 year-old
establishment that is responsible
for handing out noise and minorin-possession Violations to students
who drink underage.

NEWS
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Poor guest behaviors thwart hosting of parties
Anna Maxbauer
COLUMNIST
As fall quarter continues to
heat up, a lot of "K" students
become more and more reliant on
weekend socializing to balance
the more sterile academic focus
of most weekdays. Off-campus
parties become a great opportunity
for students of all ages to mix and,
in many cases, shed inhibitions
with the help of alcohol.
The alcohol aspect of college
party culture is what makes social
gatherings tricky. Hundreds of
younger "K" students count on off
campus salvation for a social fix,
and plenty of the oldest students
are happy to provide it. However,
despite the loose nature of a lot
of off campus parties, not all "K"
gatherings are open to the entire
student body.
"1 think most of the people
who have parties aren't necessarily opposed to opening it up to
the general college community,"
says senior Karen Nave. "But that
doesn't mean that anyone can just
show up."
Between the desire to keep
a party small and intimate, lack
of interest in babysitting possessions or problem guests, or just
fear of being busted, a lot of "K"
houses are adamant about being
the destination du soir.
When in doubt about how welcome you are at a party, consider
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bottle of
aren't.
Taking drinks from a fridge that isn't yours? Many would-be havens for
Jaeger,
Most
weekend partying and socializing find that uninvited guests raid fridges
whom do
who are in
and make messes of their houses, therefore many people who would host
you trust?
a position
gatherings no longer do.
Another
to provide
rna j 0 r
alcohol to
sticking
others
aren't opposed to perpetuating the of underclassmen to get trashed in point among students who host
parties is the widespread assumpdistribution system that benefited your basement.
For some people, sheer para- tion that every party will provide
them so splendidly when they were
noia about getting busted is enough alcohol.
younger.
Many students who have no
However, there's a difference motivation to keep a party legal,
between helping your buddy snag while others worry about the capac- qualms about having lots of people
some Oberon and inviting hoards ity of less-experienced drinkers to around draw the line when guests
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expect their hosts to provide alcohol, especially if they want it provided free. Seniors like Jessica
Eldridge resent the assumption that
parties are given free as a public
service.
"You just shouldn't go to a
party and expect to get free stuff.
Obviously people want to provide
a good time but it can't always be
at the residents' expense," Eldridge
said.
One of the easiest ways to
make enemies at school is to march
into a stranger's house/dorm room,
open up the fridge, and yoink
whatever looks good. If you're
tight with the people living there
or have an understanding with the
hosts that's one thing, but simply
making off with food or illicit
beverages is just asinine.
Likewise for using someone's
dishes, occupying a bedroom, or
having a beer fight, says senior
Jackson Buell, who also had various items stolen from his house
during a party last weekend.
"If you go to a house party,
take care of stuff," says senior Amy
Hopkins. "We don't bust into other
people's dorm rooms or houses and
do whatever we feel like."
If you're not sure what's
acceptable at a certain house,
adhere to near-universal laws concerning guests' behavior: don't
touch what isn't yours, smoke outside and stay away from rooms outside the designated party space.

CRIME BEAT
**Someone smashed the drivers' side window of a car
in the Markin parking lot between the hours of 9 p.m.
and 7 a.m. October 7 and 8. The damage was assessed
at 400 dollars.
*'" Another larceny occurred in Stetson Chapel during an
Oct. 7 wedding rehearsal. A student is missing her silver
Canon digital camera valued at 450 dollars.
**Homecoming weekend was relatively quiet, said
Security staff. However, Glen Nevelle relays tillS message: "Parking in the middle of the lot is not pemlitte~
contrary to (the justification that) 'everybody else does
it.' Vehicles parked in the middle of the lot will be
ticketed and eventually towed." If the Trowbridge lot is
full, students need to move their cars elsewhere.
-- Compiled by Bridget Scali en
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CONTRACEPTION:
The
SEX
Part
Two
F 1eI es
Anna Maxbauer
COLUMNlST
One of the big pitfalls to heterosexual
relationships is addressing the topic of
contraception, which during one's college
years may prove more important than at
any other time in life. Fleeting maturity
(sexual and otherwise) can facilitate a
host of really stupid situations that in the
absence of certain security precautions
can balloon into something serious.
As last week 's article tried to establish, the success of contraception strategies has a lot to do with a woman ' s
anatomy and how those tricky monthly
cycles work. Now that you have a little
background knowledge you can more
confidently step (maybe even strut) into
the gallery of contraception options.
In descending order of effectiveness , the top anti-conception options
are: abstinence, chemical contraceptives
(pills/patches/rings/etc .) , and condoms.
Most health care professionals recommend a combo of chemical contraceptives
and condoms as a good strategy, and there
are also other options available (uterine
implants, diaphragms, morning after pill,
etc.).
Chemical contraceptive options usually .work by sending decoy messages
to your brain ' s sexual control towers
(hypothalamus and pituitary gland, specifically), which respond by reshuffiing
the hormonal settings that would have
otherwise facilitated fertilization and
implantation.
However, condoms and birth control
pills don't come without the fine print.
"Women need to remember that if
you're not taking that pill regularly you'll
really be messing with the bees," says
Lori Long-Hopkins of the Health Center.
For busy or more absent-minded girls,
she suggests newer options like Ortho
Evra (a month-long patch) or Seasonelle,
a single pill that provides three periodfree months of protection (both have
90+% effectiveness, and stopping your
period isn't bad for your health).
There's also a newer diaphragm-like
device that releases hormones into the

vagina itself, creating a doubly effective likely (for the same reason, never keep a
chemical and barrier contraception option. condom in your wallet) .
Other variables also impact how a girl's
Post-coital douching isn't a good
body responds to chemical contraceptives idea either, as the motion of the ocean
- cigarettes, for example, can render that may send sperm straight to where they're
pill/patch/ring useless it's progestin-based not wanted . A lot of sperm reach the
(other hormones aren't as effective).
uterus when it contracts during the female
Condoms, the time-tested boon for orgasm, which is why some people think
decades of lovers, also deserve a little they're in the clear if the girl doesn't
more attention.
get off. This is also a lie - just ask any
"Know how to use the damn couple who conceived as a result of that
things!" Lori says, stressing that the oft- assumption.
mocked
resFor couples
that prefer postervoir tip is
hoc contracepthere for a
reason . Once
tion plans- the
It's pretty easy to rationalize
a guy has ejacmorning after
non-use of condoms, birth conulated into a
pill decreases
condom during
in effectiveness
trol regimens, or morning after
sex,
the
(70+% tops) the
pills - you're not keen on putting
condom mus t
longer you wait
on weight, too busy to go to the
be taken off
to take it, so
immediately
don
' t assume
health center, or think you're
before the penis
you can fret for
not consistently sexually active
gets flaccid and
2 Y. days and
spi lis the good
enough to need full-time protecthen head to the
stuff (or bad
Health Center.
tion. But like that really cool Van
stuff?) into the
For
the
Halen video so astutely points
record,
vagina.
YES
Condoms
out, nothing is more expensive
you can get
are also a whole
pregnant
from
than regret.
lot more effechaving
sex
-- Anna Maxbauer
~ during your
tive when used
with good lube, = = = = = = : : : l K I I period - sperm
whether it is
can reach and
natural or synfertilize an egg
thetic (get one with Nonoxynol-9, a.k.a. even as the uterine lining is being evacspermicide).
uated from the body, and successful
If condoms (90%ish effectiveness) implantation can occur.
are the only thing keeping you from being
Ifmid-period sex (which is a lot more
a baby momma/daddy, stay smart about popular than most people are willing to
it.
admit) is followed by an abrupt stop in
"Going without condoms is just a menstrual flow, that's usually an indicahorrifically stupid thing to do," says Lori. tion things have gone awry.
"And as much as people don't like that or
Now, a word about abstinence .
don't like to hear that -tough."
Though it's still the undisputed monarch
Of course, urban myths abound about of the contraception myriad (100% effecthe best ways to thwart conception . NO, tive), a lot of couples push the envelope
the withdrawal strategy doesn ' t work. If even if they don't actually have interit has in the past, consider yourself really course.
freaking lucky. Though double bagging
At least a few kids in the world
the penis with 2 condoms may seem like owe their genesis to so-called "dry sex"
a good idea, the friction between dual between parents who somehow thought
latex layers makes tearing much more underwear doubled as a diaphragm. Addi-

tionally, plenty of man juice has gained
entry to the vagina through digital means,
so be sure to preface and punctuate any
finger action with serious hand washing.
Most of the birth control options,
sadly, are a girl thing. Short of castration,
the only thing a guy can do to kill his
sperm count is wear briefs/jockey shorts
(testes + heat = bad) and develop a serious
smoking habit (weed or nicotine).
Last week, scientists in Australia
approved a male contraceptive injection
but it could be years before any serious
guy-based solutions hit the market here.
However, if you 're in a serious relationship, birth control should be a shared
responsibility (financially, emotionally,
etc.) even if the participation levels aren't
identical.
It's pretty easy to rationalize non-use
of condoms, birth control regimens, or
morning after pills - you're not keen
on putting on weight, too busy to go to
the health center, or think you're not
consistently sexually active enough to
need full-time protection. But like that
really cool Van Halen video so astutely
points out, nothing is more expensive
than regret.
Most people turn a blind eye until
things get hairy (like when a period goes
AWOL), at which point they start kicking
themselves for not being smarter when
it really counted . Then, suddenly, the
options become slightly more daunting
(and a whole lot more expensive) than
those forgotten or ignored half a month
earlier.
The financial cost of raising a child
($250,000), a fully-monitored pregnancy
and subsequent adoption ($6000) , or
abortion ($400) make a month of birth
control pills ($10), condoms (usually
free) or the morning after pill ($20) look
pretty good.
Of course this is a harsh and touchy
topic, but sex is serious business and
if you 're not willing to address all the
details you really shouldn't be doing it.
Contraception is a major part of
just about any sexual relationship, so
treat it as such . For more info talk to
Lori at the Health Center, or check out
http://www.birthcontrol.com.
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Ending North Korean human rights abuses requires China's help
Joe Mansour
OPINIONS EDITOR
In the Oct. 4 edition of the
Washington Post, a story ran on
North Korean defectors.
The horrors which those
people have endured needs to be
repeated.
North Korea was devastated
by famine which lasted from
1995-1997.
One escaped North Korean
woman talked of what -she witnessed, "When one is very hungry,
one can go crazy. One woman
in my town killed her 7-monthold baby, and ate the baby with
another woman. That woman's
son reported them both to the

authorities.
"1 can't condemn cannibalism.
Not that I wanted to eat human
meat, but we were so hungry. It
was common that people went to
a fresh grave and dug up a body
to eat meat. I witnessed a woman
being questioned for cannibalism.
She said it tasted good."
The North Korean government
put the death toll at 200,000 from
the famine while other sources
contend as many as two million
people have died.
In North Korea dissention
against the government is not
allowed and human rights abuses
are commonplace. To simply possess a radio is a crime punishable
by imprisonment or even death.

Lee Soon Ok, a former North
Korean govemment official, imprisoned for seven years testified to
Congress last year on her experiences. According to the Washington Post, "She overheard researchers discussing chemical and biological weapons experiments on
prisoners. Groups of prisoners were
taken behind a hill, she said, and
she was told to mark their names
off the prison rations list."
For those who are successful
in escaping from the horrors of
North Korea, the welcome they
receive is far from satisfactory.
Over the years, tens of thousands or more desperate souls
have fled the oppressive communist regime. Most flee across

the northern border into China
where they must avoid the Chinese
authorities and seek safety in other
countries in the region.
The Chinese government has
a treaty with North Korea requiring
the return of refugees to North
Korea where they are put in forced
labor camps. Many fugitives who
do evade the authorities, particularly women are tricked into prostitution.
Only a few of the refugees
make it to South Korea with the
aid of Christian missionaries and
professional smugglers. Most
escape to the United States or
Canada.
Those who do make it out
of North Korea are often racked

by guilt because their families
are punished for their fleeing the
country. Family members of defectors may be blacklisted, left jobless,
imprisoned or killed.
For all of the complications
involved in the United States dealings with North Korea, at least
one is clear. The tales of those
escaping the land behind the 38th
parallel must be told. The United
States needs to pressure China to
stop repatriating North Korean
defectors.
We can have no misconceptions about the North Korean
regime it is brutal dictatorship,
whom cannot be trusted to deal
fairly with its own people or with
the international community.

PNAC, Bush administration failing to deliver results in Iraq
American Century (PNAC) was created in
1997 by war hawks such as Dick Cheney,
OPINION WRITER
Donald Rumsfeld, Paul Wolfowitz, and
"The so-called war on terrorism is Elliot Abrams. PNAC is a neo-conservative
not only a war all innocent people in think-tank that seeks total world domination
other countries, but it is also a war on through the use of force.
the people of the United States: a war on
Today these national leaders are some of
our liberties, a war on our standard of Bush's top cabinet members, and examining
living. The wealth of the country is being their political background will help clarify
stolen from the people and handed over the vision these people have for the United
to the super-rich. The lives of our young States. In 1986, Cheney voted against a
are being stolen. And the thieves are in resolution to release Nelson Mandela and
the White House."
to recognize the African National Congress
-- Howard Zinn
. Rurnsfeld supported arming Saddam Hussein in Iraq's war against Iran and is now
The war on Iraq has been the plan of a leading advocate of the "no evidence
Bush's cronies since the Policy for a New required" school of thought for preemptive

Nick Carlin- Voigt

strike. Abrams pled guilty to two counts
of lying to Congress about the Iran-Contra
scandal and tried to cover up the slaughter
of thousands of El Salvadorian citizens
murdered by US trained guerillas.
President Bush is continually using
fabricated information to support his war
on Iraq. There has been no link between
the tragedy of 9/11 and the Hussein regime.
There has been no significant evidence
that Hussein possessed weapons of mass
destruction (WMDs). In the January 28
State of the Union Address, President Bush
lied to the American people, claiming that
the "British government has learned that
Saddam Hussein recently sought significant
quantities of uranium from Africa." This past

week CIA head weapons inspector David
Kay gave an enlightening observation
about prewar intelligence by stating, "Our
understanding of the status of Iraq's WMD
program was always bounded by large
uncertainties." Even if the Iraqi regime did
have chemical and biological weapons (we
must have the receipts hidden somewhere),
it is unclear how they would be able to
dominate the Middle East or the "civilized
world." The entire Bush administration
has been blatantly lying to the American
public, and will continue to lie to the public
using propaganda to scare us into believing
See PNAC, p.8
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Distribution requirements dilute education
Lack ofspecific requirements allow students to take courses where they only dabble in subjects
Eli Sav;t
NEWS EDITOR
This summer, my father asked
me what I thought about The
Republic. He assumed that after
two full years at Kalamazoo College, I must have read some Plato.
I was, however, unable to respond,
for I had never read a word of The
Republic.
Moreover, after thumbing
through the Kalamazoo College
Academic catalogue, I concluded
that there was a very realistic possibility that I could graduate from
"K" without ever having studied
one of the most seminal pieces of
political philosophy in the Western
canon. Oh yeah. I should probably
mention at this point that I'm a
double major in political science
and philosophy.
The fact that anyone--let alone
a political science and philosophy
major--could graduate from "K"
without reading Plato illustrates a
failure of our academic system.
The problem stems from the
fact that the academic program
at Kalamazoo seeks to strike a
balance between two seemingly
conflicting ideals: On the one
hand, "K" recognizes that college
students need to be free to explore
their academic options and to chart
an independent, personalized educational course. But on the other
hand, "K" also recognizes that there
is real value in an undergraduate
education that is broad and varied-i.e, the quintessential "liberal arts"
education.
The biology major that takes
classes in philosophy, social SCIences and the visual arts will be a
more well-rounded and educated
individual than the student that
takes only classes in the natural
sciences.
Obviously, though, if "K"
wants its graduates to have a wellrounded education, it needs to act
as an overseer and force students tt)
take classes in certain subjects. So
how does "K" reconcile the ideal
of a well-rounded graduate with
the ideal of student freedom?

Simple. With the exception of
the freshman seminar, Kalamazoo
College does not require students
to take any specific classes at aU.
Instead, we have a system of distribution requirements.
As a political science and
philosophy major, I don't have
to take Evolution or Calculus to
graduate. I do, however, have
to take at least one course in the
natural sciences and one "quantitative reasoning" class to get my UK"
degree. Correlatively, the natural
scientists and the mathematicians
among us have to take classes in
the social sciences. But the specific
courses that we take to fulfill these
requirements are up to us.
In theory, then, all "K" students can simultaneously chart an
independent educational course and
graduate with a working understanding of all the major academic
disciplines. The problem is that it
doesn't really work out that way.
For example; I fulfilled my
"natural sciences" requirement by
taking a course entitled the Ecology
of Africa. It was a good, interesting
course, and it dealt with a lot of
social issues, which were right
up my alley as a political science
major. But I didn't walk away from
the course with any real backing in
the discipline of biology.
The class did not give me a
general understanding of how a
biologist thinks or sees the world.
And with my distribution requirement fulfilled, I'm not going to
take a class that would give me a
real sense of the epistemology of
the natural sCiences. I'd probably
get less than an "A" in a class like
Evolution or Chemistry, and I've
got to worry about admission to
graduate schools.
I suspect most students are the
same way. When we take a course
outside of our chosen diSCipline,
it is usually only to fulfill some
requirement. The classes that we
take to fulfill these requirements are
usually extremely simple ("Intro
to American Government" for a
math major) or relate to our major

in some way ("Chemistry and
Society" for the sociology major).
The theory behind distribution
requirements is that they strike
a golden mean between student
freedom and educational breadth.
In reality, however, distribution
requirements dilute both of these
educational ideals.
A student is not really freely
charting an independent educational course when he feels forced
to take a remedial class in some
discipline that the College deems
important. And since the College
does not require students to take
any speci fic classes, the breadth
of a "K" education is, at best, ill
defined--in fact, most students
are likely to graduate with little
substantive knowledge of fields
outside their major or related disciplines.
Of course, individual departments can and do proscribe specific
courses that all majors in their field
must take to graduate. But with
so many distribution requirements
taking up so much of students'
time, departments are eminently
limited in the number of particular
classes they can require--which,
perhaps, is why Plato's Republic
is not required reading for either
philosophy or political science
majors.
A system of distribution
requirements, then, does more than
simply inhibit student choice and
fail to instill a breadth of knowledge
in students. It also undercuts the

strength of each and every major
here at "K."
Distribution requirements
form the basis of academic programs at colleges and universities
across America. But perhaps it's
time to re-evaluate our usage of
this system here at Kalamazoo.
The College could either give
studems complete freedom in
course selection (outside of classes
required for their major), or it
could institute a real core curriculum where all students have to
take specific introductory classes
in the natural and social sciences
to graduate.
Another alternative that might
work (and that I personally favor)
would be to require all students
to take twelve 5-week seminars
during the first two quarters of
their freshmen year. Students
could get a basic backing in art,
biology, chemistry, classics, history, literature, mathematics, philosophy, political science, psychology, religion and sociology, or
whatever 12 disciplines the College deems important.
After
completing
these
required classes, students would
be granted the right to make their
own choices regarding course
selection. (Proficiency in a foreign
language could, and probably
should, still be a requirement for
graduation).
The benefits of such a program to UK" would be substantial.
Not only would students get some

real backing in a variety of disciplines, but also "K" students
would share the same basic body
of knowledge after their freshman
year. Thus, there would be no
reason for professors to go over
the same remedial material in
the first weeks of every course
(the distinction between empirical
and normative analysis in social
science classes, for example).
Moreover, all "K" students
would have a common ground
for discussion. Everyone would
have read The Republic, and my
friend the psychology major could
tell me why Plato's presumptions
regarding human learning are fallacious. Or, a pol itical science
major like myself could discuss
the political ramifications of some
new advance in science with
chemistry majors without sounding like a total dunce.
It's an ideal vision, and I don't
expect the "K" curriculum to be
changed just because I wrote this
column.
But something must be done
in recognizance of the fact that the
"kinds of knowledge in a State are
many and diverse."
After all, UK" College is in
the business of educating future
leaders. It does not behoove us,
our community, or our country
to gradwate leaders with such a
limited body of knowledge.
That quote, by the way, was
from The Republic. I read it, on
my own, this summer.

CORRECTION
The headline EI/gli:,h comprehf'lIsil'f! exums
eliminated that ran in last \\ eek's Is,ue of The
Index (Oct 9) was incorrect.
The fact of the matter is that the English
department has restructured the way it has students
fulfill th.:ir comprchcn."ivc requirement.
English majors no\\ d.:al \\ ith a "redesigncd
RcflectlOn Essay, which has no\\ been renamed
thc Comprehensive Essay by the department," last
week'~ article stated.
Profcssor Gail Griffin also noted othcr inac-

curacies.
In a Ictter to thc editor, she writes. "First of
all, no department can climll1ate comps; it's a
college-wide requirement. Secondly, our new
ComprehenSive Fssay ccrtainly does not narrow the
scope of comps; it restructures the e.'am in the fornl
of an cxtendcd essay mecting stringent requirements
that better reflect our majors' experience 111 our
classes than the old timed test."
We apologize lor the error and any misleading
infOlmation.
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Paddison first student on active
duty since Vietnam War
Kate Boehm

graduated as a Sergeant I st Class and
went immediately to Kalamazoo.
After his freshman year at "K," which
Greg B. Paddison, 19, wishes he were was quite a change from military school,
in Baghdad right now.
Greg decided to enlist in the U.S. Army
Without a small problem in his left Reserves as a machine gun specialist. He
eye he would be. The sophomore is the went into active duty for the basic infantry
first student at Kalamazoo College to and did all his training to go overseas
be on active military
as an AR-15 machine
duty since the Vietnam
gun specialist.
War.
A few days before
His unit, #32053
he and his unit were
BO, is currently fightto be sent out, Greg's
ing in Baghdad and
physical showed a
one of his fellow solsmall problem in his
diers was injured by a
left eye that does not
piece of shrapnel last
impair his vision, but
Friday.
causes liability issues
"I really want to
for the military.
be there," Paddison
This occurred in
said. "It's difficult
July. He will be on the
seeing your friends get
medical leave reserve
hurt and not be able to
roster for the next six
do anything about it."
weeks, and then will
Greg attended St.
reenlist:
John's Northwestern
"[The military]
Military Academy in
is more than just
Delafield, Wis. for his
shooting guns and
COUrtesy
sophomore, junior and
giving
salutes," Padsenior years of high Sophomore Greg Paddison is on active
dison
said.
"It's about
military duty in the medical leave
school.
serving
something
Military school reserves. His unit is currendy over
greater
than
yourself.
gave him an inside in Baghdad.
It's about being part of
look at the military,
something that's been
along with an ordinary high school educa- around for hundreds of years."
tion.
Paddison plans to major in English
It taught him discipline, structure, with minors in political science and
leadership and responsibility, and he religion, and plays for the hockey and
believes it was a great experience. He golf teams here at "K."
STAFF WRITER
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A column from EnvOrg to elevate environmental awareness
Written by Carla Kaiser

Arboretum provides outdoor experience for students
To most of you, the rhythm at advantage of this part of Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo College campus has gotten College? Here's where we can help you
back into the old groove by now.
out. Starting on Sun. 26, EnvOrg will be
You got your party animal out at making regularly scheduled trips to the
Homecoming, and now you've realized Arboretum from 2-4 p.m. All Students,
you have a load of homework that has Faculty, and Staff are invited. These trips
piled up. Campus seems pretty mundane will be continued the Sundays of weeks
and banal by now, but the large trees 3, 6 and 9 every quarter for the rest of
shedding their leaves on the Quad and the year. It will not cost you anything
the squirrels that chase us always keep but two hours and maybe a little sweat
things lively.
from hiking, running or another form of
Did you know that there is over 100 physical exertion.
acres of land that Kalamazoo College
Maybe you're working on Sundays ...
(in essence, all of us) own? Did you don't worry. It's notthat far away. Check
know that it is only a short drive but a out www.kzoo.edularbor/index.htm. You
world away from the groove you've found can find a whole history the LAA. old
yourself in?
projects, information on all the cool plants
The Lillian Anderson Arboretum is and animals. and most importantly a
tbe second, yet unacknowledged, campus map.
at Kalamazoo.College. Just because one
For those of you who just want to
rides in a car to get there does not mean get out there right now, follow these
that it is not as important and as wonderful instructions: Visitors from Kalamazoo
as the main campus.
should take M-43 west past US 131. The
The Arboretum exists to foster conser- Arboretum is located one mile west of
vation, experiential learmng, community Meijer's up a small, paved, unmarked
building, recreation, and contemplation. drive on the south (left) side of the road.
And the list continues, as you explore the Get ready to tum after you pass a large
huge variety of habitats. You can find a white farmhouse, also on the south side.
meadow, marsh, lake, forest, and a whole
Please be on the lookout for remindworld of wonder and cool animals that ers. We will also ask people to sign up
are occasionally explored by the Biology in Hicks to know how many vans we will
department, but rarely acknowledge by need. With any questi('ns, please see
the rest of us.
Dr. Paul Sotherland. Dr. Binney Girdler,
The Arboretum has been part of Jonas Traxler-Ballew, Gina Lutz or any
campus since 1998, but was donated in member of EnvOrg.
1982 to Kalamazoo College. Lillian
I hope you will be able to go explore
Anderson was a "K" alum from 1926.
the hidden half of campus one weekend!
In the past years, several faculty and
You don't know what you're missing ...
students have been able to experience the
LAA and have thOUght of and initiated
GREEN TIP #274
service projects. educational projects
By taking leaves that are in the proand beautification projects. Others jw,t
cess of their color change, are not brittle,
like to go out there, watch the seasons
and pressing them between a pile of books,
change, take a Frisbee and get a breath
you can preserve that lovely color for
of fresh air.
many moons to come. So in tbe bleakness
So, the question is ... are you taking
of winter a little leaf may brighten your
tomorrow.
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Haunted houses, farms offer variety of seasonal fun
Kat Baskin &
Michael Schoettle
STAFF WRITERS
It's the time of year again when the leaves are changing colors, the breeze is getting nippy, and jack-o-Ianterns
are decorating every doorstep. This month we can be
truly proud of our "K" colors--it's Halloween! Before
you get trapped in the snow storms, be sure to take
advantage of all that autumn has to offer.
The apples at
Verhage
Fruit
Farms (8619 West
Michigan
Ave,
(269) 357-0153) are
rated the best in
Kalamazoo. There
is a 100 year old
cider mill and while
you're there, take
a hay ride, drink
hot apple cider and
try the homemade
donuts.
Check out the
country store to
stock up and bring
home that fresh
autumn scent to
your dorm room.
It's cheap, it's fun,
and its food, so stop
stealing apples from the cafeteria and pick your own!
Outside of Kalamazoo there's Cleveland Farms
(42520 County Road 380, Bloomingdale, MI,
(269)521-4079), Hood Orchard and Latchaw
Orchard.
Cleveland Farms: While apple farms take up your

Chapel Chat
When
issues
come
together as coincidence for
us, we are being called to
greater awareness. For me, it IS
this week's visit to campus by
Larry Rasmussen. the Reinhold
Niebuhr Professor of Social
EthiCS at Union Theological
Seminary.
lie will be presenting
"An Axial Moment?" on Thursday night at 8 PM in the

daylight hours, haunted houses can complement your
evening schedule. One such venue is just a quick walk
downtown.
The Phobia Haunted House delivers "8,000 square
feet of pure terror," so they say. The crew at The Phobia
said, "Last year we had groups of people crawling on
the floors trying to get away. Some of our victims
didn't stop running until they were half way out into
the parking lot."
The famed Niles Haunted House,
located only 15 minutes away, claims they'll
"Scare the yell out of
you."
If you're not into
the haunted houses, but
still in for a Halloween
scare, Niles has the
Field of Screams, the
Realm of Darkness, the
Maniac Maze and more.
Here are some others to
keep in mind:
Kalamazoo Jaycees Haunted Halls
of
Havoc

of you who are adventurous and the beaten path will
not suffice.
Enter the following places at your own risk:
There have been sightings at the Old State Hospital
of noises, lights and images of people in the windows.
At the Borgess Hospital, there allegedly have been
similar occurrences, such as ghostly nuns and flickering
red lights. If you don't believe the reports, check out
these places for yourself.
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(269-343-2355,616343-2355) The last two
weekends in October the
price of admission will
be $4 for people 13 and
over, $2 for children 12
and under. Date of Halloween Haunts
Events: Oct. 18, Sat. Oct. 19, Thu.
Oct. 24, Fri. Oct. 25, Sat. Oct. 26,
Wed. Oct. 30 and Thu. Oct. 31 all from
7-11 p.m.
There are several options for those

by Jeanne Hess

Olmsted Room and "Religion's
Responses" at Chapel on Friday
Both events are
at 10:50
LACC.
The coincidence for me was
the fact that Dr. Rasmussen
has written extensively about
Dietrich Bonhoeffer. academician, Nazi resistor and Christian Disciple. The most recent
Issue of "Hospitality". the newsletter of the Open Door Commu-

nity in Atlanta,
GA contained
an article written by Pete
Gathje, fomler
religion professor, associate
chaplain
and
cross country
coach at Kalamazoo College. Petc
now chairs the Philosophy and
Religion Department at Christian
Brothers Unversity III Memphis,
TN.
He writes about the community's study of Dietrich Bonhoeffer's
Cost of Discipleship, and that
Bonhoeffer "believed and experienced in his life that Jesus came.
as Jesus says in John's Gospel.

that we 'might have life and have
it to the full' {John 10: I 0)".
Pete then goes on to offer the
following: "Bonhoeffer, in hearing
and responding to Jesus' gracious
call, realized that to have faith in
Jesus must mean following in
the footsteps of Jesus' own t:1ith.
It IS not enough to claim faith
III Jesus. Bohboeffer argued; we
must, if we have faith in Jesus,
practice the faith of Jesus." (page
6 September 2003, Hospitality).
So now someone visils
campus "ith a message - a message brought within the endowed
William Weber Lecture Series
on Government and SOClCty. I
am becoming ever aware of the
need to live the faith of Jesus,

and am looking forward to Dr.
Rasmussen's message to our
community.
Hopefully you will be
there too. even if you go in
just for the LAC credit. I
have a feeling we'll be enlightened and challenged toward
the greater good for ourselves
and all humanity.
Peace,
Jeanne Hess
P.S If anyone is interested
in pJanning or being involved
in the Family Weekend Service on November 2, please
contact me at 337-7086 or
Jhess~kzoo.edu.

SPORTS

The Index
Article 71 Title IX, funding keep club

sports out of athletic department
continued from page 1

Catching a pass, sophomore Jeff Green helps the Hornets in last week Saturday's. Homecoming ~e
against Hope College. Despite the team's efforts, they lost to Hope 18-21, sconng a touchdown In
the last minute of the game.

Football loses to Hope, Golf succeeds
Karen Nave

and held each other at bay, both
teams remained scoreless.
SPORTS EDITOR
With just minutes left in the
Football
game, Andy Graham picked up a
The Kalamazoo College Hor- pass form quarterback Bryan Gnyp
nets lost a close battle to Hope and ran 56 yards to the end zone
College Flying Dutchmen this for the touchdown with just 57
past Saturday during Kalamazoo's seconds left on the clock. With
Homecoming festivities. The loss just seconds to go, the Hornets
marked the first for the Hornets played the onside kick and after an
this season.
extreme struggle it was ruled that
Kalamazoo came out of the Hope recovered the ball. Hope
gate ready and the same sure footed finished the game for the win
team we have seen all season. 21-18.
The Hornets took a 3-0 lead
Hope had 367 yards of
in the first quarter
total offense while
on a career-long 45
Kalamazoo gained
yard field goal by
only 249 yards. Hope
Gavin Mooney, with
had 107 yards rushjust over five mining and 260 passing.
utes left. The HorKalamazoo was held
ets up the score
to 48 yards rushing
in the second quarand 20 I yards passter after a nine-yard
ing. Each team had
run by Dwight White
two turnovers, but
making the score
Kalamazoo also had
10-0. Kalamazoo
a blocked punt that
led to a touchdown.
went into the locker Golfer Kristyn Buhl
room at half time
Each team also had
with the lead.
four sacks.
The Hornets could not hold on
Matthew
Jarboe
led
and Hope answered with 21 points. Kalamazoo with 13 carries and 31
The Dutchmen took a command- yards of rushing. Dwight White
ing 21-10 lead. The third quarter finished the day with 10 carries
Hoth teams continued to do battle and 28 yards. Senior quarterback

Bryan Gnyp went 13-of-30 passing
for 201 yards and a touchdown.
Andy Graham had five catches and
total of 116 yards. This marked his
sixth-career and second consecutive 100-yard receiving game.
Leading the Hornet defense
was senior Jeremy Vanisacker with
12 tackles that included two for
loss yardage. Kyle Bainbridge and
Conor Lefere each picked up an
interception.
Kalamazoo College drops to
4-1 Overall (0-1 MlAA). There
next contest is Saturday at Olivet
College.

Women's Golf
This past weekend the
Kalamazoo College Women's Golf
team competed at the MlAA Championship at Bedford Valley Country
Club.
The Hornets placed seventh
overall with an outstanding performance by Senior Kristyn Buhl who
finished with the lowest combined
score of the weekend.
Buhl shot a 75 on Saturday
combined With an 82 on Friday for
a combined score of 157. Buhl was
seventh overall in MlAA action
this season wi th an average score
of87.8.

Jeanne Iless. "As much as we'd love to take on new teams our
hands arc tied."
Hess also cited Title IX, legislation promoting equal numbers
of men's and women's school sports teams, as a problem. "We are
still working toward compliance with title IX," she said. However
both the salling and Hockey teams are co-ed. Monetary issues take
precedence. Hess says, "If we had a critical mass of students, than
we (the athletic department) arc willing to sit in on this conversation.
I can't see us expanding without something shifting."
Eric Larson of the hockey team feels thwarted by school's
bureaucracy. Larson has submitted a number of requests to the
athletic department for various funds and resources and has been
denied. Even a link to the college's athletic website was turned
down. The athletic department again cites Title IX again and claims
that Iinklllg the hockey website, would create the illusion that
hockey is varsity sport.
However a suggestion of a club sports page, perhaps linked to
the physical education page is a good solution. Both hockey and
sailing have been approved as physical education credits.
Despite wishes to have everyone who wants to play do so,
it is important hat the rules remain constant to preserve a place
for both student organizations and athletics. Club athletics will
have to fight long and hard if they want to be a prionty for the
college. To find out more about the hockey team check their website
www.kzoo.edulhockey.

PNAC/US occupation of Iraq becoming

'nightmare' for Iraqis, US soldiers
continued from page 4
that the Hussein regime was a
"danger to the world."
The Bush administration
has promised to improve the
quality oflife in postwar Iraq but
they have failed to deliver. Iraq
is not a liberated country, but an
occupied country.
The U.S.-led occupation of
Iraq is becoming a nigh!mare for
citizens ofTraq and U.S. soldiers
stationed there. Deadly attacks
on U.S. soldiers occur almost
daily. The reconstruction effort
is costmg the American people
$1 bllhon a week with nearly
one-third of the total gomg to
private contractors.
Billions of taxpayer dollars
were wasted due to politically
connected companies like Halliburton and Bechtel receiving
uncompl:titlve contracts from
the government. Vice PreSident
Dick Cheney was the C.E.O of

Halliburton for five years before
becoming Bush's running mate
in 2000. Former Secretary of
State George Shultz, a Bechtel
board member, is also chair of
the advisory board of the Committee for the Liberation of Iraq
We must contmue to remind
ourselves that this is a reality.
Extremely dangerous White
House Officials have significant
power. Please don't take my
word for It. dlJigently investigate
the current politicians who are
making the crucial decisions
concerning V.S. foreign policy
m Iraq.
PreSident Bush has declared,
"You're either with us or against
us." Excuse me Mr. President but
there is nothing more patriotic
than questiomng the government
when you thmk they are wrong.
As war costs associated with
Iraq reach $166 billion, I refuse
to let President Bush speak on
my behalf.
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INSIDE 2003 Weber Lecture brings Larry Rasmussen

iii DIVERSITY NOT
r::I BLACK & WHITE
Adding diveristy to
the campus is not an
easy task, as there
are many aspects of
what diversity is.
See how members of
the 'K' community
define diversity.

IJ

FETISHOR
FASCINATION?

The
Sex
Files
explains what really
constitutes a fetish
and the difference
between enjoying
something
and
having it be a fetish.

R

Brittany Edwards

EDITORIAL ADVISER
"Without the usual outlet of a family, I figured "K" was the best place
for spreading influence," said William Weber, K'39, founder of the William
Weber Lectures in Government and Society. This year Weber contributed
to Kalamazoo College through Social Ethicist Dr. Larry L. Rasmussen. He
discussed the necessity of a macro-ethical framework to prevent or solve
environmental problems.
Rasmussen is the Reinhold Niebuhr Professor of Social Ethics at UI';on
Theological Seminary in New York City. He is currently working on issues
related to power, ethics, ecology, technology and Bible methodology. His
books include: " Earth Community, Earth Ethics," and "Habitat Earth:
New Dimensions of Church and Community in Creation:' co-edited with
Dieter Hessel.
Thursday he spoke on ''An Axial Moment;' which illustrated our need to
make public decisions on the way we choose to live as citizens of an ecological
community, including plants and animals.
Rasmussen told about how his son, as a child, would talk to his dog
as if it were a fellow citizen and how he had to be socia1ized not to believe
that it was a citizen, too.
He personified the centuries as representatives of our time, similar to
Dickens' spirits of Christmas time, as spokesmen for our time and its flaws.
These spirits reflected on our lack of ability to make decisions that preserved
the future and people, beyond individuals. The idea of ethics for the common
See Weber, p.6

PNAC IS BACK

College Republicans encourage
conservative thought

_AGAIN
Gregory
LaVoy
responds to Nick Carlin-Voigt's opinion
last week on the Project for a New American Century. Are the
charges against Bush
misleading and perhaps untimely?

Sarah Beth Gale-Barbantini
COpy EDITOR

51 BETTER THAN
_MOONSHINE

Olde Peninsula is
known for its variety
of beers brewed just
downtown at its own
microbrewry inside
the bar/restaurant.

- pbow by Katie Dorman

Speaking in the Olmstead room last week Thursday, Dr. Larry
Rasmussen was able to come to the college through the William Weber
Lectures in Government and Society.

- pbow by Joe Mansour

At their weekly Monday night meeting, President Dan Carlson,
Secretary Toni Miller and Vice President Jeff Mapes come together
with other republican students on campus to form the College
Republicans.

Kalamazoo College is an educational institution that has prided
itself on its ability to educate "K"
students in the proud liberal arts
tradition. Students are encouraged
to broaden their horizons and take
a variety of courses in the arts and
sciences. However, for a long time,
"K" was dominated by one political
view. In 200 I, five students met
to change that.
That small group was the
beginnings of what is now the
Kalamazoo College Republicans.
The "K" College Republicans
have grown from an insignificant
number in 200 I to one of the most
active groups on campus. Their
mailing list is 150 people strong,

and their weekly meetings in
the President's Lounge attract
roughly 30 students.
"People want to do things,"
says the College Republ icans '
president, junior Dan Carlson.
"People are really interested and
excited this year."
What has caused a group
that was once on the fringe of
"K" campus life to become so
mainstream, so quickly?
"The faculty, administration , and speakers [ at UK"] never
provided a conservative viewpoint. The student body wants
to hear it, and that's what we are
here to offer," said Carlson.
This explosion in membership is due to more active leaderSee Republicans, p.8

NEWS
PHOTO OPINION POLL

What is diversity to you?
Diversity is ...

The Index

'K' works to increase diversity
under challenging conditions
Kate Boehm & Sessily Watt
STAFF WRITERS

" not just differences in race,
If.;':':::"l-~.'Id bur differences in background and
thought. Other differences are just
as important as how you look."
-. Beth johllson, K'07

"
like trail mix -- sweet and
salty all mixed together to make
something delicious."
-- john W'llgner, K'05

" ... the presence of a rich variety of
differences in background, experience, philosophy and ethic."

-- Jeff Dtt1lcan, K'04

" a multicultural society where
everyone is considered equal and
no one is above anyone else."
-- Fe/rx Hirriro. International Student

1a~;t::!I~~1

" ... members of the community, the
student body, faCldey and staff, with
different backgrounds in gender,
cthnicity, socioeconomic class,
race and geography. We need more
ptople with accents."
Pm( Hfzrd)' FuciJs. Cermll1l

Ask a tudent to describe what thcy see around
the "K" College campus and they may mention the
beautiful brick buildings. Stctson Chapel on the hill,
or the fall leaves and squirrels dominating the grassy
quad. They also might use the word "whitc," and won't
be referring to the color of the walls. They're talking
about the student population.
By look at ethnicity alone, "K" may appear to be
extremely lacking in diversity, but diversity is more
than ethnic differences. "Diversity is difference in
opinions, difference in race, cultural values, all types
of difference that can make someone unique," said
Stephanie Maurissen, 22, a senior at "K." Diversity
can be seen in broad terms, as a collection of many
differences that make up a whole, or as a narrow
statistic, such as the number of Jewish students on
the campus.
As applied to the world, and especially college,
diversity is defined differently within each individual.
It is constantly discussed and never resolved, especially
on a can1pus like Kalamazoo.
"There won't ever be enough diversity," said Joellen
Silberman, Dean of Enrollment. "It would be hard for
me to understand how there could be too much diversity
on campus." This may be a common opinion, but
disagreement develops when discussing how to diversify
the predominantly white, middle class campus and
whether the efforts made have been worthwhile.
According to Danny Sledge, Dean of Students,
the problems that "K" faces in terms of diversity are,
not unique. Liberal arts schools all over the country are
traditionally not very diverse, since they often are not the
first choice institutions for underrepresented popUlations.
"K" College is actually one of the more diverse of the
liberal arts schools. because of its international students
and study abroad, programs withm the classroom that
focus on dIVersity, organizations such as Kaleidoscope
and the CCAB, as well as the sheer amount of financial
atd that is given to support students.
"I think we havc to make classroom comfortable
spaces for diverse students. Faculty have to work with
students who have different ways of doing things." said
Katl1lecn Smith. professor of romance languages. Other
faculty, mcluding Gail Griffin. professor of English
and Zalde Pixley. Director of first Year fxpcnence .
.:mphasLled the faculty's commitment to programs
that promote diversity Within the classroom and within
arcas of study. The cultures requircment. for one.
supports the Idea of leaming about dm:rsity m order
to understand it.
"My goal is to help my students understand
difT.:rcnt points of view, and then build thdr own POll1t
of vie\\ and find common ground with others." said

Pixley. Her freshman semmar class, Visions of America:
By Ear. part of the Visions of America cluster. seeks to
understand diversity as found in music, and the other
tlu·ee seminars look for understanding in theater, film and
literature. Many classes at"K" try to seek and wlderstand
diversity, even though the campus itself is not considered
very statistically divcrse.
Another aspect of"K" that provides diversity is the
study abroad program.
"People tend to change after study abroad. They
start to see diversity from a global perspective. "K" does
a wonderful job, through the "K" plan, of giving students
the ability to see diversity issues as global issues," said
Griffin. When students come back from study abroad,
they have a wider world view and understand diversity
from a larger perspective.
"Attention to issues of diversity are not in addition to
the core issues of the college. Diversity is a stated value
in the mission statement of the college," said Sledge.
One of the main goals of the college is to teach students
how to function in the increasingly diverse world they
inhabit. The college does not mirror the rest of the
world in terms of diversity, but promotes and tries to
welcome more of it.
"Unfortunately, there are many in our community
who confuse our lack of success in diversifying our
community with a lack of effort -- nothing could be
further from the truth," said John Carroll, Director of
Admissions. Admissions works to increase the diversity
on campus, while other organizations try to make the
campus a welcoming place for students of different
backgrounds.
For Griffin, the challenge in making this community
more diverse lie as much within those in the majority as
with those in the minority. "[fyou're white, diversity is
your issue, it's about you making a change. Until we see
it as our own problem, a problem that harms us, change
is not going to happen." she says. Griffin hopes that all
the differcnt elements on campus will begin to support
each other, so change can come quicker.
Tamasha Woods, 18, a freshman, thinks that "K" is
doing a lot to promote diversity. "I think K could be more
diverse, but I do think there's an emphasis on celebrating
diversity here more so than at other schools."

CRIME BEAT
A ,tu<icnt who left her purse outSide the
Fim: Ans BUilding drJ\\lI1g rooms now 1111 Sill!!
her purse ,llong With 11'8 contents. The conkn!>
1I1ci,l<ied k.:vs. a ,he.:kbook, cash. credit cnrds
ul'd ,) cell phone. [he larceny occurred on Oct.
; (, b '1\ een ": 10 dIld 7 p.m

( om plied by Bndget
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The
SEX
F1eI es
Amra Maxbauer
COLUMNIST
Fetish(ism) is one of tho se quirky
psychology term s that entered contemporary vernacular because of its sexual
implications and foreign-sounding affect
(it's just fun to say fetish) .
Feti shes are a type of paraphilia ,
which in general psychology canon is an
abnormal sexual dysfunction characterized by an individual's total reliance on
an object or action to get off.
Though fetishes typically aren't
harmful or dangerous , they ' re still
classified alongside substantially more
creepy-sounding neuroses like voyeurism
(arousal from watching unknowing people
in sexual contexts), pedophilia (arousal
from sex encounters with children) ,
sadomasochism (hardcore dominant/
submissive sex), and bestiality (arousal
from sex encounters with animals) .
Some fetishes never leave the imagination, while others grow to seriously
interfere with normal sexual functioning
and require treatment.
To have a full-blown fetish , your
sexual satisfaction must fully depend
on participation in or contact with some
s"pecific activity or non-living object
(rubber duckies, eating lasagna, or being

What

, .

S In

in a car, to name a few).
model," says Dr. Bob Batsell of the "K"
If your heart pounds at the thought Psych Department.
of your girlfriend in a Catholic schoolgirl
Psychologi sts in the behaviorist
outfit, that's not a fetish ; if you truly camp insist that Pavlov-type conditioncan ' t get off
ing (sound of
without imagbell a hunger)
ining or experican lead a
person to assoencing a girl in a
To have a full-blown fetish,
ciate random
Catholic schoolyour sexual satisfaction must
objects
with
girl outfit, that
is (incidentally,
gratifisexual
fully depend on participation in
schoolgirl fixacation and have
or contact with some specific
tions qualify as
even proven as
activity or non-living object ... If
much in lab
pedophilia).
experiments.
Though a
your heart pounds at the thought
Disciples
lot of people
of your girlfriend in a Catholic
think preoccuof Freud, meanschoolgirl outfit, that's not a
pation with spewhile, believe
cific body parts
fetishized
fetish; if you truly can't get off
objects
help
(i.e ., feet) qualiwithout imagining or experiencmales
calm
fies as a fetish ,
ing a girl in a Catholic schoolgirl
fears of castrasuch obsessions
don't
technition and serve
outfit, that is ...
cally fit the crias penis standteria for fetishins
on
the
ism and are usufemale body.
ally diagnosed
Dr.
Bob
as partialism.
Grossman,
The jury's still out about where fetish- who teaches abnormal psychology at "K,"
ism comes from (welcome to psychol- says that anxiety about sexual perforogy).
mance "switches over from [other people]
"Many more [fetishes] are going to be to a fetish object" - after all , objects
explained with the classical conditioning are easier to satisfy than people. Other
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FEST!
Come eat, play, and listen to bands
~
Bring your friends!
Saturday, October 25
From 2:00-6:00pm on the
ative Location: President's Lounge
-Sl}Iilsored by ENVorg~o

~

a fetish?
researchers link fetishes to displaced
aggression, which may explain why guys
are 20 times more likely than girls to
develop one.
" Men are usually much more aroused
by visual stimuli ," Grossman explains.
Batsell, who teaches physiologh:al
psychology, suggests brain chemistry
may also be to blame for some types of
fetishism in specific individuals.
Stimulation process sites for feet and
genitals are right next to each other in
the brain, and "cross wiring" of the two
areas has been thought to produce foot
fixations .
Evidence of such cross wiring has
been found in foot amputees, some of
whom, according to Batsell, "can experience orgasm in the missing foot."
To reiterate: yes, you can actually get
off in a body part that doesn't exist.
As common as they may sound, bona
fide (read : diagnosable) fetishes are hella
rare - 1% - 2% of the population, tops.
"I don't think there very many of
them, and if there are they don't come
into therapy," Grossman says.
Real fetishes usually begin in adolescence and last at least 6 months. Most
cases of fetishism can be alleviated with
various types of therapy if they start
getting out of hand. For more info on
fetishes, hit www.webmd .com
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Video voyeurism legal in 42 states, tough laws needed
Katie Dorman
EDITOR IN CHIEF
The idea of someone watching you in the
bathroom or in the bedroom is enough to make
you nervous and uncomfortable. Now imagine
that someone was videotaping you doing all
the activities you do in these rooms on a daily
basis. Worse yet, it's your father or someone
close to you that you trust.
Unfortunately, this is a shocking reality
that hits all too close to home for many families
and women these days. Video voyeurism
is becoming increasingly popular especially
between fathers and daughters (step-daughters
included) and the most horrifying part about it
is that there are few, if any, laws to prevent and
or punish the offenders of these acts.
A recent case in Minnesota (where no
laws exist prohibiting these acts) involves a
stepfather and stepdaughter. For roughly 7
years, this man taped his stepdaughter in her
bathroom without her ever knowing.
This man went to extremes with this.
The family decided to build a new house and
relocate to a more rural setting. He intentionally designed the space so that he could watch
and tape his stepdaughter in her own bedroom
and bathroom down in the basement of the
house all by herself. There was a small room,
claimed to be the furnace room, behind the
bathroom that the stepfather spent an unusual
amount of time in, but when questioned about
it said that there were constant problems with
the furnace that he didn't mind fixing. But
eventually the mother became suspicious when
she would hear her daughter come in at night
and within minutes the stepfather would be
downstairs to yet again check the furnace.
One night, the mother decided to follow
this man down to the room to satisfy her

growing curiosity and suspicion. What she her own bathroom at home; she can 't stay in a
hotel room because she has no idea who might
found is sick and repulsive.
She saw her husband looking at the be watching; she can't even try on clothes in a
other side of the mirror masturbating to his fitting room; and she can't go on dates or have
stepdaughter as she took a bath. There were male friends because her view of males has
videotapes strewn about the room and hidden been so distorted. Furthermore, she is left with
in the insulation, and worst of all the floor was the overwhelming feeling of knowing that her
covered in semen. He didn't even notice her ex-stepfather got no more than a slap on the
wrist for what he did and even though he
come into the room.
This mother tried to take action and has ruined her life, will never undergo punishimmediately called the police, who deemed ment because there are precious few laws
prohibiting and
the situation andor punishing this
investigative one
and said they don't
"In the privacy of our own type of behavior.
No longer
do investigating on
homes, none of us should have can this stand
the weekends, so
wait until Monday
to wonder whether or not we're or be considered
remotely acceptand call back.
being secretly watched - and able. Although
Even after she
called back, they
even recorded ... Unfortu- one may argue
ignorance is bliss
refused to investinately, our laws haven't kept and
what somegate the situation
up with the new technology one knows cannot
because
there
hurt them, the fact
weren't any laws
that makes this kind of inva- still
remains that
against what had
sion of privacy very easy to
people who do
happened.
The
this are found out
best the mother and
accomplish."
her daughter could
and it destroys the
-- Sen. Mary Landrieu (La.)
do was move, get
lives of the vica restraining order
tims.
and when it was
New York
broken, the police did nothing.
State Assembly Assemblyman James D. Conte
It is absolutely absurd at how lax the law is leading the way in New York State, and
treats these kinds of situations. There are books potentially the rest of the country in creating
and volumes and extensive punishments (even laws prohibiting video voyeurism. Currently,
though many are reduced) on rape because it is videotaping someone in their intimate moments
wrong and degrades women. Isn't getting off is legal in 42 states. Do the math, and that
to one's stepdaughter while she takes a bath just means this type of degrading activity, almost
mind/emotional rape of a girl, is illegal in only
as wrong and degrading for the female?
This girl is traumatized now potentially eight states. Only five of these eight states have
for life and no one can do anything. She fears specific laws against it (California, Louisiana,
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Michigan, Mi ss issippi and Ohio) while the
other two (Conneticut and New York) have
similar ones with less scope. And even then,
the punishments are not much more than a
slap on the wrist.
There is the potential that this will become
a federal law if Louisiana state Senator Mary
Landrieu passes the Family Privacy Protection
Act she has begun to draft.
"In the privacy of our own homes, none
of us should have to wonder whether or not
we're being secretly watched - and even
recorded," Landrieu said in a press conference.
"Unfortunately, our laws haven't kept up with
the new technology that makes this kind of
invasion of privacy very easy to accomplish."
She could not be more right. Everyone
has a right to feel and be safe in their own
homes. The fact that this happens at all
is disturbing and obscene. It is to a point
where the law needs to step in and take
action to punish these offenders with more
severity. Even though rape punishments,
although much improved from the past, are
still relatively weak, they do exist and justly
punish someone for doing the unthinkable
and perverse to another being. The same
needs to happen in this instance.
What happens to these girls and to their
families is devastating. Their lives are turned
upside down and they generally have to start
all over again, moving to a new location,
questioning who they can and cannot trust
and most of all feeling absolutely degraded
and belittled. No one should ever have to
deal with that. 42 states in this country
cannot support this kind of behavior by not
having punishments for it. That's riddiculous
and these types of actions must be stopped
before more women become victims of sick
minds.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Charges against Bush grossly misleading, premature
Gregory La Voy
CONTRIBUTER

"Americans cannot retreatfrom our responsibilities and hope for the best. Our security will not be
gain ed by timid measures. Our security requires
constant vigilance and decisive action. I believe
America has only one option: We must fight this war
until the work is done ...
-President George W Bush
After reading Nick Carlin-Voigt's opinion last
week, I followed his suggestion to " diligently
investigate" his statements about the "dangerous"
people in the Bush administration, as well as his
other accusations concerning the War on Terrorism.
What I learned did, in fact, startle me, but not in the
way that Mr. Carlin-Voigt would have liked.
I began by exploring the dreaded Project (as
opposed to " Policy" ) for the New American Century
(PNAC). This organization was formed as a response
to the dismal military policies of the Clinton
Administration. Rather than seeking "total world
domination," as ridiculous as that even sounds, PNAC
challenges American leaders to realize Ame rica's
hegemonic status and fulfill its duty by promoting
security, political freedom, and democratic principles
while chall eng ing regimes ho stile to peace and
American interests.
Yes, thi s think-tank has nationalism written all
over it, but does th is rea lly sound so bad? Living in
. a more sec ure world where one is surrounded by the
most powerful , best-funded mil ita ry seems li ke the
goal of every nation, except ours-because we are
the leaders in this unipolar world and the on ly state
wh o can make that goa l a reality. Liberals have such
a problem with PNAC because it is a conservative,
pro-military organization, so of course, It must
be radical and part of so me broader "right-wing
conspiracy."
Further, I agree that the populous should always
be vigilant and watchful of its leaders. Dick
Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, and all the other dreaded
"neocon ervatives" aren't as "dangerous" as Mr.
Carlin- Voigt would lead us to believe. These men,
like their colleagues in PNAC, believe that national
defense and national security should be the top
priority of the American government- a position
that has become evermore important as we live in
a post-91l1 world. This, of course, brings me to
iraq.
Talk about preemptive striking, liberals have
criticized the administration from day one of the

Iraqi conflict for not liberating the country qui ckly and
efficiently enough . Apparently a 28-day low casualty
conflict was unacceptable. Now, six months later, these
same people complain about the U.S. failing to deliver
on its promises of a free Iraqi state.
Here is a news flash: It takes more than a few
months and a boatload of cash to establish a country
from scratch. The Administration has promised a better
quality of life for the Iraqi people, and that goal will be
achieved in a realistic timeframe.
Before the conflict in Iraq, the Administration was
candid in its statements that this was going to be a long
process, and that the War on Terror will be an effort that
will outlast this president and many of his successors.
The situation in Iraq gets better every day. The press
loves to print unflattering stories of American death or
failure , but the reality is that Iraq becomes a freer, safer
place to live each day.
Support for these statements comes from responsible
journalists and others who have recently been to Iraq
and are able to objectively report on the progress. For
instance, look at the dispatch of UPI reporter Pamela
Hess, which includes seeing "happy children running
out to greet Marines when they walk through [southern
Iraqi city] Hillah without body armor or rifles because
they have worked long and hard to win the trust of the
townspeople, and they have succeeded."
Or examine (the account of) Vietnam veteran
Rep . Jim Marshell (D ., Ga .) who rec entl y returned
from Iraq and stated " Throu ghout Iraq , America n
soldiers ... are engaging in thou sands upon thousands
of small reconstruct ion proj ects, wo rking with Iraqi
contractors and citizens," and then casti gating members
of his own party by saying how " Responsi ble Democ rats
should carefully avoid using language of fai lure. It is
fa lse .. . It can be unforgivabl y self-fulfi ll ing."
So why do many Americans th ink Operat ion Iraqi
Freedom is a devastating failure that is needlessly soaking up our tax dollars? Because that is the misleading
picture painted by liberals in the media. Has anyone
watched the evening news or picked up a copy of The
New York Times late ly? Why is the media picture so
different from these two firsthand depictions?
These types of stories don't sell papers o.r make
people tune into the evening news. Just because a news
anchor in New York tells us that the War on Terror is
doomed for failure doesn't mean it's true. Likewise,just
because every Iraqi citizen is not living in a suburban
home with two cars in the garage docsn't mean that
their situations haven't drastically improved in recent
months.
Further, these same critics now condemn President
Bush for lying. However, remember that not a single
intelligence agency in the world doubted whether

Saddam Hussein had weapons programs before the
war. Nobody questioned how illogical it would be
for Hussein to force out the U.N. inspectors if he
were going to dismantle his programs.
Everyone knew that Iraq possessed and used
large quantities of chemical and biological weapons
in the 1980's because dozens of countries provided
them and other military equipment to Iraq. One
of my favorite political cartoons quotes Saddam,
saying to his generals, "I know ... let's pretend to
have weapons of mass destruction and refuse to
give unrestricted access to U.N. inspectors so we
can forfeit billions of dollars in revenue and quite
possibly get ourselves killed." Enough said.
In quoting CIA weapons analyst David Kay,
Mr. Carlin-Voigt neglects to mention the expert's
other "enlightening observations," including his
statement that " We have found substantial evidence
of an intent of senior-level Iraqi officials, including
Saddam, to continue production at some future point
in time of weapons of mass destruction ... [but this]
does not mean we've concluded that there are no
actual weapons" at this time.
Once again, time is necessary to prove whether
or not weapons currently exist. Regardless of
whether or not weapons are ever found , it still does
not prove that the President lied about anything.
Since the Iraqi conflict began, Iraq has become
a cesspool for terrori sts and extremists . Fanatics
from around the world whose only goal is to thwart
American interests- primarily by kill ing Americans
and othe r weste rners- h ave conve rged on Iraq
because Iraq has become a type of showdown or
last stand for terrorists like Syrian and Palestini an
te rrori sts (w ho so read ily marched in to Ira q to
support Hussein), Afghani stan's dismantl ed al Qaeda
netwo rk, or Iraq's di smantled regime.
Iraq has become a litmus test for American
commitment to the War on Terror and fai lu re there
wou ld be devastating to American security, domestic
and abroad . The only way to establish a free and
peaceful Iraqi state is to persevere.
And what would the Democrats and liberals do?
From behind the ir podiums at the debates and thei r
pcace banners at rallies, liberals love to decry the
President, but what do they propose? What do these
Democrats offer to make America safer? Has anyone
presented a convincing or even coherent plan? After
all, we live in America, fo lks, not France-let's stay
serious about national security.
As long as this world rema ins as perilous as it is
today, I refuse to let anyone but President Bush and
his "extremely dangerous, neo-conservative cronies
and war hawks" speak on my behalf.
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Mud and Mayhem Society promotes 'alternative points ofview ,
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A vote for compost is a vote for the earth
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the Index] in a private capacity," he went
on to say.
So why there are never any names
Some of you may have been wondering attached to articles in the Murmurs? The
about Mayhem's Murmurs, that little publica- anonymity, for some, appears to be a sign of
tion stacked next to the Index sometimes.
fright or weakness. In response, Huffman
The goal of the Mud and Mayhem said, "We stand by our opinions, of course,
Society is 10 promote "alternative points of but we feel that the inclusion of a name
view," according to Legate of the Mud and is rather unnecessary. First, we wish to
Mayhem Society Daniel Huffman. "The avoid ad hominem attacks ... avoiding name
common denominator amongst our members association helps. Second, occasionally an
is a dissatisfaction with the current two-party editorial writer will express a deliberately
system."
provocative opinion for the purposes of
The society publishes a lot of opinions discussion, which mayor may not reflect
in each issue of their publication. "Natu- his/her own opinion ... We'd rather let the
rally, to represent such a broad range [of articles and ideas expressed within stand
views] requires the publication of numerous for themselves."
opinions," Huffman said.
Huffman also included that publication
Huffman wrote, "Roughly a dozen of the Murmurs will be switching from
people are concerned with the publication Fridays to Mondays, and they are glad to take
of the Murmurs, with a core editorial staff submissions and letters to the editors.
of four," Huffman said as to the memberContact Mayhem's Murmurs at
ship of the society. "We currently publish mudandmayhem@hotmail com
independently owing to space constraints
Editor's Note: The society wished to
in the Index and a desire to retain editorial preserve anonymity and requested that all
control...certainly members can [respond to correspondence be attributed to Huffman.
STAFF WRITER

Weber/Rasmussen expands on 'religion's responses'
continued from page 1
good eludes us.
Rasmussen explained that today's
engaged citizens are concentrated in small
cells, who are able to mobilize horizontally
quickly and effectively to make change. He
emphasized that these groups are downplayed
by academia, mass media, government and
businesses.
"There are seeds of significant change,"
said Rasmussen, ''In anti-globalization, what
we're seeing is groups placing a premium
on civic action with their own networks and
alliances."
In Chapel, Rasmussen expanded on the
religious aspect of these political issues in
"Religion's Responses."
He used four cross-cultural expressions of
religion, ascetism, sacrarnentalism, mysticism
and prophetic-liberative practices, as examples
to providing moral order.
jle said, "We need ascetism that loves the
earth fiercely," Which challenges our globalized consumerism by making it important to
separate ourselves from the material world.
Rasmussen went on to argue the importance of these traditions to maintaining

a grounding among the abstractions of a
materialistic society.
Students responded that it was more
than an informative lecture, it engaged them
into a critical analysis.
"I thought the lecture was great because
he made me think about so many things. I
literally missed some of the lecture because
the way he engaged my mind into really
thinking about what he said," said Michelle
Busuito, K'04. ''I thought it was interesting
and really worth my time."
It was also noted that his approach, as
a theologian and social ethicist, in a lecture
on government and society, became a true
expression of the liberal arts upon which our
college is based.
"What struck me was how he was
coming from so many different disciplines:
political science, religion, environmental
science, and relating them, showing how
interrelated they are in life," said Megan
Mio,K'04.
"He dido't even speak about religion in
the evening, it wasn't the focus of Chapel
either, although it was interwoven. It makes
so much sense on our liberal arts campus,"
said Mio.

A column from EnvOrg to elevate environmental awareness
Written by Jonas Traxler-Ballew
With our country approaching the
coming election year, all of us need to
start examming the history of the current
administmtion's poliCies. Do we want
to allow the U.S. to remain on it, current
course, or do we think it would be better
guided by a ditferent group of citizens?
Environmental policy is one area
that we should be particularly concerned
with. The world's consumption of its
environment is still sk.-yrocketing, bringing
us cver closer to overstepping the limits
of the Eal1h to support our burgeoning
population.
You and I arc now at a precarious
moment in time when we will decide,
through action or inaction, if we will work
collectively towards a bountiful future
that allows subsequent gcnerations to
enjoy a natural environment as plentiful
as we have enjoyed. It is our decision to
make, and we along with our offspring
will have to live with our choice. With
this in mind, environmental policy should
be in the forefront of our minds as we
look for Icaders to direct our country
through the next four years.
First. we should look at how we've
faired during the last three years, It is
not encouraging. The current administration has consistently denied that any
serious environmental limits are being
approached. Officials have denied that
global warming eXists. They've had
liS back out of the Kyoto agreement
on reducing carbon dioxide emissions.
They've refuscd to curb emissions from
power plants. and have even "censored
scientific reports that mentiOned the
subject" (DaVidson, Osha G., "Dirty
Secrets", Mother Jones Oct. '03 pg. 50).
Furthermore, the Bush administration is undcrmining the Clean Arr Act.
whIch has protected you and me for over
fifty years. Bush's deceh ingly named
"Clear Skies Initiativc" will allow for
"450,000 tons of additional nitrogen
OXide, I million tons of sulfur dioxide,
and 9.5 tons of mercury annually" to be
dumped mto our air, to eventually wind up

in our lungs, lands, and lakes (Davidson,
Osha G, "Dirty Secrets, Mother Jones
Oct. '03 pg. 51). With fish from the Great
Lakes alrcady containing mercury in levels
unsafe for pregnant women to eat, this
policy is irresponsible and reprehensible.
The admimstration's reluctance to
face up to the problems of our atmosphere
is just the tip of the melting iceberg. Tt
has in fact created a bureaucracy specifically designcd to renegotiate environmental policy in favor of short-sighted big
business at the expense of our commOn
environs.
The officials deciding how we manage
our natural resources are handpicked
from business interests to oversee the
vcry resources thcy preVIOusly worked
tirelessly to exploit. Bush has essentially
handcd over the keys of the palace to
the marauding hoards that have been
banging on the doors for years. Among
his appointments that involve enormous
conflicts of interest is that of Jeffrey
Holmstcad.
Holmstead, who is currently in charge
of making changes to the Clean Air Act
as an Assistant Administrator with the
Environmental Protection Agency. Before
his appointment however, Holmstead lobbied on behalf of chemical companies to
ease pollution restrictions (Mother Jones,
Oct. '03, pg. 51). Why is someone who
made his living by working to increase
pollution now m charge of protecting our
atmosphcre?!
Holmstead IS not an isolated case, but
rather one thread in a ,vide web of inappropriate and subversive appointments.
An administration that actively seeks to
undcrmine thc role of entire govcnunental
departmcnt through strategic subversive
appollltments can hardly be trusted to use
these departments 10 protect our common
interests.
Are these pOlicies-denying the
existence of any cnvironmental problem
and actively working to allow private
See EnvOrg, p.8
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Olde Peninsula located in downtown Kalamazoo at 200 E. Michigan Avenue.

Olde Peninsula: Where everyone knows your name
Rob Hinman
COLUMNIST
After giving my pocketbook a much needed reprieve,
I'm back at it again folks. This week I decided that I
wanted to experience a place where the atmosphere is
warm, the people are nice and where everyone knows my
name. Thus, with my trusty friends in tow, I headed for
Olde Peninsula.
Located in the heart of downtown Kalamazoo at 200 E.
Michigan Ave., Olde Peninsula has some prime real estate.
However, to the consumer, the truly inspiring view can only
be seen once inside. Behind glass as a backdrop to the bar,
is a real live working microbrewery.
Now we're not talking "Samuel Adams" style, where
only the name is micro, but an honest to goodness "I can
see my hops from here" brewery. Armed with an extensive
.selection of house beers on tap, aptly monikered "Gonzo
Brews," as well as various containers with which to transport

Chapel Chat
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Listenmg Post at Hicks Ccnter
dUring weekday IU'lch hOllrs.
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your nectar of the gods (growlers, quarter and half barrels),
Olde Peninsula can go toe to toe with the Kraftbraus and
Belles of the world. If you're a connoisseur, try the Tornado
Pale Ale. If nothing else, it will be a new experience. Oh yeah,
and they also make a mean burger, or even calzone.
While I've just made O.P. out to be a drunkard's paradise,
much of the space is restaurant oriented. There is ample
seating, with fairly comfortable chairs and roomy booths.
The menu is ample, but has a definite bar food bent.
You'll see your regular sports bar faire, as well as some other
seasonal treats. The appetizers can really hold you over, if all
you want is a quick bite to share with your guest. The greek
salad more than makes up for any bun issues, as the artichokes
and olives really set it apart from most salads, not only on the
menu, but others I've tried in the greater Kalamazoo area. O.P.
also offers quick and cheap alternatives to real "sit-down"
food, such as hot pretzels and potato chips, if all you want
to do is not look like an overt alcoholic. All in all, however,
the food is pretty good.

by Jeanne Hess
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For those of you who are not 21 can rest easy knowing
that OP has not forsaken you. While I cannot comment on
their propensity to ID, I do know that they make a mean
Shirley Temple beer. In addition to brewing adult beer,
they also brew a youthful root variety, and [ must say that
it's mighty tasty.
You can't truly tell that their root beer is made in-house
until you have a refill. Then, housed in it's inconsistency,
is the magic. There are tiny discrepancies in each gla s.
making every sip unique. Some may not enjoy the random
curve ball, but I really revel in the chase and wondering
what the next round will taste like, and the next round, and
the next round, etc.
The service, like most brewpubs, is handled by a spunky
crew of college-aged individuals who are quick to laugh and
joke. They help to promote a fun atmosphere, and interact
well with each other in addition the customers. Service
isn't off the charts, but r will mention that my root beer
never emptied.
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Football wins over MIAA
favorite Olivet, 35-24
Karen Nave
SPORTS EDITOR
The Kalamazoo College Hornet Football
team improved to 1-1 in the MIAA after a
win over pre-season favorite Olivet College
this past Saturday. Olivet entered the contest
as the nation's number one rushing offense
(379 yards per game).
The Hornets were able to put an end to
Homecoming celebration at Olivet, beating
the Comets 35-24. The Hornets are currently
5-1 overall, while the favorite Olivet is still
looking for an MIAA win.
The Hornets had a hard beginning and
both their defense and offense struggled to
get into the game.
Olivet came out fast and strong and
dominated the Kalamazoo the first quarter

of play. The Hornets were three and out
to start the game and were forced to give
Olivet a number of offensive opportunities.
Olivet took a 21-0 lead at the end of the
first quarter.
However, Kalamazoo was able to rally
in the fourth quarter In a sloppy luck of the
draw Kalamazoo reclaimed the lead with
II :29 minutes left in the fourth quarter
on a pass from Gnyp that hit an Olivet
defender, then a Kalamazoo receiver, another
Olivet defender and then was finally caught
by Blake Hurt in a diving touchdown.
Kalamazoo's defense played well and held
Olivet scoring. Kalamazoo would expire
the clock and win with a final score of
35-24.
The Hornets continue MlAA action this
weekend at Albion College.

EnvOrg/All must be informed of Bush

administration's environmental policies
continued from page 6
interests to exploit all that remains-what we want our country to
follow for the next four years? I, for one, think not.
If pre-emptive action is appropriate for vague and unproven
threats from other nations, surely it is appropriate against the far
more credible and widespread threats of environmental degradation
and global warming.
Conservation and environmental protection should be bedrock
policy of an administration concerned with the security of this
nation. It is time for us to start studying the environmental policies
of the Bush administration and those of the other candidates for
next year's election. We MUST start informing ourselves if we
are to wisely and responsibly choose our leaders to improve our
country in this new century.
A good start for reviewing the Bush administration's policy is
the article I cited earlier: " Dirty Secrets" by Osha Gray Davidson,
in the September/October edition of Mother Jones Magazine. It
should be in the library, so go check it out. Or, take a break from
IMing in your dorm room and check out www.mothedones.com.
for further information. Or just put ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
in your Google search.
GREEN TIP #948
Remember when you get hungry and you realize that there
is no food in your fridge. Well instead of just dashing off to the
store, why not ask some of your buddies if they need anything
from that area of town. Car-pooling is a great way to hang with
your churns, and reduce emissions.

- photo by Rob Morrison

The men's soccer team defeated Olivet 3-1 (above) last Saturday to improve
to 10-2-2 overall and 6-1 in the MIAA. Brett Scinar and Nick Houdek each
had a goal and an assist.

Republicans/Group regularly sponsors speakers
continued from page 1
ship within the organization. The conservative
message started to be spread by word of mouth by
students looking for answers others than those given
by the more liberal parties.
"Every year since I've been here the campus
has been moving in a more conservative direction,"
said the College Republicans' vice prcsident, senior
Jeff Mapes.
As of now. "K" is home to three main political
organizations. These arc the College Democrats,
College Republicans, and the Mud and Mayhem
Society. The Mud and Mayhem Society is a moderate
political organization that began this year. Each
organization gives students a forum to express their
opmlOns.
"If there are places to express opinions, people
will come and the campus WIll become more diverse
and more politically active." said sophomore Toni
Miller, the College Republicans' secretary.
"True diversity is diversity of thought," said
Mapes.
Since 2000, the College Republicans have
brought two speakers that have challenged the
convictions held by the "K" student body. Speakers
Chnstina Hoff-Sommers and Dinesh D'Souza. In
2000 and 200) respectively, have sparked heated
debates due to theIr conservative opinions.
"How can one claim to be a liberally educated
student when they haven't heard all the viewpoints
that are out there?" asked Mapes.

This year, the College Repubbcans are sponsoring Phyllis Schlafly. Schlafiy. author of the
book Feminist Fantasies, will bring a conservative
view to a subject that is quite popular on campus-feminism.
Miller said, "Republicans don't need to be
conservative or traditional. I am a conservative,
but I am not traditional. As a woman, I have
the choice of how I am going to balance career
and famIly. That's what feminism IS all about:
choice."
Other than bringing speakers to lecture at "K",
the College Republicans are reaching out to the
Kalamazoo community. During Black History (?)
Month, the group will read to African American
children at the Kalamazl)o Public Library. TIle
College Republicans are also selling t-shirts.
According (0 Miller, the College Republicans
are "a good representation of the students herc

atHKo,."
"Unlike common stereotypes. we are not all
serious, We're pretty easy going. SOCIal, and not
exclusive. To be a Republican. you don't have to
tow the entire party line," Carlson added.
"We encourage everyone to come and express
their vIews and have good conversation," said
Mapes.
The College Republicans meet every Monday
in the President's Lounge at 7:00 pm. If you would
like more information about the organization.
contact Dan Carlson at kOldcOI@kzoo.edu.
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Poet, author speaks at Dogwood Fine Arts Festival

IiIOPPORTUNITY
aFOR COMMUNITY

Michelle Busuito

The Campus Climate Action Board
(CCAB) is becoming more active as
it aims to improve
communication and
overall climate on
campus.

STAFF WRITER

. . 'ROOFIE COLADA'
alOR ECSTASY?

The Sex Files discusses many popular
drugs, such as GHB
and Ecstasy, that are
not conducive to copulation nor one's
overall health.
. . BETTER LATE
iii THAN NEVER?

Should the recent
partial birth abortion
ban stand? Does it
infringe on constitutional right? Mike
Taylor explains the
positive reasons for
the ban on partial
birth abortions.
GOT MARTINIS?

In addition to a
relaxed, yet intriguing atmosphere, Oakwook Bistro offers
a complete bar with
over 40 martinis.

Famed poet and author Shennan Alene speaks
last week Wednesday at the Dowagiac Fine Arts
Festival in Dowagiac, Mich. He has written
poetry, novels and screenplays throughout
his career.

On Wednesday, Oct. 22, seventeen students, faculty and alumni ventured out to
Dowagic to spend an evening with Native
American Poet Sherman Alexie.
Tbe Dogwood Fine Arts Festival was
started in 1992 by a group of people that
wanted to encourage student and the community alike to become involved in the arts, said
the Visiting Author Committee Chairperson,
Rich Frantz. It is a week long festival that is
held in the spring and incorporates dancing,
visual arts, readings by renowned authors,
music, and story telling theater. There is a
different event for every night.
The amazing success of the reading event
has allowed it to be held twice a year. Authors
such as Gwendolyn Brooks, Alice Walker,
Amy Tan, and Tim O'Brien, among others,
have given past lectures.
Sberman A1exie, this fall's author, grew
up on tbe Spokane Indian Reservation in
Wellpinit, Washington. His father is a Coeur

d'Alene Indian, and his mother is a Spokane
Indian. Alexie, who has received many awards
for his poetry, once planned on a career in
medicine or law but changed bis mind after
taking a poetry class. because, "it was the only
class tbat worked in his schedule,"
Some of Alexie's works include The Business of Fancy Dancing, a poetry collection,
Indian Killer, a novel, Smoke Signals, a screenplay, and most recently, Ten Little Indians, a
collection of short stories. In June 1999, The
New Yorker acknowledged Alexie as one of "20
Writers for the 21st Century."
Wednesday night, Alexie touched on many
subjects, such as poverty, stereotypes, captivity
narratives, and is able to address September II
with some humor. On being Native American,
Alexie says, "It allows me to push boundaries,
and tell a story .. . and a story is hilarious,
beautiful and terrifying."
Alexie's talents for story telling and humor
were obvious througbout his entire lecture,
See Alexie, p.6

College democrats stimulate political exploration
Sarah Beth Gale-Barbantin;
COPVEDITOR
It is accepted that Kalamazoo
College, and most American institutions of higher learning, tend
to be more liberally oriented.
The purpose of the "K" College
Democrats is to give students a
place to express their liberal ideas
and opinions as well as give them
an outlet to express their views on
political and social issues.
"We [the College Democrats]
are here to help people decide
who they are and what they
believe," said Ben Finchem, president of the College Democrats.
"But we can't tell them what
to believe. We can just present
what we feel and what we want
to accomplish."
Lately,
rumors
have

abounded as to the state of the
College Democrats. Due to the
loss of several influential organization members the College
Democrats are reorganizing. It
is due to this reorganization that
they did not SUbmit a budget
for tbis quarter. This has led to
the misconception that the College Democrats are no longer an
officially reco~zed organization
on campus.
"We're trying to pick up the
pieces," said Finchem.
"We're arranging for speakers for winter quarter, trying to set
up awareness events, and trying to
get involved in volunteering at the
Democratic Caucus," said. fresh"
man Kelsay Myers, the College
Democrats' political coordinator.
"We are also going to try to get
our generation more involved

and knowledgeable about the
Democratic Party."
The major goals of the organization are to inform campus
about Democra ic candidates,
progressive social causes, women's rights, encourage voting, and
a reserved appro ch to the current
situation in Iraq.
"With the current [Presidential] Administration, liberalism
has been viewed as un-American
or unpatriotic. There is considerable opposition, but coming out
against the BusH administration
is viewed as un-American. That
needs to stop. Opposition makes
democracy. Vou should be able
to criticlze your government and
provide opposition so that the
country can move forward and
become better. We're not afraid to
voice our ideas," said Finchem.

In November, the College
Republicans are sponsoring a
speaker who is expected to be
as controversial as their last
two, Christina Hoff-Sommers and
Dinesh D'Souza. The speaker,
Phyllis Schlafly, is the author
of the book Feminist Fantasies.
The College Democrats, wbo
are not boycotting the event, are
thinking of organizing a panel
discussion in response to Schlafiy
that includes "K" faculty members.
"We're interested in wbat she
has to say," said Myers.
As far as the increase in conservatism on campus, Finchem
and Myers attribute this to the
current attitude of the nation.
See Democrats, p.2
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CCAB strives for more communication
What do you think of the on campus, bring about positive change
PHOTO OPINION POLL

campus climate?

Kate Boeh",
STAFF WRITER

" ... I think that people are still friendly
overal\- even though there is a lot of
competition. The competition usually
isn't between students, it is within
yourself. "
-- Alldrew Alexandel; K '04

"

I think there are a lot of divisions
between students, I do not see that
much unity between different groups
on campus. It has improved over the
last few years, though.""
-- Carl), !figgills, K'04

"
1 think people are generally
friendly, but there is definitely a feeling
of different cliques."
-- f/a_v/ey Smith, K'07

" I think it's pretty fliendly- people
are very welcoming. Academics are
very important here. so there can be
competition, but overall it is very
friendly. "
-- Matthias Hal~fe. International Student

" ... People are so outgoing and friendly
that it makes the college realIy easy to
adapt to as a freshman.»
-- Shallt; Vil'Upallllal'ar, K'07

- compiled by Kate Boehm 8m, Laurel Shcdem.11111

The Campus Climate Action Board, CCAB,
wants to see more communication on the Kalamazoo
College campus, and they are willing to work to
improve it. They believe that environment of "K"
needs to be more welcoming and supportive and they
are ready for change.
"[The CCAB] has a lot of positive energy. They
are working on making things that are already good at
K evCII better and want to become a voice for positive
change on campus," says Mary Lucas, A sistant to
the Dean of Students.
The purpose of the organization is to make the
campus climate a more welcoming and accepting
place so diversity can flourish. This year it is all
action-orientated, with the focus being on changing
what is seen to be problems on campus. not just
talking about them.
The CC AB began three years ago and was called
the Campus Climate Advisory Board. The idea
was to have a place where students could discuss
changes tbat needed to occur around the campus
and make plans so those changes could occur. A
few positive changes came out of these forums, such
as the addition of athletic facilities to Anderson,
but overall the meetings were places for students to
complain about problems around campus and not do
anything about them.
Brittany Edwards, K'04, president of the CCAB
changed the name from "Advisory" to "Action" to
reflect the organization's new mission for change.

The group has already started meeting weekly to
discuss plans to make the changes that they see are
necessary around the campus and had a two-day
organizational seminar to begin work on several
projects.
"This is the first time in my K education where I
have seen a group of students so committed to making
a difference in a positive way," says Edwards. "I
believe that as we learn how to make institutional
change in a proactive way, we will learn how to make
positive change in larger realms as well."
The three largest projects the CCAB is currently
working on are improving communication between
the administration and tbe students, making chapel a
more interactive experience and creating a communal
meeting place for students for next year while the
library renovation causes a large part of Hicks to
be taken over.
The organization also plans on holding open
forums every Second and Seventh week during the
quarters. The first forum is planned for Seventh Week
and its purpose will be to create a "wish list" for
students about the areas they bel ieve need change
around the campus and to create plans to make these
changes happen.
Eli Savit, K'05, is very excited about the CCAB
and wants to see the rest of the community become
actively involved. "This is an organization by students,
for students, working for students and the rest of
the college community. Therefore, we hope that all
students will communicate their needs, wishes and
concerns with us so that we can work on changing
things around here," said Savit.

Democrats/ College Democrats 'embrace

diversity,' plan to unite with WMU
continued from page 1
The College Democrats have fifteen to twenty active
members in contrast to the College Republican 's
forty and a mailing list of forty to fifty, compared
to the College Republican's one hundred and fifty.
But they also stressed that the Democratic Party
embraces diversity. It is this diversity, according to
Myers, "that makes tbe Democratic Party important
and powerful."
The College Democrats have several ideas for
future events. There has been talk of debates with
the College Republicans as well as bipartisan charity
ventures.
"We want to show even though we are divided on
certain issues that we both care about the community
and can work together," said Myers.

There are also possible plans to unite with Western
Michigan's campus Democrats and get involved with
the Kalamazoo County Democrats in order to become
more active on local, state, and national issues.
The "K" College Democrats meet on Wednesday
at 8:00 p.m. in the Trowbridge Lounge.

CRIME BEAT
An act of vandalism occurred Oct. 23 at
approximately 2:30 a.m. when a group of people
outside DeWaters Dormitory threw an object
into the air and broke a second story window.
The slIspects fled the area. leaving $ 75.00 worth
of damage and unanswered questions of their
motivations.
-- Compiled by Bridget Scallcn
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Maxbauer

COLUMNIST
The average student doesn't put much
thought into sexing up his/her drug life.
To most, the combo of sex and drugs
seems logical: good thing + good thing
= better thing, right? Maybe. If you've
experimented enough to know what works
for you, chances are you're slightly ahead
of the game. For the rest of us novice
users, however, a little knowledge may be
helpful (not that the Sex Files advocates
drug use, but you get the idea).
Of all the major illicit substances
common to our generation - alcohol,
GHB, amphetamines, ecstasy, LSD, ketamine, heroin, cocaine, pot and antidepressants - not one is completely
conducive to good sex.
For example, of that list, GHB is the
only drug not known for impairing bloodrequiring bodily functions (like, say,
erections or orgasms). Drugs like ecstasy
get sex-friendly reputations because their
yummier side effects (better sensations,
extra endurance, boosted enthusiasm, etc.)
override the ickier ones (dehydration,
possible drug interaction, risk of skin
tearing and possible brain damage).
O~e big thing to emphasize here is
the complete subjectivity of each drug
experience. Just because your buddy says
he had the best orgasm ever on ecstasy
doesn't mean you will, too. Prescription
meds, past experience with a drug, overall
health and especially individual genetic
nuances guarantee that no two people will
feel the same way with the same dose.
The intense dehydration caused by
alcohol, ecstasy, caffeine and any amphetamine will deflate both your energy and
physical capacity to affect an orgasm in
yourself or another person (read: lube).
Alcohol has been definitively linked
to weak orgasms in women; men who can
get it up while drunk usually can't hold
on long enough to make it worthwhile.
One good rule is to assume that anything
past 3 drinks is likely to be a sexual
downer.
The blood vessel-tightening power
of cigarettes decreases both men and

womcn's pleasure sensations by limiting that condoms wear out, lube (natural and
the blood's potential to engorge certain otherwise) dries up and membranes get
special organs when it really counts. chafed.
Smoking also kills the effectiveness of
When taken long-term, drugs like
some contraceptive pills, and some evi- alcohol and steroids are known to mess
dence suggests that people who smoke are with hormone levels. The result: both
more susceptible to genital warts because male and female bodies take steps toward
of their reduced levels of vitamin C and androgyny: over time, guys might
beta-carotenes.
start to develop
breast-like proThe painmuting perks
tuberances and
of all the big
shed body hair
One big thing to emphasize
drugs can also
(not necessarhere is the complete subjectivfacilitate seriilya bad thing),
ity of each drug experience.
while girls may
ous
sexual
Just because your buddy says
mishaps.
In
experience
the absence of
breast shrinkhe had the best orgasm ever on
pain
awareage and even
ecstasy doesn't mean you will,
ness,
people
pick up some
too. Prescription meds, past
give a green
more body hair
experience with a drug, overall
Iight to activon their face,
arms, and legs.
ities that, in
health and especially individual
a more sober
Additiongenetic nuances guarantee that
state,
would
ally, in a bitterly
no two people will feel the same
seriously push
ill timed flashway
with the same dose.
the envelope.
back to junior
Be mindhigh,
men's
ful that not all
voices may shift
great
druga bit and
====-=-=A=n=n=Q=A!,==QX==b=Q=u=er============1iIiI up
induced carnal
girls' voices slip
ideas maintain
down a notch or
their coolness
two. Steroids
once the buzz/roliJhigh/trip is over - just in particular have definitely been linked
ask anyone who's had to forgo a post- to male impotence and shrinking of the
coital gym workout because slhe was too testes.
sore to walk (you know who you are).
Rc;member that most drugs exagTempting though it
may sound, you really
shouldn't
let
your
awareness sink too low
in a drug-influenced sex
situation. There's nothing worse than being
forcibly recalled from
a semi-lucid reverie
because the condom up
and disappeared midromp.
Even if you
prefer to linger far away
from the bed/chair/
futon/desk/car on which
the action is physically
going down, remember

gerate personality traits and amplify
emotions that already exist. Combine
these with other drug-specific effects
(hallucinations, for example), and you
could be in for something extra zesty in
bed. A raging case of the munchies might
prove fabulous in the sack; whacked-out
paranoia might scar you for life.
Interaction between drugs (prescription and otherwise) can also take that
fantastic voyage to a whole new level, so
pay attention to what you're doing --those
little cautionary stickers on prescription
med bottles are there for a reason. If
you decide to roll ecstasy while on antidepressants, for example, the dehydration
and various other potential effects (mood
swings, apathetic blood flow to genitals)
might render you completely incapable
of enjoying anything more interactive
than spooning.
Bottom line: use sex and drugs in
moderation. Whether you do the Natty
Lite on the weekends or hit up your dealer
in Ann Arbor for chronic, don't assume
that sex will be the frosting on the cake.
Just because you get horny on pot doesn't
mean your boyfriend/girlfriend will be
similarly inspired when stoned and your
utter embrace of certain non compus
mentis sexual exploits may require bodily
functions that s/he just isn't capable of
providing, much less enjoying.
Be a conscientious drug consumer
and know what you're getting into before
you get in the sack.
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PARTIAL BIRTH ABORTION BAN:
Abortion late in pregnancy not done in interest of mother's health
Mike Taylor
COLUMNIST
September 22, 1862, President
Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation, thus abolishing
slavery and freeing tens of thousands
of tortured and brutalized slaves. Some
ignorant people opposed the act.
August 26, 1920, the 19th Amendment was ratified giving women the
right to vote, and ending one of America's most blatant injustices. Some
ignorant people opposed this act.
July 2, J 964, President Lyndon
Johnson signs the Civil Rights Act of
1964 into law. This act effectively
ended segregation and granted equal
rights to all people, regardless of race,
color, or creed. But guess what --some
ignorant people opposed this act.
October 21,2003, the United States
Senate passed a ban on partial birth
abortions, soon to be signed by President Bush, thus ending arguably the
most inhumane and truculent practice
in United States history. The ignorant
people are already up in arms.
For those of you who do not know
what partial birth abortion is, allow
me to explain. After a woman decides
her convenience is more important
than the 30 week old human life inside
her, she contacts a physician . The
physician then induces labor, flips the

baby around and delivers her feet first until prove the necessity of such a grotesque
the head is the only remaining part inside procedure.
Former President Bill Clinton vetoed
her mother. The physician then punctures
the child's skull with seven inch scissors, a similar bill twice, citing the lack
inserts a vacuum, and sucks out the baby's of a clause protecting the health of
brain, collapsing the skull and killing the the mother. But the Senate's only physician, majority
child.
leader Bill Frist
The lifeless
(R-Tenn), was
infant, who was
If I were to find out that a
quoted saying
inches
away
from full legal
child of mine was going to be that he could
protection,
is
think of an
born with a terribly debilitat- never
then delivered
instance where
ing genetic condition, I would it would be
and discarded.
Cash
changes
be heartbroken to say the least, needed to save
hands and the
health of the
but a society that allows the the
mother.
mother is free
mother to knowingly kill her
to continue to
To me, it
create
and
son or daughter before birth, seems like a
destroy human
whole lot of
solely because of cosmetic rea- trouble
life as she sees
to go
sons, is a society that puts no through, f1ipfit. But luckily
for future would
ping the baby
value on human life.
be victims, this
around ,
and
-- Mike Taylor
procedure will
sucking
its'
never be legally
brain out if the
performed
mother is in bad
again.
health. The fact
As I was saying earlier, women and of the matter is that partial birth abortions
doctors across the country are up in are not performed to save a mother's life
arms about the possibility of losing their -- ever. They are preformed out of the
'inalienable' right to kill innocent children. convenience of an unaccountable woman.
But as abortion proponents are reeling
But let's take into consideration a diffrom this recent decision, (which passed ferent case described by physician Warren
the senate easily- 64-34, and is favored by Hem, director of the Boulder Colorado
70 percent of Americans) they have yet to abortion clinic.
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In a recent Op-Ed piece, Hem
recalls an occasion when a woman
discovered a genetic defect with the
child she was carrying. She was very
anxious to find out whether or not the
recent partial birth abortion ban would
preclude her from receiving the doctor's
services.
Sounds like a great mother huh? If
I were to find out that a child of mine
was going to be born with a terribly
debilitating genetic condition, I would be
heartbroken to say the least, but a society
that allows the mother to knowingly kill
her son or daughter before birth, solely
because of cosmetic reasons, is a society
that puts no value on human life.
In the upcoming months and perhaps years, you will hear a lot in the
news about how Congressmen are playing doctors, and how Congress is saying
they know what is best for women.
Put plainly, they probably don't.
But they do know what is best for
unborn children, and it doesn't include
being stabbed with a pair of seven inch
scissors.
I urge readers who disagree with
many things conservatives say to look
past their liberal bias and place yourselves in the position of an unwanted
child. Imagine if your mother chose
partying and enjoying her college years
rather than raising you. Wouldn't
you want someone speaking on your
behalf?
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USA PATRIOT act good in theory, too broad in scope
Troy Duncan
COLUMNIST
After September I 1,2001 , the Uniting
and Strengthening America by Providing
Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and
Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA PATRIOT Act)
was created. By October 26, 200 I, it had been
made into law. The purpose of this act was
and is "to deter and punish terrorist attacks
in the United States and around the world, to
enhance law enforcement investigatory tools,
and for other purposes." (USA PATRIOT
Act)
This act is a wonderful idea for the
country, in theory, but its scope is so broad
that it applies to much more than terrorist

attacks. The phrasing within the text of the act
is very general and lacks specific purpose and
domain, which gives government agencies
the ability to take away our civil rights and
liberties as Americans.
A short article in a student newspaper can
hardly hope to adequately address any discussion points relating to the USA PATRIOT Act,
but it is possible to a) enlighten the campus
as to the purpose of the act, as done above,
and b) write about any violations of the rights
of Americans as a result of it.
To begin, the non-specific nature of this
act is inherent from the very first sentence, in
which its purpose is stated. The additional
inclusion of " for other purposes" shows that
there was no intention to focus the purpose

of the act and to be clear-cut when defining
what its 1,016 sections are prohibited from
permitting.
There are sections of the USA PATRIOT
Act that are bordering on unconstitutional.
One such section is section 215. It allows
the FBI to obtain any "tangible things ...for an
investigation to protect against international
terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities."
This could include books, papers, library
records, websites accessed, etc. The FBI does
not have to show probable cause to obtain
any of these things, and if a person's privacy
has been breached, the FBI doesn't even
have an obligation to inform himlher of that
fact. Furthermore, the people who are made

to access private files for the FBI (i.e. the
librarian at your local library) are not allowed
to talk to anybody about it- a modem muzzle,
and a clear violation of first amendment. All
in all, this section very possibly violates the
first, fourth and fifth amendments as they
relate to .speech , search and informing a
citizen of a seizure.
Protecting this country should be second
to upholding our beliefs and ethics as set in
the constitution. The USA PATRIOT Act
was created hastily, quite understandably, to
counter the unexpected terrorist attacks in
200 I, but it is now time to refine that act,
as fear and the need for quick action is no
longer an excuse for the violation of any
American's rights.

Driving a privilege, responsibility that requires more serious attitude
Katie Dorman
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Being from outside the state
of Michigan, I remember asking
a few friends on one of my first
visits to the state if it was more
or less a rite of passage that upon
one's sixteenth birthday if he or
she received his or her driver 's
license and subsequently a car due
to the vast amount of people who
drove and the fact that I saw no
less than three cars parked in any
given driveway.
"Duh," I was informed.
"Doesn't that happen everywhere?"
they asked me . I suppose you
could call it culture shock, but
the only thing shocking was that
everyone did, which at the time
made sense because, as it says on
select license plates, it's the world 's
motor capital.
Afte r riding with several drive rs, it was di fficult to see how
they managed to succeed in th is
so-called rite of passage of getting
one's li cense because they were
awful. And i'm not saying that
Mic higan is the only state the
passes less-than-competent 16-year
olds, nor is this an attack on the
state in any capacity. There are
drivers in Wisconsin I won't entertain the thought of being a p::lSsenger to.
What's most concerning about
everyone obtaining a driver's
li cense so eas ily is, yes, the fact

that it is so easy and has become
viewed as something that merely
one does upon his or her sixteenth
birthday and then is free to do for
the rest of his or her life. It's a
one-time deal that allows more or
less anyone to put 3 tons of metal
into motion.
Being able to drive isn't an
inalienable right, as it seems to be
viewed by many. It is a privilege
and more than that, it's a responsibility. However, it is a privilege
and responsibility that is grossly
abused and needs to be taken more
seriously than it is.
Getting on my soapbox for
a moment, there have been two
driving incidents recently that I
have found troublesome. First, a
highschool friend of mine recently
made, above all, a poor judgement
call when he went out drinking, got
in his car afterwards, proceeded
to run a red light (due to his state)
an d now w ill spend the next 15
years in prison because he hi t a car
and killed the driver. This was a
case of it being the main mode of
transportation and everyone does
it once, so he'd be fir.e.
Secondly, my younger sister
failed to yield when making a tum
and ended up totaling two cars,
for which she will now face insurance hell and get to experience the
county court system.
In both of these cases, there
we re the exc uses of "how else
was I supposed to get home?" and

"nobody taught me to yield in
driver's ed." So, naturally, neither
person is really responsible for
their action because there was some
overarching reason for not taking
driving seriously.
Quite the contrary. These
examples show that there is simply
a lack of responsibility and seriousness when one gets behind the
wheel of a car. Yes, driving is
a very commonplace and regular
activity that becomes so redundant
people forget the true seriousness
of the matter.
I also venture to say that I'm
not the only person who has these
types of stories. Everyone does,
and that in itself is a worrisome
statistic.
Consider the following: everytime a group of people pile into a
car, the driver is ultimately responsible for the lives in that car aside
from his or her own. Think about
it, and that's being responsible for
3 lives plus your own, given that
there are a few passengers. That's
a huge responsibility, considering
how easy it is to lose a life in an
auto accident.
And let's not forget the lives
of other dri vers and pa ss.:n gc rs
on the road. The numbers can be
outstanding.
Laws and governments have
taken serious steps to try and prevent situations like these. First of
all, drivers education . What could
be more essential than learning the

laws of the road?
There are also numerous states
that have more draconian laws and
restrictions for those under the
age of 18 and those receiving their
license for the first time. Logging
100+ hours of driving before your
road test, not being able to have
more than one passenger, having
to be off the road before midnight
-- these are all steps in the right
direction as far as the states go.
After that, they can do no more.
Ultimately when someone is
handed his or her driver's license,
the state issuing that license puts
faith in the recipient that he or she
will use it responsibly and not be

foolish.
Perhaps that is a giant leap of
faith for the state to be taking, but
understand guys that it is one it must
and one that must be honored and
upheld by drivers everywhere. It's
not the state's job to baby everyone
and make sure that they're competent drivers everyday - it's impossible.
It is, however, the obligation of
every person who operates a vehicle
to recognize the responsibility that
comes with that little piece of plastic
and ugly mug. And it's time that
people realize this and, even though
commonplace, treat driving with the
serious attitude it requires.

Got something to say?

LET'S HEAR IT!
Send your
• •

OpInIOnS

letters to the editor
news ideas -to index@kzoo.edu
... and be heard!
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it would take five Earths for
there to be enough resources
(redefiningprogress.org).Ob....iously, there is a problem when
we cannot live within our own
means.
Consumptlon is almost
compulSive in some Americans; there are people who go
into stores just for the "fun"
A column from EnvOrg to elevate enviroIll11ental awareness
of It, which often results in a
purchase. By the age of 65,
Written b;V' Rob Morrison
the average American has seen
An etlicient destroyer of itself plagues the world. This 2 millIon commercials (chamisamesa.net). These repeated
beast. going by the name of Capitalism, is one of the greatest advertisements valIdate to people that consumption is okay. .
threats to our continued existence on this planet. Capitalism
With profit overriding all other motiv..:s in a capitalistic
has many negative impacts on the world. Capitalism promotes society. th..: environment incvitably suffers. Take the instance
the unbridled consumption of the Earth's resources. From a of the major oil spill oft'the coast of Spain from the sinkmg
very young age, people are repeatedly exposed to thousands of the Prestige in that latter part of last year. Due in part to
upon thousands of commereials and advertisements yelling at poor maintenance of the ship, the sinking of the oil tanker has
the top of their lungs. "Buy me!" Hearing it on teleyislOn or devastated major regions of coastal Spain and smaller parts of
reading it on a billboard, this brail1\vashing conditions people the French coastline (nytimes.com).ln aU likelihood, it will take
to believe that it is all right to buy as much as one might desire. ten years for the coastal regions of th.ese countries to recover
This conditioning breeds an attitude of excess.
(nytimes.com). This is a classic example of a company letting its
The Earth only has a finite amount of resources; the equipment fall into disrepair to reap greater profits.
a.... erage American's ecological footprint indicates that
Careless dIsregard is also displayed in the fact that
if everyone lived the lifestyle of the average American corporations willingly, without government regulation, log

consume and compost the left overs, if it were
only that simple. ..
'-

Alexiel Author, poet's talent entertains 'thoroughly,' educates listeners
continued from page 1
whicb took on beavy comedic undertones. Alexie discussed
wbat it is like to be "ambiguously ethnic" post September
II. When he heard abut the planes crashing into the World
Trade Centers, Alexie said "brown people were all praying,
'do not let them be brown, let [the hijackers] be blue-eyed
Norwegians! ",
Alexie emphasized that "I do not know what is right or
wrong, I have ideas and questions ... Ask questions; be critical
and suspicious of everybody"
Throughout his performance, Alexie engaged his audience
with his hilarious stories that combined political messages
with bathroom humor. Just when Alexie was so far off
on a tangent people forgot what the original point was, he
came back to it.
Senior Mike Gosack says, "Sherman Alexie's talent lies
i}l entertaining you so thoroughly that you don't even realize
you've heard a vitally important and well-crafted story until
you're walking out the door to your car."
"I thought it was important lecture to hear. We wanted
to have someone with new ideas, and someone who was
controversial. I like the fact that everyone in the audience was
uncomfortable at one point, it really makes people think," said
Frantz. "It was a terrific lecture, I really enjoyed it, it was one
of the top ones we have had"
Margaret Atwood is the upcoming lecturer for the
spring 2004 Dogwood Fine Arts Festival , for more information on the festival please visit their website at:
www.dogwoodfinearts.org

..S.ali_a
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in our national forests with little consideration for the harm
it is doing to the ecosystem. or for the fact that it is ruining
land that multiple generations should be able to enjoy
(nytimes.com).
•
It is not things like these that are detrimcntal to our
world. but also such little thinl,,'S as companies using excessive
packaging in delivering thing, to the conSWller. This seemingly
small fuct has probably a greater cumulative effect in the end
than the big disasters. All this extra waste that is produced from
packal,,'l!Ig things twice, or even thrice, piles up III landfills,
taking up to thousands of years to bio-degmde. If there is a
way to get around regulations and laws. corporations will
surely find a way. With little selective consumer pressure to
change their practices, corporations tollow the two major
capitalistic tenet,: explOit and COnSllnle.
Changing the system starts with the individual. Making
smart choices, such as buying from more environmentally
fiiendly companies (of!,,'llnic foods or items made \vith recycled
materials is a good starting point) while boycotting those who
disregard the planet arc punitive ways to teach companies that
it literally pays to be environmentally conscious. Consumers
have the power over the precious pockets of the corporations;
exercise your rights a~ con~lmlers. and give corporations the
message that if they want your business. they'll have to cam
it. This can be just the beginning; ill the end we'U be able to
prevent our o",n demise and the plundering of our planets
most precious resources.

-~~~fbs@

by Joe Tra..c.1I'll bQ.. blunt~1'.
We +hinK ,(",,'re,.
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Dinner for two or lunch for twelve:
Oakwood Bistro offers an intriguing atmosphere suitable for all occasions
Rob Hinman
COLUMNIST
Nestled between a Hollywood Video
and a health food store in a stip mall on
Oakland, Oakwood Bistro does not seem
to merit it's "hoity toity" French-sounding
moniker. However, once inside and seated
across from hot prep line of the kitchen,
the warming and unhurried atmosphere
softens the initial trepidation of yet another
strip mall dive.
The combinatIOn restaurant/bar has
comfortable tables and booths , a fully
stocked bar and a few TV's to take in the
game or catch up on CNN's coverage.
Oakwood seems to cater to the yuppie
market, and it isn't uncommon to see suitwearing businesspeople. along with jeansclad patrons. The informal ambiance
accommodates both simple get-togethers
or a quick drink with the buds, as well
as elegant dinners for two to 12 of your
closest friends.
As I mentioned, the atmosphere tends
to be unhurried, so I would advise against
making Oakwood your eating destination
if pressed for time. However, if you're a
"meal as experience" type, then Oakwood
certainly has something to offer.
Oakwood Bistro specializes in an
extensive array of dinner martini's, in
addition to seven "after-dinner" martinis,
of which the difference I could not discern.
Comprising forty some-odd different makes

of martinis, it's safe
to say that if you're
looking to be a little
James Bondish, then
you can certainly find
something to suit your
tastes at Oakwood.
They also offer a full
compliment of wines
and liquors, perfect
for celebrating that
special occasion.
Of course, nothing gets one snockered
faster than booze on an
empty stomach, and
Oakwood is able to
offer fabulous dishes
to satiate any appetite.
From upscalc
bar faire, to its signature pizzas, beautiful salads and fabulous pasta dishes, Oak-- phoro by Rob Hinman
wood covers all of its Oakwood Bistro, located south of campus on Oakland Drive, offers an "unhurried atmosphere" and
bases.
over 40 different martinis.
The burgers are
tasty, and are complimented by parmesan fries, a different taste stealing off of a neighbor's plate). However,
Distance is also a college student
but something I could get used to. The catering to a yuppie crowd also means factor, as Oakwood is located a ways down
thin crust pizzas, a personal favorite, can that you'll pay yuppie prices. A typical Oakland (3003 Oakland to be exact) and ~s
be topped with a myriad of vegetables lunch costs about 15-20 dollars, and dinner such does not exactly fit a carless lifestyl .
and meats. The pasta is always prepared usually runs in the 30's. You do get what Still, if you get the opportunity to bre k
wonderfully, and as always, tastes better you pay for, so I wouldn't write Oakwood the "K" Bubble, Oakwood Bistro is a gre t
off someone else's plate (note: ask before Bistro off as abhorrently pricey.
way to do it.

Family Weekend Events
Saturday, Nov. 1

Friday, Oct. :31
* Bookstore open, Hicks basement
* Experience a 'K' education (list of
classes available at Union Desk)

8:30a-9:45a

IOa-IO:45a
* Honors Day Convocation & Reception
(Stetson Chapel, Hicks)
* Academic Resource Center Open
House (OldslUpton 321)
*CIP/CCD Open House (Dewing)
*English profs. reading (Mandelle)
*Symphonic Band Concert (Fine Arts)

Iia

* "A Parent's Guide to Study Abroad"
(Fine Arts)
*Academic and Student Life:
-- "Theorizing Pleasures of Cinema,"
Tracy Cox-Stanton, English Department
(OldslUpton 103)
-- "So Now You've Got a Kid in
College," Dean of Students, Danny
Sledge (Dewing 103)
- "Conservation of Leatherback Turtles,"
Paul Sotherland, Biology Department
(Dow 226)
*Swimming v. Wabash (Natatorium)

II a-II :45a

"Moving into a Complex and
World," President Jones, Dr.
(Sociology) (Mandelle)

Ip

*Football v. Alma (Angell Field)
*"An Evening of Delta Blucs"
Arts)

Sunday, Nov. 2
9:30a-11 :30a * Arboretum tour
10:30a-Ila

* "The Bells of Kalamazoo"
(Stetson)

Iia

*Multifaith Celebration (Str
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Stiching, childhood games Women's soccer wins over Adrian,
Men's over Alma, Tri-State, both
groups strive for stress relief
face Hope this weekend
potential members to wear clothes that
you can run around in and can get dirty.
STAFF WRITER
Grass stains are quite possible.
Stitch and Bitch was formed at the
Stressed? If you are a "K" student,
beginning
of the year by three creative
~ answer is most likely a loud yes.
If you even have space for a club freshmen- Beth Johnson, Brooke
in your schedule, there is always the Scofield and Molly Danielsson. The
fear that the club or organization will Idea was to help alleviate stress by
add to your stress level rather than taking a study break and getting to
talk and learn something productive
take it away.
Two new organizations seek to with friends.
"[Stitch
change that.
and Bitch] is
The Childjust a way to
ish Games
force people
Commission
to be social
and
Stitch
for a couple
and Bitch are
hours during
dedicated to
the week and
lessening
emerge from
stress
and
their piles of
creating
a
homework,"
time
for
says
Johnsocial interson.
action
Theorga'l7etween stunization,
dents.
which
is
The
seeking
club
Childish
\
status, meets
Gam e s
everyWednesCommisday night at
sion, CGC,
10:30 in the
was started
President's
by
Alex
Lounge (the
Sirotek,
room across
K'06,
and
- photo by Kate Boehm
from the mail
several
Stiching in her room, Beth Johnson works on
hut filled with
friends. The
relieving stress through this craft.
couches). No
purpose is to
experience in
relive childsewing
or
hood
and
have a lot of fun twice a week for an knitting is necessary and members are
always willing to teach. Planned activihour or so.
'" "You come out, you mess around, ties, aside from meetings, may include
you get dirty and you have fun. guest crafters and field trips to various
Anyone can do it," says member Trent locations.
"There are days when I think I don't
Pancy, K'06. "If you're looking for
a way to relieve your stress- come to have time for the meeting, but afterward
I'm always glad I went because it really
CGC- it's the best."
The group, which just attained helps de-stress" says Johnson of Stitch
official club status, meets at 4:30 pm and Bitch.
Both clubs are always seeking new
every Tuesday and Friday on the quad.
members
and welcome anyone new. Go.
They play all sorts of games, usually
Leave
your
homework for an hour or
their own variations on old childhood
ones like Duck, Duck, Goose and Red so and come back with a smile on your
Light, Green Light. They warn any face.

Kate Boehm

Written by Karen Nave, Sports Editor
WOMEN'S

MEN'S

Kalamazoo College Women's Soccer
team saw a victory this past weekend
against Adrian College at Adrian. The
Hornets were able to shutout the Bulldogs
3-0.The Lady Hornets have struggled
this season to put numbers on the board
offensively. It would seem that they have
finally found their stride. They were able
to find the back of the net three separate
times.
The first goal came early in the first
half. Off a deflection/pass from freshmen
Kari Brodsky, senior captain Molly Danner
was able to put it past Adrian goalie,
Rashin Jamison. The Hornets pushed
forward with this momentum and scored
just over five minutes later. Senior captain Jessie Geiger fed a ball to freshmen
Elizabeth Hauslein, who was able to put
it between the posts again, giving the
Hornets a 2-0 advantage going into the
locker room.
The third and final goal came late in
the second half, freshmen Macy Lepper
put one away off a pass from senior Katie
Tripi. The Hornets ended the game 3-0.
Senior captain Adrienne Beller picked up
another shutout on the season.
The Hornets travel to Holland this
weekend to do battle against first place
Hope College.

The Kalamazoo College Men's Soccer
team picked up two wins this past week.
The first win came against a tough Alma
College team. Alma came out hard in the
first half and put on the board. Kalamazoo
would remain scoreless until the end of
the half.
The Hornets were able to rally and in
the 76th minute Brett Bullard put one in off
a pass from Steve Dendler. The game was
put into overtime and in the 92nd minute,
Steve Dendler sealed the win and put the
Hornets up 2-1. Nick Carlin-Voigt was in
goal and made 4 saves.
Kalamazoo picked up their second win
of the week against non-league Tri-State
University. The Thunder came to Kalamazoo
looking for a win, but left with the bitter
taste of defeat (or a beating really). The
Hornets beat the Thunder 10-1.
Senior Bryan Goyings picked up a hat
trick 'Nith three goals. Senior Brett Stinar
and junior Steve Dendler each had two a
piece. JJ Jansons, Peter Jorth, and Nick
Houdek each had one goa\. Nick CarlinVoigt, Micheal Smith-Palmer, and Adam
Antczak shared time between the posts.
The Hornets outshot Tri-State 22 to 8.
Kalamazoo improves to 12-3-2 overall.
Their next contest is against top ranked Hope
College on Saturday in Holland.

The Information superhighway
has a new on ramp ...
Introducing K's only Wireless Internet Access Point.
Brought to you by

THE DAILY GRIND
COFFEEHOUSE
A UMITIID UABlLlTY COMPANY

tdgcafe@kzoo.edu
The Daily Grind gnciouoly thanks Roh Hinman
and Ruse AspinwaU (or making rhio po•• ible.
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INSIDE Golden Apple Awards show appreciation
II~ NAUSEATING

Sessily Watt
STAFF WRITER

With the next presidental election looming on the horizon,
there is a still a plethora of demoncratic
candidates.
Will
one of them actually
emerge as a winner?
•

TOP NOTCH?

Nicholas
Culp
explores the validity
of the Notch Fairness
Act as to whether or
not it is questionable
and if it disadvantages anyone.
SAVE IT FOR

TBEJUDGE

Kalamazoo College's
first Mock Trial Team
has formed and even
though it is growing
late in the year, many
are still hopeful for a
successful team.

m YOU WIN SOME,

ItI YOU LOSE SOME
While the football
team lost to Alma
in overtime and both
soccer teams were
defeated by Hope,
Cross Country and
Vollyball emerged the
victors this past week.

Many students at "K" have
learned and grown under the tutelage of members of the faculty,
administration, and staff. Though
they may have wished to share
their appreciation, many students
don't know how. Today, in Hicks,
students can find a simple tool for
saying thanks.
Sometime soon, a member of
the faculty may open their mailbox
to find a white envelope with a
picture of a golden apple on it. The
card inside also has a picture of
a golden apple, and the words "A
golden apple for you." Inside the
card there is space where the student
can write a special message for the
recipient. This is a Golden Apple
Award, sent by students to those
who have helped them to learn in
someway.
These awards have been
organized by Gail Griffin, English
professor and also Director of
Teaching Development. As director
it is her job to coordinate different
things on campus to make sure
teaching stays at the center of the
K college consciousness. She got
the idea for these awards online, on

another school's web site. "These
aren't exactly like the ones at the
other school," she said. "But I
thought it was a great way to get
said what students don 't have any
other way to say."
The apple awards should
be available starting Monday,
November 3. There will be a box
at the Union Desk in Hicks, with
a plastic tray holding the golden
apples . Students can pick one
up, fill it out, and drop it in the
box. Professor Griffin will then
put the apple awards into envelopes
and deliver them to their intended
recipients.
"It doesn't have to go to faculty,
they can be sent to any member of
the administration or staff that has
taught you something or helped you
in any way--the stuff that doesn't
show up in evaluations," said Griffin. "This is the most important
thing that happens at K: the learning
that goes on in and outside of the
classroom."
Apples have always been associated with teaching, and there is
the biblical association of apples
with knowledge in the garden of

a

£r
y u

A Golden Apple Award. The awards are designed to let students
show their appreciation to faculty members they feel have been of
great value to them.

See Golden Apple, p.2

Student stress common, adapting to new stresses difficult
Kate Boehm
STAFF WRITER
Stress is defined as "a mentally or emotionally disruptive or upsetting condition occurring
in response to adverse external influences"
and "a state of extreme difficulty, pressure or
strain" by the American Heritage Dictionary,
Fourth Edition.
Most "K" students are in a constant state
of stress, a result of many different "external
influences" - fast-paced classes and an immense
workload, extracurriculars that demand as
much time as many classes, and the need for
a social life.
In fact , so far this year there have been
approxamately 6 cases of mononucleosi s

diagnosed by the health center. This number
is nearly double the amount of cases the health
center saw last year.
As the end of the quarter and exam week
approaches, the workload is piling on and
students will soon be facing an added amount
of stress, more stress than ever before for
many of the first years.
"A lot of my freshmen residents are not
used to the workload, they have never had
to work this hard before," says Sobia Khaja,
K'06, a resident assistant in Trowbridge Hall.
Most "K" students excelled in high school,
and many without having to work extremely
hard. Coming to "K" is a huge step up
from a lot of high schools, and freshmen can
struggle with changing their usual schedules

to accommodate the added workload, according
to residence hall staff.
Upperclassmen, and especially RAs, offer
several pieces of advice for first year students, or
for any student feeling added strain.
First, try to keep on top of things, as hard as
that might be. "Time management is key," says
Brian Weitzel, K'04, Assistant Area Coordinator
for Trowbridge Hall. "If you have 15 minutes,
start your reading. If you can wake up early, do
it. Halls are quietest in the morning and I find
that to be my most productive time."
The RAs suggest plotting out any free time
and use it to its greatest advantage. Make
See Student Stress, p.2

NEWS
PHOTO OPINION POLL

What stresses you most
about 'K'?
" "Knowing that each thing that we
do here counts towards what we do
for the rest of our lives. If I fail one
thing here I may not get into medical
school." ."

-- Cara Jaye, K '06

"

"All the other people who get
stressed out."

-- David Poytinger. K '04

" "Writing my SIP and learning
the joys of time management, things
I suck at."
-- Erin Ashmore, K'04

..... The Administration, the work, my
SIP and the weather."

-- John Steinberg. K '04

..... The pace, things just happen on top
of each other. Everythl11g IS on
--"" ,',the quick len week."
- Kate flamel };. '04

The Index
Student stress/Resident Assistants offer helpful
hints for dealing with excessive stress
continued from page 1
some sort of study schedule and
stick to it.
"Don't overdo it first quarter,
especially freshmen," says Anne
Holmes, K'06, a resident assistant
in Crissey Hall. "Freshmen tend to
want to do everything, join every
club and organization, but they end
up getting overwhelmed."
Pick one or two clubs or organizations, not seven and do not
agree to do more than is possible
in the course of a day. Clubs like
the Childish Games Commission
and Stitch and Bitch can help
relieve stress, and being a part of an
organization like SAC or StuCom
is a way to get involved and away
from homework for a short time.
The idea of getting enough

sleep makes most students laugh,
but it is essential. Though seveneight hours a night seems impossib le, some nights it is best to just
turn off the computer, close the
books and drop into bed.
"Sleep is the most important
thing," says Amy Johnson, K'OS.
"There is always enough time for
a nap." Though midday naps are
no replacement for sleep at night,
they can really help, especially if
an all-nighter was pulled the night
before.
"Take time for yourself," says
Greg La Yoy, K'06, a resident assistant in Harmon Hall. "Do something that you enjoy that has nothing to do with school." Watch
the football game, get off campus
for dinner or an hour of shopping,
read a book that is not for a class,

see a movie or do something else
enjoyable. Taking a personal hour
or so is essential for relieving stress,
even if it is believed to be a waste
oftinle.
When things get too overwhelming, talking out problems
with a friend is very important and
can help organize thoughts and
come up with solutions. "Have
somebody to talk to, a 'burn-out
buddy'," says Kelsey Johnson, K'06,
a resident assistant in Severn Hall.
Call home to speak to family and
friends or make time with a friend
or professor here.
Finally, "be able to laugh," says
Weitzel. "It helps lighten the load to
not take everything too seriously."
There is always time to laugh and
spend a few minuteswith friends,
even if it is not at all productive.

Go/den App/e/Hopes high that students realize
importance of faculty receiving feedback
continued from page 1
Eden. "We are supposed to be giving you knowledge,
so it is a role reversal;' said Griffin, referring to students
giving the teachers the apples that represent knowledge.
"Though in fact you give us more knowledge than
we give you."
Even though the apples are available, some might
wonder whether students at 1(, members of a jaded
generation, will make use of them. Griffin hopes
students will realize how important it is for professors to
receive appreciation from the students that they teach.
''Nobody is here working for the money, they are here
to help young people grow. Sometimes they don't
know [if they've achieved this] unless they hear it direct

from the students." Maybe more students will realize
how important appreciation is when they see a professor
receive one of these cards. Professor Griffin said that she
would be thrilled to receive one. "I save notes that r get
from students, I save them for years. These awards you
can put in a drawer to think about Of on a shelf and brag
about it. There are so many people here who work hard for
their students and deserve to be appreciated."
"What I inlagined," continued Griffin, "was students
might see these cards and they might stop to think 'who
has been good to me this week,' pausing to think about
how much we owe to the people around us. This project
will cause us to think about how much we rely on each
other in this community."

CRIME BEAT
•• Two car windows were broken In the Facilities l\lanagcmcnt parking lot between 4 p.m. and
11'~0 p,m. on Oct. 27. Nothmg "as :tolen The vandalIsm resulted 56S0.00 worth of damage.
The motive is unknown .
•• A student reported that her car was vandalized between Oct. IS and 28. The damage was estimated
at 5S00.00. From the type of dents ,md tlfe trach, It appearcd that someone had ndden a bicycle
over her car. ',,'Iott\ c unknown.
** On Oct. ,I, ('me ,tude!lts rt'pOited that fUrIuture 10 their room had been rearranged and five DVOs
v.erc nl1ssm~. On· '0\. I ecuntycheJ the ease labelIng 11 unfounded aftl'Ttlle siudents called back to
say Ihal thc) had soh.:d t'1e las~: fncl'ds \\en: gUilty of haVing Hal'ov.ecn fltl.
*. Bctwc.:n Nov. 2 and 3 S(ll'lcone ripped off tht! exIt button on Ihe MHltJ'i Side of Chnssey, causing
~O 00 wo!1h of dama",~ Motne wlknov.n
-- Comptled h) Bridget Scali
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The
SEX
How
to
call
the
shots
F 1-Ies
Anna Maxbauer
COLUMNIST
Let's face it - fellatio never gets old. However, its status
as one of the most sio1ple and straightforward acts in the sexual
wliverse doesn't prevent it from being misunderstood by many
of the people who perform it. When done correctly, fellatio
can be better than intercourse; when done badly, it just sucks
(so to speak). The Sex Files has assembled some of the basics
in an attempt to educate the masses about the do's and don'ts
of oral sex for guys.
Equipment. Though not nearly as complicated as the
female equivalent, male genitalia require some know-how. In
an informal survey of random K students, several guys agreed
that giving attention to the underside edge of the glans (head)
is a good way to deliver faster results. Most guys lamented the
amount of attention not given to their balls, which are full of
relevant nerve endings and can actually be kinda fun once you
get past how hideous they look Gust remember to be gentle).
Another not-to-be-missed spot is the perineum, a narrow seam of
skin running between the testicles and anus. Poking or stroking
this sends some guys to cloud 9, so give it a try. Note: the tips of
uncircumcised penises are usually a lot more sensitive than their
snipped counterparts, so act accordingly.
The gag factor. Another major factor in fellatio is gagging,
which can really kill the moment (if not condemn the entire
act). Guys should recognize that the oral cavity is limited in its
capacity to deliver pleasure; as much as your penis would like to
occupy any extra space it finds in your partner's mouth, remember
that slhe needs that space too. Also, some people have a really
·low threshold for gagging, so don't attempt to massage your
partner's uvula without doing some research first.
A lot of the stuff you and your gfi'bf do during fellatio will
depend on skill levels and what you're both comfortable with. If
you'd like to maximize your phallic intake, keep your
tongue out to open up space in your throat and move
your mouth down s-l-o-w-l-y to minimize muscle
stress. If you're sensitive to gagging or just don't like
going downtown, make your guy lie back so you can
position yourselfto control the shots a little better. More
advanced stuff (i.e. leaning back still while he hovers
over you) is something to work up to.
Time. Blow jobs (to make use of a colloquialism)
should never be an endurance trial. Anything over 20
minutes is just self-indulgent, even if the fellator really,
truly likes doing it Besides, people who can orgasm fast
from fellatio make their partners feel like gods.
Penalty points. There's really only one thing that
can ruin blow job reception: teeth. Sure, you can whine
about how sensitive some guys are about that stuff, but
it's called the cheese grater for a reason. If your lips
can't sufficiently buffer your teeth from his meat, open
your mouth wider and slow down - he'll appreciate it.

Guys on the receiving end of things also have expectations to without the atmospheric component. Many couples extol
live up to. Oral sex is all about a person abandoning hislher own the benefits of wintergreen Altoids, which have a fairly solid
pleasure in order to focus on that of another, so prove that you're sex-friendly reputation and aren't as sticky as whipped creanl,
worthy ofhislher time. Let himlher know you're paying attention chocolate sauce, etc.
The finish. Swallowing is like that post-touchdown extra
by offering lots of good feedback when something feels good.
Unless agreed upon prior to the act, hair pulling, hip gyrating, point in football - if you can manage it, fine, but you can still win
the ganle without it. Spitting and
and especially tv watching are all
the ever-popular point-and-lookoff limits. And for crying out loud,
away
strategy are also fine provided
don't fall asleep.
you've got something with which
Because any contact with semen
The details. Most guys will
to clean up the mess. Fellatees:
tell you that enthusiasm IS everycan spread STIs, make absolutely
if you get denied access to your
thing. To maximize his pleasure,
certain that you and your partner
partner's mouth, don't assume you
up the eye contact and get your
have certifiably clean STI statuses.
have free reign over the rest of
body involved - twist your neck
herlhis body - ask before letting
If you're in doubt, remember that
or arc your back as you rub his
loose
on a tummy, back, set of
stomach, inner thighs, nipples, etc.
condoms during oral sex are underbreasts, or face (fYi: semen + eye =
A great way to up his sensation
rated, especially when used in
BAD). If you're a guy who truly
factor is to work the penis with
conjunction with a tasty lube. If
can't understand why your partner
both the mouth and the hands
refuses to ingest your sauce, do
you think feUatio and prophylactics
(bonus: this also takes pressure off
us all a favor and taste yourself
of people who don't like a lot in
don't mesh, limit your itinerary to
sometime. And by taste, we mean
their mouths). If you're lacking
activities that make use of a barrier
experience it like your gfi'bf would
in the skill department, however,
method of some sort
experience it (think quantity).
don't think style will save you Because any contact with
that's like putting $1300 chrome
semen
can spread STIs, make
rims on a car that can't make it to
-- Anna Maxbauer
absolutely certain that you and
Portage and back. Master function
your partner have certifiably clean
and then worry about form.
STI statuses. If you're in doubt,
Of course, preferences vary
remember that condoms during
from male to male. Though most
will tell you that a certain amount of sucking is appreciated, too oral sex are underrated, especially when used in conjunction
much force or pull is bad - if he wanted to experience a vortex, with a tasty lube. If you think fellatio and prophylactics don't
he'd go find a vacuum. Some guys dig the sensation of hot mesh, limit your itinerary to activities that make use of a barrier
breath on their member, while others prefer indoor action method of some sort.
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Will one of the 'nauesating nine' rule in 2004?
Gregory La Vov
OPINION WRITER
One year from this week U.S.
citizens will have the opportunity
to re-elect a politically strong
President Bush or choose his successor from what has become a
sorry batch of political nobodies,
as well as a few distinguished and
mediocre legislators alike.
Yes, the latter part of that sentence describes the nine Democrats vying for their party's nomination in 2004. Between the
televised debates and the deluge
of criticism of the President, they
have been getting a lot of media
attention recently. However, in a
year of war and world problems,
a recall election, and state budget
cuts, these Democrats have their
work cut out for them if they want
to reach anyone beyond their
liberal base and sympathizers in
the media.
In the interest of staying
up to date, I have formed a few
opinions about each of these
candidates trying so hard to yell
louder than the next in the hopes
of capturing that elusive nomination.
The current front-runner,
Howard Dean, has had a good
couple of months, but the question remains, whether he can
break out of the John McCainstyle mode and actually capture
the nomination . Dean is able

to invigorate the far left base
of the Democratic Party largely
because these folks haven't had
much leadership in Washington,
particularly with their antiwar
issues. Nevertheless, his problem
arises in the doubt that he would
be electable against Bush in the
general election because of his
leftist opinions. Nominating
someone who stands no chance
later in the general election is not
a productive activity, and even
the average Democrat can figure
that out.
John Kerry seems like a
viable candidate for the general
election, but too bad he is overshadowed by the momentum of
the Dean camp. His past military
service, his career in the Senate
- not to mention his wife's bank
accounts - all lead to the opinion
that this man would be a fantastic
candidate. However, breaking out
of the "Washington politician"
mode and into electable candidate
mode has seemed particularly
trying for this political veteran.
John Edwards brought a lot
of excitement to the race when he
entered, but has since fizzled into
the background. Even though his
biggest asset was supposed to be
his ability to rake in the cashparticularly from his lawyer buddies-he hasn't been able to touch
the front-runners in cash or the
polls. His brief political career
gives him neither the experience

nor the resources needed to conduct such a massive campaign.
Dick Gephardt has problems
far beyond his inability to raise
the top amounts of cash. Gephardt has always enjoyed a special
rapport with the Union lobby,
but in this campaign he has had
trouble courting endorsements.
The largest Union in the AFLCIO mentioned this weekend that
it would likely support Dean,
and other powerful Union leaders
are looking at other candidates
to endorse. Gephardt's other
problems include his alwayschanging views on social issues
and his inability to rally a flailing
party, given the losses on his
watch, particularly in 2002.
Then there is Carol MoseleyBraun. The only woman in the
race has picked up as much political traction as the pro-war movement in France. Her short and
not-so-sweet political life makes
her probably the most unlikely
candidate to win the nomination.
And I would be remiss to
forget the "reverend" AI Sharpton.
He may have the best one-liners,
but does anyone take him seriously? Considering he has lost
every political election he ever
sought, his social indiscretions
and false accusations at the
expense of others, as well as
his polarizing views about race
and society, his campaign should
never have come into existence,

and will not amount to anything
more than the Jackson campaigns
of the 1980's.
With a past career in the military, General Wesley Clark brings
an interesting element to the table.
This guy seems to have the right
type of security background that
the next President would need,
but he'll be damned if he can't
shake those rumors that he is a
Republican in a donkey suit. He
has been so wish-washy on the
issues, particularly the War on
Terror, that it is hard to carve out
a platform on which to base a
campaign. Further, it has been
no secret that General Clark is
the handpicked selection of Mr.
and Senator Clinton, and that
feeds fuel to the rumors that the
Clintons have a special interest in
Bush serving until 2008.
Joe Lieberman may be the
most boring candidate to ever
run for president. What makes
this average Joe different then?
First, Lieberman has better name
recognition than some, given his
failed candidacy with AI Gore
in 2000. Secondly, he projects
the image of a candidate who has
a type of sterile and religious
demeanor. Like Kerry and Gephardt, though, Lieberman has been
unable to distinguish himself and
turn his strengths into a larger
chunk of the political pie for
himself.
And Dennis Kucinich makes

the count nine. Wait, Dennis
who? Don 't worry, you haven 't
missed much- he's just another
far left political wind-up toy.
The Democrats have lots of
work to do. With the weaker
candidates refusing to back out of
the race, the still viable candidates
must burn those extra dollars
to make sure their sound bite,
instead of Sharpton's, gets on
the evening news. Maybe they
are trying to add some color to
the platform so that minorities
don't fall "victim" to Bush. Or
maybe they are in the race for
kicks-who knows.
This party also has some serious concerns to overcome, not
the least of which being the war
issue. If an anti-war candidate
wins the nomination, that candidate and his Democrat cohorts will
have to convince a general population-75% of whom supported
the invasion of Iraq-that they
are the right candidate. However,
the one issue these candidates
all seem to have in cornmon is a
dislike bordering on hatred for
President Bush-hardly a position
on which to base one's campaign.
I understand that it is impossible to
find a perfect candidate, but without more coherency that comes
from better party unity, it will be
one more opportunity passed.
My prediction: Democrats
will once again pay the price of
"underestimating" this President.
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EDITORIAL

Senate filibustering mocks justice
President Bush has recently nominated Justice Janice Rogers Brown for
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia, a position that is widely
regarded as a stepping stone to the U.S.
Supreme Court. This has caused democrats in the Senate to froth at the mouth.
The talented lawyer currently sits on
California's Supreme Court. Brown,
who has a stellar record, also happens to
be conservative and African American
woman.
The democrats have already filibustered other outstanding minority
candidates like Hispanic judge Miguel
Estrada.
Why are the democrats filibustering
though? Many critics have cried racism,

which on the surface appears wholly justified. However, the democrats in the Senate
are actually being wholly partisan and quite
shrewd in their parliamentary tactics. But
what exactly are the democrats doing?
A quick civics lesson: the U.S. President
has the responsibility of naming federal
judges, which the Senate must confirm by a
simple majority vote. But before an up or
down vote can be taken, a 60 vote majority
is needed to close the debate, even though
only 51 votes are needed to actually confirm
the nominee. What Senate democrats have
been doing is preventing the debate to be
closed whenever lawmakers attempt to get
a nominee approved. This filibustering has
reduced the nomination process to complete
gridlock.

While this tactic may be legal, the
amount of current abuse is without precedent.
The only previously successful filibuster over
any judicial nomination was in 1968, when
a bipartisan effort by the Senate stopped
President Lyndon B. Johnson's effort to
elevate Justice Abe Fortas to chief justice
of the Supreme Court. Records show no
cases where a lower court nominee was
filibustered to death as is being done by
Democrats currently.
Senate Democrats have pursued nearly
five times as many filibusters, and garner
three times the support from their own party,
then republicans do when they filibuster.
Finally, more than 98 percent of the votes
to filibuster Republican nominations come
from Democrats, according to a recent report

from the Center for Individual Freedom
Foundation.
This tactic is extremely harmful
for the country. There are currently 77
Federal Court vacancies and a ridiculous
27 unfilled judgeships on the crucial U.S.
Court of Appeals. Vital cases need to
be heard, but no judge is there to hear
them. What is the precedent that is being
set here? Imagine if the minority party
filibustered every single time it was going
to lose a vote. The entire legislature
would be reduced to gridlock and make
a super majority necessary to pass the
most mundane legislation. The democrats
are effectively making a mockery of
majority rule. Justice is not being served
in Washington these days.

Notch Fairness Act will only further haml Social Security
Security system from becoming ruined in the earlier 19805. The
one problem that did occur because of the amendments was that
OPINION WRITER
those first affected had a very large disparity in the amount of
The democrats are at it again, throwing another piece of benefits that they would receive from the age bracket before
ridiculous legislation into the hopper. The bill that they are them. Recipients bom in 1911 and 1916 received what appears
pushing this time ultimately gives certain citizens undeserved to be an actual oveIpayment from the federal government, due to
government benefits, and further bankrupts the Social Security the abovementioned miscalculations before 1977.
This is where people born into 'the Notch'-between
system. The issue that I am referring to is 'Notch Social
Secl}rity,' but more in particularly the Notch Fairness Act of2003 1917 and 1928-become concerned with their payments.
(HR 97), which is currently in the House subcommittee on Compared to the oveIpayrnents of 1911 to 1916, their Social
Social Security.
Security benefits seem to
First, here is a little backSocIal Security Replacement Rates (Benefit Levels)
be significantly dwarfed.
1ft
This may be true, but they
ground on the distorted 'Notch'
are receiving the actual
issue: The Social Security Amend,,~
ments of 1977 (p.L. 95-216) signifiamount in payments that
Congress intended on them
cantly modified the way that Social
receiving... on average
Security benefits are computed,
Ibecoming effective for people who
the 'notch babies' will get
~
became eligible for benefits in
back a substantially larger
1979 (retirees born after 1916).
amount of benefits than
what they paid in. It is
The changes made by Congress in
D
• G
1977 accounted for poor assumpconsidered a ''much better
....
'deal' than the baby boomtions earlier made about future
,. , ,'
"-If. . 1110
"to
wage growth and inflation rates. "."NIII-.a; l:1li
ers will get," by many of
'
According to the Congressional
the Notch Fairness Act's
Research Service, " ... without the
opponents.
The Notch Fairness Act (which has been pushed into
changes enacted in 1977, many future retirees would have
come into the system with benefits that exceeded the earnings Congress several times, never really having much support-but
they had in their last year of work. The 1977 changes ... were plenty of co-sponsors) will only harm an already wounded Social
designed to keep this from happening and improve the system's Security system, expecting to cost up to $300 billion by 2020.
I agree that this may be a necessary action to take given this
financial condition."
It was these changes in 1977 that preserved the Social particular group of people was short-changed by the federal

Nicholas Culp
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government, but they were not!
The only true complaint that they have is that the group
before them was oveIpaid in Social Security benefits. In essence,
it is like going to the grocery store and seeing the customer in line
ahead of you receive more change than they should have, and in
return you want more change back than you should receive ...
because, of course, this makes everything "fair." This need
for "fairness" is exactly what many Democrats in the House
of Representatives are feeding off to pit their constituencies
against the Republican Party, the primary opponent of this
misleading legislation.
Organizations such as the American Association of Retired
Persons (AARP), the AFL-CIO, the National Association of
Manufacturers, and the National Taxpayers Union have led the
grassroots opposition against the ''Notch'' and the whacko in
Congress supporting it. While the current administration has not
taken a position on the issue, just as the Clinton Administration
did not, the Carter, Reagan, and former Bush Administrations
all opposed it.
The leftist Democrats and the few misguided Republicans
who support this Act are deploying the same senior citizen scaretactics found in the playbooks of deceptive telemarketing. Actual
"public interest" groups exist that seniors are conned to give their
money to in order to fight to "save" their benefits, which these
members of Congress mislead them to believe the 'Notch' takes
away ... all for the sake of their own political gain.
So please, the next time you see members of Congress
such Barney Frank, Jesse Jackson, Jr., or Peter DeFazio
appear on C-SPAN criticizing the Republican Party for not
being "concerned with the elderly," just remember the Notch
Fairness Act and think who those Democrats are really looking
out for.

FEATURES
the piece.
These pieces, in all
their grandeur. are only temporary. '"The effect lasts
longer than the actual work
of art. Years after every
physIcal trace has been
removed and
the materials
recycled. origA column from EnvOrg to elevate environmental awareness
Inal visitors
can sti II see
Written by Drew Brockington
and feel them
in their minds
when
they
return
to
the
sites
of
the
artworks"
Beginning in the early 1970's, a genre of art emerged
• known as environmental aJi. Dealing with the rising (www.christojeanneclaude.net). Each projconcerns about health and the earth, environmental ect is carried out so as to not harm the
artists worked directly with the terrain itself, moving environment that it is constructed in. All
materials used in construction are recycled
~utside of museum space.
completely.
.
Artists like Christo and Jeanne-Claude take into
Their latest work will be constructed
account the entire environment when constructing their
in
Central
Park, New York. Christo and
. large-scale works. Their earher works include the wrapJeanne-Claude
said. " ... We discovered that one of the
'ping' .of fabric around the Reichstag building in Berlin.
most
extraordinary
things in Manhattan is how much
Owmany. creating a continuous running fence stretching
people
walk.
It
is
the
most walkable city in the world. The
over. 24 miles of California ran(~h land, or setting up
amount
of
people
walking
is unbelievable and so we
3.00(lumbrellas in both Japan and California.
Seting these pieces brings new notice to our sur- were thinking to do a project involving the sidewalks.
roundings. By disrupting the area that has become just but we knew we would never get a penn it to do a work
another part of everyday life the eye is drawn to it. The involving the sidewalks. The only place where people
viewer then notices things that otherwise might be passed walk leisurely is in the park and this is why the project for
over. such as the way the wind blows through the fabric Central Park came about. using 26 miles of walkways."
of the running fence, or the way the sun illuminates (http://www.jca-online.com/christo.html) 7500 gates,

- phoro by Je!fMjrcheli. couC[csy ofSher Marie Farrell

The Ballet Theatre at Kalamazoo College will present a perfonnance entitled
"Moonsbreath ... " Nov. 7,8 in Dalton Theatre. The show has a Celtic and Irish
theme, with proceeds going to benefit the Irish Society for the Prevention to
Crudty to Children. TIckets arc $12 for adults, $8 for students.

The Index
rangmg from 16 feet high. will be constructed with
sheets of golden saffron fabric hanging from them.
From the park "The Gates will be a golden ceding
creating warm shadows. When seen from the buildings
surrounding Central Park. The Gates will seem hke
a golden fiver appearing and disappearing through
the bare branches of the trees and wlil highlight the
shape of the footpaths." (http:!
Iwww.christojeanneclaude.net/
te.html) This project began
its planning in 1979, and will
be completed in February 12
of 2005. when they will be displayed for 16 days. and then
removed and recycled.
To find out more about
Chnsto and Jeanne-Claude's
works, or how to get involved
with The Gates project, go to:
www.c:hristojeanneclaude.net
GREEN TIP #187
Feeling cold? Just get some
curtains for yow' windows. Heavy curtains will keep
out drafts of fall and keep the inside all toasty warm.
This process also reduces the use of energy on heating,
saving everyone a little something.
GREEN TIP # I
Put those recycling bins to use. Recycled glass
saves 30 gallons of oil aod over a ton of raw material
from being used. And tossing in your glass jars into the
bins makes a lot of noise. And noise is fun.
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Chapel Chat

hidden talents, and they are
willing to share them with
this fair community!
01 Seuss, everyone's
favorite writer-m-residence,
has a talent for seeing the
unique in people. In a
wildly creative moment, she decided that we all have
something else to share. I recall getting the email during
the summer asking if we had any hidden talents, and
thinking, "that lady is crazy! Does she really think we'd
get up in front of God and everybody an make a fool
of ourselves?" Well, by the sounds of what's going to
happen at Chapel this Friday, Nov. 7, the answer was a

by Jeanne Hess

It is said that a mind once stretched by a new
idea never regains its original shape. This Friday
at Chapel we have a unique opportunity to stretch
our thoughts about some of our fellow community
members; those people who demand excellence from
us in the classroom and dish out our fate with grades
at the end of the quarter. Yes, the faculty does have

resounding "YES!"
When you are in the early stages of a relationship,
doesn't everything new you learn about someone
enhance your thoughts about them? It creates a new
kind' of diversity as we gain a greater perspective
for difference. You can also find a greater level of
connection. of knowing. and perhaps shared purpose
with them. You will emerge knowing our faculty and
staff as you never have, and our community will be
all the richer for it! Chapel, as I have written here
before. is your opportunity for finding community.
There is no better time to commune than Fridays at
10:50, so I hope you'll join us for some humor. music,
creativity and sharing.

'K's first Mock Trial Teall1 fonned
Even though it's formed late in the year, students still enthusiastic to carry out trials andform as an organization
Michael Schoettle
STAFF WRITER
Together, freshmen Justin
Rifis, Lauren Trager, and Patrick
Castle created Kalamazoo's first
Mock Trial team in a matter
of weeks during the busy fall
quarter.
Both Rifis and Castle have
had previous experience in competitive mock trial in high
school, yet Trager says that she
"had no such idea [of mock trial
competi tions 1".
Trager
and
Castle
attribute
much of the foundation planning to
Justin, who composed a constitution to present to the
Student Commissio n and obtained
the number of signatures needed to
initiate a new club
at HK".

Rifis attempted
to start the association on his own.
unaware of the
endeavors of Trager
and Castle. CoinCidentally, It was
through
Castle's
recruitment of political science professor Daniel Lipson.
that the thre.: met

and joined forces.
Mock Trial is a competitive
organization here at "K", completely made of and run by students who assume roles of attorneys and witnesses.
As part of the intercollegiate
community, the team is assigned
a case from the American Mock
Trial Association, a case all
other mock trial teams across the
region receive also.
Unfortunately, the mock trial
team leaders acknowledge there

is very little time to prepare
for their upcoming tournaments
due to the organization's tardy
beginning and receiving the case
two months after other mock
trial teams.
This year's case involves a
fictional murder charge against a
hockey player who kills a teammate for being involved in an
illicit affair with his wife.
Joining this year's team are
freshmen Marissa Weeks, Lindsey Smith, Caitlin Koncky and

sophomore Jen Moore. The team
practices each week, for two to
three hours, three to four times
per week.
Castle notes that this intense
work schedule is due to the
fact that "all the other [mock
trial teams 1have been practicing
since August".
Last week, part of the team
attended a mock trial tournament
at MSU in order to not only
watch and learn, but to scope out
competitors.

The team is made up of
people who have an "extreme
interest in law" or simply "love
the law".
Trager notes that whether or
not the team makes it to nationals
this year "it'll be interesting,"
and worth the hard work.
While try-outs and member- •
ship to the team is closed for this
year, anyone who is interested in
practicing now and trying out for
the team next year is welcome.
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Losses mingled with wins for teams as seasons draw to close
Karen Nave
SPORTS EDITOR

FOOTBALL
The Kalamazoo College Football team
had a victory within its grasp and watched
it slip through their fingers. The Hornets
lost a close contest to the Alma College
Scots 24-23 in overtime this past Saturday
at Angell Field.
Kalamazoo was able to overcome an
eight point deficit to get back in the game
after halftime. Junior Matthew Jarboe
scored two Hornet touchdowns in the
second half. His second touchdown put
the Hornets in the lead 17-10 with just
3: 20 left on the clock.
It looked as though the Hornets had
the victory wrapped up when sophomore
Nick Toboy reco.vered his second fumble
of the day with I :50 left in regulatio.n
play. However a fumble by Jarboe put
the Sco.ts o.n the Kalamazo.o 32-yard line
with I :39 left. With just 25 seconds left
on the clock, Alma managed to. find the
end zone and kicked the extra point to.
tie the game.
Kalamazoo won the coin to.ss and went
into overtime on the offensive attack.
Senio.r quarterback Bryan Gnyp fo.und
so.phomore Jeff Green in the end zone
fo.r the touchdown. Kalamazoo failed to
pick up the extra po.int on a mishandled
snap. Alma had the ball and was held three
straight times by an outstanding Kalamazoo.
defense, however they finally found the end
zo.ne. Alma's extra po.int attempt was goo.d
and the Scots finished the game 24-23.
Matthew Jarbo.e rushed fo.r 114 yards
on 37 carries-bo.th career highs- and also
picked up two touchdowns. Senior Bryan
Gnyp went 6-of-13 passing for 78 yards
with one touchdown. Gnyp also broke
the schoo.l reco.rd for career yards o.f total
o.ffense (7,384). Jeff Green had four
catches for 49 yards and a touchdown.
Andy Graham had two catches for 29
yards.
Leading the Ho.rnet defense was Jeremy
Vanisacker with 14 tackles. Kyle Bainbridge had 12 tackles. Mark LaCombe had
his 18th i:lIfeer interception setting a new
school reco.rd fo.r career interceptio.ns.
The heartbreaker Io.ss dro.ps the Hornets to. 1-3 in the MIAA (5-3 overall).
Kalamazoo has 2 league games left. They
face Wisconsin Lutheran at home o.n Saturday, November 8th at 1:00pm.

stro.ngest they have been defensively all
year.
The first have neither team was able
The Kalamazoo Wo.men's Soccer team
to score. The Ho.rnets played heads-up
split the week with a double overtime win
soccer and battled the Dutch fo.r every
against the Saint Mary's Co.llege Belles
possessio.n. The teams would go into
and a very close loss to the Hope Co.llege
the locker ro.o.m zero all at the end of the
Flying Dutch.
first half.
The Hornets met the Belle's o.n MacKThe second half both teams co.ntinued
enzie Field on Wednesday on o.ne o.f the
to. fight. Kalamazoo was handling the ball
co.ldest days of the week. The first half
just as well as the Dutch. It looked as
o.f play saw scoring from bo.th teams.
though the game would go. into. o.vertime,
Saint Mary's put the first number o.n the
but with five minutes to go, Ho.pe dropped
bo.ard. However, Kalamazoo. was quick
a great ball over keeper Adrienne Beller
to respo.nd. Freshman Elizabeth Hauslein
to. put the Dutch up 1-0. The Hornets
scored fo.r the Hornets tying the game at
were unable to score and the game ended
I-I. Just five minutes later o.ff a feed from
1-0, Hope.
freshmen Amy Draybuck, senior Kirsten
The Lady Hornets fall to. 5-8 in the
Ro.senkrands found the back o.f the net to.
MIAA (7-10-1 overall). Their next And
put the Ho.rnets up 2-1. With just three
final match is against Alma Co.llege at
minutes of play left in the first half, Saint
Alma, Saturday at 12:00pm.
Mary's scored sending the teams into.
halftime with 2 go.als a piece.
The Hornets came out in the seco.nd
half ready to finish. Despite some scoring
chances for both teams, neither co.uld
Co.ngratulatio.ns to. the Men's and
get the ball between the posts. A strong Wo.men's Cross Country teams!
defensive col1aboratio.n by the Hornets,
The Women's Cross Country team
led by senior goal keep Adrienne Beller, finished in 2nd place at the MIAA Chamhelped push the game into. overtime. pio.nships this past Saturday. This is only
With the sun setting in the background, the second time in school history that
Kalamazoo. went into the first overtime this has been done. Gina Lutz finished
Io.oking to. end the game. However, once 3rd o.verall (22:57) and Michelle Harburg
again neither team could seem to find the finished 4th (23 :03). Lutz, Harburg
goal. At the end of the first o.vertime the and so.pho.more Tieneke VanLonkhuyzen
score remained 2-2 and both teams were was also selected fo.r the All-MIAA first
beginning to. look co.ld and tired.
team.
The second overtime did no.t last very
This is the second year fo.r Lutz and
long. Kalamazoo had the ball at kicko.ff Harburg; this is VanLonhuyZen first
and were able to. execute a beautiful pass ho.nor.
pattern that won them the game. Off the
kickoff the ball was fed to. freshmen
Macy Lepper who passed it to. senior
Jessie Geiger. Geiger fed the ball
deep into the left co.rner to. Hauslem.
Geiger made a run from the top o.f
the eighteen and found the back o.f
the net off a well placed pass that
split two Saint Mary's defenders from
Hauslein. The Ho.rnets to.ok the lead
and the win 3-2, 44 seconds into the
second overtime.
The Hornets next match up was
against a very strong, first place Hope
Col1ege team. Kalamazoo came into
the co.ntest as the underdog, but held
their own the entire game. For the first
time this season, the Ho.rnets came
o.ut of the gate and dominated the play
of the game. This was probably the

WOMEN'S SOCCER

CROSS COUNTRY

The Men's Cross Country team finished fo.urth overall at the MIAA Champio.nships. Will Dobbie finished 15th with a
time of26:10. Will Do.bbie and Sean Pack
have been selected to the Al1-MIAA first
and second teams, respectively. Dobbie,
a senio.r from Vicksburg (Vicksburg HS),
finished 15 th a time of 26: I O. Pack, a
junio.r fro.m Grand Blanc (Grand Blanc
HS), finished 20th at the MIAA Championships with a time o.f 26:29. Kalamazoo
finished fourth in the final MIAA standings.

MEN'S SOCCER
The Kalamazoo Co.l1ege Men's Soccer
team Io.st a heartbreaker to Ho.pe College
on Saturday in double o.vertime. Nick
Carlin-Voigt was in goal for the Hornets
and had 12 saves. The Ho.rnets are currently alone in 3rd place in the MIAA
(7-3) and are 12-4-2 o.verall.

VOLLEYBALL
The Kalamazo.o College Women's
Volleyball team swept the Olivet Col1ege
Comets this weekend 30-23, 30-18, 30-22
on Saturday to finish the regular seaso.n
18-14 o.verall (6-8 MIAA). Anny Price had
II kills an.d .579 hitting percentage in the
win. Kelsey Cross had 43 assists and four
service aces. Cross was also name MIAA
Specialty Player of the Week fo.r the second
time this seaso.n. Krissy VanAsperen had
13 digs.
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diverts
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funds
to
externships
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What do you think
about the shift in
funds
from
internships to externships? Find out what
other 'K' students are
saying and how they
feel.
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HUZZAH FOR 'K'

Two opinions look at
the positive aspects
of Kalamazoo College and how life at
the 'Zoo isn't really
as bad as some make
it out to be.

~extweek,conserva

tive Phyllis Schlafiy
will be speaking at
'K' about feminism
and its place in society, sponsored by the
College Republicans.
DlTOILAND
ItITROUBLE

The Festival Playhouse at Kalamazoo
College will present
William Shakespeare's
MacBeth, featuring an
array of medevil fightmgscenes.

Brittan V Edwards
EDITORIAL ADVISER
The Center for Career Development (CCD) is using summer
2004 Field Experience Funds to
support the growth of 100 Discovery Externship (DE) opportunities. The current funding
available for DE is not enough
to sustain these opportunities.
They are diverting money that
is otherwise used to support a
handful of 10-12 week internships to support 100, 1-4 week
externships for summer 2004.
According to a statement
from CCD given to the Index, the
DE program "focuses on mentor
relationships rather than professional skill attainment." It is
meant to be an alternative to the
traditional Career Development
(CD) internship program.
40 years ago, in the golden
era of the "K" Plan, the school
ran on a four-quarter academic
rotation . This aUowed sophomores to use their spring quarter
to focus on an internship. Today,
there are only three quarters.
CCD's
statement
said,
"There are more barriers today
than existed in the past. Fewer

employers can pay interns,
there is more competition from
other college students for those
few
"prize"
opportunities,
and
the
Kalamazoo College summer is
compressed
with our late
school year.
And during
the
"traditional"
time
period to conduct an internship (summer
after
sophomore
year),
85% of our students are preparing to leave
the country for
6-9 months, and
of those, 2/3rds
will be departing by Labor
Day."
The new DE program is seen
by the CCD as a way to allow
the "Career Development" part
of the "K" Plan to "remain a
reality for all "K" students."
Travel expenses, food costs,

o

and local transportation would
"be prohibitive for such a short
experience. For these reasons ...

part of the "K" plan. Financial
restraints were cited, such as
the library expansion project
and the curent
stat of the economy.
"Currently,
three proposals
have been submitted for outside funding (2
to private foundations; one to
I federal program)," said the
CCD statement.
If
alternate
funding is not
secured, Field
Experience
Funds will be
diverted
to
sustain DE for
one year. This
includes funding
for
internships and
Senior Individualized Projects
(SIPs) for summer 2004. This
funding is separate from the
Center for International Pro-

e ent
uate tudents

Graduates who completed ...

ip:

the costs must be significantly
subsidized," said the CCD.
The first year of DE was
sponsored by generous donations
from a few alumni. This will not
be enough to sustain and expand
this program to become a full

'/c

See CGO, p.2

Daily Grind extends philanthropy to Up 'Til Dawn
Profits from sales on monday donated to St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital
Laurel Stiedemann
STAFF WRITER
On Mon. Nov. 10, the Daily Grind
Coffeehouse held a fundraiser on behalf
or the student organization Up 'til Dawn,
raising approximately $160. All proceeds
from that day were donated to the St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital through
the Kalamazoo College chapter of Up 'til
Dawn.
Up 'til Dawn is a student organization with branches at many different col-

leges, including Kalamazoo College. As an
organization they hold fundraisers and other
activities to benefit St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital.
St. Jude Hospital, in Memphis, Tennessee, does extensive research on cancers,
genetic disorders, and inherited immunodeficiencies. The hospital pays all patient
costs not covered by insurance.
In addition, St. Jude does not ask
uninsured patients to pay anything. All
cost are paid with the generous donations
and fundraisers of people and groups all
over the world. The daily operating costs

for the hospital are approximately $834, I 08.
That is $304,449,420 per year and over $9.65
every second. '
Each year approximately 4,300 patients
are seen. Since it's opening in 1962, st.
Jude's Hospital has treated more than) 9,000
children from the United States and over 60
foreign countries.
The Daily Grind's co-owner, Jeff Duncan,
had hoped to raise more but said, "Harry
[Gaggos] and I are always happy to donate
See Daily Grind, p.2
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What do you think about funds
being diverted to externships?
"It's misleading that we came here
knowing that we could get all this
money and that those opportunitIes do
not exist any longer or are limited."
-- Erin Mazzoni K'07

"It sucks. I have a lot of questions."
--JoeyArce K'07

The Index

ceDI Funding crucial to students being able
to do internships, available in other ways
provide students more than an
introduction to a potential career
field; students create mentor
relationships with professionals
who themselves have successfully navigated the 'K' Plan."
"Many students cannot
financially afford to participate
in an internship without help
from the college and the funding
given to participate in externships is not comparable with
that of internships. It would be a
shame if one of the core parts of
the "K" Plan is not supported in
the future," said Lockhart.
The CCD assured the Index
that they would continue to help
students find alternative funding sources for internships and
SIPs. These primarily include

continued from page 1

grams' grant fund.
"I don't think that funding
should be taken away from the
internship program. I think there
would be a lot more opportunity
to develop long term professional contacts with an internship, rather than an externship,"
said Liz Lockhart, K'OO, a participant of the 2003 DE program.
The CCD statement cited
that, "During the summer of
2003, 55 students were able
to participate in 1-4 week preprofessional experiences with
alumni from around the country
(and 2 experiences were abroad).
The goal of the program is to

alternate sources of campus aid
and federal subsidy.
Megan Kraushaur, K'OO, the
2003 Field Experience Fellow,
an award given to an outstanding
Field Experience grant applicant, said she understood CCD
is emphasizing the extern ship
program because it's new, but
voiced concerns.
"I would think an internship
that lasts for a summer might be
better for upperclassmen, while
the externship program might be
better for underclassmen with
the home stay and everything,"
said Kraushaur. "Right now it's
fine, but they need to provide
and equilibrium after they've
gotten the externship program
off the ground."

Daily GrindlDonation not first for Daily Grind

in efforts to help St. Jude's/UTD
"I'm not suprised. It's kind of important though. When you do your SIPs
and internships overseas you get a
whole different expel;ence. You really
push yourself."
-- Michael White K'06

"I think Irs upsetting because
Kalamazoo College has such a long
history of supporting its students and
this could really hann that."
-- Jude Harris K '04

"I think it's unf0l1unate that students
mIght lose this fundmg, but if it gets
reallocated to another area that might
strengthen the CCD It could be beneficial overall."
-- Sarah A1artYll 'K' alum '03
•• compIled by Katt' Boehm and Laurel Shedemann

the Open Mic Night hosted by
Up 'til Dawn that raised about
$[00. "We cater a Jot of events
in order to draw people to them
and raise everyone's awareness
of such an important charity,"
said Duncan. The Daily Grind
believes "that the resources of
the cafe should be used to help
the College."
Anyone interested in participating with Up 'til Dawn
may contact Amy Johnson

continued from page 1

what we can. We do plan to
remain intimately involved with
Up 'til Dawn. Whether that will
be another fund raiser or not
remains to be seen."
In the past The Daily Grind
has helped with many other fundraisers. They have helped in
the raising of several thousand
dollars with Up 'til Dawn. Last
year, The Daily Grind catered

through the K college website:
www,kzoo.eduistudev/stucommJ
organizations.htm. More information about St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital can be
found at www.stjude.org.

CRIME BEAT
The following arc incident repons.
No crmles were reported thiS week
•• On OY. 8 at 1:30 a.m., a student was found to be smoklllg marijuana. The case will be referred
to the dean.
"On I ov. 8 at 2 a.m., security staff receil ed a call about an injured, mtoxicated student who said a minor
cut on his head \\as the result ora fall. A resident a,sistant took care of the situation.
"On Nov. 8 at 2: 10 a.m., a \"lsIlihg 1S year-old was found lying on a domlitory floor drooling and
uf)'-heal"ing. The subject reportedly urank a fifth of SmimolT III the last half hour. An ambulance was
called and tmnsponed him to the hospitaL
-- Compiled by Bridget Scallcn
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The
SEX
Thinking
outside
the
box
F1eIes
Anna Maxbauer
COLUMNIST
The reputation of cunnilingus doesn't
glisten nearly as brightly as that of fellatio, which rea\1y isn't fair to the oral
sex-seeking chicas in the world. this
i'nstallment of the Sex Files hopes to
dispel the myth of the vulva as Pandora's
Box by imparting the most important
tidbits of info about how to perform oral
sex right on a woman.
The layout. Whoever first described
the vulva as a taco wasn't far off the
mark. Essentially, you're looking at a
hole (vagina) underneath a little bump
(clitoris), both of which reside inside two
layers of skin folds (labia minora and
labia majora). There are other points of
interest (urethra, clitoral hood, perineum,
anus), but the aforementioned clitoris and
labia are the a\1 stars here.
Where it's at.
Consider for a
moment that the clitoris has more than
twice the number of nerve endings as
the entire penis. All those sensation
receptors branch out from the clitoris into
the labia (and, inside the vagina, the g
spot) in the same way that roots extend
out from a tree.
As a result, the area surrounding the
clitoris is hursting (if you will) with
potential activity. Most women also find
that one side of their clitoris and usua\1y
the corresponding labia are more sensitive
than the other, so position one's body
accordingly.
When done correctly, cunnilingus is
just about the most effective way to lube
up a vagina in preparation for intercourse.
However, this takes time. Girls on average take about 20 minutes to reach peak
arousal, so give that clitoris the 15+
minutes of fame it deserves.
On that note: ladies, just because
your partner is committed for the long
term doesn't give you license to let it
ride - milking the situation with a welltimed sequence of "I'm close!" gasps is
just mean.
What to do. Because the clitoris
is a lot more sensitive than the penis,
a little action can do a lot. Take the

minimalist approach - think tickling, whether you like going downtown or
stroking, caressing (any flowery-sounding not. Most people who whine about the
verbs should do the trick, really). The jury mess factor cite the taste of lube (natural
is sti\1 out on sucking - some girls like it, or otherwise), which is unfortunately
others are adamant. Though some more much more ubiquitous in cunnilingus
advanced performers consider it cliche, than fellatio.
you really can't go wrong
by spelling out the alphabet
on the girl's clitoris, which
keeps her guessing and gives
you something to think about.
While the penis responds
Multitasking with the tongue
well to varied techniques,
and a finger or two is also
the clitoris does best when
a good idea, as most of the
vagina's important nerve endcontact is uninterrupted
ings are only a couple inches
and static. Constant style
in from the outside entrance.
changes are more likely to
While the penis responds
well to varied techniques,
deposit her back at square
the clitoris does best when
one of the orgasm journey,
contact is uninterrupted and
so once you reach a happy
static. Constant style changes
are more likely to deposit
rhythm don't deviate.
her back at square one of the
orgasm journey, so once you
-- Anna Maxbauer
~
reach a happy rhythm don't
deviate.
Oral displeasure. Cunilingus has a reputation for
being a little messy, and this
If taste is the only thing keeping
has worked to alienate many more dainty
would-be performers from stepping up to you from putting your girlfriend on a
the task. However, if intercourse is your pathway to ecstasy, there are a couple
destination, messiness is a prerequisite, potential solutions. If you're going top
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down (without a barrier method of some
type), your task may be easier if you steer
clear of the network of lube-secreting
glands around the vagina. While the
clitoris itself is free of the glandular ducts,
the skin around the urethra (below the
clitoris) and especially vagina is equipped
to get your tonguelfingers soaked.
If vulva navigation isn't your thing,
pick up a dental dam (think condom, in
sheet form) at the health center, WRC,
or Planned Parenthood. If your beef is
with the quality and not quantity of love
juice, you might quietly suggest to your
gf that she knock back a couple glasses
of pineapple juice in the hours preceding
the event (this isn't a bad idea for guys
either).
No-no's. The vagina is ultra sensitive
to the chemical composition of foreign
bodies, so make sure you're clean before
jumping in to give her a hand. Caramel
sauce and other sugary foods can also
mess up the vagina's pH balance, so stick
to ice cubes and more innocuous lubes
or toys.
Though it probably seems repetitive,
the sensitivity of the clit really can't be
stressed enough. A lot of girls really
can't handle major temperature changes
either, so don't assume your Icy Hot will
rock her world. Bottom line: if you get
an idea for a good cunnilingus technique,
work up to it gently.

PINIONS

The Index

Discovering your diversity for crucial essasys
Mike Tavlor
OPINION WRITER
If you are anything like me,
a white male or Asian, (read:
diversity-challenged) you might
be wondering if your GPA and
the thousand bucks you plan on
spending on a GMAT class, is
going to be enough to get you
into that upper-tier grad school
you've always dreamt of going
to.
Some of us will undoubtedly be admitted, while others
will unfortunately lose spots
to under-qualified, but apparently more deserving, 'diverse'
applicants.
I'm sure we are all familiar
with the hoopla over the recent
Supreme Court U ofM decision,
which couldn't have been more
vague and ambiguous. On the
one hand, the Supreme Court
found that U ofM was violating
civil rights by assigning a point
value to so-called diversity, yet
they found the goal of achieving
diversity meritorious enough to
not completely censure.
Now I do not wish to belabor the obvious fact that this
practice just doesn't seem fair,
nor do I wish to try to convince
you that affirmative action is
some terrible enormity that we
must abolish. I would simply

like to inform people what they can ing for, make sure you blatantly Professor Peter Wood, suggests
do to increase their odds of grad describe this in your essay. Perhaps that you create imaginary friends
school acceptance.
it could start out like this -- "It that have helped you realize you
wasn't
until third grade that I real- lack diversity, and ultimately made
As a result of the high court's
ized
I
was
the only boy at school you a better person.
decision, U of M decided to
For example, if you feel you
Pancho
.....
named
switch over to a different, yet
are
lacking
in diversity, you might
equally unfair policy. U of M, like
Or maybe, "Every time I look
want
to start your essay
many other institutions, to
out
with
a quick story that
avoid directly questioning
shows how you overcame
an applicant's ethnicity, now
requires applicants to write
First and foremost, if you an ethnic bias. Maybe
you could start it out by
a diversity essay.
This
believe the color of your skin, saying -- "I guess I never
is something you and I
diversity-challenged stuor even just the spelling of understood the peaceful
of Allah until I
dents shouldn't fret . All
your name is the diversity your teachings
met my dear friend Mahit takes is a little preparaschool is looking for, make sure moud Nasser.. ... Let
tion and perhaps a creative
imagination.
you blatantly describe this in your audience know that
Now, there are two
Mahmoud is the reason
your essay. Perhaps it could for
common forms of this quesa transformation in
start out like this - "It wasn't your life, and it never
tion that you may be asked
to answer as you apply to
until third grade that I realized hurts to include a time
when you realized he was
certain grad schools. The
I was the only boy at school the
victim of discriminafirst might ask you to explain
named Pancho ... "
how you will add to the
tion.
diversity of the campus and
Another successful
-- Mike Taylor
influence the students around
method is to show how
you in a positive way.
you are capable of helpThe second is more
ing a diverse person go
along the lines of explaining
through
a transition in his
in the mirror, I am reminded that
a past experience, maybe someor
her
life.
This
one shows your
I am not at all like my white
thing in your past that made you
admission
counselors
that you are
friends ... " I cannot stress enough
real ize you possessed diversity -comfortable
with
diverse
people,
how important this is.
or perhaps lacked it.
and
are
familiar
with
the
problems
But for those of us that were
First and foremost, if you not blessed with the appropriate they may face. Maybe start this
believe the color of your skin, or diversity, it's a little bit more one off like -- "I'll never forget that
even just the spelling of your name complicated. One helpful tip I fateful season when I helped my
is the diversity your school is look- found from Boston University teammate Kenny realize she should
have been born a female .....
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Most importantly though,
and this is where I disagree
with Professor Wood, do not
point out on your application
that you lack the diversity
grad schools want! If you
start your essay out -- "I was
11 when my dad's job moved
us from an all white neighborhood to an all black neighborhood in south central Los
Angeles ... " you're on the
wrong track. Also, avoid
admitting your are a conservative or Christian.
If you're essay starts out
-- " It was hard adjusting to
such a liberal environment
when I began college after
attending parochial school all
my life ..." you might as well
kiss your chances goodbye.
Your white skin and JudeoChristian values don't help
your case, so don't make a
big spectacle of them.
Remember, this isn't about
you, it's about some grand idea
of diversity that is bigger than
you. You may have a difficult
task convincing those pesky
admission counselors that you
are made of the right stuff, but
with the help of a creative imagination, your educational plans
don't have to be jeopardized.
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'K' stays focused on academics in time of competition
Katie Dorman
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Water parks?
Taj Mahal
look-a-likes?
High-rise luxury
apartments as
dorm buildings?
Are these things
really necessary
on university
and
college
campuses?
As of late,
university and
college
campuses have been
undergoing
drastic changes.
The University
of
Southern
Mississippi
recently passed
plans to put a
water park on
campus
so
students
can
lounge
and
relax
after
studying. Ohio
State is currently spending
in the ballpark of $140 million

to build what its peers refer to as
the Taj Mahal. It will have kayaks
and canoes, indoor batting cages
and ropes courses, massages and

students to scale simultaneously.
All of these things are being
done in the name of being competitive and attracting students
to the universities
and colleges, but
at what
cost?

The Rising Cost of
Higher Education

A

recent
publication, The
Death of
the Liberal
Arts?, published last
month by
the Independent
Women's
For urn
studied the
top
lO
liberal arts
schools, as
ranked by
US News
and World
Report.
The forum
studied curricula at all of these

Average increase per year at ...

Four-year Public Institutions

$579

Four-year Private Institutions

$1,114
a climbing wall big enough for 50

schools and found many to be insufficient in that they allow students to
skip over fundamentals of liberal
arts - American history, Shakespeare or any genre of literature.
And with tuition rising an average of $579 at four-year public
institutions, $1,114 at four-year
private institutions and taxes rising
to cover the costs of public institutions, the question is raised, "Is the
money actually going to educate
students?"
Competition to gain students
has become a ridiculous battle
of who has the better facilities
while academics have become an
afterthought. Aren't academics the
reason for higher education? In
this fast-paced, get-ahead world,
academics have taken a backseat to
attracting students. But attracting
students isn't worthwhile if there is
nothing for them once they decide to
attend. While facilities are half the
battle, academics must still remain
in the forefront.
While Kalamazoo College has
taken and is taking steps towards
enhancing the facilities on campus,
let's face it - the athletic center
was in desperate need of help and
the new library will be an amazing

contribution to the campus community. However, I don't see a water
park or overly lavish recreation
center headed this way anytime
soon.
During all of these projects,
however damaging to admissions
they may, the college always puts
academics at the forefront of everything else. Who hasn't sat through
lectures on the structure and importance of the K-Plan? And that's
what it's all abOut.
Even though there are things
institutions must do in order to
remain competitive, there is no
need to take it to extremes. It's
come down to the point in some
cases where students choose schools
based upon their facilities, who has
the better sports team, who parties
more, rather than where it should
be, on academics.
Colleges and universities must
reevaluate where the money sunk
into schools is being spent. Are
students in general receiving the
education to match the amount of
money being sunk in? That's the
primary concern of higher education
- not how large a facility one can
build to get 50 students climbing a
rock wall simultaneously.

'K' not all that bad, best experiences outside classroom
Joe Mansour
COLUMNIST
I've been writing a lot of
opinIons recently about issues
going on around the world
and in the natlOn. This week,
keeping with my track record
so far, I was going to talk about
the space program and the
challenges it faces, I changed
my mind.
With the quarter coming
to a c lose, I feel the need to use
my soapbox to talk about some
of the positive thmgs going on
within our "K" bubble.

To begin With, I'm going to
go out on a limb and say that I like
the Honor Code. There's been
a lot of criticism of it recently,
specifically how it's being used
to pUDIsh off campus partymg.
I'm not going to get into that
quagmire, but I will say that the
honor code encourages the best
lD "K" ~tudents. Yeah. we fall
short of the ideal and mess up,
but that doesn't mean we should
not have standards.
The Campus Climate Action
Board (CCAB) had a town hall
style meeting this past Wednesday
and I'd like to think this will lead
to positive changes on campus.

The fact that there is a new
campus publication out thcre also
bodes well for the campus body.
I'm referring to the Mud and
Mayhem Society and their publication, Mayhem's Murmurs. It's
great to hear another voice on
campus and particularly one that
has such interesting opinions.
Having competition for students' attention can only improve
the content of both the Index and
the Murmurs. I hope they can continue to publish their independent
paper in the coming quarters.
The campus stilI has a distinctly liberal lean to it and this
includes, I imagine. the vast major-

ity of professors. But so far, I
haven't experienced any bias in
the classrooms. I've heard of
it, but haven't experienced any
of it.
For all the complaints I've
heard about the food at Sodexho,
in all reality it isn't that bad.
And even when I miss dinner, as
long as I have my "K" sandwich
With an obligatory slice of cheese
from tbe Quadstop and my fruit
smoothie from the Daily Grind,
life is good.
One of the simplest truths
that J've learned about college
life, is that the greatest expenence one can have come outside

of the classroom. The simple
pleasure of sitting in front of
Stetson Chapel, discoursing
with a fnend late into the evening is Just one tbing I love
about "K".
We may all gripe about our
schoolwork, the weather. et
cetera, but the fact is, if people
aren't complalOing about something, they're probably dead.
But after all the complaming,
we need to stop and recognize
all things that make this "K"
bubble a pretty nice place to
live and learn. I know I have
a lot to be thankful for, and I
imagine I'm not the only one.

FEATURES
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ture or goodwill stores, and looking into our campus
have become substitutes for
recycle store right here on campus before buying school
fields.
supplies
from the bookstore. Finally, even just making
Not only food is
an
effort
to put a little less on your plate at the cafeteria
gleaned; furniture, scraps,
will help reduce potential waste. You can always go
old refridgerators, stoves,
back for seconds if you want more.
and numerous other things
are gleaned all the time. I
Green tip #2: If you have a refridgerator, turn the
myself am proud to say that
temperature up to 37-40F. If every American did this
I am a gleaner. My freshit would save 3 million tons of green house gases every
man year I found a perfectly
A column from EnvOrg to elevate environmental awareness
year!! This can apply to air conditioning too. Just one
good fridge that someone
degree makes a whole lot of difference.
didn ' t want to lug home.
Written by Michelle Harburg
I've also gleaned several
"Don't you dare pick that food out of the garbage!!"
Green tip #68: (This only applies to women) As
pieces of furniture, pictures,
my Dad yells. My younger sister has once again been and even utensils from many a roadside curb.
an environmentally friendly alternative to tampons or
caught red-handed.
This saves me a lot of money. The film described how
pads, try this new product called a "Mooncup." It is a
See, my sister has the habit of picking half-eaten some people use abandoned fridges for shelving storage. bell shaped menstrual cup around two inches long and
food out of the trash. She finds the most surprising There were so many more examples of how people can turn
made from soft silicone rubber. It is worn internally and
things edible. At the movies, she'll chow down on what is trash for one person into treasure for another.
forms a seal with vaginal walls allowing menstrual fluid
Who are these people? Are they "uncivilized?" In my
half-filled popcorn containers, and at the park is able to
to pass into the Mooncup without leakage or odour.
find elephant ears, hot dogs, sandwiches, and all sorts opinion the uncivilized people are the ones that are wasting
The Mooncup menstrual cup contains no bleaches,
of concession food that only has a couple bites on it. perfectly usable materials and food. In a sustainable world
deodorizers or absorbency gels. It does not interfere
She figures as long as the food looks reasonably clean, gleaners need to be increased, especially in our society
with healthy vaginal environment, nor has it been
it would be a waste not to eat it, especially since she where landfills are being saturated with extensive waste
associated with toxic shock syndrome. With proper care
hardly ever gets sick. My Dad always gets mad when he and pollution.
the Mooncup will last for at least ten years.
catches her because he says it is uncivilized, gross, and a
The purpose of this article is mainly to facilitate thinking.
bad example for the rest of our younger siblings.
You too can be a gleaner in your own way. I'm definitely
I'm secretly proud of my sister. I've even been not advocating following my sister's example and eating
her accomplice by watching out for Dad as she picks food out of
through the trash bins during family outings. She is the garbagewhat you might call the classic "gleaner": someone who although
takes what others throwaway. My sister is a unique there is one
gleaner in that she is not forced to be a gleaner; instead man
in
she gleans because she hates wastefulness.
France who
(<lO'+ I e."e.f hCJ..-Ie,.
She is the kind of girl who goes out to eat with has a good
one.
-tvfn alit ri.~h-+?
her friends but doesn't order anything; instead she job
and
~
eats their leftovers. She reasons, "every time my home, but as
friends eat out, they throw so much away, so I just eat a
political
it for them." I must admit, there is a fine line between statement has
mooching and gleaning and I'm not sure how to define only
eaten
my sister yet.
food taken
Anyway, what prompted me to write this article is from garbage
a French documentary film I watched on Nov. 5, 2003 cans for the
called The Gleaners. It is an independent film that last 10 years.
portrays the gleaners of society. These people range
But for
from the homeless in the city to prosperous artists who those of you
use trash to create art. We have gleaners right here who would
in Kalamazoo College. I'm sure many students have not like to be
noticed the people that go through the dorm dumpsters, that extreme,
:t SWeAr. ··So·M&+irt\C.S 1 wish .
salvaging for items that might be of use.
some
easy
"I c.ovlJ J\Jst OAte. .1'Il,(S'elf•••
Gleaners have been around for centuries. Jean- ideas to conFranyois Millet portrayed them in the 1800s when he serve include:
captured women who gathered grain left behind by the opting
for
reapers in his famous painting Les Glaneuses. The film used clothI watched interviewed a variety of people who still glean ing and book
just like those peasants did so many years ago, only stores, having
today it is more difficult because modem machines have clothing
become more efficient.
exchange parCurrently people glean from food that is thrown out ties
with
because the expiration date passes, or from a restaurant friends,
that cannot use stale food, or from farms that will not sell buying from
bruised, but still edible, produce. In the city, dumpsters used furni-

by Joe
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Opponent of feminism to speak at 'K'
Sarah Beth Gale-Barbantini
COpy EDITOR
On Thursday, Nov. 20, Phyllis Schlafly, one of the country's
most outspoken opponents of women's liberation movement, will be
coming to "K". The lecture event
is sponsored by the Kalamazoo
College Republicans along with
the Young America Foundation.
Schlafly's most recent book,
Feminist Fantasies, showcases
her often-controversial opinions
regarding feminism and the women's liberation movement.
"Feminsim," Schlafly writes in
Feminist Fantasies, "is incompatible with truth."
here
"Bringing
Schlafly
accomplishes our main goal of
getting the conservative viewpoint
out to students," said Dan Carlson,
K '05, President ofthe "K" College
Republicans. "She is qualified
and intelligent enough to explain
the details of her opinions. After
hearing her opinions, students can
question her and make up their own
minds on these issues."
"Phyllis ScWafly's visit to "K"
represents a move by the College
Republicans to encourage political discussion, while also telling
students here that conservatives are
a force that cannot and should not
be ignored, whether on campus or
in our increasingly diverse world,"

need mothers in the home," writes
commented Greg LaVoy, K '06.
Schlafly, author of several Schlafly.
well-known conservative books
"[Schlafly] has every right to
and columns, was born in 1924. come and speak here at "K". We
A graduate of Washington
University in St. Louis, she
went onto Harvard, where
she earned her master's
degree in political science
in 1945. Schlafly returned
to Washington University
to complete her law degree
in 1978. In 1952 and 1970,
she ran unsuccessfully for
Congress.
For over thirty years,
Schlafly has fought vehemently against the women's liberation movement.
An active opponent of the
Equal Rights Amendment,
she contends that radical
feminism distracts women
from their natural place and
causes them to be unhappy
and unfulfilled. Schlafly
also believes that women
can work outside of the
home as long as they do
not neglect their roles as
wives and mothers in the
process.
"What liberals and
feminists are really afraid Phyllis SchIaBy
of is not the right wing, but
the eternal truth that the
will come and listen to what she has
traditional family is still the best to say. It should be interesting and
way to live, and that babies still we would like to see how she backs

up her arguements," says Tiffany
Tononi, K '06, of the Women's
Resource Center.
Schlafly has managed to
achieve all the things
the feminist movement
advocated for women
and has been able
to balance the roles
of wife, mother, and
career woman.
Before the women's liberation movement, which can be
traced to Susan B.
Anthony,
Elizabeth
Cady-Stanton, Margaret Sanger, and Gloria
Steinem, women did
not have the choices
available to them today.
Anthony, Cady-Stanton, and Sanger, who
were considered "radical feminists" in their
time, fought for women
to have the right to
choose the direction of
their lives.
"I don't understand how a woman
can be opposed to the
feminist movement,"
says Kelsey Johnson,
K '06.
"I'm interested in
going to the lecture because I don't
know that much about her views,

but I don't want to go because I
think the College Republicans are
hringing her here to make nonconservatives mad."
"Schlafly offers an alternative
for intelligent women who want
a family and are not willing.t,o
commit to radical feminism," said
Gabriele Bond, K '07.
"[Feminism] is not just a
political issue. It effects all parts
oflife," said Blake Hurt, K '05.
"I think this will be an
extremely well attended event
because of the nature ofthe issue it
addresses. People here at "K" are
extremely aware of the progression of women in the professional
and private worlds."
also
Schlafly's
actiVism
extends beyond women's issues.
She is opposed to the new
Homeland Security Act's "Total
Information Awareness" section
because, in her words, "We don't
want Big Brother Government." A
finn supporter of the First Amend"~
ment, she has also been a major
supporter of the controversial filesharing program Napster. Schlafly
has advocated for restructuring of
our health care system and is also
an opponent of court jurisdiction
over the Ten Commandments and
Pledge of Allegiance.
Schlafly's lecture will be presented in Stetson Chapel beginning at 7 p.m.

having people
get together for
socializing,
Between
thc
Campus
Climate
Action
Board, Campus
Life Committee
and ReSidence Life and Servicc
Learning puttlllg heads togcther.
the following idea was born:
Sponsor a dtnner prepared by an
excellent chef - raffle otT chances
to Will It and donate the rame
money!
Where In thc world is thiS
chef. you might wonder" Lo
and behold, there is Jim Turner
our local "chef In reSIdence" and

Campus Life Committee member,
willmg to donate his services for
this worthy cause.
If you have not already purchased your chances for thiS dclectable dining opportunity, you can
do so from any CLC or CCAB
member, any Service Learning
House member, or come to Chapel
early on hi 14 to get your last
chance tickets.
Tickets are $1 each and the
dlJ1ner happens Sunday evening,
No\. 16. The drawing will happen
dunng l-riday's MUSIC Department
Chapel (Sorry, but due to the
preparatory nature oflhis particular meal, a vegetarian option can
not be served, but future dinners

certainly can.)
You will be contacted
Friday. and you may bring a
fricnd. From what 1understand,
whoever wins will likely be
dl11ing with Dr. Boatwright who
purchased a "boat"-Ioad ofttckets! Accept her challenge!All
are inVIted to join in the fun students, faculty, 8taff. Come
one, come all. and help heat
community homes this winter.
And of course. a good idea
shouldn't be tricd oncc and put
on a shelf, 0 If any faculty or
staff members would like to host
a Similar event dunttg winter
quarter. please see anyone from
Campus Life Committee.

Chapel Chat
One of the most amazmg
that happens in commumty IS
the creativ.: process. Just look at
what happens when you let the
creative quc.:n, Di Scuss. have a
blank slate and a Chapel Hour!
Gr.:at job last week, DI and all
who participated, and hey -- all
who attended Chapel
We witncssed something

by Jeanne Hess

pretty special. Whcn you are wlllmg
to it With a purpose and an idea,
miracles happen. One such event is
happening now as I write and now
a' you read.
The Scnice Lcarnmg House
had a purpose of hcating homes
for people who cannot afford
to dunng the winter. Campus
Life Committee had a purpose of
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- photo by Megan Morrisey

Trent Pancy and Joey Rodriguz-Tanner practice for fight scenes during Mac&th.

FOOTBALL
11/8 - Wis. Lutheran 24, Kalamazoo 13
VOLLEYBALL
11/4 - Adrian 3, Kalamazoo 2
MEN'S SOCCER
11/8 - Kalamazoo 1, Adrian 0 (OT)
WOMEN'S SOCCER
11/8 - Kalamazoo 1, Alma 0 (OT)

Festival Playhouse presents
Shakespeare's MacBeth
Megan Morrisev
FEATURE EDrrOR
"Bubble
Bubble
Toil
and
TroubLe"- The grisly fate of MacBeth
will soon haunt the "K" theatre.
This
will be
the
debut presentation
of Shakespeare's
legendary
tragedy
about the
powerhungry

different periods as we can."
This project carries a great deal of
significance, due to the complexities of
the play itself and the level of commitment it requires. The department
enlisted the help of Jon Reeves, a professional stage combat choreographer, to
direct the
battles in
theproduction, where
the student
cast member's fight
with medievalbroadswords.
-J
The many
challenges
this play has provided have led to an
invaluable educational and artistic experience.
The play was in good hands from
the start. Director Karen Berthel specialized in Shakespearean interpretations,
and has been trained at the American
Conservatory Theatre.
The theatre department eagerly
awaits having the audience witness as
"all great Neptune's ocean wash this
blood Clean from hand" when curtain
is called.

r-----------------,

"Bubble Bubble
Toil
and Trouble"
L----____________

Scottish
thane, and his mad, murderous wife.
While this is "somewhat surprising" says department chair Ed Menta,
"We have never consciously stayed
away from producing MacBeth."
Most of the department's previous
Shakespearean undertakings have been
comedies, such asA Midsummer Night's
Dream and As You Like It. MacBeth
is a welcome edition to the theatre's
repertoire, says Menta, as the department is "committed to producing as
many types of plays from as many

This holiday season,
give a truly unique gift. ,
Our exclusive K Blend and
K Blend Holiday Roast
coffees are available in
attractive holiday packaging.
Place your order in person or via email by
Frida)) November 21. Orders will be available
for pickup on Tuesday, December 2.
K Slead: 112 lb. $4.7S. lib $8.00
Holiday Roast: II2Ib. $S-oo. I lb 8.2S

10% d.iscount on orden ofS bags and morel

THE DAILY GRIND
COFFEEHOUSE
A UMl1ED Il.UIIJTY COMlJ\HY

tdgcak@1a.oo.edu

The student newspaper of Kalamazoo College

INSIDE First CCAB town hall tneeting successful

iii A NEW WAY
gTOPAY

Kalamazoo College
just joined the education Independent 529
program through the
IRS that allows parents to pre-pay their
child's college education.
_EVERYONE HAS

IiITHE RIGHT TO ...

In an opinion, Brett
Stinar looks at the
damaging effects of
rape on victims and
the concscious level
of awareness that the
issue deserves.

m

Kate Boehm
STAFF WRITER
The members of the Campus
Climate Action Board (CCAB) are
dedicated to changing the school
for the better and want to hear the
concerns offellow students. On Wed.
Nov. 12, the CCAB held their first
open forum to find out what students
want and to make action plans for
change.
"This is a great start," said Brittany Edwards, K'04, facilitator of the
CCAB. ''This is the first in a series of
forums. It is a proactive way to bring
change to the school."
Over 30 students of all years and
social groupings attended the meeting
in the Olmsted Room, despite many
other activities that evening. Students
voiced their opinions enthusiastically
and were eager to debate plans for
change in all areas of the school.

See CCAB, p.8

THE WINDEX
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RETURNS

Satirical journalism is
back for the last week
of the quarter complete with a review
of Taco Bell, pick-up
lines for all your
classes, 'K'classUieds
and more.

I'll KALEIDOSCOPE
ItISHINES

Members of Kaleidoscope travelled to
Detroit this past weekend to aid an event
for the Human Rights
Campaign by volunteering time, effort.

- photo by Katie Dorman

Working on proposals for the Campus Climate Action Board, Caryn Hassd and Michelle Busuito write
out their plans for the next meeting.

Student Commission partners with WMU, town me~tings planned
Laurel Stiedemann
STAFF WRITER
The Kalamazoo College Student Commission, in an effort to better serve the interests of the
student body, plans to hold regular town meetings
during which students can express their concerns
about K. They have joined forces with the Western
Student Association to strengthen their voice in
the community.
The town meeting tradition is being reinstated
in order to give voices that would not be heard
otherwise, a chance to speak. "Meetings will be
open to the catnpus community at large. Students
are not the only ones with complaints," explained
Karen Nave, Student Commission President.
There is no structured agenda for the town
meetings. "It is an open forum for students, staff,
etc to come and bring legitimate issues to the
surface," stated Nave. All town meetings will
be led by a Student Commission Representative,
ifnot by Nave.
She believes that the student will be comfortable enough to speak freely. "This isn't something

where 100 member of the administration will
be sitting around staring at the students. This is
something put on by the students, for students."
The Student Commission is dedicated to
serving the student's concerns to the best of their
ability. David Council, Public Relations Director,
said, "If that means hounding administrators,
we are up for it; if it means getting real answers
to tough questions, that is what we are prepared
to tackle; and if we have to go back and communicate why something is the way it is to a
concerned group of students, we would gladly
do so."
On a larger level, the Student Commission
has recently passed a proposal that formally
establishes a partnership with the Western
Michigan Student Association in hopes that they
can unite as they push for action on important
political and social issues.
For example, Council says, "Currently
we are working on abolishing the two-year
residency requirement to run for Kalamazoo
City Commission. The requirement serves as

the greatest deterrent to direct student involvement
in local politics." They also plan to partner on other
political and city issues as well as strengthening the
bond with Western through such cooperation.
"We are passionate about establishing and
maintaining a working, productive relationship
with the Western Student Association to achieve
the greatest good within the community that we
live. This alliance is an exciting first step," said
Council.
Council believes that the partnership will
make the voice of both schools stronger. "The
'K bubble' is certainly something that hinders
political involvement, and this relationship is a step
[towards] breaking through that barrier."
In the long term, Council expects that the new
"policy and lasting ties [... ] should endure the
usual turnover ofleadership."
"We are passionate about making change in
the community, and with the network of support
and motivation that we are creating, political
influence ofKaIamazoo College is sure to increase:'
stated Council.

NEWS
PIlaTO OPINION POLL

If you could change something
about the college,
what would you change?
"I wouldn't change you people for
anything, the students, the faculty, the
staff, you are all great. If I had a magic
wand I would multiply the endowment
ten times."

-- President James F. Jones.

"I want to have th~ opportunity to take
more classes outsIde of major requirements so we can take classes we are
really interested in."

-- Michael Gosack K '04.

"I would have us start a week earlier
so we are done before Thanksgiving. I
hate having that break in there."

-- Hillary Decker, K'06.

The Index

'K' joins alternative tuition plan
Bridget Scallen

is actually equal to 74 percent of
the total tuition cost. Suppose, then,
that the beneficiary enters a school
STAFF WRITERS
ten years later and that the tuition
Kalamazoo
College
has
has been inflating at an average
recently joined other private institurate of 5 percent per year, tuition
tions in offering an alternative
is now equal to $24,433 and the
prepaid amount, $10,000, is valued
way to pay tuition. The education
at $18,080. The $8,080 gain is free
Independent 529 Plan, named for
the IRS code that defines it,
of federal income tax.
lets parents invest in their
Independent 529 Plan
"The goal of this plan is long. h
child's education early by
recogmzes t at each colterm saving," said Silberman.
lege has its own standards
prepaying tuition.
"We thought it was a
Other advantages include the
and policies for awarding
really wonderful opportunity
financial aid. The Federal
facts that accounts generate
Government; however, does
for families to plan for the
future," said 10ellen Silno federal income tax, benefits
not treat 529 savings
berman of the Admissions
are transferable to other family
plan proceeds and 529 preoffice. The plan involves purpaid proceeds the same.
members, and refunds are availchasing a certificate, which
The latter, which includes
is redeemable after three full
able ifthe child receives a scholIndependent 529 Plan, is
arship or decides not to attend a
regarded as an expendable
calendar years. Purchasers
resource; the savings plan,
pay a down payment of$5oo
member college.
on the other hand, is conwithin the first two years of
the plan. The maximum lifesidered a family asset and
is "taxed" at only 5.6% pre
time contribution is equal to
year. Independent 529 Plan
5 years worth of tuition at the
most expensive participating
amount invested divided by the total
aid only includes needcollege.
cost of the education. For example, based federal aid. Independent 529
"The goal of this plan is long- if a family decides to invest $10,000 Plan originated in a small group
term saving," said Silberman. Other in a certificate for an education that of Southern colleges and has since
advantages include the facts that costs $15,000, the plan covers 67 grown to include nearly 300 colaccounts generate no federal income percent of the total tuition.
leges in 42 states. Other member
tax, benefits are transferable to
If the certificate discount is 1 institutions include Albion and
other family members, and refunds percent then the invested amount Hope College.

& Katherine Wegert

are available if the child receives
a scholarship or decides not to
attend a member college. Included
in the plan is a certificate discount.
Institutions set their own discount
rate; Kalamazoo's current discount
is 1.5 percent off tuition cost.
The percent tuition that is covered by the plan is calculated by the
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CRIME BEAT
.... A larceny occurred In Hicks on Nov. 14.

"I want to get the cafeteria on a compost
system:'

-- Erin Agee, K'06.

**In another larceny on the 14'\ 60 dollars was taken out of an unlocked student's Trowbridge
dormitory room.
**Between 12: 10 a.m. and 4 a.m. on Nov. 15'\ an attempted larceny occurred in the Chrissy and Severn
parki.ng lot Whoever who unsuccessfully tried to steal a CD player causcd 200 dollars worth of damage to
a car s dashboard and 150 dollars worth of danlage to one of its windows.

** A !ip fo~ a tip: Anyone with accurate information regardll1g the recent turfing of the Quad and
the l\iatatonum grass area may be rewarded monetanly. The turfing took place last Wednesday night
between IO p.m and 8 a.m.

"r want less people from Michigan and
elevators in all the buildings."

-- Nikiah Barnes, K '05.

**Not a crime report, but still newsworthy: ~hen a Harmon resident needed to use the bathroom early
Monday mornlllg. he was unpleasantly surpnsed to find that he could not open hIS door The reSident
and IllS roommate called their RA, who called Security. who called area locksmiths. who didn't answer
their tele.ph~ncs. Kalamazoo police eventually arrived, although they. too, were unable to open the
I~alfun~tlonlllg door. whIch was finally kIcked in. The entrapped Hannon resident busily occupIed
hl'nselt by sendmg one of hIS fnends Instant Messages. passllg notes under the door. and talking to those
outsIde hI room The r-oblem wa . rt.,ohed 1'1 about ar hour.
.
- (omptled by BnJr,et ca leI
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beyond it.
And I want to talk to people. I want to
know about your experience of the world,
and what happens in your head when you
read about child sex slavery or the rate
at which the United States is consuming
irreplaceable natural resources. I want to
hear about the things you do in your life
that you always wish you wouldn't, or the
things you know could be better, but never
A column from EnvOrg to elevate environmental awareness
thought change was possible, so you left
them as they were.
Written by Erin Agee
I want to know about the things you
don't care about, and I want to know
A conversation I had the other often gets funneled to sentiments of why. Not so I can judge you, but so
night brought light to some things that judgment of others or self-hatred or that I can relate. Let me into your
thoughts of
had been stewing and fermenting in disgust. With
our current
the corners of my mind for a while. this knowledge
world so we
There are many atrocities in the world about the hen
can have a
that have been pronounced so many industry and
conversaall the things
times we are numb to them.
There are things that outtion. Let me
"On an average, women earn three I hear about
rage many of us, every day,
share these
quarters of men's earnings. Of the the environatrocities
1.3 billion people estimated to be in ment, I still ate
and the energy that comes
with you. I
poverty today, 70 percent are women: chicken and I
from this electric rage often
want to tell
the number of rural women living sti 11 drove my
gets funneled to sentiments
you about
in absolute poverty rose by nearly car to places
the things
50 percent in the past two decades" within biking
of judgement of others or
that I don't
distance
on
(United Nations, 1995:36).
self-hatred or disgust ... I do
days
care about ,
I read this enough and eventually sunny
had
and I want
not want to judge myself, or
my mind turns off. I am overloaded when
to tell you
with statements and statistics that pile plenty of time.
others. I find enough of that
about
the
I admit to
into the corner of my mind where I
in the rest of the world.
fear I have
store the things that outrage me, but these personal
for
the
for which I have sought no outlet to atrocities,
though
I
am
s
u
b
t
l
y
help.
not
proud
of
spreading
How about this? " In U.S. egg
I do
indifference
production, seven or eight hens are them.
I
feel inside
not
want
to
typically crammed in each 18 inchjudge
myself.
of
me.
I
by-20-lDch cage ... the wing span of a
chicken IS 30 inches" (Robbins. Tom or others. I find enough of that in the want to hear about the changes you've
rest of the world. I want to accept where made in you life that calm the electric
. "The Food Revolution" 190).
You do the math. It is standard we are, and have the courage to move rage.
procedure that the hens kept in these
cubicles have their beaks cut so that
they will not peck each other to death.
Often the cutting is done poorly such
that the hens are unable to eat and
they starve to death. Male chIcks, once
hatched, are thrown in garbage bags
or put into the mincer to feed theIr
mothers later in the day.
1still eat eggs. Why? Is it because
I am an insensitive, arrogant, privileged
college student with such an expansive
comfort bubble that I can afford to
be indifferent and careless about my
world?
There are things that outrage
many of us, every day, and the energy
that comes form this electric rage
There's nothing like a big 01' pile of compost

"\..
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Here is something else I have been
thinking about. If! concentrate on the
positive in the world, does this make
me unrealistic? If I cite the goodness
that is going on when people speak
to me of misery, am I being deluded,
seduced by ideals and optimism? I
know that what I pay attention to
grows.
The term realistic needs to encompass ideals, because our thoughts
are no less real than our deeds. So
when I speak about a campus that I
could walk through without picking
up a single piece of paper or can to
recycle, I am speaking realistically.
My thoughts are real, my hopes are
real, my ideals are real.
"The cruelty of veal crates and
anemic diets for calves has been
widely recognized in the United
Kingdom, where these practices have
been banned. They remain, however,
standard operating procedure in the
veal industry in the United States.
While the sale of day-old calves is
routine in U.S. veal production, it
is illegal in Great Britain, and was
banned in much of Europe by the end
of the 1990's" (Robbins, The Food
Revolution,188).
Green Tip #46: Winter is coming
and with it comes the cold. But
remembering to turn your furnaces
off during the night, while you sleep
snug under the covers, helps reduce
the amount of energy you use by a
quarter of what you use in one day!
Green Tip #23: Shop local. Support local businesses. Support local
families.
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More awareness needed of rape, damage to victims
B rett Stinar
OPINION WRITER
A few weeks ago one ofmy female friends,
a 4.0 college student in Michigan, told me she
had been raped.
From a legal perspective, her story is a
classic example of acquaintance rape. She was
drinking heavily at a house party and left with
a guy to go back to his dorm room. Without
any kissing or messing around beforehand, she
immediately passed out and fell asleep on his
bed with all her clothes on. The next thing
she remembered was waking up the following
morning extremely hung over and tired, coming
in and out of consciousness, with her pants off
and him on top of her having intercourse.
She was too surprised, shocked, and scared
to say anything or fight him off. She was too
frightened to tell him to stop.
The assailant did not use a condom and
ejaculated inside of her. A few hours after the
attack, my friend and one of her friends drove
to Planned Parenthood, where she took the
"morning after" pill and underwent tests for
sexually transmitted infections. 1 asked her
if she had taken a shower - hoping that she
would agree to a "rape-kit" administered by
professionals.
I repeatedly told her how important it was
for her to go to her College's Health Center
in order to talk with professionals. 1 was
completely shocked when she told me she did
not want to press any charges of sexual assault
or rape, because there was no doubt in my mind
that she was raped.
According to Michigan Law, it is against
the law to have sexual contact with someone
against his or her will or without consent, and
someone who is incapacitated (drunk, drugged,
unconscious and asleep) cannot give consent.

Additionally, the victim does not need to prove
they physically resisted during the assault.
Sexual assault is defined by the actions of the
abuser.
My friend blamed herself for what happened, not placing any responsibility on ther
assailant. She said she didn't feel any anger
towards him. She said she felt dirty and like a
slut. She blamed herself for getting drunk and
going back to his room. Being intoxicated and
going back to a pseudo-stranger's room may
have been an unwise decision, but under no
circumstance does anyone have a moral or legal
right to have intercourse without consent.
EVERYONE should have the right to flirt,
the right to drink, the right to get drunk and
the right to pass out on a friend's bed. But
what about the right to your personal privacy,
the right to your own body, the right not to
get raped? To live in a world where a rape
victim blames herself for being raped is utterly
disturbing.
She told her parents what happened a few
days after the incident. Her mom blamed her
for getting drunk and going back to his room.
Her dad refused her request for money to pay for
the $60 trip to Planned Parenthood, saying "Are
you kidding me?" She told me that talking with
a trained professional at her College's Health
Center made her feel much, much better.
Then the ST! results came. The assailant
had infected her with a (curable) ST!, a particular
ST! showing no physical signs in males. This
guy took advantage of her, raped her, and gave
her an ST!. Yet she shared with me that she
surprisingly felt no anger towards the guy.
The hardest, most embarrassing and humbling truth dealing with the experience of my
friend being raped has been realizing the ways
in which my own behavior as a man contributes
to other men's assault of women. Physical

violence towards women is often the result
of sexist controlling, threatening, insulting,
disrespectful and hateful speech towards women
that continue to place them as a second class
citizens.
Every time someone calls someone else
a bitch, a pussy, a woman, or says "quit
acting/playing like a girl;' or "you're not injured
- just wipe the sand out of your pussy;' they
are continuing to make it easier for men to
disrespect women and for women to disrespect
themselves.
This may appear to be common-sensical,
but all too often men who say to themselves "I'd
never hit a woman" or "I'd never rape a woman"
are ignorant of the fact that their disrespectful,
manipulating, controlling, and abusive verbal
violence is a serious form of violence in itself.
And men and women need to realize that violent
hate speech towards women (towards anyone)
make it much easier and justifiable to eventually
legitimize physical violence.
A women's feeling of personal blame for
getting raped is socially constructed from our
sexist, patriarchal society we live in, that is
full of sexist, violent, hate messages that place
women in an inferior, subordinated role to that
of men. Gender/race scholar Mari 1. Matsuda
describes this act of self-blame:
"For the victim, the angry rejection of the
message ofinferiority is coupled with absorption
of the message ... the victims of hate messages
do not always believe in their insides that they
deserve decent treatment. This obsequious
moment is degrading and dispiriting when the
self-aware victim acknowledges it."
A horrible truth about acquaintance rape
is that often times, probably in my friend's
experience, the assailants truly think their
behavior was acceptable and even consensual.
The assailants reassure themselves by saying

and believing that "She wanted to come back to
my room;' "She spent the night in my room;'
"She knew what she was getting into," "She
didn't say no." Men need to reexamine, and
talk with other men and women about, what
are appropriate, acceptable, consensual forms
of sexual advances.
It would be ignorant to think acquaintance
rape does not occur here at "K.." According to
Mary Lucas, Assistant Dean of Students and
Coordinator of Women 's Resources and Health
Education, a smaller school like Kalamazoo
College can be much more difficult for a victim
of sexual violence to report and or prosecute,
because women are more worried about the
reactions of their peers on this tight-knit
campus.
Lucas stated, "I am sure that the majority
of sexual assaults on campus go unreported,
and this is true outside of Kalamazoo College
as well". The YWCA Sexual Assault Program
states that studies report one in three women are
victims of sexual assault during their lifetime.
This traumatic experience gives my friend
nightmares, and she often cries herself to sleep
with the violent memory ingrained in her head.
She has even thought about leaving school.
It is important for women to realize the
importance of speaking with professionals like
Lucas and Lori Long-Hopkins of the Health
Center. These professionals will do whatever
they can to assist you. To the men out there
- think of your female friends, your female
cousins, your girlfriends, your mom, your
sisters, the girl who lives across the hall. Let's
consciously be more aware of the way we
behave and speak, and the way our peers behave
and speak, so that someday the women we care
most about may have the strength and courage
not to blame themselves ifthey become a victim
of violence or rape.
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The mystery behind George W. Bush's right-hand man
Nate White
OPINION WRITER
If you listen to the Neo-cons in our
corner of the liberal media here at "K,"
George W. Bush is apparently a great
man. He probably does have many admiral
qualities, but how much of the greatness
we associate with his presidency should
actua\1y be attributed to him?
George Bush was the first president
ever to create a permanent advisory position in the White House for his campaign
manager. Bush has publicly declared that
there is almost nothing he does not discuss
with his campaign manager. His campaign
manager is present at almost every highlevel meeting, and his ideas are taken as
seriously (or possibly more seriously) than
ideas from the mouth of our Commanderand-Chief. But who is this man that Bush
has so much trust in?
Who is the man who along with Karen
Hughes (until she left Washington to go
back to Texas) holds Bush's undivided

attention on all matters of policy? His
name is Karl Rove, but the more important
question should be; why have so few people
ever heard of him? Bush claimed that he
receives the vast majority of his political
strategy from Karl Rove. Rove now arguably holds more influence than any other
unelected politician (Unless you want
to count Bush himself). John Dilulio, a
former White House adviser said "Karl is
enormously powerful, maybe the single
most powerful person in the modern, postHoover era ever to occupy a politicaladviser post near the Oval Office."
Karl Rove met when Rove while working for Bush's father. They first met when
Bush Sr. asked Rove to bring keys to a car
to Bush Jr. Needless to say at the time, Bush
Jr. was not the political powerhouse he is
today, but Rove saw in him the qualities
to make a great candidate. This would
grow into a very strong relationship, Rove
possessed the brains and the analytical
capability to take the country by storm, and
Bush had the charisma to make it work.

Since high school Rove has been set
on politics. Teachers and classmates all
assumed he would enter into politics.
He was known on the debate team for
being able to argue any point of view with
whatever data you put in front of him and
this made him a serious contender. But
for some reason, Karl Rove wasn't satisfied with simply winning debates. Some
biographers of Rove have suggested that
Karl would attempt to utterly humiliate
his opponent in order to gain attention
he didn't receive as a nerdy intellectual
with glasses. He would resort to tricks
to make his opponent nervous to throw
him off guard, and take advantage of any
faltering.
For example, students would write
their arguments on index cards. Rove's idea
was to bring in larger cards, and more of
them. On occasion he would bring literally
cart loads of cards, often times they were
blank, simply to intimidate his opponent.
He would also make the opposing argument
first, mocking it. This left his opponent

with nothing left to say.
Rove always wanted political power.
When he decided to run for class president,
he knew his chances were slim. Like most
high schools it was a popularity contest,
and Rove was up against a popular athlete.
To grab attention he removed the doors to
the gymnasium and drove around a rented.
convertible, with a beautiful girl under each
arm. This scene took place right before the
vote, and it was immediately clear Rove's
tactics succeeded.
Karl Rove is incredibly powerful and
incredibly intelligent, but he lives with
more power than anyone deserves in a
democracy, at least someone that wasn't
elected. Voters need to know who this man
is, and what he has done in the past. A vote
for Bush in 2004 is a vote for Rove, and
I think most moderate voters would not
ever consider voting for Rove. If you would
like to read about his suspicious political
journey read Bush's Brain by Moore and
Slater or Boy Genius: Karl Rove by Dubose,
Reid and Cannon.

Will diplomacy from European Nations prevail in Iran nuclear situation?
Joe Mansour
COLUMNIST
Will the diplomacy of the foreign ministers of Britain, France
and Germany lead to Iran remaining free of nuclear weapons? The
best answer is hopefu\1y, but not
likely.
The current crisis over Iran's
nuclear ambitions began in September of this year when traces
of weapons-grade uranium were
discovered at two sites in Iran. This
set off a huge international tussle.
Iran claimed that the inspectors had
picked up the traces of uranium
from contaminated equipment
which Iran had purchased abroad.
The International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) demanded
that Iran open its nuclear sites to
intrusive inspections and cease
enriching uranium. the deadline
for all of this to occur was October
31. If Iran did not comply, the
IAEA had threatened to take Iran's
case to the UN Security Council
for possible sanctions.
Three European foreign ministers; Jack Straw of Great Britam,

Dominique de Vil\epin of France
and Joschka Fischer of Germany
began negotiating with Iran to
acquiesce to the IAEA demands.
The Europeans' negotiations were
successful on October 2 I when Iran
agreed to cease enriching uranium
and allow unexpected inspections
of its nuclear facilities.
Officials in the Bush administration voiced skepticism of the
deal with Iran, saying that they
doubted whether the Iranians would
comply fully with the IAEA or
would instead secretly continue
enriching uranium and developing
their nuclear weapons program.
The administration even questions why Iran, which contains
large reserves of natural gas and
oil, needs nuclear energy at all.
The doubts voiced by the U.S.
appear to be confirmed by the
recent IAEA report released last
week, which detailed Iran's 18 year
quest to develop nuclear weapons.
As reported in the New York Times
on November II, earlier this year,
Iran blocked inspectors from looking into the Kalaye Electric Companies facilities, where they now

know were hidden "scores of
centrifuges, in what appeared to
be a pilot program to produce
weapons-grade uranium".
The evidence currently available does not allow for definite
conclusions on Iran's weapons
program.
Many officials in
Europe are willing to give Iran
the benefit of the doubt, while
Washington is highly skeptical of
Iran's intentions.
With almost two decades of

I
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effort already expended on their
nuclear program it seems highly
unlikely that Iran will willingly
give up its' nuclear ambitions.
The mullahs in Tehran know
they are in Washington's sights
and probably think that the best
way to deter the U.S. is by possessing nuclear arms. For justification in this belief they can point
to the U.S.'s restrained response
to North Korea contrasted with
our invasion of Iraq.

HI

I

The current situation doesn't
leave a lot of policy options open
for the United State. Iran will
most likely refrain from processing uranium for a couple of
months and then quietly start
their weapons program up again.
The best chance to prevent this in
the short term is for the U.S. to
work with the Europeans and the
IAEA to insure Iran's compliance
with its recently signed agreements.
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Back issues for the fall quarter
are now available in The Imdex office!
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New library design expanded to
include (MAX Theatre, Qdoba
OraL E. PLeasing
WINDEX STAFF
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Pick-up Lines for
'K' Students
(who are too busy to meet people outside of class)
Science Lab: Those goggles sure do make your eyes sparkle
Computer Science: The way you program Java makes me want to insert

The Kalamazoo College Board of Trustees recently confirmed that a
Qdoba Mexican restaurant and 350-seat IMAX dome theatre are being
added to the seemingly endless list of amenities that will equip the new
Kalamazoo College Upjohn library.
The $6.2 million addition to the already palatial new library will require
demolition of aU structures currently occupying the land between Bulkley,
Academy, Grand Ave., and Thompson with the exceptions of President Jones'
house, Dr. Truss's house, and the President's Rose Garden.
"We had to choose between adding an IMAX, a Qdoba, or a parking lot:
said Trustee _ _ . "Obviously, we picked the 2 more logical options."
Even though plans forthe IMAX are stili in their infancy, campus organizations are already lining up to get dibs on use of the theatre. The Student
Activities Commission at "K" hopes the theatre will boost attendance of
movie events and has already begun purchasing films to show.
The Jewish Student Organization plans to incorporate both the new
theatre and restaurant into its social calendar with "Bagel, Kosher Burrito,
and a Movie" marathons.

my USB cable into your port

Economics: Your supply sure does fill my demand
Biology: If I could rearrange the alphabet I'd put R-O-N-A together
Mathematics: Why don't we head back to my room and integrate? I'd
love to be tangent to your curves

Geology: Let's go behind a rock and get a little "boulder"
Foreign Language: Ya know, I have a special place in my mouth for
foreign tongues.

Mathematics: Why don 't we head back to my room and integrate?
Hicks Center: You must eat a lot of Lucky Charms because you 're
magically delicious

Psychology: Hey, you look just like my mom!
On the Quad: Look at the adorable squirrels! Hey, let's go play like
squirrels, we'll go back to your hole and I'll bust a nut.
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AOL Instant Messenger
issues 'K' College Edition
Oral E. Pleasing
WINDEX STAFF

Taco Bell: random local Mexican bistro

- photo by Katie "The Fox" Dorman

Heaven on a 50ft Flour Tortilla
Oral E. Pleasing
Tuker F. Rombehind
W INDEX STAFF
Taco Bell; 269.334.8564; Drake
and West Main. Open MondaySunday, 10AM-Late.

Three Bling-Bling!s out of Five
(Dinner for four, with wine, $10).
Few know that Taco Bell
helped Yum! Brands achieve sales
totaling more than $ 22 billion
in the 2001 fiscal year. Even
fewer are cognizant of Taco Bell's
investment in the Taco Bell Discovery Science Center, a 59,000
square foot facility that seeks
to enable the Farther Journey for
scientific young minds.
No one will argue, however,
that Taco Bell places tenth in
critical food-related health violations, behind the likes of McDonaids, KFC, Wendy's, Subway and
Burger King. Desiring to reward
the sort of magnanimous philanthropy that can only be provided by gigantic faceless corporations, your devoted food critics
- with nickels and dimes in tow
- trekked to Taco Bell, situated
in the tony Drake and West Main
restaurant district.
Ampl/' bootf1<; fo? - four arc
u<;u.;::
.!Iva <IDle IreservatlO'1S

recommended for Friday and Saturday evenings after 2AM). While
uncomfortable, they certainly
serve their purpose of holding
morbidly obese Americans in relative safety. However, all chairs
are bolted to the floor, so that
it is impossible to gorge oneself
with five or more compatriots.
The color scheme is an amalgamation of nouveau poor and
the regal color purple, flaunted by
generations of the world's monarchies as a display of wealth
and power. At T-Bell, however,
the color is used to differentiate
injection mold plastic from Fiesta
Bowi™.
T-Bell. unfortunately, has yet
to finish the game of Chutes and
Ladders"" that is the bureaucracy of obtaining a liquor license,
and the wine(o) list is consequently limited. They do have an
expansive list of fountain drinks
supplied by the parent company
Pepsi Corp. Ranging from Pepsi
to Diet Pepsi (and everything
in between), these carbonated
cabernets bring out the subtle,
woody, textures found in each
tortilla-tastic bite.
We are particularly fond
of the Grilled Stuft Burrito Tl",
although it can be a touch pricey
at $ 2.99 If you have the means,
we recommend upgrading to the
pr'x ~Ixe vt: ue r1eal. whici' I:ndude&l

the aforementioned tasty beverage and nachos - a simple, yet
understated accent to the main
course.
We feel that the extraordinary service we received at T-Bell
merits praise on these pages.
Barely 90 seconds after payment, our order was placed neatly
on a tray (placemat included)
and we were ready to begin our
dining experience. When we asked
Lerone, the afternoon sommelier,
to recommend a beverage to complement the burrito, although he
stared blankly for a moment, he
finally suggested the Mountain
Dew Red Alert, a finely blended
step up from the traditional
Mountain Dew and its potentially
toxic Yellow Number 5.
Of course, no trip to the hallowed halls of T-Bell is complete
without the light and airy taste
of Cinnamon CriSps, a buttery
pastry with cinnamon spices
reminiscent of our trip to Bangalore. We finished our meal with
T-Bell's world-famous dessert.
the Choco-Taco; which Tucker
describes as "320 calories of
taste bud-adoring perfection:
Orel E., however, felt the caramel topping overwhelmed the
palate and underemphasized the
chocolate flavor Ultimately. we
both agreed that there <; noth, Ij
firer th8 1 a waffled taco e;i'~1

Last month, entertainment giant AOL TIme Warner released a new
version of its famed Instant Messenger program designed specifically for
Kalamazoo College. The program is the first of its kind in a series that will
cater exclusively to college and university students in the U.S.
AOL's Kalamazoo College version will include a revamped batch of
emoticons, Buddy Icons, and standard away messages designed specifically
for students at "K". Emoticons will include faces to express feelings like
"hangover: "indifferent: "passive-aggressive: "horny." "inebriated: and
"complete emotional breakdown." There will also be an emoticon designed
for each week of the college's 1 O-week semesters.
Bonus away messages include "streaking: "searching for a parking
spot." "looking for parties." "dropping health sciences major." "procrastinating." and "at my&%@!$*#languagelab'" New Buddy Icons include the hornet
mascot, flags from each of the countries affiliated with the "K" Center for
International Programs, and the Busch Lite logo.
"I'm excited for the "K" edition." said
K '0_. "I used to feel so
limited by the range of emoticons in the standard version of AIM. Now I can
use one icon to describe how I feel instead of using 3 or 4:
Other Michigan schools set to receive their own editions of AIM include
Westem Michigan University, Hope College, the University of Michigan, and
Michigan State University.
One Hope College student, speaking on condition of anonymity, was
annoyed that the K College version of AIM was released before that of
Hope.
"Just because K College got its version before we did doesn't mean
they're better than Hope. We still have God on our side:

We apologize for the lack of content and excess white space.
Those responsible have been sacked.
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Kaleidoscope voulnteers at Human Rights Campaign
Daniel J. Menzo
STAFF WRITER
On Nov 14, sixteen members of
Kalamazoo College's Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender student
organization broke through the "K"
bubble and drove toward Detroit,
ich. as volunteers in the 14 annual
Michigan Human Rights Campaign
(HRC) gala dinner.
The 600 guest strong, multimedia fundraising event officially
took place on Nov. 15, yet the
volunteers started work Friday
evening, continuing their efforts
all day Saturday in order to pull
together the many components of
this immensely important event.
The night offered a silent auction, a large ballroom-style dinner,
live entertainment from a local
Motown Band, and empowering

speeches from two very politically
important special guests: US Representative Jesse L. Jackson, Jr.
and Michigan'S own inspirational
Governor, Jennifer L. Granholm.
Moreover, all present in the
ballroom were witness to the Governor's "shout out" on the main
stage, as she recognized "K"s own
Kaleidoscope volunteers.
The different positions adopted
by the volunteers during the weekend included co-organizing of the
silent auction, backstage production
assistants, light board operators,
table decorators, and of course a
post event clean up crew. When
asked to talk about the group's
involvement in this important event,
"K" Senior and Kaleidoscope CoLeader Phill Kotzan said, "I believe
that participating in this huge event
has put "K"s LGBT group on the

College map as the most
active and socially involved
student organization."
To support Kotzan's
comment, many volunteers
have made great contacts
with very important national
Chairs and Directors involved
with the HRC, and now have
the possibility to further their
efforts in the form of internships with the HRC at the
Washington, D.C. national
branch. To quote "K" Senior
Erin Ashmore, "The HRC is
the most important LGBT
organization in the nation.
The fact that Kaleidoscope
was part of such an incredible
event shows that this student
organization is making a difference on a national level as
well as locally."

-- phow courtesy of Phillip Konan
. Meeting Michigan Governor Jennifer Granholm at the Human Rights campaing
event are 'I(' students Joe Tracz, Phillip Kotzan, Governor Granholm, Angi
Krause, Billy Hinbern, MSU student volunteer Steve Larmore, Michael D.
White, Ryan Hatch and Jen Kisbany.

Feminist Fantasies lacking in support for arguements, claims
Amy Slingerland
STAFF WRITER
Unless you've been trapped under
something peavy for the past few weeks
chances are ¥ou've probably heard the name
Phyllis Schllifly, the latest speaker brought to
you by the College Republitans.
Her last book, Feminist Fantasies is
a collection of 92 separate essays all with
the depth o~ infomereial. Schlafly never
spends more than a few pages on anyone
topic. She rambles on a hodgepodge of issues
ranging from the feminist control of the
media and their dastardly plans to destroy
the modern American family. She doesn't
appear to have done any research for these
articles; there is no bibliography.
And if she does use statistics to backup
her argument they are often from random,
i::nnamed, undated studies. Most of the
essays themselves are outdated. A mere 25
out of 92 were dated within the last ten
years. The book doesn't announce itself as
an anthology; Schlafty just assumes that an
uninformed outdated opinion is just as good
as a current one.
The crux of the book lies III the "feminist
fantasy" that a woman can put her career first
and be happy. A woman's "biological clock'
will eventually produce "baby hunger" and
so women should plan for this by choosing
~areers with husband and family in mind
or stop working completely. Even cases

where husbands were picking up the slack side of marriage. To prove this she quotes a women who use the single income model
for career women, Schlafty wouldn't bend Motown hit from the 70's called "I've never and stay at home to raise kids with great
from her thesis that all babies need full been to me." The singer claims she would success. It is a conservative fantasy that
time mothers. She claims that when women trade in her exciting youth for a husband and feminists do not support motherhood. But
work, they just end up performing their child. Well if it's in a Motown hit, then it to insist that marriage and raising chi Idren
should be the primary goal of women for
domestic chores on top of a full time job. must be fact for all women.
To be fair, I'm sure there are plenty of their entire lives is ludicrous.
She seems to assume that men are too
incompetent to do their
half of the housework.
Not only does she
assume alt women want
campus, such as more alternatives
munication about this problem.
continued from page 1
to get married and make
The largest concern brought up at and activities were also discussed.
babies but she is /ltaunchly
CCAB members were very the forum was the lack of a common Other concerns that were brought
anti-divorce. She quotes
pleased with the turnout and discus- gathering space on campus, a lack up at the meeting were the availfrom a 1982 Glamour artision and hope to see this continue that will be increased at the end of ability of internships, funding
cle, "Women who earn
and increase at future meetings.
the year with the library renovation. for clubs such as mock trial and
25,000 a year or more, the
"It was nice to get some new "There is no gathering place on this he hockey club, publication of
divorce rate is more than
ideas, get different perspectives," campus, and that is really strange to potential financial aid programs,
twice the average for all
said Michelle Busuito, K'04, a me," said Edwards. "This is one ofmy and how diversity is being sought
women:'
member of the CCAB. "This was main concerns, not having a common out for the campus.
Another statistic she
just a start to something that will gathering place for students."
"Given the opportunity and
quotes is "Women who
become great."
Students discussed possible solu- given the creative output, we really
go on to graduate school
Improving communication tions to the lack of common space, could make a difference," said
divorce more often than
between students and the Admin- including plans to utilize Hick's lobby Kate Hamil, K'04, a member of
those who stopped after
istration was high on the list of and the President's Dining Room and the CCAB. "I don't think the
four years of college."
debated topics. Students wanted to Lounge. Many students, especially Administration sees us as a resource
see the role of the Administration first years, voiced that they wanted for positive change yet, but we can
She
also
warns
more defined, especially in relation to get involved, but had no idea change that." The next open forum
against, well the kind
to off-campus students and in where where to start. Solutions to get club meeting will be held on Mon. Nov.
of worldly life style
funding from the endowment is and organization information to the 24 at 8 p.m. in Dewing 103. It will
led here at K-College.
going. Students were concerned students and increase communication be co-hosted by the CCAB and
Travel, sexual freedom
with the high faculty turnover rate all over campus were discussed.
the CCD and will be concerning
and knowledge for oneand wanted to see increased comWays to decrease drinking on externships and internships.
self, are unimportant out-

CCABI Meetings identify student concerns
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